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Aspects in Cancer Community
Web Portal
	
  
Nor Athiyah Abdullah, Nasriah
Zakaria*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The emergence and
expansion of social networking sites
and online communities has allowed
people to socialize and connect with
each other regardless of geographical
constraints. Active participation of
the members of a community is an
important factor in the success of an
online community. Objectives: This
research applies Preece’s (2000)
sociability guideline of “people,
policy and purpose” to produce a
prototype of a cancer web portal with
social features. Methods: We studied
the social interactions among
members of a cancer support group
in Penang, Malaysia. A preliminary
study was conducted by observing
the community’s activities and
interviewing selected members
(n=7). We then proposed a technical
solution to meet this particular
cancer support community’s needs.
Specifically, we proposed adding an
“event management module” to the
prototype to encourage sociability
among members. The sociability

aspect of the event management
module proposed was measured by
usability framework. Usability
testing (n=15) was conducted using
cognitive walkthrough, think aloud
and interview techniques. Results: i)
Preliminary study results showed
that the reasons cancer patients and
survivors join the support group is to
get more friends, share their
experience, exchange information
and to motivate each other, all of
which increase the quality of their
life. The group members stated that
participation of members in events or
group activities is important in
increasing social interaction and
communication among group
members. Preliminary results also
showed that the cancer support group
met two of Preece’s (2000)
sociability factors, people and
purpose. The group has a strong
relationship among its members, who
have their own ideas about the
purpose of the group. However,the
group did not have any formally
estabished policies. Since group
members are connected in the real
world and not virtually through an
online network, they are not
concerned with policies. ii) Usability
testing results gathered from the data
collection showed positive feedback.
Members report that if they were
alerted about community events, they
would participate in the event, thus
sociability among members would be
increased. The participants agreed
that the proposed technical solution
(the event management module) was
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useful for their community’s
sociability needs and use.
Conclusion: This group is a realworld community and has no online
presence. The outcome from the
preliminary study found that
participation in group events and
activities increases social interaction
among members in the group. The
event management module is
proposed as a technical solution to be
embedded in a cancer web portal.
Usability testing found that a
majority of participants agreed that it
would be a useful tool for
encouraging sociability.

Smartphone Accessibility Of The
ALS Online Genetics Database
	
  
Olubunmi Abel*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The ALS Online
Database, (ALSoD) website
http://alsod.iop.kcl.ac.uk, holds
mutation, geographical and
phenotype data on 104 genes, linking
to bioinformatics resources,
publications and tools for analysis. It
is available free to access without
registration. On average, there are
300 unique visitors daily from any of

140 countries. To enable access from
a smartphone, we developed a
mobile friendly version of the
website and smartphone app.
Methods: We identified the most
frequently viewed pages using
Google Analytics and our in-house
analytic monitoring. For these, we
optimized the content layout of the
screen, reduced image sizes, and
summarized available information.
We used the .NET framework
mobile detection property
(HttpRequest.IsMobileDevice in the
Request.Browser object in
conjunction with
HttpRequest.UserAgent) which
returns a true value if the browser is
a recognized mobile device. For app
development, we used the Eclipse
integrated development environment
with Android plug-ins. We wrapped
the mobile website version with the
WebView object in Android.
Simulators were downloaded to test
and debug the applications. Results:
The website automatically detects
access from a mobile phone and
redirects pages to fit the smaller
screen. Because the amount of data
stored on ALSoD is very large, the
available information for display
using smartphone access is
deliberately restricted to improve
usability. The smartphone app is
currently available on Blackberry
and Android devices and will shortly
be available on iPhone as well.
Conclusions: We have developed the
ALSoD website further, allowing
access through smartphones and
16
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tablets, either through the website or
directly through a mobile app,
making genetic data stored on the
database readily accessible to
researchers and patients across
multiple devices. Also, the increased
use of the website due to its mobilefriendliness has been analysed using
google analytics tool showing that
more researchers are using mobile
devices to enhance their research
work globally.

The "Camoni" Eating Disorders
Online Community – How Do We
Make It Work?
	
  
Michal Afek*, Tamar Schifter*
Track: Practice
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Despite of its growing recurrence
worldwide, treatment for eating
disorders (ED) remains especially
challenging. The challenge becomes
even greater as online communities
begin to spread rapidly. Camoni,
which means "like me" in Hebrew, is
the first and only health and medical
social network in Israel. Its main
focus is the individual with chronic
disease and the people surrounding
him: caregivers, friends and

professionals. Camoni network's goal
is to empower patients and their
caregivers. The ED community is
one of sixteen communities which
utilize this medical social network.
The Camoni community model
uniquely combines social networking
tools (conversation walls, blogs,
internal messaging, online chats,
etc.), health news, articles and
constant participation of healthcare
experts who oversee the
conversations. This model in the ED
community allows users to openly
share their frustration, despair,
shame and helplessness (common
symptoms in ED) within a protected
environment that encourages healing.
Patients with an ED utilize this social
health network to share their
experiences and feelings. In contrast
to other online forums and
communities that are not managed by
professionals, where discussions
among patients might take a pro-ED
direction (e.g. pro-Ana sites),
Camoni offers a combination of
social support between patients and
important professional support,
which provides users with extra
value. The national health insurance
system in Israel usually provides ED
patients with only one weekly
session with a psychologist and a
dietician; yet, it this is clearly not
sufficient. The virtual space in
Camoni where patients and relevant
professionals participate, provides
users with resources in addition to
weekly therapy and helps to fill the
gaps between sessions. Moreover,
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the conversations that occur in the
ED community often help prepare
patients for their actual treatment
sessions, as they obtain new insights
from other patients and professionals
in their Camoni community. One of
the most common ED symptoms is a
distorted view of oneself and the
world. The social health network
helps reduce this distortion. When
patients share routine situations that
they tend to interpret as catastrophic,
other community members and
experts offer a variety of
nonjudgmental opinions and options,
that can help the patient identify
distorted or unhelpful thinking
patterns, recognize, and change
inaccurate beliefs, and relate to
others in more positive ways. In
conclusion, after three years of
activity and approximately 4,000
registrants in the Camoni ED
community, we believe that patients
with eating disorders need a reliable,
healthy professional resource that
can accommodate their profound
despair and help them cope with the
recurrent crisis and setbacks that
characterize eating disorders. These
resources, together with the help and
support received from similar
patients are the essential components
of a successful online social health
network site. We believe that such a
model can be a significant tool in
helping these individuals deal with
their ED on a daily basis.

Exploration of Health Disparities
in Colombian Health System
through Health Information
System –SISPRO-.
	
  
Sandra Milena Agudelo*
Track: Research
Topic: Health disparities
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In 2003 the Ministry of
Health in Colombia created the
Social Protection Information
System SISPRO-. It was an initiative
to provide the necessary information
into Health System to promote
informed health decisions. SISPRO
works as a data warehouse, but it is,
in reality, a decision tool. Most data
are connected and available online,
but the decision makers can’t use
them. In part, due to technical issues
such as interoperability, but mostly
because political interests don’t
facilitate its use. This opportunity to
use data contained in SISPRO,
enable us to find health disparities,
and due to the quantity and variety of
data, explain these disparities in
terms of whether they are avoidable
and if they presented systematically
in specific groups (women, ethnic
groups, regions, etc); that is, in terms
of whether these differences, in fact,
are health inequalities. This is the
opportunity to use these data, not
only to identify and explain health
inequalities but also to strengthen
18
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Governance in the Colombian Health
system. Governance in this context
means the collective action process
in which all the stakeholders interact
to make decisions and formulate
policies. This is why this health
information system –SISPRO- is the
best tool available to explore health
inequities in our health system and
we are working with the Ministry of
Health in Colombia to use it.
Objective: Make visible and explain
priority health inequialities in
Colombia health system, through
health and socio-economic attributes
stored in SISPRO, to enable policy
making with equity approach.
Methods: Case study of SISPRO as
the main topic of interest and health
equity as a theorical reference. We
are applying participatory methods,
and mixing qualitative and
quantitative techniques in a
challenging Political, technical,
Statistical and Equity related.
Results: Research in Progress. Aware
of the complexity of the Colombian
health system, the project hopes to
impact priority events for their
scientific and social relevance. Thus,
we expect to generate theoretical,
empirical and pragmatical evidence
that government can use to impact
priority social issues with a focus on
health equity. We are making
recommendations for the governance
of the health system based on the
exploration, identification, visibility,
modeling and explanation of
socioeconomic inequalities in health
events. And with the Engineers of

SISPRO we are building and
recommending an integral
management process of SISPRO data
in order to make it suitable for the
visualization and explanation of
health inequities. Conclusions:
Research in Progress. Health
information systems are ultimately
human, social and historical
constructs, they are not machines,
software, and procedures. They can’t
be understood as artifacts
disconnected from the health system
reality. Systems are parts of that
reality. It is the very nature of the
system, the dynamic between
entropy and negentropy and this is
true also for technological systems.

Does Delivery Modality (Native
Smart Phone App VS SMS) Affect
Validity of Ambulatory
Monitoring in Severe Mental
Illness
	
  
John Ainsworth*, Jasper PalmierClaus, Matthew Machin, Shôn Lewis
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
BACKGROUND: Ambulant, realtime self-report assessment using a
native smart phone app has been
shown to have validity when
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compared with the semi-structured
interview scales for psychosis that
are the gold standard approach to
assessing psychotic and other
symptoms. However, there are
alternative delivery modalities
available such as SMS text
messages, and little is known about
whether the delivery modality affects
validity. OBJECTIVES: We report
on two different delivery modalities
of a monitoring system for the
assessment of psychosis, a native
smart phone app and SMS text
messages. The primary aim was to
assess validity through correlations
of item responses with those on
widely accepted interview
assessments of psychosis for both
delivery modalities. It was also
predicted that there would be
correspondence between the validity
of the two delivery modalities across
the symptom dimensions being
assessed. METHODS: A randomised
repeated measures cross over design
was employed. Participants, with
currently-treated Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (Fourth Edition)
schizophrenia or related disorders
(n=24), were randomly allocated to
completing six-days of assessment
(four sets of questions per day) with
a native smartphone application or
the SMS text only implementation.
There was then a one-week break
before completing a further six days
with the alternative delivery
modality. Face to face PANSS and
CDS interviews were conducted
before and after the assessment

period blind to the ambulant data.
RESULTS: Of the 24 participants all
of them completed 6 days with the
native smart phone app, and 23
completed the 6 days with the SMS
text only implementation. Three
dimensions (delusions, depression
and hopelessness) showed strong
correlation using Spearman’s
correlation (rho) for both delivery
modalities. To two decimal places
they were (app/SMS) hopelessness =
0.69/0.66 (p<.001/p=.001), delusions
= 0.69/0.73 (p<.001/p<.001),
depression = 0.56/0.56
(p=.005/p=.008). The dimensions
anxiety and paranoia were strongly
correlated for the native smart phone
app only. To two decimal places they
were (app/SMS) anxiety= 0.76/0.48
(p<.001/p=.028), paranoia =
0.72/0.54 (p<.001/p=.012). The
dimensions of hallucinations and
grandiosity were uncorrelated for
both delivery modalities.
CONCLUSIONS: The failure to
observe the same degree of
correlation across the five symptom
dimensions in both implementations
indicates that delivery mechanism
may have a role to play in validity.
There is strong correspondence in the
hopelessness, depression and
delusion, but not in paranoia and
anxiety. Further evaluation is
required over longer assessment
periods, in clinical trials and service
settings.
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Appropriate Reporting of EbM
Content In Electronic Media APPRECIEM
	
  
Urs-Vito Albrecht*, Ute von Jan,
Andrea Gonnermann
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Evidence based
recommendations, founded on wellresearched clinical trials,
significantly help health care
personnel with managing patients.
The overwhelming number of
published clinical trials makes it hard
to keep track of available
information related to diagnostic
procedures or treatments of specific
disorders. Nowadays, health
providers dealing with patients with
specific diseases can also look up
information in mobile references
apps, e.g. running on smart phones.
Nevertheless, available apps often do
not provide satisfying information
about the underlying data; selection
criteria for assessing the quality of
the presented information are often
not disclosed. If the authors of such
apps do provide this information or
name the limitations, ethical
problems may arise. Methods: To
enhance transparency of apps and
other electronic media making use of
Evidence based Medicine content,

we plead for an initiative for
developing a guideline for
Appropriate Reporting of EbM
Content In Electronic Media
(APPRECIEM). Our proposal
includes structures and contents from
other existing and well-established
guidelines as well as handbooks,
namely CONSORT, PRISMA,
Cochrane Collaboration and others.
An exemplary drafted guideline for
discussion. Results: For structuring
purposes, our drafted guideline is
subdivided into three levels that
either adopt or follow the strucutre of
pre-existing guidelines. Level I
considers the global (App) level and
deals with aspects that most
guidelines do not cover sufficiently.
For this purpose, a recently
published standardized app synopsis
for the reporting of regulated and
non-regulated mobile medical apps
can be used that invites developers
and distributors to provide users with
the necessary information. The focus
of level II is on the provided content.
Our guideline targets apps that refer
to common EbM strategies, e.g.
those based on systematic reviews
(SR). Some recommendations valid
in the context of SRs, i.e. extraction
and distribution of information in a
summarized form, are also applicable
for apps that aim at providing
information “on the go” and
recommend additional content, e.g.
by linking to appropriate clinical
practice guidelines. The presented
information can be highly biased
(publication bias etc.), necessitating
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a rating instrument. The PRISMAstatement, which is also referenced
by the Cochrane Collaboration, is a
well-established guideline applicable
for this purpose. This instrument was
adopted in level 2. Level III is the
study level. Information provided by
studies and other sources should
always be presented in a clear and
structured way, which conforms to
the aims of existing statements such
as the CONSORT-statement.
Additional items specified for this
level as well as the “complete”
guidelines will be a product of the
discussion process for APPRECIEM.
Conclusion: Analogous to a
checklist, the proposed structure
remains simple but can only be seen
as a first step towards well-validated
guidelines. The next step will be to
invite experts from relevant fields to
participate in the initiative group or
to serve as members of a review
board. For providing information,
transparency of the development
process as well as discussion and
documentation purposes we have
established the website
http://appreciem-statement.org/ and
welcome interested individuals to
participate.

Effectiveness of Web-Based versus
Folder Support Interventions for
Young Informal Carers of Persons
with Mental Illness: a Randomized
Controlled Trial.
	
  
Lilas Ali*, Barbro Krevers, Nils
Sjöström, Ingela Skärsäter*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Changes in psychiatric
services mean more young persons
have to care for a mentally ill family
member or friend while they
themselves are in the sensitive
transition to adulthood. Objective:
Compare the impact of two
interventions, a web-based support
and a folder support, for young
persons who care for people who
suffer from mental illness. Method:
This study was a randomized control
trial, following the CONSORT
statements and eConsort support.
Primary outcome variable was stress,
and secondary outcome variables
were caring situation, general selfefficacy, well-being, health, and
quality of life of young informal
carers (N=241). Data were collected
in June 2010 to April 2011, with
self-assessment questionnaires three
times, four months apart, comparing
the two interventions and also to
detect changes. Results: The result
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showed that stress levels were high
in both groups at baseline, but
decreased significantly in the folder
group. The folder group had
significant improvement in their
caring situation (also significantly
different from the web group),
general self-efficacy, well-being, and
quality of life. The web group show
significant increase in well-being.
Conclusion: Young informal carers
who take on the responsibility for
people close to them with mental
illness; suffer consequences on their
own health. They live in a lifesituation characterized by high stress
and low well-being. This signals a
need for support for these young
persons. Clinical relevance: The
findings in this study are uniquely
valuable because of the target group
and the comparison of two different
interventions to support them. The
non-significant differences in the
data show that each intervention can
be effective, and that it depends upon
the individual’s preferences. This
highlights the importance of
adopting person-centred approach, in
which young persons can themselves
choose support strategy

Identifying and Categorizing
Health 2.0 Websites: A Quality
Management Approach
	
  
Fatemeh Ameri*, Kathleen Keeling,
Debbie Keeling

Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The internet is a global
health information resource (Hardey,
2008). Users have direct and
relatively convenient access to health
information (Eysenbachet al, 2002).
Concurrently, Health Care provision
across Europe is going through a
transition from a disease-centered
model, where treatment decisions are
made almost exclusively by
physicians based on clinical
experience, to a patient-centered
model where patients are active
participants in the decision making
process about their own health. The
Internet is crucial in supporting this
movement for both consumers, by
giving people access to diverse
health information, and policy
makers, with technological
innovations enabling implementation
of an integrated service delivery
(Karkalis & Koutsouris, 2006).
However, the quality of information
available to consumers in an
unregulated environment, and the
capacity of consumers to handle the
information raise an extensive debate
as to whether or not the internet can,
not only, enable, but also, undermine
consumer autonomy (Laing et al.,
2010). Attempts at regulating
information quality have met with
varied success. The transition from
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Web 1.0 (read only version) to Web
2.0 (read-write version)(Hardey,
2008). Health 2.0, which combines
web 2.0 and the health domain, has
led to further opportunities and
concerns, however, user-generated
content in health 2.0 websites fall out
of scope of current certifications and
schemes. It is unregulated
information in an essentially
unregulated environment.
Nonetheless, the fact that users can
collaborate on sharing health
information online leads to some
interesting possibilities for
information quality control.
Objective As part of a wider project,
this study seeks to identify policy
approaches and mechanisms used by
health 2.0 websites to handle the
quality of information, both from a
more traditional top-down approach
and those emerging from a ‘bottom
up’ approach. Secondly, to
categorize and compare websites of
both first and second generation on
their quality management
approaches. It aims to provide a
categorisation of policy approaches
and mechanisms used as a
background to the assessment of the
determinants of their performance.
Method This research utilizes a case
study methodology to understand
quality control approaches within the
real-life context (Yin, 1984, p. 23).
An extensive review of handling
online information quality literature
within and outside the health sector
helped formulate the research
questions, and the need to understand

better the role of mechanisms
currently in place. A purposive
sample of health 2.0 websites was
selected on the basis of typicality,
perceived ability to confirm or
disconfirm emerging categories, to
introduce maximum variation and
those perceived as either extreme or
critical cases. Analysis included
preparation of matrices of categories
and cross-case comparison for
patterns. Results and conclusions
Quality management mechanisms
vary from on several important
dimensions. For example, level of
moderation (none-high, formalinformal), use of reputations systems
and use of voting mechanisms.
Combinations of web 2.0 tools and
user participation are utilized to
handle quality issues. Based on our
identified dimensions we present a
categorization of Health 2.0
websites. Implications for policy
makers and websites managers are
suggested.

E-Rehabilitation – an Internet and
Mobile Phone Based Tailored
Intervention to Enhance SelfManagement of Cardiovascular
Disease: Preliminary Results
	
  
Konstantinos Antypas*, Silje
Camilla Wangberg*
Track: Research
Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
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Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: A high level of physical
activity is an important goal for
Cardiac Rehabilitation. Technologybased interventions have been
successful in assisting people to
achieve and maintain the required
level of physical activity. One of the
components that is related to the
persuasiveness and also the efficacy
of these interventions is tailoring. In
this research project we study the
effect of a tailored Internet and
mobile phone based intervention on
the level of physical activity as an
extension of a face-to-face cardiac
rehabilitation stay. Methods: The
study is designed as a parallel-group
cluster randomized controlled trial.
The recruitment was done among the
adult participants of a cardiac
rehabilitation program in NorthNorway. Inclusion criteria were
home Internet access and ownership
of a mobile phone. The participants
in a monthly program were
randomized in a cluster to the control
or the intervention condition. All
participants had access to a website
with generic information regarding
cardiac rehabilitation, an online
discussion forum and an online
activity calendar. Those randomized
into the intervention condition
received in addition tailored content
based on models of health behaviour,
through the website and mobile text
messages. Main outcome was the

level of physical activity after using
the intervention for one month
measured with the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire.
Results: The results of the
preliminary analysis of the shortterm results of the intervention on
the first 20 users will be presented.
We will use t-test (significance level
at 0.05) to compare the level of
physical activity, the usage of the
intervention and the satisfaction with
the intervention between the two
groups. Conclusions: The study
suggests a theory-based intervention
that combines models of health
behavior in an innovative way, in
order to tailor the delivered content.
The users have been actively
involved in its design, and because of
the use of Open-Source software, the
intervention can easily and at lowcost be reproduced and expanded by
others. Challenges are the
recruitment in the elderly population
and the possible underrepresentation
of women in the study sample.

The Diabetes App Challenge:
Recruiting and Supporting Young
People with Diabetes to Develop
Apps for Other Young People with
Diabetes
	
  
Emily Ashurst*, Ray Jones*, Kate
Boddy, Martin Jenner, Charles
Abraham, Suzanne Hammersley,
Rachel Besser, Jonathan Pinkney
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Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Learning to live with
diabetes can be a challenge
especially at the time of transition
from being children with diabetes,
when parents mostly take
responsibility, to adults with total
responsibility for managing their
diabetes. Getting the best from
consultations with health care
professionals can also be a challenge
for young people with diabetes
(YPD). Apps preparing YPD for
their consultations could help but it
seemed the best people to develop
such apps should be YPD – with
some help. Objectives: We aimed to
test the feasibility of supporting YPD
to develop apps to help other YPD
get the best from their consultations.
Methods: The Diabetes App
Challenge was a national UK
invitation from 20th June to 14th
October 2012 to YPD (aged 16-25)
to develop and submit apps (or
websites) for subsequent use by other
YPD. We used various means to
advertise the invitation including
Twitter, Facebook, Google Ads,
emails to diabetes clinics and various
listserves, and the Diabetes UK
website and newsletter. We offered
instruction, app submission guidance
and support if needed to app
developers. In the second stage of the

study we invited YPD to register to
try out the submitted apps, choose
one and review it. Results: Twentyeight YPDs and 25 non-diabetic app
developers expressed interest in
submitting apps or websites. Some
applied as a team, other teams were
match-made by us. Technical support
was offered via a discussion forum
but was not used much. Finally, 6
apps were submitted, 1 for iOS, 2 for
Android, and 3 websites. Our
expectation, but this was not a
‘requirement’, was that apps would
be developed to help ‘agenda set’ in
the consultation. However, only two
of the six took that approach with the
other four concentrating more on
insulin dose, blood glucose, and diet
recording. In the second stage, 135
YPD registered to be ‘app testers’ of
whom 83 (62%) reviewed an app.
The mean age of reviewers was 19
(37 male, 46 female). The two most
popular choices were the iOS app
(recording and displaying dose and
data) and an agenda setting website.
Further investigation is under way
with participants to determine the
influence of device versus app
function in choice. Just over half
(46/83) said they would use the app
again for their next appointment and
two thirds (67/83) would recommend
their chosen app to a friend.
Conclusions: The ‘traditional’ usercentred approach to developing apps
would be to engage a user-panel and
work with them to elicit their needs
but, with professional developers, to
iteratively prototype and review the
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apps until ready for release. This
study has shown that supporting
young people with diabetes to
develop their own apps is feasible.
Our data collection will be complete
by September and we will present
our conclusions on whether this
approach of co-production by users
is worthwhile.

YouTube and Schizophrenia: A
Content Analysis of Greek and
Finnish Videos
	
  
Christina Athanasopoulou*, Heli
Hätönen, Ioannis Apostolakis,
Christos Lionis, Maritta Välimäki
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Online searches for
health and mental health information
are constantly increasing and given
YouTube’s popularity, its videos
could be a potential source of mental
health information. Recent studies
investigated YouTube videos
disseminating information about
various health issues, but none about
mental health. According to the
GAMIAN-Europe study, Greece and
Finland represent two European
extremes in people’s beliefs about
the degree of devaluation and
discrimination towards people with

mental disorders. Noticeably, it is
important to examine how
schizophrenia is presented in one of
the most popular websites among
Greek and Finnish Internet users.
This study could raise awareness
about the importance of regulating
popular websites’ content, since they
could influence Internet users’
beliefs about highly stigmatizing
disorders such as schizophrenia.
Objective: To investigate how
YouTube videos present
schizophrenia when the term is
searched in Greek and Finnish
language. Methods: We searched
YouTube using the search term
‘schizophrenia’ in Greek
(‘σχιζοφρένεια’) and Finnish
(‘skitsofrenia’) language. The first 20
videos from each search (N=40)
were retrieved. Videos not in Greek
or Finnish language, duplicates,
unavailable or incomprehensible, and
incidental were excluded. Specific
neutral or positive, and negative
representations were identified
within each video by using deductive
content analysis by two raters.
Videos were then categorised
according to their representations of
schizophrenia: 1) neutral or positive,
i.e. when promoted mostly objective,
medically appropriate beliefs, and/or
promoted positive expectations about
schizophrenia or those affected, 2)
negative, i.e. when promoted mostly
negative beliefs and/or prejudice
towards schizophrenia or those
affected. After categorisation of the
data, descriptive statistics (f, %,
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Mean, Md) was used to identify how
often these categories appeared in the
data. Results: Among the Greek (GR,
n = 16) and Finnish (FI, n = 13)
videos which were included in the
study (N=29; 73%), the most popular
video category was music (N=16;
GR=8, FI=8). The majority of Greek
and Finnish videos tended to present
schizophrenia in a negative way
(N=25; GR=15, FI=10). In Greek
videos schizophrenia was often used
as a synonym to: love obsession
(n=5), dangerousness (n=4),
contradictive ideas or feelings or
irrational opinions (n=3). Negative
representations apparent in Finnish
videos were: confusion (n=3),
dangerousness (n=2), or
unwillingness to get better (n=2). A
minority of videos tended to present
schizophrenia in a neutral/positive
way (N=4; GR=1, FI=3), which
mostly promoted beliefs about
recovery (n=3). Conclusions: Both
Greek and Finnish first appearing
YouTube videos, frequently tended
to present schizophrenia in a
negative way. YouTube is usually
among the top three websites
globally, with numerous daily users,
thus, it could be used as a potential
learning tool, by disseminating
videos presenting neutral/positive
information about mental illness. In
that case, appropriate YouTube
videos which appear first in search
results, could increase awareness
about mental illness and potentially
diminish stigmatizing beliefs.

Patient Email Use with Healthcare
Professionals: Data from 14
European Countries
	
  
Helen Atherton*, Francisco
Lupiáñez-Villanueva
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction Email is common, but
not routinely used in healthcare for
communicating with patients.
However policymakers globally have
pressed for it to be used as a method
for patients and healthcare
professionals to communicate with
each other. One of the major
concerns associated with introducing
email into healthcare is the potential
effect of the digital divide. The
digital divide occurs where there are
disparities in relation to access to,
use of or knowledge of information
and communication technologies,
and it occurs even amongst those
who use the Internet. We do not
know how much of an issue the
digital divide is in relation to use of
email for communicating with
healthcare professionals, and what
impact this might have on this type
of email use in healthcare. Objective
To compare characteristics of
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Internet users who have
sent/received an email to/from their
doctor or healthcare organisation
with those who have not, by country
and in relation to demographic and
health status factors. Methods We
conducted a secondary analysis of
data collected as part of the EU
Online Panel Survey. The survey
was conducted online in an Internet
using population across 14 EU
countries (Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Italy, Netherlands,
Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain
and UK) with 1000 interviews
conducted per country. We
conducted an explanatory analysis to
compare email use (yes/no) with
country, demographic factors and
health status factors. Results Rates of
email use for communicating with a
doctor/healthcare organisation were
highest in Denmark (52.6%) and
lowest in France (19.8%). Males,
those aged 25-54 and those educated
to tertiary level were more likely to
have used email to communicate
with their doctor/healthcare
organisation. Students and those in
households of more than four were
also more likely to have used email
to communicate in this way. Health
status impacted on use levels; those
in poor health and those having
visited the doctor more than six
times in the last six months were
more likely to have used email in this
way, as were those with more than
two health problems. Discussion The
findings fit with some of what is

known about the digital divide; that
younger people and those more
highly educated are more likely to be
utilising information and
communications technologies.
However findings relating to health
status indicate that those reporting
poor health are more likely to use
email. This challenges the perception
that the introduction of
communications technologies in
healthcare will not bring benefit to
patients and will increase healthcare
demand by serving the ‘worried
well’. Further investigation of the
data is necessary using multilevel
analysis to investigate potential
confounding factors.

The Kronikoen-Sarea Virtual
Community of Chronic Patients:
Research Lessons
	
  
Gonzalo Bacigalupe*, Roberto Nuno
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Kronikoen-Sarea, the virtual
community of patients, is an
initiative of the Basque health system
to support the quality of life of
patients diagnosed with one or more
chronic diseases in the Basque
Country. The evidence-based
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platform research related to chronic
illness management, patient
empowerment, and resilienceoriented assumptions informed the
creation of a community for chronic
patients. It is a patient-centred
approach and encourages the
outsourcing of the disease instead of
the disease chronic central dimension
that defines the patient. The design
and implementation of a virtual
support network for chronic patients
was launched in 2012 after piloting it
with the participation of self-help
patient associations. Our presentation
will report on the lessons learned
from a mixed method study that
systematically analysed via a mixed
method design that included a survey
(N=1247; n=140) and online
synchronous and asynchronous focus
groups, plus social media analytics.
We evaluated the characteristics of
the community, its impact on quality
of life, and an exploration of its
bearing in addressing the growing
challenge of chronic illness.
Participants are overall satisfied with
the platform. They particularly value
the ability to control the levels of
privacy. A small group of high
utilizers adopt most of the platform
tools but a most of participants are
generally passive readers, i.e., users
have not added friends. Despite
having been designed with the goal
of patients being able to obtain social
support in managing their chronic
illness, most of the content shared is
not related to health or illness
concerns. Similarly, the users do not

perceive that being part of the
community has an impact on
managing their health. Some
members emphasized, in the group
discussions the high regard for the
healthcare system. However, their
participation in the virtual
community is perceived as separate
and independent from healthcare
services. In the survey, similar
findings were common. Patients do
not comment with their doctor what
their online activity is. The patients,
who are active in the platform, value
the social and emotional support that
they give and receive among
themselves and maintaining their
interactions separate from their
doctor-patient relationship. The
growth of social networking
opportunities for patients across the
world has not been accompanied by
efforts at collecting evidence of its
impact. Based on the quantitative
and qualitative findings of our study,
methodological, conceptual, policy,
and programmatic lessons will be
discussed. We will define and
characterize a virtual community of
patients, discuss the ability of social
networking in empowering patients,
assess participatory methodological
approaches to study virtual
communities, and discuss the
challenges and opportunities for
supporting patients via social
networking and virtual communities.
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The Sexunzipped Trial:
Optimizing the Design of Online
Randomized Controlled Trials
	
  
Julia V Bailey*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
The Sexunzipped Trial: Optimizing
the Design of Online Randomized
Controlled Trials Background There
is huge potential for sexual health
promotion using digital
interventions, and interventions are
increasingly being evaluated online.
Online research offers the advantage
of ease of access to large numbers of
participants, the facility for
automated randomization, automated
reminders and automated data
collection, and facility for blind
allocation to intervention or control.
However, there are concerns over
repeat registration to obtain
incentives, the quality of selfreported data, and potential high
drop-out from online trials.
Objectives • To assess the feasibility
of online recruitment, online consent,
participant identity verification,
randomization and concealment of
allocation, online data collection, and
data quality • To assess the effect on
response rates at 3 month follow-up
of two different levels of incentive
payment (£10 and £20) • To assess
the effect on overall response rates at

3 month follow-up of requesting a
Chlamydia urine sample by post in
addition to an online sexual health
questionnaire Methods 2,041 young
people aged 16 to 21 registered for
the Sexunzipped online trial between
November 2010 and March 2011.
Most participants were recruited via
an advert on Facebook (84%), 9%
via friends or relatives, 4% via email,
and 2% through school or college.
Participants filled in baseline
demographic and sexual health
questionnaires online, and were then
randomized to the interactive
intervention website (Sexunzipped)
or to an information-only control
website. Participants were also
randomly allocated to a postal
request for a urine sample for genital
Chlamydia testing (or no request);
and receipt of a lower (£10) or higher
(£20) shopping voucher incentive for
3 month outcome data. Participant
identity was checked by requesting
dates of birth at baseline and again at
three month follow-up. The primary
outcome for this feasibility study was
retention of valid participants at 3
month follow-up, i.e. completion of
the online questionnaire only, or
online questionnaire and Chlamydia
urine sample. We also analyzed
measures of feasibility and process
including numbers recruited by
source; number of rejected ID
verifications; and numbers
responding to email and postal
follow-up prompts by incentive and
allocation to Chlamydia urine sample
pot. Statistical analyses were
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conducted using STATA Version 12
(StataCorp LP, Texas, USA). Results
The majority of participants (91%)
were aged between 18 and 20 at
enrolment, from all areas of the UK.
Most were White (90%), in
education or training (77%), and
63% of the sample were female. A
total of 79/2041 entries (3.9%) were
invalid registrations on the basis of
contact details (n=12); discrepant
dates of birth (n=66); or incoherent
responses (n=1); and a further 4% of
participants gave inconsistent
responses to sexual health questions
concerning condom use. The larger
(£20) incentive boosted response
rates at follow-up from 71% to 77%
for the online sexual health
questionnaire (p=0.20), and from
41% to 47% for postal Chlamydia
urine testing (p=0.19), but these
increases were not statistically
significant. Requesting a Chlamydia
sample as well as the online
questionnaire reduced the proportion
of complete data at 3 month followup from 75% to 42% (p< 0.0001).
Conclusions It was cheap and
efficient to recruit young people to
this online trial, mostly via
Facebook. Our procedures for
obtaining online consent, verifying
participant identity, randomization
and concealment of allocation
worked well. Online sexual health
questionnaire data quality appears to
have been good. Multiple methods of
participant contact (by email and
post), requesting online
questionnaire data only, and a higher

incentive increased the follow-up
rates at 3 months.

Young People’s Views of
Participating in the Sexunzipped
Online Trial
	
  
Julia V Bailey*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The Internet has great
potential for sexual health
promotion, given its high usage
among young people, anonymity,
and ease of access. Online
randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
are increasingly being used to
evaluate online interventions, but
whilst there are many advantages to
online methodologies, they can be
associated with a number of
problems, including poor
engagement with online
interventions, poor trial retention and
concerns about the validity of data
collected through self-report. We
conducted an online feasibility trial
that tested the effect of the
Sexunzipped website for sexual
health in comparison with an
information-only website. This study
reports on a qualitative evaluation of
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the trial procedures, reporting
participants’ experiences and views
of the Sexunzipped online trial
including methods of recruitment,
incentives, methods of contact, and
sexual health outcome measurement.
Objective: To determine participants’
views of the acceptability and
validity of the online trial
methodology used in the RCT of the
Sexunzipped intervention. Methods:
We used three qualitative data
sources to assess the acceptability
and validity of the online RCT
methodology: 1) individual
interviews with 22 participants from
the feasibility RCT; 2) 133
participant emails concerning trial
procedures; and 3) 217 free-text
comments from the baseline and
follow-up questionnaires. Interviews
were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim. An iterative, thematic
analysis of all three data sources was
conducted to identify common
themes related to the acceptability
and feasibility of the online trial
methodology. Results: Interview
participants found the online trial
design highly acceptable.
Participants generally enjoyed taking
part in sexual health research online,
and were comfortable with the
procedures for recruitment via
Facebook, online registration, email
communication with the researchers,
and online completion of sexual
health questionnaires. The online
medium was often preferred to
traditional (face-to-face or postal)
research methods, and the privacy of

the online environment encouraged
honest responses to the sexual health
questions. Participants found the
sexual health questionnaire itself
thought-provoking, with some
participants reporting behavior
change after participation in the
research. Most thought that receiving
and returning a urine sample for
Chlamydia testing by post was
acceptable. Conclusions: These
findings provide strong support for
the use of online research methods
for sexual health research,
emphasizing the importance of
careful planning and execution of all
trial procedures including
recruitment, trial related
communication, and methods to
maximize follow up. Our findings
suggest that measuring sexual health
outcomes can encourage participants
to reflect on their behavior. Potential
measurement effects should be
accounted for in the design of
randomized controlled trials.

Health Professionals Competencies
for E-Health Technology to Age in
Place - Outcome of a Two Day
Collaborative Workshop
	
  
Ansam Barakat*, Ryan Woolrych,
Andrew Sixsmith, William Kearns,
Helianthe Kort
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
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Background: The demand for care is
increasing, whereas the number of
people working in professional care
is decreasing. E-health technology
can help to meet the growing
demand for care. Despite the
apparent positive effects of e-health
technology, there are still barriers for
e-health technology adoption related
to lack of knowledge and skills
associated with use. Objective: The
purpose of this paper is to discuss the
competencies required by healthcare
professionals within the field of ehealthcare. Methods: A two-day
collaborative workshop was
undertaken with 14 academics across
multiple disciplines. The workshop
consisted of presentations and
collaborative discussions. The
presentations included a literature
review on remote telecare, feedback
on the application and development
of assistive living technologies and
improvement of clinical research
through the use of mobile technology
Results: The findings revealed that
healthcare professionals require a
subset of composite skills as well as
technology-specific competencies to
develop the necessary aptitude in ehealthcare. The competencies and
requirements are divided in six
themes: ICT attitudes and skills ,
Interpretation and analysis of ehealth data , Support and guidance ,
Communication skills and Privacy

and confidentiality. This paper
argues that e-healthcare technology
skills must be instilled in healthcare
professionals to ensure that
technologies become integral
components of future care delivery.
Educating healthcare professionals
with the necessary skill training in ehealthcare will improve service
delivery and optimise e-healthcare’s
potential to reduce costs by
improving efficiency. Moreover,
embedding e-healthcare
competencies within training and
education for healthcare
professionals ensures that the
benefits of new technologies are
realised by casting them in the
context of the larger system of care.
These care improvements will
potentially support the independent
living of older persons at home.
Conclusion: This paper describes the
healthcare professionals
competencies and requirements
needed for the use of e-health
technologies to support elderly adults
to age in place. This paper
underscores the need for further
discussion of the changing role of
healthcare professionals within the
context of emerging e-healthcare
technologies. The findings are of
value to local and central
government, healthcare
professionals, service delivery
organisations and commissioners of
care to use this paper as a framework
to conduct and develop competencies
for healthcare professionals working
with e-health technologies.
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A Randomised Controlled Trial
Comparing an Online Support
Group to Expressive Writing for
Depression and Anxiety
	
  
Chris Barker*, Jeremy Dean, Henry
Ww Potts*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The Internet enables
people to help each other out with
their problems, regardless of time or
geographical location. Countless
online forums or support groups
exist, including for psychological
problems. Objective: This study
examined the efficacy of an online
support group (OSG) in reducing
depression and anxiety, and
increasing perceived social support.
Randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
of online interventions face several
challenges, including the choice of a
control group. Our study compared
an OSG with an online expressive
writing task, where participants
wrote about their thoughts and
feelings, often upsetting ones, for a
minimum of five minutes every two
weeks over the course of the study.
Participants submitted their writings,
but received no feedback. Methods:

6-month RCT in which participants
were directed either to (1) take part
in an OSG (Psych Central); or (2)
complete an online expressive
writing task. 863 (628 female) UK,
US and Canadian volunteers were
recruited via the Internet. Using a 2:1
ratio, 568 were randomised to the
OSG condition (at 6 months 103,
82% attrition) and 295 randomised to
the expressive writing condition (at 6
months: 101, 65% attrition).
Standard measures (Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression
Scale; Generalized Anxiety Disorder
7-item; Medical Outcomes Study
Social Support Survey; Satisfaction
with Life Scale) were administered at
intake, 3 months and 6 months.
Results: All four outcome variables
showed a significant time effect
(depression: F(2,201) = 35.00, p <
0.001; social support: F(2,201) =
12.29, p < 0.001; satisfaction with
life: F(2,201) = 16.67, p < 0.001;
anxiety: F(2,201) = 13.39, p < 0.001)
but there were no significant
interactions with group, thus
showing no differences between
conditions (depression: F(2,201) =
1.57, p = 0.21; social support:
F(2,201) = 0.59, p = 0.56;
satisfaction with life: F(2,201) =
0.19, p = 0.91; anxiety: F(2,201) =
1.09, p = 0.34). The expressive
writing condition showed lower
drop-out. Within the OSG condition,
the mean number of times the OSG
was accessed in the first fortnight
was twice, and this fell to less than
once in the final fortnight of the
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study period. We split the OSG
group into low and high engagers,
and compared just high engagers to
the expressive writing condition:
there were still no significant group
effects. Engagement was predicted
by high expectation of the
intervention’s utility, but not
demographic factors. Conclusions:
Participants in both the OSG and
expressive writing conditions
showed similar improvements over
time. The expressive writing
condition, chosen as a control, was
more effective than expected and
participants reported it was highly
acceptable. Engagement with the
OSG was low, it had higher attrition
and lower adherence, and it received
mixed and often negative feedback.
This raises questions about the
effectiveness of OSGs for this
population. While expressive writing
has been demonstrated to have some
efficacy over short periods (3-5
days), it has not been used in this
manner previously and its use as an
online intervention warrants further
investigation.

MyHealthPal Visualising Health winner of 'one to watch for 2013'
and 'best tech entrepreneur'.
(Startup-Pitch)
	
  
Mike Barlow*
Track: Business
Topic: Participatory health care

Presentation Type: Startup Pitch
Single Presentation
myHealthPal is a healthcare initiative
that was created to explore the use of
everyday technologies to better
manage long-term conditions and
chronic illness. It has been created to
allow people to manage their own
condition or for someone else to
manage it for them and makes use of
touch screen devices such as the
iPhone to perform condition related
tests, to capture results and log other
information automatically. However
as there are potential technology
gaps that can exist due to either a
lack of availability to such devices
they are continually exploring ways
to overcome these gaps, one example
of this is using myHealthPal with a
compatible watch. Whilst
myHealthPal includes many
periphery functions such as
conditional based information, live
chat, surveys, managing medication
and being able to share information
within a care circle. It’s ultimately
about visualizing health in an easy to
understand way to illustrate if
medication is effective; • When is it
wearing off? • How does exercise
impact it? • What difference does
sleep make? • Soon will also include
diet to help understand how different
food types interact with medication.
At the heart of myHealthPal is the
timeline and the ability to
automatically capture and log results
& information from touch screen
devices and 3rd party add-ons
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without someone having to manually
key it in. This not only enables you
to visualize medication effectiveness
but also compare points in time to
visualize change. Underpinning the
primary function are the
myHealthPal CareCircles that
enables users to create a support
network of friends, family and
medical professionals such as
doctors who can see real-time how
they are managing by viewing their
timeline to review event types, which
they are permitted to see. So they
could see if medication is being
acknowledged as taken, assessments
that may have been performed,
outputs from tests including videos
of physical tests which have been
captured from the screen output of
smart phones & tablets and more.
This really is about empowering
people and driving change, proving
the means to self-support and for
others to be involved and to create a
real community. The first condition
myHealthPal is working on is
Parkinson's and they expect to follow
quickly with MS, COPD, Asthma &
Diabetes and its believed the same
approach adopted for Parkinson's
will work for others and
myHealthPal intend to work very
closely with charities and
organisations for each condition. By
working with charities they can
quick reach established communities
and its users, an example of this in
action is myHealthPal is recognised
and supported by the EPDA. The
EPDA is the European Parkinson's

Disease Association and acts as an
umbrella company proving support
to every Parkinson's charity and
organisation throughout Europe and
support between 2.5 – 3 million
people with Parkinson's. Many
organisations and charities are also
speaking with them and
conversations have involved are
major UK charities for Parkinson’s
and also others in the US such as the
Fox Foundation (MJFF) about
including them in our DataDonate™
Programme. I believe this can make
a real difference and It would be
great to work with people with the
same beliefs.

ConnectGPR: Implementing a
Virtual Community of Practice for
General Practice Training
	
  
Stephen Robert Barnett*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for health professionals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Virtual communities of
practice (VCoPs) are groups of users
with a shared interest, using online
tools to facilitate the sharing of
knowledge that users can put into
practice. These knowledge sharing
groups have been used effectively in
business and healthcare but not in
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general practice training. General
practice, or family physician training
can be isolating, with barriers to
knowledge sharing such as
geography and workflow, and
trainees may benefit from a VCoP. A
Health Framework for VCoP
implementation in healthcare has
been recently published (Barnett
2012), based on the business and
health literature. Objectives This
case study explored the effectiveness
of using the Health VCoP
Framework for implementing and
assessing a VCoP for general
practice training. Methods An online
network for general practice training
was developed in a regional general
practice training provider using the
seven steps of the Health VCoP
Framework. These included: Step 1organising facilitation, Step 2finding a champion and supporters,
Step 3- establishing goals, Step 4having a ‘broad church’ of users,
Step 5- ensuring a supportive
environment, Step 6- providing
benchmarking and feedback, and
Step 7- considering technology and
community factors that promote
usage. Site usage data and user
activity were collected and analysed
using a case study format. Results
Steps 1 and 2: One GP supervisor
acted as the champion for the project,
engaging other moderators and
support from the GP training group.
Five GP supervisors acted as
moderators, with a core group of
three. Step3: the moderators
established the goal as support of the

16 learning curriculum topics set by
the training program, called GPStart.
Step 4: The community invited a
diabetes educator, a dermatologist
and a paediatrician to answer expert
questions and comment on photos.
Step 5: users and moderators were
trained on expectations. Step 6
weekly feedback was via newsletter
Step 7: forums, webchats and photo
and video uploads were used, with
voluntary enrolment and mixed
online and face to face. The response
rate for enrolment on ConnectGPR
was 81% first term registrars (n=26).
From January-July 2012 there were
38 unique IP visitors/week and an
average of 4.4 page views/visit; 4377
page views total. Activity was
centrally driven via a newsletter and
moderator postings. Forums had 58
topics with 79 replies; mean = 1.36
replies/topic (range=0-12). Total
forum views n = 1085, mean = 18.39
(range=4-67). User feedback: "It
makes me feel connected to my
peers, not isolated in one practice.
The links are very useful. It makes
me feel supported if I have any
questions or difficult cases, I know I
will always get a reply from
someone” Conclusion The Health
VCoP Framework provided an
effective framework for
implementing a VCoP for general
practice training. There was high
uptake and and user feedback was
positive. VCoPs may have a broader
role in supporting GP trainees in
overcoming professional isolation
through improved knowledge
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sharing.

Tools for Sustaining the Support of
Health Professionals: the Example
of MyPace
	
  
Julie Barnett*, Michelle Harricharan,
Dave Fletcher, Natalie Metzger, Jo
Wills
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: the NHS needs to do
more with less. Suggested solutions
are many and various but they
invariably involve decreased contact
with health professionals. Yet
continued trust and confidence is
desired in healthcare systems where
10 minute appointments might turn
into 60 second consultations.
Monitoring increasingly means being
remote. In the face of a tide of
initiatives that seek increased patient
participation in the context of
decreasing engagement with health
professionals, is it possible to
develop cost effective interventions
that enhance and sustain the value of
face to face interaction? In the first
instance we chose to explore this in
the context of obesity and more
particularly in the context of the

relationships between dietitians and
patients. Obesity continues to pose a
serious risk for chronic diseases and
wellbeing in many parts of the world
as well as a significant resource
burden on health systems. Weight
management is particularly
challenging when addressed, as it
increasingly is, in the context of
long-term or chronic co-morbidities.
In this context, sustained lifestyle
changes leading to weight loss and/or
maintenance are often driven,
administered and monitored through
face to face contact with health
professionals. Such contact
represents a significant use of
resources. How might its influence
and impact be enhanced? Objectives:
the aim of this project was (a) to
design and develop web and mobile
based applications that would
enhance the value of the face-to-face
consultation and (b) to conduct an
initial evaluation of how both
dietitians and patients engaged with
these. Method: A programme of
qualitative research with dietitians
and their clients informed the
conceptualisation, design,
development and evaluation phases.
Data collection in five European
countries (France, Germany,
Hungary, Portugal and the United
Kingdom) included face-to-face
interviews, a qualitative online study,
early prototype evaluations and a
small in-practice evaluation. Results:
The web and mobile app myPace
(http://mypaceapp.com/) was
developed. It connects dietitians and
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clients between face-to-face dietetic
consultations. myPace supports a
scalable, integrative, ‘small steps’
approach to weight loss,
incorporating monitoring and
motivation. It incorporates relevant
tenets of the behaviour change
literature into its design. The tool
provides a conduit for expert,
relationship-based, on-going care
that can be shaped to match
individual needs and adjusted as
required. The client and the dietitian
can together decide the role they
wish the tool to play within and
between consultations. The tool’s
functions are fully customisable, and
the degree of technological
integration with established practice
can be changed to match different
patient and dietitian preferences.
Both users can access performance
data in aggregate or detailed form.
myPace maps layers of data
alongside each other to build an
overall picture of eating, weight and
mood patterns for each client.
Conclusions: We have developed
and evaluated a tool that can be
integrated into the interface between
health professionals and weight
management clients. Progress has
also been made in developing the
business model by which this and
similar applications that seek to
maintain and enhance the value of
the face-to-face consultation in
health care can operate.

Controlled Trial of a Health,
Leisure and Communication
Tablet App for Elderly
	
  
Iñaki Bartolome*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Currently there are
thousands of tablet apps for
consumers but most of them are
focused in technology heavy users.
This situation is a discrimination
case for elderly people, frequently
the people who are not used to
information technology devices, but
it is also a missed opportunity to help
them to improve their quality of life.
In a situation of increasingly aged
population and health system crisis,
it is getting more important to find
new ways of taking care of the
elderly with the higher efficiency.
Innovations used commonly by most
of the society like mobile devices,
internet and cloud computing are a
great opportunity for elderly
wellbeing. Mobile technology may
be used to take care of elderly, but
can also be a new way to empower
their participation in the society,
keep them connected with family and
friends, facilitate the learning or to
give them a new entertainment
option. Objective: To examine the
effectiveness of a freely available
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health, leisure and communication
tablet app, validate the user
experience focused design and
monitor the feelings of relatives.
Methods: Functional evaluation of
eldersarea app by spot checking and
interviews made to 10 individual
users between 59 and 83 years old: 7
in their own environments or homes
(not used to technology and with any
kind of dependence), and 3 in office
(occasional technology users). The
test recorded in video was made
following this scheme: presentation
of the objectives, presentation of
eldersarea app, signature of
participation consent, app use in a
tablet. The test was made in a bq
Edison tablet, with Android version
4.0.4. and eldersarea app version
1.2.2. before answering the
questionnaire. The videos recorded
and the questionnaires were analyzed
by tioman & partners team in order
to deepen the resuts. Results: 100%
of the users highlighted that the
application is easy to use, and 80%
of them said that it was very
intuitive. 90% of the elderly asked,
consider that the technology could be
a part of their lives. In this sense, the
platform can be used without any
help by people without technology
knowledge, something very
important for their empowerment
and autonomy. All of the users
answered wanted to continue using
the app and would be pleased to have
it on their own. 90% of the users
consider that the videoconferencing
option is very useful, moreover for

people with relatives abroad. 70% of
the users consider that the leisure
options are important, so they can
keep in touch with other people
using images, music and videos. This
option has also value for
entertainment. 70% of the users
consider that the health option is
relevant in order to track values like
weight and blood pressure. They
would like to use the service to get in
touch with the doctor, arrange
meetings with the health service and
store information about their health.
Talking about the design, 80% of the
people asked where pleased with it
and 100% thought that the contents
are well distributed, something very
helpful in order to use the app
correctly and easily.

Kwido (Eldersarea): the New Era
of Telecare.
	
  
Iñaki Bartolome*
Track: Business
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Tabletop Demo
(Expo Hall)
Single Presentation
Situation: - World population is
getting older - Healthcare systems in
crisis - 80% of health expenses is
driven by chronic management 90% of elder people want to live in
their homes - The only way to
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increase incomes in care sector is to
recruit more professionals Addressed
to: - Telecare companies willing to
reach more clients without increasing
expenses. - Insurance companies and
elder-caring companies seeking a
new profitable market. - Public and
private sector looking for telehealth
solutions for reducing costs. How to
do it with Kwido: - Using mobile and
tablets with Kwido to reduce
professionals’ displacement. Accessing new home users by the
Internet with our application and
promoting clients’ autonomy. Monitoring health with our platform
to cut down visits to hospitals and
doctors and to prevent emergencies.
Kwido's features: - The elderly
people use the plaform in a very
usable tablet and caregivers and
relatives can use both web app, tablet
or mobiles. - Platform that family
and caregivers use with elders to: Make videoconference - Use leisure
apps (pics, music, weather, …) Share videos for leisure or sharing
exercises with them - Monitors
health: - Tracks different health
parameters - Transmits safely the
information with caregivers Straight from home Easy and
accurate - Includes alerts Blood
pressure, weight, temperature,
glucose, etc. - Includes reminders,
medication control, etc. Benefits: 400% reduction in hospital
admissions thanks to telemonitoring
- Increase the amount of people you
care for by 25% - ROI by 500% in
telecare system

User Profiles of a Smartphone
Application to Support Drug
Adherence - Experiences from the
INephro Project
	
  
Stefan Becker*, Andreas Kribben,
Sven Meister, Clarissa J.
Diamantidis, Anna Mitchell
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: One of the key
problems in the drug therapy of
patients with chronic conditions is
drug adherence. In 2010 the initiative
iNephro was launched
(www.inephro.de). The mobile
application “Medikamentenplan”
(“Medication Plan”) to support
regular and correct drug intake was
developed for a smartphone platform
(iOS) and published in the iTunesTM
App StoreTM in December 2010.
Objective: Pre-specified main
endpoints of the study were the
frequency and intensity of use and
the users' demographic
characteristics. Methods: The
“Medication Plan” application was
specified for iOS by the Department
of Nephrology, Essen University
Hospital, Essen, Germany, in
cooperation with the companies
Digital Office, Dortmund, and
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Bergisch Media, Heiligenhaus (both
Germany) and the support of the
German Society of Nephrology.
Users are able to keep and alter a list
of their regular medication. A
memory function supports regular
intake. The application can be
downloaded free of charge from
iTunesTM App StoreTM. After
individual consent of users from
December 2010 to February 2012
2042338 actions were recorded and
analysed from the downloaded
applications. Demographic data were
collected from 2279 users with a
questionnaire. Results: Overall the
application was used by 11688
smartphone users. 29 %
(3406/11688) used it at least once a
week for at least four weeks. 30%
(3209/11688) used the application
for at least 84 days. 68 %
(1554/2279) of users surveyed were
male, the stated age of all users was
between 6-87 years (mean 44). 75
%of individuals (1697) declared to
be suffering from cardiovascular
disease, 13 % (292) had a previous
history of transplantation, 9 % (205)
were suffering from cancer, 7 %
(168) reported an impaired renal
function and 7 % (161) suffered from
diabetes mellitus. 68 % (1568) of
users were on <6 different
medications, 9 % (201) on 6 – 10 and
1 % (26) on more than 10.
Conclusion: A smartphone
application that supports drug
adherence was used regularly by
chronically ill users with a wide
range of diseases over a longer

period of time. Most of the users
were seem to have been “early
adopters” of a new service: relatively
young, male and - derived from the
relatively small number of daily
taken pills - comparatively healthy.

Recruiting Antibiotic Resistance
Fighters on Facebook
	
  
Troy Beer*, Anthony Carr, Phillipa
Binns, Stephanie Childs, Rachel
Holbrook, Danielle Stowasser
Track: Practice
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In 2012, NPS
MedicineWise launched a five year
campaign directed at health
professionals and the public
addressing the problem of
antimicrobial resistance. The
development of antimicrobial
resistance is directly related to levels
of antibiotic use. We know pressure
from patients is a strong predictor of
a doctor’s decision to prescribe
antibiotics in the community setting.
Changing patient misconceptions
about antibiotics can contribute to
more appropriate prescribing and
use. The public component of the
campaign, launched in April 2012,
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called on Australians to become
‘Antibiotic Resistance Fighters’ with
a call to action to ‘join the fight’ on
the NPS MedicineWise Facebook
page. Previous programs and
campaigns had focused on driving
people to the NPS or a campaignbased website to engage and deliver
information. For this campaign we
wanted a measurable online action to
reinforce the idea that individuals
could collectively make a difference.
Facebook was selected as an
appropriate channel to engage the
key target groups (primarily mothers
with young children and older
women) within the available budget.
The platform's interactive and ‘share
with friends’ functionality provided a
familiar and convenient environment
for people to take action and
influence friends. It also provided a
means to maintain ongoing contact
following completion of the initial
media campaign. Objective: The
public program objective was to
engage 35,000 Australians with the
key messages and to take action to
become ‘resistance fighters’. This
annual target equates to the 5%
reduction in inappropriate antibiotic
usage we were seeking in our first
year in concordance with
international benchmarks. The
presentation will discuss the
successes and challenges in
developing the NPS MedicineWise
Facebook page as a hub for a broad
campaign that included; television
and Facebook advertising, an online
competition, celebrity endorsement,

YouTube videos, editorial media,
and an Antibiotic Resistance iPhone
App. Outcomes: Over 25,000 people
liked the Facebook page as part of
the call to ‘join the fight against
antibiotics resistance’ in the first four
month phase. There were 15,000 user
contributions (ie. comments, shares)
on Facebook during this same
period. Antibiotic related YouTube
videos were viewed over 2,800
times. NPS MedicineWise related
media hits increased more than
250%. A 5 to 18% improvement in
knowledge and beliefs about three
key antibiotic messages (the basis of
Resistance Fighter messaging) was
found in pre and post online surveys
of over 1000 respondents. For those
that recalled the campaign the
improvement ranged from 10 to
23%. Conclusions: Facebook was a
successful platform for sharing key
messages with the target audience
and resulted in a large number of
people engaging with the campaign.
Points discussed include; alignment
of social metrics with the broader
program goals; the type of content,
advertising and channels that most
effectively drove Facebook traffic
and maintaining ongoing
engagement following completion of
the initial campaign. Changes in
attitudes and behaviours, and the
long term impact on antibiotic use,
will be further evaluated through the
analysis of Australian prescribing
data as well as health professional
and consumer surveys.
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Online Communities: Prevalence
and Predictors of Use, and
Reasons for Non-Use in Cancer
Survivors
	
  
Jackie Bender*, Haiyan Jiang
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Online health
communities have been shown to
provide numerous benefits; however,
little is known about the proportion
of patients who use online
communities as a health resource.
The purpose of this study was to
investigate the prevalence and
predictors of online community use
among cancer survivors. Methods:
Testicular, thyroid and breast cancer
patients in follow-up at an urban
cancer centre were invited to
complete a questionnaire examining
health-related Internet and social
media use. This study represents the
combined analysis of three datasets
collected in 2011, 2012, and 2013
respectively. We examined the
relationship between patients’
sociodemographic and disease
characteristics, met and unmet
supportive care needs, and their

cancer-related online community
use. A multivariable logistic
regression analysis was performed
using forward selection to assess the
relative importance of the variables
that correlated significantly (p<0.05)
with online community use. Results:
A total of 552 questionnaires were
completed (combined response rate
75%). Respondents had a mean age
of 48.14 years (SD 16.2), and were a
median of 2.67 years post diagnosis
(IQR 3.64). A total of 24% (n=130)
reported having used an online
community for disease support.
Significantly more testicular (26%)
and thyroid (26.6%) cancer patients
reported using online communities
than breast cancer patients (17%).
Younger age, higher education,
English as a first language, and
greater unmet needs were
significantly associated with online
community use. In multivariable
analysis, only age, English as a first
language and unmet needs
significantly predicted online
community use. Reasons for not
using online communities were lack
of perceived need (54.1%), lack of
awareness (46%), lack of comfort
using computers (12.1%), and lack of
trust in information on the Internet
(10.5%). Conclusions: Cancer
survivors who are younger, who
speak English as a first language, and
who have more unmet needs are
more likely to use online
communities as a health resource.
Technical barriers do not appear to
be the main reasons for not using
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online communities as a health
resource. Research is needed to
determine whether and to what
extent online communities could
address cancer survivors unmet
needs and optimize health service
use.

Evolution of Change: Insights into
10 Years of Integrating Web and
Mobile Technologies for
Influencing Parent-Child Feeding
Behaviors
	
  
Robert J Bensley*, Jason Rivas*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
It has been well established by the
Pew Research Center and others that
lower income US populations have
easy access to Internet technologies,
including computers and cell phones.
The purpose of this session is to
showcase the 10-year evolution of an
online behavior change intervention
built for low-income women with
children between the ages of 0 and 5
who are associated with the US
Department of Agriculture Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC)
program. This innovative
intervention, which began as a few
basic web pages, has evolved into a

complex, multifaceted approach that
combines desktop, and mobile
technologies to improve the user’s
journey toward positively impacting
parent-child feeding behaviors.
Based on 10 years of experience
impacting over 1.3 million WIC
clients, the authors will share (1)
how wichealth.org, the leading
online nutrition behavior change
platform used within WIC, has
evolved over time to ensure usability
barriers do not impede the goal of
“recreating the human experience”;
(2) the impact wichealth.org has had
on numerous behaviors and beliefs
associated with nutritional practices
among WIC clients; (3) features
developed that allows the system to
operate and “learn” from its users in
an attempt to further impact a
tailored and intelligent virtual
experience; and (4) the integration of
an interactive, tailored cell phone
platform designed to continue
assisting users’ movement toward
effective behavior change.
Discussion will center on the
intelligence features built into the
system that ensures each user has a
unique, tailored experience that not
only overcomes credibility barriers
commonly experienced by
intervention developers, but that also
mimics the human experience felt
when working with a live counselor.
Complex algorithms drive both the
website and text messaging
platforms, which provide the “life”
behind the virtual counselors who are
assigned to work with clients. Using
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unique audiovisual technology and
tailored dialogue, clients truly feel
they are connecting with live
counselors as they progress toward
successful behavior change.

Health-Related Quality of Life,
Outcome and Patient Experience
in Care Homes: A Study in Three
Countries.
	
  
Tim Benson*, Clive Bowman
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Care homes increasingly
care for people with substantial
clinical needs, not only housing
needs. Consequently, care quality is
ever more important for patients,
relatives, clinicians, managers,
commissioners and regulators.
Quality and satisfaction are hard to
measure routinely especially in low
cost environments and
geographically isolated settings.
Objective We set out to establish the
feasibility and sensitivity of
measuring health-related quality of
life (HRQoL) and care experience
for residents in 360 care homes in
UK, Australia and New Zealand.
Methods For health status (HRQoL)

we used howRU, which has 4
generic questions on discomfort,
distress, disability and dependence;
for experience we used howRwe,
with 4 questions on delay,
communication, care and
expectation, and the Net Promoter
Score. The project was designed and
implemented centrally. Staff were
notified in advance. OMR (optically
mark readable) forms were sent to
each home; responses were collected
regionally and scanned centrally. The
forms for each resident had three
parts: (1) staff recorded demographic
and clinical details and rated
resident’s HRQoL, (2) residents
assessed their own HRQoL and
experience with or without help, (3)
a visitor assessed experience. We
reported for the whole population, by
region and by care home, and
assessed agreement between staff,
residents and visitors. We used
summary indices for populations on
a scale from 0 to 100. The results
were disseminated via tiered
briefings, international, national,
regional and to individual homes.
Each region was provided with their
core metrics by care home and raw
data for further analysis. Results
Staff provided data on 19,202
residents (67% female, 33% male);
10,327 residents completed selfcompetion forms and 6,966 visitors
reported their perceptions of resident
experience. We found that care home
residents differ substantially from
patients with long term-conditions
living in the community. We found
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that HRQoL depends on case mix
but in care homes it is insensitive to
age; pain and discomfort are not
strongly correlated with incapacity.
Residents with better HRQoL
reported better experience. There are
several possible explanations (1) It
may be easier to provide better
experience to relatively well
residents, or (2) residents who feel
well are more positive or (3) better
quality care makes people feel better
or (4) a combination of these. This is
an important finding that may
indicate a need to adjust experience
scores for HRQoL. Staff and
residents did not agree on severe
discomfort and distress, but agreed
well on all other aspects of health
status (65% exact agreement); this
demonstrates the importance of
asking residents. Visitors scored
higher than residents on resident
experience although correlation
between them was good. Frail
elderly are the most critical residents.
Residents were most critical about
delays and communication. The
range of scores across care homes is
wide, demonstrating that care homes
are not homogeneous. Outliers were
identified easily for further
investigation. There are distinct
profiles of resident groups. This was
a large project, which provided a
snap-shot at a particular point of
time. Tracking the HRQoL and
experience of residents in each care
home over time, perhaps weekly,
offers benefits as an aide to
individual care and care management

within a home; aggregated data
provides a clear line of site from
board room to bedside. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the
practicality of measuring health
status and experience at scale in at
scale in care homes. These metrics
(howRU and howRwe) are simple to
use, yet provide results that clearly
discriminate between different
homes, groups of residents and their
experience. We have further
developed the tools and capability
and now offer real-time quality
monitoring on tablets for use in care
homes.

Feasibility of an e-health
intervention for rural patients with
a range of chronic conditions:
preliminary findings from a pilot
study
	
  
Niranjan Bidargaddi*, Geoffrey
Schrader, Melanie Harris, Lareen
Newman, Sarah Lynn, Leigh
Peterson, Malcolm Battersby
Track: Research
Topic: Collaborative biomedical
research, academic / scholarly
communication, publishing and peer
review
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background Patients with multiple
chronic conditions have high
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hospitalizations, low levels of
functional capacity, and require high
level of care and support that needs
to be planned and coordinated
involving services from multiple
organizations. E-health and mobile
solutions are argued to be useful in
collaborative care planning,
coordination and providing feedback.
Ehealth solutions are also seen as
particularly beneficial for rural
Australians to overcome travel
barriers to healthcare. Objective To
explore the feasibility of an e-health
supported chronic disease
management program for rural
people with people with both chronic
physical and mental health
conditions, or with high risk for this
comorbidity, and to study the
technology interaction characteristics
in this group. Methods We
developed an e-health system from
an existing well proven chronic
disease management program and an
existing software platform accessible
by both patient and health worker
using smart phone or computer. We
piloted the system in rural people
with comorbid mental health and
physical health conditions or risk
factors to assess feasibility of
delivery, patient acceptance and
engagement, areas for system
development, and collection of
health outcome measures. Results
The eHealth system was piloted with
11 recently hospitalized rural
patients, average age 63 (SD = 9)
years, each with an average of 5
chronic conditions and high level of

psychological distress with an
average K10 score of 32.20 (SD =
5.81). Study participants interacted
with the e-Health system. Average
number of logins to the e-Health
system by the study participants was
26.4 (SD = 23.5) over a period of 29
weeks. The login activity was higher
early in the week. Conclusions The
pilot study demonstrated that an
existing chronic disease management
program can be successfully
transferred to an existing e-health
platform for combined face-to-face
and e-health delivery. The pilot also
highlighted the potential of further
work on patient engagement. This
includes identifying patient groups
which most readily take on e-health
delivery and which groups would be
(further) disadvantaged if e-health
was the only delivery mode;
optimising the balance between
technology and face-to-face delivery
within a program; and collaborative
design to improve effectiveness and
value.

Patient 2.0 – What Predicts Usage
of Physician-Rating Apps?
	
  
Sonja Bidmon*, Ralf Terlutter*,
Johanna Röttl*, Martina Moick,
Susanna Meyer, Norbert Schell
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
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Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: There is an increasing
interest by physicians, patients, and
industry in Physician-Rating
Websites (PRWs). Similar to
developments in most consumer
markets, it can be expected that
patients will increasingly access such
PRWs via mobile apps. However,
there has been little discussion about
what kind of variables may predict
usage of mobile PRW apps.
Objective: The study analyses
sociodemographic, psychographic
variables and variables of Internet
usage in order to predict evaluation
of, willingness to make use of and
willingness to pay for mobile PRW
apps. Methods: An online survey of
1006 randomly selected German
patients was conducted. Data were
analysed by using three multiple
regression models (calculated with
SPSS, version 20); missing values,
multicollinearity and normality were
checked. Results: Evaluation of a
mobile PRW app can be predicted by
the sociodemographic variables
gender (B=-.252, p=.032) and age
(B=-.014, p=.004). Men and younger
patients are more prone to appreciate
such an app. Feelings about the
Internet and Web 2.0 in general
(B=.342, p=.000), trust in PhysicianRating Websites (PRWs) (B=.199,
p=.001) and judgement of the
usefulness of Rating-Websites
compared to other information
sources like family etc. (B=.206,

p=.001) were significant predictors.
Additionally, one factor contributed
also significantly to the prediction of
evaluation: personality of the patient
as information seeker (B=.113,
p=.010). Digital literacy (B=.107,
p=.101) did not excert a significant
influence. Use of different
technologies (i.e. smartphone, tablet,
B=.277, p=.001), total daily Internet
private use for health related
information (B=.102,p=.014) and the
frequency of using apps for health
related information search (B=.123,
p=.007) also influenced evaluation of
mobile PRW apps significantly. The
variables explained 39.7 % of
variance of evaluation of mobile
PRWs app. A second multiple
regression was calculated with the
same predictors above for the
dependent variable “willingness to
use such an app”. The variables
explained 41.8 % of variance. A
difference emerged for the total daily
Internet private use for health related
information (B=.036, n.s.), which
was no significant predictor in this
multiple regression. A third multiple
regression was calculated with the
same predictors for the dependent
variable “willingness to pay for such
an app” leading to 30.4 % of
explained variance, with only some
of the variables above remaining
significant: frequency of using apps
for health related information search
(B=.267, p=.000), trust in PhysicianRating Websites (PRWs) (B=.253,
p=.000), the personality of the
patient as information seeker
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referring to visiting a doctor
(B=.162, p=.000), feelings about the
Internet and Web 2.0 in general
(B=.107, p=.045) and use of different
technologies (i.e. smartphone, tablet,
B=.149, p=.035). Additionally, the
perceived ease of use of the Internet
for searching health related
information contributed significantly
(B=.170, p=.009) in this regression,
not in the others. Conclusion: A
PRW app may be very useful in
certain circumstances e.g. when a
patient is on a journey or a
physician’s ordination is
unexpectedly closed.
Sociodemographic, psychographic
and behavioral variables of Internet
use contribute to the evaluation of,
willingness to make use of and
willingness to pay for mobile PRW
apps. The results of this study are
useful for creators of mobile PRW
apps.

Validity and Reliability of the
EHealth Analysis and Steering
Instrument (eASI)
	
  
Olivier Blanson Henkemans*, Elise
Dusseldorp, Jolanda Keijsers, Judith
Kessens, Mark Neerincx, Wilma
Otten
Track: Research
Topic: Usability and human factors
on the web
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation

Single Presentation
Background eHealth services can
contribute to individuals’ selfmanagement, i.e., performing
lifestyle related activities and
decision-making, to maintain a good
health or to mitigate the effect of an
(chronic) illness on their health. But
how effective are these services? The
eHealth Analysis and Steering
Instrument (eASI) aims at answering
this question. It surveys how eHealth
services score on 35 items
representing three dimensions (i.e.,
Utility, Usability and Content),
which are theoretically related to the
effectiveness of eHealth. However,
there are no data on its validity and
reliability. Objectives To assess the
construct and predictive validity and
inter-rater reliability of eASI.
Methods We found a total of 16
eHealth services supporting selfmanagement published in the
literature, whose effectiveness was
evaluated in a Randomized
Controlled Trial and the service itself
was available for rating. Participants
(N=16) rated these services with the
eASI. We analyzed the correlation of
eASI items with the underlying three
dimensions (construct validity), the
correlation between the eASI score
and the eHealth services’ effect size
observed in the RCT (predictive
validity), and the inter-rater
agreement. Results Three items did
not fit with the other items and
dimensions and were removed from
the eASI; four items replaced from
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the Utility to the Content dimension.
The inter-rater reliabilities of the
dimensions and the total score were
moderate (Total, κ = .53, and
Content, κ = .55) and substantial
(Utility, κ .69, and Usability, κ =
.63). The adjusted eASI explained
variance in the eHealth services’
effect sizes (R2 = .31, P < .001), as
did the dimensions Utility (R2 = .49,
P < .000) and Usability (R2 = .18, P
= .021). Usability explained variance
in the effect size on health outcomes
(R2 = .13, P = .028). Conclusions
After removing three items and
replacing four items to another
dimension, eASI has a good
construct validity and predictive
validity. The eASI scales are
moderately to highly reliable. Due to
a small pool of available eHealth
services, it is advised to reevaluate
the eASI in the future with more
services.

The Use of Smartphones in
Orthopaedic Training
	
  
Oliver Blocker*
Track: Research
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The use of smartphones
is common among orthopaedic
surgeons. Mobile technology assisted

learning can provide ways to
augment traditional methods.
Improved educational strategies can
enhance learning and contribute to
the development of better doctors.
Objectives The purpose of this study
was to find out whether trainees used
smartphones as a learning resource,
how smartphones influenced practice
and what trainees wanted from
mobile technology and electronic
resources. Methods Data were
collected from two sources: an online
questionnaire issued to a sample of
111 orthopaedic specialist registrars
in the Wales and West Midlands
deaneries and a small focus group of
trainees. Discussion in the focus
group aimed to clarify the results
from the questionnaire and explore
trainees’ desires for electronic
resources. Results Responses were
received from 43 (39% response
rate). The majority of these trainees
felt competent to use mobile
technology and 80% used a
smartphone at work. Ability to use
mobile devices was not related to
age, gender or preferred mobile
device. The most frequent location of
use was the theatre environment, but
trainees preferred to use desktop
computers for workplace learning.
The results suggested that trainees
were more likely to use free
resources on mobile devices than
ones requiring payment. Barriers to
use were problems with connecting
to mobile internet in hospitals, the
small format of smartphones and the
perceptions of senior colleagues and
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patients regarding their use.
Conclusions Whilst mobile
technology was felt to enhance
learning, trainees were unable to
utilise it to its full potential. The lack
of mobile internet access in hospitals
inhibits this technology and the
expectations of others appear to
influence how trainees use
smartphones and the consequent
effect on their practice. Preference
for free resources raises the need for
training or advice in how to identify
trustworthy resources and assess
their quality. Orthopaedic
educational supervisors should be
aware of these barriers and seek
better ways of making the most of
technology to support learning in the
workplace.

Conference-Based Usability
Evaluation Methodology for
Medical Web Applications
	
  
Raymond Robert Bond*, Dewar
Darren Finlay, Chris Desmond
Nugent*, George Moore, Kyle
Boyd*
Track: Research
Topic: Usability and human factors
on the web
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In the US, 100,000
deaths and 1,000,000 injuries occur

each year due to medical errors.
Whilst all medical errors are not
caused by poorly designed software,
many are. According to the 2007
ISO/IEC 62366 standard, a usability
evaluation process must take place
before the introduction of medical
software into healthcare. Thus,
software including Medicine 2.0
applications must also be evaluated
for their usability. The standard
method for assessing usability is via
the ‘Usability Test’, which normally
takes place in a ‘laboratory setting’.
However, a laboratory-based
approach can be expensive and time
consuming. Objective: As such, we
investigated the feasibility of
carrying out a ‘Usability Test’ at a
conference setting. Methods: In our
previous work two Web-based
systems were developed to visualise
Electrocardiogram data. We carried
out a usability evaluation of these
applications at the 2010 International
Conference on Computing in
Cardiology. We recruited 17
delegates to partake in the
evaluation. Each delegate attempted
representative tasks using the
software whilst ‘thinking aloud’.
Each session was recorded using
screencast software and a
microphone. Results: From analysis
of the video recordings, 70
previously unknown usability issues
were discovered in the two
applications. This alone indicates the
utility of a conference-based
approach. As part of the study, we
also identified a number of
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advantages and disadvantages for
carrying out a conference-based
usability evaluation. The main
advantage is the high concentration
of experts at one geographical
location. These experts also represent
the international stage and it would
be very expensive to arrange such
worldwide experts to partake in a
laboratory-based evaluation.
Furthermore, in a conference setting,
a usability evaluation can be carried
out over a few days as opposed to
weeks or months. This is contrary to
a laboratory-based approach where
weeks are dedicated to mailing
invitation letters. A conference-based
approach also allowed for effective
advertisement of the study through
the dissemination of information
sheets within the delegate packs. It
also allowed for face-to-face
discussion regarding queries from
potential subjects. Although
delegates can volunteer to
participate, a conference setting does
also facilitate the solicitation of
subjects. One of the most pertinent
advantages is the fact that a
conference-based approach does not
require subjects to take additional
time out and money to travel to a
laboratory. Given the busy schedule
of most conferences, a significant
disadvantage is that a limited amount
of time can be dedicated to each
participant. Within this study, the
average duration of a usability
session was 34.69 minutes
(SD=10.28). Given conference
session breaks usually last

somewhere between 30 minutes and
one hour, this data shows the
feasibility of integrating usability
studies within a conference setting.
We also found that only four user
tasks could be performed within a
30-minute time period. Conclusions:
Not only have we shown that the
‘Usability Test’ can be effectively
carried out at a conference setting to
detect ‘use errors’, we have also
shown that this approach is less time
consuming and more economic when
compared to the conventional
laboratory approach.

New Primary Health Care in
Thailand : Community Health
Alliance between Health Security
Local Fund Collaboration
	
  
Arun Boonsang*, Cheerasak
Charoenpun, Niruwan Turnbull*
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Doctor of Public Health student
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Mahasarakham University
ABSTRACT Background: Thailand
has set up the primary health care
under Alma Ata declaration for more
than 35 years, which aimed to
approach health for all. But they are
current significant participatory
between private sector and local
government lack of integrated
activity. New primary health care
must be to change paradigm shift ,
new procedure , new implementation
and new participatory strategy.
Objective : This study aims to find
out how Thailand have been doing
an what will benefit for the future in
primary health care system in
Thailand and to create and develop
the health security local fund
administration that will have for
effectiveness administrative
participation model between health
security local fund and community
health alliance. Methods : The
research methodology were studied
separate into three phases include:
phase 1) Documentary research used
the documents to support the
viewpoint or argument of an
academic work in term of primary
health care system, which employed
the quantitative and qualitative
analysis to report the findings. Phase
2) Mixed methods research, which
investigate how the Alma Ata
declaration impacts to healthcare
professionals including village health
volunteers, health workers, local
government and people in local

community, this stage will apply
Participatory Action Research(PAR)
to create and develop the health
security local fund administration
that will have for effectiveness
administrative participation model
between health security local fund
and community health alliance. The
sample were used village health
volunteers in the area health regional
13 in Thailand included 4 provinces
8 districts and 400 peoples . The
tools used consisted of questionnaire,
in - dept interview ,and focus group.
The last phase (phase 3) will be
testing the model by examine using
CIPP Model for successful primary
health care and health security local
fund administrative model in
Thailand. Results : This paper shown
that since 1977 the Ministry of
public health in Thailand were
started the primary health care,
which implemented on the national
socioeconomic development plan,
then continued to undertake Alma
Ata in 1978 following preventive
program to against the
communicable diseases, health
promotion, such as food supply, the
sanitation of water supply, and
maternal and child care. Results
revealed that since then, the primary
healthcare in Thailand have over 1
million of village health volunteers,
who works for health education and
basic treatments as well as family
planning, maternal and child
healthcare, including controlling
local community diseases, such as,
Malaria, Diarrhea, Dengue
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Hemorrhagic fever. Long life
expectancy of years such 69.5 years
male and 73.3 years female and the
number of household impoverished
by medical expenses decreased from
280,000 household in 2000 to 88,000
in 2008. In conclusion: The primary
health care system in Thailand had
been progressing and successful,
which counted in the first row of the
world health. Nevertheless, the
challenge in the next fourth decade
for Thai primary health care would
be the cooperation of local
communities, the empowerment of
health network system, and improve
the individual health care for all
people to fit into the era of the
globalization. Therefore this
dissertation implementation of
primary health care under health
security local fund can be applied at
village and community level further.
Keywords: Primary health care;
Village health volunteer; Community
health alliance; Health security local
fund

Ethical Issues in Socially
Generated Online Information: A
Multi-Professional Panel
Discussion
	
  
Richard Booth*, Osman Ahmed*,
Carol Bond*, Chris Paton*
Track: Research
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy

Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
The rise of social media in recent
years has generated a number of
emerging ethical and privacy
implications in healthcare, clinical
education, and research settings.
Within practice settings, the
increased use of social platforms
which were not designed to be health
technologies is on the rise. Similarly,
clinicians interacting with patients
and consumers via these social
platforms has been an emerging
trend in specific areas of the health
sector (e.g., in the domain of public
health). Within academic and
university settings, clinician
education has witnessed a significant
increase in the use of social media,
either as a facilitator of education or
more commonly as an adjunct
education modality. Currently there
is a lack of knowledge regarding the
use of social media within clinician
education, a situation further
complicated by various sociotechnical considerations that also
influence ethical and privacy
perspectives. At present, little is
known regarding the ethical
implications generated through the
increased interactivity and
engagement fostered by the use of
social technologies in healthcare.
The discussion that has occurred to
date has been historically muted in
this respect for both practice and
education purposes. Comparatively
little work has been completed in the
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scholarly discourse examining some
of the larger ethical considerations of
social technologies in relation to
long-term sustainability,
functionality, and evolving
professional boundaries. Gaining a
deeper appreciation to the various
ethical implications (now and in the
future) of using social media in the
healthcare settings will be imperative
in the domains of both practice and
education. In this panel discussion,
the presenters will provide specific
perspectives of ethical issues and
considerations that emerge when
using social technologies in clinical
practice and academic areas. Osman
Ahmed, a chartered physiotherapist
and PhD candidate at the University
of Otago (New Zealand) will
highlight some of the ethical issues
encountered in a pilot study which
used Facebook as an adjunct to
traditional medical care for young
persons with a sports concussion.
Richard Booth, a registered nurse
and PhD candidate at Western
University (Canada) will provide an
overview of the potential ethical
considerations observed in their
Public Health Unit’s use of social
media platforms like Facebook and
Twitter to connect with health
consumers. Dr. Carol S Bond, a
registered nurse and Senior Lecturer
at Bournemouth University
(England), will discuss the use of
data from discussion boards in health
research, the ethical dilemmas this
may create and some possible
solutions. Dr. Chris Paton, a

physician and Clinical Research
Fellow at University of Oxford
(England) will moderate the panel
and offer insights from his
experience in social media and health
informatics to complement and
summarize the knowledge presented.
As a collective, this panel will
explore and deconstruct current day
exemplars, and provide insight into
the long-term ethical and privacy
considerations arising from the use
of social platforms in practice,
education, and research. Similarly,
the panel will also discuss future
implications for the development of
policy and practice guidelines to
foster growth and ethical use of
social technologies in healthcare.

The Effectiveness of a Web-Based
Physical Activity Intervention in
Patients with Knee And/or Hip
Osteoarthritis: A Randomized
Controlled Trial
	
  
Daniël Bossen*
Track: Research
Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Patients with knee
and/or hip osteoarthritis (OA) are
less physically active than the
general population, while benefits of
physical activity (PA) have been well
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documented. Studies have shown the
potential of web-based interventions
for change in PA behavior.
Therefore, we developed a webbased intervention to improve PA
levels in patients with knee and/or
hip OA, entitled Join2move. The
Join2move intervention is a selfpaced nine week PA program in
which patients’ favourite recreational
activity is gradually increased in a
time-contingent way. Objective: To
investigate whether a fully
automated web-based PA
intervention in patients with knee
and/or hip OA would result in
improved levels of physical activity,
physical function and self-perceived
effect compared with a waiting list
control group. Methods: The study
design was a randomized, unblinded,
controlled, two-armed trial. Ethics
approval was obtained from the
medical ethics committee of the VU
University Medical Center
Amsterdam. Sedentary volunteers
with knee and/or hip OA were
recruited via articles in newspapers
and health-related websites.
Eligibility criteria for participants
were 1) age 50-75, 2) self-reported
OA in knee and/or hip, 3) selfreported sedentary behaviour (<30
minutes of moderate PA on fewer
than 4 days per week, 4) no face to
face consults with a healthcare
provider, other than GP, for OA in
the last 6 months, 5) ability to access
the internet weekly. Baseline, 3 and
12 months follow-up data were
collected through online

questionnaires. We used Actigraph
accelerometers to measure objective
PA. Primary outcomes were PA,
physical function and self-perceived
effect. Secondary outcomes were
pain, fatigue, anxiety, depression,
OA related symptoms, quality of life,
self-efficacy, pain coping and locus
of control. Results: Of the 581
interested respondents, 199 eligible
participants were randomly assigned
to the intervention (n=100) or
waiting list control group (n=99).
Response rates of questionnaires
were 84.4% after 3 months and
75.4% after 12 months. In this study,
94 (94%) participants actually started
the program and 46 users (46%)
reached the adherence threshold of 6
out of 9 modules completed. At 3
months, participants in the
intervention group reported a
significantly improved physical
function status (p=<0.02, d=0.23)
and a positive self-perceived effect
(p=<0.01, OR=10.7) compared with
the control group. However, no
effect was found for self-reported PA
(p=0.9, d=0) and PA measured with
an accelerometer (p=0.83, d=0.05).
After 12 months, the intervention
group showed higher levels of
subjective and objective PA (p=0.02,
d=0.29 and p=<0.05,d=0.45)
compared with the control group.
After 12 months, no effect was found
for physical function (p=0.1, d=0.18)
and self-perceived effect (p=0.5,
OR=1.2). For secondary endpoints,
the intervention group consistently
demonstrated significant
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improvements in favor of the
intervention group. Conclusion: The
web-based intervention Join2move
resulted in changes in the desired
direction for several primary and
secondary outcomes. Given the
clinically relevant benefits and its
self-help format, Join2move could be
a key component in the effort to
enhance PA in sedentary patients
with knee and/or hip OA.

Investigating Methods of
Increasing Adoption of Social
Media Among Elderly Carers.
	
  
Kyle Boyd*, Chris Nugent*, Mark
Donnelly, Raymond Bond*, Roy
Sterritt, Lorraine Gibson
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The Internet and the
use of Social Media has enhanced
worldwide communications,
entertainment, socialisation,
education, and news. With
mainstream use of the Internet is
now evident, we are observing
opportunities to use Social Media
within the health domain. A specific
area of interest is the consideration
of how these technologies can be
best used by elderly caregivers to

facilitate social networking to
encourage social connectedness and
prevent social isolation. This is
prevalent among elderly carers with
52% not having the support they
require. Nevertheless, barriers
remain in an elderly person's usage
of Social Media. Reasons can be
attributed to disinterest, inability to
comprehend its purpose and fear in
relation to security and privacy. To
address these barriers, our current
work hypotheses that specialist
training to raise awareness of the
opportunities offered by Social
Media could aid in the adoption of
Social Media amongst elderly carers.
Objective: To investigate methods of
increasing the adoption of Social
Media among elderly carers of
persons with chronic diseases.
Methods: An introduction to Social
Media training course was conducted
during January 2013 at Inniscoole
Day Centre in Rathcoole, Belfast,
Northern Ireland, UK. Participants
were caregivers of persons with
chronic diseases. Ten in total (n=10)
were recruited, ages ranging from
45-85, (Mean=60, s.d.=0.70). One
participant was excluded due to a
form of visual impairment.
Participants were asked to watch a
presentation relating to Online Social
Networks, Blogging and Online
Photo Repositories, which included
videos of each Social Media
technology presented. Each service
was subsequently demonstrated and
verbal discussion with all
participants was encouraged.
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Results: At the beginning of the
course all participants specified they
were novices regarding computer
literacy, however, six participants
specified that they had some
understanding of Social Media. Four
participants felt that Social Media
was difficult for them to use and
indicated that they would not use it
to support real world connections.
Following training, eight out of nine
participants said they now had a
better understanding of Social
Media. Over half stated that it met
their expectations in usefulness and
they were more confident in using
the technologies. They indicated that
they were more likely to use it to
communicate with friends and family
in the future. Interestingly, seven out
of nine indicated that they would be
willing to attend more training in
Social Media technologies with one
person stating that they would sign
up for Facebook, privately.
Conclusions: Older people are not
using Social Media technology. Our
hypothesis was to provide training in
order to increase the likelihood that
people will engage with these
services. The research community
has divided elderly into the young
old 65-74, the old-old, 75-85 and the
oldest old 85 and older. Considering
the participants in the current study
and considering the various
categories over half of the
participants were between 41-60
with the average age of participants
being 60. The findings for the study
shows that adoption of Social Media

in the elderly is significantly lower in
comparison to usage with other
assistive technologies.

Online Support Groups for
Depression: Barriers and Benefits
	
  
Louise Breuer, Chris Barker*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Objectives. This study explored the
experiences of UK National Health
Service patients with depression who
were offered facilitated access to an
online peer-to-peer support group. In
particular, it examined the benefits
which people can derive from using
an online support group for
depression and the barriers which
prevent people from engaging with
such a group, in order to inform the
development of future interventions.
Method. Fifteen participants
experiencing depression who had not
used online support groups for
depression previously were offered
facilitated access to an existing
online support group over a period of
10 weeks. The sample was diverse in
terms of ethnicity but most had high
levels of educational achievement.
At the end of the study period, a
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subgroup of nine participants was
interviewed about their experiences
of using the group. Thematic
analysis was conducted on the
transcripts. Pre- and post-measures
of level of depression, perceived
social support and perceived selfstigma were taken, in addition to a
weekly measure of support group
usage. Results. Reductions in
depression and perceived self-stigma
were found over the ten-week period.
There was no change in perceived
social support. Overall, there were
low levels of engagement with the
online support group. Perceived
benefits of participation in the group
included a sense of connection to
others, the normalisation of
depression and the reduction of
stigma. Barriers to participation
included concerns over causing harm
to others or being harmed oneself,
feeling very different from the other
people in the group, fears of being
identified and judged by others and
difficulties with expressing oneself
online. Conclusions: Online support
groups may potentially reduce
depressive symptoms and perceived
self-stigma. However, considerable
barriers prevent people with
depression from engaging more fully
with such an intervention. Further
work is required to determine the
characteristics of those who most
benefit from such support, and to
develop interventions which help
overcome the aforementioned
barriers.

Online Peer-to-Peer Healthcare:
Exploring Push-Pull Factors of
Engagement
	
  
Pam Briggs*, Claire Hardy,
Elizabeth Sillence, Peter R Harris
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Recent estimates
suggest that a quarter of people who
go online for health or medical
information are drawn to content
posted by their peers. This trend
towards peer-to-peer healthcare
raises a number of questions: What
are the processes through which
patients engage with online peer
experiences? How do they decide
what peer information to trust? What
kinds of experiences do they find
compelling? What health conditions
are best supported by peer-to-peer
healthcare? Objective: This paper
presents a series of related studies
designed to better understand peerto-peer healthcare interaction online
with the aim of identifying key
factors that attract users to online
patient experiences and that drive
continued engagement or
disengagement with peer content.
Methods: Three studies were
conducted between 2011 and 2012 in
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the UK. Each study adopted a similar
research design allowing data to be
pooled from 74 participants across
three different health conditions,
including 29 asthma sufferers, 25
smokers considering quitting, and 20
personal carers of people with
multiple sclerosis (MS). These three
patient groups were chosen carefully
to reflect three very different health
challenges: (i) patients with a chronic
health condition (asthma), (ii)
individuals consideringa health
behaviour change (smoking), and
(iii) individuals supporting someone
with a serious health condition (MS
carers). Each health group varied
both in terms of population
demographics and in the severity and
nature of the condition. This
intentionally diverse selection
ensured that any systematic
differences between the groups
groups would not overly bias the
results. A multi-method toolkit
approach (including focus groups,
log books, data logging and
interviews) allowed us to explore
participant behaviour in an
unrestricted online search for
information as well as study more
protracted engagement with a fixed
set of websites chosen to reflect
different types of patient-generated
content each with different
credibility markers. Results:
Following qualitative thematic
analysis of the data we were able to
develop a framework that captured a
three-stage process of patient
engagement with their peers and

allowed us to identify the key factors
at play at each stage of the process.
Firstly, the quality of the website, the
accessibility of good peer-to-peer
information and the nature of the
health condition under investigation
influenced an early gating process
where patients decided whether peer
information was superficially
credible, available and appropriate
and made the choice about whether
to engage further with the site.
Secondly, participants engaged in a
more probing, comparator process where they measured themselves
against their peers, often questioning
the extent to which the peer
contributions were directly relevant
to their own situation and needs.
Finally, they were influenced by the
perceived value of the information
they found in terms of how it might
affect attitude and behavior and
shape their longer-term outlook.
Conclusions: The research has
highlighted several key factors that
influence online peer-to-peer
communication at different stages of
the engagement process. Different
patient groups have different needs
and we have developed an
engagement framework that allows
us to explore these differences more
precisely. The framework has also
helped us identify a set of website
design guidelines for successful
peer-to-peer interaction.
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Development and Deployment of
Whole Slide Imaging with Modern
Web Technologies - Pate
	
  
Christoph Brochhausen*, Hinrich
Winther*, Harald Affeldt, Andreas
Grüne, C James Kirkpatrick
Track: Practice
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Aims: Web-based learning tools are
of great interest in medical
education. Based on a student
questionnaire a new Whole Slide
Imaging (WSI) application named
Pate (http://pate.um-nainz.de) was
developed. The questionnaire was
conducted to assess the needs of
students as well as their previous
experiences with WSI. As a result
one of the goals in development is to
provide an interface for desktop PCs
and devices with small screens, i.e.
tablet PCs and smart-phones.
Furthermore, it was necessary to
implement a touch-compatible
interface besides the classical mouse
/ keyboard input. Two years of
development lead to a modern
HTML 5 / JavaScript-based WSI
application with slides enriched by
points of interest (POI), annotations
and teaching texts. Methods: To
achieve platform independency we
decided to implement modern
HTML 5 technologies in
combination with JavaScript and

Cascading Style Sheets on the client
side. Since the implementation,
especially of JavaScript, in modern
browsers is not coherent it was
beneficial to utilize abstraction
frameworks. For this purpose, we
relied on open source technology
employing frameworks like
OpenLayers and JQuery. On the
server side we chose TurboGears 2.2
as Web Server Gateway Interface
(WSGI) Framework in combination
with Apache Web Server. To achieve
good data replication performance
and to ensure data integrity a
relational database was used. In the
current implementation MySQL was
used. To ensure rapid application
development and flexibility object
relational mapping techniques were
employed. Results: For nearly one
year the application is available for
the students. While being a sole WSI
solution in the beginning, over time
we added additional features like
informational texts, Points of Interest
and annotations. The use of
OpenLayers framework has shown
several advantages: it provides solid
WSI functionality and at the same
time it made it easy to provide a
touch interface for mobile devices. In
our tests only Android devices older
than 2 years revealed problems due
to their lack of multi-touch support
in the native browser. This can be
avoided by installing a third party
browser to the device. Discussion:
Based on a questionnaire a demanddriven WSI with special features
such as annotations, points of interest
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and teaching texts could be
established. Since students actually
use a wide range of different device
types from mobile (i.e.: IPhone and
Android), over tablets to desktop
PCs the presented web application
Pate supports different software
platforms. In this regard the decision
to implement the client side in
modern web technologies like
HTML 5 was advantageous. Finally,
the present solution allowed us to
support most devices while
maintaining a single code base.

Mapping Medical Knowledge into
a Relational Database for Decision
Support: Two Examples
	
  
Jay Albert Brown*
Track: Practice
Topic: Online decision technology
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction: In this age of
information explosion, we need a
way to index information for quick
access to the facts so that we don't
get lost in the details. Relational
databases are commonly employed
to organize company information,
but not so widely used to map
scientific knowledge. A relational
database has many features that
make it useful as a decision-support
software tool. Most computer users

are familiar with queries, a relatively
simple and straightforward method
of "zooming-in" on information. My
objective is to show that an
information-intensive knowledge
domain (such as occupational
toxicology or global infectious
diseases) can be indexed into a
relational database and serve as a
decision-support tool to improve
diagnosis and prevention. Results:
For the following two examples, the
building process began within the
conceptual framework of an
intelligent database, that is, to first
sketch the main features of the
landscape and then to fill in the
details. "Haz-Map: A Relational
Database of Hazardous Chemicals
and Occupational Diseases" was
started in 1991 and first published on
the website of the National Library
of Medicine in 2002. The goal of
Haz-Map is to collect into one
database the best information
available regarding occupational
exposures and diseases. Haz-Map
was designed to improve access to
information and to support the early
recognition and prevention of workrelated diseases. The seven main
tables in the database are Chemicals,
Industrial Processes, Home
Activities, Occupational Diseases,
Signs & Symptoms, Hazardous Job
Tasks, and Occupations. All of the
tables are linked so that queries can
be performed to show all diseases
that match a job AND a symptom or
all chemicals that match an adverse
effect AND an industrial process.
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There are 240 occupational diseases
in the database. Each disease is
linked to symptoms, hazardous job
tasks, and causative chemicals. Since
2006 the number of chemical profiles
in the database has increased from
1400 to greater than 10,000. In 2012,
the website was "mobile enabled."
"IDdx: Infectious Disease Queries"
was started in 2001 and is now
available as a free iPhone, iPad, or
Android App. The prototype
application, containing 253
communicable diseases, was
developed in Microsoft Access.
Queries result in one or more
diseases that match one or more
search criteria. The disease search
criteria include 99 signs &
symptoms, 39 epidemiological
factors, and 16 regions of the world.
All information is bi-directional, i.e.,
the user can see all the symptoms
associated with a disease or see all
diseases associated with a symptom.
The same structured vocabulary
(indexing system) is used both to
display information about a disease
and to query the database. Each
disease profile shows initial
symptoms, incubation period,
common findings, endemic areas,
laboratory diagnostics, and unique
epidemiological factors (entry,
source, vector, and reservoir).
Conclusions: A continuously updated
relational database, which includes
or excludes information based on the
needs of the users and depicts the
details within the context of the
whole map, is a powerful tool to

support decisions regarding complex,
medical knowledge domains.

How Effective and Cost-Effective
Was ‘Stoptober’? A National Mass
Media Smoking Cessation
Campaign Including Digital
Support
	
  
Jamie Brown*, Matthew Walmsley,
Robert West
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: A national marketing
campaign based on psychological
theory and evidence and operating
through both traditional and new
media was launched by the English
Department of Health in late 2012.
The campaign was complemented by
an accompanying website that
offered brief advice on smoking
cessation, motivational textmessaging and an app that provided
ongoing support and self-monitoring
tools. The campaign was
underpinned by the idea from social
contagion theory that one could use
messaging to amplify a campaign by
turning it into a movement. The
portmanteau ‘Stoptober’ is a
combination of Stop and October and
was designed to build engagement by
association with other popular
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national events that have
successfully used similar monikers
(e.g., ‘Movember’) and to encourage
dissemination by word-of-mouth and
social media. In addition to starting a
movement in which smokers would
stop smoking together, a key
component of the campaign was to
set a SMART goal for smokers to be
smoke-free for 28 days and provide
digital support to help them achieve
the goal. The accompanying message
was that they would be at least 5
times more likely than they were at
the start to become permanent exsmokers. Objective: To provide an
independent assessment of the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness
of Stoptober. Methods: The design
was a series cross-sectional
household surveys of representative
samples of the population in England
conducted monthly between 2007
and 2012. A total of 130,307 adults
(aged 16+) were surveyed of whom
32,772 reported past year smoking
and were included in the study. To
assess the effectiveness of Stoptober,
the difference between the
percentage of smokers making a past
month quit attempt in October as
compared with all other months was
examined in both 2007-11 and 2012
as an interaction in a logistic
regression model. Results: There was
an interaction between the weighted
percentage of smokers attempting to
quit in the month of October as
compared with all other months and
between the year of survey
(OR=1.78, 95%CI=1.20-2.66).

Simple effects revealed that in 2012
there was an increase in past month
quitting during October as compared
with all other months (9.1% vs.
6.3%; OR=1.49, 95%CI=1.05-2.14),
whereas in 2007-11 there was a nonsignificant decrease during October
(6.1% vs. 7.2%; OR=0.84,
95%CI=0.70-1.00). Assuming that
2.5% of attempts result in permanent
success, the overall Stoptober effect
of 3.9% (95%CI=0.9%-7.0%)
suggested an additional 0.099% of
the 8.5 million smokers in England
quit permanently. The cost of
Stoptober per smoker was £0.68.
Using an established costeffectiveness model, the discounted
life years gained attributable to
Stoptober per smoker stopping
permanently in the modal age group
35–44 years was estimated to be
1.59. The resulting incremental costeffectiveness ratio was £436.54
(95%CI=96.86-776.21). Similar
ratios were estimated for the other
age groups (range: £436.54£639.50). Conclusions: The national
‘Stoptober’ mass media smoking
cessation campaign featuring digital
support appears to have provided
excellent value for money as a lifesaving public health intervention.
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An Evaluation Framework for
Defining the Contributions of
Telestration in Surgical
Telementoring
	
  
Andrius Budrionis*, Knut Magne
Augestad, Hiten Rh Patel, Johan
Gustav Bellika
Track: Research
Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background An increasing quantity
of research in the domain of
telemedicine show a growing
popularity and acceptance of care
over distance systems among both
clinicians and patients. We focus on
telementoring solutions, developed
for providing remote guidance to less
experienced surgeons. Telestration is
often regarded as an extra
functionality of some telementoring
systems. However, we advocate that
telestration must be viewed as a core
feature of telementoring due to its
advantages. Objective To analyse
and define concepts, parameters and
measurement procedures to evaluate
the impact of using telestration while
telementoring. Methods A systematic
review of research dealing with
telestration during remote guidance
sessions was performed by querying
three major online research databases
(MEDLINE, Association of
Computing Machinery (ACM) and

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE)) using a
predefined set of keywords
(“laparoscopy”, “annotate”,
“telestrate”, “telestration”,
“annotation”, “minimally invasive”,
and “MIS”). Results The keywordbased search identified 117 papers.
Following the guidelines for
performing a systematic review, only
8 publications were considered
relevant for final study. Moreover, a
gap in research defining the impacts
of telestration during telementoring
was identified. To fill this niche, a
framework for analysing, reporting
and measuring the impacts of
telestration was proposed.
Conclusions The presented
framework lays the basics for the
structured analysis and reporting of
telestration applied to telementoring
systems. It is a first step towards
building an evidence knowledge base
documenting the advantages of live
video content annotation and
supporting the presented connections
between the concepts.

An Approach for Digital Media &
Research for the Health Sector
	
  
Amelia Burke-Garcia*
Track: Practice
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
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Researchers across a variety of
disciplines are challenged to
implement effective social media
strategies while adhering to research
protocols and best practices. Because
of acts like ‘Twitter bombing’, which
refers to posting numerous Tweets
with the same hashtags and other
similar content from multiple
accounts with the goal of advertising
a certain meme and making it a
trending topic on Twitter, validly of
data in social media data can often be
artificially skewed. Other challenges
include privacy and data security, the
ever-changing environment of social
media, and the questionable
representativeness of research
samples and the generalisability of
findings. At a result of working with
various US government agencies,
such as the Centers for Disease
Control & Prevention (CDC), the
Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ), and the Food and
Nutrition Service (FNS) at the
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA), we have
developed tactics that leverage the
best of the social media ethos while
adhering to relevant privacy and
security requirements. This
presentation will elaborate the key
findings from work carried out in the
areas of 1) social research, 2)
participant recruitment, 3) retention,
4) leveraging real-time data for
predictive modeling of health issues,
and 5) mobile surveys.

Can Internet Applications Help
with Feeding Babies? A Study of
Online Social Support Amongst
Breastfeeding Women.
	
  
Ana Beatriz Burman, Anastasia
Papazafeiropoulou, Julie Barnett*
Track: Research
Topic: Communities in health care
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The World Health
Organisation (WHO) recognises
breastfeeding as the natural way to
feed infants and young children.
Babies’ benefits from breastfeeding
include reduced infant morbidity
from gastrointestinal, respiratory,
urinary tract and less atopic illness.
Mothers also benefit from
breastfeeding including reducing
postpartum haemorrhage, lower risk
of premenopausal breast cancer,
lower risk of ovarian cancer and
enhanced attachment to the infant.
However despite the benefits, in the
UK only a small percentage of
babies are exclusively breastfed.
Mothers report lack of confidence,
problems with infant latching and
lack of encouragement and support
as the reasons for non-initiation or
discontinuation of breastfeeding.
Social support is known to have a
positive impact on breastfeeding
duration and exclusivity. Research
shows that breastfeeding women use
the Internet to obtain social support,
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however little is known about
breastfeeding women’s use online
social support, their perceptions,
concerns and expectations about
using it. This study aims to
understand the role of online social
support amongst breastfeeding
women. Methods: Ten breastfeeding
counsellors and 7 breastfeeding
women were interviewed. In addition
the researcher spent six months
observing practices at breastfeeding
support centres. Within a frame
provided by social cognitive theory,
an interpretive approach directed the
analysis of the qualitative data
obtained through these interviews
and observations. Results: The
women in this research used Internet
and mobile applications to obtain
and/or deliver social support. The
results indicate that in spite of faceto-face interventions being favoured,
online social support is perceived as
a helpful alternative source of
support that positively influenced
breastfeeding self-efficacy. A
number of similar characteristics of
face-to-face support were found to be
present in online social support, such
as emotional and informational
support, empathy and empowerment.
Online social support offered
additional features to traditional
support including convenience of
use, connection with peers and
supporters at any time of the day,
and the opportunity to express
emotions and issues textually. The
women using this type of support
demonstrated a high level of

breastfeeding self-efficacy and had
the opportunity to exchange social
support with their peers. There were
also some concerns associated with
using online social support to support
breastfeeding women, which need to
be taken into consideration by
providers of online social support.
These included the need for training
volunteers in this type of media,
confidentiality and trustworthiness of
the information available online and
issues related to digital divide.
Conclusions: Peer support
organisations as well as health care
organisations are encouraged to
develop online interventions that can
act as an additional channel to reach
breastfeeding women and provide
them with support during their
breastfeeding experiences. This is
expected to influence the duration
and exclusivity of breastfeeding,
consequently impacting the health of
women and their babies.

Developing Mobile Apps for
Stroke Survivors and Their
Caregivers
	
  
Dee Burton*, Steven Levine, Amy
Jensen, Marilyn White, Ruth
Browne, Denise Henasey, Laura
Beving, Randi Bretz, Saroj
Kunnakkat, Abhishek Pandey
Track: Research
Topic: Health disparities
Presentation Type: Poster
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Background: The goal of our
research is to find ways that mobile
technology can facilitate the
recovery of stroke patients. We
began with a literature review that
revealed an unmet need for mobile
applications that enhance patients’
ability to actively participate in the
management of their own health. We
found no evidence of apps developed
specifically for stroke survivors.
Objectives: Our objectives for the
first phase of our research were to: 1.
Investigate attitudes, experiences,
and knowledge of stroke survivors
and caregivers concerning mobile
technology for health; and 2.
Determine if there are differences
based on gender, age, race, and
ethnicity in attitudes, experiences,
and knowledge of stroke survivors
and caregivers concerning mobile
technology for health. Methods: The
first phase of our research began
with a series of 12 focus groups and
individual interviews in Brooklyn,
New York and Denver, Colorado
with stroke survivors and individuals
who serve as caregivers to stroke
survivors. We used purposive
sampling to recruit English-speaking
research participants from three
racial/ethnic groups: Hispanic;
Caucasian; and Afro-Caribbean and
African American. Separate groups
and interviews were conducted for
stroke survivors and caregivers, and
for those with previous experience

using mobile apps and those with no
apps experience. The results of these
qualitative data were then used to
develop a quantitative study
instrument for a national survey of
stroke survivors and caregivers,
drawn from a database maintained by
the National Stroke Association.
Results: Our poster presentation will
give analyses of results of the
qualitative research. Examples of
practical implications of the findings
are: Perceived needs: Connecting
with others in their situation was a
common theme. “Give us something
to help us fit in:” Stroke survivors
who had not yet used mobile apps
reported that they did not want to be
left out of society and that they were
embarrassed to be unknowledgeable.
One recent stroke survivor suggested
a “stroke buddy in the neighborhood
app” where you find and meet up
with stroke survivors living near you.
Perceived difficulties: “I’d use an
app if I had someone to teach me,”
was a comment that resonated with
stroke survivors in one focus group.
Caregivers and stroke survivors alike
pointed to a need for someone to
show them how to download and use
mobile apps; the experience needs to
be “more user friendly to get
started.” Caregivers and stroke
survivors suggested that their
“doctor’s office” would be the place
where hands-on assistance in
learning how to use a mobile app for
personal health could be provided.
Previous experience using apps of
any kind made a big difference in
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interest expressed in stroke-specific
apps. Stroke survivors with apps
experience described exactly what
they wanted an app to do: e.g., be of
help in the process of recovery from
aphasia. Stroke survivors with no
apps experience, though less
specific, were still open to learning
ways mobile apps could help them.
Caregivers in focus groups with no
apps experience, however, also had
less interest in the potential of
mobile apps; some caregivers who
expressed their valuing of hands-on
care considered the idea of mobile
apps to be an intrusion into their
caregiving. These and other findings
will be described in our poster
presentation. Conclusion: The
qualitative research findings
informed the development of the
national survey that is being fielded
in November 2013; results of both
the focus groups and survey will be
used to develop a mobile application
with two panels, one with functions
serving stroke survivors and one for
caregivers, to try out in the second
phase of our research in 2014.

Diabetes During Pregnancy: Effect
of MHealth Remote Monitoring of
Blood Glucose on Glycemic
Control – A Randomized
Controlled Trial
	
  
Joseph A Cafazzo*
Track: Research

Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Purpose/Objective of the Project:
Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM)
and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)
during pregnancy are associated with
higher incidence of perinatal
complications and neonatal death.
The control of blood glucose (BG)
reduces these risks.
Methodology/Approach: We
developed and piloted a BG mHealth
remote monitoring system based on a
smartphone platform. BG readings
from a Bluetooth-enabled glucometer
were automatically transmitted by
smartphone to application servers
that immediately sent results and
self-care messages, based on predefined care paths, back to the
smartphone. There was also a data
viewing portal for both clinicians and
patients. Nonadherence to the preset
home BG measurement schedule
automatically triggered a reminder
and critical alerts were sent to
patients and their physician. The
present study tests the system’s
effectiveness in a randomized
controlled trial. Of 99 patients
recruited, 79 had GDM (38 control,
41 intervention) and 20, DM2 (10
control, 10 intervention).
Findings/Results: GDM subjects in
the intervention (mHealth) group
demonstrated significantly better
adherence to the BG measurement
schedule (4 per day recommended)
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being 3.7 readings per day compared
to 3.3 in the control group (p=0.014).
The average BG value in the T2DM
group was significantly lower in the
intervention vs. control group (5.9
mmol/L vs. 6.1 mmol/L, p<0.0007).
In a multivariate analysis adjusting
for other covariates (day, BMI,
weight gain, mom’s age) the
intervention group continued to have
significantly lower BG values
(p=0.0024). Due to the small sample
size, health outcome measures
including birth weight and incidence
of perinatal complications did not
indicate significant between-group
differences. Further study is
required.
Conclusions/Implications/Recomme
ndations: This study demonstrated
that an mHealth remote monitoring
system with self-care support
improved adherence to home BG
measurement schedule in the GDM
group and better BG control in the
T2DM group. These benefits should
result in improved health outcomes,
but will require a large study
population to show an effect.

Lumos!, a Web-Based Solution for
Collaborative Healthcare Research
Projects (Startup-Pitch)
	
  
Silvio Cambiaso*, Charilaos
Lygidakis*, Nicola Masella, Mauro
Melis*
Track: Business

Topic: Collaborative biomedical
research, academic / scholarly
communication, publishing and peer
review
Presentation Type: Startup Pitch
Single Presentation
The Problem Imagine how difficult it
is for clinicians and researchers to
collect data from different sources,
from rural and isolated areas,
developing countries, contexts with
limited financial and technical
resources. Consider how demanding
it is to deal with different healthcare
systems, organizational models and a
variety of individual, community and
administrative issues, while trying to
offer the best for the patients. Think
of the challenge of coordinating and
engaging researchers, especially in
primary care settings, located in
different geographical regions
including the developing countries.
Research should be multi-ethnic and
should consider the whole world
regardless of the area of origin and
disease. The Suggested Solution
Lumos! enables teams of researchers,
physicians, university departments
and other organizations that promote
health to create questionnaires
online, set up multicentric studies
with a specific methodology and
facilitate online data collection from
samples. It features tools for the
management of subjects participating
in multiple studies, the creation of
reports and the data export for
external analysis. Offline
functionality is provided for
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physicians carrying out house calls
or working in rural areas with
intermittent Internet connection. The
optimization of the participation
rates can be achieved by integrating
characteristics of social networking
that can enable peer pressure and a
more tailored experience. It can also
be transformed into an open survey
platform for consumers in support of
patient associations that conduct
projects with the objective to
empower their associates and
disseminate information. Lumos! is
focused on healthcare, offering
specific features for research
projects, manage private data and
demographics in different ways,
which may reflect the local laws and
the ethics of a specific study. It also
employs a holistic approach,
featuring an integrated set of tools,
ranging from the design of a study to
its supervision, collaboration and
data analysis. Targeted Market Our
targeted market mainly consists of
research institutes, university
departments, governmental bodies
and scientific societies that conduct
studies.

Assessing the Reliability of Patient
Reported Blood Sugar Data
Reported a via an SMS Coaching
Program for Type 2 DM
	
  
Korey Capozza Capozza*
Track: Research

Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In the context of a
randomized control study conducted
over a 9-month period, we enrolled
48 patients in we a two-way
SMS/text messaging coaching and
education service designed to
support patients with self care related
to type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM.
Patients were drawn for 16 primary
care clinics in the Salt Lake
Metropolitan Area of Utah, all of
which had electronic medical records
which could be queried at baseline,
90-days and 180-days to obtain
clinical outcome data such as blood
sugar control measures (HbA1c). In
addition, the SMS program requested
periodic replies from patients
regarding their blood sugar testing
results. Approximately half (n=27)
of the patients enrolled in the SMS
program were frequent loggers who
sent in glucose reports 2 times or
more per week for at least 12 weeks.
This data was stored in a Web-based
portal accessible by the patient and
study team. Objectives: To determine
the congruency between selfreported data from a two way SMSprogram for behavioral coaching and
education related to Type 2 DM
management and objective
laboratory data reflecting blood
sugar control over a 2-3 month
period. Methods: For this
poster/presentation we will compare
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the congruency between patientreported blood sugar trends logged
into the system over a 90-180 day
period with laboratory (HbA1c) data
extracted from the patients’ medical
record reflecting the same period. In
addition, using qualitative data from
patient interviews, we will offer
insights as to why these two data
sources may or may not be similar.

MObesity-MHealth for Obesity:
Diabetes and Obesity Monitoring
and Rehabilitation Integrated
System
	
  
Gianluca Castelnuovo, Gian Mauro
Manzoni, Giada Pietrabissa*,
Stefania Corti, Martina Ceccarini,
Enrico Molinari
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The prevalence of
diabesity (obesity and Type 2
diabetes) and prediabetes is
increasing and the related
complications are major public
health concerns. The effective
management of diabesity is crucial
for the prevention-limitation of
related complications and for the
reduction of health care costs.
Regardless of clinical approach (life-

style change, drugs, bariatric
surgery), weight-loss and diabetes
control programs involve for a long
time repeated face-to-face control
visits at clinical centers. Long-term
programs that entails continuous
monitoring and care are expensive
and do not sustain patient motivation
and treatment engagement. To face
these problems, remote care and
monitoring tools have been
developed and assessed for
feasibility, efficacy and cost
effectiveness in few studies.
Objective The aim of the MObesity
project is to develop a telemedicine
platform that will improve the
management of obesity with Type II
diabetes or prediabetes in out-patient
settings, providing an e-Health
solution for the remote prevention,
assessment and treatment of these
diseases and related complications,
improving a healthy lifestyle too.
The project will have a special
impact on improving quality of life
and contributing to the costreduction and "cost-effective health
care" improvement. Methods 10
obese Type II diabetic and
prediabetic patients will be recruited
in a 6-month non-controlled pilot
study aimed to assess the feasibility
and usability of the MOBESITY
web-platform. The clinical efficacy
and cost-effectiveness of the
MOBESITY program will be finally
assessed within a 12-month RCT
with two arms. 100 obese Type II
diabetic and prediabetic patients will
be randomized to two conditions:
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MOBESITY program (mHealthbased remote multidisciplinary
management program) and standard
care (usual state-of-the-art follow-up
monitoring and care). Male and
female Type II diabetic and
prediabetic patients with BMI > 35
will be eligible for inclusion. Results
The primary expected outcomes are
significant BMI (Body Max Index)
reduction (at least 10% of baseline
weight), weight loss maintenance (at
least 5% lower than baseline weight)
and glycemic level stabilization in
the long-term. Secondary expected
outcomes are significant QoL
improvement, prevention or control
of diabesity-related complications,
cost reduction and compliance
improvement (we expect a drop-out
rate lower that 10%). Conclusions
MOBesity will ensure: 1)
CLINICAL INNOVATION; clinical
units will not only collect single
ranges of data, but will manage the
disease in a multidisciplinary
approach including biomedical,
psychological, dietary and physical
activity data improving the patient
knowledge of his/her illness and the
impact of rehabilitation procedures.
2) ORGANIZATIONAL
INNOVATION; the traditional outpatient care will be provided in a
new approach no longer using
ambulatories or day-hospital
admissions, but through a continuous
Web-based monitoring and
integrated treatment services that
will significantly reduce the costs for
the National Health Services and the

time spent by patients attending
clinics. 3) TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION; MOBESITY project
will not develop new biomedical
devices but will use the gold
standard technology available on the
market (such as biomedical t-shirts
and "disappearing" mobile
biosensors) in a new user-friendly
"Science Gateway" platform
integrated with e-Infrastructure to
diagnose the presence of metabolic
alterations of diabetes/prediabetes in
obesity and to assess the severity or
complications of diabesity.

Tracking Professionalism in RealTime
	
  
Juan Cendan*, David Metcalf,
Michael Eakins
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Preparing the next generation of
medical doctors involves more than
transferring knowledge from
instructor to student; developing
professionalism is a critical piece of
the puzzle. Students participate in
numerous classes and activities
throughout their medical education
under various faculty members, thus
presenting logistical challenges for
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tracking the soft skills required to
train professional behaviors. The
goal is persistent evaluation of
students throughout the entirety of
their education regardless of
instructor, time, or activity;
professionals, as well as students, are
evaluated at all times. The
capabilities of mobile devices have
secured the possibility for
accomplishing this in "near realtime" observation and reporting. The
University of Central Florida's
College of Medicine has developed
an application that will support the
faculty in medical student
professionalism training. Each
faculty member has a mobile device
of some kind, such as a smart phone
or tablet, from which they can access
the application. Students are
observed in every aspect of the
educational environment at all times
by any faculty member in order to
create a truly pervasive assessment
of professional behaviors. When an
instructor witnesses a noteworthy
action made by a student in a given
situation, the user securely logs into
the system, identifies the student, and
creates an evaluation on the spot.
Evaluations include a gold Pegasus
(positive action), yellow card
(warning), or red card (severe). After
the selection is made, the faculty
member is asked to associate the
mark with one of the college's six
key topics (and sub-topics) of
professionalism. These performance
attributes were previously identified
by the college's curriculum

committee through a task force
exercise. Lastly, the faculty member
may leave a comment further
describing the event witnessed.
Placing this application in the hands
of supervisors enables evaluation to
take place from multiple sources,
creating a much more accurate
representation of student growth. By
allowing the faculty member to
immediately document student
action, the event is more likely to be
reported as well as remain clear
while the observation is "fresh". In
addition to the person making the
initial observation, all reports pass
through a single source per
designated group of students for
review. This checkpoint creates an
opportunity for a 3rd party to provide
an unbiased approval over the
reporting observer's evaluation.
Students will be notified of any
evaluation received and have the
opportunity to appeal through
standard means. The application will
track every recorded observation for
comprehensive student evaluation
with the student, class year, specific
evaluation mark, and individual
categories of professionalism; reports
are then generated for the desired
data. An easy-to-access tool that is
linked to desired behavioral
attributes provides UCF College of
Medicine with a resource that
integrates into the current scaffolding
for student professionalism
development with minimal faculty or
resource cost.
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Promoting Positive Psychology
Development with Online Social
Network on College New Entrants
in a Northern Taiwan University
	
  
Shu-Man Chang*, Her-Kun Chang,
Yung-Hsiu Lin
Track: Research
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Positive psychology
aims to study the development of
positive characteristics, such as hope,
creativity, courage, responsibility,
and social relationship at both
individual and group levels. The
challenge for promoting such
development may partially be
attributed to the difficulties on
observing evolution of influential
factors at individual levels and
collecting dynamics of social
networks’ information at group
levels. The popularity and
acceptance of online social networks
provides opportunities for university
faculty and researchers to advance
their understandings on the dynamics
of student’s social networks.
Objective This study aims to
promote positive psychology on
college new entrants by using
Facebook. Methods A positive

message delivering mechanism was
designed for a group of college new
entrants (N=122) and administrated
for a period of twelve weeks. The
group consists of two classes, one
from medical school (N=81) and one
from management school (N=41).
Forty positive messages were edited
ranging from straight aphorisms or
mottos to soft reminders or prose.
The researchers presented research
details and answered student’s
concerns during the enrollments.
Two class secretaries were elected
from students as message carriers to
deliver positive message and collect
responses with Facebook. A
technology acceptance questionnaire
was developed, including nineteen 6points Likert scale questions and
three open questions to test
perspectives in relation to ease of
use, usefulness, and intention to use.
The questionnaire was used to
estimate whether online social
network can be accepted by college
new entrants on promoting positive
psychology development. Results Of
122 subjects, 50(40%) were female
and 72(60%) were male; average
Facebook experience was 21.4
months, average time on using
Internet was 25.1 hours and on
Facebook was 15.8 hours per week.
From data analysis of the
questionnaire, the highest mean score
in perceived usefulness is benefit on
health promotion (mean=4.56,
S.D=0.91), the lowest score is
positive message direct from parents
(mean=3.28, S.D=1.02). Perceived
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usefulness has a significant
correlation with intention to use
(r=0.675, p <0.001). From collected
responses (average frequency of
“like” button being pressed in every
three weeks) of each positive
message, students from medical
school have 17.1, 15.1, 17.6, and
14.3, and management school have
20.4, 14.6, 14.5, and 12.4
respectively. The lease “like”
message (N=16) was straight
aphorisms and the most “like”
message (N=49) was timely
reminder. Conclusion Promoting
positive psychology with online
social network on college new
entrants is feasible not only on the
right time and proper places but may
also benefit student’s further
developments. Using class-based
groups in Facebook can promote
positive atmosphere that enhance
strong tie relationships both in
physical and virtual environments for
new entrants. When they pass
freshman period, the class-based
strong ties may transfer to weak ties
that may have a chance to broaden
the influence of positive message
practices. As online social networks
become major tools for college
students, how to study such influence
on students’ daily live and develop
proper positive message delivery
methods is crucial in this trend.

The Clearsight Scope Adapter:
Optimizing Communication with
the Flexible Nasal Laryngoscope
	
  
Jeffson Chung*, Matthew
Bromwich*
Track: Practice
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
The flexible nasal laryngoscope is a
powerful diagnostic tool used by all
otolaryngologists and many
emergency physicians. However, in
most settings, the scope is visible
only to the operator through the eyepiece. In response, pediatric
otolaryngologist Dr. Matthew
Bromwich has developed an adapter
attaching the iPhone to flexible nasal
laryngoscopes. The advantages of
this novel device, which enables
bedside scopes to be displayed on a
screen, are threefold. From a
communication perspective, it allows
physicians to demonstrate findings to
multiple healthcare professionals.
From an educational perspective, it
allows staff physicians to visualize
resident scoping and provide
feedback and direction. Many
Ottawa otolaryngology residents are
currently using the adapter to record
scopes to discuss findings with oncall staff members. We believe this
improves diagnostic accuracy and
ultimately, patient safety. Finally, the
adapter improves record-keeping to
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track patient progress. In Ottawa,
recorded scope videos are kept on a
shared drive, available for review
when needed. This is helpful when
handing over long-term patients
between physicians and ensures
continuity of care. Additionally, we
believe there is potential for this
adapter to be practice-changing not
only for otolaryngologists, but also
emergency physicians. We are
currently conducting a study to
investigate whether this adapter will
speed up patient assessment, shorten
time to diagnosis and treatment,
improve patient flow in the
emergency department, and improve
diagnostic accuracy and referral
patterns. The Clearsight scope
adapter addresses many needs
surrounding the flexible nasal
laryngoscope by facilitating
communication and patient care.
Moreover, by simply adding to an
already ubiquitous technology - the
iPhone, the adapter will be easy for
all practitioners to adopt.

Web-Based Learning Portfolios in
Pediatric Rheumatology
	
  
Michal Cidon*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation

The national deficit of pediatric
rheumatologists compounded by
recent changes in residency training
negatively impacts residents’
exposure to the field of pediatric
rheumatology as well as their
preparation in managing rheumatic
illness and chronic illness in
children. In response to these
training constraints, we describe the
development of a web-based
construct called Web-Based
Learning Portfolios (WBLP) in
Pediatric Rheumatology that
supports a longitudinal experiential
curriculum through simulated
problem-based learning about
pediatric rheumatology. We discuss
the feasibility and acceptability of
Web-Based Learning Portfolios to
promote a learner centered
environment that motivates and
engages learners to develop clinical
reasoning in pediatric rheumatology.
A curriculum for Web-based
Learning Portfolios is developed
based on a consensus of rheumatic
concepts. A storyboard of the
curriculum organizes the content into
a longitudinal learning experience
and links it to learning activities
which enhance content interaction as
well as instructional interaction with
educators and peer learners. The
curriculum is aligned with Bloom’s
digital taxonomy. Learning and
teaching transparency within the
WBLP is developed by 1) linking the
web-based construct’s content to
ACGME (Accreditation Council on
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Graduate Medical Education) subcompetencies, and (2) strategically
embedding formative assessments
within it. Residents are administered
satisfaction surveys about the webbased construct . In addition,
residents are administered a pre and
post clinical reasoning test in
pediatric rheumatology based on
script concordance ( SCT-PR). The
effectiveness of Web-Based
Learning Portfolios to promote a
learner centered environment that
develops learners’ ability to
articulate and present their learning
will enable its widespread
dissemination to enhance clinical
instruction and problem solving in
pediatric rheumatology within
pediatric residency training.

PAXonline. The Psychotherapy of
Anxiety in Digital Age
	
  
Amalia Maria Ciuca*, Mircea
Miclea, Liviu George Crisan
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
We have developed PAXonline, a
professional platform for prevention
and psychotherapy of anxiety. In
order to create an efficient

instrument we have used several
important principles: 1. An e-mental
health solution is not only a toolbox
but a psychotherapeutic
environment. 2. An e-mental health
solution must be focused not only on
psychotherapy but also on helpseeking behavior of the person in
need. 3. An efficient e-mental health
solution creates a community of
learning and practice and becomes a
part of a stepped care system. 4. It is
useful for psychotherapeutic design
to assimilate valuable findings from
instructional design and we show
what and how. 5. The main aim of
psychotherapeutic designs in e-health
is to catalyze the psychotherapeutic
process in the mind of the people. A
reconceptualization is needed for the
progress of e-mental health solutions.
6. The general practitioner has an
important role in addressing anxiety
problems. Besides talking about this
important principles we are going to
present preliminary data from an
RCT and also the results of a natural
study.

Assessment of Technology
Adoption for Reminding Apps
Designed for Persons with
Dementia
	
  
Ian Cleland*, Chris Nugent*, Sally
McClean, Mark Donnelly, Shuia
Zhang, Brian Scotney, Joann
Tschanz, Maria Norton, Chelsea
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Sanders, Ken Smith
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
It is known that people with
dementia are generally reluctant to
change their routine. Coupled with
this is a fear of using technology
based on a perceived embarrassment
of not being able to use it or of
making mistakes. With every
unsuccessful attempt to introduce
new technology or new methods
aimed at helping to provide support
with the symptoms of dementia the
level of fear will be subsequently
increased. Taking this into
consideration there is merit in
assessing user characteristics and
user needs as a basis to select which
may be the most appropriate form of
support to be introduced. To date,
research within this area has been
found to focus on the issues
surrounding general technology
adoption and the relevant factors,
however, little attention has been
directed towards the challenges
associated with people with dementia
and their carers. In addition, studies
have focused on the utility of the
technology and have not considered
the ability to predict the long term
success of adoption. In our current
work we are considering the
development of technology adoption
models which can be used to

determine if persons with dementia
and their carers will adopt a mobile
app which offers a video based
reminding service. The premise of
the work is based upon considering
both the carer and the person with
dementia and whether their user
characteristics, needs and
perceptions can be used as the basis
for input to a prediction model. The
overarching goal is to develop a
model which can be used as a
screening process at the point of
prescribing support to determine the
likelihood that the dyad is likely to
adopt and use the mobile reminding
app. Unsuitable candidates will
therefore not be burdened with an
unsuccessful attempt of introducing a
change, in the form of an assistive
technology, to the established
mechanisms. In an initial study 11
patient specific parameters were
extracted from data collected from
40 persons with dementia who had
been involved with the evaluation of
the mobile app. Parameters
considered included, for example,
cognitive ability, age, gender,
infrastructure parameters, broadband
connection, mobile phone reception
and sociologic parameters. Based on
this dataset a logistic regression
model was developed with an
accuracy of 80% to predict the
likelihood of technology adoption.
Following this initial success, a
further large scale study is now
currently underway. Data will be
gathered over a period of 12 months
from 125 participants recruited from
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the Cache County Study on Memory
in Aging (CCSMA). The CCSMA is
a population-based epidemiological
study of dementia which enrolled
5092 persons, 90% of the entire
county residents age 65 and older.
The data from the CCSMA have
subsequently been linked to the Utah
Population Database which
incorporates genealogical, medical,
vital and demographic records
spanning an entire region. In our
current work we propose to validate
and extend our previously developed
prediction model and explore factors
and predictors for successful mobile
app uptake in patients suffering from
memory impairment. At present the
Project is currently preparing the
technology to be used during the
evaluation phase in addition to
recruiting the participants.

Using the Internet to Effectively
Promote Physical Activity in
People with Type 2 Diabetes in the
Highlands: A Patient’s Perspective
	
  
Jenni Connelly*, Alison Kirk,
Michael Schlafli, Judith Masthoff,
Sandra MacRury*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation

Background: Type 2 Diabetes
Mellitus (T2DM), a chronic
condition caused by the body’s
ineffective use of insulin, is the most
common form of diabetes affecting
between 5-7% of the UK population.
Lifestyle measures have been shown
to be effective in the management of
T2DM with those who are regularly
active gaining several improvements
in health. Compared to other selfmanagement behaviours, people with
diabetes often report the lowest selfefficacy for physical activity (PA).
With health care professionals (HCP)
unsure of how to effectively advise
and promote PA this often restricts
the advice given. Previous research
supports the use of web-based
technological interventions to
promote physical activity in diabetes
management, provided they are
supported with tailored plans,
professional support and additional
components. Objective: The present
study aims to identify key ideas in
the design and development of a web
based physical activity promotion
tool aimed at people diagnosed with
T2DM who live in remote or rural
locations. Methods: Focus groups
were conducted with adults
diagnosed with T2DM (30) and
diabetes related HCP (6) in rural
areas. Each group was conducted by
a trained moderator using a semi
structured interview guide to
determine key features and
components of a physical activity
intervention website. The sessions
were recorded and transcribed. Data
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were analysed using the NVivo
qualitative analysis program.
Results: Key themes which were
identified in the groups were; the
role of the internet in health
promotion, design and content of an
effective website and interactive
components to promote engagement.
The groups revealed they regularly
use the internet to look up
information on diabetes as it is easily
accessible but deemed it to be heavy
going and found it difficult to find
accurate PA advice related to their
condition. More accurate information
on why a person with T2DM should
increase their activity is needed in
order to personalise the website and
motivate a change of behaviour.
Already existing websites gave
vague advice on PA benefits which
was not detailed enough to promote
changes. The groups highlighted the
need for tools to track behaviour as
well as motivate them into being
more active stating the need for a
virtual person to ‘answer to’. People
revealed that they were not as active
as they wanted to be as they were
unaware of physical activity
opportunities in their area.
Conclusions:A website which
focusses primarily on PA and the
role it plays in diabetes would
increase user engagement. An
increase in detailed advice on how
the body responds to PA in terms of
insulin sensitivity and blood glucose
will be given to highlight the benefits
of becoming more active with
T2DM. It will use tools such as a PA

tracker and email prompts to monitor
behaviour. The website will be
personified through the use of a
‘virtual trainer’ who will give
support, advice and help set up goals.
An interactive map which contains
physical activity opportunities in
local areas will be developed to
increase knowledge of local facilities
and clubs.

Shots4Health: Leveraging Social
Media and the Internet to
Advocate for Childhood
Immunization
	
  
Cora Constantinescu*, Tajdin Jadavji
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Faced with declining vaccination
rates, we are experimenting with new
technologies and approaches to reach
out to parents as well as to mobilize
physician advocacy as a complement
to more traditional Public Health
approaches. Despite their proven
efficacy and safety, public
confidence in vaccines is declining,
and vaccine-preventable infections
are on the rise . In our pilot region,
Alberta, Canada, childhood
immunization rates are 5-20% below
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target and we have recently seen
local vaccine preventable disease
outbreaks such as pertussis.
Although parental hesitancy around
vaccines is increasing, parents still
identify their physician as their most
trusted source for immunization
information. We as physicians, need
to provide parents with effective,
timely immunization education and
to provide primary health care
providers with effective resources
and role modeling for immunization
education. Anti-vaccination groups
use social media to effectively spread
messages virally but currently our
pilot region lacks a balancing voice
from objective informed health
practitioners. The shots4health
project is a joint collaboration
between infectious disease clinicians
and public health to launch and study
outcomes from a two-track electronic
childhood immunization advocacy
campaign, addressing the public and
health care workers. The public track
is an integrated platform, consisting
of an interactive, mobile, website,
active ongoing social media presence
on Twitter, Facebook and Blogs, and
mobile applications using QR codes
tied into existing public health print
campaigns. We aim to increase
knowledge and address parental
vaccine hesitancy via evidence based
information from local epidemiology
tailored to our population’s
demographics. We address current
immunization barriers by integrating
an online clinic finder, clinic waiting
times, personalized immunization

calendars and email alerts for
appointment reminders. We provide
ongoing support for immunization
questions and concerns via social
media and discussion forums. The
health care track will involve a social
networking component where
general practitioners can be in direct
contact with immunization experts,
providing up-to-date information on
new vaccines, disease outbreaks and
access to a special immunization
clinic referral system for complex
cases. A research framework for
evaluation and further study is
integrated into the strategy. We will
measure and track social media
statistics, subscriber and follower
data and analytics for website
demographic and usage data. We
will assess immunization barriers
and concerns via surveys and
questionnaires using emails, website
and blogs. This real time feedback,
will help us to reevaluate and tailor
our advocacy strategies in response
to policy/regulatory, sociodemographic and disease
epidemiology changes. The
outcomes of the shots4health project
will be the development, iterative
evaluation and refinement of an
integrated electronic toolset for
promoting effective immunization
education and support. Our focus
area is Alberta, but we will make all
tools available under an opensource
license to facilitate advocacy in any
region. We hope that increased
knowledge of effective advocacy
techniques and support among
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parents and primary care health
professionals, will increase our
immunization rates and keep our
children healthy.

Examining Smoking Behavior and
Perceptions of New and Emerging
Tobacco Products Using Twitter
and Natural Language Processing
	
  
Mike Conway*, Mark Myslin, ShuHong Zhu, Wendy Chapman
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Social media platforms
such as Twitter are rapidly becoming
key resources for public health
surveillance, yet little is currently
known about Twitter users’ attitudes
towards smoking and tobacco
products, especially with regard to
the emerging tobacco control
challenges presented by hookah and
e-cigarettes. Objective: To develop
an iterative content analysis of
tobacco-related Twitter posts and
build machine learning classifiers to
automatically detect tobacco-relevant
Twitter posts and sentiment towards
tobacco, with a particular focus on
new and emerging products like
hookah and electronic cigarettes.
Methods: We collected 7,362 Twitter
posts at 15 day intervals from

December 2011 to July 2012 using
tobacco-related keywords – e.g.
cigarette, tobacco, hookah – in
conjunction with the Twitter API.
Each Twitter post was manually
classified using a tri-axial scheme,
capturing genre, theme and
sentiment. The genre category
consisted of nine subcategories (e.g.
news, marketing), the theme
category consisted of nineteen
subcategories (e.g. cessation,
hookah), and the sentiment category
consisted of two categories (positive
and negative sentiment). Using the
collected data, machine-learning
classifiers were trained to detect
tobacco-related tweets vs. irrelevant
tweets as well as positive vs.
negative sentiment using Naïve
Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors and
Support Vector Machine algorithms.
Finally, phi contingency coefficients
were computed between each of the
categories to discover emergent
patterns. Results: The most prevalent
genres were first- and second-hand
experience and opinion, and the most
frequent themes were hookah,
cessation, and pleasure. Sentiment
toward tobacco was overall more
positive (46% of tweets) than
negative (32%) or neutral, even
excluding the 9% of tweets
categorized as marketing. Three
separate metrics converged on
supporting an emergent distinction
between, on one hand, hookah and ecigarettes corresponding to positive
sentiment, and on the other hand,
traditional tobacco products and
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more general references
corresponding to negative sentiment.
These metrics included correlations
between categories in the content
analysis scheme (hookah/positive =
0.39; e-cigarette/positive =0.19);
correlations between search
keywords and sentiment (chi-square=
414.50, df= 4, p < 0.001, Cramer’s V
= 0.36), and the most discriminating
unigram features for positive and
negative sentiment ranked by logodds ratio in the machine learning
component of the study. In the
automated classification tasks,
Support Vector Machines using a
relatively small number of unigram
features (500) achieved best
performance in discriminating
tobacco-related from unrelated
tweets (F -score = 0.85).
Conclusions: Novel insights
available through Twitter for tobacco
surveillance are attested through the
high prevalence of positive
sentiment. This positive sentiment is
correlated in complex ways with
social image, personal experience,
and recently popular products such
as hookah and e-cigarettes. Several
apparent perceptual disconnects
between these products and their
health effects suggest opportunities
for tobacco control education.
Finally, machine classification of
tobacco-related posts shows a
promising edge over strictly
keyword-based approaches (keyword
accuracy=57%; NLP
accuracy=82%), yielding an
improved signal-to-noise ratio in

Twitter data and paving the way for
automated tobacco surveillance
applications.

Using Mobile Phone Technology
for Informing and Monitoring the
Rapid Spread of New Psychoactive
Drugs
	
  
Ornella Corazza*, Cheri Hunter,
Billy Liu, Sulaf Assi, Pierluigi
Simonato, Fabrizio Schifano
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The rapid diffusion of a
variety of new psychoactive
substances (NPS), often sold online
as mystical incenses, bath salts or
others, has emerged as an
increasingly prominent issue for the
fields of drug policy, research and
public health. The number of largely
unregulated substances combined
with the ability of the Internet to
disseminate information quickly and
act as an online marketplace, has led
to unprecedented challenges for
government organisations, health
agencies, and substance misuse
services. Despite increasing research,
there remains a paucity of
information available to
professionals working in the field.
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Methods: To develop the SMAIL
service
(https://www.novelpsychoactivesubst
ances.eu/smail), an innovative SMS
information service to rapidly
disseminate scientifically-based
information on the nature and the
potential risks associated with NPS
among health and other
professionals. Results: The SMAIL
Service was launched in May 2012
as part of the Europe-wide ReDNet
project, funded by the European
Commission, and is now available
internationally. It enables registered
users (A) to send an SMS/emails
with the chemical or brand name (i.e.
Spice drugs), and receive within
seconds emails/SMS with
scientifically-based information on
the nature and the potential risks of
novel psychoactive substances; (B)
to receive SMS/emails that contain
alerts or invites to events. At the
same time, it allows to utilise the
search volume generated by the users
to identify and localize new drug
trends internationally. If a searched
keyword is not available in the
system, an alert is sent to the
research team in order to provide a
fast response. SMAIL was rated as a
service of excellence by the 61% of
users (academics, research staff,
police, clinicians and other health
professionals) based in 14 countries.
Conclusions: To our knowledge
there is no similar service on the
market and this is the first
application to tackle new recreational
drugs. It is easy to use and free of

charge. The use of mobile phone
technologies such SMAIL can be
successfully incorporated in specific
drug prevention programmes and
other related fields at the global
level.

Detection of Disease Outbreaks in
Mass Gatherings Using Internet
Data
	
  
Ingemar Cox*, Elad Yom-Tov,
Diana Borsa, Anne Johnson, Rachel
A. McKendry
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Mass gatherings, such
as music festivals and religious
events, pose a healthcare challenge
because of the risk of transmission of
communicable diseases. This is
exacerbated by the fact that
participants disperse soon after the
gathering, potentially spreading
disease within their communities.
The dispersion of participants also
poses a challenge for traditional
surveillance methods. The ubiquitous
use of the Internet may enable the
detection of disease outbreaks
through analysis of data generated by
users during events and shortly
thereafter. Objective: To develop
algorithms that can alert of possible
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outbreaks of communicable diseases
from Internet data, specifically
Twitter and search engine queries.
Methods: We extracted all Twitter
postings and queries made to the
Bing search engine for a period of 30
days before until 30 days after each
festival made by users who
repeatedly mentioned each one of six
major music festivals held in the
United Kingdom during 2012. We
analyzed these data using three
methods, two which compare words
associated with disease symptoms
before and after the time of the
festival, and one which compares the
frequency of these words with those
of other users in the UK in the days
following the festivals. Results: The
data comprised, on average, 10.02
million tweets made by 18,134 users,
and 32,143 queries made by 1756
users from each festival. Our
methods indicated the statistically
significant appearance of a disease
symptom in two of the six festivals.
For example, cough was detected at
higher than expected levels
following the Wakestock festival.
Statistically significant agreement
(chi2 test, p<0.05) between methods
and across data sources was found
for most pairwise comparisons in
festivals where a statistically
significant symptom was detected. In
other festivals such agreement was
not significant, except between the
two methods which compare preevent activity with post-event
activity. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that the symptoms detected

in the two festivals are indeed
indicative of a disease that some
users attributed to being at the
festival. Conclusions: Our work
shows the feasibility of creating a
public health surveillance system for
mass gatherings based on Internet
data. The use of multiple data
sources and analysis methods was
found to be advantageous for
rejecting false positives. Further
studied are required in order to
validate our findings with data from
public health authorities.

“Do Email and SMS Prompts
Stimulate Primary School
Children to Revisit the Website of
an E-Health Smoking Prevention
Program?”
	
  
Paul Cremers*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Dozens of internetdelivered computer-tailored
interventions have been developed to
promote a healthy lifestyle among
participants. Improving the use and
continued use of E-health programs
is one of the largest challenges in the
field of E-health. Prompts have
shown to be effective in stimulating
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involvement of adults and
adolescents in E-health programs and
may prevent them from leaving the
intervention before completion.
However, the evidence concerning
effectiveness of prompts among
children is still scarce. Objective The
aim of the present study is to
investigate a) whether prompts (via
email and SMS) are effective in
prompting visits and revisit to a
website containing information on
smoking prevention for children, b)
whether the content of the prompt is
associated with more or less revisits
and c) what are the characteristics of
children who respond most to the
prompts and reuse the website
regularly. Methods In 2011, children
(aged 10 – 11 years) of 162 Dutch
primary schools participated in an
internet-delivered smoking
prevention intervention study.
Participants in both the intervention
and intervention + prompt group had
to fill-out a web-based questionnaire
concerning their smoking status and
other smoking related factors. After
completing the questionnaire they
received computer-tailored feedback.
In both intervention groups children
were able to revisit the intervention
website during the first year of the
study which contained facts about
non-smoking, animated anti-smoking
videos or games on non-smoking.
Children in the intervention +
prompt group were stimulated to
revisit the website by six prompt
messages (email and SMS)
addressing a new topic relevant to

smoking prevention. A registration
was made of all log-ins at the
website based on the personal
usernames of the participants. SPSS
19.0 was used to test for differences
in use of the website between the
intervention and intervention +
prompt group by means of repeated
measures analysis of variance. A
linear regression analysis was carried
out to assess the effects of prompts
between both intervention groups.
Results A total of 1288 children were
included in the analyses. Children in
the intervention + prompt group
revisited (10,7%) the intervention
website significantly more often (B=
1,55 (p< 0,01)) compared to children
in the intervention only group
(5,6%). Especially prompt messages
with information about new
animation videos (B= 0,18 (p< 0,01))
and new facts about (non-)smoking
that were posted on the website (B=
0,41 (p= 0,05)) resulted in most
revisits to the website. Children of
low socioeconomic status showed,
furthermore, to revisit the
intervention website significantly
more often (B= -0,81 (p< 0,01)) than
children of a high socioeconomic
status. Conclusion Although, the
revisits to the E-health website were
rather low, the present study
indicated that prompts play a role in
stimulating primary school children
to revisit a website with information
on smoking prevention. This is a first
study that connected individual
characteristics to information
concerning the use of an E-health
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website. Hence, this study showed
that low socioeconomic status groups
are more stimulated by prompts than
other subgroups.

Seniors’ Navigation:
Understanding Their Needs so as
to Create an Adaptive Smartphone
Application
	
  
Victoria Cristancho-Lacroix*,
Angeliki Angeletou, Riitta Hellman,
David Escuin, Helge Klitzing,
Fernando Benavides, Victor Sanchez
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background. The World Health
Organization (WHO, 2007)
underlined the importance of older
adults' mobility to allow them a
dynamic and independent life.
Besides, losing mobility is a
predictive factor of loss of
autonomy, institutionalization,
falling and death (Webber et al.
2010). Navigation helping younger
users is nowadays widely available
in mobile devices. Despite the
variety of scopes used for their
development, to the best of our
knowledge, seniors’ needs and
requirements are not addressed by
any navigation application, at least at

a commercial level. The aim of
T&Tnet project is to provide a
personalized context-based
multimodal and multinational social
journey planning, and an easy-tofollow adaptive real-time guidance.
Identifying the needs according to
the lifestyle of the target population
is a crucial preliminary stage to
develop an adapted social navigation
application. Objective The aim of
this exploratory study is to identify
the daily navigation needs and issues
of seniors from four countries
(France, Austria, Norway and Spain).
Methods: Forty-nine seniors having
some experience with mobile devices
from four countries (Austria: 11, 71
y/o, Norway: 16, 70 y/o, Spain: 16;
68 y/o and France: 6, 76 y/o)
accepted and signed the consent to
participate in this exploratory study.
Each country organized a two-hour
focus group (FG) divided in three
sections: a) a discussion of endusers’ habits, needs and issues during
daily navigation, b) a brainstorming
about functions of applications that
could improve their experience
during navigation – based on a short
demo with Google maps in
smartphones and tablets, and c) an
evaluation of ideas generated both by
the T&Tnet Consortium and endusers during the brainstorming phase.
Results In this communication we
summarize the results concerning
habits, needs and issues by country.
a) end-users’ habits, Spanish seniors
walk every day and take the bus
frequently; they also use private cars
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quite often; Austrian seniors prefer
the underground and tram because it
is fast, convenient and there are
many connections; for French
seniors, the preferred means of
transportation is by bus because it is
"easy to use," fast and "friendly";
and finally, Norwegian seniors prefer
to walk or to use private vehicles to
using public means of transportation,
b) needs and issues in a daily
navigation, in Spain the main
barriers are the lack of information
about bus frequencies or about
adapted means of transportation for
family members with disabilities, in
Austria the main issue is a lack of
information regarding road situation,
in France the main barriers are the
use of stairs to reach the metro or the
high steps to get on the bus, also lack
of information about buses
(schedule, strike, handicap access);
in Norway participants are faced
with various challenges: buying and
validating tickets, inoperable
escalators, knowing which tram or
train-line to take, on which side to
pick it up, and lack of information
while traveling, making it difficult to
know when to get off. Conclusion:
All participants from all countries
ask for more information regarding
public means of transportation and
more accessibility information. In all
countries, information about routes
and timetables along with
information and possibility to buy
tickets via the application would be
highly appreciated. Delays, road
works and changes in the routes and

timetables are a source of frustration
for seniors. The results of this study
will establish the first mock-ups and
technical requirements of the
application.

Needs and Expectations of
Alzheimer Disease Family
Caregivers from a Web-Based
Psycho-Educational Program
	
  
Victoria Cristancho-Lacroix*,
Jérémy Wrobel, Mélanie Cornuet,
Anne-Sophie Rigaud
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background. Internet-based psychoeducational programs represent an
efficient alternative to face-to-face
interventions. The participation in
these web-based programs has been
associated to the improvement of
stress levels, perceived social
support, and depression symptoms in
dementia caregivers. However,
despite the benefits observed, several
studies have shown a low adoption
of these programs, and usage models
insist that meeting users’ needs in a
health program is a capital factor to
promote their adoption. Diapason is
a pilot version of a psychoeducational website, inspired by a
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face-to-face program from Broca
Hospital (AIDMA program). This
program was assessed in a previous
study including 167 dyads “patientcaregiver” and showed a significant
improvement in both disease
understanding and ability to cope
with care-recipients disease. In order
to improve and adapt Diapason
program to the expectations and
needs of family caregivers, we have
designed a qualitative study using
methodological triangulation
techniques. Methodology. In this
preliminary study, three focus groups
(FG) were conducted with eleven
informal caregivers (children and
spouses), and two FG with fifteen
health professionals. All participants
(n=26) were recruited through the
memory Clinic of Broca Hospital.
They already had visited the
Diapason website before the FG and
accepted and signed the study
consent. Family caregivers expressed
their opinion on: a) immediate needs
after receiving the Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) diagnosis, b) current
needs, and c) user’s suggestions to
improve the content of the website.
Health professionals participating in
the FG gave their opinions about the
needs of family caregivers and on
how to improve the “Diapason”
program. Results. Preliminary results
showed: a) the relationship type
influenced the perspective on the
caregiving situation; thus, spouses
and children had a different
evaluation of their needs; b) the
illness stage of the patient influenced

the expectancies and demands of
informal caregivers concerning the
web-based program c) face-to-face
contact (e.g. Videoconferencing,
“Coffee for caregivers”, etc) were
considered as a key aspect of the
intervention; and d) practical aspects
related to caregiving such as the
management of daily activities or
administrative and legal information
were highly appreciated by children,
while spouses were more interested
in obtaining a social support.
Professionals underlined the
importance of keeping a good
communication between them and
families even in distance
interventions. Another point they
stressed was the necessity to adopt a
didactical approach (using more
practice and less theory) favoring
both the understanding and the use of
the program. Conclusions. Based on
thematic analysis method, we
distinguished different demands
according to relationship (spouses
and children). Even if some
differences were identified, the core
of suggestions and expectancies of
informal caregivers and healthcare
professionals converged towards the
same demands. Concerning the
expectancies of caregivers about a
web-based program it could be
summarized in an idea: “The webbased program should propose
comprehensive, didactic and
practical information, which should
evolve in a dynamic and secure
framework. It should be accessible
for all and be able to facilitate the
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information exchange and meetings
with other caregivers.” Furthermore,
it appears that an expected website in
e-health should adopt a
personalization-based structure. The
“user-profile system” should allow
one to choose the program content,
thereby enhancing the coherence
with needs.

The Smartphone as a Tool to
Improve Cardiac Rehabilitation
	
  
Alexandra Cristobal-Huerta*, Angel
Torrado-Carvajal*, Susana
Borromeo, Maria Cristina
Rodriguez-Sanchez*, Alberto
Rodriguez-Moreno, Dam Peinador,
Maria Luaces, Juan Antonio
Hernandez-Tamames*
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: M-Health can improve
healthcare in developed economies
by minimizing unnecessary visits to
a hospital. New application scenarios
have emerged recently, where
healthcare professionals can access
patient records by connecting to the
Hospital Information System (HIS)
anywhere and anytime. In recent
years, a large number of m-health
applications have emerged

improving the ubiquity of healthcare
providers. Additionally, they also
allow for patient empowerment
improving individual health and
preventive medicine. Objective: To
develop a mobile system to improve
cardiac rehabilitation in chronic heart
disease patients, allowing them to
participate in the development and
maintenance of an active health.
Methods: This system consists of a
portable Bluetooth device to acquire
ECG and SpO2 data, an Android
Smartphone application, and an
intelligent central server. The
acquisition device sends data to the
Smartphone using Bluetooth Health
Device Profile (HDP) and following
the Continua Health Alliance
guidelines, that ensure
interoperability between devices.
The Smartphone application acts as a
gateway between the acquisition
device and the server, sending data
through HTTPS using 3G or WI-FI
connection, and provides feedback to
the patient. The central server stores
and analyzes data to extract
statistical parameters, predicting risk
events and sending alarms to
clinicians automatically. Two types
of users coexist in the system: the
patients prescribed with exercise for
cardiac rehabilitation, and their
clinicians. When a patient is going to
do his/her rehabilitation exercises,
(s)he logs into the Smartphone
application, connects it to the
acquisition device, and records data
in resting state for several minutes.
Then, the patient carries out the
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rehabilitation exercises and monitors
her constants again when finished.
After that, the patient fills in a
questionnaire to collect subjective
data. Once finished, the Smartphone
sends the questionnaire and the
acquired data to the central server,
where are stored in the database and
analyzed. Then, clinicians can
consult the evolution of the patient
along the treatment, as well as
statistical data through a web
application. Results: Clinicians can
perform a complete monitoring of
the patients’ data and their opinion,
vital for preventing treatment
neglect. Additionally, the system
stores data in the Electronic Health
Record (EHR), allowing clinicians to
perform prospective studies. Our
system satisfies semantic
interoperability to ensure
understanding of the exchanged
information by the different
applications and services in the
system. All data are encrypted to
fulfill the Spanish Data Protection
Act. The system is currently being
evaluated by the Spanish Federation
of Heart Transplant (FETCO) in the
Cardiac Rehabilitation Plan, under
the supervision of Hospital 12 de
Octubre in Madrid. Conclusions: We
have developed a complete system
that accomplishes Continua
guidelines allowing interoperability
with Continua-certified medical
devices without any change in
hospital infrastructure. The
assessment of the complete system in
a real environment is showing

improvements on treatment
adherence in cardiac rehabilitation
patients. In addition, the system tries
to bring patients who have stopped
the treatment back to it, which is also
obtaining significant success rates.

MTUG: an Instrumented Timed
Up and Go Extended Test.
	
  
Antonio Ignacio Cuesta-Vargas*,
Alejandro Galan-Mercant
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The aim of this study
was to, using the inertial sensor
found in the iPhone4®, locate in the
ten meter Extended Timed Get Up
and Go test the series of kinematic
variables deriving from
accelerometry and from angular
velocity and displacement which
show the greatest level of precision
in order to discriminate between two
groups of elderly persons (frail and
physically active) compared to the
traditionally used variable, namely
time. Methods This study used the
transversal analytical approach in an
attempt to locate the series of
kinematic variables which showed
the highest degree of precision in
order to discriminate between two
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groups. Firstly, the differences
between the two groups (frail elderly
persons and healthy elderly persons)
were analyzed using variance
analysis. The statistical significance
level was established at p<0.05.
Secondly, Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves were
drawn up in order to evaluate the
level of precision in the predictive
capability of the kinematic variables
compared to the traditionally used
variable, namely time. Results In
phases Si-St and T-St-Si, the results
indicate that the variables for
acceleration showed greater
sensitivity in terms of discriminating
between the population groups in the
study than the angular velocity and
displacement data; specifically, they
were the minimum acceleration
variables in motion axes x, z and y.
In sub-phases GG and GC,
accelerations in the x axis showed
greater discrimination sensitivity
between the frail and the controls.
For the turning phase, the minimum
acceleration variables which
obtained area values below the curve
greater than for time were the
accelerations in the z and y axes.
Conclusions The readings deriving
from acceleration and angular
velocity and displacement during the
ETGUG test present a higher degree
of precision in discrimination
capability between a group of frail
and a group of physically active
elderly persons, in a more sensitive
manner than the variable
traditionally used in this test, namely

time.

The Digital Landscape for HIV: A
Metanalysis of Web 2.0 Content
	
  
Emma Louise D'Arcy*, Jane Allan
Track: Practice
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Patients with chronic
conditions increasingly expect a
direct dialogue with product
manufacturers. The digital landscape
has vastly altered relationships
between patients and physicians: ‘ehealth consumers’ are twice as likely
to request a specific prescription,
twice as likely to report that others
rely on them to make health
decisions and twice as likely to
discuss information found online
with their physician – 52% of online
European adults used Health 2.0
(social media) content in 2009.
Patients and carers are highly
motivated to use digital channels to
further medical and health
knowledge and help manage their
condition. Methods An observational
analysis of web assets containing
information about HIV and disease
management tools was completed to
generate a ‘digital landscape’ that
users encounter when seeking
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knowledge or support. Each asset
was reviewed using a scoring system
of ‘reach, relevance, impact’ of the
information, services, media,
interactivity and utility of individual
assets from commonly-used internet
platforms common search-phrases. It
is a snapshot of the user-experience
at that point where they will act
according to need. This approach
assumes the user will not have
extensive knowledge/awareness of
manufacturer product/services. Two
types of user-journey were
completed to generate a patient and
an HCP landscape and explore
similarities/differences between the
quality of information provided,
Digital presence and provision of
information and services of
companies who manufacture
therapies for the treatment of HIV
were also reviewed. Results >50 sites
were analysed as the natural usersearch-journey commonly-used
terms for information about HIV.
The user journey generated
encounters with several types of
provider (charities, medical
organisations, government sites,
patient groups and pharmaceutical
manufacturers). Overall quality of
content and user-experience differed
markedly between types of
organisation and subsets of
organisation. For patients, there was
much dependence on social function
and personal exchange with clear
evidence of self-prescribing and
challenging HCP recommendation
through peer counsel; the quality of

educational information from patient
organisations was excellent however
there was little opportunity for
interaction with pharmaceutical
companies nor for provision of
disease management support. The
HCP landscape was commendable
with regard to provision of
information and educational
exchange notably through disease
organisation sites. There was little
evidence of the opportunity for HCPs
to engage with manufacturers, No
sites were dedicated to facilitating
HCP-patient interaction. Conclusions
BHIVA emphasise that good twoway communication between
primary/community care providers
and specialists is essential for
optimal care of PLWHIV.
Furthermore, researchers predict the
total population of HIV-positive
people attending NHS services will
reach 78,370 and that HIV treatment
and care services will cost up to
£1,065 million. As such, there is a
need for provision of services
through digital channels to help
offset rising costs. However, the
digital landscape for information and
provision of services to help
PLWHIV and their HCPs is
fragmented and sparse respectively.
PLWHIV request online,
confidential systems to talk directly
to specialists about management of
their condition and to use
technologies to improve treatment
compliance. Better use of digital
channels and web 2.0 technologies to
improve care and support options for
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PLWHIV is necessary.

WebSalutis: a Brazilian Ehealth
Effort
	
  
Fabricio Braga Da Silva*, Flavio
Alvim, Carlos Eduardo Reis, Jose
Kezen, Augusto Neno, Amanda
Zurita, Larissa Abud
Track: Business
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Health promotion (improving self
care) has been pointed out by WHO
as one of the most efficient and costeffective measures to control the
widespread increase of chronic Noncommunicable Diseases - which are
mostly related to bad life habits such
as smoking, sedentarism and fatty
diet. Health promotion for
developing countries, beyond the
epidemiological benefit, is very
important in terms of health
economy. Digital and mobile
technologies have been very useful
in improving, spreading and
decreasing costs on several
knowledge domains. The use of
these tools to improve health care is
already a reality in developed
countries, but still a promise in
developing one’s. WebSalutis is the
first Brazilian ehealth effort. It is a
website dedicated to health

promotion and disease prevention
based on behavioral intervention
though the use of internet and
mobile. How does it work: After
signing in on WebSalutis, the user
will enter a survey tunnel, where he
will answer some closed questions
which will stratify his risk factor for
5 diseases: cardiovascular, colon
cancer, breast cancer, cervical cancer
and prostate cancer. Even though
these diseases have common risk
factors, the system algorithm avoids
that the same question is asked twice.
With the results, WebSalutis system
will show an animated chart
representing his risk factor for each
disease as well as options and
behaviors on how to decrease these
risks. By selecting each option, he
will be able to simulate how his
behavior could positively affect his
risk factor. By clicking on the icon
“Know more” he will be directed to
an area where he will have the
opportunity to interact with his
Action Plan – a site content
selection, based on WebSalutis
algorithm, dedicated to help him
improve his self care. Beyond the
personalized content by WebSalutis,
other important health information
will be sent by email and SMS,
constituting a really patient center
approach. All site content, which is
mostly videos, was based on the
health belief model of life change
modification. At this moment,
WebSalutis is only available on web
application. The mobile app will be
released by the end of 2013 for iOS
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and Android. For commercial
reasons, WebSalutis is only available
for companies and health plans. As
of march/2013, after only two years
in the market, WebSalutis has
approximately 10.000 users.

How to Combine Theory and Data
to Develop an Online SelfManagement Programme (SMP)
for Adults with Type 2 Diabetes
	
  
Charlotte Dack*, Kingshuk Pal*,
Jamie Ross*, Fiona Stevenson,
Susan Michie*, Elizabeth Murray*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Synthesising multiple
theoretical perspectives and data
sources may be necessary to develop
effective and widely implemented
behaviour change interventions, but
it is unclear how best to do this.
Objectives: To describe an
interdisciplinary protocol for
combining theory and data to
develop an online self-management
programme for adults with Type2
Diabetes. Methods: Guided by
Corbin and Strauss’ work on living
with chronic illness we combined
data from systematic reviews,

qualitative studies of user
perspectives and evidence based
guidelines with a new taxonomy of
behaviour change techniques and a
sociological theory of implementing,
embedding and integrating new
interventions (Normalization Process
Theory). This involved an
interdisciplinary approach of
analysing, evaluating and combining
empirical, theoretical and
methodological contributions from
medicine, psychology, and
sociology. Results: We will present
the protocol used in our synthesis
and the methodological advantages
and disadvantages when using an
interdisciplinary approach to
designing a self-management
intervention. Conclusions: The
synthesis of data and theory from
many scientific disciplines could
help inform policy and practice
leading to more appropriate and
effective interventions to promote
self-management behaviours. It is
important that the procedures and
challenges involved in combining
such data are well defined for other
researchers to replicate and evaluate
these methods.

Digital Literacy in a
Pharmaceutical Company: A
Global E-Learning Programme
	
  
Emma Louise Darcy*, Vittorio
Sereni
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Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
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Background Social media and web
2.0 technologies alter the relationship
between patients, physicians and the
pharmaceutical industry
transforming the way these key
stakeholders interact and source
information. However, although the
pharmaceutical industry clearly
would like to increase the ways it can
communicate digitally with patients
for better outcomes of care, the
industry has found participation in
digital channels to be a challenge in
the absence of firm guidelines from
the governing authorities -- notably
in the discipline of social media.
Janssen Pharmaceuticals prepared an
8-module e-learning programme to
educate employees about the digital
opportunities for better and
appropriate engagement with
stakeholders in preferred channels.
Methods Modules of the programme
included how to use digital channels
to gain insights, to segment, to
complete multichannel
communication and how to measure
the success of communications with
stakeholders. Each module included
a mix of integrated questions with
video presentations, fast-facts
referencing and end-of-module
interactive questions. Participants
had to complete all modules and
achieve a minimal scoring to pass the

course. The e-learning programme
was a precursor to residential
training programmes to review the
strategic concepts in a practical,
case-study led application. Results
Almost 1000 people completed the
course within an 8 month period.
Based on the results, students'
understanding of all medicine 2.0
and web 2.0 definitions improved.
Participants' attitudes towards the
importance and challenges of
engaging with HCPs and patients
changed dramatically as a result of
completing the course. Furthermore,
all students’ enhanced their
knowledge about how to determine
the likely success of a multichannel
campaign. Conclusions
Pharmaceutical companies are part
of the changing dynamic and key
stakeholders in the era of
participatory medicine. E-Learning
courses as part of comprehensive
digital training academies are
essential to ensure that companies
contribute to the growing complexity
and accuracy of multichannel
engagement and appropriate digital
behaviours and communication.
Such programmes are a key
component of the medicine 2.0
movement and should be replicated
in industry to enhance the quality of
digital engagement in medicine.
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‘Discuss’: A Multi-Disciplinary
Bloggers Summit on the Rising
Importance of Patient Social
Media for Support During
Treatment of Chronic Illnesses
	
  
Emma Louise Darcy*, Graeme
Moyle
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Specific social media
communities have exploited the
emergence of web 2.0 technologies
and patient empowerment to start to
alter medicine from a reactionary to
a more participatory practice. The
ability to share information through
social media communities has
improved communication about
medical conditions, treatments and
the prevention of illness. This
aggregation and ‘data donorship’ has
generated patterns and insights about
patients’ desire to be more actively
involved in managing their condition
and facilitated the development of
patient support systems and coping
mechanisms when embarking on
long-term treatment programmes for
chronic conditions. Methods
Patients, HCPs Pharmaceutical
companies and NGOs were invited to
comment on the impact of social
media support on their approach to

the management of long-term illness
as part of a week-long ‘real time’
discussion forum on a website
designed to generate insights for the
pharmaceutical industry about
stakeholder needs. Results More than
30 experts contributed to the research
week; the site received
approximately 8,000 viewings per
day with multiple outreach social
media sites further activated to share
insights. The role of social media
support was reviewed for the
collaborative management of
infectious diseases, cancer, diabetes,
mood disorders, neurodegenerative
conditions, rare diseases, paediatric
development and endocrinological
disorders. Advantages and
disadvantages of social media were
highlighted by several types of HCP
– medical students, nurse
practitioners, primary care
physicians and therapy area opinion
leaders. Conclusions Patients are
becoming proficient practitioners of
the social web to enhance and in
some cases challenge the way they
manage living with a chronic illness.
This is having a direct impact on the
collaboration between a patient and
their HCP. While HCPs welcome the
use of social media in general where
patients are motivated to take greater
responsibility for their health, there
are some concerns about the quality
of some social media facilities and
the lack of qualitative medical input
into the content of
mainstream/popular social media
platforms.
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Managing Complex Patients
According to Guidelines Without
Lifting a Finger
	
  
Patrick James Darragh*, Mat Trudel,
Howie Abrams, Dante Morra
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Clinical practice
guidelines (CPGs) offer a useful tool
to help health care professionals
apply the current standard of care for
a particular disease. Currently, CPGs
are disseminated mainly as large,
complex documents, which are
difficult to access and navigate, and
cumbersome to cross-reference for
patients with multiple comorbidities.
With powerful mobile devices
offering ubiquitous computing and
powerful application development
platforms, there is potential to
improve how clinicians utilize CPGs.
While guideline apps are available
for mobile devices, they do not offer
significant improvement in user
experience compared to the current
standard. Objective: To develop a
prototype iOS application that
displays relevant recommendations
from multiple clinical guidelines
when provided clinical data for a

patient with comorbid chronic
diseases . Methods: The following
Canadian guidelines were identified
using MEDLINE, Google Scholar
and directed internet search:
coronary artery disease, chronic
kidney disease, congestive heart
failure, diabetes mellitus, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease,
hypertension, dyslipidemia, atrial
fibrillation. The most current
guidelines were included.
Recommendations from guidelines
were extracted by an internal
medicine resident and included if
they were actionable and applicable
to chronic disease management. A
graphical decision tree that
integrated these recommendations
was created in Omnigraffle and later
translated into computer language
through a coding model. A prototype
of the iOS application was created
using Omnigraffle, Keynote, and
XCode. The concept and application
prototype was presented to
physicians, allied health
professionals and internal medicine
residents, and feedback was collected
informally. Results: Over 20
Canadian guidelines were considered
and 8 were identified as the most
recent guidelines for the identified
chronic diseases. Sixty-two
recommendations were extracted
from these guidelines and resulted in
32 patient management actions and
52 patient data inputs. The
combination of inputs, logic
(and/or/not), recommendations and
actions resulted in an integrated
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decision-tree with minimum 4-levels
per decision. A prototype iOS
application based on the decision tree
was presented to 33 individuals, and
feedback on the model included:
target users of the application are
trainees, physicians, allied healthcare
professionals, and nurse
practitioners; standardization of
guideline selection and interpretation
should be considered; this
application could be used as teaching
tool for trainees and knowledge
translation mechanism for content
providers; and there is potential to
integrate with electronic medical
records. Conclusion: The complexity
involved in translating
recommendations from clinical
guidelines into computer code
illustrates why guidelines are
difficult to implement in current
clinical practice. It is feasible to
develop such an iOS application;
however, further studies are needed
to examine its impact on improving
guideline adherence and patient
outcomes.

INurse, ITeach: Using Mobile
Applications in Client Education
	
  
Shauna Leigh Davies*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation

Single Presentation
Today's health care environment is
client driven and today's client is
technology driven. Health
professionals working within the All
Nations' Healing Hospital and First
Nations Health Services of the File
Hills Qu'Appelle Tribal Council
(Fort Qu'Appelle, Sk) introduced
iPads and medical related
applications into their practice. The
iPad is an ideal tool for client
education as it allows for the
downloading of applications, or
apps, which are self-contained
computer programs that run directly
on the device home screen. Currently
available apps range from nutrition
guides, calorie counting and exercise
programs to blood pressure
monitoring, diabetes management
and information on cardiovascular
health. The use of mobile technology
and medical apps provided registered
nurses, nurse practitioners, clients,
and family members with relevant
health information directly at the
point of care within all health care
settings, such as the hospital,
community clinic, or patient's home.
Registered nurses and nurse
practitioners used mobile technology
to educate the client and to
demonstrate how to effectively
utilize medical applications. Using a
mixed methods participatory action
research approach, this project
focused on assessing the impact of
the use of medical and health
applications on the clients' and
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family's enhanced understanding of
their condition, diagnosis and
treatment plan, as well as identifying
the barriers and facilitators to the
utilization of mobile technology in
the rural and remote health care
environments. Preliminary findings
indicated that while the focus was on
use for patient education, health
professionals found creative ways to
utilize the iPad in practice to
improve patient care.

Sleeping with Technology Designing for Personal Health
	
  
Christel De Maeyer*, An Jacobs
Track: Practice
Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background and Objectives: We
observe that more “smart devices”
are becoming part of our daily life,
and people that start to quantify
aspects of their way of life are
becoming more mainstream. People
are leaving a big digital footprint in
the virtual world with passive and
active tracking. From the motivations
of people who quantify the self, e.g
change to a healthier lifestyle, we
learn that there are opportunities for
realizing healthcare more oriented
and organized around prevention.

Not only on an individual level, but
also on a population level patterns
might be discovered in user data
helping to support predictions in a
more granular and personalized way.
Besides the opportunities, these
developments spur questions on how
are people dealing with the data, trust
and privacy. Are the devices as
effective as we think? Are they able
to create enough awareness and
persuasion to change people’s life for
the better or is this more a temporary
phenomenon that makes people
change their behavior for a short
term during the tracking? Do they
continue to lead the lifestyle they
adapted during the tracking period?
Method: In this paper we discuss
these different aspects based on the
explorative insights we collected by
doing empirical research creating a
social quasi-experimental set up for a
mid long term period (project
duration: sept 2012-sept 2013). We
provided 10 persons who at the start
of the project where not using any
tracking devices, with a BodyMedia
armband and the use of the Body
Media Activity manager to monitor
their progress and goals. The active
research “testing period” took place
during two periods of two months
(fall – spring), giving us the
opportunity to look into seasonal
differences. The gap in the months
in-between we use to evaluate if the
participants spontaneously track
themselves. Next, we also recruited
from the start a “control”group of
people with matching profiles
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(N=10) who do not have an armband.
From this group we collect life style
information by using the same tools
(weekly survey and in depth
interview) as with the 10 people
wearing the armband (experimental
group), evaluating in this way the
effect of attention by the
researcher/coach in making these
lifestyle changes. In order to get a
clear view on the behavior types we
use Fogg’s Behavior Grid and
Wizzard to map the profiles of the
participants and their progress.
Results: We expect that the use of
this technology will create higher
awareness of the life style and their
personal distance to the goal they set
themselves (weight, physical activity
or keeping up with the standards they
have now), and because of that, will
make changes in their behavior
(persuasion via technology). We
assume people will only active
measure in the in-between period, if
they developed a need during the
previous phase to feed their identity
by this kind of information
(quantified self). We do expect
seasonal effects, situational (e.g
family, time) and interpretative
differences, showing new aspects of
the strength of persuasive
technology.

Redesigning Our National Health
Information Services –
Development of a User Centric
Design Methodology to Improve
Digital Health Information
Services.
	
  
Rachel De Sain*
Track: Business
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Healthdirect Australia was formed
by the joint council of Australian
Governments to procure, design,
deliver and operate national health
services on it’s behalf. The company
initially focused on meeting health
information seekers needs through
telephony services such as the nurse
triage and after hours GP helplines.
As people continue to adopt and
utilise new technology to fulfill their
health information seeking needs, the
service delivery portfolio has needed
to broaden to provide these services
across a range of platforms. As with
many countries around the world,
our research highlighted that over
84% of people go online first for
health information versus 3% to a
telephony service, and increasingly
the lines are being blurred with smart
devices and tablets having both an
internet and telephony component.
This provided us with an opportunity
to redesign all of our digital health
services. Over the course of the last
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18 months we have utilised user
centric design philosophy to engage
with key user groups and
stakeholders and involve them in the
design process to help successfully
deliver functional, usable, beautiful
services that meet user needs. This
presentation will showcase the
methodology developed at
Healthdirect Australia in redesigning
our national health information and
access services and it will present the
new services, including data and
analytics on the user acceptance and
statistics of success since launch.
The services are: •
mindhealthconnect The national
gateway to finding trusted online
mental health services and
information and a key deliverable of
the Governments National eMental
Health Strategy it provides an
innovative Guided Search tool to
help users navigate the wealth of
information available and access
programs, services and tools that are
appropriate for their needs. •
National Health Service Directory A
major piece of the Australian eHealth
infrastructure, Healthdirect Australia
has brought together all the various
health services databases from
around Australia into one repository
to enable people from any device to
be able to easily find and access
trusted health services such GP’s,
Hospitals, Pharmacy and emergency
departments. • Pregnancy birth and
baby A dual service with a telephony
and digital aspect that provides
counseling, support and information

to women and their friends and
families in regards to pregnancy and
early childhood. • Healthinsite
National health information gateway
to enable Australians to access non
commercial, trusted health
information. Working with over 90
partners such as academic and
educational institutions, NGO’s and
government agencies to bring
together a broad range of content
across all areas of health and present
this to users in a way that helps all
Australians make an informed choice
of what to do next for their or their
loved ones health care needs.

Using Mobile Technology in
Medical Training in the
Workplace: Benefits and
Challenges
	
  
Rebecca Dimond*, Alison Bullock*,
Wendy Hardyman, Mark Stacey
Track: Research
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Transition from
medical school to the workplace is
associated with increased patient
mortality and trainee anxiety as with
limited knowledge and experience
they manage escalating responsibility
for patient care. In the context of
information-explosion, mobile
technology has potential to support
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junior doctors, providing ‘just-intime’ information, at the bedside, so
enhancing confidence and promoting
safe and efficient patient care. The
Wales Deanery-funded “iDoc”
project provides trainee doctors in
Wales with access to an internet-free
searchable library of medical
textbooks on their own smartphones.
Objective: The objective of the iDoc
evaluation is to assess the value and
impact of the initiative by gathering
data on when, why and how the
device is used and to what effect.
Methods: Trainees submit baseline
and exit questionnaires and complete
at least two case reports. Data are
reported here from 2012/13, from
357 baseline questionnaires - 249
Foundation Year 1s (F1s) and 108
F2s - and their first 80 case reports.
Baseline questionnaires collect data
on frequency, type, usefulness and
variation in use of workplace
information sources, including
mobile devices. Case reports are
submitted on a pro forma and
participants detail specific instances
of use (including setting/context,
problem or issue addressed, what
happened, obstacles and reflections).
Results: At baseline, over 90%
agreed that ready access to books on
their smartphone lessened worries
about increased responsibility.
Information continued to be sought
from colleagues: seniors, peers and
other staff were consulted on a daily
basis by 76%, 69% and 55% of our
sample. However, these and other
resources (hard-copy texts and ward-

based computers) were not always
available. Many indicated that they
did not feel comfortable using a
mobile device in front of seniors
(31%) or patients (65%). If they did
not know something during a
consultation, most (70%) would not
seek information with the patient
present. The case reports were
classified by purpose. Most
commonly, the smartphone library
was used to check drug dosages.
Thematic analysis revealed six main
themes related to: just-in-time
information, transition, discourse
with colleagues, learning
opportunities, patient care, and
barriers. Access to information
enhanced confidence and enabled
trainees to better prepare for learning
and discussion with seniors. iDoc
enabled trainees to improve care
quality by addressing gaps in
knowledge, ensuring patients
received timely, evidence-based
treatment. Perceived barriers
included colleagues and patients
misinterpreting the purpose of
smartphone use. Conclusions:
Although the context is one in which
people-based resources are the most
frequently used information sources,
immediate access to a searchable
mobile library of texts can enhance
trainees’ learning in the workplace.
This has important consequences for
their wellbeing and standards of
patient care. Interaction with
colleagues is a central process of
workplace learning and iDoc offers
scope to make best use of people106
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based discussion. However, the
application of mobile technology for
learning in healthcare settings is
complex and further work is needed
to determine how to use technology
most effectively, for patients and
with patients.

Asynchronous E-Visits in Patients
with Chronic Disease
	
  
Ronald F. Dixon*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Primary and specialty
care in many areas face access
constraints, and tools to evaluate and
manage patients with chronic disease
without having them present to the
clinic are needed. Objective: We
performed a one shot case study to
examine the efficacy of virtual
patient follow up visits using
questionnaire based asynchronous
online patient to physician exchange.
These visits replaced in person
follow up visits with a physician.
Specific aims included 1) To
examine the adoption and usage of
the virtual follow-up website and 2)
To examine patient and physician
satisfaction with the conducting

virtual follow up visits in lieu of face
to face visits. Results: Patients were
very satisfied with the overall quality
of the follow up visit for their
condition, and were especially
satisfied with the clinical skill of the
physician despite not being
physically examined. Clinicians were
very satisfied with the evaluation and
management capabilities of these
visits, and felt they could replace in
person follow up visits. Conclusion:
Doctor initiated asynchronous evisits provide a useful alternative to
follow up in person visits, and could
help improve access to primary care
while reducing the cost of care for
patients with chronic disease.

Patterns of Twitter Utilization
among Canadian Physicians
	
  
Naheed Dosani*, Stephen Pomedli
Track: Practice
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Twitter is increasingly becoming a
key medium for the sharing and
discussion of topics related to health
and healthcare, including medical
evidence, clinical practice, health
policy, and health advocacy. Because
of the open nature, Twitter is primed
for interdisciplinary dialogue -- in
collaboration with other physicians,
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nurses, pharmacists and others -- and
can also include patients, enhancing
the discussion and debate. There has
been little rigorous analysis to date
of how physicians currently use this
medium in Canada. Using a unique
and robust data set, we have
analyzed how Canadian physicians
are currently using Twitter: the
topics that are addressed, the
connections that are made, and the
networks that are established. This
will give a new perspective into and
how Twitter can be used by
physicians, allied professionals and
the private sector within the
healthcare industry. Learning goals:
1. Learn about and describe the
current Twitter landscape as created
by Canadian physicians 2. Interpret
visual representations of analytics,
detailing patterns of utilization and
network patterns among Canadian
physicians. 3. Engage the audience in
discussion about how Canadian
physicians are using social media
platforms like Twitter to meet their
practical goals, whether relating to
continuing medical education,
advocacy, clinic awareness, health
promotion or professional
networking and how this information
can be used by the private sector.

Exergame Efficacy in Clinical and
Non-Clinical Populations: A
Systematic Review and MetaAnalysis
	
  
Alexandra Douglass-Bonner, Henry
Ww Potts*
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Exergames are video
games that involve exercise. Many
exergames have been commercial
successes, beginning with Dance
Dance Revolution in 1998, and
exergames are available on all three
main consoles sold today. Wii Fit has
sold over 22 million copies
worldwide, while exergames
predominated in the first year of
titles on Microsoft’s Kinect.
Metabolic studies confirm that
exergames can produce exertion
equivalent to at least moderate
exercise. They have been
increasingly used to promote fitness
and in clinical contexts, like
rehabilitation, but it has been unclear
whether exergames can deliver real
improvements in health. Objective:
To assess the effects of exergames
on health outcomes. Methods: A
systematic review of Englishlanguage articles using PubMed and
Web of Science. Only studies with a
sample size greater than 5 were used.
Short term, laboratory-only studies
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were excluded. Both commercial and
bespoke exergames were included, as
were clinical and non-clinical
populations. Before/after studies and
randomised controlled trials were
included in the discursive analysis,
and only RCTs in the meta-analyses.
Results: We identified 18 RCTs and
9 before/after studies. These covered
a range of software, including Dance
Dance Revolution, Wii Fit, EyeToy
games and systems connected to
exercise bikes. All pooled analyses
were based on random effects
models. Six RCTs measuring BMI or
weight (n = 463) showed exergame
use associated with a reduced BMI
(pooled effect size, -0.26; 95% CI, 0.45 to -0.07). Three RCTs
measuring VO2max (n = 371)
showed an increase that did not quite
reach statistical significance (pooled
effect size, 0.72; 95% CI, -0.03 to
1.47). Four RCTs measuring general
physical activity (n = 453) showed
no difference (pooled effect size,
0.17; 95% CI, -0.26 to 0.60). Five
RCTs measuring adherence or
attendance (n = 122) showed no
difference (pooled effect size, 0.35;
95% CI, -0.57 to 1.27), but there is a
significant improvement if we
exclude one outlier. Three RCTs (n =
136) show exergames are enjoyed
more (pooled effect size, 0.78; 95%
CI, 0.16 to 1.39). Studies on balance
were usually on older adults using
the Wii console. Three RCTs (n =
62) conducted equivalence trials and
showed no significant difference
with standard balance exercises.

Three RCTs (n = 107) compared
against control conditions, but found
no significant difference (pooled
effect size, 0.97; 95% CI, -0.39 to
2.33). Before/after studies generally
gave results concordant with the
RCTs. Conclusions: The papers
found contained a heterogeneous
selection of technology and were on
varied populations. Many of the
studies were very small and reported
large numbers of outcome measures.
How the exergame was made
available and the choice of control
varied. It was difficult to assess
whether there has been publication
bias. No studies using the Kinect and
meeting our inclusion criteria have
yet been published. Although many
exergames have different interfaces
and methods of working, there is
evidence that exergames can
improve fitness and may improve
adherence to exercise and, in the
elderly, balance. However, there is a
need for larger and better trials, in
particular looking at long-term
outcomes.

Translation for Person-Centred
Care: the Role of Web-Based
Decision Support Using MultiCriteria Decision Analysis
	
  
Jack Dowie*, Mette Kjer Kaltoft*,
Michelle Cunich, Glenn Salkeld*
Track: Research
Topic: Online decision technology
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Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Calls for greater patient
involvement and respect for
individual preferences, including
those relating to non-clinical
considerations, are coinciding with
growing pressure for more effective
‘translation’ of research evidence
into patient-centred practice. New
online technologies, in conjunction
with an appropriate analytical
framework, have the potential to play
a major part in reconciling these
goals efficiently in the context of
ever-increasing pressure on
healthcare resources. The potential is
very high in the management of
chronic conditions which are
complex, preference-sensitive, and
have high public health impact
because of rising incidence and
costs. But it is also high in
facilitating higher quality preferencesensitive screening decisions in costeffective, possibly cost-saving, ways.
Objectives To provide web-based,
mobile-accessible decision support
that can, through its use of the MultiCriteria Decision Analysis
framework, address the above
challenges simultaneously and
efficiently, by • Permitting the realtime personalisation of the criteria
(outcomes and process attributes) in
the decision support, ensuring they
are those important to the individual
• Permitting the individual to have
the analysis reflect their personal
importance weights over the selected

criteria • Determining precisely what
needs to be extracted (‘translated’)
from existing evidence and expertise
to deliver person-centred decision
making now, i.e. the performance
ratings for each available option on
each person-important criterion •
Establishing the limitations in the
current evidence and expertise bases
for these performance ratings,
limitations which need to be
translated backwards as research
priorities for patient-centred care •
Empowering the user to access a tool
to the extent they are willing and
able, enabling them to go straight to
the meat/filling of the sandwich or
experience the multiple-course meal
of decision aids that meet IPDASi
standards Methods A flexible and
generic online system for producing
and delivering decision support tools
has been developed in the weightedsum implementation of MCDA
called Annalisa©, which is
embedded in the Elicia© survey
program to enable both individual
customisation and evidence
personalisation. The single-screen
graphic output from the tools
developed in this system presents
scores for all the available options.
These can be seen as constituting an
'opinion' based on a transparent
synthesis of the performance ratings
for each option on each criterion and
the criterion importance weights
expressed by the user. This is not
offered as a medical opinion per se
but as one produced by the involved
health professional team. Results As
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practitioners are aware, relatively
few of cells in patient-centred
decision matrices can be populated
with personalised evidence that
meets conventional robust standards.
To produce the Best Estimates
Available Now (the BEANs) we
draw on realistic forms of Network
Meta-Analysis and on expert
judgments, as well as eliciting
patient’s personal ratings for criteria
where they are the expert. The use of
these techniques is illustrated in tools
for IBD and Bipolar Disorder.
Conclusion The feasibility of
producing and delivering
personalised MCDA-based decision
support tools has been confirmed at
proof-of-method level in diverse
contexts. Preference heterogeneity in
respect of decision support makes the
use of group averages problematic
for evaluations within person-centred
care.

GET.ON PAPP: Feasibility of a
Mobile Application for Panic with
and without Agoraphobia
	
  
Lara Ebenfeld*, Stefan Kleine
Stegemann, David Daniel Ebert,
Dirk Lehr, Heleen Riper, Burkhardt
Funk, Matthias Berking
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation

Single Presentation
Background: Panic disorder is one of
the most prevalent anxiety disorders.
Contemporary research has proven
effectiveness of internet-based selfhelp interventions for panic disorder.
However, these approaches are
limited with respect to motivate and
support clients in exposure and
monitoring tasks which are both
fundamental components of CBTbased therapy. We argue, that the
time- and location-independent
nature of smartphones makes them in
particular suitable to overcome these
limitations. Objective: The goal of
this study is to evaluate the
feasibility and acceptance of a newly
developed mobile application for
panic disorder and to report
preliminary within-group effects.
Methods: We developed the mobile
application "GET.ON PAPP" that
guides and engages clients in
performing self-exposures and selfmonitoring. As extensive reading and
writing parts are difficult to handle
on smartphones, the application is
complemented by a training that is
delivered over the internet. Both,
mobile application and onlinetraining are based on cognitive
behavioral principles for the
treatment of panic disorder. For the
development, an iterative design
approach has been employed that
involved researchers from different
disciplines as well as therapists and
potential end-users. We will conduct
a feasibility study with ten
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participants with clinical and
subclinical panic disorder with and
without agoraphobia. Participants
will be recruited from the general
population of Germany. To increase
ecological validity, participants will
run the mobile application on their
own smartphones. At the completion
of the study, participants will be
interviewed to report on their
experiences with the mobile
application as well as on technical
difficulties. Participants will also be
asked to complete a brief
questionnaire on acceptance as well
as the Panic and Agoraphobia Scale.
After integrating changes resulting
from the feasibility study, an RCT
will be conducted. Results: Research
in progress. Conclusions: Research
in progress.

Supporting Patient Empowerment
by an Intelligent Self-Management
Pathway for Diabetes Patients
	
  
Robert Eckhoff*, Manuela Ploessnig
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
The EMPOWER project (20122015) develops a Patient
Empowerment Framework

facilitating the self-management of
diabetes patients. This includes
personalised services (web-based and
mobile) for supporting changing
behaviour and services for
monitoring of vital, physical, mental
parameters as well as physical and
lifestyle activities. EMPOWER
semantically integrates multiple
information sources (EHR/PHR,
diabetes guidelines, patterns of daily
living) for a shared knowledge model
and focuses on a patient-centric
perspective that involves both
healthcare professionals and patients
based on iterative cycles. The
services in EMPOWER will embrace
semantic interoperability based on
health standards such as HL7 IHE
profiles and ISO/CEN13606
information models. EMPOWER
will be validated in two pilot
applications, one in Germany and
one in Turkey.

Mobile Health Apps: EvidenceBased User Interface Development
	
  
Frederic Ehrler*, Magali Walesa,
Christian Lovis
Track: Research
Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Smartphones are
shifting from the status of gadget
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dedicated to nerds to an
indispensable tool that everyone
wants to posses in its pocket.
Caregivers don’t want step aside this
evolution. They already are
numerous to consult medical
references through handheld devices.
However, beside these personal
initiatives, there is still no real global
strategy to integrate these tools into
hospitals. Clinicians don’t see why
the use of their mobile assistant
should stop at the hospital’s doors.
Mobile platforms could be easily
integrated to simplify clinicians’
workflow by insuring access to the
most recent information at patients’
bedside. Objective: Recording data
through handheld devices opens
many interrogations regarding the
quality of these data. The efficiency,
accuracy and users’ satisfaction of a
tool depends on the proper
development of an adapted interface.
The specificity of handheld device
prevents to rely on the layout used on
personal computer screen. As there
are neither evidences nor guidelines
to guide us through the development
of an efficient interface for mobile
devices, we would like to evaluate
different interfaces in order to find
the most appropriate. Method:
Handheld devices are particularly
suited to record patients’ vital signs.
This task, essential to follow the
evolution of patients’ health, must be
performed accurately at patients’
bedside. Whereas entering numbers
with keyboard is straightforward,
performing such task on a tactile

screen remains pretty unexplored.
We compared 6 different interfaces
dedicated to this task and evaluated
them. For the purpose of the study,
we recruited a user panel and asked
them to record several vital sign
measurements. During the study, all
users’ actions were recorded for a
later analysis stage. The recorded
measurements allowed us to discover
which interface is, the most accurate,
the friendliest for users and the most
efficient. Results: The 150
participants to the study where
mostly nurses (65%) but some
clinicians (4%) participated as well.
The questionnaire filled by the
participant revealed that a significant
larger proportion of young user
(under 40) possess a smartphone
compared to older users. The results
showed that the numeric keyboard
took significantly less time (p-value
< 0.001 Kruskal-Wallis) than the
other models to enter the digit.
Regarding the accuracy the numeric
keyboard does not perform
significantly better than the stepper
and the wheeler but outperform the
other models. These objective results
were confirmed by the subjective
evaluation done by the users that
have unanimously elected the
numeric keyboard as their favorite
model. Conclusion: The results show
clearly that the numeric keyboard is
undoubtedly the most efficient model
to input numerical measure. This
model is not only the one that takes
the less time to perform the task but
it is also the one that induces the less
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errors and the one preferred by users.
This result is very important to take
into account for the development of
future medical applications to insure
a good quality of the recorded data
and a good acceptance by the users.

Development of a Personalised,
Multi-Criteria Decision Analytic
Web-Based Patient Decision Aid
for Long-Term Treatment in
Bipolar Disorder Type I
	
  
Øystein Eiring*, Jack Dowie*
Track: Research
Topic: Online decision technology
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Many patients with
bipolar disorder experience poor
decision quality. Common deficits
include suboptimal assessments of
the positive and negative effects of
former medication, a lack of
monitoring of the effects of ongoing
medication, low adherence, and a
lack of opportunity to bring their
own preferences to bear in the
evaluation of their medication. The
increasing number of medication
options, a relative lack of easilyaccessible head-to-head comparisons
of pharmacotherapeutic alternatives
on patient-important outcomes, and
the insufficient personalisation of
research findings to individual

patients, add up to a formidable
challenge for both patients and
clinicians in selecting and
monitoring optimal treatment.
Objective To develop a web- and
multi-criteria decision analysis-based
patient decision aid that assists the
evaluation, selection, monitoring and
follow-up of pharmacotherapy in the
long-term clinical management of
bipolar disorder type I. The decision
aid generates a one-screen,
interactive, personalised summary of
all the core components of long-term
medication decisions in bipolar
disorder. The system enables the
inclusion and integration of evidence
about the current state and future
probabilities of the outcomes of the
options from the patient, from the
clinician, from the EMR, and from
research findings. The decision aid
will be used repeatedly for the
improvement of decisions over time,
monitoring the quality of the
personalised decisions
longitudinally, and generate visual
images of trends in the crucial
decision components. The aid will
display the degree of – and long-term
alterations in – concordance levels
between the beliefs and preferences
of the patient and the clinician, and
the differences in opinions expressed
by the patient him/herself at different
stages of the disease. In contrast to
patient decision aids that support
one-off decisions, the decision aid
supports ongoing decisions. It aims
to provide continuous process
support and a loop of forecasting,
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action, assessment, and new
forecasting, thereby facilitating
substantially augmented discussions
and shared decision-making.
Methods A manual for the
production of the decision aid has
been developed. Several small-scale
literature reviews and summaries are
being conducted in accordance with
the manual, as well as a
supplementary feasibility analysis,
along with content and requirement
specifications. A formal web-based
elicitation process involving domain
experts will be used to derive the
baseline performance ratings of the
medication options on the patientimportant outcomes, where these are
not available from network metaanalyses. The content will be
modelled in a pre-existing template.
Patient representatives and clinicians
will perform simple, iterative
usability testing. Results The
implementation of the manual, our
associated experiences, and
preliminary findings will be
described. The incremental gain of
using elaborate vs. simple procedures
to produce the basic input to the
system will described. Conclusion In
the next phase, a clinical study
applying a single-subjects research
design will establish feasibility of the
system, and the effects of the
decision aid on personalised decision
quality in individual patients,
adherence rates and patient-clinician
communication. The manual
developed for this project will be
applied in the construction of other

patient decision aids with the aim of
arriving at a generic manual.

A Clinical Rules and Modifiers
System in a Patient Decision Aid
for Bipolar Disorder
	
  
Øystein Eiring*, Jack Dowie*
Track: Research
Topic: Online decision technology
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background In patient-centred
healthcare, the core components of a
decision should be personalised. The
core knowledge components of a
decision include the options and
embedded procedures, the attributes
of the options, and the probabilities
associated with the attributes.
Evidence about the knowledge
components for an individual patient
can be elicited from the patient
herself, clinicians, caretakers, the
electronic medical journal and from
research-based sources such as
textbooks and clinical guidelines. We
name the functions that personalise
general knowledge components for
individual patients ‘clinical rules and
modifiers’. In clinical practice,
clinical rules often modify and
personalise core components
implicitly and unsystematically. The
development of software
functionality based on clinical rules
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and modifiers is a promising
methodological approach for
streamlining the personalisation of
core decision components. We are
developing a clinical rules and
modifiers system as one component
in a decision aid for patients with
bipolar disorder. Objective We will
evaluate the feasibility and validity
of a clinical rules and modifiers
system for patients with bipolar
disorder type I. We will model the
system in the Elicia and Annalisa
software. Method We will examine
the information related to the longterm treatment for individual patients
with bipolar disorder type I, in highquality textbooks and clinical
guidelines. The purpose is to identify
and extract clinicial rules and
modifiers that personalise the
options, the attributes of the options,
the procedures that the options entail,
and the probabilities of the attributes
of the options. The content will be
modelled using the survey and topic
modifying functionality of the Elicia
and Annalisa software. The clinical
rules and modifiers system will
include the following, but not
restricted to: contraindications,
measures taken to counter side
effects, baseline risks, burdens of
treatment, and possible interactions.
We will determine the ratio of
decision-relevant, personalising
content in textbooks and guidelines
that can be integrated into the
software´s clinical rules and
modifiers functionality. A heuristic,
quantitative and qualitative

evaluation of the system will be
performed. We also compare the
individualised core component
output of the system with the output
recommended by expert clinicians,
using mock patient scenarios and a
questionnaire. Results We will
present the ratio of content in the
textbooks and guidelines that can be
included in the software, and the
results from the heuristic,
quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of the system. We will
evaluate the accuracy and reliability
of the rules and modifiers system,
and compare the system output with
the recommendations made by the
domain experts. Conclusion We will
discuss the feasibility, reliability and
validity of the clinical rules and
modifiers system.

Long-Term Effects of a Computer
Tailored Smoking Relapse
Prevention Program
	
  
Iman Elfeddali*, Catherine Bolman,
Math Candel, Reinout Wiers, Hein
de Vries*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background. Web-based computertailored approaches have the
potential to be successful in
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supporting smoking cessation.
However, the potential effects of
such approaches for relapse
prevention and the value of
incorporating action planning
strategies to effectively prevent
smoking relapse have not been fully
explored. The Stay Quit for You
(SQ4U) study compared two Webbased computer-tailored smoking
relapse prevention programs with
different types of planning strategies
versus a control group. Objectives.
To assess the efficacy of two Webbased computer-tailored programs in
preventing smoking relapse
compared with a control group. The
action planning (AP) program
provided tailored feedback at
baseline and invited respondents to
do 6 preparatory and coping planning
assignments (the first 3 assignments
prior to quit date and the final 3
assignments after quit date). The
action planning plus (AP+) program
was an extended version of the AP
program that also provided tailored
feedback at 11 time points after the
quit attempt. Respondents in the
control group only filled out
questionnaires. The study also
assessed possible dose–response
relationships between abstinence and
adherence to the programs. Methods.
The study was a randomized
controlled trial with three conditions:
the control group, the AP program,
and the AP+ program. Respondents
were daily smokers (N = 2031), aged
18 to 65 years, who were motivated
and willing to quit smoking within 1

month. The primary outcome was
self-reported continued abstinence 12
months after baseline. Logistic
regression analyses were conducted
using three samples: (1) all
respondents as randomly assigned,
(2) a modified sample that excluded
respondents who did not make a quit
attempt in conformance with the
program protocol, and (3) a
minimum dose sample that also
excluded respondents who did not
adhere to at least one of the
intervention elements. Observed case
analyses and conservative analyses
(considering dropouts at follow-up as
relapsers) were conducted. Results.
In the observed case analysis of the
randomized sample, abstinence rates
were 22% (45/202) in the control
group versus 33% (63/190) in the AP
program and 31% (53/174) in the
AP+ program. The AP program
(odds ratio 1.95, P = .005) and the
AP+ program (odds ratio 1.61, P =
.049) were significantly more
effective than the control condition.
In the conservative analysis of the
randomized sample, abstinence rates
were 7% (45/636) in the control
group versus 9% (63/698) in the AP
program and 8% (53/697) in the AP+
program: the AP and AP+ programs
were no longer significantly more
effective than the control condition.
Abstinence rates and effects further
differed per sample. Moreover, the
results suggest a dose–response
relationship between abstinence and
the number of intervention elements
completed by the respondents.
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Conclusion. Abstinence rates and
effects differed per sample and per
analytic strategy (observed case or
conservative) used precluding
unequivocal conclusions. The
observed case analyses suggest that
Web-based computer-tailored
programs combined with planning
strategy assignments and feedback
after the quit attempt can be effective
in preventing relapse 12 months after
baseline. However, two of the three
conservative analyses conducted do
not support this suggestion. Since the
study was subject to high study dropout rates (72.1%) that hindered
drawing firm conclusions,
improvements of the SQ4U-program
aimed at preventing study dropout at
follow-up measurements are
required. Finally, more research is
needed to assess the optimum
intervention dose since adherence to
the intervention seems critical for
effectiveness.

Preventing Smoking Relapse
among Smokers via a Web-Based
Multiple-Session Attentional Bias
Modification Training: a
Randomized Controlled Trial
	
  
Iman Elfeddali*, Hein de Vries*,
Reinout Wiers
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster

presentation
Single Presentation
Background. Smoking relapse
prevention programs – mostly
targeting explicit processes of
behavior change – have shown only
modest behavioral effects. Recent
studies have associated implicit
cognitive processes such attentional
and approach biases with smoking
behavior. Objectives.This study
aimed to assess the efficacy of an
attentional bias modification (ABM)
training in modifying attentional and
approach biases and fostering
continued abstinence. Differential
effects of the training were assessed
for regular smokers (>15 cigarettes
per day) and non-regular smokers
(not >15 cigarettes per day).
Methods. Participants were daily
current smokers (>5 cigarettes per
day), aged between 18 and 65 years,
who were motivated to quit smoking
within one month and made a quitattempt. The study was a randomized
controlled trial with two conditions:
1. a control group, 2 an ABMtraining. Both conditions consisted of
a pre- and post-training assessment,
six intervention sessions and a
follow-up measurement after six
months. The intervention sessions
were either training sessions or
assessments only (in the control
condition). Group allocation was
randomized. Pre- and post-training
assessments consisted of subjective
measures of smoking-related
cognitions (e.g., self-efficacy) and
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implicit measures of attentional bias
(Visual Probe (VP) task) and
approach bias (Stimulus Response
Compatibility (SRC) task). The VPtask taken at post-training included
untrained pictures to assess whether
the effects of the training generalize
to new pictures. Follow-up
measurements assessed self-reported
continued abstinence. Results. The
ABM-training had only moderate
effects with regard to attentional bias
and no effects on approach bias. The
training significantly fostered
continued abstinence compared to
the control group, but only for
regular smokers. Conclusions This
study is the first to show significant
effects of an ABM-training in
fostering continued smoking
abstinence among regular smokers
who made a quit-attempt.

An Analysis of Online Evaluations
on a German Physician Rating
Website
	
  
Martin Emmert*, Florian Meier
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Physician rating
websites (PRW) have been gaining
in popularity among patients when
seeking a physician. However, little

evidence is available about the
number, distribution or trend of
evaluations on PRWs. Furthermore,
there is no published evidence
available analyzing the rating
patients and their characteristics.
Objective: In this context this paper
adds to the literature by presenting
an analysis of all physician
evaluations which had been posted
on the German PRW jameda in 2012.
Thereby, we provide descriptive
analysis regarding (1) both physician
and patient characteristics and (2) the
number, distribution and results of
ratings. Analytical statistics were
applied to assess (3) the impact of
physician and patient characteristics
on the overall performance measure,
and (4) the correlation between the
number of ratings per
patient/physician and the overall
performance. Methods: Data from
the German PRW jameda from 2012
was analyzed and contained 127,192
ratings of 53,585 physicians from
107,148 patients. Information
included medical specialty and
gender of the physician, gender, age
and health insurance status of the
patient as well as the results of the
physician ratings. Statistical analysis
was carried out using the median-test
and Kendall tau-b test. Results:
Thirty-seven percent of all German
physicians have been rated on
jameda in 2012. Nearly half of the
physicians were rated once, less than
2% were rated more than ten times
(mean number of ratings 2.37, SD
3.17). About one third of all rated
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physicians were female. Rating
patients were mostly female (60%),
between 30-50 years (51%), and
covered by Statutory Health
Insurance (83%). A mean of 1.19
evaluations per patient could be
calculated (SD 0.778). Most rated
medical specialties are orthopedists,
dermatologists, and gynecologists.
Two third of all ratings can be
assigned to the best category “very
good”. Female physicians have
significant better ratings than their
male colleagues (p<.001).
Additionally, significant rating
differences exist between medical
specialties (p<.001). It could further
be shown, that older patients give
better ratings than their younger
counterparts (p<.001). The same is
true for patients covered by private
health insurance which give more
favorable evaluations than patients
covered by statutory health insurance
(p<.001). There could not be
detected any significant rating
differences between female and male
patients (p=.505). The likelihood of a
good rating was shown to increase
with a rising number of both
physician and patient ratings.
Conclusions: Our findings are mostly
in line with those published for
PRWs from the US. It could be
shown that most ratings are positive
and differences exist regarding
socio-demographic characteristic of
both physicians and patients. The
increasing usage of PRWs might
contribute to reducing the lack of
publicly available quality

information. However, it remains
unclear whether PRWs have the
potential to reflect the quality of care
of a health care provider. Further
research should assess more in detail
the motivation of patients who rate
their physicians online.

An Analysis of Online Evaluations
on Physician-Rating Websites
(PRW) at the Example of the
German Integrated Healthcare
Network “Quality and Efficiency”
	
  
Martin Emmert*, Uwe Sander*, Veit
Wambach
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Physician-rating
websites (PRWs) are currently
gaining in popularity with the aim to
increase transparency in the health
care system. However, there is little
published evidence about the
number, distribution, nature, and
results of available ratings. There is
even less knowledge regarding the
content of patient narratives.
Objective: The objective of the
present study was to investigate the
current status of online physician
evaluations on German PRWs.
Therefore, we studied 106 physicians
from the Integrated Healthcare
Network “Quality and Efficiency”,
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located in Nuremberg, Bavaria.
Furthermore, the study aims to allow
for a comparison between leading
German PRWs. Methods: In a first
step, the five most frequently used
German PRWs were chosen
according to their traffic rank.
Afterwards, data was collected for
the 106 physicians on the five PRWs.
This included results from numerical
ratings as well as information
available in patient narrative
comments. Two authors
independently carried out the data
collection (date of data collection
11/2012). Next, analysis was
conducted addressing ten literaturebased issues, (1) number of
identified physicians, (2) number of
rated physicians, (3) number of
physicians with at least 5/10 ratings,
(4) completeness of ratings, (5) mean
ratings, (6) distribution of ratings in
best/average/worst rating category,
(7) number of physicians with
narrative comments, (8) distribution
of narrative comments through the
PRWs, (9) categorization of narrative
comments into
positive/neutral/negative, and (10)
mean length of narrative comments
in terms of word numbers. Results:
The following German PRWs were
considered: Arztauskunft, Imedo,
Jameda, DocInsider, and the Weiße
Liste. It could be shown that 96% of
all physicians could be identified on
the websites. On average, 50% of all
physicians were rated at least once.
However, great differences between
the websites could be detected (Min

29%, Max 81%). The percentage of
physicians with at least 5
respectively 10 ratings was
calculated to be 16% respectively
9%. A mean of 3.08 ratings per
physicians could be counted (range
0.45 – 9.03, SD 3.71). Most ratings
were positive; approximately 75%
could be assigned to the best rating
category and only 5% to the worst
rating category. Mean length of
narrative comments was 28 words,
86% were favorable. Furthermore,
we could not find any evidence of
“doctor-bashing” or defamation
although often concerned.
Conclusions: Compared to
previously published studies, it
seems that the number of online
evaluations on German PRWs has
been increasing. Both, the mean
number of ratings as well as the
percentage of rated physicians has
further risen. The numbers
determined exceed those from the
US but, in general, are in line with
respect to the nature and results of
the ratings. However, our findings
have to be interpreted with cautious
since our analyzed is based on a
sample of a certain German region.

JMIR Publications and Medicine
2.0 (Expo Table)
	
  
Gunther Eysenbach, Carmen Chu*
Track: Business
Topic: Collaborative biomedical
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research, academic / scholarly
communication, publishing and peer
review
Presentation Type: Tabletop Demo
(Expo Hall)
Single Presentation
JMIR Publications, Inc. is a rapidly
growing innovative academic
publisher. It builds on the success
of JMIR (Journal of Medical Internet
Research), which started in 1998 as a
small independent open access
project hosted at a university, which
subsequently grew into the most
influential journal in medical
informatics (ranked #1 by Impact
Factor by Thomson Reuters for three
years, 2011 IF: 4.4) and health
services research (ranked #2 by
Thomson Reuters for three years).
Due to the growth in influence and
submissions, and to make the
operations more sustainable and
professional, the journal was
incorporated as company in 2011.
Shortly after incorporation, several
spin-off journals were launched.
Currently, JMIR Publications Inc.
publishes the following journals:
•

•

•

JMIR (Journal of Medical
Internet Research) (ISSN
14388871) http://www.jmir.org
JMIR Research Protocols
(ISSN 19290748) http://www.researchprot
ocols.org/
i-JMR (interactive Journal of
Medical Research) (ISSN

•

•

•

•

1929-073X) http://www.ijmr.org)
Medicine 2.0 (ISSN 19232195) http://www.medicine20.
com/
JMIR mhealth and uhealth
(mobile and ubiquitous health)
(ISSN 22915222)http://mhealth.jmir.org
JMIR Serious Games (JSG,
ISSN 22919279) http://games.jmir.org
JMIR Medical Informatics
(JMI, ISSN 22919694) http://medinform.jmir.o
rg

JMIR Publications Inc. also produces
and organizes the annual Medicine
2.0® World Congress series
(http://www.medicine20congress.co
m), is curator of the Medicine 2.0®
Social Network
(http://medicine20.net), and owns
several other trademarks in the health
field [e.g. Healthbook®,
http://healthbook.com] and altmetrics
area [Twimpact™ Factor,
WebCite®,
http://www.webcitation.org]. For
over 10 years, JMIR has been on the
forefront of testing and applying
Web 2.0 ideas, such as openess
(open access, open peer-review) and
apomediation in the scholarly
communication context. JMIR has
also developed novel social media
based article level metrics such as
the Twimpact™ Factor, which has
been found to be able to predict
future citations within 3 days of
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publication based on analysis of
Twitter chatter. The next step in the
development will be the launch of
profile pages of JMIR authors on the
Medicine 2.0 social networking site
(medicine20.net), which will be
combined and connected with
Medicine 2.0 users to further
facilitate the creation of a virtual
community of ehealth/mhealth
scholars and knowledge users. Stop
by at the expo table to learn more
about JMIR membership, publishing
your work in JMIR or the new JMIR
spin-off journals including the
new Medicine 2.0 Conference
Proceedings journal, future Medicine
2.0 conferences and projects, and the
medicine20.net social network.

Motivations for Contributing to
Health-Related Articles on
Wikipedia: An Interview Study
	
  
Nuša Farič*, Henry Ww Potts*
Track: Research
Topic: Wikis
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Wikipedia, the
encyclopaedia that anyone can edit,
is one of the most accessed sources
of health information online. The
English-language Wikipedia
currently contains 4.1 million articles
with over 25,000 articles pertaining

to health. Objective: To characterise
individuals’ motivations for
contributing to health-related content
on the English-language Wikipedia.
Methods: A set of health-related
articles were randomly selected and
recent editors invited to complete an
online questionnaire and a follow-up
interview asking them about their
experiences and motivations (by
Skype, by e-mail or face-to-face).
Interviews were transcribed and
analysed using thematic analysis and
a grounded theory approach. Results:
Thirty-two Wikipedians (31 men)
completed the questionnaire and 16
were interviewed. Those completing
the questionnaire had a mean age of
39 (range: 12-59). 15 were currently
working in a health-related field
(mainly as clinicians). The median
period for which they had been
active editing Wikipedia was 3-5
years. 12 were in the USA, 6 in the
UK and the rest from another 9
countries. 90% were also active
contributors in domains other than
health. Nine reported making mainly
minor edits such as grammar and
style, five exclusively major edits
such as adding content, and 18
reported performing both types of
edits. Interviewees were identified as
health professionals, professionals
with specific health-interests,
students, and individuals with health
problems. Their motivations for
contributing to health-related content
were summarised in five categories:
Help (wanting to improve and
maintain Wikipedia); Education
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(learning about subjects by working
on articles); Responsibility (a sense
of responsibility, often a professional
responsibility, to provide good
quality health information to
readers); Fulfilment (editing
Wikipedia as a fun, relaxing,
engaging and rewarding activity);
and Positive Attitude to Wikipedia
(belief in the value of Wikipedia).
These categories are strongly interrelated and overlapping, with
interviewees typically expressing
several of them. An additional factor,
Hostility (from some other editors),
was identified that negatively
affected Wikipedians’ motivations.
Conclusions: Wikpedia’s healthrelated content is built by a roughly
equal proportion of health specialists
and lay people. They are not
representative of the general
population. It became apparent that
the community who most actively
monitor and contribute to healthrelated articles is relatively small.
While some editors correspond to a
model of “knowledge
philanthropists”, others importantly
focused on maintaining articles
(improving spelling and grammar,
organisation, and handling
vandalism).

Improving Patient Safety And
Empowerment Through The
Evaluation of Apps On Health
Program Of The Andalusian
Health Quality Agency
	
  
Javier Ferrero Álvarez-Rementería,
Ángela Escobar-Ubreva, Vicente
Santana-López, Marta VázquezVázquez*, Habibullah RodríguezContreras
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The rapid growth of
mHealth results in new possibilities
of how health services are delivered
to patients, opening new horizons
through mobile technologies. Health
apps enable patient empowerment,
and consequently, they become more
responsible and aware about their
health problems. The number of
health apps is in constant increase,
counting more than tens of thousands
available apps in the different
markets. Nevertheless, several
studies have found that not always
the use of Apps may be considered
as secure or trustworthy. It seems
necessary to establish some criteria
in order to measure the reliability of
mobile Apps, mainly in health sector.
Objective The development of a
Health App Evaluation Program
based on the definition on quality
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and safety standards and
recommendations, aimed at the
continuous improvement of health
Apps, by the Andalusian Health
Quality Agency, a public
organization focused on the
promotion of Quality policies in the
Public Health Sector of Andalusia
(Spain), a region counting of more
than 9 million habitants. Methods 1.Constitution of a Technical
Committee, integrated by
representatives of: Physicians,
patients, health managers,
developers, public healthcare
organizations… for the development
of the Recommendation and Quality
Standards 2.- Public Release of an
Alpha version of the “Guide of
Recommendations for the Design,
Use and Evaluation of Health Apps”
at www.calidadappsalud.com (Sept.
2012) 3.- Improvement of the draft
version with the suggestion and
commentaries received. (Dec. 2012)
4.- Development of an App
Evaluation Platform to offer Apps
Auto evaluation and Evaluation by
third party to certificate compliant
Apps (March 2013) Results Release
of the first Guide of
Recommendation for health apps in
Spanish language. Release of the
first App Certification program in
Spanish language. Successful
evaluation of several health apps,
validating the body of
recommendations and standards
designed. Conclusions It is necessary
to provide Patients, Health
professionals and citizens in general

with some criteria to empower and
train them in the use of health apps
that may involve the outcome of
important health matters.
Recognition and Quality Assurance
of compliant apps is an effective way
to empower patients on the use of
Health Apps. Public health
organizations are partly responsible
of the regulation of health apps and
should play a key role in this issue.

The Patient-Therapist
Relationship as an Indicator for
Treatment Success in E-Health
Treatments for Patients with
Chronic Somatic Conditions
	
  
Maaike Ferwerda*, Saskia
Spillekom, Henriët van Middendorp,
Sylvia van Beugen*, Wietske Kievit,
Jaap Fransen, Henk Visser, Piet van
Oijen, Erik Taal, Piet van Riel, Elke
de Jong, Peter van de Kerkhof, Mart
van der Laar, Andrea Evers
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The popularity of Ehealth is rising and research has
shown that E-health interventions
can be effective. However, they also
offer new challenges and questions
in clinical practice and research, for
example about the role of the patient125
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therapist relationship. In face-to-face
treatments, a better patient-therapist
relationship has often been reported
as a predictor for improved treatment
outcome. Objectives: In an E-health
cognitive-behavioral treatment for
patients with rheumatoid arthritis and
psoriasis, the patient-therapist
relationship was assessed and related
to patient-reported outcomes.
Methods: After a face-to-face intake
with one of five therapists, all
patient-therapist contact was through
e-mail with this therapist on a
weekly basis. The treatment under
study was tailored to the specific
complaints of the patients with
possible treatment modules aimed at
different consequences of the chronic
disease such as pain, itch, problems
in social functioning, negative mood
and fatigue. As a consequence,
treatment duration and content
varied. Patients rated the patienttherapist relationship pre and post
treatment using the Working
Alliance Inventory and internetspecific relationship questions. After
treatment, patients were asked to rate
improvement in symptoms and
coping with these symptoms. Paired
samples t-tests (patient-therapist
relationship change during treatment)
and regression analyses (association
patient-therapist relationship and
patient-reported outcome) were
performed in a subsample of patients
who had completed treatment (N=31,
18 men, mean age: 54,4,age range:
29-71). Results: The patient-therapist
relationship was rated positively at

the beginning of treatment and
increased during treatment (p <.05)
as generally found in face to face
treatments. Both a better patienttherapist relationship and the specific
internet related aspects (e.g., having
time to think about the reply to the
therapist) predicted patient-reported
improvement in coping with disease
problems, such as pain and fatigue
(p-values < .05). At the end of
treatment both relationship aspects
are related to improvements in
symptoms and coping with these
symptoms (all p-values <.05). In this
sample, no differences were found in
the presented results for men or
women, different education levels or
age. Conclusions: These preliminary
results indicate that the patienttherapist relationship is a possible
predictor for self-reported
improvements in E-health
treatments, similar to the role of this
patient-therapist relationship in faceto-face treatments. The evaluation of
specific internet aspects such as
following the treatment from home
or having time to think about a reply
to the therapist could be especially
relevant to the E-health literature, yet
further research is needed to support
the current findings. Future results
need to demonstrate whether the
patient-therapist relationship also
contributes to the (cost-)effectiveness
of this E-health treatment in two
randomized controlled trials.
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Closing Keynote: Emerging
Technologies for Mobile Health
	
  
Richard Ribon Fletcher*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
The use of mobile and wearable
technology has accelerated in in
recent years due to the convergence
of several key technologies
including: small wearable sensors
(physiology and environmental),
programmable Internet-enabled
smart phones, low-cost GPS,
improved data processing
algorithms, and accessible automated
mapping tools and services. Longterm longitudinal data is now
relatively easy to collect and finding
applications in many research fields
including behavior science,
environmental monitoring, autism
spectrum disorders, anxiety/stress
monitoring, sleep studies, epilepsy
diaries, and substance abuse, among
others. This talk will review a several
key technological advances that are
enabling new capabilities in
medicine and personal health
including: • Low-cost tools for
maternal and newborn assessment in
global health • Autonomic nervous
system monitoring for use as
biomarkers in mental health
disorders • Wearable environmental
monitors for air quality, sound and

light • Closed loop feedback with
sensors and social networks for
behavioral and psychological
interventions Future large scale
deployment of these emerging
technologies will certainly require
advances in other areas including
health policy and privacy issues,
financial business models,
technology standards, and healthcare
reimbursement channels for these
new technologies. However, the
important work of clinical validation
is proceeding steadily as mobile
technology finds its place in
evidence-based medicine. As mobile
health moves from simple
monitoring to therapeutic
interventions, and the social impact
of mobile technology on health
continues to increase, we are
witnessing a new era of “distributed
medicine.”

The Homework: An App Aiming
at Increased Compliance in
Psychological Treatment
	
  
Ulla Forsbeck Olsson*, Fadi Lahdo,
Gunnar Dagnå*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
This rapid-fire-presentation will
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describe and discuss a mobile phone
app, called The Homework,
developed as a supplement tool in
the treatment of uncontrollable rage
in adolescents in Sweden. The
Homework is the outcome of a
method development project in the
department of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry (BUP) in Stockholm
County Council, exploring the
possibilities of using smartphones to
increase compliance in different
treatments. One aim of the project
was to develop ICT-support as close
to the regular treatment program as
possible, and then use these
experiences and the frameworks
established in order to develop the
concept for other treatments. The app
now built is, consequently, generic,
and amenable to use in relation to a
number of mental and social
difficulties, e.g. self-harm or panicattacks. The Homework makes it
possible for the patient to rehearse
content provided to him or her at the
sessions, practice new coping skills,
get regular reminders of training and
homework, and get feedback on the
training. The therapist can
individualize the content for the
patient through a specific therapist’s
interface, individualize reminders
and messages, and observe how
much each patient practices. At the
present, The Homework is being
tested in the pilot project focused on
anger management in a target group
consisting of young adults in the
ages of 13 to 17 years. In the
presentation the preliminary results

of this pilot project will be given,
and the presenters will also discuss
what these results might disclose
about the potential, future uses of the
app when adapted to other, related
contexts. Examples of the benefits in
establishing an agile working method
and a close collaboration between
therapist and interaction designer in
the development of mhealth tools
will also be described.

The Ligurian HIV Clinical
Network - A Web-Tool to Manage
HIV+ Patients in Primary Care
and Multicentre Clinical Trials
	
  
Paolo Fraccaro*, Valeria Pupella,
Roberta Gazzarata, Chiara Dentone,
Giovanni Cenderello, Pasqualina De
Leo, Federica Bozzano, Giorgetta
Casalino Finocchio, Andrea De
Maria, Daniela Fenoglio, Gilberto
Filaci, Michele Guerra, Antonio Di
Biagio, Eugenio Mantia, Giancarlo
Orofino, Giuseppe Ferrea, Claudio
Viscoli, Mauro Giacomini
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In recent years, HighlyActive Anti-Retroviral Therapies
(HAARTs) have modified the HIV
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life-cycle and the disease is now
considered a chronic disease.
Consequently, longitudinal and
complex follow-up is now required
for HIV+ patients who need to be
regularly monitored during their
lifetime. Moreover, they often
encounter various complications due
to comorbidities, related to the state
of immunodeficiency, and side
effects caused by HAARTS. For this
reason, HIV+ patients are involved
in many Multicentre Clinical Trials
(MCTs) to improve treatments and to
discover a preventive vaccine.
Therefore, physicians require proper
instruments that allow access to
comprehensive patient data to
manage HIV+ patients during their
follow-up and also tools for data
analysis to be used in MCTs. The
solution proposed, “The Ligurian
HIV Clinical Network”, allows the
administration of patient data within
primary-care and the utilization of
collected clinical information to
perform MCTs in Northern Italy.
Methods: The key aspect of the
system is a relational database which
allows the storage of various types of
clinical data (e.g. related to
cardiovascular, hepatic or infectious
disease aspects) in multiple formats.
The modular design of the database
permits rapid insertion of new
parameters without the need for any
changes to the database structure.
Furthermore, special arrangements
were developed in order to achieve a
complete semantic interoperability.
Particularly, codes from biomedical

ontologies (e.g. Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and Codes and
International Classification of
Diseases), units and normality ranges
used by all partners participating in
the project were collected.
Accordingly, data can be
automatically normalized through the
Z-score formula and physicians can
extract and correctly compare
information within statistical analysis
tools. Moreover, all the collected
data respects patients’ privacy and
legal issues since a local identifier,
determined through an HASH
cryptography algorithm, is assigned
to each patient during the registration
process. The database is managed by
a user-friendly web-platform which
allows quick access to patients'
information during medical
examinations and to carry out
simultaneous MCTs within 8
Departments of Infectious Diseases
in the Liguria and Piedmont Regions.
Once the data is present in the
database, it can be reused for MCTs
when required. Furthermore, a
bidirectional middleware was created
in order to import and export
information through the HL7
Version 3 “Clinical Document
Architecture Release 2” structure.
Accordingly, data can be manually
entered by physicians or
automatically collected within
Hospital Information Systems which
are HL7-compliant. Results:
Presently, patients’ information is
directly recorded from the San Paolo
Hospital (Savona, Italy) and the
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same infrastructure is being
developed for two other hospitals in
Genoa. Currently, almost 400 HIV+
patients have been recorded in the
system and their data has been used
for primary care and research
purposes; there are 4 ongoing MCTs
and preliminary results have been
already presented at International
HIV congresses. Conclusion: The
web-platform allows to effectively
manage and share information within
primary care and clinical research.
For the future it is planned to share
the clinical information from this
network with other HL7-compliant
workgroups and to extend the
platform to other infective diseases
(e.g. Hepatitis).

Transforming Patient Experience:
Health Web Science Meets
Medicine 2.0 Panel
	
  
Tara French*, Grant Cumming*,
Andrew Fowlie, Sandra MacRury*,
Lynn McHattie*, Elizabeth Brooks*
Track: Practice
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
The evolution of the internet as a
conduit to deliver healthcare has
made inevitable the democratisation
of healthcare. Understanding how
individuals use and structure web
resources, and the emergent

properties that may arise from these
interactions, is mandatory to make
sure that no harm is done.
Conversely, transforming positively
patient experience of their health and
wellbeing and improving health
outcomes is the overarching
objective. Medicine 2.0 is already
recognised as a major contributor to
this aim. Health Web Science
however, is an emerging discipline
and a subfield of Web Science.
Health Web Science seeks to
understand and describe how the web
shapes and is shaped by medicine
and healthcare ecosystems. It
explores how the web and the range
of web oriented technologies can be
engineers to support health,
medicine, healthcare, including
health improvement and medical
research. Health Web Science has a
role to play in making personalised,
predictive, preventative, and
participatory medicine a reality.
Health Web Science therefore
compliments and overlaps with the
discipline of Medicine 2.0. This
panel will not only describe a
healthcare ecosystem, but will
provide examples and a framework
for future direction to explore the
relationship between Health Web
Science and Medicine 2.0 in
transforming patient healthcare
experience benefitting patients and
the health service. Andrew Fowlie,
General Manager of Primary Care
and Health Innovation, NHS
Grampian, will provide an overview
of the political e-health perspective
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in Scotland and infrastructure
subsequently developed in the
Highlands and Islands to achieve
novel solutions to the problems of
the current model of healthcare.
Grant Cumming, Honorary Senior
Lecturer, University of Aberdeen,
will discuss where Health Web
Science meets Medicine 2.0 drawing
on examples. Sandra MacRury,
Professor of Diabetes, University of
the Highlands and Islands, will
discuss her experience of using
internet based technologies to deliver
diabetes care. Tara French, Lecturer
of Psychology, University of the
Highlands and Islands, will provide
data on a range of e-health projects
and patient perspectives on using the
internet as conduit for health. Lynn
McHattie, Research Fellow, Glasgow
School of Art, will outline a
framework for a new methodology
applicable to the marriage of Health
Web Science and Medicine 2.0.
Elizabeth Brooks, Subject Network
Leader, University of the Highlands
and Islands and a member of the
Faculty of Web Science, will lead a
discussion on the reproducibility and
scalability of the proposed
framework.

Anonymity versus Privacy:
Selective Information Sharing in
Online Cancer Communities
	
  
Jeana Frost*, Ivar Vermeulen,
Nienke Beekers
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Active sharing in
online cancer communities benefits
patients. However, many patients
refrain from active information
sharing because of privacy concerns.
Research on privacy emphasizes data
security and confidentiality and
focuses on electronic medical
records. Consequently, privacy
concerns around information sharing
in online communities remain poorly
understood. Objective: We argue that
patients think about the costs and
benefits of online information
sharing, weighing the privacy costs
of losing anonymity against the
benefits of participation when
deciding whether to share certain
types of information. Specifically,
(1) patients prefer sharing clinical
information relevant to their health
over daily life and identifying
information that potentially
compromises anonymity, and (2)
younger, healthier, and female
patients are less willing to share
information due to the perceived
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higher privacy costs. Methods: 115
patients reported sharing intentions
for 15 different types of information,
expected community utility, and
privacy concerns. Results: Factor
analysis on the 15 information types
revealed three factors coinciding
with three proposed categories:
clinical, daily life, and identifying
information. As expected, a withinsubject ANOVA showed a strong
preference for sharing clinical
information over daily life
information and identifying
information (F(1, 114)=135.59,
P=.001, η2=.93). Also, adverse
online privacy experiences, age, and
health status negatively affected
information sharing intentions.
Female patients shared information
less easily. Conclusions:
Respondents have differential
preferences for information sharing
depending on dispositional and
situational cues. Patients will share
details of medical experience more
than daily life or identifying
information. The results suggest the
need to focus on anonymity rather
than privacy in online communities.

A Tablet Application for
Supporting Implementation of
Evidence-Based Psychosocial
Practices
	
  
Rickard Färdig*
Track: Practice

Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Severe mental illnesses (SMI), such
as psychotic disorders and major
mood disorders, are associated with
difficulties in work, social
interaction, and activities of daily
living, as well as poor treatment
adherence and recurrent relapses.
Although a broad range of evidencebased psychosocial programs (EBPs)
has been developed to improve
functioning in severe mental
illnesses, few people with SMI have
access to them. Despite innovations
in teaching principles and
development of easy-to-disseminate
program packages, implementation
of EBPs into routine mental health
settings remains a demanding
undertaking in terms of time and
money. Successful implementation
requires access to continuous
supervision and training to mental
health practitioners, as well as
evaluation of program outcomes and
program fidelity in order to ensure
high quality implementation. These
activities may be limited in terms of
expertise or resources, and
stakeholders may be reluctant to
invest time and money in
implementation initiatives that risk
failure. Mobile technology has the
potential to bridge obstacles
associated with implementation of
EBPs. The iMRAPP is an interactive
tool developed for tablet and aimed
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at providing support when
implementing one EBP - the Illness
Management and Recovery (IMR)
program. In addition to containing
the program manual and work
materials (close to 1100 pages), the
application has functionality for
supervision via the Internet and
assessment of key outcome
measures. The goal of the present
presentation is to give an overview
of the functionality and application
of the iMRAPP, both in clinical and
research settings. Directions for
future development and generic
issues will be discussed.

Sjekkdeg.no: A Game-Style Web
App for Preventing Sexually
Transmitted Diseases
	
  
Elia Gabarron*, J. Artur Serrano,
Thomas Schopf, Luis FernandezLuque*, Rolf Wynn, Manuel
Armayones, Richard Wootton
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background In Norway there are
diagnosed more than 20.000 new
cases of Chlamydia every year and is
it the most common reportable
sexually transmitted infection in the
country. In the two northernmost

counties (Troms and Finnmark) the
incidence has previously been nearly
twice the Norwegian average.
Moreover, in 2011, 68% of reported
chlamydia cases were found in
persons below 25 years of age.
Objective To achieve that North
Norwegian youngsters become more
aware of sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs) and prevent their
spread. Methods A game-style Web
app optimised for desktop computers
and mobile phones on sexual health
has been developed counting on
youngsters’ collaboration for
selecting its name, graphic
designing, creating original videos
and checking the feasibility of the
website. The game-style Webb app
sjekkdeg.no consists of an avatar
supported intervention, which as a
first approach bypasses direct
physical appointments but still
provides access to reliable medical
information available in a virtual
space through written lessons and
quizzes in the school; videos in the
cinema and a STDs symptom
checker and for guidance diagnosis
in the clinic. In addition to the game
aesthetic, gamification techniques
have been implemented related to the
customization of the avatar, that
provides anonymity and lets the user
interact with permanent inhabitants
in the virtual space (wizard, teacher,
and doctor); as well as achievementbased gifts such as new clothes and
accessories for the avatar that are
unlocked based on triggered events
(i.e., read a lesson, make a quiz); and
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challenges between users on their
results on quizzes that can be shared
on Facebook and Twitter. Social
media sharing buttons allow
youngsters to share information in
social media, and thus helping the
Web app to be disseminated to more
people. Users can reach the Web app
equally from a laptop, a tablet
computer or a smartphone and
recover their own avatar and
achievements using a unilink, a
unique http address specifically
created for the particular user that
protects anonymity. Results
Preliminary results show that since
1st October 2012, 455 visitors from
Norway have visited the site (36,7%
new visitors); with an average of
20.9 pages/visit and a total time on
site of 5:52 minutes. Highest average
time spent rates were in main page of
cinema (3:20 minutes), school
lessons “Can you have sex that you
want?”, “Chlamydia” and “When
guys have sex” (2:31; 1:49; and 1:48
minutes respectively); and
customization of a female avatar
(1:42 minutes). Conclusions The
game-style Web app sjekkdeg.no is a
potentially effective tool to prevent
STDs and promote healthier sexual
practices among North-Norwegian
youngsters, since: a) the game-style
could encourage users to explore the
website and thereby learn how to
avoid STDs and interactivity leads to
a longer exposure to the health
educational material; b) avatars
could give anonymity and freedom to
access to sensitive information and at

same time could represent an
opportunity for changing risky
sexual behaviours; c) and the social
media could be a valuable resource
for sexual health promotion to
youngsters, recruiting users and
reach more people.

Analysis of Twitter Users’ Sharing
of Official New York Preparedness
Messages During a Recent Storm
	
  
Nicholas Genes*, Kevin Chason,
Michael Chary
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Twitter has been
described as a useful tool for
disseminating information to the
public, before and during disasters.
Advertisers have studied the reach
and effectiveness of Twitter
messages (“tweets”) and described
characteristics that increase the
change messages will be shared
(“retweeted”) by users. But little is
known about the effectiveness of
tweets from public officials in times
of emergency. Objective: To
determine characteristics of New
York public official’s most-shared
messages surrounding a recent storm.
Methods: After a recent blizzard hit
the US East Coast, one week of
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message text, links, mentions, and
retweet counts from five city
agencies and officials and one state
official were scraped from
Twitter.com. Messages were
categorized as to whether they were
related to the storm, and whether
storm messages had actionable
information for readers. Retweets
from various accounts were
normalized to number of tweets and
follower counts. Additionally, the
most-shared tweets were analyzed
and compared to other public official
tweets during the storm period.
Results: Of 448 tweets analyzed
from six official city and state
Twitter accounts from February 512, 2013, 271 were related to the
storm, and 174 had actionable
information for the public, such as
train and school cancellations, or
instructions for power outages.
Actionable storm messages were
retweeted 4217 times (approximately
24x per message), compared to 8369
retweets for general storm
information (31x per message).
Looking at the top ten (normalized
for followers) original retweeted
messages (approximately 255x per
message) from these accounts, seven
tweets used hashtags, half had
actionable information, and four had
links or mentions to other official
accounts for further reading. For
comparison, in the overall average
for storm-related tweets, 56% had
hashtags, 64% contained actionable
information, and 62% contained
links for further reading. These most-

shared messages averaged 20.9
words per message, significantly
more than the 17.2 words averaged
other official tweets that week.
Conclusion: Officials using Twitter
conveyed much storm-related
information during a recent blizzard,
which was shared well beyond
existing subscriber bases and
potentially improved situational
awareness and disaster response. The
presence of hashtags and links did
not noticeably add to a tweet’s
propensity for resharing and the most
shared tweets were less likely to
contain hashtags or links. Actionable
information, such as specific
instructions and cancellation notices,
was not shared as often as more
general warnings and “fun facts.”
This may reflect Twitter’s global
reach, as people outside of New
York may be less likely to care about
specific instructions but may want to
share general information. An
alternative interpretation for city
officials is to account for human
nature, and mix important
instructions with more general news
and trivia, as a way of reaching the
broadest audience during a disaster.
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An Infoveillance of Various
Repetitive Musculoskeletal
Disorders Prevalence Among
Computer Users and Computer
Professionals
	
  
Wojciech M Glinkowski*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Reports in the scientific
literature and popular publications
have suggested that computer users
including those who are involved in
eHealth and telemedicine practice
are at increased risk of various
repetitive musculoskeletal disorders.
Objective To study the prevalence of
work-related Repetitive
Musculoskeletal Disorders, among
computer users and computer
professionals using infoveilance
method based on the internet based
surveying system. Methods Internet
based surveying system was used for
a pilot study for assessing the
prevalence of various repetitive
musculoskeletal disorders prevalence
among computer users and computer
professionals. The survey was shared
through social media services
(linkedin, facebook) among
computer users from of interest
groups informatics group. Results
273 respondents answered questions
of a survey 104 females and 182

males in average age 35,44 years
(from 15 to 72). University degree
education was declared 82,81% of
respondents (technical 55,79% and
non technical 27,02%). Respondents
work usually five days a week
52,80%. Six days a week works
21,33% and seven days 20,63%.
Almost 13 % suffer neck pain or
other unpleasant, negative sensation
while working at the computer,
25,87% often complain and 33,92%
experience it occasionally. Constant
thoracic pain was confirmed by
11,89%, often pain by 19,93% and
occasional pain by 28,67%. Constant
complaints on back pain was
confirmed 18,53%, often 25,17% and
occasionally 33,92%. Unilateral
constant shoulder pain experienced
8,39% and often pain 11,54%.
Almost 3% confirmed bilateral
constant pain while working at a
computer. No hand symptoms were
declared by roughly 60%. Almost
thirty seven per cent of respondents
have visited already a doctor due to
musculoskeletal symptoms.
However, less than 1% needed
surgery, 10,37% needed medication
and 24,41% demanded
physiotherapy. Conclusions The
study shows that daily or weekly
hours of computer use is consistently
associated with various work-related
Repetitive Musculoskeletal
Disorders.
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Clinical Video Telemental Health
to Provide Evidence-Based Family
Services in the US Department of
Veterans Affairs: Progress and
Pitfalls
	
  
Shirley M Glynn*, Barbara Dausch
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Family involvement in mental health
services is associated with greater
treatment retention and increased
consumer satisfaction while
participation in family interventions
that are evidence-based practices
(EBPs) also result in significantly
better consumer outcomes).
Increasing evidence confirms that
individuals with serious mental
illness want their family involved in
their care. In fact, family
involvement in care to support
recovery from serious mental illness
is a core principle in the US
President’s New Freedom
Commission on Mental Health,
which states that “services and
treatments must be consumer and
family centered.” The UK National
Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence recommend a course of
family intervention for persons with
schizophrenia or bipolar disorder.
The US Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) 2011-2015 “Strategic

Plan Refresh” includes families as
key constituents of VA services
throughout the report, and Public
Law 110-387 mandates that the VA
provide for or arrange for Veteran
access to marital and family
counseling. Clearly there is a
groundswell of support geared
toward family involvement in mental
health care. VA Mental Health
Services (MHS), Office of Patient
Care Services, has devoted an
intensive multimodal effort over the
past 6 years to involving families in
the care of Veterans receiving mental
health services, consistent with the
guidance above. Unfortunately,
uptake of family services has been
slow, in part because of the many
logistical impediments potential
consumer participants encounter in
attending sessions at (often distant)
VA medical centers for care. In
response, the national VA Marital
and Family Counselling Training
team has undertaken a major project
to disseminate clinical video
telemental (CVT) health approaches
to the delivery of evidence-based
family services throughout the VA.
While videoconferencing has been
used for clinical assessment and
individual or group interventions, the
use of the modality for evidencebased family therapy is innovative.
The VA effort includes, for example,
providing treatment such as
integrative behavioral couples
therapy through the use of regular
videoconferencing between the
therapist in the clinic and the Veteran
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consumer participants and their
partners, who may be in a distant
clinic or at home. This presentation
will detail the development and
initial implementation efforts of
national family telemental health in
VA. Topics to be covered include 1)
building an initial technical
infrastructure to support the work in
over 150 medical centers; 2)
strategies utilized to motivate
initially reluctant VA clinicians to
use telemental health interventions
for family work; 3) policies to
address general clinical issues in
telemental heatlh (e.g suicide and
crisis management protocols) as well
as adaptations required for
couples/family work (e.g. identifying
and intervening with domestic
violence from a distance); 4)
assuring manual adherence to an
evidence based intervention from a
distance; and 5) training methods to
enhance the technical skills of
“typical” VA mental health
clinicians so they can conduct
telemental health sessions
effectively. The presentation will
conclude with a review of lessons
learned in the national VA family
telemental health initiative which
may be useful for other large systems
considering such work.

Employing Social Media to
Encourage Active Participation of
the Members of a Junior GP
Association: The Vasco Da Gama
Movement Paradigm
	
  
Raquel Gomez-Bravo*, Charilaos
Lygidakis*, Raluca Zoitanu, Martin
Sattler*, Sara Rigon, Soleman Begg,
Tiago Villanueva
Track: Practice
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for health professionals
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction The name of the great
Portuguese explorer, who discovered
the sea route towards India almost
five hundred years ago, has been
employed by the Vasco da Gama
Movement (VdGM), the working
network within WONCA Europe
(World Organization of Family
Doctors - Europe), dedicated to
trainees and junior General
Practitioners / Family Physicians
(GPs/FPs). As they set out for their
own exploratory voyage in the
discipline of General Practice /
Family Medicine in Europe, the
movement functions as a
communication platform and
encourages their first steps by
providing a forum, support and
information. More than 30 countries
in Europe are participating in our
initiatives, which include
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Educational & Research activities
and workshops, and Exchange
Programmes. Our Experience VdGM
jumped in the social media whirlpool
in 2011. We have tried to encourage
participation with frequent posts on
primary care and WONCA on our
Facebook
(www.tiny.cc/facebookvdgm) and
Linkedin (www.tiny.cc/invdgm)
pages, while the Twitter account
(@vdgmeu) has been used as way to
inform followers for our updates and
activities. Moreover, VdGM has
been experimenting with social
media during the preconference
event and main conference of the
WONCA Europe since 2011. To
facilitate participants commenting on
the conference, VdGM distributed
instructions on how to use the
network and encouraged them to
make observations on presentations
in real time, suggest workshops, help
and communicate with each other. A
common hashtag that identified all
messages related to WONCA and
VdGM from all users was provided.
Furthermore, useful information
concerning the schedule was posted
and photographs were shared
instantaneously through the official
Twitter account. VdGM has also
prepared podcasts based on
interviews that were carried out
during the preconference and the
main conference. Finally, an
overview of the applications of
Social Media and Web 2.0 in
Primary Care combined with
practical examples of their potential

was given in a dedicated workshop
in 2012. Barriers and the Future
During this short experience, we
observed several barriers and
differences among the members of
VdGM. The age divide, the cultural
differences and, in certain contexts,
even the technological and social
media literacy and fear of the
medium are major concerns that need
to be addressed in order to encourage
more active participation. However,
as a new generation of GPs/FPs is
paving the way for a foundation of a
new and enhanced primary care in
Europe, VdGM will strive to employ
any medium to improve
communication and fight isolation.

Understanding the Contribution of
Physician-Moderated Virtual
Support Groups to Health and
Wellness: A Content Analysis
	
  
Maria Inmaculada Grau*, Francisco
J Grajales III
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Forumclinic is a free,
interactive, eLearning health and
wellness-promotion platform for
Spanish and Catalan-speaking
patients with chronic diseases.
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Although the platform uses a number
of multimedia modalities to help
patients cope with their disease, it
also uses disease-specific physicianspecialist moderated forums that
have successfully created virtual
communities for patient support. On
October 19th, 2012, Forumclinic
celebrated its five year anniversary
with a contest of patient stories on
how the platform impacts health and
wellness. The contest was open to
any registered forum user and the
stories were subject to a public
voting process. The top ten finalists
received 671 (combined) votes.
Objective: To understand the patient
perspective of how our virtual
support groups help them cope with
illness. Methods: Using a CriticalInterpretive Framework, we
conducted a content analysis of the
three winning stories. Although the
entries varied significantly in style,
composition, and form, the prose was
subject to open, axial, and thematic
coding using an inductive process.
Theoretical memos, bracketing, and
reflexivity were used to maintain
methodological integrity. Results:
Public voting deemed two stories on
Breast Cancer and one on Depression
as the winners. Axial coding
revealed five axes, which can be
used to understand how patients
coped with disease when using
Forumclinic; these are Social,
Emotional, Biological, Behavioral,
and Other. Within these axes anxiety,
community, and social support
emerged as central tenets of

contribution. Conclusions: Patients
deem physician-moderated virtual
communities for chronic diseases as
an unparalleled resource when
coping with disease. Our research
shows that decreasing anxiety,
reducing feelings of isolation, and
improving tacit knowledge about the
natural course of disease were
critical. Forums were also important
for connecting strangers, creating a
bond that transcended from a virtual
space to intimate face-to-face
friendships. The data also strongly
support the use of physicianmoderated virtual communities for
chronic diseases as a modality that
supplements traditional patient care
and improves perceived quality of
life. Further research is required to
understand how the Forumclinic
platform can be scaled across
healthcare systems and institutions to
maximize their impact.

‘Mobile’ And Evidence-Based:
Performance Of An Online
Parenting Repository In the
Pockets of Parents
	
  
Julie Green*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
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Background The provision of online
information to parents regarding
children’s health and development
continues to soar worldwide. The
Raising Children Network is an
online repository of translated
scientific research and noncommercial information for
Australian parents of children 0-18
years, and professionals. In a country
with the second highest penetration
rate of smartphones, second only to
Singapore, the Raising Children
Network has optimised its site for
smartphones. It automatically detects
when a visitor is using their
smartphone and displays the mobile
site which is designed for smaller
screens with simple navigation and
large buttons for finger tapping.
Central to effective delivery of
digital information that meets
audience demand is ongoing
evaluation of audience reach, trends
and needs. Objectives: The aim of
this presentation is to illustrate the
increasing demand for parents to
connect with evidence-based, online
information via mobile devices, and
how bite-sized, real-time information
is informing everyday parenting.
This presentation will present
findings from three phases of
research that investigated factors
influential to parents enagaging with
digital information. We will also
present user trends and help-seeking
by parents. Method: Three projects
were conducted during 2012:1) an
online survey (n=2036 parents) and
follow-up focus groups and

interviews (n=71 parents) to
determine what sources of
information parents consider
‘credible' and the credibility of the
Raising Children Network; 2) Faceto-face and online parent
consultation (n=52 parents) in 2012
to explore what drives parents to
seek online information; and 3)RCN
site analysis 2012-2013 to monitor
numbers of visitors, pageviews,
trends in use of mobile devices to
access content, other traffic sources
and access via social media. Results:
Approximately 4 million Australian
parents each year are connecting
with evidence-based, online
information on Raising Children
Network to assist them in raising
their children. Results strongly
indicate that the Raising Children
Network is a trusted authority in the
parenting information marketplace
and a respected producer of useful
content. Mobile devices are
increasingly utlised to find
information to assist everyday
parenting. . Parents access online
information and resources for
different reasons – to feel ‘normal’,
for emotional relief, reassurance,
validation, to tap into a network of
support. Social media is an effective
method for parents to access and
share information with their social
networks. The ability to access ‘My
Neighbourhood’ to search a postcode
area for child health and
development related services is
effective in connecting parents with
local information. Conclusions:
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Parents embrace multiple platforms
to access ready-to-use information
inside and outside the home. Mobile
phone usage for reliable parentingrelated information is growing
rapidly. Meeting audience demand is
integral to how a digital society must
keep up with parents’ needs and
desires to participate given audience
mobility, globalisation of content and
new platforms.

Google Keyword Searches and
Trends for General Surgical
Conditions and Operations
	
  
Perbinder Grewal*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction: Internet information on
surgical diseases and operations is
difficult for patients to read, is full of
jargon and not aimed at the lay
public. We have embarked on
designing surgical websites for
patients, which are easily readable
and contain evidence based
information. This will aid the patient
in making informed decisions
regarding their operations. Aim: To
assess how common general surgical
conditions and operations are
searched on Google and the

keywords searched. Methods:
Google keyword search tool and
Google Trends were used. The
results were recorded for the month
of February 2013 for the UK and
Globally. The trends were recorded
since 2004. Results: Abdominal
aortic aneurysm: Common keywords
used – “what is aortic aneurysm”
(22,200 UK, 165,000 Global
searches); “what is an aneurysm in
the aorta” (14,800 UK, 135,000
Global searches); “abdominal aortic
aneurysm” (9,900 UK, 74,000
Global searches). The trends for
“what is aortic aneurysm” have
increased from 107,000 in 2007 with
4 large peaks in October 2009,
March 2011, May and October 2012.
The trends for “abdominal aortic
aneurysm” remained steady since
2004 with troughs and peaks every
few months. The highest peak
(130,000) was in May 2004 after a
recommendation on AAA screening.
Breast Cancer: Common keywords
used – “breast cancer” (301,000 UK
and 2.7 million Global searches);
“breast carcinoma” (74,000 UK,
823,000 Global searches); “cancer
breast symptoms” (18,100 UK,
165,000 Global searches). The trends
for “breast cancer” has steadily
declined from 4 million Global
searches in 2004. There have been
large peaks up to 10 million searches
in Sept-Dec every year, which
coincides with breast cancer
awareness month held in the USA
and breast cancer day held in the UK
in October annually. Colon Cancer:
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Common keywords used – “colon
cancer” (135,000 UK, 1.2 million
Global searches); “colorectal cancer”
(135,000 UK, 823,000 Global
searches); “colorectal carcinoma”
(33,100 UK, 450,000 Global
searches). The trends for “colon
cancer” has been steadily declining
from 2 million in 2004. Gallbladder
surgery: Common keywords used –
“what is a gallbladder” (110,000 UK,
1.2 million Global searches);
“removal of gallbladder” (22,200
UK, 165,000 Global searches);
“gallbladder surgery” (6,600 UK,
110,000 Global searches). The trends
for “what is a gallbladder” has
increased dramatically from 200,000
in 2004. The trends for “removal of
gallbladder” has also increased
dramatically from 66000 in 2004 to a
peak of 190,000 in February/March
2012. Hernia surgery: Common
keywords used – “what is a hernia”
(201,000 UK, 3.35 million Global);
“what is an inguinal hernia” (22,200
UK, 368,000 Global searches);
“repair of hernia” (22,200 UK,
368,000 Global searches).The trends
for “what is a hernia” increased
steadily from 1.5 million in February
2004 to 2.75 million in November
2005. There was a dramatic fall to
900,000 in August 2007, followed by
a steady rise. Discussion: The results
showed a large number of searches
with keywords that are different to
ones used by clinicians. Searches for
websites currently available were readjusted using the new keywords.
These websites were assessed for

readability and quality to provide us
with a benchmark for the production
of our patient information websites.
The keywords also allow us to adjust
the search engine keyword
optimisation for when the websites
are launched to allow prime position
within search engines. Conclusion:
There is a large number of searches
per month on health-related issues.
The keywords searched by patients
may be very different to those used
in medical research. The trends have
found an interesting difference in
each condition/operation.

The Quality and Readability of
Colorectal Cancer Information on
the Internet
	
  
Perbinder Grewal*, Swethan
Alagaratnam
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction: Patients can rapidly
access the internet and more young
people are using their mobile to
access health-related information.
The aim of this study is to assess the
readability and quality of colorectal
disease websites for colorectal
cancer. Methods: We searched the
Google, Yahoo and Bing for
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colorectal cancer. Readability was
assessed using Flesch Reading Ease
Score (FRES), Flesch-Kincaid Grade
(FKG) and Gunning Fog Index
(GFI). The LIDA tool and DISCERN
instrument were used to measure the
design and content of health
information on the Internet. A subgroup analysis was performed on
websites certified by HONcode and
Information Standard against noncertified websites. Results: The mean
FRES were 56.3, mean FKG of 6.9,
mean GFI of 9.5, equivalent to TIME
magazine. The mean LIDA Tool
overall score was 85.6% and mean
DISCERN instrument was 52.2 (95%
CI 45 – 59.4). Conclusion: This
study shows that colorectal cancer
websites were readable but
potentially unreliable. Government
certified sites were superior to noncertified sites. Improvements are
required to provide patients with
reliable information to make
informed decisions on medical
treatments. We propose that national
cancer services develop reliable and
easily readable information regarding
the diagnosis and investigation of
colorectal cancer. The site should
provide adequate information
regarding the treatment options and
importantly how each treatment
option would affect the patient’s
quality of life. Clinicians can then
provide these websites to the patients
before and after their consultations to
allow the patient to be fully
informed.

The Role of Chronically Ill
Patients' Active Participation in
Their Treatment and Online
Involvement in Determining
Perceived Efficacy of Social Health
Networks
	
  
Dafna Grosberg*, Racheli Magnezi,
Yoav Bergman*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The use of medical
online support groups for support,
peer-to-peer connections, and
obtaining health information has
grown dramatically in recent years.
Participation in an online support
group positively effects self-efficacy
and patient empowerment. Patients
are given knowledge and tools to
manage their chronic health
condition more effectively. Thus, we
can deduce that patient activation
also increases. However, little is
known about the effects of
participation in online support
groups and patient activation across
disease groups. Objective: to
evaluate the effects and benefits of
participation in a medical online
support group and to determine
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which variables predict site
usefulness, while examining specific
changes in patient activation
measures over the course of medical
online support group use. Methods:
Data were collected from Camoni –
the first Hebrew online medical
social network. It offers medical
advice, includes blogs, forums,
support groups, internal mail, chats
and an opportunity to consult with
experts. We focused on the five
largest, most active communities:
diabetes, heart disease, kidney
disease, spinal injury and
depression/anxiety. Recruitment was
conducted during a three-month
period in which a link to the study
questionnaire was displayed on the
Camoni home page. Three
questionnaires were used: A thirteenitem measure of perceived efficacy
(Cronbach's alpha=.93), to estimate
the extent to which an individual
found the website helpful and
informative; A nine-item measure of
active involvement in the website
(Cronbach's alpha=.84) and The
Patient Activation Measure (PAM13, Cronbach's alpha=.86), which
assesses a patient’s level of active
participation in treatment. Results:
296 participated. Participants 30-39
years of age scored higher in active
involvement than those 40-49 (p <
.05), 50-64 (p < .01) or 65+ (p < .05).
Respondents 20-29 scored higher in
perceived efficacy than those 50-64
(p < .05) and 65+ (p < .05). Those
aged 20-29 scored significantly
lower in the PAM-13 scale than

those aged 30-39 (p < .01) and 50-64
(p < .05). Men and women had
similar PAM-13 scores (F (9,283)
=.17, p > .05). Several variables were
significant predictors for perceived
efficacy. Age was a negative
predictor; younger age was
indicative of higher perceived
efficacy. Active involvement was a
positive predictor. There was a
negative connection found between
PAM scores and efficacy, as taking a
less active role in one's own medical
care predicted higher website
efficacy. A trend toward frequency
of website activity was found, as
higher frequency was associated with
increased efficacy. Conclusions:
Online social health networks can be
particularly helpful to individuals
with lower patient activation. Our
findings add information regarding
the social and medical importance of
such websites, which are gradually
becoming an inseparable part of dayto-day chronic disease management
in the community.

U-CARE Heart: A Randomized
Controlled Study of the Effects of
Internet-Based Cognitive Behavior
Therapy on Depression and
Anxiety in Patients with a Previous
Myocardial Infarction - A Clinical
Trial Protocol
	
  
Helena Grönqvist*, Erik Olsson,
Fredrika Norlund, Emma Wallin,
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Gunilla Burell, Timo Hursti, Louise
von Essen*, Claes Held
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Louise von Essen and Claes Held
Background: Depressive disorders
are present in at least 30% of patients
after myocardial infarction (MI) and
are associated with adverse
cardiovascular outcomes, even after
controlling for other risk factors. In
addition, depression is a chronic,
disabling condition associated with
poor quality of life, functional
limitations, less favorable self-care
behaviors, and higher health care
costs. A behavioral model for the
development of depression after MI
can be applied where normally
stimulating and naturally reinforcing
behaviors like occupational work,
physical activity and intimate
relationships may change due to the
disease and may lead to the
development of depression that
remains more than a year after MI.
U-CARE is one of the Swedish
government’s strategic research
programs at Uppsala University. Its
overarching goal is to promote
psychosocial health among patients
suffering from somatic disease and
their significant others, hopefully at a
reduced cost for individuals and the
society. It is suggested that the
personal and societal costs can be

significantly reduced by a timely
offer of support via the internet.
Objective: The overall aim is to
evaluate the effects of an Internetbased CBT-program on level of
depression and anxiety in patients
with such symptoms after MI. This
presentation will report on a protocol
for the study. Methods: Five hundred
patients younger than 75 years with
symptoms of anxiety and/or
depression after MI will be
randomized either to 14 weeks of
internet-based CBT or to usual care
which is the control condition.
Primary outcomes are level of
anxiety and depression measured
directly after treatment with the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale, the Montgomery-Åsbergs
Depression Rating Scale and the
Cardiac Anxiety Questionnaire.
Follow-up measures will be collected
ten months after end of treatment.
Results: Patient recruitment will start
spring 2013 and will continue for
approximately two years.
Conclusion: This study will test a
new treatment concept and answer a
crucial management question for
patients with depressive and anxious
symptoms post MI. It may influence
future clinical practice if the
treatment results are positive.
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A proposed usability study on an
online cancer portal for mobile
devices
	
  
Edison Gunawan, Nasriah Zakaria*,
Wahidah Husain, Nik Mohd Asrol
Alias
Track: Research
Topic: Usability and human factors
on the web
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Studies have shown
that various forms of online cancer
support exist on the internet, but
there are disadvantages for patients
or health consumers in attaining
information and opinions from health
providers through these medium.
Now, with the advance of mobile
technologies, cancer patients and
their families could use mobile
platforms to access support services,
provided that usability framework
such as efficiency, effectiveness,
satisfaction and accessibility are
addressed. Objective: Usability has
become an established field of study
in software development, including
web applications. However, there are
a number of recognized usability
models in the literature which
employ different measurements. Our
literature review of the empirical
work on mobile usability studies
indicates that the recurring constructs
for the measurement of mobile
usability happen to be efficiency,

effectiveness and satisfaction. We
also found that the accessibility
construct appears to be least used in
the literature, but we are convinced
that, in the case of mobile technology
and online cancer support, this
construct can successfully contribute
to the usability framework.
Therefore, we are interested in
studying how cancer patients can
utilize an online cancer support
portal via mobile devices, by
applying a suitable mobile usability
framework. Methods: Based on this
new proposed usability framework,
we will conduct usability testing to
evaluate user satisfaction of the
online cancer support system
accessed via mobile devices. After
identifying the research questions, a
sample of cancer patients will be
selected as participants and user
studies will be done to determine the
important factors for usability
framework. An existing online
cancer portal prototype will serve as
the venue for usability testing.
Android-based mobile devices will
be the agent used to access the
portal. We will measure the usability
framework of mobile-device cancer
support group access using the four
constructs of efficiency,
effectiveness, satisfaction and
accessibility. Data collection and
analysis will be performed after the
usability tests; instruments for data
collection will include cognitive
walkthrough, user observation and
questionnaire. Conclusion: Usability
is a huge field, one branch of which
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is usability for mobile technologies.
Examining mobile technology
usability in the context of cancer
support alone could provide a wealth
of new information for users and
developers involved in health care.
Initiatives that examine mobile
usability are needed since it is still a
young research area and proposed
usability framework are still in the
early stages, indicating that measures
for each of the constructs are as yet
immature and can be enhanced.

Stroke Manager App - Individual
and Mobile Support for Stroke
Patients and Their Caregivers
	
  
Roland A Görlitz*, Robert Hagedorn
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Word limit: 500 words Stroke
Manager App - Individual and
Mobile Support for Stroke Patients
and Their Caregivers Background:
Today, there is a smartphone app for
almost everything. Apps for mHealth
seem to be a promising approach to
address individual needs of patients
and caregivers that are affected by a
chronic medical condition.
Nevertheless, they are still scarce
and their benefits have not been

studied thoroughly. Especially for
stroke patients with their complex,
long-term post-acute care, a holistic
supportive approach seems
promising. Objective: We present an
mHealth app - the Stroke Manager
App (SMA) - that supports stroke
patients and their caregivers. It is
based on an mHealth concept that
combines individual information
with mobile IT and serious games to
support stroke patients. Methods:
First, we developed an mHealth
concept for stroke patients and their
care-giving relatives based on expert
interviews, literature analysis and
medical guidelines. Second, the
conceived functions have been
evaluated by an online survey with
81 German stroke patients and
caregivers acquired in online stroke
forums. Third, an SMA prototype
was created accordingly using an
evolutionary prototyping approach
including constant workshops with
stroke patients and subsequent
refinements. A field study with 5
stroke patients was conducted for
two weeks. Afterwards, the patients
were then interviewed and app log
files were analyzed. Results: The
mHealth concept that has been
deduced from expert interviews and
literature, such as medical
guidelines, consists of three parts:
general information for stroke
patients and their caregivers;
rehabilitation support; and adherence
support. Information should be
provided for stroke patients and their
caregivers. In cooperation with
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clinicians we created a set of general
information about the stroke itself,
the different treatment phases,
effective secondary prevention, and
tips on how to cope with the
repercussions of the stroke.
Rehabilitation is provided by taking
a mobile serious games approach
allowing stroke patients to exercise
their cognitive and motor skills.
Adherence is supported through a
calendar with history and reporting
functions. It allows patients to track
and evaluate their appointments,
therapy sessions, medication, and
home exercises. Recording the
adherence also creates data about
therapy adherence that is currently
not available when evaluating effects
of post-clinical therapies. In the
survey, the average age of the 81
participants was 45+/-11 (the 41
patients were 47+/-10 and the 40
caregivers were 44+/-11). The
caregivers were almost all female
(90%). 74% of the respondents stated
that there is one major caregiver and
all of the participating caregivers
have at least a mobile phone. The
majority (58%) of the respondents
possess a smartphone (Android:
44%, iPhone: 40%, unknown: 16%)
and another 20% plan to buy one in
the next 12 months. All the
conceived functions have been rated
as important (information: 75%,
calendar: 68%, games:51%). No
other, missing functionality has been
suggested by the respondents even
though they were explicitly asked
for. The field test performed by 5

participants and confirmed the initial
impression from the online survey.
Concluding from the interviews and
log files the three functions are
important and the participants use
them frequently. However, because
of usability issues, the calendar was
not used as intended. Conclusion:
We observed that our novel mhealth
concept addresses stroke patient’s
needs and the prototypically
implemented SMA provides the
functionality to address the stroke
patients’ information deficits and
supports adherence as well as homebased rehabilitation. In a next step,
usability issues will be tackled and a
long-term randomized controlled
trial started to assess the SMA’s
effectiveness.

Moving towards Social Maturity
with Multiple Social Media
Channels in a Hospital Setting.
	
  
Michelle Hamilton-Page*
Track: Practice
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
If institutional social maturity can be
defined as organizations
“empowering their full workforce to
use social technologies” (Forrester,
2011.) then the health sector has
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been relatively slow to grow up or
embrace “social ways of working”
(Monitor Institute, 2009.) In 2011 the
Change Foundation and Innovation
Cell conducted research into “Using
Social Media to Improve Healthcare
Quality” (Change Foundation, 2011)
drawing on the experience of the
Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health (CAMH), Canada’s largest
mental health and addictions
teaching healthcare organization as a
field partner. The Change
Foundation research envisioned the
creation of a system that would
develop an integrated and innovative
approach using social media to
accelerate the path towards more
patient-centred care. In 2012 CAMH
dedicated resources to plan,
implement and evaluate social media
solutions across the organization.
This presentation will examine the
innovative social media policy and
strategy developed by CAMH to
create an organizational social
network that goes well beyond a
centralized command and control
model - one that engages in
collaborative social networking for
knowledge transfer, research and
education, and patient and family
engagement. Drawing on CAMH as
a case study the presentation will
outline emerging best practices in
hospitals developing multiple social
media channels across programs and
projects, and discuss the barriers and
challenges to adopting this
decentralized approach to opening up
social media engagement within

healthcare settings. This session will
share the foundations of our
approach at CAMH, key learnings
and strategies for application in an
academic healthcare setting and
engage conference participants in
sharing their experience to deepen
our collective understanding of the
role of social media to “advance a
more responsive, patient-centred
healthcare system” (Change
Foundation, 2011).

What Can We Do with Tablets for
Medical Education
	
  
Matt Hammerton*, Sunhea Choi
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background and Objectives: The last
five years have seen a huge advance
in technologies, especially mobile
technologies. These have
transformed medical students’ life,
including learning. At the University
of Southampton a Student Learning
Experience (SLE) study was
conducted in summer 2012,
investigating medical students’
approaches to learning. The results
showed that technologies are an
integral part of students’ learning,
influencing organisation of learning,
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communication and actual learning
itself. Among 202 study participants,
83% and 17% owned Smartphone
and Tablet respectively, highlighting
the need for an effective mLearning
development and support strategy.
To gain deeper, more applied
insights into the current and future
role of Tablets for medical
education, a follow-up study was
designed. Beginning in September
2012, it explored students’ day-today experience of using Tablets.
Methods: SLE participants were
invited to volunteer for a one year
Tablets focus group study. Among
the volunteers, six representative
students were selected. Different
Tablets were investigated and three
types, Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy
and Microsoft Surface, were chosen
and purchased. Participants were
given a Tablet, based on their current
hardware ownership. Opposing and
complementary hardware matching
was done to assess the impact this
had on user experience and
satisfaction. The study
consent/agreement letter that the
participants signed, gave them free
reign over how they use and what
they do with their Tablets for one
year. In return, a reflective account
of their educational and noneducational experiences with the
Tablets and attendance at monthly
focus group meetings were required.
The contents of both individual
reflective diaries and focus groups
were analysed to identify important,
emerging themes. Results: The

participants reported that having
Tablets had a positive influence on
learning. However, rather than the
Tablet replacing their existing
hardware, desktops, laptops or
mobile phones, it worked as a
complementary device making tasks
easier or enabling activities that were
not possible previously. Variation in
how the participants used them was
noted - some used their Tablet as a
second screen to view extra content
while others fully integrated the
Tablet into their clinical learning
experiences. Although some
variations in use could be accounted
for by previous experience or
personal preferences, Tablet type
played a significant role.
Synchronisation between the devices
was identified as a vital aspect if
effective use of the Tablet was to be
achieved. Battery life, portability and
instantaneous access were all
advantages of the Tablets whereas
incompatibility between devices,
unavailability of apps and lack of 3G
(Microsoft Surface) were highlighted
issues. Conclusions: Tablets can be
effective tools for learning and
supporting learning medicine.
However, if an institution is to
consider supporting or purchasing
Tablets for their students, the type of
Tablet and its role need to be
carefully assessed. The Tablet
market needs to consider the
advantages and issues highlighted
through educational use of Tablets.
In doing so, they will provide an
effective tool for what is potentially
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a lucrative market.

Using The Healthie Platform To
Build A Comprehensive National
Disease Registry
	
  
Ali Hamou, Joseph Lindsay, Michael
Borrie, Femida Gwadry-Sridhar*
Track: Practice
Topic: Business modelling in
eHealth
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Efficient and quality health care is a
widely discussed topic, yet solutions
are less pervasive and few solutions
consider workflow in their design.
This is important with the focus on
patient engagement and outcome
measurement. Disease registries
provide a mechanism to engage
patients and collect longitudinal data
in an efficient and dynamic way. We
created a platform- healthie, which is
a unique cloud-based longitudinal
tracking registry for the treatment
and outcome management of patients
with specific diseases. Our system’s
design was informed by healthcare
providers coupled with an extensive
review of existing systems and
published literature. Usability and
functionality were key considerations
which we accomplished using
interactive visual displays for disease
features and built in analytics or data

mining tools to answer questions
relevant to different end-users. The
workflow reflected how physicians
and health care providers practice in
their clinics , while at the same time
maintaining a consistent standardized
data standard that allows fulsome
data collection that would provide
value. The modules we created
include patient demographics,
clinical and imaging markers, patient
surveys, security, reporting and
analysis features. Healthcare
organizations have finally recognized
that non-minable health data in a
digital format does not reveal the
necessary data for quality reporting
and analysis without a considerable
effort and collaboration. The
cumbersome process currently
involved in data capture and mining
has negatively impacted on how
healthcare providers view electronic
data collection and reporting, which
in turn affects the quality of data and
documentation. With our healthie
platform, we have attempted to
mimic the data representation and
workflow used in a standard clinical
practice by creating highly usable
and customized data collection
screens with longitudinal tracking.
The resulting increase in quality
control ensures accurate patient
record entry ensuring better
analytics. The platform has been
tuned to a range of customized
disease subspecialties, while
providing the following global
features: • a common platform
interface with universal global
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search, • a local and national data
reporting ability of outcomes, •
simplified in browser modeling and
analytics • data validation ranges for
all fields entered within the platform,
preventing miscellaneous data entry
error, • administrative permissions
which can be granted and revoked
from any user on the system (ACL),
• transaction support on all records
with system wide auditing and
logging, • query tools for all
permissible datasets (researchers will
have the ability to query dump
datasets they manage/have
stewardship over), The platform also
provides aggregated reporting via
user defined parameters which
facilitate the research of patient
outcomes whether it be at a local site
or across a national dataset. These
population based reports provide
insight on various treatment times
and overall survival of patients
across the entire registry. Best
practices can then be extrapolated
from the sites that are achieving
better scores and disseminated to the
rest of the registry network. In order
to protect and ensure the privacy of
all patients several steps were taken
in the design of this cloud-based
solution. Each patient is given an
identifier that is linked back to a
master list only available at the local
site (by an approved coordinator). As
such, if the database was ever
compromised no identifiable patient
health information could be
ascertained about a single patient.
Furthermore, other possible

identifiers are stored using a coded
syntax (i.e. dates of birth are stored
as computed “months of life”). A
user readable audit log of all activity
on the system is available within the
platform for the ‘audit users-group’.
With increasing global interest in
comparative effectiveness research,
patient engagement and patientprovider communication, web based
systems like ours can provide both
data and communication that benefits
various end-users in a dynamic and
usable way. Clinicians and patients
who use our system have realized
increased efficiency because of the
workflow, self-efficacy and better
disease management strategies. The
development and implementation
should always include end-users who
can provide valuable expertise in the
design phase of these systems, which
helps their uptake.

Proof-of-Concept – Easily
Identifying and Extracting
Potential Patients in Facebook
	
  
Tobias Hartz*, Martin Lablans, Anke
Hollinderbäumer, Frank Ückert
Track: Research
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Online social networks
are online services, platforms, or
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sites that focus on facilitating the
building of social networks or social
relations among people who share
interests, activities, backgrounds, or
real-life connections. They allow
users to communicate and to share
ideas, activities, events, and interests
within their individual networks or
for a broad public audience. With
over 900 million users, Facebook is
regarded as today’s largest and most
successful social network. There are
several small studies indicating the
potential benefits for patients.
Especially in the context of rare
diseases social networks and their
ability to organize in groups can
make it easier for patients of a
common illness to find each other
and exchange experiences. However,
in the process a lot of health-related
personal data is generated and
published, raising various security
and privacy concerns. Objective: The
objective of our study was a proofof-concept that information can
easily be extracted in a structured
way and that potential patients could
be identified. Methods: We chose
several distinct English MeSH terms
of rare diseases. Using Facebook
developer tools we implemented a
Python script which
programmatically employed the
Facebook graph API to search
facebook’s content for the chosen
diseases and aggregated data that
were found. In our process we only
included pages showing user
comments. We had to add a manual
work process of checking groups and

pages for relevance. Relevance was
reached when the group or the page
really talked about the disease which
was searched. Having a distinct
group or page id we tagged those
results in our script for the final
output. Results: For each tested
search string we found at least one
group, one page or an open post. Our
results only included public available
information. We were able to extract
UID (user ids issued by Facebook in
a unique and public fashion), name,
surname, gender, date of entry, entry
and group name. Closed groups did
not reveal UIDs. Hidden groups were
not found at all. Several pages were
restricted to certain countries. The
search results therefore do not
guarantee completeness. The only
limitation we experienced was a limit
of 60 search requests within one
minute. Nevertheless we were able to
extracted thousands of distinct UIDs.
Manually browsing some of the
openly accessible owner accounts,
we could identify parents of patients,
health professionals and patients who
were in charge of the group.
Conclusion: Our proof-of-concept
shows that personal health-related
data can be extracted in a
disturbingly easy manner as long as
no restrictions are implemented.
Settings to protect patient-related
data exist, but are seldom employed
in health-related groups. Patients
should question their usage of social
networks, know about and employ
the existing data protection settings
within Facebook, or, even better, use
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platforms with appropriate default
privacy settings.

Can Sir John Kirwan's "The
Journal" Reduuce Waiting Lists in
Mental Health?
	
  
Simon Hatcher*
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background "The Journal"
(www.depression.org.nz) is a web
based self help program for people
with mild to moderate depression
developed by the Ministry of Health
in New Zealand. It uses social
marketing techniques including the
"celebrity" status of Sir John Kirwan
to drive people to the website and
guide them through a cognitive
behavioral program. Approximately
a quarter of the population of New
Zealand have visited the website
with nearly 30,000 people registering
for The Journal 80% of whom show
an improvement in PHQ-9 scores.
The Journal was designed to be used
without any professional input as a
stand alone intervention for
depression identified in the
community. However it is also
possible that it may be of value in
secondary care. This is particulary
the case where there are long waiting
lists to see mental health

professionals. Secondly the use of an
e-therapy may generate the creation
of new roles in mental health
services such as an e-case manager.
To test this idea we are doiing two
randomised controlled trials one in
New Zealand and one in Canada to
assess the impact of using the The
Journal in secondary mental health
services. Objective The objectives of
the two studies is to see if using The
Journal and an e-case manager
results in better, quicker outcomes
than usual treatment. Specifically we
hypothesise that users of The Journal
will need fewer face to face
appointments and will not wait as
long to acheive remission than
people who receive usual care.
Methods The design of the studies is
a randomised control trial with the
intervention consisting of The
Journal and an e-case manager to
coach individuals through the etherapy plus treatment as usual
compared to written information
about potential e-therapies plus
treatment as usual. The main
outcome is change in the PHQ-9
after 12 weeks. The setting for the
New Zealand trial is three
community mental health teams in
Waitemata District Health Board in
Auckland; the Canadian trial will be
based at The Royal Ottawa Health
Care Group central intake clinic in
Ottawa. Results The New Zealand
trial has just started recruiting and
we plan to present the early results
about acceptability, the experience of
the e-case manager and baseline data
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at the conference. The Canadian trial
is due to commence in June 2013.
Conclusions The Journal and an Ecase manager are potentially a useful
intervention in secondary mental
health services.

Online Communities in Support of
Health and Wellbeing: A Case of
#hscmca
	
  
Caroline Haythornthwaite*, Anatoliy
Gruzd
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for health professionals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The use of social media
has spread so dramatically and
pervasively in the past 15 or so years
that its place is all but taken for
granted. Yet, with the rapid growth
in number of users, types of media,
and applications, there is still a lot to
learn about how to use such media
appropriately and effectively. In
particular, there is still a lot to learn
about how such media can support
offline behaviors, e.g., those relating
to health and wellbeing, and how
interacting online can be an effective
support mechanism for
communicating, learning, promoting
and maintaining healthy regimes.
Objective This paper reviews

research on online community, with
particular attention to how
communities start and are maintained
online. Methods The case of
#hscmca - a twitter community
interested in social media and health
in Canada is discussed as a
demonstration of the kinds of
analyses that are possible from such
data. Of particular interest from
analyses of such data is
understanding of how interactions
provide individuals with exposure to
new information, support learning
and adoption of new knowledge or
practices, and maintain participation
in the community. Results The
nature of community in an online
context is discussed, as well as the
different kinds of communal forms
that can be created and sustained
online, and the different motivations
that support participation in these
collectives. The review also
considers the kinds of data that can
be readily compiled from online
communities as a way of
understanding their operation,
identifying key constituents, and
following topic threads. Conclusions
Where online communities are
established to support behavior
change, a major question is how such
online interaction maps to offline
behavior. To address this, the paper
concludes with some discussion of
online/offline synergies, and
suggested directions for investigating
how online interaction supports
offline behaviors relating to health
and wellbeing.
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Smart-phone and tablet based selftracking tools for assessing perioperative patient outcomes
following hip arthroscopic surgery
in young adults.
	
  
Bruce Hellman*
Track: Business
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Joint preservation
surgeries are used to prevent or delay
the onset of osteoarthritis or other
degenerative conditions affecting the
joints, particularly in young patients.
The aim is to improve the
biomechanics of the hip and the
patient’s symptoms, and to delay the
need for joint replacement surgery
(1). Patients undergoing hip
arthroscopy surgeries currently
report their symptoms and recovery
to their surgeons sporadically.
Follow-ups are usually provided at 6
and 12 week intervals with patients
completing one or more standard
scores viz. Modified Harris Hip
Scores. This process has inherent
problems of unreliable recollection
of symptoms by patient due to the
gap between follow-ups. The
inflexible nature of follow-up

appointments means standard scores
may not always capture information
at critical time points in perioperative
recovery. Therefore, surgeons and
physiotherapists make management
decisions with a relative lack of
objective or longitudinal data.
Studies on physiotherapy following
hip arthroplasty as a joint
preservation technique are scarce.
However, studies following Total
Hip Replacement (THR) for
osteoarthritis reports that
physiotherapy after discharge
benefits patients (2). Other studies
report that prospective monitoring
rather than adherence to clinical
pathways alone reduces the chances
of adverse outcomes in primary THR
(3). We expect to have similar
findings in young patients
undergoing hip arthroscopic
surgeries for joint preservation.
Objective: Explore the effectiveness
of using a mobile app to: - Support
achieving Patient Reported Outcome
Measures (PROMs) by promoting
self-management - Improve quality
of the joint patient-clinician decision
making. Methods: This is a pilot
study using an observational, cross
section study design aimed at young
adults undergoing joint preservation
hip surgeries at the Barts and Royal
London Hospitals. A bespoke app
will be provided to 30-40 patients
both before and up to 6 months after
their surgery. The app is configured
to track symptoms, access patient
specific physiotherapy content,
structured treatment and follow-up
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plans, and to report common
complications. The app will be
supported by a secure web-platform
for clinicians who will have the
option to view progress of all
patients with specific tools to
communicate with individual
patients. All data collected will be
owned by the patients with
anonymous data available for the
study analysis. Results and
Conclusions: Research in progress,
to be reported at the Medicines 2.0
conference. Partners involved: St
Bartholomew’s and the Royal
London Hospitals, led by Mr Manoj
Ramachandran, Consultant
Orthopaedic Surgeon and uMotif
Digital Health Ltd led by Bruce
Hellman. References: 1. Jayakumar
P, Ramachandran M, Youm T,
Achan P. Arthroscopy of the hip for
paediatric and adolescent disorders:
current concepts. J Bone Joint Surg
Br. 2012 Mar;94(3):290-6. 2. Lowe,
C. J. M., Barker, K. L., Dewey, M.
E., & Sackley, C. M. (2009).
Effectiveness of physiotherapy
exercise following hip arthroplasty
for osteoarthritis: a systematic
review of clinical trials. BMC
musculoskeletal disorders, 10(1), 98.
3. Prospective monitoring improves
outcomes of primary total hip
replacement: a cohort study. Patient
Safety in Surgery 2009, 3:7.
doi:10.1186/1754-9493-3-7.

Development and Evaluation of
MumsQuit - an Innovative
Internet Smoking Cessation
Intervention for Pregnant Smokers
	
  
Aleksandra Herbec*, Jamie Brown*,
Emma Beard, Ildiko Tombor, Robert
West
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Smoking in pregnancy
is associated with numerous health
problems, including miscarriage and
birth defects. Around 12% of
pregnant women smoke in the UK
throughout their pregnancy, and the
uptake of smoking cessation services
remains low among this group of
smokers. Therefore, there is a
pressing need to identify alternative
support with quitting that would be
effective and acceptable among
pregnant smokers. Internet-based
interventions may provide a viable
alternative for women who are
unable or unwilling to engage with
face-to-face support, but limited
research exists on their use and
acceptability among these smokers.
Objectives: To develop and evaluate
MumsQuit - a prototype of an
internet-based smoking cessation
intervention (ISCI) especially
designed for pregnant smokers.
Methods: MumsQuit is based on an
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existing internet smoking cessation
intervention for all adult smokers
called StopAdvisor. Both
programmes were developed using
LifeGuide, an open-source software,
and were informed by PRIME theory
of motivation as well as research on
behaviour change techniques that
were shown to be effective in
smoking cessation. The interventions
offer tailored and personalised
advice on quitting, and emulate the
behavioural support delivered by an
expert smoking cessation advisor as
part of a structured, 4-week long
intervention. The development of
MumsQuit involved tailoring the
content and appearance of the
generic intervention to increase its
relevance for pregnant smokers. For
example, information on the risks of
smoking in pregnancy was made
prominent, behaviour change
techniques such as ‘advise on
medication’ included particular
amendments appropriate to
pregnancy, and imagery was used to
appeal simultaneously to ex-smoker
and mother identities. A qualitative
interview study with participants
(n=13) randomized to receive
MumsQuit intervention was
conducted to assess intervention
acceptability and usability, as well as
to identify potential ways for its
improvement. Data were analysed
using Framework Analysis. The
effectiveness of the intervention in
comparison to a control condition
has been undergoing evaluation
through an ongoing pilot internet

randomized controlled trial, with
primary outcomes being selfreported 4-week continuous
abstinence at 8 weeks follow-up, and
secondary outcomes including
quantifiable indicators of website
usage. Results:. Baseline
characteristics of the 200 participants
and preliminary data on MumsQuit
usage in the first two weeks
following enrollment will be
presented. The qualitative study
identified features of ISCIs that may
increase their attractiveness and use
among pregnant smokers, including
peer-to-peer communication tools,
personal support, more intensive
targeting to pregnancy, and postrelapse help. Finally, the findings
also corroborated important
challenges inherent to conducting
randomized trials over the internet,
including use of unassigned support
and attrition following a successful
quit attempt. Conclusions: Tailoring
generic interventions to target
specific populations may increase
their attractiveness and use. Using
LifeGuide in the development and
evaluation of the intervention allows
researchers to introduce incremental
changes to the existing programmes,
the impact of which can be
systematically assessed.
Nevertheless, there is a need to
establish more appropriate
methodology than randomized
controlled trials to evaluate digital
interventions.
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A User Centered Design Approach
to Developing a Cross Platform EHealth Intervention for
Consumers at Mod-to-High Risk of
Cardiovascular Disease
	
  
Fred Hersch*, David Peiris,
Genevieve Coorey, Bindu Patel, Lis
Neubeck, Jax Wechsler, Lauren Tan,
Julie Redfern
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Cardiovascular disease
(CVD) is the leading cause of death
and disability globally. In Australia
less than 50% of all people at highest
risk of a CVD event are receiving
and adhering to best practice
recommendations (lifestyle and
pharmacotherapy) to lower their risk.
The hypothesis of the Consumer
Navigation of Electronic
Cardiovascular Tools (CONNECT)
study will assess whether a cross
platform consumer focused e-health
application provided to people at
moderate to high risk of a
cardiovascular disease (CVD) event
will improve risk factor control when
compared with usual health care.
Objectives Our aim is to take a UserCentred Design approach (UCD) to
the development of a cross platform
(web, mobile, tablet) intervention

that is integrated with local
electronic health records (EHR) and
the national Australian shared EHR
environment. The intervention is
targeted at individuals with moderate
to high risk of CVD including those
that have already been diagnosed
with CVD. We hypothesise that a
content rich e-health application that
is linked to the existing primary
health care system and is designed
around users will improve the
patients’ health care experience and
the quality of health care provided.
Methods Drawing on Michie’s
behaviour change wheel and Fogg’s
Behaviour Change Model for
persuasive design, we will describe
the process of designing the cross
platform intervention. We will
present findings from the entire
design lifecycle. This includes results
of background analysis (academic
literature review and competitor
analyses), a range of UCD research
activities involving representative
user groups (for e.g. Diary Studies
and co-Design Workshops) and the
iterative co-development, of
prototypes incorporating proposed
elements such as interactive CVD
risk communication tools,
notifications (via SMS, email, in-app
alerts), motivational messages and
personal health summary information
etc. Results Components of the
program will be presented including
iterative prototypes as well as
discussion of the technological
considerations and approach. Initial
end-user acceptance data and
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feasibility of the intervention for
engaging users around
cardiovascular disease management
will be discussed. Conclusion The
co-development of a content rich,
consumer focused e-health
intervention that is integrated with
the Australian primary health care
system will greatly inform the ehealth agenda and serve as a
potential model for development of
such interventions elsewhere. The
next stages of the project will
involve evaluating the intervention in
a large scale RCT to look at clinical
outcomes.

The Effectiveness of Interactive
Computer-Based Interventions for
Sexual Problems in Adults: A
Systematic Review
	
  
Lorna Hobbs*, Julia Bailey*,
Elizabeth Murray*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Sexual function
problems are a recognised neglected
area of research and service delivery,
which gives cause for concern as
there is a high prevalence of people
with sexual problems (e.g., erectile

problems, lack of sexual desire,
hypersexuality etc.) within general
practice and sexual health services.
Many more people experience sexual
problems but do not seek help for
them. Barriers to help-seeking
include discomfort and
embarrassment discussing sexual
problems with health professionals,
geographic barriers, and time
constraints due to work and/or
childcare commitments. Computerbased interventions for sexual
problems have the potential to
overcome some of these barriers, and
provide a convenient, wide-reaching,
and cost-effective alternative to faceto-face interventions Objective This
systematic review aimed to
determine the effectiveness of
interactive computer-based
interventions for sexual problems in
adults, with the primary outcomes of
interest being symptom
improvement, satisfaction, and level
of distress. Methods Search strategy:
8 databases were searched for
randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
of interactive computer-based
interventions for sexual problems,
including CINAHL, CENTRAL,
EMBASE, ERIC, IBSS, MEDLINE,
PSYCINFO, and Web of Science.
Grey literature databases, on-going
trials registers, hand searching,
reference and citation tracking, and
consultation with experts were also
used to identify further studies.
Relevant authors were contacted for
missing information. Searching took
place Sep 2012 to Jan 2013, with no
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language or date restrictions.
Selection criteria: RCTs of
interactive computer-based
interventions for sexual problems,
involving adults aged 18 or over,
irrespective of gender, sexuality,
ethnicity, nationality and type of
sexual problem. Data collection and
analysis: Two review authors
independently screened titles and
abstracts, applied eligibility criteria,
and extracted full text data. Study
quality: Assessed using the Cochrane
risk of bias assessment tool.
Cochrane and PRISMA guidelines
were used to guide the review.
Results and conclusions The search
generated 8692 citations. 8633 were
excluded at the title level, 42 at the
abstract level, and a further eight at
the full text data extraction level.
Reasons for exclusion at the full text
level: Intervention did not meet the
study definition of an interactive
computer-based intervention (3);
study not a RCT (2), duplicate: a
thesis, the content of which was
published elsewhere and already
included in study (1); and outcomes
not related to sexual function (2).
Target populations: Four studies
targeted men and their partners, two
targeted women and their partners,
and three targeted couples more
generally. Eight out of the nine
studies targeted heterosexual
participants only. Interventions: All
interventions were interactive
computer-based interventions that
were delivered via the internet or on
individual computers. Three focused

on erectile dysfunction (ED), two on
female sexual dysfunction (FSD),
one on both ED and FSD, and three
were non-specific. All nine
interventions drew on Cognitive
behaviour therapy in their design.
Data from included studies will be
tabulated to provide a descriptive
synthesis of the studies, and if
appropriate, the data will be metaanalysed. Please note: A full set of
results will be available well before
the conference in September, 2013.

'No Delays': The Development of
Digital Postcards to Enhance
Patient Care
	
  
Jamie Hogg, Gemma Teal, Tara
French*
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The consultation
between doctor and patient remains
the standard for delivery of
healthcare in the NHS. However,
many patients report that the ten
minute consultation does not allow
for enough knowledge and
understanding of complex disease
entities to be exchanged. Health
information given to patients during
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general practice consultation can be
complex and overwhelming leading
to negative outcomes such as patient
anxiety and dissatisfaction. General
practice consultation is an area in
health care research where the
internet can serve as a conduit to
facilitate improvement in health
information exchange between
doctor and patient. Objectives “No
Delays” is an innovative approach to
delivering health information to
patients involving the presentation of
medical information in a variety of
electronic formats tailored to the
needs of patients. "No Delays" is an
approach that seeks to change the
relationship between patient,
generalist and specialist to facilitate
problem solving in real time. This
presentation will provide an
overview and demonstration of the
"No Delays" approach. Methods A
series of simulated consultations
between GPs and patients and
between Consultants and patients
were used to identify the format and
structure of information that could be
more easily understood and retained.
The key elements were short video
pieces on discrete problems, text and
diagrams, links to supporting web
sites and a variety of formats from
formal medical delivery to patients
telling their stories. These elements
have been combined into an
electronic postcard which can be
emailed to the patient at the end of a
face-to-face consultation and can be
watched at home with family or
alone, allowing for individualised

health information and
communication between doctor and
patient. Results/Future Directions
This approach builds on previous
work that recorded consultations for
playback. The information has been
tailored to the local health and care
systems with relevant links and
feedback loops. “No Delays” has the
potential to improve patient
understanding and the doctor-patient
relationship during and after
consultation through the information
exchange platform facilitated by the
design of this approach. An initial
study is in progress which aims to
identify the difference in knowledge
retention at 24hrs post consultation
between participants offered an
electronic postcard and controls
exposed to a standard consultation
with a GP lasting ten minutes. The
concept is also in the process of
being tested in several GP practices
and evaluation of the project will
involve interviews and focus groups
with patients, GPs and Consultants to
determine the effectiveness of the
approach.

Constraints of List-Based
Knowledge Interaction on an
Android App for Emergency
Medicine
	
  
Andreas Holzinger*, Klaus-Martin
Simonic, Michael Geier, Bernhard
Ofner, Ralf Mueller, Stefan Heschl,
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Gerhard Prause
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The “AGN-Notfallfibel
Medikamente & Richtwerte in der
Notfallmedizin" is a standard quick
reference guide for emergency
doctors and paramedics in the
German speaking area. It has been
sold approximately 60,000 times.
The paper-based booklet has been
subsequently developed, tested in the
field and constantly improved for 20
years by Dr. med. Ralf Müller,
emergency doctor at Graz-LKH
University Hospital and is practically
in the pocket of every emergency
and family doctor and paramedics in
the German speaking area. Due to
the enormous success, availability
and performance of Smartphones, the
time was ripe to develop an
electronic version providing faster
access and better search facilities.
Objective: We designed and
development an electronic version
and hypothesized that the electronic
version of the handbook allows more
efficient and more reliable work than
the printed handbook. However,
certain design aspects which make
sense on printed paper must be
revised for mobile applications and
adapted to the mobile app paradigm.
In this paper we report on the
challenges and lessons learned
during the development and the tests.

Methods: The application’s design
emphasizes extensibility and
modularity, which is supported by
Android’s Activity paradigm in
which single activity classes, usually
representing one view or “window”,
are only loosely connected via socalled Intents. The final
implementation of the working app
consists of more than 100 custom
Java classes. All parts of the
application were tested, either
manually or using automated tools.
Unit tests were created for certain
parts of the implementation,
however, not all parts of the
application are easily testable using
unit tests or using tools performing
black-box testing. Robotium for
Android, a powerful JUnit-based
testing framework for user interfaces
on Android was used for some user
interface tests. The tests were partly
executed on emulator devices
running different Android versions
and on three different physical
devices (Samsung Nexus S, ASUS
Nexus 7, and Samsung Galaxy
Xcover). Results and Conclusion:
The current version of the
application is a result of continuous
improvement of the back- and
frontend. During the development of
the app new requirements for the
XML data language arose, as well as
for the user interface. During the
tests we realized that list-based
interactions with medical data sets
have serious limitations. This is vital
when using such applications within
a medical context, especially in the
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context of emergency medicine,
since list-based interactions do not
make use of the power that modern
multi-touch devices offer.

MHealth: the Next Frontier
	
  
Syed Hosain*
Track: Business
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Over the next 15 years, the "baby
boomer" generation -- peopleborn
between the 1940s and 1960s -- will
start to retire. According to a study
by the Office of National Statistics,
there are more people aged 65 in the
UK than at any other point in history
– over 726,000 people. In addition,
within the next five years in the US
alone 50 percent of the population
will be over 50. It is also estimated
by the United Nations that by 2050,
the number of people over 60 in
Europe will have doubled to 40% of
the total population. This raises
questions of how the system will
effectively support this population in
terms of healthcare, housing, and
community care - all of which will
be needed on a greater scale than
ever. One way is through machine to
machine communications. Aeris
Communications, the only cellular
carrier built exclusively for
machines, has partnered with

SimplyHome to launch an innovative
home care solution for independent
living – specifically tailored to serve
aging and disabled populations.
Since Aeris owns and operates its
cellular network dedicated only to
machine-to-machine communication,
it can easily support mission-critical
applications (even in rural areas),
which is a requirement in remote
healthcare, giving the end user the
specific care and attention they need,
and their loved ones peace of mind
when it matters most. As Chief
Technology Officer at Aeris, Syed
Hosian is well poised to explain to
attendees how M2M is playing a big
part in the eHealth market. Syed has
been deeply embedded in the M2M
business for over 20 years, even
before it was considered the hotbed
of innovation that it is today. With a
founding knowledge of M2M and an
engaging personality, Syed has a
way of explaining things that truly
resonate with his audience. As such,
the attendees of Medicine 2.0 can
look forward to really understanding
what opportunities lay on the horizon
for M2M and eHealth. In addition,
Syed can explain how, by
collaborating with SimplyHome the
need for “just in case” medical staff
time can be eliminated. For example,
a proactive alert via text, email or
phone can be sent to caregivers and
loved ones if there are changes in
patient behavioral patterns due to a
single event, a combination of events
or by inactivity. This saves state
programs, such as US based
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Medicaid, millions of dollars, as it
provides a viable business model that
allows them to keep costs down
while still providing customers the
quality of medical services they
deserve. Because of his background
in M2M and the knowledge of what
lies ahead in Medecine 2.0, Syed
Hosain is well poised to discuss with
attendees how Aeris and
SimplyHome are pushing the
technology envelope as by powering
by the latest advance in machine-tomachine (M2M) communications
and mHealth. And how as a result,
they are improving quality of life and
independence for the elderly and
disabled living at home.

The Treatable Intellectual
Disability App: a Digital Tool to
Enhance Diagnosis & Care for
Rare Diseases.
	
  
Roderick Houben*, Jeff Joa, Sylvia
Stockler, Clara van Karnebeek
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Intellectual disability
(ID) is a devastating and frequent
condition, affecting 2-3% of the
population worldwide. Early
recognition of treatable underlying
conditions drastically improves

health outcomes and decreases
burdens to patients, families and
society. A review, performed by Dr.
Clara van Karnebeek & Dr. Sylvia
Stöckler in B.C. Children's Hospital
"Revisiting Treatable Metabolic
Disorders Causing Intellectual
Disability: a Systematic Literature
Review", identified 81 such inborn
errors of metabolism, which present
with ID as a prominent feature and
are amenable to causal therapy. The
app translates this knowledge of rare
diseases into a diagnostic tool and
information portal. Method &
Results Freely available as an app
(via http://www.treatable-id.org) and
as of April 2013 via the IOS App
Store, this diagnostic tool is designed
for all specialists evaluating children
with global delay / ID and laboratory
scientists. Information on the 81
diseases is presented in different
ways: 15 biochemical categories,
searchable neurologic and nonneurologic signs & symptoms,
diagnostic investigations, therapies
& effects on primary
(IQ/developmental quotient) and
secondary outcomes, and available
evidence. For each rare condition a
'disease page' serves as an
information portal with online access
to specific genetics, biochemistry,
phenotype, diagnostic tests and
therapeutic options. As new
knowledge and evidence is gained
from expert input and PubMed
searches this tool will be continually
updated. All information is stored in
a web based database (therefor
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allowing instant updates within the
app). The app is an integral part of a
protocol prioritizing treatability in
the work-up of every child with
global delay / ID, currently in effect
in the province of British Columbia,
Canada. A 3-year funded study
(http://www.tidebc.org) will enable
an evaluation of its effectiveness.
Future plans involve the integration
of social media and adding
information about these rare diseases
specifically targeted at patients.
Conclusion For rare diseases, a field
for which financial and scientific
resources are particularly scarce,
knowledge translation challenges are
abundant. With this app, technology
is capitalized to raise awareness for
rare treatable diseases and their
common presenting clinical feature
of ID, with the potential to improve
health outcomes. This innovative
digital tool is designed to motivate
health care providers to search
actively for treatable causes of ID,
and support an evidence-based
approach to rare metabolic diseases.
In our current -omics world with
continuous information flow, the
effective synthesis of data into
accessible, clinical knowledge has
become ever more essential to bridge
the gap between research and care.

A Gesture Interface Environment
to Train and Prepare Surgeons
	
  
Mark Antony Hughes*
Track: Practice
Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
In the operating theatre surgeons
must reliably deploy a broad range of
motor and cognitive skills. Learning
these skills is difficult; made more so
by restrictions on working hours and
changes in patient perception of
appropriate training environments.
To counteract these issues,
innovative and effective additions to
the armamentarium of surgical
training tools are needed. These
should serve to maintain and enhance
surgeon performance. With this in
mind, we are taking advantage of
emerging gesture interface
technologies to create a new training
and warm-up arena for surgeons. Our
first generation platform utilises
handheld fiducials (used as a point of
reference in a field of view) in
combination with a webcamequipped laptop. The user's hand
movements are tracked in real time
as they perform on-screen tasks. The
portfolio of tasks has been designed
to abstract important aspects of key
motor and cognitive skills deployed
during operative surgery. A 'tissue
tension' task involves manipulating
an on-screen linear tissue plain.
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Whilst one hand carefully retracts the
tissue, the other simultaneously
identifies, mobilizes, and
manipulates a separate object into the
surgical field. Care must be taken to
minimize extraneous tissue tension:
not doing so will result in failure.
Levels become progressively more
challenging, demanding accurate
bimanual motor skills and spatial
awareness. 'Ambidexterity' is a
second task utilising rotatory hand
movements as the primary gesture. It
is designed to promote equal reliance
on both the dominant and nondominant hands. This task is
influenced by the observation that
expert surgeons operate with equal
handedness. We are currently
assessing the practicality and validity
of this app (in clinical and
educational contexts), whilst
simultaneously expanding the
repertoire of training tasks. Webcamenabled computers are ubiquitous
and the software itself is downloaded
online, meaning that the only
additional hardware required is a set
of handheld fiducials. Objective
validation as a learning tool is a
current priority, and will inform
iterative development that may lead
to a second-generation product using
infrared (or other) gesture interface
technology.

Customised and Automated
Intelligence for National
Communicable Disease Analysis
and Decision-Making
	
  
Anette Hulth*, Tor Johnson, Johan
Lindh*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background A large amount of
timely information about health
related events is available on the
local and regional level, such as on
the municipalities’ and county
councils’ web pages. Because of
reporting delays to the national level,
there might even be information on
current events regarding various
notifiable diseases. In order to gain
time and to reduce potential negative
consequences, an automated system
that collects intelligence data in a
qualitatively and timely manner
could contribute to better decisionmaking at the national level.
Objective At the Swedish national
institute for communicable diseases,
we have implemented a system
called SPAN that collects
information on outbreaks and other
health related events. The objective
is to increase the knowledge at the
national level of events that could
have a wider impact in the country.
A second objective is to – with time
– be able to look at trends, that is,
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changes in disease patterns that may
affect national decision-making.
Methods MolluskNG is a web
fetcher that handles HTML pages
and RSS feeds, developed at CERTSE at the Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency. It is a server
application that scans a predefined
set of web pages for new links.
Regular expressions and customized
Java code are used to filter items on
predefined keywords that easily can
be modified. SPAN crawls
approximately 300 web sites each
night, covering all official sites of the
municipalities and the county
medical offices in the country. If a
new link with matching content is
detected the whole page is exported
as an HTML email and sent to a
designated inbox. This inbox is
screened by an epidemiologist daily
and each relevant item is classified
into any of three categories and
submitted to a database. The
categorisation is based on the priority
the institute gives to the affecting
agent, whether it is a local or
regional event, and if any preventive
measures can be taken. Results
Today SPAN crawls all
municipalities’ and all counties’ web
pages and RSS feeds in Sweden. The
collected information is screened and
categorised. During a pilot phase of
two months, 178 items were fetched.
Of these, 152 were deemed
appropriate (contained information
on health related events). Of those, in
turn, 26 contained information that
was deemed highly interesting for

the national level. These latter items
are continuously visualised on a
digital map over Sweden, which is
updated daily and published on the
agency’s homepage. Conclusions
With SPAN, the national institute for
communicable disease control has a
better insight into local and regional
health related events. SPAN is
reliable and can easily be customised
to the institute’s changing needs. It
will in the near future be extended
with international news items and
verified syndromic surveillance
signals from such systems at the
institute. However, already at its
current stage, SPAN contributes to
better national decision-making.

Transforming Mental Healthcare
	
  
Jen Hyatt*
Track: Practice
Topic: Communities in health care
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
BWW is part of the vanguard for
transforming mental health services
in the UK and has recently been
selected as a Digital First High
Impact Innovation by the NHS. It
offers the first online pathway for
mental health and wellbeing which
places people at the centre of their
own care. It also uniquely reimagines the role of clinician from
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‘expert’ to ‘coach’. Its widespread
adoption is enabling people to access
well-governed and safe therapeutic
services through self-referral from
the comfort of their own homes. This
presentation will offer outcome and
health economics data to
demonstrate the potential for services
such as www.bigwhitewall.com to
transform mental healthcare.

User-Centered Design for PatientCentered eHealth
	
  
Maria Hägglund*
Track: Practice
Topic: Usability and human factors
on the web
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Patient’s today are no longer
satisfied being passive recipients of
care, they want shared decision
making and access to their own
health data. Patient-centeredness of
healthcare is a well-established and
non-controversial quality
characteristic ensuring that care
should be respectful of and
responsive to individual patient
preferences, needs, and values, and
ensuring that patient values guide all
clinical decisions. Many initiatives to
provide eHealth for patients, or
consumer health informatics, are
undertaken to provide patients with

access to health information and
other services. Yet, so far most
development projects are undertaken
from a healthcare perspective, rather
than a patient-perspective. Having as
a starting point what information is
available to provide to patients
(rather than what they actually want),
and what information healthcare
professionals want to monitor (rather
than what the patients want to tell
their healthcare professionals), is not
a patient-centered design process.
Based on this and experiences from
several user-centered eHealth
projects [1], [2] , some key concepts
from the ISO9241-210 standard
“Human-centred design for
interactive systems” were translated
into recommendations for “Patientcentered design for eHealth”. Design
of the eHealth service is based on an
explicit understanding of the patient,
the patient’s health related
tasks/activities and environments.
This is of course not only limited to
the interaction with healthcare, but it
needs to be a deep analysis and
understanding of where and how the
patients are to use the system.
Patients are involved throughout
design and development. Every one
of us is a patient in some sense, but
as a healthcare professional, or ehealth designer, you are ruined as a
patient representative since you have
other knowledge and assumptions
that affect you. Make sure to recruit
and actively involve real patient
representatives throughout the design
process. The design is driven and
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refined by patient-centered
evaluation. It is imperative to
perform formative evaluations with
patients to ensure that the proposed
eHealth solutions meet their needs.
The design addresses the whole
patient experience. Take into
consideration how this eHealth
system fits into the patient’s entire
healthcare journey. Do not focus
exclusively on the health objectives
deemed important from a healthcare
professional perspective; consider
the needs and preferences of the
patients who will actually use the
system. If the design does not inspire
usage, it does not matter how wellintended the clinical intervention is.
Conclusion: Active patient
participation in development of
eHealth for patients is crucial, and
translating the human-centered
design concepts to patient-centered
design guidelines can be an
important way to adapt design
processes accordingly. [1] I.
Scandurra, M. Hägglund, and S.
Koch, “From User Needs to System
Specifications: Multi-disciplinary
Thematic Seminars as a
Collaborative Design Method for
Development of Health Information
Systems,” Journal of Biomedical
Informatics, vol. 41, no. 4, pp. 557–
569, 2008. [2] M. Hägglund, I.
Scandurra, and S. Koch, “Studying
intersection points - an analysis of
information needs for shared
homecare of edlerly patients,”
Journal on Information Technology
in Healthcare, vol. 7, no. 1, pp. 1–20,

2009.

Physicians’ View on PatientRelated E-Health and Its Impact
on Patients, Physicians and Their
Relationship
	
  
Simone Jaeger*
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The development of
health information on the Internet
has an impact on patients, physicians
and their relationship. Especially, the
order and function of health
communication is reshaped and the
roles of health professionals and
patients are not that sharply
distinguishable like they once were.
Symptoms, diseases and therapies
aren’t only a direct matter of interest
for medical practitioners but also for
patients – that is, with a simple, fast
and cost-effective click on the Web.
Before consulting a doctor, patients
frequently look up health
information online. As far as the
offer of medical information on the
Web and the patients’ interest in it
are concerned, we are talking about a
trend which has grown rapidly
during the past ten years. The
meaning of this health-related
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Internet research cannot be limited to
patients: It obviously concerns
medicating doctors because patients
confront them with the outcomes of
their research. How physicians deal
with the so-called Internet patients is
not only a neglected perspective in
the research field of health
communication but highly relevant
to their relationship. Objective: With
regard to the indirect effects model
(Gunther & Storey, 2003), the
patients’ behavior as to their search
for information on the Internet has an
impact on treating doctors inasmuch
as the latter ones perceive the shape
of this information trend, the effects
on patients and on their relationship
to them and react to this perception.
In the center of concern are
physicians’ perception, attitudes and
behavior, especially their
communication and behavioral
strategies in the context of their
contact with Internet patients. Due to
its explorative character, the study
also gives an insight into the doctors’
general impression and evaluation,
experiences with Internet patients,
defined problem areas and contextual
conditions. Method: For this
qualitative study (2012), fourteen
German health professionals, seven
general practitioners and oncologists
each, have been interviewed face-toface. In the analysis and
interpretation section, the two types
of medical doctors are compared
with consideration of the individual
cases. Results: All interviewees
perceive the information trend

portrayed above and report on
adapted attitudes and behavior.
Similarities between the two types of
healthcare professionals are mainly
in the sections evaluation, perceived
effects on patients and, partly,
perceived effects on their
relationship to patients. The most
obvious differences are in the
sections experiences with Internet
patients, estimated effects on
doctors, own specific behavior and
conditioned problems for physicians.
The general practitioners have made
extremer experiences – e.g. the
Internet as a negative placebo,
patients putting a physician’s selfcontrol to the test and defending
oneself against being exploited by
informed patients – whereas the
oncologists respond more concretely
in many cases – which also becomes
evident regarding their advices to
other doctors and further ideas – and
have developed distinguishable
strategies in order to deal with their
Internet patients. Conclusion: This
development does not stop in front of
treating health professionals: General
practitioners as well as oncological
specialists, both with different
demographic characteristics,
perceive the described information
trend on the patients’ side and react
to it in their attitudes and behavior.
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Effectiveness of an Interactive
Web-Based Intervention for
Lifestyle Modifying on Metabolic
Syndrome: a Randomized
Controlled Trial
	
  
Leila Jahangiry*, Davoud
Shojaeezadeh, Mehdi Najafi, Kazem
Mohammad, Ali Montazeri
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Lifestyle interventions
have been recommended as a
cornerstone treatment of metabolic
syndrome. Although web-based
lifestyle interventions have resulted
in response to the public health
problem, effectiveness and the
potential of web-based interactive
interventions on metabolic syndrome
has not been investigated. Objective:
The aim of this randomized
controlled trial (RCT) is to evaluate
the effectiveness of an interactive
web-based intervention on the
metabolic syndrome components
after 3 month lifestyle modification.
Methods: The study is a tow-arm
group randomized controlled trial.
Participants were enrolled to the
study by registering on the study
website
(http://www.Heartresearch.ir) and
completing required information

includes name, gender, age, waist
circumference, weight, e-mail and
address. Participants who meet the
study criteria invited to the study.
The study criteria were that people
should have metabolic syndrome.
Our study includes 160 participants
(n=80 per arm). The intervention
group used the interactive Healthy
Heart Profile by archiving username
and password. All participants
received information on dietary
intake and physical activity. Results:
Total of 1436 (male: 928, female
508) registration records on the study
web site, 171/228 (male: 111, female
60) people had metabolic syndrome
and 160 people were recruited to the
study. The mean age of participants
was 44.02 (10.02). At baseline,
clinical, anthropometric, laboratory
and lifestyle characteristics of the
intervention (n=80) and control
(n=80) groups were not significantly
different. Compared with the control
group, the intervention group showed
significantly reductions in weight (P
< .001) and waist circumference (P <
.001). Conclusions:the interactive
web-based interventions make
people with metabolic syndrome
involve overcoming to the problem.
The interactive internet could help to
the range of at risk people by
available options because it takes
treatment to the people who are
unaware of their problem rather than
making them come to treatment.
Trial ID number:
IRCT201111198132N1 Keywords:
Interactive, Web-based intervention,
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metabolic syndrome, randomized
controlled trial

Tailored E-Health Gaming: a New
Window of Opportunities for EHealth?
	
  
Astrid Franziska Jander*, Rik
Crutzen, Liesbeth Mercken, Hein de
Vries*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Computer tailoring
strategies are used to provide people
with relevant and highly
personalized feedback and advice.
This strategy has proven to be
effective and cost-effective to
improve health behaviors.
Traditionally, computer tailored
feedback has been provided by emails or letters. More recently, video
messages are used to decrease high
attrition rates: the major drawback of
web-based interventions.
Adolescents in particular are easily
bored and prematurely quit these
interventions. To decrease attrition
rates in adolescents and make
computer tailored interventions more
attractive to this target group, the
current study has combined
computer tailoring strategies with a

game aimed at decreasing binge
drinking in Dutch adolescents aged
16 to 18 years (who are legally
allowed to drink soft alcoholic
beverages). Objective: Aim of this
study is to explore how the game is
used, and to assess reactions such as
satisfaction with the program,
comprehension and suitability of the
feedback, and the overall impression
and revisits of the game. We
furthermore investigate if
adolescents are willing to provide
their parents e-mail addresses in
order to invite them to visit another
alcohol prevention website. In the
game, the adolescent wakes up in the
morning after a night out and does
not remember what happened the
night before. The purpose of the
game is to reconstruct the night. The
game consists of three sessions. The
first session is played at school.
Adolescents will be invited to
continue to play the other sessions at
home. This design will make it
possible to monitor if adolescents
will return to the game and who will
come back. Methods: The game was
pilot tested at 5 schools from higher
secondary and lower tertiary
education. In total about 500
adolescents participated. Adolescents
had to fill out an online baseline
questionnaire assessing demographic
variables (age, gender, education),
drinking behavior and motivational
determinants (modeling, social norm,
perceived pressure, self-efficacy).
After the baseline questionnaire, the
adolescents started with the first
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session of the game. Also during the
game, the adolescents received text
messages on a virtual cell phone
asking them to answer questions
about motivational determinants. The
answers were used to provide
personalized computer tailored
feedback and action plans to prevent
binge drinking in identified difficult
situations. After the first session,
adolescents filled out a process
evaluation form asking for
comprehension, attractiveness, and
appreciation of the text messages and
the game. The next day they received
an invitation to continue with session
two and three of the game at home.
The use of the game was tracked by
means of server registrations.
Results: 1. Overall use of the tailored
gaming program will be described
and reactions such as game
appreciation, attractiveness, level of
personalized relevance. 2. We will
describe differences in reactions
between groups in terms of gender
and SES. 3. Revisits of the website
and recruitment of parents via their
children will be described.
Conclusions: Computer tailored
games may provide a new window of
opportunities for eHealth that may
attract both LSES and HSES
adolescents.

Variation and Trends in the Use of
Two Health Websites: HealthTalk
Online and Living Life to the Full
	
  
Ray Jones*, Christopher J Williams,
Graham Shaw*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Although it has
limitations such as obscure
geography, Google Analytics
(Analytics) is used by many health
website providers. Can Analytics be
used to identify common trends and
differences between websites and
does this help providers design sites?
Objectives To identify common
trends and variation in use between
two UK health websites. Methods
Health Talk Online (HTO) had three
(Jan 2010-Dec 2012) and
LivingLifeToTheFull (LTTF) two
(Jan 2011-Dec 2012) complete
calendar years of Analytics data
available for study. Number of visits
by city, date, time of day, source of
referral or access, and device used
were compared between the two
sites. Results Although the number
of UK visits increased, access from
elsewhere, particularly the USA,
increased proportionately. For HTO
only 62% of visits were from the UK
in 2012. Comparison of the top 15
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referring cities showed considerable
regional variation in uptake. For
example, Glasgow and Edinburgh
ranked higher and Newcastle much
lower than expected for the Scottish
developed LLTTF. London seemed
to have more users than its
population would warrant. Nearly
twice as many people found HTO
than LLTTF via search; LLTTF had
a greater proportion of referrals from
another site or direct entry of URL.
The proportion using search to find
both websites increased over the
period of study, particularly HTO,
which increased from 60 to 78%.
The weekend, particularly Saturday,
was the quietest time (between half
and two-thirds of Tuesday usage) for
both websites. Both sites had very
similar patterns of use over the week
and over the day. On HTO mobile
access increased from 3% to 23% of
all visits between 2010 and 2012.
LLTTF showed a lower, but still
substantial increase (5% to 12% from
2011 to 2012).Those using mobiles
spent considerably less time than
those on non-mobile devices (1m20s
Vs 3m) on HTO. Conclusions
Although globally available both
sites showed variation in use
between UK regions probably related
to awareness among health
professionals or general public.
Providers could use Analytics to
suggest location-based advertising so
that their primary target population
benefits, but it would be worth
websites collecting location data
directly from users, as Analytics

location data, especially for London,
may not be sufficiently reliable. As
most users found the sites by search,
particularly Google search, providers
may wish to reflect on the robustness
of this recruitment. The similar
pattern of use over the week for both
websites suggests many users access
health topics on the Internet at work,
or are otherwise distracted from
these concerns at weekends. This
insight may help design sites by
situating users in the physical world.
Although still the minority of use,
there was an expected trend to
mobile access. That mobile users
spent less time on site (particularly
the largely video based HTO site)
needs to be considered by website
designers. It is not clear whether the
shorter mean time of use indicated
more abandoned episodes or shorter
attention span. This warrants further
investigation.

Collaborative Learning Online
between Health Professionals and
Mental Health Service Users:
What Works?
	
  
Ray Jones*, Tobit Emmens*,
Siobhan Sharkey, Emily Ashurst*,
Christabel Owens
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
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Single Presentation
Background Mental health service
users, in particular young people
who self-harm, report difficulties in
communicating with health
professionals, and vice versa. Online
communities are known to break
down barriers between supposed
experts and non-experts and to
promote collaborative learning and
trust among members. Do
anonymous online closed forums
provide an environment in which
service users and professionals can
learn together? We report two
studies: (i) Sharptalk and (ii)
Stakeholders online. Objectives In
the Sharptalk project we sought to
bring young people who self-harm
and mental health professionals
together online to see how well they
could communicate with each other
about self-harm and its management,
and whether they could agree on
what constituted safe and relevant
advice. In the subsequent
Stakeholders Online project we
aimed to bring mental health service
users and professionals together
online to discuss e-health. Methods
In Sharptalk we recruited and
allocated 77 young people aged 16–
25 with experience of self-harm and
18 recently/nearly qualified
professionals in relevant health-care
disciplines to three separate Internet
discussion forums. The forums were
to run for 6 months and were
relatively unstructured. In
Stakeholders Online we ran 3 one-

week ‘courses comprising an initial
interactive webcast, a discussion
forum over the week, and a final
webinar. Results In Sharptalk, the
young people were keen to share
their lived experience of self-harm
and its management with health
professionals. They engaged in lively
discussion and supported one another
during emotional crises. Despite
registering to take part, health
professionals did not actively
participate in the forums. Reported
barriers included lack of confidence
and concerns relating to workload,
private–professional boundaries, role
clarity, duty of care and
accountability. In the more structured
environment of Stakeholders Online
with given topics to discuss, the
professionals and service users both
participated. Conclusions Health
professionals were not ready to
engage with young people who selfharm and to exchange knowledge
and experience in an anonymous but
unstructured and open-ended online
setting. In a structured setting with
given topics professionals
participated with service users, but
we had moved from an agenda set by
the users to a professionally set
agenda. Further work is needed to
find the ‘middle ground’ where an
online community can be more
service user focussed but not
‘frighten away’ the professionals.
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BeCurious: Tailored Real-Time
Behavioural and Emotional
Support for People Living with
Chronic Disease
	
  
Rachel Jones*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Personalised planning of care,
including a collaborative care
approach, is required to facilitate
meaningful management plans.
Whilst many technologies support
the collation of health and fitness
information, and much has been
done to understand how technology
can be used to support behavioural
change, less is understood about how
to support personalised planning of
care and subsequent day to day
support with interventions supported
by technology. In addition, a large
component of care planning in
chronic disease management relates
to supporting the emotional wellbeing of the patient. At the level of
general difficulties in coping, it is
estimated, for example, that some 60
per cent of adults with diabetes
report at least one troublesome
concern or emotional difficulty
related to diabetes, and some 40 per
cent of adults with diabetes suffer
from poor psychological wellbeing.

Our research focuses on exploring
how technology could support the
patient-clinician encounter in
determining a care plan that
identifies quantitative and qualitative
goals, and support day to day
personalised care and emotional
well-being that extend beyond the
encounter itself. BeCurious is a
mobile health application that helps
patients to manage a chronic disease
and its related symptoms by
integrating a set of components that
are configured for each patient with
the help of the health worker.
Components incorporate support for
goal-setting, emotional well-being,
and social support. With clinician
expertise, we have developed a
support framework comprising
motivational goals for each stage of
change for specific diseases, and
developed a set of possible design
solutions for each goal. Initial
suggestions for the care plan,
affirming reassurances and coping
strategies, are based on the
behavioural change model, The
Transtheoretical Model, and the
stage in the progression of the
disease. Still at experimental stage,
we are currently evaluating the
perceived usefulness of the design
solutions for diabetes with specialist
nurses and exploring how they could
be incorporated effectively in the
patient-clinician encounter. Other
components in the mobile health
application support patient data input
and monitoring; they include disease
specific feedback, such as pain level,
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and general feedback, such as mood
assessment. Patient input helps to
personalise the support given to the
patient beyond the encounter with
the clinician and enables tailored
real-time interventions “in the
moment”. Again, still at
experimental stage, we are exploring
patients’ reaction to such a design
solution based on a prototype and
evaluating whether we should take
the application to a formal trial.
Whilst the support offered by the
mobile application is intended to be
complementary to the relationship
between the health professional and
the patient, it is expected to provide a
level of support, including emotional
support, tailored to the individual
beyond the encounter itself to some
patients.

Soap Opera Video Episodes
Streamed to Smartphones in a
Randomized Controlled Trial to
Reduce HIV Sex Risk in Young
Urban African American/Black
Women
	
  
Rachel Jones*, Lorraine Lacroix,
Donald Hoover
Track: Research
Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background We tested the efficacy

of “Love, Sex, and Choices”(LSC), a
12-week soap opera video series
created to reduce HIV risk in the
context of relationship dilemmas, in
a randomized controlled trial among
238 high-risk African
American/Black women, aged 18-29,
in the urban Northeast. Methods 117
were randomized to receive 12weekly videos of LSC streamed to
smartphones. The other 121 received
12-weekly HIV prevention messages
on smartphones. Baseline and postintervention interviews at 3 and 6
months were completed by audio
computer assisted self-interview
(ACASI). Post-intervention changes
in unprotected vaginal (UVS) or
unprotected anal sex (UAS) with
high risk partners (HRP), measured
by log transformed vaginal episode
equivalent (VEE) score were
compared between intervention
arms. Pooled repeated measures
mixed linear models of log (VEE)
behavior at 3 and 6 months with
baseline log (VEE) as a predictor
were fit. Results At baseline, 99%
had UVS and 44% had UAS with
HRPs. Risk reduction in VEE from
pre to post-baseline was significant
(p < 0.001) for both groups. The
magnitude of reduction did not
statistically significantly differ by
group, p = 0.23. After adjusting for
baseline log (VEE), women
receiving the video intervention had
0.20 units greater reduction in log
(VEE) at 3 and 6 months than
equivalent women in the comparison
group; roughly corresponding to a
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20% greater reduction in risk
behavior. However 93.1% of
participants in the video group
wanted the video series to continue.
Conclusion “Love, Sex, and
Choices” was popular and reduced
HIV risk behavior. The comparison
intervention was also a viable HIV
prevention intervention. This is the
first study to report on streaming a
soap opera video series to
smartphones as a public health
intervention. Increasing smartphone
access and video streaming
capability create a paradigm shift,
opening new channels to address
health disparities.

E-Health Inequalities:
Development of a Measure of ‘eHealth Readiness’ for Use in
Intervention Studies
	
  
Ray Jones*
Track: Research
Topic: Health disparities
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background E-health inequalities,
namely differences in the
opportunity to use the Internet for
health, have been addressed by
various initiatives. However, there
was no comprehensive validated
measure that could be used in
randomised controlled trials (RCTs)

of such interventions to know if they
are effective. The term ‘e-health
readiness’ can be used for an
individual’s opportunity to use the
Internet to get information or support
for health. E-health inequalities can
therefore be assessed by variation in
e-health readiness. Objective The
aim of this study was to develop and
validate a self-completed
questionnaire and scoring system to
assess e-health readiness and, by
examining the spread of scores, ehealth inequalities. The intended use
of this questionnaire and score is in
RCTs of interventions aiming to
improve e-health readiness and
reduce e-health inequalities. Methods
A model of influences on e-health
readiness was developed from
review of the literature. A selfcompleted questionnaire was drafted
and piloted in three stages followed
by a final survey of 344 people used
to refine the scoring system. Results
The Plymouth E-health Readiness
Questionnaire (PERQ) and ‘e-health
readiness’ scores include questions
used to calculate four sub-scores: (i)
patients’ perception of e-health
provision, (ii) their personal ability
and confidence in using e-health, (iii)
their inter-personal support, and (iv)
their perception of relative costs.
These are combined into an overall
‘readiness’ score (0-9) which could
be used in intervention studies.
Reduction in standard deviation of
the scores represents reduction in ehealth inequalities. Conclusions
PERQ appears acceptable for
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participants in British studies and
should help identify interventions
addressing e-health readiness. The
scores produced appear valid and
will enable assessment of the
effectiveness of interventions to
improve e-health readiness and
reduce e-health inequalities. Such
methods need continued evolution.
Full documentation and data have
been published to allow others to
develop the tool further.

MSmonitor - An Interactive WebBased Tool for Self-Management
and Care in People with Multiple
Sclerosis Available for Mobile
Devices
	
  
Peter Joseph Jongen*, Okke Sinnige,
Björn van Geel, Freek Verheul, Wim
Verhagen, Ruud van der Kruijk,
Reinoud Haverkamp, Hans Schrijver,
Coby Baart, Leo H Visser, Edo
Arnoldus, Job Gilhuis, Paul Pop,
Monique Booy, Esther van Noort
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
MSmonitor is an interactive webbased tool for self-management by
people with MS (PwMS) and
improvement of quality and
efficiency of MS care. It is a

collaborative project of MS4
Research Institute, Curavista bv, and
neurologists and MS-nurses in the
Netherlands. Components are 1)
Psychometrically validated selfassessment questionnaires: Multiple
Sclerosis Impact Profile (MSIP),
Multiple Sclerosis Quality of Life-54
Items (MSQoL-54) (both completed
at least every six months), Modified
Fatigue Impact Scale-5 Items (MFIS5), Leeds Multiple Sclerosis Quality
of Life (LMSQoL) scale, Medication
and Adherence Questionnaire
(MAQ) (the latter three
questionnaires may be completed
monthly [Quick-Scan]), Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS), and a Miction Assessment
Questionnaire (both available after
activation); 2) Diaries: Activities
Diary, Miction Diary (both may be
completed daily); 3) E-consult; 4)
Personal e-logbook. PwMS visit
www.msmonitor.nl to fill in
questionnaires, diaries or logbook, or
send a secured e-mail to their MSnurse or neurologist. All data are
encrypted, processed and securely
stored on the Curavista Health
Platform (Oracle database with
JAVA-scripting and XML-applets).
The software runs on pc’s, tablets
and smart phones. Forms are
checked for consistency and
completeness before submission.
Neurologist, MS-nurse and other
health care providers of the
multidisciplinary team have
authorized access to completed
questionnaires and automatically
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generated scores. Self-management
of 1) Fatigue by use of Activities
Diary and Quick-Scan, of 2) Miction
problems by use of Miction Diary,
MSIP and LMSQoL, and of 3)
Adherence to medication by the
MAQ. Improvement of quality and
efficiency of MS care by 1)
Completion of MSIP before
consultation; online visualization of
the completed MSIP with
highlighting of new symptoms,
worsened symptoms, and their
subjective impact, enabling care
givers to identify and prioritize
relevant symptoms and unmet needs
before consultation; optimal patientcare giver interaction due to
complete overview of symptoms and
focused attention to most relevant
problems; 2) Automatic generation
of scores of repeatedly completed
questionnaires enables longitudinal
quantification of overall neurological
condition, overall subjective wellbeing (health-related quality of life
[HRQoL]), and specific symptoms,
and thus facilitates early
identification of changes and
evaluation of treatments; scores and
changes over time are represented
graphically and in tables; 3)
Monitoring of adherence (MAQ); 4)
E-mail contact; 5) facilitation of
multidisciplinary collaboration.
March 2013: Number of
participating PwMS 441 with a
monthly increase by 3-4%; 13
neurological practices (neurologist,
MS-nurse); four other health-care
providers. PwMS who had used the

Quick-Scan and the Activities Diary
at least twice in a 6-month period
(N=56) showed a statistically
significant increase in HRQoL (mean
change 13%; P=0.0002), in contrast
to those who had completed twice or
more the Quick-Scan but had used
the Activities Diary only once or not
(N=49). Decrease in fatigue (MFIS-5
score) correlated significantly
(Spearman -0.29, P=0.028) with the
frequency of Activities Diary use.
These findings are in line with the
hypothesis that the combined use of
Activities Diary and Quick-Scan
facilitates self-management of
fatigue. Current developments:
Validation of an 8-Items quick scan
questionnaire for miction problems.
Development of modules for
monitoring disease modifying and
symptomatic treatments.

Smartphone Diet Application Use
in Sports Dietetics
	
  
Michelle Rose Jospe*, Kirsty
Fairbairn, Tracy Perry
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The availability of diet
applications (diet apps) on
smartphones is increasing. Diet apps
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allow users to enter their food intake
in real-time. Food intake is converted
to nutrient intake, which is
instantaneously compared with the
users’ calculated energy and nutrient
goals. The use of new mobile
technologies, such as smartphones,
to assess and monitor dietary intake
has been briefly examined, and but
never in an athletic population.
Sports dietetics is a field that may
benefit from the use of diet apps, as
athletes are required to consume
specific quantities of nutrients (such
as one gram of protein per kilogram
of bodyweight per day), and diet
apps may help athletes track their
nutrient intake. The current use and
perception of diet apps by sports
dietitians and their clients is
unknown. Objective: The aims of the
study were to assess the prevalence
and perception of smartphone diet
app use by sports dietitians.
Methods: A 27-item cross-sectional
online survey was developed and
sent to 1709 sports dietitians to
determine diet app use, as well as
dietary assessment and nutrition
intervention practices in sports
dietetics. Respondents included
sports dietitians from Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, and the United States, who
were surveyed between 22 June and
11 November 2012. Results: The
questionnaire had a response rate of
10.3% (180/1709). Of the 176
eligible respondents to the
questionnaire, 32.4% (n=57) used
diet apps with clients in sports

dietetics. Twenty-eight different diet
apps were used. MyFitnessPal was
the most used diet app, with 56.1%
(32/57) of users. Diet app users had a
positive perception of diet apps, with
the majority of respondents viewing
diet apps as “better” (25/53, 47. 2%)
or “equivalent” (22/53, 41.5%)
compared with traditional dietary
assessment methods. The primary
perceived benefits of diet apps were
their ubiquity (27/54, 50.0%),
convenience (14/54, 25.9%), and
their ease of use (12/54, 22.2%). The
primary perceived limitations of diet
apps were problems with the nutrient
database (22/54, 40.7%), incorrect
portion size selection by the client
(12/54, 22.2%), and incorrect food
selection by the client (10/54,
18.5%). Conclusion: Smartphone
diet app use is in the nascent stage of
implementation in sports dietetics,
but diet app use is already perceived
as effective and beneficial for
athletes who are trying to meet
nutritional goals. As the adoption of
smartphones increases and
sophistication of the software
improves, diet apps will grow in
importance and become a valuable
tool in the dietetic profession.
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Informed Consent in Health
Research in the Online
Environment (Panel)
	
  
Jeffrey Kahn*, Effy Vayena*, Anna
Mastroianni*, Dan O'Connor*
Track: Research
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
Research for health-related purposes
in the online environment is growing
at an explosive pace. This ever
expanding environment currently
includes health research-related
websites (e.g., patientslikeme.com)
and consumer-oriented health
websites (e.g., 23andme.com), as
well as technologies that can collect
web users' search data (e.g., Google
Trends) or scan social media (e.g.,
Twitter, Facebook). Each category
and example raises particular
challenges for the traditional
paradigm of informed consent in
research, which rests on the core
ethical and legal constructs of
ensuring that a research participant is
fully informed and understands the
proposed research, and enters into a
study voluntarily. However, the
consent processes embedded in
traditional human subjects research
did not anticipate applications in
online environments. The evolving
research paradigm in the online
environment instead has largely
employed consumer-oriented

approaches to assuring "agreement"
with the terms of service. This
approach is better characterized as a
requirement for entry and use of a
site than as a representation of
meaningful consent as it is typically
mandated when individuals share
personal data for research purposes.
An analysis of informed consent in
this environment is critical to ensure
the ethical conduct of research. Such
an analysis requires consideration of
how the conceptual goals of the
consent process are being applied in
online efforts, whether and how the
conceptual goals can be achieved,
how notions of privacy are perceived
in the online environment, and the
legal and policy implications of the
current regulatory framework for
research in online settings. Any
future missteps in this area will result
in consumer and participant distrust,
ultimately affecting the potential for
public health benefits as well as
researcher access to valuable data.
This panel provides an opportunity to
examine the challenges for informed
consent when novel health research
is conducted in the online
environment. The panel will discuss
(1) pilot findings regarding consent
practices in online environments
where health-related research is
taking place (Effy Vayena, PhD,
Senior Fellow at the Institute of
Biomedical Ethics, Univ. of Zurich),
(2) an examination of the conceptual
bases of informed consent in
research and their application in the
online environment (Jeffrey Kahn,
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PhD, MPH, Professor of Bioethics
and Public Policy at Johns Hopkins
Berman Institute of Bioethics), (3)
the perceptions and expectations of
privacy in the context of social
media and their implications for
consent in the online research
environment (Dan O'Connor, PhD,
Research Scholar at the Johns
Hopkins Berman Institute of
Bioethics), and (4) the legal and
policy implications of the existing
regulatory framework for informed
consent in research as research
moves into the online environment
(Anna Mastroianni, JD, MPH,
Professor at the University of
Washington School of Law and
Institute for Public Health Genetics).

Web-Based Multi-Criteria
Decision Support in the
Community and Clinic: Shared
Management of Inflammatory
Bowel Disease (IBD)
	
  
Mette Kjer Kaltoft*, Jack Dowie*,
Glenn Salkeld*, Christine Norton,
Jesper Bo Nielsen
Track: Research
Topic: Online decision technology
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The call for greater
patient involvement in decision
making, attention to individual
preferences, Patient Reported

Outcome Measures, and Quality-ofLife-considerations, is coinciding
with a growing demand for
‘translation’ of research evidence
into patient-centred practice. New
technology can facilitate both and
help address the ever-increasing
pressure on health service resources
and clinician time e.g. in the
management of chronic diseases like
IBD. Crohn's and Ulcerative Colitis
are complex and preferencesensitive, with high public health
impact due to rising incidence and
costs. Objective To explore the
feasibility, effects, and resource
implications of providing web-based
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA)-based decision support in
cross-disciplinary IBD settings. The
main focus is on home-based support
to patients prior to their outpatient
consultation and its contribution to
the quality of the clinical discussion
and decision reached. Methods A
unique ID/password connects the
patient to the MCDA-based decision
support system which separates the
evidence base for the decision
(performance rates for each option
on each patient-important criterion)
with the patient’s importance
weights for those outcomes and
attributes. The decision tool provides
a provisional 'opinion' based on their
transparent integration, not as a
medical opinion per se but as one
produced by the involved health
professionals. The unique
ID/password includes the patient in
any internal referral process between
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gastroenterologist and surgeon.
Mixed methods (interviews and
weblog analysis of time spent on
elements of the decision
support/links) are employed in
related and concurrent field work at
St. Mark’s Hospital, London
(involving the IBD Specialist
Nurses’ advice line), and Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney. The
primary outcome is decision quality
as measured by the
‘MyDecisionQuality’ (MDQ)
instrument. A web-based survey
posted on the Danish IBD patient
organisation site introduced the
Danish version of MDQ.
‘Satisfaction with Decision’ is also
elicited. In MDQ a patient’s
importance weights over 8 criteria
for a good decision are entered at
home prior to their consultation and
their ratings after it, providing a
dually-personalised measure of
decision quality. When MDQ is
filled out by the clinician, a
decomposable measure of
concordance is produced, along with
a calculation of the incremental gains
in decision quality achievable for
each criterion. The documentation
(graphic picture of the MCDA output
screen) can be saved/printed, and act
as prescriptive guidance for future
(shared) decisions. Results The
baselines are underway and
interventions scheduled. A Danish
study involving a national IBD
patient organisation found the webbased approach outperformed written
invitations amongst initial 39

respondents. Conclusions In spite of
increasingly time-pressured
clinicians in both settings since
project launch, feasibility issues have
been overcome within an actionoriented approach. In addition to
setting-specific results, insights into
national differences of patient webliteracy, IBD
management/reimbursement, and
preferences are expected. The
findings will feed into a protocol for
translation and transfer into the
Danish context as part of a Ph.D.
project at The University of Southern
Denmark (SDU). The studies have
ethics approval in the respective
countries, are undertaken in
collaboration with Sydney University
School of Public Health, and funded
by The Region of Southern
Denmark, SDU, and Helsefonden.dk.

Apps4CPR: A Review Study of
Mobile Applications for
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Training and Support
	
  
Marco Kalz*, Niklas Lenssen, Marc
Felzen, Bernardo Tabuenca, Marcus
Specht, Max Skorning
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Several mobile
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applications to train knowledge or
skills for cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) have recently
been developed and published in the
two largest stores for mobile
applications. Since there is no quality
control provided for mobile apps
published in these stores, it is
questionable if these apps deliver on
the one hand sufficient quality with
respect to accordance to current
medical guideline recommendations
and on the other hand are designed
with a high usability. To date, there
is no study available that assesses the
quality of the apps systematically.
Objective: Therefore we had the
objective to assess the quality and
usability of mobile apps for
resuscitation support and training
available in the two largest mobile
application stores (Apple App Store
& Android Market). Methods: We
have chosen a mixed-method
evaluation. Mobile applications for
CPR have been systematically
collected via the search interfaces of
the app stores. In addition, search has
been conducted via Google.com.
Only apps have been included which
are not specifically designed for
babies or animals. Two emergency
physicians reviewed these apps in
terms of criteria like functionality,
conformity with regulations, target
group and language. In addition the
experts provided a quality rating on
an ordinal scale from 0 – 10. To be
included in the next step of the
evaluation three criteria have been
set by the experts: “Training

feature”, “Conformity to ERC/AHA
2010 BLS Guidelines”, “Integrated
Emergency Call”. In total 13 apps
haven been evaluated by laymen
users regarding usability and hedonic
quality. For the usability evaluation
14 volunteers have each evaluated 45 apps via the system-usability scale
(SUS) and the ReactionDeck
application for hedonic quality
evaluation. Results: The search and
selection procedure has resulted in a
total number of 46 mobile
applications for resuscitation training
and support. The experts involved in
the first evaluation phase show
substantial agreements for all quality
ratings. Approximately a third of the
apps (n=16) follow current
guidelines. Nearly 75% of the tested
apps (n=34) include emergency
support, 13 offer direct access to an
emergency call. In total 13 apps have
been selected to be included in the
next step of the evaluation. Only 5 of
these apps have been rated as
potentially useful and thus received a
mean SUS score above average (SUS
score > 68). These results are also
confirmed by the hedonic quality
results. Conclusions: While there are
many apps available for CPR
training and support, only 5 apps
show high usability and appealing
hedonic quality for laymen. CPR
apps hold the important possibility to
improve layperson CPR and
encourage them to act in case of a
cardiac arrest. Further research about
the design, educational aspects and
medical outcomes are necessary to
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benefit from these possibilities.

Building Partnerships in Research
	
  
Jane Kaye*, Matt Jameson, Will
Dixon*, Sharon Terry*, Dave Lund,
Edgar Whitley*
Track: Practice
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
The potential to involve patients in
the research process using interactive
web 2.0 platforms is significant. In
this session we present perspectives
from a range of initiatives which
involve patients as partners and see
them as central to the research
process. Health Unlocked creates
online communities that allow
patients to share experiences,
monitor their health, and feedback
the outcome of their treatment with
doctors online. Arthritis Research
UK is developing INBANK to
provide the infrastructure for the
rapid collection of clinical data
linked with biosamples, with the
intention of furthering the
translational research process.
Reg4All is creating a comprehensive,
crowd-sourced, cross-disease registry
to help accelerate translational
research for over 1,000 diseases. The
Dynamic Consent project involves
developing an ‘e-consent’ app that
allows users to give consent

electronically, and allows them to
monitor how their samples and data
are used. Each presenter will give a
ten minute presentation on their
project and how it will improve
people’s involvement in the
translational research process. The
aim of this panel is to engage with
the audience so there will be 20
minutes for discussion. Matt
Jameson - Health Unlocked Will
Dixon – INBANK Sharon Terry –
Reg4All Dave Lund/Edgar Whitley –
Dynamic Consent Moderator: Jane
Kaye, University of Oxford

Dynamic Consent - A Model for
Translational Research
	
  
Jane Kaye*, Edgar Whitley*, David
Lund, Harriet Teare*, Michael
Morrison*
Track: Practice
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Broad consent has been adopted as a
practical solution for biobanks as it
has been impossible to apply the
requirements of informed consent as
articulated in the Declaration of
Helsinki. This is because consent to
involvement in a biobank must be
obtained before the biobank
commences when all of the
researchers and research users are
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not known. Re-consent maybe
necessary, unless the information can
be anonymised for use by researchers
or a legal exemption is obtained.
Broad consent is strongly contested
in the bioethics literature. We have
built a patient IT interface which
uses a ‘dynamic consent’ approach.
In this model, consent is not a mere
communication exercise but a
bidirectional, ongoing, interactive
process between patients and
researchers. Through the interface
individuals can make and express
preferences about the choices they
are given about the use of their data
and samples for research. The benefit
of this interface is that it enables
individuals to exercise their
autonomy by giving informed
consent for new types of research in
real time rather than being asked to
give a broad consent at the beginning
of the research process when they are
recruited into a biobank. The benefits
for the research process are that
recruitment is easier, less costly and
more efficient; the legal and ethical
requirements of consent can be met
with ease; there is greater
transparency and accountability in
the research process and research
findings can be returned to research
participants as part of a personalised
medicine approach. Dynamic
consent has the potential to enhance
patient confidence and enable long
term patient-researcher
collaborations in research. This
interface moves away from manual,
paper–based processes to an e-

governance system. We anticipate
that the ‘dynamic consent’ interface
will become an essential and
sustainable component of research
infrastructure and will further
advance translational research
initiatives. In this paper we present
the dynamic consent model and show
how it can be used as a tool for
translational research and
personalised medicine.

Mobile Healthcare Wireless
Networks: A Comparative Study
	
  
Pantea Keikhosrokiani*, Nasriah
Zakaria*, Norlia Mustaffa, Tat-Chee
Wan
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Evolution of mobile
technologies and the advancement of
sophisticated wireless
communication networks lead to the
multimedia based services in the
health care management sector and
informatics emergence to form
mobile-based Telemedicine. Mobile
telemedicine includes healthcare,
mobile hospital, hospital emergency
system, maritime telemedicine,
remote monitoring etc. to make more
sustainable and effective platform for
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both remote patient and healthcare
medical staff. Objective: The main
objective of this work is to review
the number of wireless and cellular
communication technologies used in
healthcare systems. Furthermore, we
classify healthcare systems with an
objective to highlight their
communication technologies and
quality of service (QoS). We make
comparative study of healthcare
systems in order to achieve a
comprehension of mobile healthcare
systems; as such systems are
expected to become ubiquitous for
the delivery of biomedical signals for
telemedicine. Methods: After
reviewing different communication
technologies and methods in
healthcare system, we used a
comparative study in order to
evaluate healthcare systems based on
communication technologies and
quality of service (QoS). Results:
From our comparative study, we
acquired strengths and weaknesses in
terms of QoS of different mobile
healthcare systems using diverse
communication technologies. This
study can be effective for designing
the mobile healthcare systems in the
future. Conclusions: At the end of
this study, we conclude that the
advancement of communication
technologies provides efficiency and
effectiveness for healthcare systems
but at the same time adds complexity
and sophistication to the use of those
systems. Consequently, we point
some significant issues of current
healthcare systems and offer some

recommendation for forthcoming
mobile healthcare systems.

Measuring the Effects of Using
Health-Related Websites:
Translatability Assessment of
Questionnaire Items in the EHealth Impact Questionnaire
(eHIQ).
	
  
Laura Kelly*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The internet is a
valuable resource for accessing
health information in the UK with
71% of the population having
sourced health information online.
Health related websites have become
much more than information sites:
they are used to exchange
experiences and find support as well
as information and advice. Objective
We are developing an e-health
impact questionnaire to assess the
effects of using health related
websites which contain experiential
and factual information. This study
aimed to perform a translatability
assessment on the draft questionnaire
items to establish whether they will
be cross-culturally and linguistically
valid should the questionnaire be
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translated in the future. Methods A
concept elaboration document was
produced to expand on 82 draft
questionnaire items and sent to
medical translators in six countries to
obtain feedback regarding the
translatability of the text from
linguistic and cultural perspectives.
Recommendations from each
translator were reviewed by a project
manager who suggested changes to
the questionnaire developers.
Suggested changes were discussed
during a teleconference between the
developers and the project manager.
Amendments were made to ensure
the e-HIQ questionnaire items would
be more easily translated in the
future. All recommendations and
changes were compiled in a report.
Results Several changes were
thought necessary as a result of the
translatability assessment. Changes
included clarifying the tense of
questionnaire items to avoid
mistranslation and amending
colloquial terms (for example,
changing the phrase ‘taking steps’ to
‘taking actions’). The developers
were also made aware of three items
which have distinct meanings in the
English language, but may be
difficult to translate as distinct items
in other languages when translated.
Conclusions This study highlights
the importance of including a
concept elaboration and
translatability assessment during the
development of a measure which
may be used internationally.
Incorporating an international

element into its development enables
an easier transition into other
languages ensuring it is culturally
and linguistically appropriate.

A Picture Instead of Words – Can
a Visual MHealth App Promote
Healthy Lifestyles in Low Health
Literacy Populations?
	
  
Christine Kennedy*, Sean
Arayasirikul, Melinda Bender,
Suzanna Martinez, Katie Reeves
Track: Research
Topic: Health disparities
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Hispanics make up 65%
of American adults with low health
literacy and bear the highest health
risk (increased levels of obesity,
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease)
associated with inactivity. In primary
care, recommendations for patient
management include decreasing
sedentary behavior (SB) and
increasing physical activity (PA) . To
date, there has been little uptake of
evidence based PA guidelines by
health care providers (HCP) and
limited engagement in the topic
during a primary care clinical
encounter due to various perceived
barriers. Mobile technology can be a
viable tool to help HCP encourage
PA in their patients and for
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consumers to take home
individualized recommendations.
Objective 1. To develop, prototype
and evaluate multiple design
elements including non-textual
representations such as pictograms,
animation, and video, that represent
critical health concepts (PA &
SB)for active lifestyles. 2. To
explore the adequacy of the visual
images to capture sufficient
dimensions of the constructs of
interest in low health literacy
Hispanic population. 3. To determine
feasibility of the material for use in a
mobile phone app that patients could
use as a self-care adjunct to health
care providers counseling. Methods
Mixed methods, multistage,
participatory design approach. Focus
groups were presented with visual
images in two groups (PA & SB) and
across five domains (icons,
drawings, pictures, animates, and
videos). Results Participants:
reflected a low income, relatively
sedentary, limited health literacy
sample, with high mobile phone
ownership (88%) and use. We ran 6
focus groups of consumers (16 men,
26 women) , 2 promotoras community lay health providers
groups (3 men, 13 women) and
interviewed 6 HCP (all female).
Functional requirements results:
1.The mobile app must be simple,
intuitive and easy to use; include
mechanisms for personalization, the
ability to tailor messages, activities
and other content to end user’s
preferences and characteristics. 2.

Include an assessment function to
reinforce activities that are already
being done and attenuate or set
limitations for activities within the
realm for behavior change. The
output for this assessment may be
used as input for personalization. As
a result, there are various types
personalization: passive, active, and
intuitive. 3. Visual mobile health
content is both feasible and
acceptable in conveying complex
information about physical activity;
but visual mobile health content must
have a high sensitivity and
specificity. Visual images must be
identifiable, and clearly preemptive
of an action in order to be
motivating; be colorful, include
realistic goal setting and a mixture of
all types of visual content – icons,
pictures, photos, and videos.
Conclusion Our preliminary results
emphasize the centrality of the user
experience in the design of a visualdriven, physical activity, mHealth
application for use among Spanishspeaking Latino adults with limited
health literacy. Further results will be
detailed during the presentation.
These results will inform the
functional requirements of a
prototype mHealth application in the
subsequent phases of design and
testing where behavior change
potential will be measured.
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Breast Self-Examination (BSE) in
Breast Cancer Prevention: an
Educational Smartphone App
	
  
Roman Kerekes*, Jiri Kofranek*,
Jan Danes, Miroslava Skovajsova
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Early detection of breast cancer plays
the leading role in the reducing
mortality rates and improving the
patients' prognosis. The
recommended screening methods for
this fatal disease are: mammography,
clinical breast examination and
breast self-examination (BSE).
Although there is no clear evidence
to support the efficacy of performing
routine BSE alone in early detection
and decreasing mortality due to
breast cancer, BSE is simple,
inexpensive and teaching more
importantly raises awareness about
breast cancer in women and more
importantly in general practitioners
following up the target group of
women. We have developed a
smartphone application for BSE
teaching. The application includes
instructional video, step-by-step BSE
guide and necessary information
about breast cancer. Depending on
the age group, the user can set
reminder interval for examination
using push notifications. At present

the emphasis is to raise breast cancer
awareness among women to
overcome ever-increasing in early
burden of the disease.

My®Doctor: a Smartphone
Application for E-Health Care
	
  
Roman Kerekes*, Jiri Kofranek*,
Jaroslav Januska
Track: Practice
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
EHealth in the Czech Republic is
still evolving. On the one hand, the
problem is the lack of trust between
patients and fear of personal data
leakage. On the other hand, doctors
argue that the proposed system is not
sophisticated. In this context we have
created smartphone application
(Můj®Lékař, Google Play, CZ) as a
cornerstone mobile client for the
patient. The current version of
application is a pilot project designed
for patients. The application is
location aware and searches
pharmacies and healthcare
professionals by specialty near the
patient. The data sorted by distance
are presented as the list or on a map.
There is an option to save a doctor to
favorites tab. The current database
includes 20,000 physicians and 5,000
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pharmacies. We plan to extend the
application of the other modules as a
list of medications, medical
procedures and classification of
diseases, thus everything in one
place. If a user reveals an any
discrepancy in presented
information, e-mail feedback is
enabled to correct the data. We also
plan to include interactive modules
such as risk of diseases calculators,
but data will be anonymous. The user
will of course have the option to send
data to his doctor. The author
disclose that he is a principal in the
company which produces and
markets the application.

The Structured Database of
Clinical Images for Educational
Smartphone/Tablet Apps
	
  
Roman Kerekes*, Jaroslav Januska
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
We have created the multimodal
database of images and videos from
of various clinical cases. The
findings comprise common as well
as rare pathologies. This collection
marked as CARDIO3® for
cardiology and ENDO3® for
endoscopy is the data source for our

educational mobile/tablet
applications/atlases covering the
field of echocardiography,
interventional cardiology,
electrophysiology, magnetic
resonance and gastrointestinal
endoscopy. The records saved in
SQL database have ID, title,
annotation, modality, image plane,
physician identification columns.
Structured data are stored in XML
format. Each picture or video is
assigned to the appropriate keywords
describing the presented pathology.
The apps serve as reference tool for
teaching cardiology, radiology,
cardiac surgery, internal medicine,
ultrasound, endoscopy fellows and
medical students on the fly. The apps
require internet connection to
download the texts, the images and
videos. Given that the images are
online, the collection is not static.
The database of findings from our
server is regularly updated and
extended. The apps are available on
the iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch and
Android devices. The authors of the
cases and charts comprise clinical
cardiologists and internal fellows.

Barriers to Social Media Adoption
by Private Hospitals
	
  
Janet Keys*, Barbara Crump*, Keri
Logan
Track: Research
Topic: Business models in a Web 2.0
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environment
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Social media is
developing into an essential form of
communication, particularly in the
personal sphere with some 96% of
New Zealanders engaged in some
form of social media. In recent years
many sectors of the commercial
environment have adopted social
media for communication, marketing
and recruitment but little is known of
social media use by private surgical
hospitals in New Zealand despite
these organisations being quick to
embrace new medical technology.
Objective The aim for this study was
to determine whether New Zealand's
private surgical hospitals had
adopted social media and, if not, to
identify the barriers that prevented
them from doing so. The research
serves as groundwork for a future
programme of research. Method A
purposive sample of eight managers
working in small to large private
hospitals throughout New Zealand
participated in the semi-structured
in-depth telephone interviews in
2012. Interviews were recorded (with
permission), transcribed and then
analysed by key themes. Rogers
(2003) Diffusion of Technology
Theory framed the study. Results
The majority of the private surgical
hospitals had not adopted social
media applications beyond some use
of LinkedIn and the interviewees had
limited knowledge of the benefits or

risks of using other social media
applications. Most of the
interviewees had avoided any
participation in social media at a
personal level and believed that such
technology was irrelevant for their
industry group. They viewed their
staff as innovative in adopting new
clinical procedures, equipment and
knowledge but noted they were late
adopters of communication and
marketing technology. All
participants expressed concern with
the “lack of control” and immediacy
of social media sites and the problem
of who would take responsibility for
monitoring. They considered that
aggressively advertising their
hospitals’ services was inappropriate
but with the increasingly competitive
environment some were beginning to
seek ways of capturing a greater
market share. A significant factor
which may contribute to the negative
attitudes towards social media was
the age of the managers, the majority
of whom belonged to the ‘baby
boomer’ generation. Conclusions
This study has shown that traditional
conservative attitudes prevail in the
private hospital sector as regards
social media adoption. The benefits
of increased client engagement and
use of the media for marketing and
improving internal communication
are currently being ignored. The
slow diffusion of social media in this
health sector may be a reflection of
New Zealand’s lag behind the world
in the use of this technology (NBR,
2011) and the older age of the
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managers. This preliminary study
focused on private surgical hospitals,
and further studies on other industry
sectors would be useful in
determining whether there are
similar or different factors
contributing to social media uptake
throughout New Zealand
organisations. References NBR, The
National Business Review (2011).
NZ business lagging with social
media. Tuesday, November 22,
2011. Access
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/nzbusinesses-lag-behind-social-mediaaccording-report-aw-104785 Rogers,
E. M. (2003). Diffusion of
Innovations (5th ed.). New York,
NY: The Free Press.

Decisional Support Algorithm to
Promote Youth Participation in
Community Life
	
  
Mary Alunkal Khetani*, Anna Cliff*
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Nearly 93 million
children worldwide live with
disabilities. Disparities in activity
participation between children and
youth with and without disabilities
increase with age, resulting in fewer
opportunities for children and youth

with disabilities to prepare for
healthy independent living in
adulthood. Parents often manage
their youth's activity participation on
their own or with limited
intervention support while balancing
competing demands on their time.
Parents need practical tools to
efficiency develop, manage, and
communicate their efforts to promote
children's participation. The
Participation and Environment
Measure for Children and Youth
(PEM-CY) is a valid and reliable
parent-report survey that enables
detailed assessment of children's
participation in home, school, and
community environments. Providers
and parents have expressed their
interest in using mobile technology
to actively and feasibly develop their
own plan of care using the PEM-CY.
Towards this end, we need to know
how the PEM-CY can be used to
support collaborative goal setting
and plan management within a
clinical intervention or selfmanagement context. Objective: To
characterize a decisional support
algorithm that enables parents of
children with disabilities and their
providers to leverage their PEM-CY
baseline results in order to
systematically and feasibly prioritize
needs, formulate goals, and develop
intervention strategies to promote
youth activity participation.
Methods: We employed an
explanatory sequential mixed
methods (quan>QUAL) design. The
quantitative (quan) phase included
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PEM-CY completion by 23 parents
of children with disabilities ages 517 years who were actively enrolled
in community recreation services in
Northern Colorado. For the
qualitative (QUAL) phase, 7 service
providers participated in 60-minute
interviews to provide their
perspectives about how PEM-CY
results could be applied within an
intervention planning context.
Interview data were content coded by
two research staff using NVivo 10.0.
We used established procedures to
ensure credibility (triangulation of 3
data sources, member-checking
(n=3), key informants (n=40)),
dependability (two coders for first 5
transcripts), and transferability
(confirming study results across
cases that differed by child's age and
gender). Results: A majority of
respondents were mothers (90.9%)
and between 40-49 years old
(72.7%). Most children (mean age =
10.7 years) were Caucasian (77.3%)
and male (69.8%). Based on PEMCY results, more than two-thirds of
parents were dissatisfied with their
child's participation in community
events (73.9%), organized and
unstructured physical activities
(73.9%), unstructured physical
activities (73.9%), getting together
with others (69.6%), and classes or
lessons (73.9%). Provider
perspectives of PEM-CY case results
yielded a decisional process with five
decision-making processes that result
in three major steps: 1) a rank
ordering of activities in which

change is desired is developed by
parent, considering the child's
interests, abilities, and/or family
schedule; 2) provider clarifies
parent's goals for their child's
participation for each ranked activity,
especially if there is mismatch
between the type of change desired
and child's current participation; and
3) provider probes to identify those
environmental supports and parent
strategies that can be leveraged and
environmental barriers that can be
minimized to promote participation.
Conclusion: Results suggest that a
core decisional process for applying
PEM-CY results to generate an
activity-specific action plan is
possible. Confirmation of this
decisional support algorithm with the
end-user (i.e., parent) is needed. In
addition, parent feedback on core
and optional features of mobile
technology to support use of the
decisional support algorithm would
be useful to develop functional
specifications and wireframe of the
mobile app.

Types of Drug Information on
Authoritative Versus Social Media
Sites: An Exploratory Study
	
  
Christopher Soo-Guan Khoo*, Kevin
C.h. Lai, Amalyasa Mohd Khalid,
Jacquelyn Shihui Wang
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
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web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Many people are
obtaining drug information from
Internet sources, either for
themselves or on behalf of relatives
and friends. In addition to
authoritative drug information
websites with information provided
by healthcare institutions, there is
now a plethora of social media sites
with user-contributed content. The
question arises whether healthrelated social media sites contain
useful types of information not found
on authoritative sites, and whether
patients as well as healthcare
professionals can gain useful
knowledge from user-contributed
content. Objective: The objective of
the study is to identify the types of
drug-related information available on
social media sites compared to
authoritative drug information
websites. Methods: The three
authoritative websites (Mayo Clinic,
Epocrates, and DrugLib) and three
social media sites (Patients like me,
WebMD, Rate A Drug) were
selected for the study. Three chronic
health conditions (chronic pain,
insomnia and diabetes) and five
common prescription drugs for each
of these conditions were selected for
analyze (15 drugs in total).
Information from the authoritative
sites were analyzed by comparing
and conflating the section headings,
and examining the paragraphs to

identify subtypes of information. For
the unstructured information, at least
20 postings and at least three pages
were downloaded. Content analysis
was carried out to identify the types
of patient experiences reported.
Results: The authoritative sites
provide generally the same kinds of
information, but each site carries
more detailed information on certain
aspects: - Mayo Clinic carries more
detailed information for particular
groups of patients—patients with
particular allergies, children, the
aged, pregnant women, and women
who are breastfeeding. Side-effect
information is subdivided into
degrees of likelihood. - Epocrates
has additional subsections under
dosage (e.g., dosage for children),
contraindications, side-effects, and
drug interactions. It also provides pill
pictures, manufacturers and pricing. DrugLib provides more information
for special groups—special risk
patients, pregnant women,
“nonteratogenic effects”, “labor and
delivery”, “nursing mothers”,
children, and the aged. It also carries
information on clinical trials,
mechanism of action, toxicity, etc.
that are of interest to health
professionals. Types of information
that can found on social media sites
and not on authoritative sites are: Efficacy—users’ experience Treatment burden—users’
difficulties with various aspects of
the treatment, and convenience
issues - Cost—users’ financial
burden, and experience with the
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insurance and government subsidy Quality of life—impact on the users’
overall wellness and ability to have a
normal life - Stop reasons—users’
recorded reason to stop treatment,
which includes severe side effects,
ineffectiveness, cost, or instruction
by the doctor - User experience—this
includes coping advice, beneficial
complementary drug or treatment,
dietary habits, etc. - Accessibility to
drug—at the users’ geographical
locality - Reported treatment
duration, dosage and adherence to
treatment. Some social media sites
allow users to learn more about the
community and specific patients
taking the drug. Patients Like Me
allows users to drill down from a
drug to its side effects, and then to
information about the group of users
that listed the side effects.

Personal Health Records and
Related Laws in South Korea
	
  
Jeongeun Kim*, James G. Boram
Kim, Yongyeob Jeong, Sukwha Kim
Track: Research
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: A Personal Health
Record (PHR) consists of health
information about an individual from

diverse sources, including
information entered by the patient or
consumer. Majority of the
information, however, especially
objective data such as laboratory test
results, come mainly from Electronic
Health Record (EHR) systems. Due
to this reason, it is absolutely vital
for PHR systems to import data from
EHR systems in a secure and private
way. In South Korea, 82.3 percent of
people are concerned about the
privacy and security of their health
information, and all the data residing
in EHR systems are strictly protected
by law, raising barriers for patients to
download their health records from
EHR systems, and to transfer it to
PHR systems. Objective: The aim of
this study is to find out which parts
of the laws in South Korea hinder
data liquidity between EHR and PHR
systems. Methods: In this study, we
closely investigated various acts in
South Korea, including not only acts
related to health and information
technology but also the constitution
and the criminal and civil acts.
Privacy infringements can occur in
one of the four stages of the health
information life cycle: (1)
Acquisition, (2) Preservation, (3)
Use, and (4) Disposal. Hence, we
asked a panel of experts to allocate
each related article from the
aforementioned laws and acts to one
of the four stages, and then to
evaluate how the articles can affect
deployment of PHR systems in South
Korea. Results: Since health
information is a kind of personal
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information, people have the right to
informational self-determination,
according to the constitution of
South Korea. The legal basis for
imposing liability for a breach of
confidentiality about personal
information can be found in the
criminal and civil acts, and the
recently implemented privacy act
heavily influences the way that
hospitals and clinics should deal with
patient data over the whole health
information life cycle. The
framework act on health and medical
services underpins every law about
protection of health information, and
paper-based and electronic medical
records are basically governed by the
medical service act. There are also
other laws and acts related to privacy
of health information, such as the
national health insurance act.
Conclusions: Health information
residing in EHR systems can be
governed by either the privacy act or
the medical service act, but due to
the fact that health information in
PHR systems is not medical records
by law, it does not need to abide by
the medical service act. Therefore, in
South Korea, if appropriate security
barriers and entry controls are in
place, it is possible without any legal
issues to enable patients to download
medical records from EHR systems.
And when it comes to transferring, if
the patient initiates a transaction, the
EHR system can transfer health
information to a PHR system on
behalf of the patient. However, in the
USA, HIPAA (Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act)
rules have recently expanded the
definition of a business associate to
include a PHR vendor so that health
information in PHR systems should
be safeguarded by HIPAA. With
these facts, we could reach to a
conclusion that in South Korea, the
real barrier to enabling data liquidity
between EHR and PHR systems can
be of policies hospitals and clinics
have internally.

"SIMBA - Social Information
Monitoring for Patients with
Bipolar Affective Disorder”: A
Feasibility Study on a SensorBased Application for Smart
Phones to Predict Phase
Transitions in Bipolar Disorder.
	
  
Sally Sophie Kindermann*, Kai
Kossow, Sharlina Spiering, Andreas
Maier, Jörn Moock, Guido Barbian,
Wulf Roessler
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background and Objectives: Bipolar
affective disorder is characterized by
extreme mood swings varying from
manic to depressive. During both
phases there is a greater risk of
suicide attempts for patients. Timely
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detection of behavioral modifications
could help to intervene early and
therefore prevent suicidal tendencies.
Mobile sensor technology in modern
smart phones provides a wide variety
of data and could therefore deliver a
comprehensive picture of the user’s
habits and behaviors. These features
can be optimally used for monitoring
activity and behavior patterns of
patients with bipolar disorder.
Nowadays, many people are already
familiar with the latest mobile
technology and use internet-enabled
mobile devices, so that a good
acceptance and integration of smart
phones as measuring instruments in
patients’ daily lives is expected. For
this reason we developed “SIMBA”
(Social Information Monitoring for
Patients with Bipolar Affective
Disorder), a new sensor-based
application (app) for Android smart
phones that acquires movement data
and information on social behavior
and interaction. Our aim is to
investigate if SIMBA is useful in
terms of detecting indicators for
upcoming mood changes and
creating rest-activity-profiles of
patients with bipolar disorder for an
earlier prediction of phase
transitions. Methods: In the first
stage, we conduct a feasibility study
under medical supervision with
patients of a psychiatric outpatient
clinic and a healthy control group for
a period of 12 months. In addition to
the use of SIMBA, self-reports
completed by participants on the
smart phone and regular clinical

ratings of the patients’ symptoms are
collected in order to validate sensor
data. Sensor data will be modeled to
make it accessible for an evaluation.
Statistical analyses of all data will be
performed by univariate and
multivariate methods for small
sample sizes. Discussion and
Outlook: By detecting mood changes
in patients with bipolar disorder at an
early stage, medical practitioners and
the patients themselves can be
alerted in advance. Based on this, we
will discuss further potential benefits
and forward-looking implementation
possibilities of SIMBA for patients,
practitioners and the healthcare
system. In the future, SIMBA - an
innovative measuring method- could
be an essential early warning system
for upcoming phase transitions.
Simultaneously to occurring mood
changes and its measuring, medical
professionals and patients themselves
could be automatically informed by
the system. SIMBA could therefore
enhance knowledge about the course
of disease that can lead to an
optimized clinical treatment and
support the individual clinical
management of patients.

Atlas of Physiology and
Pathophysiology - Web Based
Simulators for Medical Education
	
  
Jiri Kofranek*, Marek Matejak,
Pavol Privitzer, Tomáš Kulhánek,
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Filip Ježek, Roman Kerekeš
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Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The connection of the
Internet and interactive multimedia
environment with simulation models
provides quite new pedagogical
opportunities, particularly when it
comes to explaining complex
interconnected relationships, active
exercising of practical skills, and
verifying theoretic knowledge.
Objective Our goal was to design a
web based interactive teaching tools,
which helps to explain the function
of interconnected physiological
systems using interactive multimedia
connected with simulation models.
Methods When creating a web
simulator, two types of problems
must be taken into consideration.
The first problem is the creation and
identification of the mathematical
model. This work is more of a
research than development work,
based on the creation of formalized
mathematical description of the
modeled reality. For the creation of
simulation models, special software
development tools are used. For a
long time we have mostly been using
Matlab/Simulink models for the
development process. Simulink
belongs to block-oriented simulation
languages, which enables the user to
assemble computer models from
each block with defined inputs and
outputs, interconnect these blocks

into computer networks and group
computer networks into blocks with
higher hierarchy. From the
description of the block-oriented
structure it is clear, how the value of
each variable parameter is calculated
in the model, that is, what is the
algorithm for the relevant calculation
process. Recently, we have been
using a simulation environment
based on the Modelica language. The
most important innovation in
Modelica is the option to describe
each part of the model as a set of
equations and not as an algorithm
used to solve these quotations.
Models created in Modelica are wellarranged and better reflect the
structure of the modeled reality. The
other problem apparent during the
creation of tutorial and educational
simulators is the creation of the
tutorial software itself. It is a very
demanding development work,
which requires the combination of
ideas and experiences of teachers
who create the script of the tutorial
application, the creativity of art
designers who create the multimedia
components interconnected with the
simulation model in the background,
as well as the efforts of programmers
who finally “sew up” the final
masterpiece into its final shape. To
automate the model debugging
transfer from the simulation
development environment (using
Simulink or Modelica) into the
development environment where the
development application is
programmed, specialized software
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tools (developed by us) are used. We
have been creating tutorial
simulators in Microsoft .NET and
Adobe Flash environments.
Recently, we use the Microsoft
Silverlight platform, which enables
distribution of simulators over the
internet and may be executed directly
into the internet browser
environment. Results The result of
our effort is the internet Atlas of
physiology and pathophysiology,
created as a multimedia tutorial aid
combining explanation with
simulation games - see
http://physiome.cz/atlas. The Atlas is
an open source project. It is created
in a Czech and English version.
Conclusions Educational
applications using simulation games,
available through the web, represent
a very efficient teaching aid in
explaining complex
pathophysiological processes.
However, their process of creation is
not very easy – it requires
multidisciplinary team cooperation
and use of suitable development
tools.

Semantic Social Media Platforms:
Does a Silo of Trusted YouTube
Health Videos Could Change the
Scene in Health Education?
	
  
Stathis Th. Konstantinidis*, Luis
Fernández-Luque*, Alejandro
Rivero-Rodríguez, Carlos L.

Sanchez-Bocanegra, Panagiotis D.
Bamidis
Track: Research
Topic: Semantic Web ("Web 3.0"),
Open Source
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
During the last years social media
have enabled the interaction,
collaboration and sharing of
resources. The health social media
are taking a major role in health
education for both health
professionals and patients. This
expansion has been fostered by
identification of trustworthy health
videos through social activity of the
users. In parallel, the semantic web
and the linked data are taking over
the scene. “Smart” solutions for
linking knowledge and educational
resources by the use of structured
data (linked data) have started to
appear. Even if this idea exists for
quite a lot time, only the few last
years has started to be broadly
implemented. Research groups are
investigating the likely role of
semantic web and Linked Open Data
on the enrichment of health
educational resources with additional
knowledge and information. In this
presentation a platform that
combines both the semantic and the
social aspect of the interactions
between users and resources will be
presented and challenges of the next
frontier derived from it will be set. A
platform with over 60000 integrated
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YouTube health videos derived from
trustworthy users (channels) offer to
the user a unique experience of
identify the needed health
information. At the same time the
descriptions of these videos are
provided through a SPARQL
endpoint. Through linked data this
silo of trustworthy health
information is available to foster the
existing knowledge in the sematic
web. This semantic social media
platform does not only offer health
information, but also links and
provide recommendations relative
with the health video from
trustworthy resources. This “live”
silo that growths both with social and
semantics aspects, gives the
foreground for a variety of questions
to be researched and answered: Is a
social media platform able to provide
accurate and trustworthy health
information and educational
resources to professionals and
patients? Are the linked data
appropriate to provide an ubiquitous
experience of relative health
knowledge or there is still a need of
predefined libraries such as
MEDLINE, PUBMED,
ClinicalTrials.gov and others? Are
the Big Health Data (structured and
unstructured information) produced
trustworthy and can be processed and
provide meaningful concepts and
information to professionals and
patients? Which is the role of
Internet of Things in semantic social
media platforms? All this questions
will contribute to answer whether or

not a silo of trusted YouTube health
videos could change the scene in
Health Education or at least be
another (strong) brick in the wall of
Medical Education Informatics.

PI-CME/CPD 2.0 - Exploring the
Barriers and Drivers of
Continuous Improvement
Activities of Physicians Using Web
2.0 Tools
	
  
Mila Kostic*, Lauren Patrick*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Performance or Quality
Improvement Continuing Medical
Education/Continuing Professional
Development (PI-CME/CPD) is
considered by many to have a
considerable potential to achieve
meaningful, lasting and measurable
changes in clinical practice and,
ideally, to improve patient health
outcomes. Unfortunately, some of
the ongoing challenges include wider
adoption among physician learners
as well as sustained engagement. A
number of web-based platforms that
include data collection and process
improvement tools, as well as
educational interventions have been
developed as means of enabling and
supporting this type of continuing
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professional development in
medicine. However, based on the last
available report about the US CME
enterprise from the Accreditation
Council for Continuing Medical
Education (ACCME), the number of
providers who are developing this
type of accredited PI/QI CME
activities as well as the number of
physicians engaging in them remain
one of the lowest segments overall.
Objectives: During this presentation,
we will review and analyze data
from a number of web-based PICME projects about engagement of
clinician (mostly physician) learners
and their performance improvement
patterns. Methods: (1) We will use
didactic slide presentation to review
and analyze data and our findings
from multiple projects (2) Time will
be reserved for to the exchange of
ideas and feedback from conference
participants. We hope that together
with this group of educators,
clinicians and other stakeholders in
the area of PI/QI CME, we will
contribute to the improvements in the
design of future projects in this field.
Key Points: With years of
implementation and a body of
evidence from available PI-CME
projects, we will explore some
answers to the following questions:
¬ What types of measures are
selected for improvement by
physician learners? ¬ How important
is feedback in the design on PI CME
and how much of it is optimal? ¬
What type of interventions
contributes to improvement the

most? ¬ What drives continuous use
of PI-CME? ¬ Where are the
barriers and how can we overcome
them?

TrendMD: A Medical Trending
Engine That Delivers Personalized,
High-Impact Research Articles
(Startup-Pitch)
	
  
Paul A Kudlow*, Gunther
Eysenbach
Track: Business
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Startup Pitch
Single Presentation
With over 2000 new publications
added to the PubMed database daily,
it is becoming almost impossible to
keep up-to- date with new
biomedical literature. Conventional
methods of browsing through highimpact, and specialty specific
journals simply don’t work; research
indicates health professionals miss
50%, or more, of articles relevant to
their specialty. Initiating searches for
articles, which lack focus, often
result in thousands inappropriate
“hits.” trendMD
(www.trendmd.com) is a medical
trending engine that enables
physicians, medical students, clinical
researchers, and possibly the public
to keep up-to-date with new
publications. It is a web-application
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that is designed to instantly deliver
personalized, high-impact research
articles. Instead of getting
hundreds/thousands of articles per
query, users get much fewer, higher
impact publications, most relevant to
one’s specialty needs. We do so by
“cleaning” the PubMed database
with clinical and specialty specific
filters. Our filters are rigorously
tested against hand-selection and
have been optimized to filter out
>95% of non-applicable articles.
Applying filters allows us to
organize and substantially reduce the
“noise” in the PubMed database.
Once filtered, trendMD ranks
publications based on a series of
journal and article-level metrics.
Currently, our ranking system is built
on three metrics: time, journal
impact factor, and aggregate level
social media citations. While in
preliminary stages, early research
completed by Dr. Eysenbach
suggests that highly tweeted articles
were 11 times more likely to be
highly cited. Additionally, top-cited
articles were predicted from toptweeted articles with 93% specificity
and 75% sensitivity (J Med Internet
Res 2011;13(4):e123). In short,
preliminary data suggests that
aggregate social media metrics can
be used as an early and reliable
proxy for future citations. Dr.
Eysenbach named this metric –
“Twimpact factor” and this forms the
core of our article ranking metrics at
trendMD. trendMD was founded in
2013 by physicians looking for an

easier way to keep up. The solution
is trendMD; our goal is to keep you
current and save you time.

Web 2.0 Enables Working with
Patients as a Driver of Innovation
in Research
	
  
Chris Kula-Przezwanski*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Today, upwards of 80% of adults in
the US and Western Europe are
seeking health information on-line
and using electronic tools to
communicate and cope with their
medical conditions. This rise of the
“digital patient” provides
opportunities for innovation that
makes clinical research more
efficient. Feedback from over 200
patients in the US and UK suggests
that the primary reason they do not
participate in research activities is
that they are unaware of study
opportunities (~2/3 of respondents).
Yet, our efforts in reaching out to
patients suggest that on average,
72% are interested in clinical trial
participation (Applied Clinical
Trials, July 2012). One commonly
used technique for working with
patients is to do outreach to make
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patients aware of study opportunities.
Historically, this outreach was
through traditional media (radio,
print, tv), however in the last 5 years
we have seen a shift to digital as the
primary channel including on-line
patient communities, social media,
search engine marketing, and
targeted banner advertising. While
many companies have adopted
supplemental recruitment as a
strategy for increasing study
efficiency through more rapid
enrollment, an expanding mix of
direct-to-patient activities are
increasingly being proven to achieve
additional efficiencies. This session
will focus on emerging activities
such as patient protocol assessments;
changing informed consent to
facilitate long-term patient
relationship (i.e., for lost to followup patients as well as post-study
observational and/or safety data
collection); and implementation of
clinical trial alumni communities.
The next frontier in this evolving set
of patient-centric innovations for
clinical research will be hybrid
virtual trials where the schedule of
assessments is critically analyzed to
determine which activities can be
delivered remotely. Outside of
clinical research, patients can also
drive the collection of real-world
data more quickly and costeffectively post-launch. By linking
patient-reported outcomes data to
medical records, researchers can
determine not only “what” has
happened but also the “why”. This

“what” and “why” can then be
leveraged by provider, payer, and
regulatory stakeholders to improve
patient outcomes both by
understanding the comparative
benefits and risks of treatment and
by the development and delivery of
tailored patient adherence programs.
The session speaker is the UK
Partnering Director at Quintiles
Digital Patient Unit which manages
over 3.1 million patients through a
series of on-line patient communities
including MediGuard.org which has
operations in the US, UK, France,
Germany, Spain, Australia, and
Brazil. Collectively, Quintiles Digital
Patient Unit has conducted over 350
patient assessments to obtain
feedback on clinical trial protocols
and is considered an innovator in
delivering direct-to-patient studies
that include patient-reported
outcomes as well as other elements
including medical record access and
genomic testing. Our first US directto-patient PRO+Medical Record
study was published in JMIR in
October 2012, and we are currently
preparing for submission of what we
believe is the first PRO+EHR study
to be conducted in the UK in
partnership with the SAIL Databank
at Swansea University. Case
examples for all of these research
areas enabled by Web 2.0 will be
provided during the session.
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Reaching Out via Blended Care:
Empowering High-Risk
Adolescents via Tailored ePublic
Sexual Health Services
	
  
Olga Kulyk*, Ronald V. Roskam,
Silke David, Maaike van Veen, Julia
E.w.c. van Gemert-Pijnen
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: More and more
adolescents primarily use online
resources to find the answers on all
kinds of questions about sexual
health, such as first time sex,
sexually transmitted infections
(STD) and so on. Current Dutch
national program for improving
sexual health of young adults under
25 in Public Health Services is
supported via a national website
Sense.info. In addition, face-to-face
sexual counseling is organized by
designated Municipal Health
Services. Evaluations among the
target group of young adults show
that the current use of the face-toface counseling is limited due to the
lack of awareness of this free health
service and the lack of anonymity
during the face-to-face contact with
health care professionals. In addition,
high-risk adolescents and nationals
with foreign backgrounds have
special needs in sexual health care

services. In order to provide optimal
sexual counseling services for highrisk and hard to reach adolescents, it
is important to actively involve youth
as potential clients as well as sexual
care providers throughout the whole
eHealth design process. Objective:
The purpose of this study is to
optimize and enhance existing public
sexual health counseling services
with eHealth and social media, as
well as to find new forms of eHealth
services for hard to reach and highrisks adolescents. The optimal goal is
to promote healthier lifestyle by
increasing awareness among highrisk and hard to reach adolescents
with various cultural backgrounds.
This paper presents the outcomes of
the contextual inquiry study, which
investigates the current practices and
needs of various users, as well as
expectations and conditions for
enriching sexual healthcare services
via eHealth technology and social
media. Methods: A holistic eHealth
approach, namely the CeHRes
roadmap is used to identify how
sexual health can be improved from
the perspective of adolescents and
different stakeholders, such as public
health care professionals, youth
experts and non-governmental
organizations. Nine semi-structured
interviews, two focus groups and one
field observation were conducted
with 27 participants. Sexual care
professionals, youth experts as well
as intervention developers and
designers participated in the study.
An interview protocol was used and
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the sessions were audio recorded
with participants’ permission. During
the data analysis, audio files were
fully transcribed, analyzed, coded
and categorized. In order to validate
the coding and avoid bias, a
randomly selected interview was also
coded by the second coder. Results:
Online peer communities and social
media networks are important
outreach channels for adolescents.
The results suggest a stepped
blended care approach that is tailored
to meet the needs of various user
profiles with various types of sexual
health questions. The integration of
web based eHealth services like chat,
email, website with the traditional
face-to-face counseling can provide
easier access to low-threshold sexual
health counseling on-demand for
adolescents. Conclusions: The broad
range of sexual care services not
only promises to increase awareness
of various sexual health services
among hard to reach high-risk
adolescents, but also offers a more
cost effective way to provide
optimally suited care for every
individual client. The discussion
section includes important findings
from previous studies on the needs of
adolescents in sexual health
counseling conducted within the
Dutch national Sense programme.

Interaction and language patterns
of an online depression
communities in Korea
	
  
Jinah Kwak, Kanghak Kim,
Meeyoung Cha*, Chiyoung Cha*
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background Depression, which is a
common and highly disabling
disorder, causes high healthcare and
societal costs. One key challenge in
treating depression is at the early
identification of individuals who
suffer from depression, as these users
tend to withdraw from real-life social
activities. With the advent of social
networking services, attempts have
been made to detect early symptoms
of depression on online space.
Objective The purpose of this study
was to characterize the interaction
and language patterns of online
communities that are dedicated to
people with depressive moods.
Understanding the unique
characteristics of such communities
can help identify other depressed
users online for the ultimate goal of
providing online healthcare
interventions to those in need.
Methods We obtained data from two
popular online forums in Korea that
are dedicated to subjects with
depressive moods (depression
forums) and other popular forums
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that focus on general topics such as
foods and travel (general forums).
Depression forum data include 3,634
posts by 1712 users and 20858
replies between 2006 and 2012, and
general forum data include 2619
posts by 2619 users from the same
period. For those who provided
gender information in depression
forums, 398 were males (mean
age=29.7±6.1) and 616 were females
(mean age=26.5±6.2). We examined
the number of posts and replies per
user and compared the language
pattern in both forums with Naïve
Bayes classification, a probabilistic
algorithm widely used in pattern
recognition. Result Several
differences between depression and
general forums emerged. First, most
users in depression forums submitted
their posts or replies at night
(between 2000h and 2400h) with a
peak at 2300h, while general forums
were active throughout the day
(1300h and 2400h). Second, similar
to general forums, depression forums
exhibited heavy-tailed behaviors in
terms of the number of posts, where
the majority of users (80%)
contributed to at most two posts and
a small fraction of heavy users (2%)
contributed to more than 10 posts.
The 10 most active commenters
replied to over 100 posts. Third,
depression forum users were getting
emotional and informational support
online. Every post received at least 3
replies, indicating an active support
system within the community. Forth,
the language used in depression

forums clearly marked depressive
moods, which differed from the
language used in general forums. We
observed an increase of negative
sentiment, first-person pronoun,
ellipsis, and emoticons related to
sadness (like "TT"). The types of
language posted online had high
predictive power in identifying posts
from depression forums from Bayes
classifier achieving precision and
recall of 0.85 and 0.98, respectively.
Conclusion Online social activities
are promising data for detecting early
symptoms of depression. Given that
a non-negligible fraction of users in
depression forums talked about their
past experience on clinical
treatments, we believe online data
can be utilized to extract linguistic
markers of depression. Furthermore,
heavy commenter can be adapted as
moderators in depression forums, as
people share their feelings and
counsel each other without being
conscious of others. In light of this
finding, we would like to identify
and handle depressive moods at large
by developing software tools that
automatically send out information
about healthcare resources to
interested online users whose
language contains depressive
markers.
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A Pilot Study to Evaluate the
Efficacy of a Social NetworkingBased Intervention in Increasing
HIV Risk Perception and
Reducing HIV Risk Behaviors
among Men Who Have Sex with
Men in China
	
  
Joseph Tak Fai Lau*, Wenjuan
Wang, Phoenix Kit Han Mo, Jinghua
Li, Li Crystal Jiang
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The HIV prevalence
among men who have sex with men
(MSM) in China has been increasing
sharply in the last decade. The HIV
prevalence among MSM in Chengdu
is over 20%; the prevalence of
unprotected anal sex (UAI) is about
70% and about 85% of them are
using electronic social network
programs. Social network sites
(SNSs) is a potentially useful
platform for health intervention
among MSM. Objective: The present
study evaluates the efficacy of an
SNS-based intervention in increasing
HIV-related risk perception and
reducing HIV risk behaviors among
MSM in China using a pre- and postdesign. Methods: In collaboration
with a non government organization
(NGO) in Chengdu, China, the

intervention will be delivered
through a gay-friendly Sina Weibo
(Chinese version of Twitter) group
which is currently enrolled by over
10,000 MSM members and managed
by the collaborating NGO. Five sets
of structured and evidence-based
messages will be posted to all
10,000+ group members weekly: 1)
introduction, 2) high and rising HIV
prevalence among MSM in Chengdu,
3) high prevalence of syphilis
(>20%) among MSM in Chengdu
and increased HIV risk via coinfection among MSM, 4) high risk
of HIV seroconversion associated
with finding sex partners in gay
saunas (OR about 3), and 5) high risk
of HIV seroconversion associated
with unprotected anal intercourse
(UAI) with same-sexed regular
partners (OR about 2.5). Each
message will be sign-posted to
several links: 1) elaboration of the
evidence, 2) a polling to establish
social norm, 3) a narrative to
increase relevance and stimulate
feedback and 4) resources for testing
and counseling. A staff will monitor
and manage feedbacks. The
intervention will be based on the
Extended Parallel Process Model
(EPPM), and a gain-framed appeal
will be used to promote effectiveness
of the message. Outcome for
assessment includes change in: 1)
HIV/STD related risk perception, 2)
intention to take up HIV testing and
use condoms, 3) actual condom use.
A sample of about 400 MSM users
will be randomly selected to fill out
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an electronic pre-intervention
baseline questionnaire and a postintervention questionnaire (a month
after dissemination of the last
message). Results: The results will
be presented in the meeting.
Conclusions: The intervention, if
successful, will have important
implications for practice as it is
evidence-based, low-cost, and does
not require professionals for
administration. It is easily scalable as
it is manual-based and the
penetration of SNS in MSM is high.

Combining Retweets and Hashtags
to Create an Ad Hoc
Communication Platform During
the Course of Planned Events,
Increasing Resilience of Visitors by
Crowdsourcing a Permutation of
Conversation.
	
  
Christophe Robert Laurent*
Track: Practice
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
It is very important to understand,
that from a medical and operational
point of view, there is a great
difference between the preparation
for, and approach of an adverse event
during the course a Mass Event, such
as a rock festival, and the general
preparation and approach of a

random unexpected event in a
random social situation, such as a
train crash at a random site, in an
unannounced city or other
community. A great deal of effort is
going into the structuring and
rationalization of the analysis of Big
Data around such events. Two
factors seem to dominate the
literature as most influential and
successful in actively spreading
information in such events. 1. The
use of hashtags 2. The practice of
retweeting 1st hand information to
one’s own followers. Whether it is
Youtube, Twitter, Google+,
Instagram or anything else that is
used for spreading information,
redistributing the information with
intelligently attached (hash)tags can
greatly improve response, and
interactivity. This is influenced
positively by a number of conditions
that exist when catastrophe strikes at
mass events: 1. Mass events consist a
greater part of smartphone using
visitors than the general population.
2. During adverse events at Mass
Manifestations audio
communications often fail, and noninterruptive communications such as
Twitter, Facebook and other social
media persist easier and possibly
thrive. 3. The Twitterverse by itself
contains a relative lot of unstructured
noise 4. Hashtags can be used to
create tag clusters and filter
conversations 5. Studies show that
social media are more reliable as a
source of information than is
generally expected. 6. The concept of
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the Citizen Reporter is more
appealing to a number of the users
than one generally expects.. 7. The
use of Fiduciary pointers in social
media, such as hashtags, increase
visibility. 8. Retweeting is a common
and understood method to present,
affirm and spread information We
propose to apply the use of social
media during planned Mass Events,
to form an ad hoc communication
platform among visitors during the
event and relief effort, should this
take place. We propose to do this by
familiarizing visitors as well as crew
with BOTH a set of pre-determined
hashtags which are useable for fun as
well as emergencies, as well as the
importance of communicating or
retweeting this set and their most
applicable additional hashtags to
their followers on a regular basis.
This is a low-tech approach to
influence highly probable social
media power users, during a period
of increased risk at statistically
dangerous events, where efficient
communication was previously NOT
probable or even possible.

Using Human Factors to Tailor
Persuasive Information in SelfManagement Support
	
  
Martin Laverman*, Mark A.
Neerincx, Laurence L. Alpay, Bertie
J.h.m. Schonk
Track: Research

Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: One of the challenges
for chronically ill patients is to learn
how to cope with their disease in
their daily life, and to change their
life style habits to healthier
behaviour in order to reduce the risk
of complications (i.e. selfmanagement). In order to do so
patients need to have a strong
intention. A positive attitude towards
healthy behaviour is a necessary
precursor for a strong intention.
Attitudes are formed by evaluating
the information that is available to a
person. Therefore, information in
self-management support systems
(SMSS) should be aimed at
positively influencing patients’
attitude and persuading them to
change their behaviour. The
Elaboration Likelihood Model
(ELM) explains how the process of
evaluating information can differ
amongst people from more implicit
and unconscious processes to more
explicit and careful elaboration of
information. The extent to which
information is scrutinized depends
on two factors: whether a person is
capable of elaboration of the
information (‘ability’) and whether
someone has a reason to elaborate on
the information (‘motivation’). These
two processes of elaboration require
different types of information to
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persuade. During high elaboration,
strong arguments in a message have
a greater influence on attitude, while
under low elaboration affective cues
in a message determine the outcome
of the evaluation. Persuasive
information in SMSS should
consequently be matched to the
human factors of the recipient. A
challenge lies in the
operationalization of the constructs
of the ELM into different types of
information (containing strong
arguments or affective cues), and
deciding how to match information
the specific patient. Objective:
Operationalize ELM into
requirements for SMSS. The
research questions are (1) how to
design information containing strong
arguments and information
containing affective cues and (2)
how can ability and motivation be
used to decide which type of
information to present? Methods: We
have utilized a situated Cognitive
Engineering approach to design the
study. This approach is characterized
by a theory-driven design of
requirements, use cases and claims
about functionality of ICT systems.
The study was conducted in the
context of chronic renal patients
receiving information about
changing their salt intake habits. We
have designed (1) information
containing arguments presented in
text, text and chart, or text and
picture, and (2) information stating
distinct sources of the information as
affective cues. The arguments were

evaluated on strength of argument
and comprehensibility. The affective
cues were evaluated on expertise and
trustworthiness. These two types of
information were subsequently used
in an experiment to test the influence
of human factors on attitude when
presenting persuasive information.
Participants (N=60) were assigned to
either receive information containing
strong arguments or affective cues.
The information was presented
twice, with one week in between.
Attitude was measured at T0, T0 + 1
week and T0 + 4 weeks. Ability and
motivation to elaborate on the
information was measured by
participants’ level of education
(ability), knowledge about renal
disease (ability) and Need for
Cognition (motivation). Results:
Research in progress. Conclusion:
Research in progress.

There’s a Librarian For That:
Integrating Information Literacy
into Medical Education Via Mobile
Devices
	
  
Sa'ad Laws*, Amani Magid
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Many medical schools have begun to
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supply students with iPads.
However, while many students have
found varying uses for this new tool,
many educators are left wondering
what this new phenomena means for
them. This was the case at Weill
Cornell Medical College in Qatar
(WCMC-Q) when iPads were issued
to medical students in 2011. Many
faculty members saw the utility of
the devices for students as a study
aid, but were not sure of the value in
the instructional setting. WCMC-Q’s
Distributed eLibrary (DeLib) saw
this as an opportunity to use mobile
information technology to
incorporate different components of
information literacy into the medical
curriculum. One of the most
successful ways to engage students
with information literacy has been
the introduction of a rounding
program in which librarians attend
rounds with third-year clerkship
students. DeLib’s involvement in this
program is indented to increase
student use and competency of
mobile devices and resources.
Librarians have taken several steps to
introduce and monitor iPad and
online/mobile resources usage by
medical students during rounds.
Librarians meet with clerkship
directors to determine which apps are
most useful for students. At the
beginning of each rotation librarians
teach clerkship students how to
download and use medical apps.
Librarians then attend rounds to
support students’ information
literacy needs, via apps and mobile

websites, including the library’s
homepage. Another successful
approach has been incorporating
iPads within Evidence Based
Medicine (EBM) instruction. At
WCMC-Q, EBM is a core
component of the first-year medical
curriculum. Students work through
case scenarios, elucidate salient
clinical elements, search for and
appraise clinical research, and
develop answers for their patient’s
clinical needs. To facilitate this
process, librarians have recently
introduced various mobile medical
apps for students to use while
searching for information. This has
proven especially advantageous in
answering background questions,
which often require the kind of
information that many apps supply.
Librarians regularly solicit student
and faculty feedback and suggestions
to gauge the effectiveness of this
venture. Additionally, librarians
monitor student work for use of
mobile apps in terms of quantity and
quality of use. In the future, DeLib
hopes that the use of mobile devices
and apps will increase, so that
students can be exposed to a more
realistic and proactive method of
learning EBM. One of the most used
and central elements of DeLib’s
mobile efforts is the creation of a
mobile resource web-based guide to
help students and faculty navigate
the world of mobile devices and
resources. The site is aimed at
informing students and faculty about
some of the more relevant apps in
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various medical domains. One of the
greatest successes of the site has
been the Student App of the Month
contest. This contest solicits entries
from students regarding their favorite
or most useful apps. Student then
vote for their favorite entry and the
winner is awarded a small prize.
DeLib uses quantitative and
qualitative indicators to gauge
interest and use in the Mobile
Resources web page.

Epidemiological Monitoring Of
Rumors Through Social Networks
During Mass Gatherings
	
  
Onicio Batista Leal Neto*, Patricia
Michelly Lima, Isabella Moreira
Silva, Maria Auxiliadora Sivini,
Lilyanna Felix Damasceno, Lucilene
Rafael Aguiar, Romildo Santiago
Assunção, Patricia Ismael Carvalho
Track: Practice
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: With the global
advancement of new technologies,
the public health sector is
incorporating new tools so that
information becomes more dynamic
and accessible to the population.
With the growth of the internet, a
new model of information processing
was developed using crowdsourcing

and volunteers for solving problems
and incorporating technologies in
different environments within a
society. This population participatory
system has been used to provide
information for the understanding of
disease transmission. Through the
use of additional tools in connection
with the digital social networks, such
as Twitter, detection of possible
health threats including the
precursory rumors about them has
been made possible. This has
promoted an improved sensitivity of
surveillance in health services and
mitigation of potential outbreaks,
based on the shared experiences of
the target population. Objectives: To
describe the experience of the
Strategic Information Center of
Health Surveillance in Pernambuco
by monitoring Twitter during the
Carnival event, Galo da Madrugada,
2013. Methods: This was a crosssectional epidemiological study,
conducted on February 9, 2013,
during the occurrence of the Carnival
Galo da Madrugada 2013, in the city
of Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil. This
one-day, 10-hour event event attracts
tourists from all over Brazil and the
world, with an attendance of one and
a half million people. We defined a
list of strategic terms based on
Brazilian law describing the disease
that require as immediate response
and terms related to syndromic
surveillance at mass gatherings. The
platform used for this capture was
the freeware Tweetdeck. One
hundred one terms were defined as
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search filters, using the word of
interest plus the regional component
(Pernambuco, Recife e “Galo”) to
better specify the place of
occurrence. Every hour the results
that were received were analyzed to
assure that they were
epidemiologically relevant. Results:
We identified 24 terms of interest
related to symptoms and diseases
during Galo da Madrugada, 2013,
being: Flu (33.3%), violence
(16.7%), confusion (12.5%);
Accident (8 3%); Surveillance
(8.3%), meningitis (4.2%); Dengue
(4.2%), headache (4.2%);
stomachache (4.2%); Fever (4.2%).
None of them demanded an
intervention or risk mitigation,
despite the readiness of the response
team awaiting in a situation room.
Conclusion: Given the above, it can
be concluded that the retrieval of
epidemiologic rumors through social
networks during mass gatherings is
of great importance. Tools such as
the one presented are favored due to
the generosity and possibility of
building multiple filters with storage
up to 06 days after the term is
mentioned. However the sensivity of
the activity may have been reduced
by not including tweets of people
that were participating in the event
due to the lack of the use at the
regional terms mentioned above
these tweets were not considered.
Regardless, epidemiological
surveillance information is rapidly
becoming a vital part of routine
health surveillance services, as it is

an unprecedented source of
information for early identification
of the risk of spreading diseases.

ANKOS Mobile – A System for
Collecting and Monitoring
Epidemiological Surveys
Interconnecting GIS with RealTime Information
	
  
Onicio Batista Leal Neto*, Cesar
Martins Albuquerque, Jones Oliveira
Albuquerque, Constança Simões
Barbosa
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The use of the Android
platform has been a new alternative
for computerization of
epidemiological studies: facilitates
the process of data collection in the
field, reduces errors, and enables
remote communication
instantaneous, houses a database
virtual online. Advances between
operating systems, computing
platforms, programming languages
and development frameworks are
integrating and being reapplied to
mobile devices enabling adaptations
in health, improving conducting
epidemiological investigations that
provide answers and scenarios for
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resolving public health problems.
The research group Epi Schisto Risk
Modeling (www.epischisto.org) has
been working on developing a tool
for collecting epidemiological data
on schistosomiasis, using the
Android platform to invest in the
design of equipment to be used also
by health services, equipping and
optimizing the routine of the sectors
of health surveillance in remote
transmission processes, georeferencing and analyzing data
related to epidemiological surveys.
Objective: The aim of this study was
to construct and present a tool to be
used in epidemiological surveys to
perform the collection and
transmission of data in real time,
aligning emerging technologies and
their application in public health and
promoting greater safety and speed
in the consolidation and storage of
data. The "schistosomiasis model"
was used to build this tool whose
system was fed with all variables
(biological, environmental and
operational) used in an
epidemiological survey, which were
related to the parasite, the vector
mollusk and human cases. Methods:
Produced a set of mobile application
and server, has its construction
designed to meet the needs of an
traditional epidemiological survey in
schistosomiasis. To this was planned
in four segments: registration of
households / individuals; registration
of breeding sites; querying data
recorded; logging trails traversed,
where the first two use the model

database SQL Lite. This database
was fed variables validated in other
epidemiological surveys that were
aimed at identifying outbreaks of
vector snails, diagnosing human
cases and spatialize information
related to the occurrence of
schistosomiasis. The web server uses
MySQL database and the content is
host on cloud computing. Results:
The ANKOS-Mobile shows up as a
tool capable of automating activities,
organize and standardize data, easy
retrieval of information, allow
interface with other systems, besides
having a fully modular architecture.
It has integration with Google Maps,
is available to all sites that can be
accessed for free by developers and
users, facilitating the visualization of
spatial information. Conclusions:
The application ANKOS-Mobile
joins the practicality of a low-cost
and easy to use with the importance
of a public health tool that aims to
improve the processes of data
capture space-environmental
diagnosis and epidemiological
surveys. Currently, validation of this
application is in progress, the
development of a large-scale
epidemiological survey in order to
refine and validate this tool by
correcting any mistakes and failures.
In epidemiology, it is an instrument
applicable to other disease models,
providing an alternative for the
improvement of routine surveillance
services and health care.
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Mobile Phone Text Messaging
Intervention for Cervical Cancer
Screening
	
  
Hee Yun Lee*
Track: Research
Topic: Health disparities
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Cervical cancer poses a
significant threat to Korean
American women, who report one of
the highest cervical cancer mortality
rates in the United States. Incidence
and mortality rates of Korean
American women due to this disease
are roughly twice those of nonLatino white women. Low cervical
cancer screening rates likely
contribute to this pronounced
disparity. Studies consistently report
Korean American women having the
lowest Pap test screening rates of
women across U.S. ethnic groups. To
respond to the urgent need to
promote cervical cancer screening in
this population, this study developed
and tested a text message-based 7day mScreening intervention aimed
to promote Pap tests and HPV
vaccinations for young Korean
American women. To date, no study
has evaluated whether cervical
cancer screening can be motivated
through daily Short Message
Services and Multimedia Message
Service messages transmitted
through mobile phones. Objective:
This study aimed to develop and

assess the acceptability and
feasibility of implementing a one
week mScreening intervention
program in promoting cervical
cancer screening and to assess if the
mScreening intervention increases
knowledge on cervical cancer
screening, intent to receive
screening, and promoting a Pap test
and HPV vaccine over the sample’s
baseline rate. Methods: The
procedure of developing mScreening
was guided by the Fogg Behavior
Model and consisted of three parts:
(1) identifying barriers, (2)
developing motivators, and (3)
providing triggers. We tailored each
participant’s messages and delivered
them to 30 Korean American women
for about 20-30 minutes each day
over one week at participants’
preferred time. We used a
community based participatory
research approach to integrate voices
from the leaders, health care
professionals, and community
members in developing and
delivering the intervention. A quasiexperimental research design was
used with pre-post-and-follow-up
testing. Results: Findings revealed a
significant increase in participants’
knowledge on cervical cancer,
cervical cancer screening, and HPV
vaccination and intent to undergo
screening over time. It also reported
mScreening participants had a total
of a 53% increase in receiving a Pap
test (23.3%) or HPV vaccine (30%)
over the sample’s baseline rate.
About 97% of the participants
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expressed satisfaction about the
intervention and 97.3% of them
wanted to recommend mScreening
program to their friends, indicating
excellent acceptability and feasibility
of the intervention. Conclusion:
Mobile technology can be a
promising tool to increase both
knowledge and receipt of cervical
cancer screening. This study
provides evidence on the feasibility
and satisfaction of the mScreening
intervention. Given the widespread
use of mobile phones among young
adults, a mobile phone–based health
intervention could be a low cost and
effective method of reaching hard-toreach populations with tailored
individual messages that cover broad
content areas and overcome
restrictions to place and time of
delivery. Our developed model could
be expanded to different age groups
of Korean American women,
additional types of cancer screening
(such as colonoscopy or
mammogram), and other
underserved minority groups. The
low cost and broad reach of
delivering the intervention using
mobile phone technology could be a
valuable health promotion resource
for managed care organizations.

How Twitter Is Used in
International Health Events:
World Aids Day Case Study
	
  
Angela Leis*, Miguel Angel
Mayer*, Alex Mayer
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Twitter is an Internet
micro-blogging social media service
that allows users to post short
messages (140 characters) about
facts, feelings and opinions. Twitter
has been proposed by several studies
as a means to track public health
trends such as influenza outbreaks
and swine flu and by analysing user
messages it is possible to measure
different population features and
interests. However, more information
is needed about the potential health
applications and public health
purposes of Twitter. Objective To
analyse the impact of health events
on Twitter messages activity to
propose its potential usefulness in
education and public health. Methods
An observational study based on
monitoring Twitter messages posted
between November 19 and
December 5, 2011 was carried out.
This period of time included the
World Aids Day that takes place
every year on 1st December.
Messages were obtained using
keywords such as “AIDS” in English
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and “SIDA” in Spanish via the
Application Programming Interface
(API) Twitter search engine,
generating a data file in .json format,
containing the different fields of data
previously selected. The variables
studied were: total and daily number
of tweets, language (English and
Spanish), tweet content, re-tweets,
posting device, user’s id and
location. SPSS statistics software
was used to analyze the content of
the messages database created.
Results More than 1.1 million tweets
(1,127,152) related to AIDS in
English, Spanish and other languages
were posted between the 19th
November and the 5th December on
Twitter (51% of them were posted on
Thursday 1st December). The
information about the location of
users was not usual because it was
not included in the profile on
Twitter. Mobile and smart phones
were the devices more used to post
the tweets. Tweets included links
with general information about AIDS
and the World Aids Day, and jokes
represented the most numerous retweets. There were over 0.7 million
unique users and the majority of
them posted only one tweet related to
the topic. Conclusions 1. Health
events generate an important interest
and big impact among users on
Twitter taking into account the
significant increase of activity in
number of tweets related to the topic
about AIDS. 2. Twitter and Social
Media platforms in general, could be
used as a means to spread news and

health information of general interest
with public health applications. 3.
Mobile phones are used extensively
and for that reason (m-Health) they
have the potential to be used as a
means for developing educational
and public health activities. 4. More
analysis and qualitative studies are
needed to better know users’ profile
and the semantics of the messages
for Twitter to be developed as an
effective healthcare and public health
tool.

The Electronic Discharge Letter
Mobile App
	
  
Leonardo Lezcano*, Stefaan Ternier,
Hendrik Drachsler, Marco Kalz*,
Marcus Specht
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Clinical handovers, and in particular
discharge letters, are very important
issues to consider when ensuring the
continuity of patient care. The fact
that the patient itself frequently acts
as the carrier of his/her discharge
information between hospitals and
general practitioners, combined to
the absence of a widely adopted
standard to guarantee the semantic
interoperability in such exchange,
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make discharge letters a breakpoint
in the clinical information workflow
that must be addressed. The lack of
homogeneity between healthcare
information systems regarding the
syntaxes and semantics of clinical
information artifacts such as
electronic health records, clinical
terminologies, ontologies, etc., is
especially notorious in the discharge
stage of patient care. Given the
increasing popularity of mobile
devices as part of the everyday life of
European societies, the objective of
the present research is to encourage
further standardization of discharge
letters by replacing the traditional
handwritten or printed letter by an
electronic version (eDL) exchanged
between mobile devices. A
completely seamless exchanged is of
the eDL is technically supported by
Near Field Communication (NFC)
standards. In contrast to Bluetooth or
any kind of messaging application
through Internet such as email, NFC
does not require the devices to pair
before communicating nor sender
and receiver addresses to be defined.
The only requirement is maximum
distance of 4cm between devices. As
well as semantic interoperability is
being reached between EHR
systems, this “eDL app” enables the
same goal to be addressed during
eDLs exchange by means of clinical
terminologies that accurately define
diseases, diagnosis, etc. and enabling
the integration of an eDL standard
that is yet to be agreed. The eDL app
removes the rest of traditional

interoperability obstacles such as
handwritten text, unstructured
information, paper based letters, etc.
Also, the app encourages the
continuity of care from patient’s
perspective by automatically
scheduling appointments and
medications, based on the
prescriptions and follow-up
information digitally contained in the
eDL. In addition to bridging the
communication gap between primary
and secondary care and the
advantages of eDLs pointed out
above, the eDL app provides a
semantic enrichment feature that
offers descriptions of the clinical
concepts contained in the eDL in
order to improve the patient
understandability of the diagnose.
Also, greater data security than paper
based discharge letters can be
provided (electronic signature). Due
to time constraints, teaching is
usually not considered a primary
goal of handover sessions, but a
valuable by-product. With the
increase of medical workforce
shortages, increased teaching
demands and doctor workloads, the
eDL app integration may assist
doctors to cope with service demands
while meeting the educational goals
of the handover process. In order to
improve the app usability, as well as
the feasibility of its integration in the
handover workflow, 15 hospitals and
healthcare organizations are being
surveyed.
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“Let’s Get WASTED!” and Other
Apps: Characteristics,
Acceptability and Use of AlcoholRelated Smartphone Applications
	
  
Megan Lim*, Emma Weaver,
Danielle Horyniak, Rebecca
Jenkinson, Paul Dietze
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: While recent evidence
suggests smartphone apps offer a
number of possibilities for health
promotion activities, young people
may also be exposed to apps with
incorrect or poor quality information,
as, like the internet, apps are mostly
unregulated. Little is known about
the quality of alcohol-related apps or
what influence they may have on
young people’s behaviour.
Objectives: The purpose of the
current study is to critically review
the most popular alcohol-related
smartphone applications and to
explore young people’s opinions of
these apps, and their acceptability
and use for alcohol-related health
promotion. Methods: A two-phased
mixed methods approach was used.
The first phase involved a critical
content analysis of 500 smartphone
apps available via Apple iTunes©
and Android Google Play© stores.
Subsequently all available blood
alcohol concentration (BAC) apps

were tested using four profiles from
a previous study. The second phase
involved two focus group
discussions to explore how young
people engage and use alcoholrelated apps, and specifically BAC
apps. Results: 384 apps were
included; 50% (192) were
entertainment apps, 39% (148) were
BAC apps and 11% (44) were health
promotion and/or stop drinking
related apps. When testing the BAC
apps there was a very wide variation
in results (e.g., for Profile One, BAC
estimates ranged between 0.001 and
0.91). Participants were sceptical of
the accuracy of BAC apps, and there
was an overall concern that these
apps would be used as a form of
entertainment, further encouraging
young people to drink on a night out,
rather than reduce their drinking and
risk taking. Conclusions: Peak health
bodies need to endorse alcohol
smartphone apps that take on an
evidence-based harm reduction
philosophy, to give specific apps
credibility in the ever expanding
market of unregulated apps. Apps
developed by health professionals
need to be innovative, useful,
desirable, and fun, in order to
compete with apps encouraging
unhealthy behaviours.
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An Internet-Based, Multi-Media
Education Platform for Teaching
Intensive Care Medicine
Communication Skills to Physician
Trainees
	
  
Ludwig Haw-Bair Lin*, Lindsey
Huddleston, Jason Leong, Erin
Hennessey
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Critical illness is
unplanned, and few physician
trainees are adequately prepared for
the essential communication between
ICU providers and their
patients/families. However, a
literature review reveals the
dissatisfaction of patients and
families in their communication with
physicians, specifically concerning
ICU settings and end of life care. In a
study by Curtis et al., 12 specific
domains of physicians’ skills used in
this setting were identified. Residents
are at the frontline of patient care,
but have no formal didactic program
addressing the skills needs. Methods
We performed a focused needs
assessment, using a survey based on
the 12 domains described by Curtis
et al. with the addition of questions
deemed appropriate to our specific
resident and patient population. This
survey was distributed to our learner

audience. Responders answered
questions regarding religion,
spirituality, and cultural aspects of
providing care using a likert-scale.
All other topics were addressed using
open ended questions. Results The
survey results presented findings
regarding residents’ perceptions on
their ability to provide effective
communication to patients/ families
in the ICU. When asked what topic
was important for discussing
rehabilitation, disability or end of life
care with patients/families, 54% of
respondents’ answers were
categorized to Education: Patient
Outcomes. An overwhelming
number or residents stated that Grief
and Family Resistance were
particularly difficult and
intimidating. We have chosen these
two topics as the focus of our
curriculum in addressing
communication skills. Conclusion
Further education is necessary. As
the next step, we are constructing an
internet-based multi-media course,
utilizing medical trainees’ comfort
with social media and on-line social
interactions in our efforts. We
hypothesize that the course will
improve house staff confidence in
interpersonal interactions, with the
projected outcome that taking the
course will result in higher scores on
our patient interaction vignette
scenarios, as compared to control.
The modules focus on ICU outcomes
and family grief. Topics in the ICU
outcomes module include: prognosis
tools, disabilities, DNR orders and
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end of life care. Topics included in
the family grief module include:
normal versus complicated grief,
grief models, and treatment
modalities. The topics will be taught
using audiocasts, videocasts, and
case-based scenarios, in an on-line
and interactive manner; our plan is to
stimulate forum-based conversations
amongst the residents, which are
triggered by video snippets of
simulated communication scenarios
involving them and patients/families.
These forums will be moderated
weekly by course instructors, but the
webcasts will be posted to stimulate
active blogging for flexible resident
participation, an advantage given the
restrictive resident work hours
stipulations. Pre- and post- tests will
be used to assess the curriculum's
effectiveness. The tests have two
parts: clinical vignettes which
prompt responses and decisions from
the learner and allow the evaluation
of learner judgment and knowledge
gain, and a survey regarding the
learners' perceived levels of
confidence and stress. Ideally, we
will establish that it leads to
improved experiences for
patients/families as a result of better
communication and interactions with
their physicians. Ref: Curtis et al. J
Gen Intern Med 2001;16:41-49.

U-CARE: Public Involvement in
Psychosocial Research Including
the Design of an Online
Psychological Intervention. A
Journey with Adolescents
	
  
Annika Lindahl Norberg*, Helena
Grönqvist*, Louise von Essen*
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Public involvement in
psychosocial research can be an
effective way of improving the
practicalities and acceptability of the
research including interventions for
target end users and thus enhance
research’s quality and relevance.
Objective: The purpose was to
engage adolescents, some with and
some without lived experience of
cancer in psychosocial research
activities including the design of an
online psychological intervention for
adolescents with cancer. Methods:
Ten adolescents (4 boys) some with
(n=4) and some without (n=6) lived
experience of cancer were recruited
via a local hospital and local schools.
Their age ranged from 13-19 yrs of
age. Real-life discussion meetings
were held regularly, and for each
meeting participants prepared
themselves. Results: The process of
involving adolescents in our group’s
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research activities, the topics
discussed during meetings, as well as
the outcome of these discussions will
be presented. The adolescents’
involvement had an impact on e.g.
recruitment strategies to a
randomized controlled intervention
study; strategies to contact
adolescents throughout the
intervention study; the visual design
of the website for the online
psychological intervention, and the
wording of oral and written
information and psycho-educational
texts. Conclusions: Public
involvement in psychosocial research
is feasible, improve the quality of the
research, the content and online
layout of a psychological
intervention, and can empower
service users to active and
constructive participation. However
the needs of researchers have to be
balanced with those of service users.

Ongoing Research: A Social and
Learning Community to Support
Self-Management in Childbearing
Women with Type 1 Diabetes
	
  
Karolina Linden*, Carina SparudLundin*, Annsofie Adolfsson*,
Agneta Ranerup*, Marie Berg*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire

Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Women with type 1
diabetes have a demanding life
situation during the period of
pregnancy and early motherhood.
There is a need to develop personcentered models of care for women
with type 1 diabetes in relation to
pregnancy and early motherhood.
People, who share a concern for
something, learn together as they
regularly interact. For example,
people learn from each other as they
discuss experiences, treatment and
self-management issues in daily life.
To empower women during with
type 1 diabetes during pregnancy and
in early motherhood, a website
promoting self-management through
a social and learning community has
been developed. Objectives: To
describe the design and content of a
specially designed person-centered
web support for women with type 1
diabetes during the period of
pregnancy through early
motherhood. This web-based support
aims at improving the women’s selfmanagement of diabetes and overall
well-being. Methods: The web-based
support has been developed through
a participatory design involving
different stakeholders such as health
care professionals, mothers with type
1 diabetes, web designers and
researchers. The project is under
evaluation in a randomized
controlled trial. Women with type 1
diabetes are randomized in early
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pregnancy to either usual care or
web-based support in addition to
usual care. All study participants are
followed from baseline in early
pregnancy to six months after
childbirth. Results: The developed
person-centered web-based support
consists of three complementary
parts: 1) specific information about
pregnancy, childbirth and early
motherhood in relation to type 1
diabetes; 2) a self-care diary
including a device for documenting
and evaluating blood glucose levels,
insulin doses, food intake, physical
activities and overall well-being; and
3) a forum for communication
between women with type 1 diabetes
in the childbearing period. The
support is developed for computer
and mobile use. Conclusions: This
website for self-care, self-learning
and peer support is a person-centered
and easy accessible service. Taking a
person-centered approach means that
the pregnant women with diabetes
must be treated and supported in
ways that allow them to be people
rather than objectified as individuals
with a chronic illness. The website
can complement usual health care
organizational arrangements and
provides possibilities for
documenting health and related
issues. This social and learning
community may strengthen self-care
ability by empowering women with
type 1 diabetes during a vulnerable
period.

A Digital Intervention for
Hazardous and Harmful Drinkers:
From Research To Practice.
	
  
Stuart Linke*
Track: Practice
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Down Your Drink (DYD) was one of
the first publically available online
behaviour change interventions for
people at risk from their drinking. It
was designed as a psychologically
informed programme and over more
than a decade it has been updated,
reviewed, researched and deployed
in a range of settings. DYD provides
a case study of how digital
interventions can be developed hand
in glove with peer reviewed research
using mixed methodologies. This
paper will describe the main research
findings and the lessons learned from
implementation. The following key
issues will be discussed. DYD was
designed to incorporate the main
modalities (motivational
enhancement, behavior change
strategies and relapse prevention)
often included in psychological
treatment of alcohol misuse.
Evidence from a randomized
controlled trial and qualitative
research indicate a range of
idiosyncratic ways in which users
engage with the site that is different
from the original intentions. The
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implications for intervention design
will be discussed. Alcohol
consumption of participants in the
main trial was significantly reduced
but this was not connected with the
type of on line intervention they
received. What does the experience
of users and the quantitative research
results tell us about this? Screening
and Brief Feedback (SBI) is an
effective intervention for hazardous
and harmful drinkers but is not
widely available. Digital
interventions providing SBIs (such
as DYD) have been considered to be
useful tools to address this shortfall.
The barriers to such a strategy will
be discussed and possible solutions
considered.

Under the U-CARE Umbrella Multidisciplinary Projects for
Online Healthcare
	
  
Ruth Alicia Lochan*, Pär Ågerfalk,
Jonas Sjöström, Louise von Essen*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The growing use of
Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) in health care has
resulted in an increase in cross-

disciplinary, inter-disciplinary and
multi-disciplinary projects. In order
for successful project outcomes
developers of ICTs need to find ways
to facilitate agreement between the
dynamics of different stakeholders.
While stakeholders’ objectives may
differ, the ultimate desire is for a
successful ICT implementation
supporting novel and effective
treatment protocols. Fostering
cooperation and satisfying the
requirements of different
stakeholders is an ongoing challenge
for ICT developers. Objective: This
paper presents an analytical approach
to multidisciplinary work involving
different stakeholders from the
health care sector. It draws from the
design experiences from the UCARE Program at Uppsala
University in Sweden. The
overarching goal of the U-CARE
Program is to provide psychosocial
support to patients diagnosed with a
somatic disease and their significant
others, hopefully at a lower cost to
the benefit of individuals and
society. The idea of the U-CARE
Program is to bridge scientific and
organizational borders in order to
offer a meeting place for researchers,
clinicians, and students from
different disciplinary backgrounds in
a way that is unique within the field
of healthcare sciences. Research
approach: Research is conducted in
close collaboration between research
groups within the fields of clinical
psychology, information systems and
economics at Uppsala University.
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Initial research activities are
performed within the areas of
oncology and cardiology in close
collaboration with clinicians at
Uppsala Akademiska Hospital.
During 2010-2012, research studies
were designed, and a software
platform, the U-CARE Portal for
psychosocial support was developed.
The Portal will in the first step be
applied within oncology and
cardiology to provide support and
psychological treatment to patients
and significant others, starting spring
2013. The development of the Portal
was conducted in close collaboration
between IS researchers (who also
acted as system analysts and
software developers) and other
stakeholders in the research context.
The theoretical basis was drawn
primarily from: • Psychosocial
support in general, and in particular
experiences from internet-based
psychosocial support and cognitive
behavioral therapy • Software
Engineering, Interaction Design and
Information Systems Development
Conclusion: We identified a set of
research methods applicable in largescale multidisciplinary research;
together with design principles for
successful implementation of online
psychosocial support and
psychological treatment.

My Doctor Says: Quality, Health
Literate Patient-Specific Education
Resources to Meet Meaningful Use
Certification Criteria and
Attestation Requirements
(Startup-Pitch)
	
  
Claire Loe*, Kathryn M Anderson
Track: Business
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Startup Pitch
Single Presentation
Background: The certification
criteria defined in 45 CFR Part 170
Subpart C of the Final Rule for
Health Information Technology
(Federal Register, July 28, 2010)
require that electronic health records
(EHRs) “[e]nable a user to
electronically identify and provide
patient-specific education resources
according to… data elements
included in [the]… problem list;
medication list; and laboratory test
results…” (criteria §170.302 (m)).
However, the rule does not specify
quality measures for education
resources. In 2004, the Institute of
Medicine reported that 90 million
American adults have low health
literacy. Subsequently, several
federal policy initiatives including
the Affordable Car Act (ACA) have
emphasized the importance of health
literacy in improving the health of
the nation, decreasing costs, and
reducing medical errors. The quality
of patient resources provided by
today’s EHRs is not known,
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however, even the few printable
materials from government and
popular consumer health websites
are often dense, text heavy, and
without graphics synced to the text.
Research has shown that materials
designed using health literacy
strategies are better than standard
materials at improving patients’
abilities to interact with the
healthcare system and follow selfcare protocols like medication
adherence. Business Concept: My
Doctor Says is a proposed
subscription service to a web-based
client for EHRs that connects to a
database of quality patient education
materials designed using health
literacy strategies. Through tags in
the EHR, the My Doctor Says
database will identify patient-specific
resources from the required data
elements, as well as from
demographics and medical/social
history and with alerts for disease
management, preventive services and
wellness. Qualifications: Claire Loe,
PhD (ABD), MPH and Kathryn
Anderson, MA were partners in
Community Health Education
Concepts (CHEC)
(www.healthletter.com), a public
health promotion consulting firm, for
ten years. In 2007, CHEC started
Sage Words (www.sagewords.org) to
develop tested, health literate
materials for diverse populations. In
2008, Ms. Loe entered a doctoral
program in biomedical informatics to
explore the use of informatics
approaches in health promotion.

Rationale: My Doctor Says was
inspired by a pediatrician at a clinic
in New Mexico who wished for
resources specific to her Latina teen
patients. Ms. Loe and Ms. Anderson
had visited many similar clinics and
found most providing educational
materials at a high reading level and,
otherwise, not appropriate for the
populations served. Many clinic staff
provide patients materials of varying
quality from the Internet or
photocopied until nearly illegible.
Given the urgent need and the health
literacy initiatives like in the ACA,
the applicants anticipate more
attention in the near future will be
paid to the quality of patient-specific
resources provided by EHRs. Staged
Development: As the number of
materials needed for this proposal is
expansive, we would develop and
sell access to materials in a modular
fashion, for example, developing
diabetes resources first, then obesity,
etc. Funding/Staffing: Materials
Development: content developers,
graphic designers and testing
facilitators overseen by Ms.
Anderson. Database Operations:
database developers and security
experts overseen by Ms. Loe.
Marketing and Client Relations:
public relations professionals and
legal consultants overseen by a
business management professional.
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CHW Conversations: Designing a
Social Learning System for Health
Workers with Limited Digital
Experience
	
  
Claire Loe*, Vickie Nguyen*, J.
Franck Diaz Garelli
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for health professionals
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Community health
workers (CHWs) are a unique type
of healthcare worker that often works
solo in the field. In the United States,
they are typically lay people who,
under the auspices of a community
organization, assist people in their
communities to overcome barriers to
good health and medical services
through education and referral.
Situated Learning theory maintains
that norms and knowledge for a job
are created through “legitimate
participation” with like others in the
field while Social Learning Theory
describes self-efficacy for a task to
be developed, in part, through
vicarious experience. Because
CHWs may not work with other
CHWs, they have few opportunities
to develop job-related practices
based on group norms or selfefficacy from others’ experiences.
Online technologies such as intranets
and knowledge management systems

can support interactions of
individuals who do the same job, but
are otherwise distant from one
another. However, many systems are
designed as knowledge repositories
rather than for group learning and
interactions. Furthermore, these
applications are rarely designed from
the users’ perspective and do not
build in motivators for participation.
CHWs often come from
communities that have barriers to
adoption of the latest information
and communication technologies
which amplifies the need for usercentered design for this population.
Objectives: 1) Design a social
learning system for CHWs in
Houston, Texas, USA. 2) Facilitate
knowledge sharing and collaboration
on group norms about handling
difficult health topics with clients. 3)
Use open-source software that
requires minimal technological
know-how. (We hope to make our
research findings accessible to real
communities.) Methods: UserCentered Design – The TURF
Framework (Tasks, Users, Functions,
and Representations) guided our
design and evaluation with the goal
of a useful, useable and satisfying
system. 1) User Analysis: Formative
data collection included a survey and
case study observations. Survey – we
conducted a cross-sectional survey of
CHWs attending six continuing
education workshops. The 40-item
self-administered structured
questionnaire covered demographics
(age, gender, race/ethnicity,
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employment and state CHW
certification status), training content
(difficult topics they encounter),
CHWs as a group (job titles, training,
sources of information,
communications with other CHWs),
and technology use (cell phones,
texting, computers, e-mail, Internet
and web-based social networks).
Observations – Ethnographic
observations were conducted at five
CHW work sites to gather data about
the context of their work and
communications. Each observation
was conducted for one half day
during a “typical” workday for that
CHW. Variables included the site,
the clients served (typically and
during the observation), potentially
difficult topics, communication skills
observed, modes of communication,
information sources accessed and
communications with other CHWs.
2) Intervention: A social learning
system was designed using
WordPress open-source software and
plug-ins including BuddyPress. The
graphical user interface and content
were developed based on the
formative evaluation and best
practices in interface design and
health promotion and workforce
development. CHWs were recruited
to participate during a one-month
intervention period. 3) Evaluation:
Summative evaluation data were
collected with a pre- and postquestionnaire, participation data and
interviews with high and low users
and non-users. Results: Research in
Progress Conclusions: Research in

Progress

Neurofibromatosis Social Media
Trends
	
  
Brian Loew*
Track: Business
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Neurofibromatosis (NF) patients use
NF-related social media for
information gathering more than
emotional support, according to
research released in late February
2013. The findings shed light how
patients and caregivers affected by
rare diseases use online support
communities to help manage their
disorders. Nearly two-thirds of
respondents to an online survey of
the Inspire/Neurofibromatosis
Network Support Community said
they belong to NF-specific social
networks to learn how others are
managing the rare disease. More than
half of the respondents said they find
tips and ideas related to managing
their NF that they could not find
elsewhere. Forty-four percent said
they joined social networks to
connect with others facing the same
health challenges. Patients with
moderate-to-severe NF are more
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likely to report online communities
are an essential resource, the survey
said. As one of the respondents, a 28year-old man with neurofibromatosis
type 1, told us, “Online communities
show me what others are going
through, they help keep me updated
on current NF1 topics, and also
provide a place for me to release my
feelings with like-minded people.”
Neurofibromatosis is an incurable
genetic disorder of the nervous
system, which causes tumors to form
on the nerves anywhere in the body
at any time. People affected NF and
other rare diseases indicate that
feelings of isolation make it more
difficult to manage their diseases
well. Healthcare social media,
particularly social networks, not just
help ease feelings of isolation, but
give patients and caregivers outlets
to valuable practical and clinical
information. This survey
demonstrates that, for healthcare
social networks, the ability to gather
clinical and practical information is a
critically important. Inspire
conducted the survey in partnership
with Manhattan Research and
Neurofibromatosis Network, a
nonprofit patient advocacy
organization. --Brian Loew, CEO,
Inspire

Employing an Online Survey
Platform for a Patient Association
Campaign
	
  
Charilaos Lygidakis*, Claus Vögele,
Silvio Cambiaso*, Mauro Melis*,
Nicola Masella, Rita Stara
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction The advances in
connectivity and the wide
availability of data are shifting
healthcare towards a more patientcentred model, in which patients are
increasingly interested in sharing
their experiences, learning about
their conditions and participating in
the healthcare decisions actively. The
web-based “Lumos!” platform can
be employed not only by teams of
researchers conducting multicentre
studies, especially in low research
capacity contexts, but also by patient
associations as a tailored and
accessible tool for surveys. Aim The
aim of this study is to assess the
feasibility of an online platform as a
tool for anonymous surveys
conducted by a patient organisation.
Methods The Federation of Diabetic
Patients in cooperation with the
Regional Administration of Emilia
Romagna in the northern part of
Italy, are inviting diabetics and their
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caregivers to participate in an online
survey. The questionnaire explores
their feelings, expectations and
needs, considering particularly those
who use self-check glucose devices
and are on insulin treatment. The
project was launched in February
2013 and will be completed in June
2013. The study has been designed
on the "Lumos!" platform which
offers the possibility to establish
multiple cohorts for different groups
of users and supports the creation of
follow-ups should this become
necessary in the future. A URL and a
QR code linking to the questionnaire
have been produced and published
on Social Networks and websites,
and distributed with the
advertisement material of the Public
Health and awareness-raising
campaign. The coordinators of the
study are monitoring the process
with the help of reports and an
overview dashboard. For the
purposes of the evaluation of the
platform, data will be analysed from
the logs of the platform, including
the time employed by a user to
complete a questionnaire, the number
and types of errors, the percentage of
completed items, the number of
required fields that were omitted
while trying to submit the
questionnaire, and the website or
Social Network from which the
visitor entered the survey. The
findings will be also cross-analysed
in relation with the demographic
characteristics of the sample.
Expected Results The results of this

study can lead to an evaluation of the
ways of achieving higher
engagement from the participants in
the future. Moreover, patient
associations will have a tool that may
open a new path for collaborative
studies between them and healthcare
professionals.

Web 2.0 Open-Intelligence
Analysis for Disease and Pest
Surveillance
	
  
Aidan Lyon*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background AquaticHealth.net is a
web 2.0 open-source aquatic
biosecurity intelligence gathering
and analysis application. The system
collects information in much the
same way as other similar systems
(e.g., HealthMap, BioCaster).
However, the information collected
undergoes minimal automated
analysis, and analysis is largely left
to AquaticHealth.net’s users. The
result is an automated system of
intelligence gathering, combined
with a manual system of intelligence
analysis. This approach relies on a
large number of users, and so
AquaticHealth.net relies on an open234
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intelligence analysis method: any
user can publish their own analyses
for all to see and analyse further. By
combining automated data collection
and human analysis,
AquaticHealth.net will provide fast
and accurate forecasts, accompanied
with nuanced explanations. These
methods can be applied to other
areas of biosecurity and disease
surveillance. Objectives To forecast
aquatic biosecurity events using an
open-intelligence platform. Methods
Automated: AquaticHealth.net
performs hourly scans of an array of
RSS feeds, blogs, social networks,
and news sites. It analyses this
information and removes
redundancies, applies taxonomy and
geospatial tags. The information is
then pushed to the Daily Scan, where
users then analyse it further. Manual:
Users asses the information for
inaccuracies and its importance.
They decide whether an article
should be a disease alert, which is
emailed to all users. Users can
change tags, edit reports, add
commentary, apply rankings, change
searchterms, and summarise issues in
the Emerging Issues blog (formerly a
wiki). Results AquaticHealth.net has
been online for 2 years and tends to
publish 7 daily reports and 2 weekly
disease alerts (on average). 90% of
CEFAS’s (www.cefas.defra.gov.uk)
Emerging Disease Updates cite
AquaticHealth.net. The Australian
Sub-Committee for Aquatic Animal
Health (SCAAH) have used the
system to compile their quarterly

reports for 1.5 years. The Australian
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry (DAFF) have use
AquaticHealth.net to make
forecasts––e.g., used aquaculture
equipment would be a high-risk
pathway for OsHV---which have had
an impact on Australian Quarantine
Policy. Using the wiki-style
Emerging Issues blog, the users of
AquaticHealth.net have accurately
forecasted several outbreaks (e.g.,
the recent outbreak of Amoebic Gill
Disease in Norway).
AquaticHealth.net’s users are
currently forecasting an increase of
emerging marine finfish disease
outbeaks in South East Asia, and are
actively watching this issue.
Conclusion AquaticHealth.net’s web
2.0 open-intelligence approach has
proven to be an effective and flexible
biosecurity forecasting method.
More work needs to be done in
combining automated filters with
social networks in order to harness
the collective wisdom of any such
system's users, but initial results are
extremely promising.

The Potential Use of Smartphone
Apps for Suicide Prevention
	
  
Nuria Machin*, Ronald Strickland
Hamilton*, Maria Dolores Picouto
Gonzalez, Lluis San Molina, Jorge
Juan Fernandez Garcia
Track: Research
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Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The impact of digital
technologies on many people’s lives
is well documented. Evidence
suggests that 40 percent of the
general public use the internet to
help them take care of their health.
This shows the potential of the
Internet as a resource in mental
health awareness and suicide
prevention. A number of recent
studies have demonstrated that the
impact of Internet-based mental
health promotion may be positive, if
it is supportive, informative and
educational. One person commits
suicide every 40 seconds; that is the
global average. Young people are
particularly at risk. Globally, suicide
is one of the three leading causes of
death among the 15-44 age group,
and the second leading cause of
death in the 15-19 years age group.
In addition to the social cost, the
economic cost of suicide is very
high, estimated by the authors at
approximately 126 billion euros
annually, in the 27 EU countries.
Suicidal behaviour is a lifethreatening condition which is
preventable and key to the
prevention strategies is the ability to
draw the citizen in to a positive and
constructive communication with
clinicians and this is where digital
technologies offer an important new

resource Objective Smartphone Apps
based on the most common platforms
will be developed to provide
personalised guidance, support and
awareness in order to encourage
behavioural change in subjects with
suicidal ideation The overall
objective of this procedure is to
evaluate eventual modifications in
well-being of persons that use the
Apps and to help detect and reduce
suicidal behaviour Methodology This
RCT Intervention study will target
n=1800 plus control groups in six
sites .App users will be asked to
answer basic questionnaires and to
maintain real-time on-line records.
These responses are transmitted and
stored at the local clinical centre.
Users will be contacted by e-mail
(accessed through their smartphone)
and asked to complete scales like the
WHO-5 measuring well-being, and
others scales for depression, suicidal
ideation and behaviours as well as
attitudes regarding mental health and
suicide. Apps will include: - App1
based on clinical practice for patients
attending hospital for suicidal
concerns; - App2 ,a suicide
prevention based App where the goal
is to pre-emptively detect risk cases
and in this sense provide alerts to
both patients and doctors and - App3,
entertainment based, following
principles of psychology as applied
in gamification. Conclusions The
Apps will provide information on
suicide prevention and will
encourage self-management in a
supportive environment to engineer
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awareness about healthy behaviours.
The Apps will include real-time
interpretation responses so that
warning signs are immediately
referred to the clinician. These Apps
will be developed for specific at-risk
groups including young persons, and
persons suffering from depression.
For national acceptance, a strong
evaluated evidence base is required,
involving the trial and evaluation of
the Apps. The results from the
interventions will be collated to
provide a pooled epidemiological
database on which statistical
analyses and interpretation of results
will be conducted. The evaluation
will also involve a detailed economic
evaluation of the Apps and their
market potential.

“Mums Step It Up” – A TeamBased Physical Activity Facebook
Application for Mothers
	
  
Carol Maher*, Jocelyn Kernot, Tim
Olds, Lucy Lewis
Track: Practice
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Postpartum women are
typically characterised by having low
physical activity levels, despite

commonly experiencing symptoms
which are alleviated by physical
activity. Nearly 300,000 women give
birth in Australia each year, and an
estimated 80% of Australian mothers
use Facebook. Given Facebook’s
tremendous reach and user
engagement, it offers considerable
potential for the delivery of massreach physical activity interventions.
Aim: This presentation will involve a
practical demonstration of a new
team-based Facebook application
aimed at helping mothers with babies
get more physical activity. Findings
from the usability pilot study will
also be presented. Description of the
application: The “Mums Step it Up”
app was designed by health scientists
at the University of South Australia
in collaboration with a Portal
Australia, a software development
company. The app assists postpartum
women to form teams of 4-8 friends
from their existing Facebook
network to take part in a 50-day
physical activity challenge. Once a
postpartum women downloads the
app, she uses it to send invitations to
eligible existing Facebook friends to
join her team. All consenting
participants receive a pedometer, and
are encouraged to take 10,000 steps
per day for 50 days. The Facebook
app allows women to log their daily
steps, see their team’s tally board,
send virtual gifts (for example, gold
sneakers to congratulate a team mate
on a good performance, or flowers
for encouragement), communicate
via a wall (including organising to
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meet up to be physically active
together) and compare their team’s
performance with other teams’. The
app is based on the Theory of
Planned Behaviour, which
emphasises the role of social
influence in determining and
changing health behaviour. The
team-based nature of the application
is anticipated to enhance the
intervention's effectiveness by
providing accountability, influencing
expectations and offering social
support. The application has also
been based upon the “Fun Theory”,
which suggests that user engagement
with the application will be higher if
it is enjoyable to use. Compared with
other website applications that
support phsyical activity which tend
to be rather diadactic in nature, the
Mums Step it Up application has
incorporated numerous elements to
make it enjoyable. Daily tips for
physical activity have been written
by a comedian and gamification
elements have also been included,
for example, numerous humorouslynamed awards are unlocked when
participants reach certain stepping
and logging achievements.
Development of the application todate: the intervention was initially
informed by a qualitative study
undertaken with 20 postpartum
women, which identified this
population as (1) wanting to increase
their physical activity levels, (2)
typically being heavy Facebook
users and (3) wanting to interact with
existing friends online and in person.

Usability and pilot testing is
currently underway – to date four
teams of mothers have been
recruited, with one further team yet
to be recruited. Usability testing will
evaluate the team-forming process
(including response rate of potential
team members to the online
invitations); identify technical errors
with the application across a variety
of platforms; confirm the
appropriateness of application’s
language, look and feel; and seek
suggestions for improvement. The
pilot will also provide preliminary
evidence regarding the application’s
effectiveness and feasibility in
increasing self-reported physical
activity, using a pre-post design.
Physical activity behaviour will be
measured using the Active Australia
questionnaire. The pilot and usability
study will be completed by the end
of April 2013, thus findings will be
available for presentation at the
conference. Future direction: A
randomised controlled trial to
rigorously evaluate the effectiveness
of the Mums Step it Up app is
planned for late 2013/early 2014.
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Delivering Assisted Living
Lifestyles at Scale (dallas) – What
Can We Learn About
Implementation From A Large
Scale Deployment?
	
  
Frances Susanne Mair*, Susan
Browne, Marilyn McGee-Lennon,
Matt-Mouley Bouamrane, Sarah
Barry, Sally Wyke, Nicholas
Watson, Eleanor Grieve, Andrew
Briggs, Ruth Agbakoba, Tracy
Finch, Catherine O'Donnell
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Four service-led
consortia in the UK have received
funding (£37 million) to promote
health and wellbeing using
innovative service models and new
technologies. The dallas programme
is ambitious and aims to enrol circa
160,000 individuals. However, we
know that the translation of
innovation into practice remains
slow and patchy internationally, even
when there is strong evidence that
implementing a given technology
would be beneficial. The European
Union has identified problems
relating to “implementation” as a key
barrier to the routinisation of new
technologies to promote health and
wellbeing. Objective The aim of our
evaluation is to identify key barriers
and facilitators to the large scale

deployment of a range of innovative
services and technologies across the
UK. Methods Qualitative interviews
are being undertaken with key
stakeholders involved in the roll out
of dallas across the four
communities: Living It Up ; Mi ; I
Focus; and Year Zero. Each of these
communities represent partnerships
between private firms; the voluntary
sector; and three also involve health
and social care organisations. They
aim to enhance health and wellbeing
through a range of diverse
interventions developed in
collaboration with members of their
local communities. All interviews are
being audiotaped and transcribed to
provide data for framework analysis.
Normalisation Process Theory
(NPT), which has four constructs
(coherence, cognitive participation
(achieving buy-in),
operationalisation and appraisal),
aims to aid understanding of
implementation issues, is providing
the conceptual underpinning to our
work. Results Thus far 17 interviews
have been undertaken with project
leads or managers, clinical staff, and
representatives from participating
industry partners from each of the
four communities: Living it Up
(n=3); Mi (n=5); I-focus (n=3); Year
Zero (n=6). Coherence: A key
facilitator of implementation is that
the aims of dallas are “entirely
compatible” with national policy.
More challenging has been dealing
with the “interpretation of that policy
at practice level”. Achieving Buy In:
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Commissioning care groups and
other local decision-makers have
accepted dallas interventions as a key
feature of local strategies, which
facilitates change, but recent changes
in care structures within England
have proven a challenge.
Operationalising New Services:
Consumers are finding new systems
“pretty damn easy to use” which is a
facilitator to uptake but differences
in culture and perspective between
supplier companies and local health
service providers has proven a major
challenge as has financial
constraints. Appraisal: Initial reports
suggest that individuals using new
services have “loved” them which is
a clear driver but consenting to a
range of different company terms
and conditions as well as evaluation
is seen as a potential barrier to
uptake. Conclusions The
implementation of dallas is still in
the early phases. However, already
key barriers and facilitators to
implementation are visible. Such
data is being shared between
communities to enhance the
likelihood of success. The dallas
implementation story will provide
key lessons for future large scale
efforts at using new technologies to
transform services on a national
scale.

Survey of the Impact of Twitter in
Medical Education
	
  
Matthew Mak*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Web 2.0 has the
potential to enhance learning
experiences and deepen learners’
engagement within digital learning
environments. It encourages
interaction and helps foster
communities of practice. These new
methods of pedagogy have been
embraced throughout the medical
specialties, from anaesthetics to
dermatology, and critical care to
nephrology. Twitter has a wide
variety of uses within medicine. It
has been found to be an accurate tool
to measure disease levels, as well as
for publishing literature. Physicians
are also using Twitter to follow
medical conferences remotely as
well as actively engage in clinical
discussions. Vygotsky’s concept of
social constructivism describes the
Twitter learner well – one that
actively constructs new concepts
when learning occurs through social
engagement around shared problems
or tasks. Objectives - To observe the
effect of Twitter as a research tool
for medical education - To
investigate how social media
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platforms like Twitter can be used as
an educational tool for medical
professionals. - To describe the
communities of practice of medical
education that exist in Twitter
Methods A structured online
questionnaire was posted using
Google Forms for 30 days between
February and March 2013.
Invitations to complete the survey
were sent via e-mail, Twitter,
Facebook and other online forums.
Respondents were asked to answer
sixteen questions on their use of
social media platforms and attitudes
towards social media. This is a report
of responses received via Twitter.
Results 1090 respondents completed
the survey of which 683 were
contacted via twitter. The greatest
response was achieved on Day 1
with 245 retweets. Further surges in
responses were seen on Days 5, 17
and 24 which coincided with either
repeat tweets or retweets within the
online medical community.
Responses were received globally
from the United Kingdom to as far as
Australia and Singapore by Day 1
and were continued to be received
from across the globe as the survey
remained open. Respondents
originated from a total of 37
countries. ***Research in
Progress*** Conclusions As Timimi
(2012) states, “social media has
advantages to include profound
reach, immediate availability, and
archived presence and broad
accessibility.” ***Research in
Progress***

Health Action Planning – A
Digitally Delivered Physical
Activity Intervention
	
  
Wendy Ruth Maltinsky*, Joanne Fox
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction: Physical activity has
well recorded benefits to health, both
minimising risks of certain long term
conditions, but also improving health
and wellbeing. Despite the positive
assets, engagement in physical
activity is not widespread. It is
evident from previous literature that
targeting perceived behavioural
control to enhance control cognitions
as well as bridging the intention
behaviour gap through techniques of
goal setting, and planning, is crucial
in eliciting behavioural change.
Three aspects of the literature
however remain ambiguous. The
factors noted, have been well
documented and their use in face to
face interventions shows favourable
results. Their use in an online
intervention has been less common
and the results inconclusive.
Secondly, it is not clear that
practitioner support in online
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interventions is required. And
finally, despite the acknowledged
value of action and coping plans the
content of plans has rarely been
examined in the context of physical
activity outcomes. Objectives: The
current study sets out to explore the
effectiveness of an online
intervention based on increasing
perceived behavioural control and
goal-setting/planning and
practitioner support on uptake of
physical activity. In addition the
current study set out to examine the
goals of action and coping plans in
concert with records of physical
activity. Methods: 4 groups of
individuals were compared: those
undergoing (a) practitioner support
alone, (b) Intervention targeting
physical activity perceived
behavioural control and goal-setting
and planning alone, (c) practitioner
support & Intervention and (d) no
intervention (controls). Over a period
of four weeks, physical activity was
measured using diaries and
pedometer readings. Results: 120
participants were recruited, 87
participants commenced the
intervention and 67 completed. 52 %
of the intervention groups (b) and (c)
submitted action and coping plans
and 84% of these participants
achieved targets set. Differences in
physical activity walking between
the four different conditions were not
significant and remained not
significant when the groups were
collapsed into intervention in
comparison to non-intervention, and

practitioner support versus non
practitioner support. Conclusions:
Practitioner support and physical
activity perceived behavioural
control and goal-setting/planning
appear to have limited effect on the
uptake of physical activity. However,
the goals that individuals make are
important predictors of what they
will subsequently achieve. The
differences, between the physical
activity records of each of the
groups, though not to a significant
level, indicate that there would be
merit in conducting the study with
larger numbers. Given the limited
power due to small sample sizes, the
results must be treated with caution.

The Feasibility of Co-Designing a
Digital Health Initiative to
Encourage the Adoption of
Healthier Lifestyles
	
  
Wendy Ruth Maltinsky*, Jenny Hall,
John Flitcroft, Priscilla ChuengNainby, David Heaney, Sandra
MacRury*, Lindsey Moodie, Joe
Lockwood
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The technology market
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is replete with digital interventions
designed to encourage healthy
behaviours. However, their uptake is
not consistently reaching those most
in need, and there is a challenge as to
how their use can be more
sustainable to result in enduring
health behaviour change. In order to
find out about how digital
technology can be made more
accessible, acceptable and result in
more prolonged use for the target
population, this project is engaging
men to collaboratively design a
digital health initiative in northern
Scotland. Elements of the male
population have traditionally been
accustomed to pathogenic health
behaviours. For example, musicians
and those who attend gigs have been
previously recorded as having poor
health status, and hence this group
was identified as a suitable target
audience. Research Methodology
Males aged 25 – 45 attending music
festivals are being approached to codesign a digital health initiative. The
engagements are adopting action
research methodology in order to
elicit views. The objective of the
methodology and co-design approach
is that the target group, rather than
being the passive recipients of health
services, will take on an active role
as co-designers of a digital initiative.
Co-design tools are being customised
to establish meaningful lifestyle
stories from the target group which
will evolve with each engagement
event. The creative process involves
iterative cycles of identifying needs

and concepts; proposing, testing,
implementing and evaluating
solutions. As such, the outcome of
the project is an indeterminate type
but will be digital in nature and will
aim to engage men in healthy
behaviour. Audio-visuals and field
notes are also part of the data being
collected into a research repository,
to be used for analysis purposes by
the research team. Results (initial
observations) Initial data collection
was carried out using large
interactive visual charts to explore
behaviours and attitudes towards
technology and health. The initial
event revealed a breadth of selfperceived health behaviours amongst
music festival goers, from active
physical lifestyles, moderate alcohol
and healthy diets through to
infrequent physical activity, smoking
and high alcohol consumptions and
diets which are high in fats and
oversized portions. For some there
appeared to be a negative correlation
between those who were engaged in
healthy behaviour illustrating little or
moderate satisfaction in current
lifestyle, in opposition to those with
less healthy lifestyles who were
happier with their lifestyle
behaviours. However, there were
also a proportion of those who had
high levels of satisfaction about their
unhealthy behaviours. Researchers
began to detect a view that there
might be a healthy lifestyle = boring
perception A second engagement
illustrated that many felt they should
be doing more physical activity and
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have a healthier diet, but were
ambivalent about the way that
technology fit into their lives.
Interestingly, several participants
posted an interest in doing more
‘reading for leisure’. Next
Engagements: Preparations for the
next engagement will draw on the
results from the previous two
iterations. Three concepts will be
presented as starting points for
discussion and will draw on health,
reading, and digital technology.
Using open dialogue and the
sketching of ideas, discussions will
build from one participant to the next
to create an evolution of ideas
thereby capturing both depth and
breadth of data. The format used will
create a visual history as well as a
progressive development of dialogue
and ideas – a type of brainstorming
using individuals to develop creative
ideas from a broad, and roughly
largely homogenous population. The
concepts will mine ideas about the
direction of digital development,
motivations to engage in healthy
behaviour, and ‘reading for leisure’.
This last engagement will result in
data which can be used in a final
prototype test engagement.
Conclusion: This project will be of
substantial value to the digital health
community through unveiling the
beliefs and attitudes about
engagement with interventions, with
a target audience not usually
associated with healthy behaviour or
the design of health initiatives. The
results from this study will help to

inform a digital health initiative that
can be rolled out and tested with a
wider population.

DASH Mobile: Development of a
Novel Mobile Platform for
Enabling Collaborative Behavioral
Hypertension Control
	
  
Devin Mann*, Lisa Quintiliani
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The DASH diet is
ranked #1 by the influential US
News and World Report and has
enormous respect as an evidencebased behavioral hypertension
reduction program. Doctors
throughout the US recommend it to
their patients on a daily basis and
spend precious time reviewing its
common sense principles. Though
proven effective in research studies,
translating this clinical trial based
evidence into real world clinical
benefit and reliable patient behavior
change has to date been challenging.
Mobile delivery of behavior change
interventions like DASH offers a
unique technological platform for
delivering behavioral hypertension
reduction. The mobile platform can
be used to track and feedback
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behavioral progress and contextual
messages to the hypertensive patient.
Combined with web based expert
coaching – the complementary
systems represent a promising
modality translating the proven
hypertension reduction benefits of
DASH to the average hypertensive
patient. Objective To develop and
pilot test a novel behavioral
hypertension reduction program
based on DASH and leveraging the
capabilities of a mobile phone
platform combined with web-based
expert coaching. Methods The
development of DASH mobile is a
collaborative and iterative process. A
unique multidisciplinary team of
clinicians, researchers, computer
scientists and designers was
assembled to generate a prototype.
The app software was prototyped in
Android and iPhone operating
systems and commercial Bluetooth
capable blood pressure monitors,
pedometers and weight scales were
integrated into the software. A
custom library of short video clips
demonstrating key principles of the
DASH diet and how to use the app
were also created. A web-based
expert coaching system was also
developed that provides trained
behavioral hypertension control
coaches a portal into the patient’s
mobile phone based behavioral data
as well as a robust personal
communications function. Usability
testing will be conducted with
several rounds of hypertensive
patients with iterative refinement

cycles. Results DASH mobile has
been successfully developed into an
integrated mobile phone based
behavioral hypertension control
program. It encompasses wireless
data collection and feedback of blood
pressure, weight and steps along with
a simple DASH specific dietary selfreport interface. It also delivers a
library of videos to train users in the
DASH concepts and allows for a
web-based expert coach to guide and
motivate users of the program. The
system is currently in usability
testing with a pilot efficacy study set
to begin summer 2013. Conclusions
The DASH mobile system is a
unique platform that provides
hypertensive patients a simple,
wireless system for tracking relevant
behavioral data, training in the
DASH concepts and interacting with
a web-based coach. The system has
enormous potential to help lower
blood pressure by enabling patients
to follow DASH. Ultimately, the
envisioned future of DASH mobile is
a clinical tool to support behavior
change, prescribed and monitored by
a clinician, which extends the reach
of hypertension management outside
of the office and into a patient’s daily
life.
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Researching With Our Head In
The Clouds? Using Tag Clouds To
Analyze Free Text Patient
Feedback
	
  
Inocencio Daniel Maramba*, John
Campbell, Antoinette Davey, Finlay
Brown
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Patient feedback in the
form of free text responses are a
potentially useful source of
information about the patient
experience of primary care. The free
text responses may provide insights
not picked up in structured
questionnaires. Undertaking a
manual review of the free text is
usually tedious and time consuming.
A rapid textual analysis tool may
offer potential in quickly evaluating
free text responses coming from
patients. Tag clouds, or word clouds,
are compact visual displays of
written information where size,
colour and orientation of words
represent underlying importance
related to word frequency from the
text source. They provide the
researcher with a method of rapidly
interrogating large volumes of text,
providing a concise visual
representation to be scrutinised for
messages or dominant discourses.

Objective: Our aims were: To look at
the feasibility of using tag cloud
technology to rapidly analyze large
amounts of free text from patient
feedback. To determine whether the
generated tag clouds provided insight
on the key areas of concern voiced
by patients in their free text
feedback. Methods Free text
responses from patients were
collected in questionnaires from the
patients seen in 13 GP practices in
South West England. Out of 3462
questionnaires returned, 1415
contained answers to the free text
feedback question. Tag cloud
software was used to create tag
clouds using the free text responses.
Initially, a tag cloud was created
from all the free text feedback from
responding patients. Practices were
then grouped according to their
performance in the National GP
Patient Survey. Tag clouds for the
responses from the patients in each
performance group (Upper and lower
quartile in the GPPS) were
generated, and compared to the
initial tag cloud and to each other.
Results The tag cloud of all patient
responses showed that the five most
occurring words were "doctor"
"surgery" "appointment" "GP" and
"practice". The remaining 45 words
had mostly positive connotations,
e.g. “helpful” and “excellent” or
were neutral ("phone", "nurses"). A
few words such as "problem" and
“difficult” had negative
connotations. When tag clouds from
different categories of practices were
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compared, this pattern was repeated.
The relative frequency of the words
“difficult” and "problem" was
slightly increased in the practices
that scored in the bottom quartile of
the National GPPS Survey.
Conclusions: Tag clouds may be
used to quickly identify key concepts
in large amounts of text. When used
judiciously, they may highlight key
areas of concern in patient feedback.
They may also be used to support
structured assessments of patient
satisfaction.

In Charge of Your Epidermolysis
Bullosa: Digital Self Assessment
for Disease Activity
	
  
Herm Martens*, Clement Loh,
Jaewhan Kim, Dedee Murrell
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Epidermolysis bullosa
(EB) is among the most disabling
chronic blistering skin diseases in
Dermatology. Due to its aggressive
disease course strict control by
medical professionals is needed in
order to manage skin lesions.
Because this is a complicated and
rare disease patient often have to
travel great distances to visit the few

medical experts on this disease.
During the visits an important feature
is the use of disease severity
questionnaires. Because this frequent
visits and travel distance, patient
burden is increased. There are
currently no solutions for this
problem. In the current study, we
investigate a solution for this
problem with help of digital
technology. Objective: To test
whether a digital system in which
patients can score there disease
activity and severity is feasible for
epidermolysis bullosa. Furthermore,
it will be tested whether doctor visits
can be reduced using this systems
digital communication. Methods: A
new, validated, authority based
scoring system for EB was converted
into patient understandable format.
In the pilot, we used an interactive
digital health platform to give 10
patients access to the scoring system
and to their own data. Self
assessment on the EB activity was
done 4 weeks, once a week.
Afterwards, patients were evaluated
by 5 different doctors to compare
scores on the same day as well.
Results: Research in progress: The
research is currently undertaken and
data will be presented at the
conference. Conclusions: Research
in progress: A digital system for
monitoring disease activity is tested
to decrease burden of frequent doctor
visits and travel distance of patients
with Epidermolysis bullosa.
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Pharmacovigilance Can
Contribute to Study Adverse Drug
Reactions Associated with Use of
Online Health Information*
	
  
Marco Masoni*, Maria Renza
Guelfi*, Antonio Conti, Jonida
Shtylla, Gian Franco Gensini
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In the last years, many
studies have been published in the
biomedical literature about variable
quality of medical information on the
Internet. At the end the majority of
them warns about harm that Internet
users can have from using inaccurate
and misleading information. But the
health impact of this issue is unclear.
A systematic review by Crocco
(2002) has retrieved very few
publications, especially case reports,
about harm deriving from use of
online health information. The study
resolves that there is not almost any
evidence of harm to patients and
citizens from the Internet. Since this
study, to our knowledge, no other
systematic review about this issue
was published. Conversely, other
Authors claimed that medical
misinformation on the Internet is a
main area of concern. Interestingly,
in 2001, a Database of Adverse
Events Related to the Internet
(DAERI) was created, soliciting

doctors and patients to submit cases
or situations acquainted of or
published in lay publications such as
newspapers. Unfortunately DAERI is
no longer available online and, to our
knowledge, no data has ever been
published about it. Objective: This
paper suggests to use the
international pharmacovigilance
system to obtain more knowledge on
Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs)
associated with use of online health
information. Internet health
information could cause patients to
modify their adherence to prescribed
therapy or to other decisions that
might contribute to an ADR. We are
aware that the harms caused by the
Internet health information may not
solely be confined to inappropriate
use of medication. Other different
types of harm exist such as selfdiagnosis, late or misdiagnosis, selfharm or attempt or committed
suicide, false hope or state of
anxiety. The study of these types of
harm lies outside the aim of this
paper. Methods: We have analyzed
currently used ADR forms for
healthcare professionals and
consumers in Italy, the UK and the
USA. Results: From the analysis of
the ADR forms of these three
countries, the internet dimension
seems to be relevant in terms of
issues related to online purchasing of
drugs. None of the forms contains
questions aimed to find and
understand whether online health
information has contributed to
ADRs. We suggest to modify ADR
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forms to include questions that aim
to investigate if online health
resources, originating from Websites
blogs social networking sites, have
drawn attention and have influenced
the decision making process that has
led the patient to assume a drug,
even in combination with other
medication. In this way new type of
data from ADR forms could be
collected in central databases to
allow their analysis and monitoring.
The tendency of WHO is to
gradually widen the aims of the
pharmacovigilance to include food
additives, herbal medicines, vaccines
and cosmetics. The application of the
Authors’ study could apply to these
further areas. Conclusions: New
collected data in pharmacovigilance
databases could help to better
understand patterns of drug use
within the society and to shed light
on the blurred area of harm derived
from the use of inaccurate online
health information. Furthermore,
new information could be obtained to
draw countermeasures and policies
for the benefits of public health. *
Notification statement: some of the
material has been reused with
permissions from a recently accepted
publication in Trends in
Pharmacological Sciences (DOI:
10.1016/j.tips.2013.05.001).

Designing and Using Mobile
Health Applications (Medical and
Health Apps): Practical Guidelines
Are Needed
	
  
Miguel Angel Mayer*, Angela Leis*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The number of Mobile
Medical applications or “mobile
medical apps” has been growing
exponentially in the last few months
and they are expected to grow even
more in the next future. The use of
health apps promises to be a means
for improving patient care and
making easier professional activity.
However, some cases of malfunction
or inaccurate diagnosis and treatment
recommendations have been
reported. Regulations are necessary
tools to safeguard users (general
public and professionals) and support
the product development. In this
work we present a preliminary
analysis of the current
recommendations related to medical
apps, and based on the previous
experience acquired, in the
accreditation activities of health
related content websites of the
Medical Association of Barcelona
during ten years, we put forward the
development of a specific health
apps certification program in Spain.
Objective To determine the existence
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of practical recommendations for the
design and use of medical and health
apps and, by analyzing them, to
establish the basis for setting up a
health apps certification program.
Methods Based on the combination
of several keywords in Google, Bing
and Yahoo!, the first 50 links,
displayed in the page results of these
search engines in the 20th February
2013, were reviewed in order to find
recommendations and practical
guidelines related to medical and
health apps. The search strategy used
was the following: ("mobile medical
application" OR "health apps" OR
"medical apps") AND (regulation
OR guidance OR ((certification OR
accreditation) program OR
standards) OR "practical guide").
Results There are several institutions
around the world promoting
recommendations and practical
guidelines for the design,
implementation and use of medical
and health apps, such as the Food
and Drug Administration, Happtique,
Devices 4 Limited or mHIMSS.
Other institutions such as the
European Commission, the National
Library of Medicine or the National
Health Service (UK) are promoting a
repository website (something like
an app store) where some apps are
included after been submitted to
some kind of screening process. The
CE Mark for medical devices
(European Commission) could be
applied in some kinds of apps used in
clinical environments. The main
recommendations include standards

related to accessibility, privacy and
confidentiality, technical aspects,
security and scientific accuracy.
Conclusions The use of medical
apps, above all those that are used in
a clinical environment, should follow
certain regulatory requirements and a
clear protocol in the process of
designing them to guarantee that, as
much the health information as the
clinical advice (diagnosis or
treatment) they are providing, are
accurate and avoid the potential risks
to public health and patients. As a
first step it seems critical to establish
whether an app is a medical or not.
Based on the analysis of international
practical guidelines, the process
model of the experienced quality
program of health-related content
websites, and the application of the
specific features and use of medical
apps, the most important standards
and process of a certification
program have been defined (target
and general information, technical
aspects, security, privacy and
scientific content).

Information about Vaccines in
English and Spanish on Facebook:
Features and Content in Open
Groups
	
  
Miguel Angel Mayer*, Angela
Leis*, Javier Torres Niño, Alejandro
Rodríguez-González
Track: Research
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Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Vaccines are among the
most successful and cost-effective
prevention activities in healthcare
and in the last few years we have
witnessed a remarkable reduction in
the number of people suffering from
preventable infectious diseases
around the world, above all in
European Region. At the same time,
with the use of the Internet and with
the appearance of Social Media
platforms, where it is very common
for users to share health information,
the anti-vaccination activism has
found a useful and easy way to
spread their messages and
philosophy. In this work we describe
the features and content of open
groups about vaccines on Facebook,
the most widely-used social media
platform with millions of users
around the globe. Objective To
determine the features and content of
the open groups on Facebook related
to vaccines in humans in English and
Spanish. Methods We carried out a
cross-sectional study on the Internet.
Using the Graph API (application
programming interface) search
engine on Facebook, the open groups
about vaccines were searched on the
8th of February. Related keywords
about the topic and their variations
were used (vaccines, vaccinate,
vaccination, anti-vac*,

immunization) in English and
Spanish. The variables studied were:
language of the groups, name and
description group, number and
gender of users, number of posts,
date of creation, the most recent
update, user country and category
(pro and anti-vaccination groups)
based on the name, description and
content of the 10 last posts on the
wall of each group. A web interface
was designed in order to facilitate the
process of searching the groups and
to manage the keywords and the data
files obtained containing the related
information. SPSS was used for
statistical analysis. Results 318
groups on Facebook were obtained
(156 in English (E) and 162 in
Spanish (S)) through the Graph API.
Among them, in a first step 186 were
included in the study to be open
groups (98 in English and 88 in
Spanish). Of these, 48E and 37S
were excluded because the content
was unrelated to vaccines in humans
or were in other languages (French,
Italian, etc.). Finally 101 open
groups (50E and 51S) were included
with 24,815 members (14,911: 9,984
(67%) women and 4,927 men (33%)
in English groups and 9,904: 6,586
women (66.5%) and 3,318 (33.5%)
men in Spanish groups). There were
a 68% of anti-vaccination groups in
English and 55% in Spanish
(p=0.176). Conclusions Facebook is
used as a means of communication
and for sharing health information.
There are open groups with
information about vaccines on
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Facebook, the majority of them were
anti-vaccination groups, as much in
English as Spanish. The Graph API
is a very useful tool to collect large
data sets on Facebook. More analysis
and qualitative studies are needed in
order to analyze the type of messages
used by anti-vaccination activism to
spread its ideas in social media.
Health organizations and services
should consider participating actively
in social media in health promotion
and educational activities.

YouTube and Patient Activism:
Online Video and the Generation
of ‘Experiential’ Evidence
	
  
Fadhila Mazanderani*, Braden
O'Neill*, John Powell
Track: Research
Topic: Communities in health care
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Started in 2005,
YouTube is a popular video sharing
platform. There are numerous healthrelated videos on YouTube, many of
which have been created by
individuals affected by different
conditions. These videos are often
extremely compelling, containing
detailed information about people’s
personal experiences and opinions.
Considerable concern has been
expressed about the consequences of
inaccurate or dangerous information

disseminated through online videos.
At the same time, online video is
seen as a promising medium for
health promotion. Objective: The
aim of this paper is to examine how
‘evidence’ is generated in and
through YouTube in order to
enhance our understanding of the
consequences of user-generated
videos in contemporary healthcare.
We combine a discussion of the
extant literature on health-related
YouTube videos with an in-depth
analysis of YouTube videos in
relation to a controversial theory and
associated endovascular intervention
for Multiple Sclerosis (MS) –
chronic cerebrospinal venous
insufficiency (CCSVI). Methods:
From over 4,000 videos returned
from a YouTube search for ‘CCSVI’,
we analysed the top 100 most
popular. We adopted a mixedmethods approach. First, a
quantitative analysis assessed the
content of each video, using a coding
scheme developed through
discussion amongst the authors. The
videos were coded independently by
two authors in relation to how they
portrayed CCSVI. Second, a
qualitative thematic analysis was
carried out on user ‘channels’ that
contained pre- and post-intervention
experiences. Results: The videos
adopted an overwhelmingly positive
stance towards CCSVI (96%). The
number of views of the top 100
videos ranged from 7,103 to 79,956.
This is comparable with the number
of views of the top 100 videos
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relating to other MS treatments such
as ‘low-dose naltrexone’ (1,332 to
131,141) and Tysabri/natalizumab
(3,911 to 72,595). Many were
uploaded by patients (66%) and
presented pre- and/or post- treatment
experiences. Patients demonstrated
rather than merely described their
symptoms, performing tests on
themselves before and after
treatment to quantify improvement.
Videos combined medical
terminology and tests with personal
experiences of living with MS. The
video creators frequently engaged in
discussion with their ‘viewers’
through the commenting facilities
provided by YouTube and their
videos often contained links to other
sources of information, such as
websites or Facebook pages.
Conclusion: YouTube provides
patients with novel opportunities for
sharing information about their
experiences of different treatments,
generating alternative forms of
‘experiential evidence’ built on a
hybrid of personal experience and
medical knowledge that is embedded
within wider social networking
platforms and online communities.
While situated in relation to what
might be considered more
‘mainstream’ medical evidence,
‘experiential evidence’ privileges the
alleviation of symptoms that are not
always easy to measure using
traditional metrics and are presented
not in abstract, but in the ‘everyday’
life of particular individuals.
Furthermore, social media platforms

enable the aggregation of individual
experiences, creating a database of
experiences that patients can search
and draw on in making their own
healthcare decisions. Instead of
disregarding sources not considered
‘evidence-based’, healthcare
practitioners should enhance their
understanding of what evidence is
deemed significant to patients,
particularly in contested areas of
healthcare.

The Use of Deception in Online
Alcohol Trials: an Ethical
Evaluation
	
  
Jim McCambridge*
Track: Research
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Some public health
behavioural intervention trials
involve deception through blinding.
A methodological imperative to
minimise bias can be in conflict with
the ethical principle of informed
consent. This presentation describes
efforts over a period of some years to
address a set of longstanding
methodological and ethical issues in
the field of brief alcohol intervention
trials. Objective: To undertake an
ethical evaluation of research
practice. Methods: The specific
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forms of deception used by the
author in three online randomised
controlled trials of brief alcohol
interventions are examined in a case
study. These studies have common
features, involving thousands of
university students receiving an email with study participation being
triggered by responding to this email. Results: This case study is
located within the wider literature on
the use of deception in research and
within the context of evolving
approaches to public health ethics,
including that developed by
Childress and colleagues (5
justificatory conditions of
effectiveness, proportionality,
necessity, least infringement, and
public justification). Decision
making about the use of deception, is
presented along with ethical
justifications and ongoing
uncertainties. The value of the
approach of pragmatism for
examining these kinds of ethical
issues is considered. Conclusions:
The use of deception in public health
intervention research and elsewhere
should be treated with scepticism on
ethical grounds. It should not,
however, be rejected out of hand. Its
possible use should be considered
carefully by ethical committees,
paying close attention to study
context. If it is judged useful or
necessary to produce more valid
inferences, the moral costs involved
in obtaining such data need to be
considered in relation to the moral
benefits that such data may produce,

which are in turn contingent upon the
scientific and social value of the
research. Evaluation of the costs and
benefits will be enhanced by
empirical data.

Impact of an Online Support
Forum for Carers of People with
Dementia
	
  
Vicky McKechnie, Josh Stott, Chris
Barker*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The wellbeing of
informal carers of people with
dementia is an important public
health issue. Caring for an elderly
relative with dementia may be
burdensome and stressful, and
negatively affect the carer’s social,
family and professional life. The
combination of loss, the physical
demands of caregiving, prolonged
distress, and biological
vulnerabilities of older carers may
compromise their physical health,
increase social isolation and increase
the risk of anxiety and depressive
disorders. Increased caregiver stress
is also linked to negative outcomes
for the recipient of care and costs to
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society, including increased nursing
home and hospital admissions.
Consequently, carer support
interventions are an important
component of dementia care.
Computer-mediated carer support
offers a range of potential advantages
compared to traditional face-to-face
support groups, including
accessibility and the possibility of
tailoring to meet individual needs,
but there has so far been little
research on its effectiveness. The
present study used a mixed-method
design, with pre-post measures at a
12 weeks interval, to evaluate the
effectiveness of Talking Point, the
UK Alzheimer’s Society’s online
support forum for carers of people
with dementia. It examined users’
psychological changes over time, and
their experiences of the forum.
Objectives: It was hypothesised that
users would show reductions in
anxiety and depression and an
improved relationship quality with
the person that they are caring for,
and that the magnitude of such
changes would be correlated with the
amount of forum usage. The overall
aim of the study was to help carers’
organisations make the best use of
online support forums, and to ensure
that support networks are designed
so that carers gain maximum benefit.
Methods: A mixed-methods
approach was used, with quantitative
and qualitative components. Over 60
new users of Talking Point
completed measures of anxiety
(GAD-7), depression (PHQ-9), and

quality of relationship with the
person with dementia (SQCRC), at
baseline and again after 12 weeks of
forum usage. In addition,
approximately 12 participants were
interviewed in order to examine their
detailed experiences of being on
Talking Point and any positive or
negative changes resulting from their
use of the forum. Interviews were
analysed using thematic analysis.
Results and Conclusions: Research
in progress.

A report of further uptake and
growth in the use of Twitter as an
educational tool at an anesthetic
conference.
	
  
Douglas Ra McKendrick*, Grant P
Cumming*
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background - Most consider Twitter
as a tool purely for social
networking, with limited use to
anesthesia. However, it has been
used extensively as a tool for online
discussion at non-medical and
medical conferences, and academic
benefits of this tool have been
reported. Most anesthetists still have
to adopt this new educational tool.
There are only two previously
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published reports of the use of
Twitter by anesthetists at an
anesthetic conference [1, 2]. This
paper extends that work. Objective We report further on our work on the
use of Twitter, a micro-blogging
tool, at an anesthetic conference and
the use of Twitter as an educational
tool by anesthetists. Methods - A
unique Twitter hashtag
(#ACongress2012) was created and
promoted by the organizers of the
Annual Conference held by The
Association of Anaesthetists of Great
Britain and Ireland (AAGBI) in
Bournemouth in September 2012.
Twitter activity was compared with
Twitter activity previously reported
for the AAGBI Winter Scientific
Meeting (January 2012 in London)
and the AAGBI Annual Conference
(September 2011 in Edinburgh). All
tweets posted were categorized
according to the person making the
tweet and the purpose for which they
were being used. Results – A total of
477 tweets were posted under the
#ACongress2012 hashtag
representing increases of 110% and
1225% over similar conferences held
six and twelve months previously.
Sixty three people joined the Twitter
stream by using this hashtag
representing increases of 294% and
1475% over the two previous
conferences respectively. Delegates
primarily tweeted to create and
disseminate notes and learning points
(42%), undertake discussions and
debates (26%), describe which
session was attended, encourage

speakers and for social reasons.
Twitter was used more at this
conference for discussions and
debates than at either of the previous
conferences. In addition the
conference organisers, trade
exhibitors, speakers, and
anaesthetists who did not attend the
conference all contributed to the
Twitter stream. The combined total
number of followers reached was
17868 people. This growth in the
amplification potential (42% over the
conference held six months
previously) reached a much wider
international audience than had
previously been achieved and
involved other medical specialties.
Conclusions - This report
demonstrates a further increase in
uptake and growth in the use of
Twitter at an anesthetic conference
thereby supporting our earlier
conclusion in JMIR [2] and
continues to illustrate the
opportunities and benefits for
anesthesia education in the future.
References 1. McKendrick D.
Smartphones, Twitter and new
learning opportunities at anaesthetic
conferences. Anaesthesia 2012; 67:
438–439. 2. McKendrick DR,
Cumming GP, Lee AJ. Increased Use
of Twitter at a Medical Conference:
A Report and a Review of the
Educational Opportunities. J Med
Internet Res 2012;14(6):e176. URL:
http://www.jmir.org/2012/6/e176/.
doi:10.2196/jmir.2144
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An Analysis of YouTube
Comments on Drug Health Effects
	
  
Andrew McKenzie, Michael Chary,
Emily Park, Julia Sun, Alex Manini,
Nicholas Genes*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The substances used by
recreational drug users change
frequently in response to trends in
legislation and the drug market.
Therefore, it is a challenge for
frontline providers, poison centers
and public health officials to
recognize and treat patients in need
of care. Social media provides large,
real-time data sources that may
contain clinically relevant
information that would help
physicians and policy makers in this
regard. However, filtering out useful
information is an intricate problem
for natural language processing and
machine learning, because the data
are unstructured and heterogeneous.
Objective: We sought to develop a
technique to extract the signs and
symptoms of emerging drugs of
abuse from YouTube comments. As
a proof of principle, our method was
applied to comments mined from
videos about marijuana. Methods:
YouTube’s API was employed to

collect comments from 50 videos
found using the search term
'marijuana' ordered by relevance on
March 1, 2013. Two of the authors
(EP, NG) classified 1000 randomly
selected comments as to whether
they contained discussion of health
effects of the drug. Then, a Bernoulli
Naive Bayes classifier was trained to
identify the comments as belonging
to one of these two categories using a
small set of features, including the
length of the comment and the
presence of absence of the drug
name and/or commonly used
synonyms. The classifier was then
applied to an un-rated set of
comments. The resulting word
frequency distributions for the
positively and negatively classified
comments was analyzed. Results
(research in progress): A total of
15223 comments were collected
from the YouTube API. The
character length of comments in our
data set followed a bimodal
distribution. The classifier identified
negative comments with a recall of
93% and a precision of 91% on the
testing set of 14223 comments.
Increased comment length was the
strongest feature for identifying
positively rated comments, with an
odds ratio of 2.5. Among the
comments identified as discussing
health effects, two of the top ten
bigram collocations were "smoke
weed" and "prop 215," while two of
the top ten bigram collocations for
the negative set of comments were
"medical marijuana" and "cannabis
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oil." Two words that were found in
the 50 most frequent words for the
set discussing health effects, but not
in the negatively classified set of
comments were "body" and
"addictive." Conclusions (research in
progress): Our results demonstrate
that capturing information related to
health-related effects of drugs using
YouTube comment mining and
natural language processing is
possible. The bimodal distribution in
comment length may reflect a
distinction between comments
written as a curt reply and those
written with more thoughtful intent.
When length was included as a
feature for our classifier, longer
length was a strong predictor that the
comment was discussing health
effects of the drug. Further
distinguishing between comments
discussing health effects and those
discussing the legality of the drug is
an important topic for subsequent
research. In addition, ongoing
research will apply these tools to
emerging as opposed to relatively
well-established recreational drugs.

Online Social Gaming for Cancer
Prevention: EPAAC.eu Case Study
	
  
Matic Meglic*, Ales Lamut, Ana
Sinkovec
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and

biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The European
Partnership for Action Against
Cancer (EPAAC.eu) is the key EU
cancer policy project. It connects
stakeholders from the entire cancer
continuum in an effort to reduce
cancer burden. Part of these efforts is
to improve online communication of
cancer prevention messages to
general public. Due to its
conservative, scientifically based
nature, health promotion and disease
prevention messages often don’t
receive enough exposure online and
don’t engage people in
internalization and sharing of these
messages. Online social networks
have a large potential to affect
population health. But to improve the
online reach and impact of public
health messages, we need to rethink
their presentation. Gamification is
becoming a crucial concept in online
engagement. Celebrities used as
ambassadors can increase exposure
of online social media campaigns. As
part of EPAAC we are launching an
innovative online social media
campaign to improve the visibility of
cancer prevention content. Objective:
The key objectives are to implement
an international online social gaming
campaign including celebrities to
spread cancer prevention messages
and to explore whether this approach
increases visibility, engagement of
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target population and spread of these
messages. The campaign aims for the
users to self-educate themselves and
encourage their family and peers to
do the same. Method: In March 2013
we have implemented an online
social gaming campaign called ‘I’m
a Fan of Life’. We are partnering
with international celebrities to
promote the campaign and to provide
giveaways for the inbuilt
gamification challenges. The
campaign runs in four-month cycles
(for each celebrity).. A Facebook
application has been developed,
facing the user every week with a
new cancer prevention gaming
challenge. Altogether 11 games will
be added. The content of the games
is based on the 11 commandments
for cancer prevention of the
European Code Against Cancer. The
motivation is created by use of three
principles: fun (game, competition),
good cause (improvement of health),
and reward (a celebrity branded prize
- limited edition T-shirt). Points for
the reward are earned based on user
action - requiring users to solve
challenges, share cancer prevention
content and their accomplishments in
the game. After first four-month
cycle, participants will be asked to
fill out an anonymous online
questionnaire, assessing satisfaction,
changes in cancer related knowledge,
attitudes and behaviour. Results:
Preliminary results containing data
on application usage, users
demographic and behaviour
information, professional and media

feedback and first-hand
implementation experience will be
presented at Medicine 2.0 2013. Data
derived from the online
questionnaire measuring game
satisfaction and impact on
knowledge, attitudes and behaviour
will be presented. We expect to see a
‘before-after’ improvement of reach
of cancer prevention messages and
user engagement. Draft conclusions:
Preliminary results will be available
at the time of conference. Partnering
with celebrities and online social
gamification provide an opportunity
for public health to improve health
promotion messages exposure and
engagement of target populations
while maintaining cost at a
manageable level. EPAAC I’m a Fan
of Life’ campaign is a step further in
reaching targeted populations with
cancer prevention information. If
successful, this approach will serve
as a good practice example to policy
makers. By transferring this
approach to other public health
promotion domains we could
communicate with target groups
much more effectively.

Development of a Sleep-App for
Sleep Extension in Adolescents and
Young Adults with Chronic Sleep
Reduction
	
  
Anne Marie Meijer*, Ed Jan De
Bruin, Julia Felicitas Kaufmann259
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Dewald
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Sleep problems,
including insufficient and/or poor
sleep, are common and persistent
during adolescence with estimates of
prevalence ranging from 25 – 40%
(Owens, 2005). Sleep problems tend
to persist over time and into
adulthood, often causing chronic
sleep reduction and resulting into
severe daytime impairments.
Longitudinal studies indicate that
insufficient sleep is a potential risk
factor for the development of
depressive symptoms and cognitive
dysfunctioning. Considering the high
prevalence of sleep problems in
adolescents and its negative
consequences, management of
chronic sleep reduction appears a
very important topic. The aims of
this study are (1) to develop an
individualized system of gradual
sleep extension based on personal
sleep parameters, and (2) to
implement this system into a sleepapp for use on smart-phones, tablets
and online websites. Method: Study
phase 1 involved the development of
a questionnaire for assessing chronic
sleep reduction in adolescents and
young adults, resulting in the
Chronic Sleep reduction
Questionnaire (Meijer, 2008; Dewald

et al., 2012). Study phase 2 consisted
of a randomised controlled trial, in
which a personalized system of
gradual sleep extension was
developed and its effect on
adolescent sleep and functioning was
tested. Study phase 3 consist of the
development of a sleep-app which is
based on the studies in phase 1 and
phase 2. With the sleep-app
adolescents and young adults can
examine by means of a short
questionnaire whether they have
chronic sleep reduction and if so,
may decide to use the sleep-app to
improve their sleep. They will then
be asked to complete a sleep-log
during one week after which they
receive a personalized sleep schedule
for 3 weeks. Each day they will fill
out their sleep logs and answer some
questions concerning quality of life.
Directly after completing the
questionnaires, a graphical
presentation of their data will be
shown. At the end of the 3-week
period participants receive a report
concerning the progress of their
sleep. They will also be asked if the
researchers might use their data for
further research and upgrading of the
sleep program. Results: The RCT on
gradual sleep extension in
adolescents showed that adolescents
in the experimental group had longer
sleep times, an earlier sleep onset,
and less sleep problems compared to
youngsters in the control group
(Dewald et al., 2013). Moreover,
cognitive functioning and also
depressive symptoms improved in
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the adolescents in the experimental
group. Furthermore a preliminary
design and feasibility test of the
sleep-app will be presented.
Conclusion: Gradual personalized
sleep extension shows great promise
for the management of chronic sleep
reduction in adolescents and young
adults. Application of this
intervention through a sleep-app can
potentially reach large numbers of
these age groups and help ameliorate
negative results from chronic sleep
reduction and improve quality of life
both in the short and long term.

The Facebook Use of Hospitals in
Germany – A Content Analysis
	
  
Sebastian Merkel*
Track: Research
Topic: Communities in health care
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Previous studies have
shown that the use of Facebook is
increasing significantly within
hospitals due to different reasons:
Patients use the social network to
communicate and gather information
about practitioners and clinics and
health organizations use Facebook
for marketing purposes and
reputation-building. However, little
is known about the Facebook use of
hospitals and patients in Germany,

especially considering the qualitative
dimension. Objective: Following our
research question – How do hospitals
communicate with their patients on
Facebook we had two objectives: (1)
Identify to what extent German
hospitals use Facebook. (2) Analyze
the content of comments and wall
posts of hospitals and patients.
Method: At first we identified all
hospitals with an official Facebook
page using the latest version of the
“German Hospital Register” which
covers 96.2 percent of all hospitals
and 98.7 percent of all bedsides in
Germany. We verified the results by
contacting the identified
organizations via the mail address
given on the clinic´s homepage.
Afterwards we gathered all relevant
data of hospitals with more than 100
friends or followers and 50 wall
posts within the time period of one
day. To guide our content analysis
we developed a coding scheme.
Results: Research in progress.
Conclusion: Research in progress.

Developing a Framework to
Generate Evidence of Health
Outcomes from Social Media Use
in Chronic Disease Management
	
  
Mark Merolli*, Kathleen Gray,
Fernando Martin-Sanchez
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
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quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Whilst there is an
abundance of evidence-based
practice (EBP) recommendations
guiding management of various
chronic diseases, evidence
suggesting best practice for using
social media to improve health
outcomes is inadequate. The variety
of social media platforms, multiple
potential uses, inconsistent
definitions and paucity of rigorous
studies, make it difficult to measure
health outcomes reliably in chronic
disease management. Most published
investigations report on an earlier
generation of online tools, which are
not as user-centered, participatory,
engaging or collaborative and thus
may work differently for health selfmanagement. Objective: The
challenge to establish a sound
evidence base for social media use in
chronic disease starts with the need
to define criteria and methods to
generate and evaluate evidence. The
authors’ key objective is to develop a
framework for research and practice
that addresses this challenge. This
research requires closer examination
of the therapeutic affordances of
social media, valid outcome
measurement of patient reported
[health] outcomes, consideration of
individual
differences/personalization, and
finally translation of the combined

results to improve evidence-based
interventions using social media in
chronic disease management.
Methods: This research is targeting
chronic pain as a representative
subset of chronic disease for study
purposes. First, a review of empirical
and theoretical literature has been
published in order to define
potentially therapeutic affordances of
social media in chronic disease
management. Secondly, a global
online survey was conducted,
recruiting 231 people with chronic
pain (PWCP) from various online
health networks, smaller online pain
support communities and chronic
disease organizations, as well as
international pain organizations. The
survey's aim is to determine
perceptions of the health outcomes
experienced from use of social media
(specifically considering therapeutic
affordances). This will be followed
by a pilot intervention to test how
such affordances can be applied to
tailor online self-management to
individual PWCP. Results: Based on
thematic analysis of the literature in
our published review, various
therapeutic affordances of social
media appear significant in relation
to chronic disease health outcomes.
This research has labelled these as
identity, flexibility, structure,
narration and adaptation. Preliminary
survey data to be highlighted at the
Med 2.0 conference will offer some
empirical evidence regarding the
specific effects on patient reported
health outcomes from different
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therapeutic affordances of social
media. Conclusions: The results
reported here, when refined in the
pilot study will (a) inform a
framework for conducting research
into health outcomes from social
media use in chronic disease, as well
as support translating the findings
into evidence of improved health
outcomes, and (b) inform a set of
recommendations for evidence-based
interventions using social media as
part of chronic pain selfmanagement. These outcomes will
fill a gap in the knowledge and
resources available to PWCP, their
clinicians and other researchers in
chronic disease and the field of
medicine 2.0.

Life Long and Prosper: Potentials
of Low-Cost Consumer Devices for
the Prevention of Cardio-Vascular
Diseases
	
  
Jochen Meyer*, Andreas Hein
Track: Research
Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Cardiovascular diseases
(CVD) are one of the major causes of
death worldwide. Personal behavior
such as physical activity and vital
parameters such as weight

considerably influence the risk of
incurring a CVD. In the last years
numerous products such as
pedometers or body fat scales have
become available on the mass market
that allow monitoring relevant
behaviors and vital parameters.
These devices are sufficiently
precise, affordable, and they are
more and more connected to cloud
based internet services. While today
they are mostly lifestyle oriented
they also have considerable potential
for health and prevention.
Objectives: Systems to assist in the
prevention of CVD in real-life
setting over a long period of time
face challenges that are not
addressed by today's systems for
health behavior change: Such system
including all their sensors must be
easy and unobtrusive to use to ensure
user acceptance. At the same time
the collected data must be medically
meaningful and reliable for the
intended purpose. Technical
advances will lead to new and betters
sensors that the user will want to use.
Methods: We make use of existing
low-cost consumer devices to
monitor a user's behavior. These
devices are integrated using their
cloud-based data repositories. This
approach gives the user the choice of
which devices to use. By mapping
the devices' features with the
prevention goals we ensure that the
system collects meaningful data that
can be used to monitor the
individual's behavior. We conducted
a user study with 10 healthy adults to
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measure usability and identify
problems with sensor use in real life.
In a first phase the participants used
the devices' original portal to
monitor their behavior. The subjects
(age range 35-75) used an off-theshelf pedometer and a sports watch
for 4 weeks. Results: The
participants were in principle
positive about the use of the devices.
Analyzing the sensor data, we found
that the users had some difficulties in
operating the devices. We also found
that the participants' self-assessment
about their health behavior was too
optimistic compared to the
monitored data. They rated the
usability of the overall system with
71 of up to 100 points in the "System
Usability Scale". Conclusions: Our
study indicates that today's devices
are suitable for a long term
monitoring of health for the
prevention of CVD, but that usability
and acceptance of the software
systems are still major topics.

Keynote: Designing Digital
Interventions - Applying Theories
and Methods from Health
Psychology
	
  
Susan Michie*
Track: Research
Topic: Science 2.0/Collaborative
Science
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation

People often behave in ways that
harm their health because the shortterm rewards are more powerful than
the perceived longer-term benefits.
Interventions to change such
behaviours have had modest effects
(NICE, 2007). Interventions will be
strengthened by: • better application
of behaviour change theory, • more
precise specification of content in
terms of behaviour change
techniques • developing methods for
responsively intervening “in the
moment” and • using “optimisation”
study designs. Digital interventions
present enormous opportunities
advancing the field by allowing
tailored “real time” interventions and
optimisation designs. If the potential
of such opportunities is to be
maximised, these opportunities must
be underpinned by behavioural
science. This talk will present BCT
Taxonomy v1, a method for
specifying intervention content,
identifying ‘active ingredients’ and
making links between techniques and
mechanisms of action (theory). This
will be illustrated in relation to two
smoking cessation interventions: 1.
Txt2stop, a mobile phone messaging
intervention found to double
smoking cessation 2. StopAdvisor,
an interactive, theoretically based
internet intervention Preliminary
findings will be presented from
UBhave, a cross-disciplinary project
investigating the power and
challenges of using mobile phones
and social networking for digitally
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supported behaviour change. Its aim
is to contribute to a scientific
foundation for this work
(http://ubhave.org/).

Healthcare Professionals Using
Handheld Computer: Evidence of
Effectiveness? A Scoping Review
of Systematic Reviews
	
  
Sharon Mickan*, Julie Tilson, Helen
Atherton*, Nia Roberts, Carl
Heneghan
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Healthcare
professionals require information for
and about their patients. Time is
often reported as a barrier to
information seeking, as is access to
information and the skills to search
efficiently. Over the last 10 years
there have been rapid changes in the
design, size, functionality and usage
of mobile computing technologies.
Simultaneously, widespread
education about evidence based
healthcare has enabled many
healthcare professionals to search for
and appraise the research evidence,
to answer their clinical questions.
Further, there is an explosion of tools
and strategies to facilitate electronic
access to the research evidence. It

seems logical therefore, that as
healthcare professionals use mobile
computing devices in clinical
settings, they can quickly update and
access information to better inform
their practice. Objective: In what
ways do healthcare professionals use
mobile computing devices to access
information to benefit their practice?
Methods: This presentation reports
on a scoping review of systematic
reviews investigating the use of
mobile computing devices in clinical
practice published in the last 10
years. We excluded any reviews
about public use of mobile devices,
students’ classroom learning and use
of laptop computers. Results: 449
systematic reviews were identified
using a complex search strategy and
a specific filter for systematic
reviews across 7 databases. 18
systematic reviews were read and
assessed for quality using the
AMSTAR checklist. We extracted
data from 5 systematic reviews. Four
key functions of handheld computers
were identified from the data
extraction and synthesis, as having
evidence of effectiveness. Handheld
computers have improved patient
documentation quality through more
complete records with fewer errors
and improved ease and efficiency of
use. Handheld computers have
improved safe and appropriate
decision making using clinical
decision support systems and patient
management systems at point of
care. Handheld computers have
demonstrated effectiveness for
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supporting healthcare professionals
looking for information about
patients, drugs, guidelines and
references at point of care. Handheld
computers can enhance efficiency
and improve patterns of work.
Conclusion: Handheld computers
appear to provide healthcare
professionals with timely and easy
access to relevant information;
facilitate accurate and complete
documentation; coordinate
information at the point of care; and
support efficient work flows. This
study provides a snapshot of current
research evidence of the effective use
of handheld computers by healthcare
professionals. This evidence may
guide clinicians, managers and
researchers in their future use and
research of handheld computers.

Evaluation of Patient Interest in
Mobile Apps for Health-Related
Education in Pharmacy Practice
	
  
Sean M Mirk*, Nicole M Wegrzyn*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Pharmacists regularly
provide health-related education to
patients. The type of education varies
from patient to patient and can

include information such as drug
indication, mechanism of action and
purpose of therapy, drug interactions,
side effects, proper administration,
and disease-specific information.
Pharmacists face a number of
challenges in providing adequate
health-related education to their
patients. Information should be
tailored to each patient. Topics can
be complex and often require
continual reinforcement. Appropriate
time to devote to health-related
education and resources available
may be lacking. Despite these
challenges, health-related education
provided by a pharmacist has been
proven to improve health outcomes.
Mobile apps may help alleviate some
challenges and provide a new
method for pharmacists to provide
health-related education. There is
limited published information
evaluating the utilization of mobile
apps as educational tools for patients.
Furthermore, desirable features and
patient needs for health-related
education via mobile technology
remain largely unknown. Objective:
This IRB-approved study surveyed
ambulatory patients regarding the
use of a mobile app for patient
education to (1) quantify patient
interest, (2) determine desirable
features and (3) determine if a
relationship exists between patient
variables and interest in an a mobile
app for patient education. Methods:
Patients were recruited to complete a
written survey. The survey
comprised of 19 multiple-choice
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questions and one open-ended
question for general comments. It
was administered to consenting
patients receiving care at predetermined pharmacy-run
ambulatory care clinics. To ensure a
standardized baseline level of
knowledge and provide a reference
point for patients as a platform
identifier, a laminated information
card titled “What is an iPad©?” was
provided to the patient after the
patient’s knowledge of an iPad© was
assessed. A sample size of 120
completed surveys was calculated in
order to investigate the relationship
between certain patient
demographics and an interest in a
mobile app. There are nine variables
of interest: chronic disease state(s),
perceived level of health, knowledge
of an iPad©, types of technology
used, age, sex, race/ethnicity, level of
education, type of health insurance.
Inferential statistics will be
conducted using Chi-square for
dichotomous variables. MannWhitney U or Kruskal Wallis will be
used for ordinal data. Descriptive
statistics will be reported for all
parameters. Results: Data collection
and data analysis are currently in
progress. A total of 24 surveys have
been completed to date. Preliminary
results show that a majority of
respondents are interested in using a
mobile app to understand medication
information (62.5%) and would use
an app recommended by a healthcare
provider (75%). Information about
medications and about health

conditions was rated as the top two
types of information respondents
would find beneficial. Interactive
tutorials, articles with text, and
images and diagrams were the most
common ways respondents indicated
they would like information
presented. Conclusion: Preliminary
results indicate patients are interested
in using a mobile app for healthrelated education. This research will
aid pharmacists to develop and test
mobile apps as educational
interventions and investigate their
impact on health outcomes. Full
results and data analysis will be
presented at the Medicine 2.0’13
World Congress.

Start-up Panel: Industry Meets
Academia
	
  
Talya Miron-shatz*, Sid Thekkpat*,
Tony Askew*
Track: Business
Topic: Business models in a Web 2.0
environment
Presentation Type: Panel
Single Presentation
Scientists often have incredible ideas
which, if put to commercial use,
would make a difference. But how
does one go about this? The start-up
panel is a unique encounter between
scientists who are also entrepreneurs,
and industry experts from VCs
(venture capital firms), pharma, and
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other potnetial interested parties. We
invite anyone who has an idea and
have started implementing it, in
varying degrees of maturity, to
present and receive invaluable
feedback and exposure. Even merely
attending the session will provide
you with insights into what decision
makers and investors are looking for
in the product or service you are
developing.

Research in MHealth: Finding the
Right Balance
	
  
Satish Misra*, Timothy Aungst*,
Thomas Lewis*, Gunther Eysenbach,
David Albert
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
As mobile medical applications and
connected devices proliferate, the
need to determine safety and efficacy
of these tools has grown in parallel.
However, the appropriate approach
to evaluating these tools is not clear,
particularly given the pace of
development. The traditional gold
standard of randomized controlled
trials has been widely critiqued in
mobile health [1]. Others have found
that even conducting systematic
evaluation of point-of-care tools was
limited by the frequency of updates

and changes [2]. However, the
availability of medical applications
that fall far short of the claims they
make suggest that thoughtful
evaluation remains important and the
success that many researchers have
found suggest it is feasible [3,4].
This panel will be comprised of
clinicians, researchers, entrepreneurs,
and patient-advocates. In addition to
the list panelists, we anticipate
invitation of one additional
researcher to be selected from the
finalists for the iMedicalAppsMedicine 2.0 Research Award and a
patient advocate. The panel will
introduce and critically appraise the
various study designs that have
already been used to evaluate mobile
health applications. We will discuss
common pitfalls and awareness
points specific to the mobile health
application ecosystem. This
discussion on what types of research
are appropriate and should be
expected with mHealth technology,
in particular apps and connected
devices, will enable researchers to
understand the current limitations in
study design. The following issues
will be discussed and debated: What are appropriate
outcomes/objectives for mobile
health research - How should we
deal with the rapid rate of
development - The issues
surrounding multiple hardware and
software platforms - The role of peer
review in individual mobile health
applications and solutions Following
position statements by the panel
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members, we anticipate vigorous
discussion by members of the
research community regarding the
current issues in mobile application
and connected device research.
These are likely to focus on the areas
described above which are currently
open to individual interpretation.
Finally the panel will discuss the
overall importance of research in the
mobile health application ecosystem
and thoughts on future directions to
be explored. 1. Payne, Perry. “Do
mHealth apps require randomized
controlled trials.”
http://www.imedicalapps.com/2012/
12/mhealth-apps-requirerandomized-controlled-trialsmhealth-summit/. Accessed
21/03/2013. 2. Shurtz, S., & Foster,
M. J. (2011). Developing and using a
rubric for evaluating evidence-based
medicine point-of-care tools. Journal
of the Medical Library Association :
JMLA, 99(3), 247–54.
doi:10.3163/1536-5050.99.3.012 3.4.
Abroms LC, Padmanabhan N,
Thaweethai L, Phillips T. iPhone
apps for smoking cessation: a content
analysis. Am J Prev Med. 2011
Mar;40(3):279-85 4. Effects of a
mHealth intervention for alcohol
relapse prevention. (n.d.). Retrieved
February 22, 2013, from
http://www.imedicalapps.com/2012/
12/mhealth-intervention-alcoholrelapse-prevention/

Medicine on the Go: Rapid Access
to Radiology Images with a Mobile
Image Viewer
	
  
Ross Mitchell*, Amy Hara, Miao
He, Bart Demaerschalk, Teresa Wu
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Accurate and rapid
interpretation of medical images is
critical after hours and in acute care
settings. Unfortunately, rapid image
access, especially when outside the
health care facility, is often
hampered by limited access.
ResolutionMD, (Calgary Scientific
Inc.) is a HIPPA compliant mobile
tele-radiology system with FDA and
Health Canada clearance, and CE
Marking. It provides workstationclass functionality to remote web
browsers, iOS and Android devices.
Importantly, DICOM images are not
transferred or stored on the remote
device. The purpose of this study
was to compare mobile
ResolutionMD to two desktop
image-viewing systems widely
available at our institution.
Objectives: Compare three imageviewing products in terms of
diagnostic quality, access time to
images, technical reliability, and
clinician satisfaction. Methods: 20
clinicians participated in this study.
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Each had an Apple iPad, 3rd
generation, 32 MB, 3G or 4G
cellular networking, and an installed
ResolutionMD application.
Participants also had access to two
desktop applications, a commercial
picture archiving and communication
system (GE Centricity) and an inhouse developed image viewing
system (Qreads). Radiologists had
remote access to Centricity from
home workstations. All participants
used screen-sharing software for
remote access to Qreads. Surveys
were performed prior to, and 30 days
after, the deployment of
ResolutionMD. For 7 consecutive
days, participants collected data for
each image access event including
time, location, device used, access
type, image viewing system used,
time to view the first image,
technical issues, diagnostic
confidence, and ease of use. Both
diagnostic confidence and ease of
use were recorded as continuous
values ranging from 0 (worst) to 4
(excellent). An analysis of variance
with post-hoc correction was used to
evaluate differences in continuous
variables. Results: 17 clinicians (7
radiologists, 4 surgeons, 4
neurologists, 2 oncologists, 2
physician assistants) provided data
on 552 image-viewing events. For
non-radiologists, most image access
occurred during work hours while in
the hospital (68%). Radiologists
were instructed only to record use
when on-call, thus the majority of
their data was obtained after hours

and when outside the hospital (83%).
Diagnostic confidence scores were
good-excellent for all 3 systems.
Ease of use scores for Centricity,
ResolutionMD and Qreads were: 3.7,
3.4 and 2.8, with only the Qreads
score rated as significantly different
(p < 0.001). Technical issues
occurred in: 6%, 12% and 28% of
events for Centricity, ResolutionMD,
and Qreads, respectively. The times
for non-radiologists to access images
using Centricity, ResolutionMD and
Qreads were: 8.0, 2.1 and 4.4
minutes, respectively (p < 0.001).
The times for radiologists to access
images using Centricity,
ResolutionMD and Qreads were:
12.3, 2.7 and 17.5 minutes,
respectively (p < 0.001). 85% of
participants expressed a moderate to
high desire for permanent
implementation ResolutionMD.
Conclusions: A mobile image viewer
(ResolutionMD) provides high
clinician satisfaction, significantly
faster image access, comparable
diagnostic confidence and ease of
use compared with standard of care
image viewers. Mobile access to
diagnostic radiology images could
result in faster patient throughput,
lower health care costs and improved
patient outcomes compared with
currently available systems.
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Public Engagement with Social
Media for Health Interactions
	
  
Anne Moorhead*
Track: Research
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Social media such as
Facebook and Twitter are being used
increasingly by members of the
general public for communicating on
health issues. The function of social
media for health communication
requires further research as it
remains unclear why individuals use
social media for health
communication. It is unknown why
social media are being accessed to
obtain health information as opposed
to websites including those from
professional organizations, as
accessed by search engines. It is
important to explore social media in
health communication as individuals
are increasingly using social media.
Objectives: The overall study aim
was to evaluate public engagement
with social media for health
interactions. The study objectives
were: 1. to determine the extent of
public engagement with social media
for health communication; 2. to
explore the function of social media
for health communication for public
engagement. Methods: The research
design was both quantitative and

qualitative with an exploratory
descriptive quantitative survey
(online and hard-copy) with 400
members of the general public,
followed by three focus groups (20
participants) with social media users.
The focus groups were conducted to
gain in-depth information exploring
the key issues identified from the
survey, focusing on the function of
social media for health interactions
and in particular the reasons the
public use social media for
interactions. This study received
ethical approval for the School of
Communication, University of Ulster
Risk & Ethics Committee. Results:
The survey found that over the third
of the respondents (38%; n=153)
self-reported that they use social
media for health communication.
The purpose of using social media
for health communication was
mainly for themselves (83%),
followed by family member (50%),
friend (35%). The main reasons for
using social media for health
communication were ease of use
(n=76; 50%), breadth/variety of
information (n=77; 50%), and over a
third of the participants reported that
they use social media to obtain
further information after consulting a
health professional. These findings
were supported by the data from the
focus groups. Social media users in
the focus groups reported the main
reasons for using social media for
health communication was to
increase awareness of health topics,
access more information, and to
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provide/receive emotional support.
These participants also reported that
social media can be used to clarify
health symptoms or issues before and
after consultations with health
professionals. Although there is
currently limited interaction with
health professionals, the public
communicates on social media for
personal purposes. Conclusions: This
study provides evidence that social
media has potential in providing
emotional support for individuals on
health issues and in addition, may
have the potential for coproduction
with support organizations and
health professionals. This study
indicates distinct communities of
practice, as reflected and expands
upon the Northouse and Northouse
Model of Health Communication. As
social media can provide support in
addition to traditional methods such
as face-to-face consultation, and to
increase contexts and transactions by
the introduction of a new
communication platform, online
community. Social media brings a
new dimension to healthcare due to
increasing transactional
communication.

The Hospital Daily Educational
Activity as a Source of Medical
Education Apps
	
  
Gonzalo Mora*
Track: Practice

Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
There is a big amount of medical
educational material developed
everyday in a university clinic. There
are many good presentations and
keynotes, grand rounds, case
presentations, instructional lectures,
…given by many specialists in the
hospital, in the university, and in
national and international meetings.
The amount of time and effort
involved in the preparation of those
lectures is huge compared with the
amount of people that can benefit
from them in a normal setting (only
one time presentation for a limited
amount of people). With this idea in
mind, we started to record (with
computer screen-recorder programs)
some of the lectures given in our
orthopedic department at the time the
lecture was given or later. In many
cases, videos are much better tools
for education than traditional
textbooks because many people are
visual learners. We have done these
videos available to our residents (via
the intranet of the hospital) so they
can also access that knowledge and
lectures independently whether they
could be or not when the lecture was
given. The main feedback received
from the residents was that now they
have the opportunity to be more
updated about the knowledge of their
consultants in the department so the
speed of learning has increased. The
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main feedback from the presenters is
that they feel that now they are
“forced” to give even better lectures
because it is not going to be a one
time shoot presentation anymore but
a repeatable and accessible
educational content available also in
the future. The next step in the
project is producing small Apps to
access the presentations (depending
on the specialty) (under
development) and also to have closed
apps with the presentations in
collections for every year.

From the Medical Idea to the App.
The Big Mistakes I Could Have
Avoided Before I Launched My
Medical App.
	
  
Gonzalo Mora*
Track: Business
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation

understand when you know them. 1)
Planning: Defining the idea,
analyzing the market and
prototyping. 2) Developing the app
(code and programing) and graphic
design. 3) Marketing and/or
distribution of the app. Steps 2 and 3
are mainly related to professionals
(or advanced entrepreneurs). Step 1
is the health related professional´s
responsibility. When I embraced the
project to build my own professional
app, due to my lack of previous
experience in this topic, I approached
the project like if it was a normal
medical research project. And that
was my first mistake in a long list of
mistakes I did, just in step 1. In the
presentation the big mistakes I had
are analyzed and solutions are
provided for preventing them or
solve them when they appeared. It is
always cheaper (in time and money)
to learn from second experience (so
you can avoid other people mistakes)
and that is the objective of the
presentation in order to help other
future health related entrepreneurs in
the app world environment.

From the medical idea to the app.
The big mistakes I could have avoid
before I launch my medical app.
Physician entrepreneurship and app
development is not something you
can learn at the medical school.
Many doctors and health related
professionals have great ideas but
most of them never reach any final
product. The three main steps for a
successful App are easy to

InstaMedi- The Medical Image
Sharing Network (Startup-Pitch)
	
  
Gonzalo Mora*
Track: Business
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for health professionals
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Presentation Type: Startup Pitch
Single Presentation
Instamedi is meant to be the
“Instagram like App” for the medical
community A picture is worth a
thousand words. Almost everyday in
a clinical setting is a good
opportunity to share the knowledge
and findings that a doctor can see in
a normal work day. And what we see
we tend to remember it easier than
what we read or hear in a conference.
On the other hand, the use of
smartphones with high resolution
cameras has explode among the
medical community. The idea of
medical photo sharing is nothing new
but not in an easy and portable way
as Instamedi is designed. Instamedi
let users collect, upload and share
professional images and photographs
through the Instamedi network to
make them accessible to other
professionals for educational
purposes, anywhere in the world, at
anytime. With different levels of
classification and searching
capabilities (By systems, anatomical
regions, medical specialties, specific
tags, specific users and also based on
worldwide popularity of the images
according to the users preferences).
From the clinical aspect of an injury,
an xray of a fracture, a dermal lesin,
or any other type of medical image
sharable content (infographics,
posters in a congress, steps in a
technique, physical examination
details, etc..) Some technical details
that need to be covered involve

intensive programming knowledge
and a professional development team
(backend system for the database,
professional graphic design,
authentication systems through
professional and medical social
sharing plattforms (linkedin,
doximity, etc..), HIPAA/PIPEDA
compliant), so financial support is
needed to make it expandable
worldwide. We are looking for the
right business model to make the app
sustainable and profitable. Different
possible business models will be
proposed to the opinion of the
audience.

Online Health Information
Seeking: A Survey of Patient
Attitudes
	
  
Julia Moreland*, Tara French*,
Grant Cumming*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The Internet is now
widely used to search for health
information. This phenomenon is
increasing among user contributed
social networks (Fox 2011).
However, much health information is
still accessed through organisation
provided channels e.g. NHS online
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services. There is now a growing
body of literature investigating
online health information seeking
behaviour. However, previous
research investigating attitudes
towards health information seeking
on the internet have largely focussed
on internet users in the general
population (Fox and Rainie 2000).
Objective The aim of this study was
to identify the attitudes of patients
towards online health information.
The effect of individual
characteristics on these attitudes was
also identified. Sampling this
population provides a current and
appropriate indication of what is
happening now in relation to online
health information seeking behaviour
and its impact on patients. Methods
Attitudinal data from a survey
(n=571), which was designed to
investigate how online health
seeking behaviour influences offline
behaviour, can provide an insight
into online health seeking behaviour
among patients. Through analysis of
this data, the general characteristics
of the digital divide (age, gender,
socio-economic status) can be
identified as having an effect on the
online health seeking behaviour of
patients. Patients were asked a short
series of questions, based on the Pew
Internet and American Life survey
questions. These questions were
designed to measure attitudes
towards certain health activities
which are carried out on the internet
e.g. purchasing vitamins/medicines
or checking security settings on a

health portal. Data from this patient
survey was analysed by collating the
responses to a sequence of Likert
scale categories. Results The
findings show that patient trust is
low in regard to websites and how
their information might be used. This
finding supports the idea that trust is
a major barrier when considering
online health information provision,
as discussed by Sillence et al (2006
and 2007). Conclusions These
findings provide valuable
information regarding patient
attitudes. This information would be
very useful for policy makers to
consider when designing health
promotion strategies which target
internet health seekers.

Mobile Phones – Rediscovering
Their Niche in Medical Education
	
  
Amit Motwani*, Sunhea Choi
Track: Research
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The use of mobile
devices in medical schools has
increased considerably in the past
several years. Mobile learning
(mLearning), although not a new
concept to medicine, is beginning to
gain more popularity1. The primary
mobile devices being currently used
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are mobile phones and tablets –
mobile phones initially but tablets
becoming more prevalent2. The
usefulness of mobile phones for
medical education is in question, and
its effectiveness as an mLearning
tool in medical education has yet to
be determined. Objectives This study
aims to investigate how medical
students in the University of
Southampton (UoS) use their mobile
phones and to explore potential
mLearning areas that mobile phones
can support most effectively. The
findings will help determine the role
of mobile phones for medical
education and help medical schools
identify appropriate types of
mLearning tools. Methods A mixedmethod approach consisting of 2
online questionnaires and 3 focus
groups is used. The first
questionnaire explores how students
use their mobile phones, and if they
are used as an aid for medical
education. The second questionnaire
investigates if mobile phone usage
by medical students is compliant
with current guidelines in academic
and clinical environments. The focus
groups are to gain more in-depth
understanding, complimenting the
data from the questionnaires. Results
Two hundred four students
participated in the first questionnaire
and 124 the second questionnnaire.
The first questionnaire results
showed that all respondents (199)
owned and used mobile phones: 186
(93%) smartphones and 13 (7%)
non-smartphones. In addition to

calling and texting, a large number of
the respondents used their mobile
phones daily for surfing the internet
(83%), email (79%), Facebook
(77%) and organising learning
(65%), but only a small number
(16%) used Twitter. For learning,
mobile phones were used primarily
for researching medical information
online and medical apps in both the
University and clinical
environments. Approximately 53%
used their mobile phones for
researching medical information, and
29% used medical apps either daily
or once a week at the University.
Additionally, in clinical areas,
respondents used their mobile
phones either daily or once a week
for researching medical information
(43%) or for medical related apps
(27%). The key mLearning areas
students desired from the University
were related to learning support, i.e.
a timetable app by 35%, and specific
medical revision/reference apps
tailored towards the curriculum
(27%). Conclusions With the
evolution of mobile devices shifting
towards tablet use, the role of mobile
phones for mLearning is coming into
question. However, mobile phones
are used by virtually every medical
student and should be considered an
important means to support learning.
This study suggests that medical
students use their phones on a daily
basis in various aspects of their
learning – both administrative and
academic. An endeavour worth
considering by medical schools
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would be to provide or develop
medical apps tailored towards their
curriculum. The use of mobile
phones by medical students will
persist, and medical schools should
take steps to create more coursespecific content available on mobile
devices. 1Frith G. The Smartphone More than just an iPhone.
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/medicine/alu
mni/articles/2011_jan_phones.html
(accessed 11 Jan 2013) 2Dolan B.
Nine medical schools that support
mobile learning.
http://mobihealthnews.com/12346/ni
ne-medical-schools-that-supportmobile-learning/ (accessed 20
October 2012).

Advances in Social Media:
Towards Interdigital Scenarios for
Health 2.0
	
  
Monica Murero*
Track: Research
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Objective: Aim of this study is to
evaluate what challenges do Mobile
App Health users with poor levels of
Digital Literacy encounter when
share sensitive personal data or
discuss medical conditions in Health
2.0 contexts. Do they act like modern
"Alice in "interdigital" land"? In this
paper a novel concept of Interdigital

Communication Theory aimed at
analysing Digital Literacy in Health
2.0 contexts, is tested. The need of
experienced-based educational
programs addressing the Digital
"Illiteracy 2.0" is documented.
Background: By way of a
background I combine relevant
interdigital communication theory
(Murero, 2012) and social media
literature (Fox, 2010, 2011, 2012) to
picture the general criticism that we
observed in the last ten years
(Dutton, 2012; Lievrow, 2012)
showing that privacy, security and
surveillance discourses fail to protect
citizens and patients online (Murero
& Rice, 2006; Murero 2011). “Big
data” issues are addressed. Methods .
A Social Network Analysis (SNA,
Wellman, 2007; Rainie and
Wellman, 2012) was conducted to
assess the sample (n=226) ability to
share information, define terms,
recognize threatening situations, and
opportunities in “interdigital”
contexts, particularly Facebook and
Twitter. On this regard, a selected
number of mobile apps that monitor
heart disease and share personal
health information via facebook and
twitter are tested. Also, experiencelearning attitudes and behaviors were
accounted to test the short-term
efficacy of an educational model
aimed at improving Digital Literacy
2.0. The sample was recruited via
online "snowball" method. Results:
Preliminary results clearly show that
the majority of mobile apps users
sharing health information via
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Facebook (72%) and Twitter (54%)
are little aware of online risks of
sharing sensitive data, and are not
proficient in protecting their privacy,
even when highly educated. In 89%
of the cases the sample is not aware
that personal information can be
easily accessed by profit-oriented
third parties for “big data”
commodification. Moreover, 100%
of the interviewed admitted to have
registered to the mobile app without
reading the "terms and conditions ".
The majority of interviewed (82%)
agreed that the experience of
learning more about their privacy,
security and surveillance has
changed their perception (85%), and
attitudes (82%) and intend to modify
their online behaviour (92%). For
example, 86% will modify privacy
options; 89% intend to "clean" the
contents of their Facebook account
and 92% of the interviewed agreed
when asked if educational programs
in forms of tutorial should be
administrated to Health 2.0 users
from policy makers or online service
providers, including Facebook.
Conclusions: Poor Digital Literacy in
Health 2.0 can be highly challenging
for privacy, security, and
commodification of personal data.
Poor levels of Digital Literacy and
lack of educational programs are still
observed. Our findings reinforce the
need for vast educational programs
of “Digital Literacy” at the same
strength of alphabetization. The
empirical case study confirms the
validity of the Interdigital

Communication Theory, by showing
that experienced-based learning
models in Health 2.0 environments
increase the demand of closing the
digital “illiteracy” in tomorrow’s
internet-saturated interdigital society.

MDM Toolkit - An App For
Commonly Used Calculations In
Radiology
	
  
Siva Muthukumarasamy*, Harish
Nagraj
Track: Practice
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
MDM Toolkit is an app for
commonly used calculations in
clinical radiology multi-disciplinary
meetings (MDMs). These
calculations enable the radiologist to
analyse variables on patient imaging
to provide management outcomes for
clinicians. This app is intended to
make the task easier and simpler. As
part of the development process this
tool was mathematically validated
with 50 comparable clinical
scenarios and had a 100%
concordance with clinician outcome.
Face validity testing is ongoing,
however initial result among trainees
at our institution are favourable. It
means the radiologist: - Doesn’t need
to browse internet/ interrogate
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textbooks - need not move away
from diagnostic PACS screen - can
avoid human error in commonly used
formulas - can use tool for education
purposes (eg; trainees) Calculations
include: - RECIST 1.1 - Adrenal
Washout; Relative and Absolute RMI (2) Ovarian Tumour Scoring Fleischner Lung Nodules

The Application of Mass SMS as a
Tool for Patient Education and
Reminder
	
  
Anantha Naik Nagappa*, Uday
Venkat Mateti, Asim Priyendu,
Swapna S, Nischita Prabhu
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The use of mobile
phone is a latest phenomenon of
health care communications. The
mobile phone is very much available
with all kind people in the society.
The patients who are ambulatory are
usually remotely located and are
difficult approach by health care
professionals in a community. The
SMS through internet based
technologies are available for use for
example ways 2 sms.com. The sms
can be used to remind the patients

regarding medication alerts.
Objective: To estimate the scope of
SMS based medication alerts in
patient’s compliance. Methods: The
community based short messaging
services are offered to the patients
who are on medication. The base line
data was collected by administering
Medication Adherence rating scale
(MARS). The mobile numbers are
registered in way to sms. The
medication alerts regarding taking of
medicines are customized based n
the pharmacokinetic profile for the
patients for example the SMS like
Metformin 500mg BID the message
will be Metformin 500mg 8AM and
8PM. The MARS again administered
after 15days. The complaints rate is
calculated by using student‘t’ test by
comparing all the patients data. The
failure of SMS delivery is also
recorded. Results: A total of 20
patients were enrolled during the in
the study period. The baseline
(before SMS alerts) average total
Medication adherence score in the
study population was 88%. Average
total Medication adherence score
after the SMS alters in the study
population was 89.5%. There is an
increment of 1.5% medication
adherence scores after the SMS
alters. P value 0.083, t value – 1.83
and 95%CI (-3.21-.0.21).
Conclusion: The present study
results shown that a mean increment
of 1.5% medication adherence scores
after the SMS alters. The short text
messaging is an excellent mode of
approaching the patients. The short
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messaging services are cheap and
cost effective communication tools.

Touch Surgery- Decision Making
for Surgical Training
	
  
Jean Nehme*, Andre Chow, Advait
Gandhe, Sanjay Purkayastha
Track: Research
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Panel
Background: Surgical training
nationally and globally has been
affected by several factors including:
budget constraints, increased trainee
numbers, reduction in working hours
and patient safety concerns. These
factors have compounded to reduce
training opportunities making it
difficult to obtain sufficient
experience in surgical training
programs in the UK and globally.
Surgical operative experience entails
cognitive decision-making (based on
procedural knowledge) and technical
ability. Often it is the latter that is the
focus of surgical training models.
However, intra-operative decisionmaking is arguably more important
than technical skill in the successful
completion of a surgical procedure.
Despite its importance procedural
knowledge and decision-making is
poorly taught in the current surgical
curricula internationally. To address

this we developed Touch Surgery- a
platform on mobile touch screen
devices - first cognitive task
simulator. Methods: The module
laparoscopic cholecystectomy was
developed using a validated
cognitive task analysis (CTA)
methodology with 3 local expert
surgeons. Interviews were
transcribed into individual cognitive
task demands table (CDT). These
were analysed, and a consensus
meeting was organized between
experts to develop a master CDT.
This was then combined with video
technology and a 3D- interactive
simulation was developed for touch
screen devices. To evaluate learning
a test component of the program was
developed to remove queues. This
required an underlying decision
engine to measure errors and times
and thus produce a performance
score. Results: A combined total of
56 steps were identified for inclusion
in the final CDT for the laparoscopic
cholecystectomy module. A total of
5 key risks were identified at various
stages of the procedure to avoid
serious sequelae from surgical error.
The module development turn over
time was 4 weeks. When questioned,
10 experts rated the realism of Touch
Surgery as high and the value of this
framework for training as highly
educational. Conclusions: Touch
Surgery represents the first cognitive
task simulator for surgical and
procedural training. Utilising CTA to
deconstruct a procedure and identify
the key components of a procedure,
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Touch Surgery houses this
framework in an engaging and
interactive format. The accessibility
of the platform means that it will
have global implications on training.
Further, work is required to validate
Touch Surgery.

Sharing Experiences Online:
Design of a Randomised Trial to
Determine the Feasibility and
Efficacy of Three Novel InternetBased Interventions Based on
Patient Experience.
	
  
Nikki Newhouse*, Sue Ziebland*,
Louise Locock, Rafael Perera,
Andrew Farmer, John Powell
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Health systems, faced
with changing demographics,
increased burden of chronic disease
and an uncertain financial landscape,
have prioritised strategies which
promote self-management and the
active engagement of people in their
own care. The use of the internet as a
tool to support such patient-centred
initiatives is growing. It is clear that
patients use the internet to seek out
more than just facts and figures

about illness and treatments. People
also want practical advice from other
patients and to share their own
experiences. The internet is host to a
vast accumulation of this patient
experience information, in various
media formats, both structured and
unstructured. However, the value to
other patients of browsing and
consuming this online patient
experience information is unclear.
We have therefore developed three
novel web-based interventions which
harness information based on the
experience of other patients, and we
have designed a randomised
controlled trial (the EXPERT trial) to
test these. The EXPERT
interventions and trial: We have
developed three multimedia
interactive website interventions in
three exemplar conditions (asthma,
smoking, and caring for someone
with multiple sclerosis). These
websites contain information (text,
audio, and video) based on in-depth
qualitative interviews about the
experience of living asthma, about
the experience of giving up smoking,
and the experience of being a
caregiver. Our theoretical work
indicated that patient experience
information could be valuable to
support self-management (asthma),
to support behaviour change
(smoking), and to provide social
support (caregivers). In the EXPERT
RCT we will compare the efficacy of
the intervention sites against control
websites which contain facts and
figures information on the same
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health conditions from a respected
national health portal. Participants
meeting eligibility criteria for
individual conditions will be
randomised in a 1:1 ratio to one of
two password protected sites.
Participants will be asked to provide
baseline measures prior to allocation.
They will then be given the
opportunity to create a unique user
ID and password which will allow
them unlimited access to their
allocated website for two weeks.
Participants’ website use will be
tracked in detail and, after two
weeks, participants will be asked to
provide follow up measures and they
will no longer have site access. A
selection of participants will be
invited for in-depth interview after
completion of the study. We will
measure the impact of exposure to
online patient experience information
on their self-reported general health
and on their attitude to internet
health information, and we will also
measure condition-specific outcomes
such as asthma self-efficacy and
motivation to quit smoking. We have
received ethical approval and
recruitment will start in April 2013.

Investigating Drug Effectiveness
Using Consumer-Generated
Reviews
	
  
Pauline C Ng*, Ngak-Leng Sim,
Qiangze Hoi, Gina Pan

Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Head-to-head drug
trials are prone to biases and tend to
be inaccessible and
incomprehensible to the general
public. People are increasingly
turning to the Internet for health
information, and also participate by
reviewing drugs that they have taken.
As the number of consumergenerated reviews grows, this can
potentially be used to provide
information on drug effectiveness
and satisfaction. Objective: To see if
analysis of online reviews can
successfully identify which drugs are
more effective than their
counterparts. Methods: We analyzed
96 drugs treating 76 conditions using
consumer reviews from webmd.com.
Using the Kruskal-Wallis test, we
identify drugs that performed
significantly differently from other
drugs treating the same condition.
We verified these findings with
published literature. In addition, we
performed power calculations by
subsampling reviews to estimate the
minimum number of reviews needed
to detect significant differences.
Results: Eleven out of the 76
conditions had significantly different
satisfaction ratings between drugs
(p< 0.05 with Bonferonni
correction). Out of the 11 conditions,
six had published head-to-head
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comparisons in peer-reviewed
literature that we could use to
confirm or invalidate our findings.
Four out of the six comparisons
showed agreement with our analysis.
For the remaining two comparisons,
one did not find significantly
different results during the trial, and
the other case was a controversy
between natural versus synthetic
ingredients. This suggests our
analysis can be useful for patient
decisions. For example, the sleep
narcotic Rozerem has the lowest
satisfaction rating among all sleeping
aids reviewed. This drug was
narrowly approved by the FDA and
its effectiveness has been questioned.
Drug manufacturers can also utilize
the information to improve their
products. As an example, customers
complained that the brand-name
ProAir inhalant is poorly designed
compared to the generic inhalant,
even though the two share the same
active ingredient. Power calculations
suggest that, on average, about 100
reviews per drug may be enough to
compare drug performance. The
power to detect significant
differences between drugs will
increase as more reviews are added.
Conclusions: Online consumergenerated reviews can be utilized to
find differences between drugs. This
can be useful to pharmaceutical
companies, medical professionals
and the public. We will display these
differences at the website
choosemydrug.com

Development of a Mobile Speech
Therapy Application –
Encouraging Louder
Communication in Parkinson’s
Patients
	
  
Peter Michael John Nolan, Julia
Johnson, Roger Eglin*, K RayChaudhuri
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: A speech and language
therapy m Health application is being
developed for people with
Parkinson’s and dysarthria.
Approximately 70% of people with
Parkinson’s encounter difficulties
with communication. The majority of
these will have lost the implicit cues
that enable them to monitor speech
volume, and speech becomes
progressively quieter. They are
referred to Speech Therapy, but
therapists’ time is finite and there
can typically be six or 12 months
between scheduled appointments.
Additionally, the current treatment
with the most efficacy data, Lee
Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT),
is very time-intensive, requiring 16
hourly treatment sessions spread
over four weeks. Objective: The
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application’s aim is to provide
volume feedback visually, so that
users have an explicit cue to aid
volume regulation. There are two
application components: one that
simply provides visual feedback and
nothing else; the other is a training
element providing content for vocal
practice, and encouragement to speak
louder. The study’s objectives were
to test the application with people
with Parkinson’s, and to examine
volume outcomes and engagement
with the application over an extended
usage period. The prediction was that
people with Parkinson’s, generally
older adults, can learn to use a
smartphone application as part of
their therapy. Methods: Fifty-nine
people with Parkinson’s were
introduced to the application and to
either an iPhone or iPod device
running it. They were then left with
the device and application, for an
average of 9.2 days, before being
met again for collection. Participants
were advised that they might like to
use the application three times per
day, but that they could use it as
much or as little as they wanted – if
they found it very interesting they
might use it many more times, or if
they found it less interesting or
simply forgot to use it that was left
up to them. Usage data was then
collected by the application itself,
tracking whenever it was used, how
long for, and the mean volume for
each usage trial. Results: There was
no difference between usage of the
application’s two components [F(1,

58) = 1.516, p = 0.223]. Combining
usage of both components the
application was used a mean of 3.09
times per day. The results revealed
some application development issues
with capturing all available data
created during usage, including some
volume information. Some data loss
was of volume information recorded
by the application. Available data
showed a significant volume increase
between the first and second halves
of the period a participant had the
device [F(1, 45) = 4.955, p = 0.031].
Conclusions: Use of this vocal
loudness feedback application led to
increased speech volume in people
with Parkinson’s while using this
method. The participants became
more proficient using the application
over time. The combined usage of
the application components was at
roughly the rate suggested by the
researchers, which is encouraging for
future engagement with remote
therapy. Data collected by the
application could also provide
Speech Therapists with insight into
patient progress between
appointments, highlighting potential
support needs.
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Current Challenges in Developing
an Evidence-Based Protocol of
Preventive E-Counselling for
Cardiovascular Disease
	
  
Robert P Nolan*, Sam Liu
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: A major challenge in
preventive e-counseling for
cardiovascular disease (CVD) is to
establish a core, standardized and
evidence-based protocol to evoke
therapeutic change in modifiable risk
factors. Objective: This presentation
will review findings from a metaanalysis that assessed the efficacy of
internet-based interventions to
improve blood pressure control
among subjects with blood pressure
in the range of prehypertension
(systolic blood pressure, SBP, 120139 mmHg; diastolic blood pressure,
DBP 80-89 mmHg) or hypertension
(SBP/DBP ≥ 140/90 mmHg). In
addition, a current randomized
controlled trial conducted by our
team will be presented: Reducing
Risk with e-Based Support for
Adherence to Lifestyle Change in
Hypertension (REACH). Discussion
of the research design and
methodology of REACH will
highlight key challenges in applying
an evidence-based guideline (based
on motivational interviewing and
cognitive-behavioral therapy) to a

preventive e-counseling program.
Methods: For the meta-analysis, the
literature search was conducted using
MEDLINE, Pubmed, Embased and
Cochrane Library, from January
2000 to June 2012, with the
following key words: web-based,
internet, blood pressure and
hypertension. Inclusion criteria
required that: i) the intervention was
conducted via a website or e-mail, ii)
outcome measures included blood
pressure, iii) baseline SBP/DBP was
within the pre-hypertensive range or
higher, iv) the research design
utilized a randomized controlled
trial, and v) publication was in an
English language journal. The effect
size for the magnitude of BP change
following baseline assessment was
calculated using Cohen’s formula. In
addition, key features of the clinical
method and content of our current
REACH trial are presented. Results:
BP was significantly reduced relative
to Control among 16 clinical trials
that met inclusion criteria for the
meta-analysis: mean SBP decrease =
-3.78 mmHg; 95% Confidence
Interval, -5.6 to -1.9 mmHg; p <
0.01; mean DBP decrease = -1.33
mmHg; 95% CI, -2.6 to -0.02
mmHg; p < 0.05. There was
significant heterogeneity for trial
outcomes. Duration of the e-based
intervention in these trials ranged
from 8 weeks to 12 months. Critical
features that were associated with
greater blood pressure reduction will
be discussed with regard to (i)
duration of the e-based intervention,
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(ii) number of behaviour change
techniques utilized, and (iii)
proactive vs. reactive strategy to
deliver the e-based intervention.
Accordingly, design features for the
clinical method and content of the ebased intervention in REACH will be
discussed with regard to the abovenoted findings. Design features of
REACH that highlight key
components from established models
of behavioural counselling (e.g.
motivational interviewing and
cognitive-behavioral therapy) will
also be reviewed. Conclusion: Metaanalytic findings support the efficacy
of utilizing e-based interventions to
reduce blood pressure among
subjects at elevated CVD risk.
However, heterogeneity of outcomes
is a major concern. Efforts to
replicate and further develop a
standardized and evidence-based
protocol of preventive e-counseling
may be enhanced by specifying how
key components of e-based
interventions are organized within
established models of preventive
behavioral counseling.

Withings: How Connected Devices
Might Change Healthcare (Expo
Table)
	
  
Alexis Normand*
Track: Business
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance

Presentation Type: Tabletop Demo
(Expo Hall)
Single Presentation
What is the potential impact of
connected devices on healthcare?
Allowing for simpler measures,
stronger patient engagement and
stronger results in tackling key health
metrics, connected objets have the
potential to change the healthcare
paradigm in many ways. First and
foremost, they can bring about a
society of effective health prevention
by identifying risk factors at an early
stage and allowing for early
intervention. They can foster
evidenced-based public health
surveillance and improve the
efficiency of policies. But to achieve
these noble goals, consumer
engagement is a necessary condition.
Which is why smart connected
objects must appeal to the end
consumer, even before seducing
health professionals...

Internet of Things: Impact of
Connected Devices on Health
Related Behaviors
	
  
Alexis Normand*
Track: Business
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
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We all know what that physical
activity, healthy diets and keeping
your weight under control are good
for you, lower risks of medical
complication and are in fact the most
efficient habits for effective
prevention. We do we act upon this
knowledge? Using a unique database
of French connected scales and
connected blood pressure monitors
users, Withings data scientists
singled out behavioral patterns to
assess the effectiveness of connected
devices on such daily habits. We
were first able to show a clear
correlation between Body Mass
Index and Blood Pressure. As it
turned out, overweight or obese
connected scale users tend to lose
weight, but the group that loses the
most weight are those that use the
connected scale the most. The
majority of overweight or obese
users that weight themselves tend to
monitor their weight more than once
a day. Setting an objective for
yourself increase chances of losing
weight... These trend suggest that the
highly addictive nature of connected
devices bring about positive health
outcomes for their users

Developing Mobile Based
Cognitive Prosthetics through a
User Centred Design Approach:
Lessons Learnt
	
  
Chris Nugent*, Mark Donnelly, Ian
Cleland*, Sally McClean, Bryan
Scotney
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Cognitive prosthetics
can be used to provide people with
cognitive impairment, such as those
with mild dementia, the opportunity
of increasing their independence
through the provision of prescheduled reminders to engage in
everyday activities. They can also
provide a secondary benefit of
reducing carer burden. When
developing cognitive prosthetics it is,
however, important to take into
consideration the views of the carer
in addition to that of the primary
user. This approach has the potential
to increase system usability and
functionality, thus leading to
increased levels of adoption. Aim
and Objectives: The aim of the study
was to consider the benefits of
incorporating user needs into the
design of a cognitive prosthetic
following the adoption of a usercentered design approach. Persons
with dementia (PwD) may not be
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able to offer a full insight into their
specific needs or provide feedback
related to the utility of the assistive
technologies, however, inclusion of
the patient-caregiver dyad in this
process attempts to overcome this.
The cognitive prosthetic within the
study took the form of a mobile
application designed to deliver video
based reminders for PwD. The video
reminders were recorded by the care
giver hence creating a virtual
caregiver scenario. Methods: The
user needs and attitudes of 72 careers
and PwD were elicited throughout
various stages of the prototype
development process of the cognitive
prosthetic. In total, the system was
evaluated with 36 people with
dementia (MMSE>18, µ=26, mean
age = 75.1 years) and 9 elderly
control participants (mean age=65.7).
Additionally, 27 carers of PwD
(mean age = 67) were included in the
analysis. Participants and careers
were used to enquire about user
needs, attitude, design, functionality
and usability of the system. Pre- and
post-questionnaires in addition to
informal interviews were used to
obtain feedback, which guided
subsequent refinements of the
prototype. Results: The mixed
methods approach, which included
interviews, questionnaires and
observations to elicit the user needs,
was found to be successful to
overcome the issues associated with
the elicitation of user needs of people
with cognitive impairments. It was
found within the study that inclusion

of the patient-caregiver dyad allowed
the career to act as a proxy to report
the feelings, effects and successes or
failures of the technology, where the
PwD may not be able to remember or
reflect on these situations in a similar
manner. It was also found that
participatory design methodologies
provided a supportive environment
in which participants felt confident to
provide critical feedback. Findings
following analysis of the data
collected indicated that the latent
needs, namely the needs of which the
primary users and their carers might
not even be aware of yet, were
crucially important. Furthermore,
understanding the context of use is
equally important, providing
sufficient knowledge for the problem
to be understood and successful
design and development undertaken.
Combining technology pushed
development with user pulled
technology development, was
therefore found to be the way
forward in the development of
assistive technology for people with
dementia.

A Survey of the Use of Social
Media by Women for Pregnancy
	
  
Amy Claire O'Higgins*, Olivia
Murphy, Clare O'Connor, Mairead M
Kennelly, Sharon R Sheehan,
Michael J Turner
Track: Research
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Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Despite both Ireland
and the United Kingdom providing
free maternity care to all women,
epidemiologically adverse fetal and
maternal outcomes remain closely
linked to social disadvantage. A
European survey found 42.4% of
respondents had limited functional
health literacy, closely linked to
economic deprivation(1). Apart from
direct interpersonal consultations
with a healthcare professional,
traditional media and information
leaflets remain the main media of
communication to pregnant women.
It is likely that many of these
messages are not adequately
communicated to those most at risk.
This prospective study examined the
use of digital media by pregnant
women to access healthcare
information for pregnancy.
Objectives: The aim of this study
was to assess the use of digital media
in women attending for maternity
care, both in general and for
pregnancy-related information, and
to explore the potential for
expanding digital communication
channels for this group of women.
Methods: A standardised
questionnaire was distributed to
antenatal and postnatal maternity
patients attending a large Dublin
maternity hospital. Results: A total

of 522 women responded,
comprising 42% (n=218) antenatal
patients and 58% (n=304) postnatal
patients. There were 71% (n=372)
attending public clinics and 29%
(n=150) attending semi-private and
private clinics, 62% (n=324) lived in
Dublin and 38% were from
surrounding counties (n=198), 19%
(n=101) were unemployed. The
majority of women surveyed (61%)
were aged between 25-34 years.
Most women (55%) already had at
least one child. Overall 95% (n=498)
used the internet to access
information about pregnancy; 89%
(n=90) of unemployed women used
the internet to access healthcare
information. Overall 76% (n=399) of
women had a smartphone. Pregnancy
apps for smartphones were used by
59% (n=237) of smartphone owners.
Newspapers were read by only 32%
(n=167) of women, while 65%
(n=339) of women used the internet
to access current affairs news. All
women wanted some form of
online/digital support during their
pregnancy, including weekly text
messages about pregnancy stagespecific issues (cited by 49%), a
maternity smartphone app (47%) and
a website for feedback regarding
their care (45%). One third of
women (31%) wanted a hospital
Facebook page and a similar number
wanted online access to their
ultrasound images. Usage of digital
media was similar across all agegroups with no differences between
women aged less than 35 years and
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those aged 35 years or more. Women
who already had a child were just as
likely to want digital communication
services for informed care of their
baby as were first-time mothers.
Conclusion: Digital media use in
pregnant women is widespread
across all socioeconomic groups,
age-groups and parities. Most
women use the internet to access
information regarding their
pregnancy. Digital communication
channels are more commonly used
than traditional forms of media.
Health communications about
pregnancy should use contemporary
social media as well as the traditional
media channels. References: 1) HLSEU Consortium (2012): Comparative
report on health literacy in eight EU
member states. The European Health
Literacy Survey HLS-EU, online
publication: http://www.healthliteracy.eu

Exploring the Usability of a
Smartphone Application for
Adolescent Obesity Management
	
  
Grace O'Malley*, Noirin Curran,
Amanda Burls, Grainne Dowdall,
Ivan Perry
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation

Single Presentation
Background: Obesity is a global
epidemic with behavioural change
approaches to improving nutrition,
increasing physical activity level and
reducing sitting time recommended
as best practice in adolescence.
Access to evidence-based treatment
is limited however and portable
technologies such as a smartphone
applications may provide a useful
platform to deliver such lifestyle
interventions. No evidence-based
validated application exists for
obesity intervention. Objective: The
current aimed to test the usability
and quality of a smartphone
application, which has been
developed as an intervention for
adolescents who are obese. Methods:
Usability was defined in line with
ISO 9241-11 as the extent to which
the application could be used by
adolescents who are obese to achieve
specified tasks with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction while
using the application as a behavior
change tool. Ten adolescents (12-17
years, 3 girls) who had been treated
for obesity (>98th centile for body
mass index) at the Temple Street
Children's University Hospital were
recruited. Participants and their
parents were informed about the
study and signed age appropriate
consents and assents. The study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of
Temple Street Children's University
Hospital. Participants were given
eight tasks to complete in order to
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test the effectiveness of the
application. A research assistant
timed the user completing each task
in order to test relative user
efficiency of the application. The
tasks required the user to 1) enter
personal settings; 2) find and answer
surveys; 3) create a message; 4) use
the goal setting feature and 5-8) enter
details regarding weight and height.
Time scores were divided by the
time taken by an expert user to
complete the task. In exploration of
user satisfaction, each participant
completed the standardised Software
Usability Measurement Inventory
(SUMI) which measures five aspects
of user satisfaction. Descriptive
statistics were used to explore the
mean relative user efficiency and
SUMI scores. Results: Mean age and
standard deviation was 14.6 ± 1.9
years. Adolescents completed all
tasks successfully and the mean
relative user efficiency scores were
1.7 s ± 1.3 s for task 1; 2.4 s ± 1.4 s
for task 2; 2.5 s. ± 2.1 s. for task 3;
1.2 s. ± 0.8 s. for task 4; 2.2 s. ± 1.3
s. for task 5; 3.6 s. ± 1.7s. for task 6;
2.2 s. ± 1.2 s. for task 7 and 1.7 s. ±
1.3 s. for task 8. See Table 1 for
SUMI results. Users responded that
they would mainly use the app. to
monitor their growth over time, for
motivation and for goal setting. All
users described the app. as important
for them. Conclusions: Adolescents
found the smartphone application
easy to use and SUMI results
indicated that the application scored
high on user satisfaction. The

application showed good usability
and will be tested for clinical
effectiveness in a randomised
controlled trial. The application
offers advantages over existing
applications in that it is an evidencebased tool for weight management;
can be tailored to the individual, is
interactive and incorporates secure
social networking features for
adolescents who are clinically obese.

User-Generated Online Health
Content: A Survey of UK Internet
Users
	
  
Braden O'Neill*, Sue Ziebland*,
Jose Valderas, Francisco LupiáñezVillanueva
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Evolving internet
technology has begun to shift the
production of health information
from commercial organizations and
health systems to healthcare users
themselves. People increasingly go
online to share their own experiences
of health and illness and to access
information others have posted on
the internet, but this behaviour has
not been investigated at a population
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level in the UK setting. Objective:
This study aims to characterize
‘superusers’ of these resources as
well as to investigate relationships
between engagement with usergenerated online health content and
other variables. Methods: We
undertook an online cross-sectional
survey of 1000 UK internet users.
Descriptive and multivariate
statistical analyses were used to
interpret the data. Results: About a
quarter of respondents reported
participating in online support
groups (27.8%), using health-related
social networking sites (23.8%), and
describing a medical condition or
problem online in order to get help
from other users (23.1%). A majority
of respondents reported they never
go online for these purposes. Those
who did engage with these resources
could be divided into three groups by
frequency of use: the ‘rare users’
(78.7%) who access and share
content less than weekly, ‘users’
(13.9%) who do so weekly, and
‘superusers’ (7.5%) who do so on a
daily basis. ‘Superusers’ were found
to be younger and to live in more
populated areas than users or rare
users, and to report more often they
are taking care of someone with
long-term illness or disability
(p<0.05). They were also more likely
to report that they discussed the
information they found online with
their doctor, and to use the internet
for varied purposes such as banking
and shopping (p<0.01). There were
no reported differences in health

status between the groups.
Conclusions: Although the survey
found reasonably widespread access
of user-generated online health
content, only a small minority of
respondents reported frequently
engaging with these resources. As
user-generated content proliferates,
these ‘superusers’ are likely to shape
the health information that others
access online. This study raises
several key issues for further
research, such as whether accessing
and sharing user-generated online
health content itself is beneficial, or
if these benefits are contingent upon
talking about this health information
with a practitioner. In addition, it is
important to understand what effects
these resources have on health
outcomes.

Innovations in Clinical Trials: A
Systems Biology and Personalized
Medicine Approach to Health
Disparities
	
  
Elizabeth O. Ofili*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Critical barriers to clinical trials and
clinical research participation have
been well documented for African
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Americans and other underserved
populations. In a community survey
of African Americans, several
barriers to clinical trials participation
were identified: over 70% cited a
lack of information or lack of
awareness of clinical trials as major
barriers to participation; over 90%
stated that more education about both
the disease condition and frank
discussions about the clinical trial
will enable them to participate.
Participation in clinical research is a
proven path to quality improvement.
In collaboration with AccuHealth
Technologies Inc, investigators at
Morehouse School of Medicine have
developed and patented a mobile
technology that uses interactive
communication to promote access to
clinical trials. The technology
enables seamless interaction with the
research team, using culturally
appropriate interactive consent
forms. Using real time online
communication, telehealth coaches
provide clinical trial specific health
literacy, mentorship and training of
participants. The technology
recognizes that as we move beyond
the legacy of the Tuskegee Syphilis
study, we must embrace mobile
technology platforms that enable
innovations in clinical trials. Our
technology integrates easy to
understand health information, about
how an individual’s genetic makeup, or genotype, is directly related to
his or her phenotype (the various
traits of an individual that can be
observed or measured). Since

environmental factors also affect
how an individual’s gene is
expressed, or how the genetic
blueprint is executed, our technology
also helps research participants to
learn firsthand their critical role, by
integrating the importance of
biomarkers, pharmacogenomics, and
biorepositories, as the new frontier in
personalized drug development and
clinical trials. We will present an
example from our work on
personalized and predictive health
for women, using gene expression
profiles that identify risk markers for
cardiovascular disease and cancer.
Conclusion: As we seek to reach
minorities and underserved
populations with new therapies,
mobile technologies are an untapped
resource for integrating culturally
relevant personalized health
messages, that engage and enable
full participation of these
communities in clinical research
innovation.

Clinicians’ Assessment of Mobile
Diabetes Monitoring: A
Comparative Study in Japan and
Spain
	
  
Shintaro Okazaki*, J. Alberto
Castañeda, Silvia Sanz
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
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Single Presentation
Background: In recent years, the
shortage of clinicians has been
becoming a serious problem in many
developed countries. Increasing
medical costs and aging would make
this problem even more difficult to
be resolved. In this light, mobilebased health monitoring has received
increasing attention by hospital
administrators and healthcare service
professionals, because it enables
clinicians to closely monitor and
control patients’ health conditions.
Objective: This study compares
clinicians’ perceptions on factors
determining mobile diabetes
monitoring adoption in Japan and
Spain. The study proposes a causal
model consisting of personal
innovativeness, innovation
characteristics (perceived value,
perceived ubiquity, and selfefficacy), and behavioral intention.
In addition, based on the
conceptualization of clinician-patient
distance in healthcare service and
technology readiness scores,
moderating effects of country is
posited for the constructs
relationships. Methods: The model is
tested by empirical surveys in Japan
and Spain. In total, 471 and 501
usable responses are obtained from
Japanese and Spanish clinicians,
respectively. The data are analyzed
by structural equation modeling.
Results: Our baseline model fits our
data reasonably well in both
countries. Our structural equation

modeling indicates that all
hypothesized paths were supported.
A series of fit indexed prove that the
model is sufficiently robust across
the countries. Japanese clinicians
perceived ubiquitous nature of
mobile service more strongly,
compared with their Spanish
counterparts. A multigroup analysis
reveals that the country moderates
the path from perceived ubiquity to
behavioral intention in a way that, in
the country with greater clinicianpatient distance, the relationship
between perceived ubiquity and
behavioral intention is strengthened.
Conclusions: Perceived value,
perceived ubiquity, and self-efficacy
are the primary drivers that enhance
the adoption of mobile diabetes
monitoring. Results from this survey
demonstrate that countries with
greater clinician-patient distance may
exhibit stronger intention to adopt
mobile-based diabetes monitoring.

AAPCR Patient-Centered
Reminders MSystem: A Novel for
Method for Health Care Education
and Care
	
  
Remigius N Okea*, Alphonsus 1
Ekwerike
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
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presentation
Panel
Introduction: Reminder programs
and apps have been around in this
digital age, most times without
specific targets to the well being of
the individual, but used to remind
people of appointments and
schedules. Most especially no
existing reminders empower patients
to link their medical history records
and medications to their day to day
life. A process noted to foster
compliance and improve patient
outcomes in medical and health
services. Objective: The AAPCR
patient centered reminder m-system
is designed for application to patient
care and education that overall
impacts positively on the clinical
outcomes of patients across
economic, social and racial divide.
The m-system helps to bring high
yield technology to people and
organizations who would ordinarily
would not afford such services. This
way it is used to bridge disparity in
health care accessibility, care and
outcomes. It also has implications
beyond clinical care and cuts into the
real life styles and modifications
including disease prevention,
exercise and dietary control and
more. The greatest of all this is that
the AAPCR patient-centered
reminder m-system is free. Method:
Patients are taught to locate the
reminder m-system icon, register and
modify their entries in the American
academy primary care research

website:www.myaapcr.org Result:
All the self registered patients
improved their timely adherence to
the prescription drug intakes and
rehabilitative advices . Conclusion:
This shows that reminder system
improves the delivery of health care
education and care services and also
modifies behavior.

The Nature of the Information
Shared by Chronic Patients in
Virtual Communities.
	
  
Gabriela OrtizMichel*
Track: Research
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
People living with a chronic
condition tend to go online not only
to search for information; they also
share what they know (Fox &
Purcell, 2010). Virtual communities
provide opportunities for people to
engage with each other and share
their knowledge and expertise of
living with a condition trough
discussion (Nettleton 2006;
Eysenbach et al, 2004). But, what are
the sources of the information they
share? Are themselves and their
experience? Do they refer to an
authority to pose a piece of
information? In this study we set off
from Eysenbach’s (2008) framework
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on apomediation, disintermediation
and intermediation environments, to
identify how these elements are
present in the voice of people
participating in virtual communities.
We worked with two virtual
communities of people living with
diabetes that were created and are
preserved by patients. They are
communities that share software and
social organization, but that express
themselves in different languages
(Spanish and English). From their
main forums and trough
conversational analysis we studied
384 threads, with 4,073 posts (197
conversations-2062 posts in English;
187 conversations-1627 posts in
Spanish). We found that information
on the condition is shared in 89% of
the posts in English and 76% in
Spanish. The unit of analysis was the
post, which was classified within
categories developed from
Eysenbach’s (2008) framework to
identify the voice of authority behind
the information they shared. One
post could have more than one voice.
An apomediaire voice is present
when people share specific pieces of
information as if they owned them,
in their own words and without
mention to an external source. It’s
their knowledge, whether practical,
medical, scientific, or about their
own body and it’s enacted trough
interaction. We found an
apomediaire voice in 90.2% of the
posts in Spanish and in 92.9% of the
English ones. That is, primarily,
these communities own their

knowledge on the condition. Most
likely that is because this knowledge
is incarnated and entangled in their
daily life (Mol and Law, 2004). An
intermediated voice is mainly present
when people recommend to ask their
doctor or specialist or not to act
without his contentment.
Intermediation recommendations are
present in 15.2% of the Spanish posts
and in 11% of the English ones. The
presence of this voice is related to
the dependence we all have of
medical a point of view (O’Neill,
2005) A disintermediated voice is
present in conversations when people
show an independent action different
to that recommended by the
specialist, or when the need or
importance to be independent and
capable of getting their own
information is stressed along with
invitations to assume personal
responsibility for dealing with their
condition. In this case English has
the lead with 12.2% of threads, while
disintermediation conversations
appear only in less than 5% of the
threads in Spanish. A difference
possibly related to the prevailing
power specialists have over patients
in Latin America and to the low level
of awareness the condition has
compared to the USA.
Disintermediation is also present
when people share a resource of
information that they find useful, like
a book, author, page or site. This was
registered separately, as it represents
filtering information for others. This
filtering is present in both
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communities in 10% of the threads.
People with diabetes tend to have
extensive knowledge about their
condition, and virtual communities
are natural spaces to interchange.
Even though intermediation and
disintermediation are present as
voices when sharing, owning their
voice is prevalent. This encourages
the need of research of communities
of patients, generated and sustained
by patients, without the presence of
medical specialists (Ferguson and
Frydman, 2004).

RattleJam- a Collaborative App
for Rehabilitation
	
  
Karl Oyri*, Stian Hauge, Kjartan
Vestvik
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background Rehabilitation of young
people with spinal cord injuries and
paralysis is time consuming and long
term process. Transisto AS is new
start-up company that has developed
a novel sensor integration platform
for iPhone and iPod touch. Objective
To implement the intuitive and
unique interaction design platform to
facilitate and take part in generation

of music with others as a motivating
tool that encourages young people
with paralysis after serious spinal
cord injuries. Methods The new
technology platform is called Mobile
Unit Sensor Processing (MUSP). The
app is a multi-sensor and multiplayer gaming platform developed
for collaborative generation of real
time interactive music experiences.
The participating units communicate
by use Wi-Fi networks, and sound
can be transmitted to external active
loudspeakers by Bluetooth for higher
volume of the music. The system
utilizes the accelerometers integrated
in the iPhone or iPod to generate
sound from a selection of 4 to 8
instruments in sound designs that the
users can select. One unit takes the
role as a synchronizing unit with
generation of a basic rhythm. The
other units connect to participate and
select a virtual instrument and take
part in a jam-session. The application
synchronizes all units and
instruments to the main rhythm.
Sound is generated by horizontal or
vertical movements of the
participating units and varies with
the speed and intensity of the
movements (acceleration). The jamsessions can be recorded on video,
and shared with other users that can
be challenged to build on and extend
the sound design. A cloud
infrastructure is planned for a
repository of sound design
recordings that can be shared by
various user communities. The
application will be applied to
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rehabilitation of young patients after
spinal cord injuries causing severe
partial paralysis. Physiotherapists
will be able to design training
programs customized for user groups
with various levels of paralysis. An
application will be able to log
progress in the user’s motor activity
and physical movements objectively
and accurately over time. Results
The application is operational and
stable. Preliminary user tests have
been performed in music therapy
settings. The first tests involving
users in rehabilitation settings are
under planning. Conclusions The
music app is fun to use, and
represents a new type of gaming tool
that motivate the user to play and
interact with other and at the same
time take part in important
rehabilitation and training. For
therapist the new platform represents
an objective tool to track progress in
rehabilitation.

In the Words of the Medical
Tourist: Analysis of Internet
Narratives by Health Travelers to
Turkey
	
  
Margaret E. Ozan-Rafferty*, James
A. Johnson, Gulzar Shah, Attila
Kursun
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation

Single Presentation
Background: While patients have
regularly traveled to the West for
advanced medical care, now the
trends are also shifting in the
opposite direction. Hundreds of
thousands of people from countries
such as the US and UK have sought
care outside of their country. This
phenomenon has been labeled
Medical Tourism and Turkey is
positioning itself to attract
international patients. Information
regarding medical tourists' actual
outcomes, experiences and
perceptions is lacking or insufficient.
However, advanced Internet
technology and applications
including blogs, wikis, RSS and
social bookmarking, referred to as
Web 2.0, are a major driver of
information on medical tourism and
are also a vehicle for patients to
share their experiences. Objective:
The objective of this research was to
identify the important individual
characteristics of health travelers,
outline the push and pull factors to
seek healthcare in Turkey, identify
satisfaction with the outcomes and
the results of these individuals’
treatments, and note some positive
and negative factors influencing their
perceptions and overall experiences
about their health travel. Methods:
This research uses qualitative data
from internet narratives of medical
tourists to Turkey. Ethical
considerations of using internet
narratives were reviewed. Narratives
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for analysis were obtained by using
the Google search engine and using
multiple search terms including
procedures and targeted cities to
obtain as many publicly posted blogs
and discussion board postings of
health travelers via purposeful
sampling. Narratives were included
if they were written in English,
described travel to Turkey for
healthcare, and were publicly
accessible. Exclusion criteria
included narratives on medical
tourism facilitator or provider
promotional websites, narratives
which were not in English and
narratives which did not describe an
experience of a medical tourist.
Medical tourists’ written words were
analyzed in an iterative analytic
process using narrative analysis
theory principles. Three stages of
coding, open, axial and selective,
were conducted to identify
characteristics and themes using
qualitative analysis software NVivo
version 10. Results: The narrative
posts of 36 individuals undergoing
47 procedures who traveled to
Turkey from at least 13 countries for
medical care between 2007 and 2012
were analyzed; Travelers
predominantly from Europe (44%)
and North America (28%). Results
indicated that the factors driving
travelers away from home country
(push factors) were: Cost and lack of
treatment options or insufficient
insurance coverage in home country.
Leading pull factors or factors
attracting to the destination were

lower costs, physician’s expertise
and responsiveness and familiarity or
interest in Turkey. Health travelers to
Turkey are generally satisfied with
the outcomes of their procedures and
care provided by their physicians,
many noting intent to return.
Perceptions and overall experiences
were also captured. Communication
challenges, food, transportation and
gaps in customer service emerged as
key areas of opportunity for
improvement for Turkey.
Conclusions: This analysis provides
an understanding of the insights of
medical tourists though the words of
actual health travelers. This nonintrusive methodology provides
candid insights of common themes of
health travelers and may be applied
to study other patient experiences.
The findings of this research expands
the body of knowledge in medical
tourism as well as serves as a
platform for further qualitative and
quantitative research on health
travelers’ experiences.

Hashtag Your Way to Health? The
Use of Hashtags to Create Healthy
Communities and Spread Health
Behavior on Twitter
	
  
Sherry Pagoto*, Martinus Evans*,
Matthew Whited, Michael Bauman,
Theodore A Vickey, Kristin L
Schneider
Track: Research
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Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background. Online social networks
may have potential to spread health
behavior and innovations given that
two-thirds of internet users visit them
regularly. The term “peer-to-peer
healthcare” was recently coined to
capture how patients are using the
internet to search for others with
similar health concerns. Healthrelated hashtags have appeared on
Twitter and seem to be used to
connect with people on a healthrelated issue, engage in a health
behavior, and disseminate health
messages. The aims of this study
were to 1) describe health hashtags
that receive at least 3 uses per day on
Twitter, 2) report the usage rates of a
sample of health-related hashtags,
and 3) explore the type of social
influence (both positive and
negative) that people using online
social networks experience from
their online friends relative to their
in-person friends and family
members. Methods. We identified 46
health hashtags on Twitter using lists
compiled in blog posts and articles
found via Google searches, and by
searching tweet histories of health
hashtag users. We then tracked the
usage of 7 hashtags using Archivist
software. To explore social
influence, we tweeted a link to an
anonymous survey for Twitter users
who discuss weight, diet, or physical
activity on Twitter. Results. We

identified 46 health-related hashtags
on Twitter and 28% are used to
indicate engagement in a specific
health behavior, 33% denoted
membership in an informal
community, and 39% were started by
a company (e.g., Nike, Weight
Watchers, Crossfit, etc). Of the 7
health hashtags we tracked, tweets
per day ranged from 4-306 tweets.
Hashtags that indicated engagement
in an activity had significantly more
tweets per day than other types of
hashtags. The number of followers of
the initiator was not related to the
popularity of the hashtag. About
20% of the behavior and community
hashtags could not be traced to an
initiator. In terms of social influence,
participants (n=79) reported that they
experience significantly greater
social support from Twitter followers
relative to Facebook friends (p=.00),
family (p=.00), and in-person friends
(p=.00). Participants also rated their
Twitter followers as significantly
less judgmental and negative than
Facebook friends, family and inperson friends (p’s<.01).
Conclusions. Health hashtags are
used in a variety of ways on Twitter
including to spread a health behavior
and engage others in a community
and/or discussion. Health hashtags
have created communities on Twitter
which may be helpful for people who
would benefit from increased social
support for their health behavior
changes. Hashtags may also be used
as a means of identifying people with
specific health interests and
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concerns. Research is needed to
explore whether hashtags can be
used as an economical way to
promote healthy behavior and
improve health outcomes.

A Qualitative Study of Patient and
Professional Preferences for
Computer-Based Diabetes SelfManagement Interventions
	
  
Kingshuk Pal*, Charlotte Dack*,
Jamie Ross*, Fiona Stevenson,
Elizabeth Murray*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Diabetes is one of the
commonest chronic medical
conditions in the UK, affecting
approximately 1.9 million adults.
Structured patient-education
programmes can reduce the risk of
developing diabetes related
complications fourfold. In 2007 only
11% of people with Type 2 diabetes
reported that they had been offered
structured education. One way of
improving access to education and
self-management training is through
internet-based interventions. Around
90% of people with diabetes have
type 2 diabetes, many of whom will
not require insulin, so might benefit

from low-intensity internet-based
self-management training. However,
internet interventions often struggle
to ensure sufficient uptake and
adherence. It is therefore essential
that these interventions engage
patients effectively and strike a
balance between providing the
education and training that patients
need, with an interface and
components that makes patients want
to use them. Objective The purpose
of this work was to explore what
patients would want from such
interventions and what healthprofessionals thought were needed in
such interventions. One feature of
such interventions might be
providing access to online medical
records. There is a commitment from
the UK government to allow patients
online access to their medical records
by 2015 and we wanted to explore
the issues that might arise around
this. Methods Patients: We recruited
adults with Type 2 diabetes who
responded to advertisements for the
research project in print (Diabetes
UK Balance magazine) and online.
Purposive sampling was used to
recruit a maximum variety sample in
terms of gender, age, ethnicity,
length of time of diagnosis, treatment
regimen, educational attainment,
internet use, presence or absence of
diabetes related complications and
previous experience of selfmanagement programmes.
Recruitment continued until we
reached theoretical saturation. Health
Professionals: GPs, practice nurses
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and community specialist diabetes
nurses were recruited through the
research networks represented in our
team. Hospital consultants and
hospital specialist diabetes nurses
were recruited through the Diabetes
Research Networks and contacts.
Recruitment continued until we
reached theoretical saturation.
Participants in both categories were
interviewed in focus-groups or semistructured interviews. Interviews
were recorded and transcribed
verbatim. Data was coded and
analysed by a multi-disciplinary
group in parallel with data collection.
Individual researchers read and
coded the data independently and
emerging codes and themes were
discussed in a multi-disciplinary
team to reach a consensus. Coded
data were organised and analysed
using thematic analysis. Results
Patients were clear on what they
wanted. They wanted an intervention
that was easy to use and attractive
with a consistent format. It was
important that the tone of the
intervention was positive supportive
and fun. In terms of content, patients
wanted as much information as
possible, interactive content and
quizzes, links to other relevant sites,
personal stories and tools to track
self-monitoring data. They also
wanted access to expert opinions.
Content that was not localised or
relevant to their situation was a
strong deterrent to use. Factors that
that might increase engagement were
trustworthiness, tailored content, a

strong online community and email
or text alerts. Health professionals
had similar views about the basic
features of the website, but were
more focused on motivation to
change and wanted evidence of
effectiveness of the intervention.
Their main concerns were around
workload implications (e.g. being
overwhelmed by self-management
data) and there were some concerns
about the implications of patients
having full access to their electronic
medical records. Conclusions There
was significant overlap between
what patients and health
professionals wanted from such an
intervention: both sets felt that ease
of use, multimedia features and a
positive tone were important.
Patients and professionals agreed
that giving patients access to a
summary of their medical records
would be a very valuable tool. There
were some areas where they felt
differently: patients felt quite
strongly that the intervention should
to be fun to use, whereas health
professionals felt that it was very
important for the intervention to
motivate change. Patients liked the
idea of being able to access their
notes, whereas health professionals
were more ambivalent and were
worried about causing anxiety,
increased workload and litigation.
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Evaluating the Cognitive and
Emotional Impact of a Risk
Calculator and Support Package
for People with Type 2 Diabetes.
	
  
Kingshuk Pal*, Tom Nolan,
Elizabeth Murray*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Research on
cardiovascular risk calculators
suggests that, despite their
widespread use, they have little
impact on understanding of risk,
motivation, or health behaviours.
Possible reasons for this finding
include a simple lack of
understanding on the part of users, or
psychological defensive mechanisms
protecting the user from challenging
information. We therefore undertook
a qualitative study exploring users’
cognitive and emotional reactions to
a newly developed cardiovascular
risk calculator for people with type-2
diabetes. Objective: To determine the
cognitive and emotional reactions to
a cardiovascular risk calculator and
support package developed for
people with type 2 diabetes.
Methods: The risk calculator was
evaluated against a checklist of best
practice in conveying risk following
a review of the literature. Two focus

groups (16 participants with type-2
diabetes) were conducted to gauge
acceptability of the content and
presentation. One-to-one interviews
(data collection ongoing) were
conducted to explore users’ cognitive
and emotional reactions as they were
using the risk calculator and
immediately afterwards. All
participants were adults with type 2
diabetes. Purposive sampling was
used to recruit a varied sample in
terms of gender, age, ethnicity,
length of time since diagnosis, and
internet use. Results: Evaluating the
risk calculator against the bestpractice checklist and focus group
feedback identified several areas for
improvement including better
explanation of medical terms,
displaying normal values, and
altering the user journey. Cognitive
and emotional reactions to the risk
calculator included scepticism about
its validity, demotivation, and relief.
Conclusions: Adhering to best
practices in risk communication and
ensuring that users understand their
individual risk are essential features
of a risk calculator. However,
conveying individual risk does not
necessarily motivate or translate into
behaviour change. This study has
demonstrated the range of responses
that people with type 2 diabetes have
to cardiovascular risk calculators.
These help to explain why risk
calculators have not been shown to
lead to behaviour change.
Understanding how people respond
when they use risk calculators can
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guide the development of nextgeneration risk calculators. One area
for further research is to find ways to
explain risk that bypass
psychological defence mechanisms
thus allowing risk information to be
taken on-board without provoking
undue anxiety.

A Cochrane Systematic Review of
Computer-Based SelfManagement Interventions for
Adults with Type 2 Diabetes
	
  
Kingshuk Pal*, Sophie Eastwood,
Susan Michie*, Andrew Farmer,
Maria Barnard, Richard Peacock,
Bindie Wood, Phil Edwards,
Elizabeth Murray*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Structured patient
education programmes can reduce
the risk of diabetes-related
complications four-fold. However,
people appear to have difficulties
attending face-to-face education
sessions as over 40% of people with
diabetes in the USA have never
received formal diabetes education.
Computer-based self-management
programmes have the potential to

meet this need by providing cheaper
interventions that could be more
conveniently accessed by patients.
Internet-based self-management
programmes have been shown to be
effective for several long-term
conditions, though their effective
components are unclear. Objective
The aim of the review was to assess
the effects of computer-based
diabetes self-management
interventions on health status,
cardiovascular risk factors and
quality of life of adults with type 2
diabetes and to define the active
ingredients of successful
interventions. Methods We retrieved
8715 abstracts from a systematic
search of six electronic bibliographic
databases. Three other databases
were searched for conference
proceedings and theses. The searches
were run from inception to
November 2011. Reference lists
from relevant published studies were
also screened and authors contacted
for further information when
required. Study selection: Studies
eligible for inclusion were
randomized controlled clinical trials
recruiting patients aged 18 and over
with type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Interventions eligible for inclusion
were those that interacted with users
to generate tailored content that
aimed to improve one or more
diabetes self-management domains
through feedback, tailored advice,
reinforcement and rewards, patient
decision support, goal setting or
reminders. There were no language
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restrictions. Data Extraction: Two
authors independently extracted
relevant data using standard data
extraction templates. Results Sixteen
randomised controlled trials with
3578 participants met the inclusion
criteria. Interventions were delivered
via clinics, the Internet, and mobile
phones. Computer-based diabetes
self-management interventions
appear to have small benefits on
glycaemic control: the pooled effect
on HbA1c was -0.2% (-2.3
mmol/mol); 95% CI -0.4% to -0.1%;
I² = 58%, (suggesting substantial
heterogeneity). A sub-group analysis
on mobile phone-based interventions
showed a larger effect: the pooled
effect on HbA1c from 3 studies was 0.50% (-5.46 mmol/mol); 95% CI 0.7% to -0.3%; I² = 0%, (suggesting
low heterogeneity). Current
interventions do not appear to be
effective in improving depression,
quality of life, blood pressure, serum
lipids or weight. There was no
evidence of significant adverse
effects. In the interventions included
in the review, prompting selfmonitoring of behavioural outcome
and providing feedback on
performance were 2 techniques
commonly used in the more effective
interventions. Conclusions
Computer-based diabetes selfmanagement interventions to manage
type 2 diabetes appear to have a
small beneficial effect on blood
glucose control and this effect was
larger in the mobile phone subgroup. There was no evidence of

benefit for other biological,
cognitive, behavioural or emotional
outcomes.

Activities on Facebook reveal
depressive state of users
	
  
Sungkyu Park, Jinah Kwak, SangWon Lee, Meeyoung Cha*,
BumSeok Jeong
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
▶ Background: Depression, which
currently is the most commonly
diagnosed mental disorder in many
developed countries, is expected to
be the second leading cause of
disability worldwide by 2020
according to the World Health
Organization. Given the growing
social interest and the scale of the
problem, much effort has been paid
toward the early diagnosis,
treatment, and prevention of
depression. One such effort is to
utilize online social network data to
reach and detect a large number of
individuals with depression at low
cost. In doing so, identifying the
markers of depression in online
social networks is crucial. ▶
Objectives: The goal of this study
was to determine depression-related
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features or activities on the Facebook
social network platform, by utilizing
a newly developed web application,
named EmotionDiary. ▶ Methods:
We recruited 55 participants on
Facebook, of whom 40 were males
aged between 19 and 36 (mean
age=24.9±4.4) and 15 were females
aged between 19 and 28 (mean
age=23.3±2.2). The participants were
recruited through both online and
offline advertisements made
available at the authors’ university.
Through the EmotionDiary app,
participants could evaluate their
depressive symptoms by CES-D
(Center for Epidemiological Studies
Depression) scale. The app also
provided tips about depression and
all the profile and activity logs of
participants (e.g., Likes, Interests,
Viewed tips) were stored for
analysis. Correlation analyses were
performed between the CES-D scales
and the level of various social
network activities. Lastly, a
psychiatrist interviewed two
participants who showed definite
depression (CES-D scales were 32
and 25, respectively) to qualitatively
assess their symptoms. ▶ Results:
Facebook activities had predictive
power in distinguishing depressed
and non-depressed individuals.
Participants’ activities on the app
(e.g., the number of viewed tips and
points gathered) had a positive
correlation with the CES-D scales
(P=.04 for both), while the number
of Friends and Location tagging had

a negative correlation (P=.08 and
P=.045, respectively). In terms of
group-level markers, the number of
viewed tips and points gathered
showed a significant difference
(P=.01 and P=.03, respectively) in
determining the depressed (i.e., CESD≥21) and non-depressed individuals
(i.e., CES-D<21). ▶ Conclusions:
Our study demonstrates that while
depressed individuals had
significantly fewer interpersonal
interactions with others (e.g., number
of Friends and Location tagging),
they were more active in terms of
seeking information about depression
(e.g., reading tips). These results
open the door for utilizing various
online social activities in
determining depressive symptoms. In
the future, we plan to repeat the
experiment across multiple cultures.

Increasing Citizens Awareness
about the Cardiac Arrest Problem
via Local-Level Information
	
  
Gonzalo Parra*, Marco Kalz*, Joris
Klerkx, Erik Duval
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
In order to increase awareness
regarding current health related
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problems and opportunities for
improvement, local-level health
information has been considered as
an effective way to reach and support
different health community
stakeholders. However, technical and
institutional barriers limit the
availability and use of such data, in
addition to privacy concerns related
to sharing this information. We aim
to grow public awareness of the need
to know about the cardiac arrest
problem in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine
(EMR). Our objective is three-fold:
(i) increasing citizens’ knowledge
about cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
(ii) reducing their fear to act in case
they are by-standing a cardiac arrest,
and (iii) recruiting volunteers who
can be contacted in case of a cardiac
arrest in their neighborhood. Doing
so, we strongly believe that we can
reduce time between a cardiac arrest
and the start of bystander
resuscitation before arrival of
professional help, and therefore
increase survival rates in our region.
We have implemented an online
aggregator application to grow
public awareness that collects locallevel health information from
different sources. On top of that, we
provide mechanisms to consume,
localize, and personalize these
information streams for different
presentation outlets like mobile
applications, social networks, web
sites, and public displays. With this
approach, we want to evaluate how
and to which extent local-level
information can be embedded in

these different presentation outlets in
order to increase public awareness of
the cardiac arrest problem. Under the
framework of the EMuRgency
Project (http://emurgency.eu/), a web
application called the “EMuRgency
Activity Stream” has been created
based on so-called “Social
Awareness Streams”. This type of
systems enables people to share
thoughts, activities, and information
with different types of contacts.
These information streams are
consumed in different ways. For
example, you can observe these
streams as either stand-alone feed
(e.g., Twitter), or embedded into
other system (e.g., the Facebook
News Feed). Our platform allows
capturing relevant local-level health
information on the one hand and
activities of our volunteers on the
other hand. Furthermore, it provides
the means to embed these
information feeds in various
applications. For example, when a
training course is scheduled and
shared through the EMuRgency AS
system, the details are automatically
disseminated to (i) the EMuRgency
Volunteer Notification System
(VNS), (ii) the public displays of the
project network, and (iii) the
project’s news feed. Currently, the
EMuRgency AS disseminates
information about cardiac arrest
cases, training-courses, upcoming
events such as the Medicine2.0
congress, automatic external
defibrillator (AED) locations, and
relevant text and video resources that
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aim to increase citizens’ knowledge
about resuscitation. Regarding
presentation outlets, the VNS client
incorporates the activity stream in
order to share the latest activities
around the project with the registered
volunteers. On a later stage, these
information sources will be postprocessed and different
visualizations will be created using
the aggregated data. In the coming
months we will run a pilot study to
draw some conclusions of this
approach based on the feedback
obtained from different software
components of the project that
consume the information provided
by the activity stream.

A Dialogue with a Virtual and an
Imaginary Interlocutor as a Form
of a Psychological Support and a
Mental Health Improvement
	
  
Agata Barbara Pasikowska*,
Abolfazl Zaraki, Nicole Lazzeri
Track: Research
Topic: Virtual (3D) environments,
Second Life
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Dialogue With A Virtual Imaginary
Interlocutor As A Form Of A
Psychological Support For Wellbeing Background Computer tablet
and smartphone are tools that

increasingly accompany us during
everyday activities. Given the
booming use of the virtual reality
and the wide range of people who
have access to it, people are
increasingly presented with an online
alternative to the support from
professionals, therapeutic groups
organized by healthcare institutions,
or significant others (such as family,
friends and colleagues). This can be
used as a tool to personal
development and to coping with
stress. Our research program
includes creating virtual reality
application to sustain well-being and
improve quality of life. Realization
of the application project will be to
get to know the function of internal
dialogue, including on whether a
meeting with the provider of support
is necessary, or just an idea of the
person or talking on mediated
communication tools by the
computer (CMC - Computer
Mediated Communication), such as
chat, e-mail and audio-visual
communication (eg skype).
Application is virtual 3d avatar and
artificial intelligence that learns our
internal dialogue and delivers it to us
in the form of a virtual conversation
with the imaginary interlocutor.
Objective Adopting a research topic
due to the fact that earlier studies
have shown that the support is a
function of internal dialogue. At the
same time, social support plays an
important role in coping with stress.
However, an open question remains
whether in a difficult situation when
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the individual has to cope with a
stressful event, internal dialogue can
replace real social support? This
issue is part of a broader issue:
whether imaginary dialogues can
have a positive impact on quality of
life, well-being and / or self-esteem
of the individual. The project
investigates the application of
imagination impact on the psyche
and well-being of the individual.
Results Aim of this study is to
determine whether the use of virtual
and imaginary support can be as
effective as the use of real support,
and what is its impact on mental
health. The author examines the
impact of internal dialogues on the
level of social support at the level of
fear and self-esteem. Preliminary
analysis of the results of pilot studies
carried out in November-December
2012 and January 2013 on a sample
of N = 73 patients (22 men, 51
women, aged 19-58, M = 26.66, SD
= 0.80) confirmed the hypothesis that
inner dialogue is a successful form of
coping with stress. Conclusion The
project does not replace the
therapeutic relationship when a
person is faced with mental health
problems and never will be
developed in this direction. Project
aims to develop a compendium of
the principles and methods of work
with inner dialogues in a virtual
environment, use of artificial
intelligence in the form of virtual
speakers to build the image of our
inner polyphony self. The overriding
goal is to create a solution that aims

to improve the quality of life, selfdiscovery and development of better
techniques for coping with everyday
stressful situations.

Big Data Panel
	
  
Chris Paton*, Jim Davies*, Iain
Buchan*, Paul Wicks*
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
The transition from paper-based to
electronic health records has
generated, and continues to generate,
large quantities of data. The main
uses of these data are to support the
direct care of individual patients and
to guide the management of
healthcare systems for populations.
The data also have considerable
potential to fuel research, but this
asset has scarcely been harnessed for
patient and public benefit. Beyond
the clinic, healthcare consumers
worldwide are adopting mobile and
web-based technologies for
communicating with friends and
families, searching for information
and helping them to manage their
day-to-day lives. So they expect
healthcare to be at least as connected
as other aspects of their digital lives.
Patients, of their own volition, use
web and mobile technologies to
capture health data and seek
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healthcare guidance. All these
interactions add to the ‘big data’
about health that could be linked and
analysed. Both clinical and consumer
health data-streams, when looked
from a national or international
perspective are many orders of
magnitude greater than the
“minimum” datasets the feed
conventional health science. Instead
of conducting a survey or collecting
a set number of data-points through
phone-calls or paper forms, we now
have access to the raw data of
millions of daily healthcare
transactions and decisions. More data
from more sources means more ways
to reach specious conclusions,
therefore the rigor of epidemiology
and conventional clinical research
methods still applies. The size,
heterogeneity and speed of
emergence of ‘big health data’,
however, is beyond the capability of
conventional research methods. New
tools and techniques such as machine
learning need to be explored for
shaping hypotheses from the
complex structure in the data, as well
as expanding traditional hypothesisdriven research. In this panel, experts
from the fields of computer science,
public health informatics and patientled research will discuss some of the
thornier issues associated with big
data analysis in healthcare. Jim
Davies, Professor of Software
Engineering at the University of
Oxford, will discuss the challenges
of big data acquisition in healthcare
and how techniques developed by

companies like Google and Amazon
could be applied to the healthcare
domain. Iain Buchan, Professor of
Public Health Informatics at the
University of Manchester, will
explore how big data analytics such
as machine learning can be combined
with hypothesis driven research for
robust scientific discovery and health
service development. Finally, Paul
Wicks from PatientsLikeMe will talk
about how the vast quantities of
‘user-generated’ data from patients’
communities such as PatientsLikeMe
can be harness for clinical research.

Gamification: Expanding the CE
Universe
	
  
Daniel Patrick*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Games are increasingly integrated
into modern education, leveraging
three critical aspects of learning
theory: curiosity, imagination, and
sense of play (Cohen, 2011). Some
even predict that online social games
will eventually render textbooks
obsolete (p.16). Games keep users
entertained, engaged, and motivated
to continue to make progress toward
their goals and learn in the process.
According to a Kato (2010), while
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games have been used as a means to
behaviorally engage patients in
treatment, theories of gaming and
play have only recently been applied
to improve the clinical skills of
health care professionals.
Gamification shifts from teacher
centered to learner centered (Hogan,
et al, 2011), with elements such as
points, levels, leaderboards, and
experiential virtual scenarios in an
interactive learning environment that
facilitates practical choice making
and powerful recall outcomes.
Moreover, in contrast to many of the
prevalent ‘dry’ approaches to
continuing education in the health
care professions – it’s fun! This
session will present an interactive
exploration of gaming activities and
techniques as novel, engaging, and
motivating approaches to learning.
Participants will be encouraged to
consider the ways that gamification
may be incorporated into their own
work. NetHealth has conducted a
pilot study to explore the impact of
an online game developed for
pediatricians and other child health
care professionals on the subject of
vaccine protocol. The findings and
implications will also be shared and
discussed. References Cohen, A.M.
(2011). The gamification of
education. Futurist, 45(5), pp. 16-17.
Hogan, M., Kapralos, B., Cristancho,
S., Finney, S., Dubroowski, A.
(2011). Bringing community health
nursing education to life with serious
games. International Journal of
Nursing Education Scholarship, 8(1),

pp. 1-13. Kato, P. (2010). Video
games in health care: Closing the
gap. Review of General Psychology,
14(2), pp. 113-121. doi:
10.1037/a0019441

Gaining Insight from Patient &
Person-Generated Real
World/Real Time Data
	
  
Kevin Patrick*, Jerry Sheehan,
Matthew Bietz, Judith Gregory,
Michael Claffey, Scout Calvert, Lori
Melichar, Stephen Downs
Track: Research
Topic: Science 2.0/Collaborative
Science
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Diet, physical activity,
mood, sleep, weight, heart rate and
other parameters can now be easily
captured via wearable devices,
smartphones and other tools to yield
insights about personal health and
wellness. Among those with disease,
tracking such things as symptoms,
responses to medications and other
parameters, can help patients and
physicians better tailor medical
treatments. Supporting these trends is
an increasingly complex ecosystem
of providers of health technologybased goods and services.
Stakeholders range from solo
developers of new apps for
smartphones, to large corporations in
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the computer, consumer electronics
and telecommunications industries.
Individually and collectively these
companies are amassing everincreasing quantities of real
world/real time data relevant to
health, much of which may be lying
fallow in terms of availability to
individuals and researchers interested
in gaining new insights about
contributors to individual and
population health. There may be
considerable scientific value in
making these data available to
researchers in medicine, public
health and the social and behavioral
sciences. Moreover, wider
availability of these data might spark
a new cadre of “citizen scientists”
who can add to what traditional
health researchers do. Objective:
This presentation will provide an
update on a new Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation (RWJF)
initiative that is examining this issue.
Methods: An initial landscape
analysis was conducted via
interviews of participants in this
space based on criteria such as types
of data collected, populations served,
health states addressed, public health
burden, and value in terms of
potential health benefits derivable
from research. Input has been sought
from several sources including
leaders from groups such as the NIH,
Quantified Self, CDC, NSF, Kaiser,
technology venture funds, and
corporate researchers and innovators.
Interviews have been conducted with
stakeholders across the entire “data

chain” of patient/person-generated
data (P2CD): individuals, patients,
clinicians, device and platform
makers, researchers and policymakers. Issues addressed include
how to bridge the “two worlds” of
academic research and the set of
mostly private and often small
technology companies that hold
these data; whether there are unique
scientific, methodological or ethical
issues involved in such research;
intellectual property of research
findings; how and where these data
intersect with other forms of medical
and public health data; data quality;
and privacy and confidentiality.
Results: Areas explored and to be
updated in this presentation include:
a) sample data use agreements for
researchers and companies; b)
templates that can be completed by a
company that describes what types of
data/meta-data they have and what
questions they are interested in
having researchers answer; c)
samples of data donation
forms/language that can be used by
individuals who are interested in
opening up and donating their data
for purposes of research; and d) case
studies that provide examples of
research envisioned in this initiative;
and e) recommendations for further
efforts to stimulate research using
P2CD. Conclusions: This
presentation will address how this
initiative is complementing other
RWJF sponsored projects that aim to
accelerate the use and evaluation of
novel open methods for knowledge
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generation and research in public
health and healthcare.

Conference 2 Point Oh!
	
  
Mathena Pavan*, Lawrence
Sherman*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
The use of social media for
educational purposes is a well
established in the healthcare
professional community. There is an
increasing use of social media
technologies at live educational
events representing activity at
several points in the educational
process. Previous analysis has
focused on data of engagement and
little on the educational relevance.
We hope to go beyond this engaging
the audience in a real time discussion
both inside and outside the room to
highlight and evaluate the use of
social media in live educational
events. This session envisions using
specific case examples from hospital
grand rounds, regional and
international meetings to navigate
through the learners journey at live
events. Opportunities for
engagement and discussion will
include: -Pre activity needs
assessments and content

development -Reporter blogging Enhancement on materials presented
at meetings with linking -Network
building "tweet up" and connectivity
of learners -Real time tweet
discussion and questions during
events -Use of video and audio
blogging at the event. -Formative
and summative evaluation techniques
-Archiving of engagement, online
mind mapping and slide sharing. We
will ask the audience to participate in
discussion engaging their thoughts
on developing best practice. We will
look at the types of social media that
are used by both the learners and the
facilitators in enhancing the
educational activity. The analysis
will engage many of the stakeholders
involved in live educational
meetings. We will also take a
glimpse into the future of
engagement with platforms such as
virtual communities at virtual
conferences, simulation at
conference, large data analysis of
engagement in real time to enhance
the meeting of learners needs and
other new avenues of educational
research. Using the digital
engagement from the event as a case
study in itself an archive the event
will be subsequently published using
the qualitative data from the live
events to draw conclusions about the
effectiveness of social media
engagement at live events. We hope
at the end of the session our learners
will have a better understanding of
the possibilities and educational
value of 2.0 engagement.
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Quantifying Health and Wellness:
E-Healthystrides Delivers Person
Centered Care Delivery
	
  
Priscilla E. Pemu*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Patient centered care recognizes that
actively engaged patients drive
quality care and improved health
outcomes. The Affordable
Healthcare Act is making new and
unprecedented investments in
electronic health records. Such
investments could drive consumer
engagement in the care delivery
process. However, it is widely
recognized that there is a digital
divide and poor access to health
information technology among
minority and underserved patients,
and the under resourced primary care
physicians that care for them. If left
uncorrected, this unfortunate reality
will widen health disparities, and
drive up healthcare costs. Over the
past ten years, Morehouse School of
Medicine has pioneered an
innovative model of academic
community partnerships that engage
primary care physicians in the
adoption of health information

technology to improve quality care
and practice based research. In order
to support and sustain the model, we
developed e-Healthystrides©, a
patented mobile health technology
system that integrates care delivery
through self monitoring, health
literacy and care coordination. At the
center of this innovation is
promotion of health literacy and
behavior modification through self
monitoring and decision support.
Telehealth coaches help to
individualize the care delivery
process and care coordination.
Demonstration projects in 300
diabetic patients across 3 primary
care practices as well as a large
urban church setting showed
sustained benefits and improved
clinical outcomes. By moving the
care delivery process from the brief
clinical encounter of the doctor’s
office, to the community where
patients live, work, worship and
play, e-Healthystrides is addressing
an unmet need in the management of
chronic diseases like diabetes, high
blood pressure, stroke, heart attack,
heart failure, arthritis, cancer and
asthma, through improved
medication adherence, access to care
and early intervention. The global
burden is underscored by this World
Health Organization statistic: 60% of
the 56 million deaths worldwide
were due in part to chronic diseases
and is projected to increase by 17%
in 2015, with an even greater impact
on quality of life and productivity.
Conclusion: e-Healthystrides© is
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demonstrating the power of
integrated mobile technology in
patient centered access to quality
care, chronic disease prevention and
intervention

Web-Based Platform for
Morbidity and Mortality
Conferencing: a Model for Rural
Medical Education
	
  
Sarah Pletcher*, Scott Rodi*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Transfer of patients from rural
emergency departments to tertiary
centers can improve outcomes. The
transfer process is complex and often
ad hoc, inefficient, duplicative, and
frustrating to both patients and
providers. Suboptimal transfer
undermines quality of care, raises
costs, and delays services.
Unfortunately, the same barriers that
make transfer necessary (limited
resources, geographic isolation) also
hamper effective review. In this
article, we describe a Web-based,
interactive morbidity and mortality
conference series in which providers
reviewed cases transferred from rural
emergency departments to a tertiary
center. Six case-review conferences

were conducted over 8 months. Each
involved an average of 20 providers
representing a total of 7 hospitals.
Learning resources (ie, care
protocols, best practice reviews,
literature reviews) were developed
collaboratively and disseminated
among participating hospitals
following the case-review
conferences. Participant responses
were highly favorable: 100% found
the case reviews “very useful” or
“useful” and 100% strongly agreed
that the reviews would improve
quality of patient care. We conclude
that Web-based technology can
efficiently facilitate review of
transfers and has the potential to
positively impact patient care. Future
studies should utilize standard
validated survey instruments of a
larger number of participants to
better understand the impact of this
intervention.

Chronic Pain Patients' Use of
Online Health Information: a
Cross-Sectional Study
	
  
Natalia Pletneva*, Ameena
Jesaimani, Caroline Werner, Marie
Besson, Jules Desmeules, Christine
Cedraschi, Valerie Piguet*
Track: Research
Topic: Collaborative biomedical
research, academic / scholarly
communication, publishing and peer
review
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Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Internet is extensively
used to search for health information.
While general data is available, little
is known about how patients with
chronic pain use Internet with respect
to their condition and to medication
intake. This study addresses these
questions. Methods: A crosssectional study was conducted from
July to December 2012. A
questionnaire investigating various
aspects of Internet use as well as of
pain-related issues was given to the
patients referred to Multidisciplinary
Pain Centre of the Geneva University
Hospitals. Results: Fifty newly
referred patients were contacted for
the study, of whom 38 met the
inclusion criteria and 29 accepted to
participate. Among the respondents,
65% were females; mean age was 53
years (SD=1.6). Musculoskeletal
problems were the most frequent
origin of pain (62%) followed by
neuropathic pain (24%). Mean pain
duration was 6 years (SD=1).
Medication intake included opioids
(65%), NSAIDs (55%), paracetamol
(52%), antidepressants (41%), and
antiepileptic drugs (38%). The great
majority of the participants (97%)
had a personal computer at home,
and 69% used Internet at least once a
day. All the patients except one
(excluded from further analysis)
searched for health information.
Other frequent reasons were email

(86%) and general information
(79%). Only few respondents
reported participating in forums,
writing a blog or using Twitter but a
third were active on Facebook. These
results correspond to the trend
described for the general population
in Switzerland. The top three queries
concerned neuropathic pain (46%),
low back pain (39%) and
musculoskeletal pain (32%).
Concerning analgesics, the most
frequently searched were opioids
(36%), antidepressants (29%) and
antiepileptic drugs (25%). Eight out
of ten participants taking opioids
went online to find information about
opioids, while this ratio was four out
of eight for antidepressants and two
out of seven for antiepileptic drugs.
A third of the respondents stated that
online health information had a
positive influence on them. This
influence was mainly described as
encouraging them to ask new
questions to their physicians (43%).
Only few reported changing their
way to manage pain problems (14%).
Overall, respondents felt satisfied
with their online health searches
(57%), but also overwhelmed with
information quantity (21%). Half of
the patients stressed the need for
recommendations on how to evaluate
quality of health information, 39%
on how to optimize search, and 50%
on a list of recommended websites
from their physician. Furthermore,
57% would find it useful to have the
possibility to ask questions on a
secure website about patient
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information leaflets or to describe
their treatment adverse effects.
Conclusion: The majority of these
chronic pain patients have made an
extensive use of Internet to search
for health information. These
patients were more prone to look for
information about medications when
they were receiving opioids or
antidepressants. They reported to be
satisfied with their online searches,
but only few were actively involved
online. However, a number of the
respondents used the information to
refine their questions and get back
with them to their physician.

SMARTHealth India:
Development and Evaluation of an
Electronic Clinical Decision
Support System for
Cardiovascular Diseases in India
	
  
Devarsetty Praveen*, Anushka Patel,
Arvind Raghu, Gari Clifford, Pallab
Maulik, Mohammad Abdul Ameer,
Lionel Tarrasenko, David Peiris
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Cardiovascular diseases
(CVD) are a major cause of
premature death and disability in
both rural and urban India. Wide
gaps in the translation of best

practice into primary health care
exist. M-health interventions for
overcoming these gaps hold promise
but as yet robust evaluations of such
systems is missing. Objectives: To
develop a multifaceted non-physician
healthcare worker (NPHWs)
intervention utilizing an electronic
clinical decision support system
(CDSS) and preliminarily evaluate it
for utility, effectiveness and
acceptability by the community,
NPHWs and primary health care
(PHC) physicians in this setting.
Methods: A CDSS algorithm for
screening and management of CVD
was developed based on WHO and
country specific guidelines and built
as an Android V4.0 application for a
7 inch tablet. The algorithm was
validated using a large de-identified
existing data-set. First, a physician
based validation was conducted
followed by comparison of the CDSS
output with output from an
independent SPSS software
programme. The CDSS was then
field tested in eleven rural villages of
Andhra Pradesh in India. Eleven
NPHWs and three PHC physicians
were trained to use the tablet to
screen, refer and manage consenting
adults aged 30+ years over a four
week period. Data were uploaded
securely to an open source health
record. Following field testing, indepth, semi-structured interviews
with all NPHWs and PHC
physicians, and a focus group
discussion with community
participants were conducted and
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thematically analysed using NVivo
10. Results: Validation: The
physician review identified only a
few cases of disagreement with
CDSS recommendations resulting in
minor programming changes. When
comparing the CDSS ouput with the
SPSS program initial
correlation/agreement was high.
Discrepancies were examined and
iterative changes were made to the
code until perfect
correlation/agreement was obtained.
Field testing: NPHWs and physicians
used the CDSS to screen 227 and 65
adults respectively. NPHWs
identified 57% (128/227) of patients
to be at high CVD risk and referred
them to the physician. Among those
at high risk, 40% had a past history
of CVD, 15% had a clinically high
risk condition,13% had a calculated
high CVD risk based on the
algorithm, and 32% had diabetes or
were identified at high risk of
diabetes. Only 30% (37/128) of those
recommended for referral actually
visited a PHC clinic within one
month of referral with 57% among
them visiting the government PHC
clinic and 43% visiting private
clinics. Four key interview themes
were identified: (1) Community
participants, NPHWs and physicians
found the tool intuitive and useful;
(2) despite its high acceptability,
several refinements (e.g. improved
educational resources) were
identified to optimize its ability to
influence health care practices (3)
competing priorities faced by PHC

physicians and NPHWs are barriers
to use; and (4) access to a doctor was
a major barrier for patients identified
at high risk; Conclusions: A tablet
based CDSS, integrated with existing
PHC system could contribute to
improved CVD detection, prevention
and management in Indian primary
health care system. Following
refinements to the system, it will
now be evaluated in a cluster
randomized clinical trial involving
54 villages and 16000 people.

Social Media Analysis in the Czech
Republic: Tracking Influenza-Like
Illnesses
	
  
Tomáš Pruša*, Josef Šlerka, Adam
Zbiejczuk
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Despite the availability
of specialist information on health
services on social media, the use of
Facebook to search for information
and the number of Twitter users in
the Czech Republic are still on a
lower level in comparison with
foreign countries. Social media is an
area undergoing dynamic
development which offers new
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opportunities to health services. This
development is determined by a
change of behaviour of both users
and institutions trying to react to the
new situation. In the Czech Republic,
social media is a new topic and the
professional public is only starting to
discover its opportunities. This
analysis has been enabled by the
existence of specialized software
analysing social media in the Czech
language. Social media in event
tracking has been used previously in
the Czech Republic, but never in
health services. Objective: The aim
of this study was to verify the
existing findings and results of
tracking opportunities from abroad,
regarding the analysis and prediction
of spreading the influenza virus
based on the social media data in the
specific environment of the Czech
Republic, with the data provided
only in the Czech language.
Methods: Based on foreign studies
and the analysis of keywords, the
keywords were chosen. The tracking
took place between December 2012
and April 2013. First, the records
were filtered according to the
keywords and then explored using a
straightforward semantic analysis.
Then the results were compared with
both the results of Google flu trends
and official data from Regional
Public Health Authorities in the
Czech Republic on the occurrence of
influenza with the date confirming
the influenza epidemic. The
correlation between these data was
studied. Results: Research in

progress. More than 40,000 records,
not only from forums and
discussions, but also from Facebook,
Twitter and other media, were
analysed using specialized software
enabling the use of the Czech
language. Preliminary results already
show a correlation between the data.
Conclusions: Research in progress.
In comparison with foreign
countries, the use of social media in
the Czech Republic is specific since
forums and discussions still have a
significant role. The dynamics of the
results development depending on
time corresponds with both the social
situation (holidays) and expected
development (sharp increase, gradual
decline), and the change of the
character of the spreading diseases
(the record change in terms of
syndromes). The acquired data can
be used to demonstrate the
importance of social media in health
services in the Czech Republic and
although they can never replace the
work of Regional Public Health
Authorities they could prove useful
in epidemiological surveillance.
Since the results bring the first
comparison of epidemiological data
on the occurrence of influenza-like
illnesses with the results of social
media analysis, it is necessary to
continue data collection. Suggestions
are made within the paper as to how
to make further analyses more
accurate.
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Are Websites about Nutrition of
High Quality in the Czech
Republic?
	
  
Tomáš Pruša*, Josef Šlerka, Alena
Bedřichová*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: According to statistical
evaluation, the use of ICT in the
Czech population is on a comparable
level with other European countries;
this evaluation also shows that Czech
users are interested in online
information about health. The
behaviour of users over the last two
years has shown their interest in
researching health complications and
treatments, and a major interest in
preventive approaches and
information on nutrition. However,
the area of nutrition has not been
evaluated yet and there is no
overview of the quality of such
websites. Objective: The aim of this
study is to provide the first overview
of websites on nutrition in the Czech
Republic, not only describing their
technical characteristics but also
evaluating the quality of their
content. The results highlight the
need for changes in this field.
Methods: The website selection was
based on positions in the browsers
most used in the Czech Republic

(Google and Seznam) and the
determination of popularity (Google
PageRank and Seznam SRank). The
selection was completed with the
websites of professional nutrition
organizations and authorities in the
Czech Republic. According to the
manual, all websites were evaluated
for popularity, formal requirements
and content quality by JAMA
benchmarks and the Health on the
Net Foundation criteria. This was
completed with an evaluation of web
design in co-operation with a
professional web designer, the
evaluation of accessibility for
visually impaired readers and the
evaluation of information readability
using our own software working with
adjusted algorithms for the Czech
language. Results: Research in
progress. Conclusions: Research in
progress. In terms of popularity,
professional societies do not hold
leading positions in SEPRs (Search
Engine Results Page), so their web
traffic is not high and the researchers
had to add them manually. Many
websites of professional
organizations have formal
shortcomings, outdated web design
and problematic readability that
substantially reduces the target
group. On the other hand,
commercial websites or health
sections on major Czech servers do
not meet many criteria of content
quality: the authors are unknown,
sources are missing and so on.
Accessibility of the websites is also
problematic: a large part of the
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tracked websites can be marked as
poorly accessible for visually
impaired users and also less
accessible for hearing impaired users
because of increased readability.

Smarter Hospital Team
Communication: Smartphone
Group Text Messaging Improves
Efficacy, Workflow, and Provider
Satisfaction
	
  
Jennifer Przybylo*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Poor communication
within healthcare teams can have
serious consequences, with an
estimated 66% of preventable
medication errors attributed to
provider miscommunication.1
Augmenting the relatively inflexible,
limited-function pager with a more
dynamic, group-oriented messaging
modality may be one means by
which communication can be
improved. The smartphone is a
particularly attractive solution in this
regard due to its widespread use and
advanced technological features,
which include visual display
capabilities, touch-screen
technology, ease of use, and group
messaging interfaces. Objective: To

determine if Medigram, a HIPAAcompliant group texting application
for mobile phones, can improve the
efficiency of communication within
hospital healthcare teams. Methods:
In an 8-week prospective,
randomized control cluster study at
Stanford Hospital, three inpatient
medicine teams were assigned to use
Medigram in combination with
hospital paging (experimental); two
teams were assigned to use hospital
paging (control). Each team included
an attending, resident, case manager,
two interns, and two medical
students. Pre- and post-study surveys
were collected from all study
participants (22 control and 41
experimental team members) and
analyzed in Stata and Qualtrics.
Results: When compared with
paging (1=low, 5=high), the texting
application was rated significantly
more effective (p<0.05) in the
following areas: allowing users to
communicate thoughts clearly
(paging=3.19, texting =3.81) and
efficiently (paging=3.20,
texting=3.83), and integrating into
users’ workflow during work rounds
(paging=2.31, texting=3.00) and
patient discharge (paging=2.45,
texting=3.28). Overall satisfaction
with the texting application was also
significantly higher (paging=2.81,
texting =3.46, p=0.0043). The paging
system was not rated more favorably
in any area. When asked if they
would recommend using such a
HIPAA-compliant group texting
application on the internal medicine
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service, 85% of experimental
subjects replied “yes” and 15%
replied “not sure.” A thematic
analysis of free response questions
using grounded theory yielded
insight into aspects of the texting
application that experimental
subjects found most effective (ease
of use, group texting feature, speed,
instant access, and efficiency; 32%,
32%, 24%, 15%, and 12% of
respondents, respectively) and least
effective (lack of ubiquity,
inconsistent staff usage, message
transmission problems, and missed
message alerts; 30%, 24%, 15%, and
12% of respondents, respectively).
Of note is the fact that the aspects
identified as ineffective could be
explained in large part by limitations
of the study rather than problems
inherent to the application; in
particular, the application was made
available only to a small subset of
the internal medicine department,
participation was voluntary, and a
key gathering area did not have wi-fi
or 3G/4G coverage, resulting in
missed messages. Conclusions:
HIPAA-compliant group texting
applications for smartphones can
improve provider perception of inhospital communication, particularly
if adoption is compulsory for all
hospital staff and hospital wi-fi
networks are well-developed.
Citations: 1 JCAHO. Sentinel Event
Data: Root Causes by Event Type.
(2006)

‘KIDOPS’: Developing an Online
Intervention to Prepare Children
for Elective Surgical Procedures:
An Informant Design Approach.
	
  
Sara Raftery*, Veronica Lambert,
Michele Glacken, Paula Hicks
Track: Research
Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: It is well established
that a surgical experience frequently
results in increased anxiety in
children. Preoperative preparation
initiatives which include various
hospital based and home study
programmes have been shown to
reduce children’s preoperative
anxiety. Engagement with hospital
based programmes is frequently
hampered by practical difficulties
such as ad hoc availability and inaccessibility to certain populations.
Additionally, increasingly shorter
hospital stays pose challenges for
adequate face to face preoperative
preparation time post admission for
surgery. In a rapidly evolving
technological age, in which child
focussed e-healthcare is an
expectation, research has begun to
examine online methods of preparing
children for surgery. It is suggested
that online resources are best created
in keeping with the needs of the child
user by involving them in the
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development process. Objective: To
describe the process of development
and usability testing of KIDOPS, an
online intervention to prepare
children for elective surgery.
Method: The development of the
online preoperative preparation
intervention was guided by
Informant Design, a user-centred
design framework. In keeping with
this approach children were central
to an iterative design process
contributing to both design and
usability testing phases. Initial child
engagement involved semi structured
interviews with children (n=12 aged
10-15 years) who had recently
undergone elective surgical
procedures to determine their desired
preoperative information needs, and
their preferred mode of receiving this
information. Subsequent child
involvement included evaluation of
early prototypes through to usability
testing of high tech prototypes.
Throughout the design process the
input of healthcare professionals was
also crucial to ensuring that the
intervention reflected evidencebased, locally specific information,
which was suitable for use in clinical
practice. Results: Involving children
from the outset of the design process
revealed that they experience anxiety
at each juncture of the surgical
journey, commencing prior to
admission and continuing in the
preoperative ward, the operating
theatre, and post-operative period.
Using an Informant Design
framework, KIDOPS, an online

intervention which aims to prepare
children for surgery and minimise
preoperative anxiety, was developed.
The KIDOPS interface design
reflects child informant preferences.
Children’s desired preoperative
information is presented using a
variety of methods including
animation, videos, memopads,
quizzes and computer games.
Usability testing, using observation
and think aloud methods, enabled
ongoing modification of the
intervention design throughout the
iterative process. Conclusions: The
Informant Design framework guided
the development of KIDOPS, a cost
effective and accessible online
intervention to prepare children for
elective surgery. Engaging with this
resource may reduce levels of child
anxiety in the preoperative period. A
randomised controlled feasibility
trial is currently being undertaken to
assess the feasibility of delivering the
intervention to preoperative children.

A Facebook-Based Intervention to
Reduce Smoking Among Young
Adults: Evaluating Interest and
Developing the Intervention and
Procedures for Evaluation
	
  
Danielle E Ramo*, Howard Liu,
Kathryn Chavez, Judith J Prochaska
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
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biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Tobacco is the leading
preventable cause of death and
disease worldwide. Approximately
5.4 million people die each year due
to tobacco-related illnesses.
Compared to other age groups,
young adults are less likely to use
behavioral interventions for smoking
cessation, and studies of tobacco use
and other health behaviors have
reported great challenges in
recruiting young adults. With nearly
three-quarters (72%) of online 18-29
year olds using social media, it
represents a promising yet untapped
resource for helping young adults
quit smoking. Objective: To evaluate
interest, potential population targets,
and most useful approaches for a
Facebook-based smoking cessation
intervention for young adults. We
further aimed to describe the
development of the Facebook
intervention and design for a trial to
follow-up with young adults smokers
for 12 months. Methods:
Quantitative data (N=570) were
collected from young adults who had
smoked at least once in the past
month and completed an online
survey of tobacco, Internet, and
social media use. Qualitative data
(N=30) were taken from a subset of
survey completers, stratified by
motivation to quit smoking, agreeing
to participate in an interview over

online chat. We then designed an
intervention based on U.S. Clinical
Practice Guidelines and
transtheoretical model theory to be
implemented through Facebook.
Finally, we then planned a feasibility
and efficacy evaluation process that
included a randomized design, three
follow-up periods through 12
months, and biochemical verification
of abstinence online. Results: First,
survey study results demonstrated
that there was interest in use of
Facebook for quitting smoking in
31% of young adult smokers. Interest
was stronger among those motivated
to quit smoking (χ2 = 75.2, p <
.001). Qualitative interviews showed
that approaches that respect privacy
and tailor to readiness to quit were
seen as most likely to maximize
participation. Second, an intervention
was developed, consisting of two
Phases: Phase I consisted of 90 daily
Facebook posts tailored to
participants’ stage of change
(Precontemplation, Contemplation,
Preparation); Phase II was a 6session group cognitive-behavioral
intervention delivered over Facebook
chat. A feasibility evaluation will
implement the intervention in 48
young adult smokers recruited online
using Facebook. We will evaluate
recruitment characteristics, treatment
engagement and receptivity, attrition,
and implementation of at-home
biochemical evaluation of tobacco
abstinence. A randomized controlled
trial with 480 young adults smokers
will evaluate the efficacy of the
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intervention. Outcomes will include
biochemically-verified 7-day point
prevalence abstinence, change in
commitment to abstinence, and
likelihood of having made a quit
attempt during 3, 6, and 12 month
follow-up periods. Conclusions:
There is a need for and interest in a
Facebook-based intervention to help
young adults quit smoking. Based on
results of the mixed-methods study,
an original intervention was
developed that is grounded in
behavior change theory and Clinical
Practice Guidelines, and also makes
use of Facebook’s social
environment and maximizes privacy
at the same time. Further research is
required to assess the efficacy of
such interventions on smoking
cessation outcomes. Our study
design can create an evidence-based
approach to behavior change with
broad reach.

Development of DASH Mobile: A
Mobile-Based Behavioral Change
Intervention for the Management
of Hypertension
	
  
Shivani Motkar Reddy*, Lisa
Quintiliani, Nicole Kitos, Michael
Weng, Devin Mann*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation

Single Presentation
Background: Unhealthy behaviors
underlie many prevalent chronic
diseases, including obesity and
cardiovascular disease. Research
shows that behavioral change
interventions promoting healthy diets
and exercise can be effective; in
particular, lifestyle interventions for
hypertension have been found
effective in Dietary Approaches to
Stop Hypertension (DASH) and
subsequent programs, PREMIER and
POWER. However, translating rigid
research protocols into a patient’s
daily behavioral patterns is
challenging. Mobile delivery of
behavior change interventions offers
an opportunity to leverage a
ubiquitous technology to impact on
health outcomes. DASH mobile is an
ongoing application development
project grounded in the evidence of
the DASH, PREMIER, and POWER
studies. Objective: To design and
pilot test a behavioral intervention
incorporating the evidence-based
DASH diet using a mobile phone
platform. Methods: DASH mobile
allows patients to self-manage high
blood pressure through selfmonitoring, personalized feedback,
and educational training. A user
interface is being developed to
encourage DASH concordant food
choices and discourage less healthy
options. Wireless devices sync with
the app to collect patient data
including blood pressure, weight,
and activity level, and will display
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this information for rapid feedback.
We are developing multimedia
content, which teaches and trains
users on the core principles of the
DASH diet. Furthermore, a health
coach will be incorporated into the
intervention, engaging in
synchronous and asynchronous
counseling. Results: The
development process has been
characterized by several challenges
including assembling a
multidisciplinary team, supporting an
innovative technology-based project
through traditional academic funding
sources, choosing the type of
software and hardware to employ,
integrating commercial products in a
clinical study, and managing security
of patient data. Completion of the
prototype will be followed by
usability testing and then a pilot
clinical trial. Future functionalities of
this app include incorporating alerts,
advanced educational content,
motivational tools, and social
networking. Ultimately, the
envisioned future of DASH mobile is
a clinical tool to support behavior
change, prescribed by a physician,
which extends the reach of
hypertension management outside of
the office and into a patient’s daily
life. Conclusions: A mobile platform
offers the opportunity to employ an
evidence-based behavioral
intervention for the management of
hypertension.

The Views of Hazardous and
Harmful Drinkers of an Online
Brief Alcohol Intervention and its
Potential Application in the
Workplace: A Qualitative Study.
	
  
Sarah Elizabeth Renouf*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Excessive alcohol
consumption poses a threat to
lifelong health and wellbeing.
Hazardous and harmful drinkers are
unlikely to seek help for their
drinking so are an important
population to target to prevent
alcohol dependency and health
problems. Systematic reviews have
tentatively concluded that online
brief alcohol interventions can
significantly reduce alcohol
consumption. However qualitative
research is needed to better
understand how this population view
the website in relation to their own
drinking and how they feel the
intervention could help them; this
could inform improvements in
intervention effectiveness and user
engagement. Most alcohol research
takes place in primary care settings;
qualitative research should
investigate the potential for online
brief alcohol interventions as part of
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workplace health promotion.
Objectives: 1. To explore how
hazardous/harmful drinkers
conceptualise their drinking in
relation to an online brief alcohol
intervention and how they feel it
would or would not be helpful for
them. 2. To obtain the views of
hazardous/harmful drinkers on
implementing the intervention as part
of a workplace health promotion
initiative. Method: Fourteen
hazardous/harmful drinkers will be
purposively sampled using the
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification
Test (AUDIT: a score of 8 or more
indicates hazardous/harmful
drinking). They will be employed in
London but won’t necessarily use a
computer at their workplace.
Recruitment will use online
advertisements, departmental emails,
social media websites and posters in
pubs. A questionnaire will record
demographics and employment
status and category. Participants will
be shown Down Your Drink, an
online brief alcohol intervention for
hazardous/harmful drinkers, and
asked to “think aloud” about the
intervention for 30-90 minutes, being
probed further if necessary. After the
interview they will be given the
website address. One month later
semi-structured interviews will
explore participants’ experiences
since viewing the intervention and
their views on implementing the
intervention as part of a workplace
health promotion initiative.
Participants are not obligated to view

the intervention in between
interviews. Participants will be given
a £10 Amazon voucher for each
interview. Interviews will occur at
UCL or the participants’ workplace.
Thematic analysis will be carried
out. Codes will initially be generated
from the think-aloud and follow-up
interviews separately. Codes from
individual participants will be
compared across interviews and
similar participants compared.
Higher order themes will then be
developed central to the research
objectives. Results and Conclusions:
This work is in progress and due for
completion at the beginning of
September. It is anticipated that this
research will deliver an in depth
understanding of how hazardous and
harmful drinkers conceptualise their
own drinking when viewing an
online brief alcohol intervention,
informing future research about how
such websites can be effective and
engaging. Investigating the
challenges involved with introducing
online interventions into a workplace
setting is vital to understand how to
engage people with these
interventions, which if used could
positively impact on employee
health, productiveness and absences.
However most participants were
employed full-time in a professional
occupation and are of a younger
demographic; it is recognised that the
findings may not generalise to people
in less stable, varied occupations and
older adults.
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What Were Once Vices Are Now
Habits: Med 2.0: 2008-2013
	
  
Pat Rich*
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The London meeting
represents the sixth annual iteration
of the Medicine 2.0 conference. As
the leading academic conference for
discussion of the Internet, Social
Media, and mobile apps in health,
Med 2.0 has evolved in terms of
topic areas discussed and new
research presented. These changes
have mirrored the changing
environment within which the
conference is offered and the tools
and channels used to communicate
about the meeting. For instance, the
dominance of live blogging as a
communication channel in the early
Toronto meetings can be contrasted
with the growth of Twitter as a major
communication and engagement tool
at the later meetings. Methods: As
one of only a handful of delegates
who has attended and presented at
every Med 2.0 conference I would
present an overview of how the
annual meetings have changed over
time and how these changes have
mirrored changes in how the health
care community has changed in its

use of the internet and social media
tools. This overview will be
accompanied by an analysis of
delegate attendance, plenary
presentations and research topics.
Conclusions: The subject matter for
Med 2.0 and health care and
communications framework within
which the conference has been held
as evolved significantly over the past
6 years but continues to showcase
the most significant trends in this
field

"Yes, We Can!" Supporting
Patients with Chronic Diseases to
Be More Active in Their Selfcare
	
  
Sara Riggare*
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
According to Christensen et al.
(2009), 30% of the American adult
population suffers from at least one
chronic condition, accounting for
75% of direct medical care costs in
the US. There is plenty of evidence
that chronic patients taking a more
active role in the management of
their condition fare better than those
who don’t and current research
identifies self-tracking tools and
social media as potentially being
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important for patient empowerment
(Paton, Hansen, Fernandez-Luque, &
Lau, 2012). This enables patients to
discover how they respond to e.g.
medication changes in a structured
way. This abstract aims to show the
potential of chronic patients using
simple and accessible tools, like
smartphone apps, for monitoring and
evaluating symptoms of their chronic
diseases, taking a very complex
neurological disease like Parkinson’s
disease as an example. The main
author has combined using a
smartphone finger-tapping test with
recording her medication intakes to
evaluate the rigidity and
bradykinesia of her Parkinson’s and
how it depends on medication
timings. A similar test is used in
clinical situations (Westin, 2010),
but in the case described in this
abstract, the method was used by a
patient wanting to know more about
her disease for her own sake. To
evaluate the effects of a complex
medication regimen (six different
prescribed drugs to be taken six
times a day, in six different
combinations with six different time
intervals), a smartphone fingertapping test was used. The test was
taken 9-12 times a day with the
middle finger of the right and left
hand respectively, making sure that
the base of the hand was supported.
The subject tapped at maximum
speed for 30 seconds and the number
of taps were recorded and the results
from the tapping tests plotted
together with the times for

medication intake. This has lead to
the current project of developing an
online system enabling patients with
chronic diseases to use different
apps, devices and other measures to
monitor and learn about their own
conditions. Currently, we are
planning for a pilot study to start in
May 2013 where 20 patients with
Parkinson’s disease will use
smartphone apps to monitor their
symptoms. The evaluation of the
pilot study will comprise usability
aspects as well as subjective and
objective effects from using the
system. This simple single-case
study demonstrated that patterns can
be found in the effects of the
medication “by the patient for the
patient” by combining simple
smartphone apps. The system
currently being developed will be
designed to also serve as a tool for
communication between patients and
healthcare professionals.
Christensen, C. M., Grossman, J. H.,
& Hwang, J. (2009). The Innovator’s
Prescription. A Disruptive Solution
for Health Care. Paton, C., Hansen,
M., Fernandez-Luque, L., & Lau, a
Y. S. (2012). Self-Tracking, Social
Media and Personal Health Records
for Patient Empowered Self-Care.
Contribution of the IMIA Social
Media Working Group. Yearbook of
medical informatics, 7(1), 16–24.
Westin, J. (2010). Decision Support
for Treatment of Patients with
Advanced Parkinson’s Disease.
Uppsala University.
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Evaluation of Empowering
Interventions through Routine
Clinical Data – Learnings from
Intervention Studies in Two
Finnish Health Centers
	
  
Iiris Riippa*, Miika Linna*
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Engaging patients in
self-management of their chronic
conditions is essential in terms of
cost-effectiveness of care. To
encourage patient engagement,
health care providers have
implemented patient-centered care
models as well as tools for selfmanagement of health. The
effectiveness of these practices and
tools is typically evaluated through
randomized controlled trials. It is,
however, noted that the results
achieved in RCTs are not always
realized at the implementation of the
practice or tool. A suggested reason
for this lies in the complex and
socially bound nature of these
interventions which confounds their
replication and evaluation.
Objective: To give practical insight
on 1) how complex, socially bound
interventions can be replicated in
real-life setting and 2) How these
interventions can be monitored

through routine clinical data.
Methods: We present two
intervention evaluation cases in two
Finnish health centers serving
populations of c. 250 000 and c. 70
000 people respectively. The effects
of allegedly empowering
interventions on cost-effectiveness
were evaluated in two different study
settings. In the other health center,
routinely gathered clinical data was
used to evaluate cost-effectiveness of
CCM (Chronic Care Model) and in
the other health center a block
randomized controlled trial was set
up to evaluate the cost-effectiveness
of a personal health record (PHR).
Results: We present the learnings
from these two study settings in
terms of the use of routine clinical
data in the evaluation of an allegedly
empowering intervention. The
possibilities as well as the
deficiencies of existing clinical
routine data in the evaluation of
empowering interventions are
identified. Conclusions: Routine
clinical data offers overlooked
possibilities for evaluation of
empowering interventions. However,
process and intermediate measures
for monitoring the realization of
empowering interventions are needed
to efficiently manage patientcentered care.
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What Are They Really Doing on
That Smartphone? How Medical
Students, Residents and Faculty
Use Their Mobile Devices
	
  
Helen Lee Robertson*, Jill Boruff,
Dagmara Chojecki, Dale Storie, LeeAnne Utholz
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Mobile devices
(smartphones and tablet computers)
have been widely adopted by
medical professionals as tools for
accessing clinical information.
Health and academic libraries have
tried to meet that demand by
providing institutionally licensed
mobile information resources.
Libraries perceive challenges to
making mobile information resources
and services available to library users
to include: the availability of
products usable on mobile platforms
and that can be institutionally
licensed; authentication processes
required to control access to them,
and the variety of software platforms
that need to be supported. Objective
The libraries at four faculties of
medicine in Canada investigated how
students, residents, and faculty
members use mobile devices such as
smartphones (e.g., iPhone, Android,
Blackberry) and tablet computers
(e.g., iPad) in their studies and

clinical settings and what they
perceive to be barriers. The results of
this study suggest approaches for
health libraries to effectively support
mobile technology and collections
for their clients. Methods In early
2012, an electronic survey was
distributed at four Canadian
universities (University of Alberta,
University of Calgary, McGill
University, University of Ottawa) to
medical undergraduate and graduate
students, residents, faculty members
and clinical instructors via
departmental mailing lists, relevant
websites, and personal contacts. It
asked in what clinical situations
respondents use their mobile devices,
what types of information they seek,
what resources they use to answer
questions, what intellectual and
technical barriers keep them from
finding what they need, and how
libraries can support their needs.
Results There were over 1200
responses to the survey. Most
(92.6%) reported owning a mobile
device and 41.8% reported owning
both a smartphone and a tablet. The
most commonly reported uses were
finding drug information (73.4%),
clinical calculations (57.9%), and
taking notes (51.6%). Respondents
also used these devices to search for
and read journal articles (46.5% and
50.2% respectively). Almost half
(47.5%) used their mobile devices to
access medical resources more than
once a day. Wireless access in the
hospital or clinic was reported to be
the main barrier to using mobile
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devices for information seeking
(70.7%). Authentication and
installation problems were also
technological barriers (39%).
Knowing what resources were
available was the second most
reported barrier (55.8%). Only 43%
of participants knew the library
offered medical mobile resources; of
those who had accessed them, 96.8%
found them useful. Respondents
would like the library to provide
institution specific online guides
(64.3%), hands-on workshops on
using medical mobile resources
(42.7%) and drop-in troubleshooting
assistance (39.2%). Conclusions
Technological and intellectual
barriers do not prevent medical
trainees and faculty from regularly
using mobile devices for their
medical information seeking.
However, barriers to access and a
lack of awareness might be keeping
them from optimally using reliable,
library-licensed resources. Mobile
devices will have an ever-growing
presence in medical education and
the practice of medicine. Libraries
and vendors need to work together to
better facilitate effective access to
these tools.

Trusting Online Health
Information: A Literature Review
of Website Features That
Influence Trust
	
  
Jamie Ross*, Charlotte Dack*,
Kingshuk Pal*, Elizabeth Murray*
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The internet is a rapidly
growing source of health information
and there is an increasing trend for
people to seek health information
online. With many websites
providing health information it is
important to understand how people
evaluate trust in these sites.
Objectives This review aims to
explore the antecedents of trust in
health information websites, and
presents findings of the features that
lead people to evaluate the associated
information as trustworthy. Methods
A literature review was conducted
covering empirical studies of
people’s trust in online sources of
health information. Antecedents of
trust related to website features were
explored. Results There are many
features of health information
websites that influence trust.
Findings are presented in terms of
presentational features, content
features and source features.
Conclusions The internet has become
an important source of health
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information and understanding the
features of websites that lead to
people trusting the information
presented is important if websites
want to inform, educate and engage
people. The findings from this
review have been utilised in the
design of an online self-management
intervention for people with Type 2
Diabetes.

Personal Information Prescription
	
  
Gil Ruda*, Leor Wolff*, Assi
Cicurel*
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Primary care, patients
and physicians are changing. The
healthcare needs of an aging society
are increasing along with growing
financial constraints that create
pressure for shorter, and more
complicated, primary care visits,
(PVCs). Patients increasingly obtain
medical information online, evolving
into ePatients who expect and
demand quality additional
information. It is has been shown
that patients tend to remember less
than 50% of the verbal information
given to them during a PCV. There is

an obvious need for relevant
information to be made available
which patients can access at their
leisure. Clalit Health Services (CHS)
provides comprehensive healthcare
to 4 million patients in Israel.
Method: Using CHS' national
Electronic Health Record (EHR) data
we compiled a list of the 100 most
frequent diagnoses registered
annually during 30.8 million PCVs.
We developed high quality, peer
reviewed, patient information
content - the Personal Information
Prescription (PIP). Covering
common diagnoses from Upper
Respiratory Tract Infection (600K
yearly registrations) to Acne (30K
yearly registrations). PIP information
(articles, videos, online health
calculators, FDA & NHS approved
apps) addresses recurring questions
and answers them in a friendly
down-to-earth manner. Sending the
PIP by email is managed in
accordance with Clalit's Medical
Data Protection Regulations. Results:
Preliminary results are most
encouraging. 89% of patients
confirm they would want to get
another PIP in the future. 83% say
the information is relevant and
interesting. Physicians using PIP feel
empowered by the ability to trust the
patient information sent. They
reported an enhanced physicianpatient relationship stemming from
the new, simple, ability to send
personal information at a time of
great need. Conclusion: We present
an innovative project developed by
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CHS which responds to the needs of
both patients and physicians in
Today's complex PCV environment ,
increasingly known as as the "Era of
the ePatient". Ethical considerations,
practical problems and challenges
will be presented.

Domain-Specific or General
Search Engines: Which Results Do
Users Prefer?
	
  
Rafael Ruiz-de-Castaneda, Natalia
Pletneva*, Frederic Baroz, Celia
Boyer
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The most popular way
to access online health information is
via search engines. Most end-users
tend to use general search engines
(GSO). However, numerous studies
have demonstrated a suboptimal
quality of such search results with
respect to health queries. On the
other hand, search engines
specialized for the health domain
(HSO), which offer a manually
selected pool of resources checked
for a certain level of quality and
transparency, tend to provide search
results of better quality, but are less
known to end-users. Objective: The

objective of the present study is to
identify whether online health
information seekers prefer the top
results of an HSO or a GSO.
Methods: A specific platform has
been developed to enable blind sideby-side comparison of the results of
two search engines – Google, a wellknown GSO, and Khresmoi, an HSO
under development in a large-scale
European project. Eight
representative real-life health
scenarios that an end-user may
encounter were designed, and for
each of them a general query was
determined. The top 10 results for
each query were extracted using both
search engines under comparison.
The participants were presented with
a randomly-assigned health scenario,
a query and two lists of the search
results, and were asked to critically
compare based on their own criteria
of quality and choose among the two
lists and their specific results.
Participants were allowed to
simultaneously interact with the two
lists of results by visiting the sites of
interest. Participants completed a
total of three different health
scenarios each (45-50 minutes) and
were thanked for their contribution
with a sandwich and a soft drink.
Demographic and Internet usage
information were also collected from
each participant. For the pilot stage
of the study, medical students of the
University of Geneva (Switzerland)
were recruited via email and flyer
distribution in the library. In future
stages of the study, students of other
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faculties are expected to be recruited,
as well as patients, via patient
organizations. Results: Research in
progress. A total of 29 students of
medicine participated in the study
during daily sessions in a whole a
period of 8 days. Results are
currently being analysed.
Conclusion: Research in progress. As
for now, the expected outcome is that
medical students are able to critically
evaluate online health content and
prefer the health-specific search
engine, as it provides results of
overall higher quality and
transparency, which may not be the
case for students of other disciplines.

The Potential Role of
Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Social Media in Contemporary
Medical Practice
	
  
Constantine George Saites*, Lisa
Gualtieri, Chueh Lein, Sigrid
Bairdain, Bradley C Linden
Track: Practice
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Patients with
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)
often experience relapsing
symptoms, undergo numerous
surgeries, and require ongoing
support to cope with chronic

physical, psychosocial, and
emotional burdens. There is a
paucity of research specifically
addressing the prevalence,
characteristics, and use of social
media for IBD patients. Objective:
We sought to characterize the
prevalence and activity of IBDrelated groups, topics, resources, and
individuals in three popular social
media outlets, specifically Facebook,
Twitter, and blogs. Methods: All
media outlets were screened for IBD,
Crohn’s, and Ulcerative Colitis (UC)
social media in the English language.
Search was used along with a
snowball technique to find other
instances that might not have come
in a search. IBD-related pages on
Facebook were classified according
to type of page (community, nonprofit, health website, etc.), date of
inception, and number of “likes” and
“followers.” Both organization and
individual IBD-related Twitter
accounts were classified according to
number of tweets, followers, and
mentions. Due to the multitude of
IBD, Crohn’s and UC Twitter
accounts, multiple accounts were
cross-referenced for the top fifteen
most followed individual or
organization-associated accounts.
IBD-related blogs were identified
based on duration of activity, number
of posts, and number of comments.
When available, website traffic was
recorded. Results: Our search
identified 91 Crohn's-related
Facebook pages, the majority of
which were sponsored by non-profit
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organizations. The Crohn’s and
Colitis Foundation of America
(CCFA) page leads Crohn’s-related
pages with 25,472 likes. There are
122 UC-specific pages, the most
popular being UC Awareness with
4,092 likes. There are combined
Crohn’s and UC Facebook pages, the
most receiving 7,672 likes. We also
identified fourteen Facebook groups
serving both Crohn’s and UC with as
many as 3,944 members. The
majority of IBD-related Twitter
accounts were owned by individuals,
most with fewer than 1,000
followers. Organization accounts
carried considerably more followers.
The CCFA account was followed by
7,919 users. Sixty IBD-related blogs
were identified, the earliest postings
beginning in 2007. Content varied
from dietary recommendations,
coping with disease symptoms and
therapy side-effects, to discussing
experiences from surgical
procedures. In all three media
outlets, posted material was
predominately personal submissions,
photos, or videos, followed by
recommendations for available
treatments, advertisements or links to
medical institution or organizationsponsored sites. Conclusions: The
variety and popularity of IBD-related
social media provide a valuable
opportunity to bridge health care
providers with patients. The content
encountered suggests a significant
gap between information discussed
within the provider/patient
relationship and that which is shared

on social media outlets. While there
is not an objective method to
evaluate validity or value of social
media content, there is intrinsic value
that can be ascribed based solely on
popularity and activity. While our
study did not intend to quantify all of
IBD-related social media, we
identified the most popular outlets
that patients with new diagnoses or
new exposure to social media will
encounter. The growing number of
internet groups, posts, and
conversations about IBD support the
necessity of social media as a mode
of personal expression and
interaction that until now has not
been recognized as a significant
dimension of the patient experience.
The intimate nature of IBD-related
content offers insight for health care
providers to address deficiencies not
addressed within the traditional
framework of medical practice.
Further studies evaluating the effect
of social media use and participation
in patients with chronic disease will
be instrumental in understanding the
utility of these modalities in
contemporary medical practice.

Introducing a New Web Site for
HealthEdecisions for Individuals
and Communities: My Health
Decision
	
  
Glenn Philip Salkeld*
Track: Practice
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Topic: Online decision technology
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
The newly-launched
MyHealthDecision website offers a
set of easy to use on-line decision
support tools to help people make
decisions about their health. Our goal
is to empower individuals to make
the best health choices for
themselves, either in a shared
process with a health professional or
as an independent person. Two key
concepts underpin our approach to
the web site. The first is that the
decision support is based on the
multi-criteria decision analytic
(MCDA) framework, which is able
to capture and represent the attributes
(criteria) important to the individual
in a transparent way and combine
them with the best available
evidence, again in a clear and open
way. This leads to the second key
concept – empowerment through a
person-centred philosophy. The
decision tools personalise by
eliciting each individual's importance
weights for the attributes,
synthesising these with the best
personalised estimates available now
for the performance of the options on
those attributes. A flexible online
system for producing and delivering
decision support tools has been
developed in the weighted-sum
implementation of MCDA called
Annalisa©, which is embedded in
the Elicia© survey program to enable

individual customisation as well as
evidence personalisation. The singlescreen graphic output from a tool
developed in this system presents
ratings and rankings for all the
options, providing an 'opinion' that
synthesises the performance ratings
for each option on each criterion
with the criterion importance weights
expressed by the user. In this
presentation we will focus on the
core product of the web site, the online decision tool; on our capacity to
tailor the support to individuals; on
the capacity of the site to engage
communities of professionals in
debate about, and updating of, the
multi-criteria evidence matrix for
specific decisions; and the
capabilities of the site to analyse the
user experience.

“My Health Decision”: a New Web
Site for Individuals and
Communities Making
HealthEdecisions (Expo Table)
	
  
Glenn Philip Salkeld*, Jack Dowie*,
Mette Kaltoft*, Osytein Eiring
Track: Practice
Topic: Online decision technology
Presentation Type: Tabletop Demo
(Expo Hall)
Single Presentation
The newly-launched
MyHealthDecision website provides
a series of easy to use single screen
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on-line decision support tools are
available to help people make
decisions about their health. Our goal
is to empower people to make the
best health choices for themselves,
either as a shared process with a
health professional or as an
individual choice. Participants will
have the opportunity to put our
healthEdecision platform to the test,
seeing how the on-line decision tools
personalise the task of decision
making. By dragging a sliding bar on
screen you assign importance
weights to the attributes of a health
decision that are important to you.
Combined with the best available
evidence on the probability of each
option achieving each attribute, the
output is a ranked order ‘opinion’ on
the options, is a product of the
weighted sum of the probabilities for
each criterion and the importance
weight expressed by the user. The
web site also facilitates communities
of professionals to engage in debate
about the evidence of health options.

Interactive Online Resource to
Visualize Geographic Patterns in
the HIV Treatment Cascade in
Major US Cities
	
  
Travis Sanchez*
Track: Practice
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire

Presentation
Single Presentation
Full realization of positive health
outcomes for persons with chronic
illness requires adequate diagnosis as
well as initiation and consistent
retention in appropriate care. For
some illnesses, like HIV infection,
we have become proficient at
identifying overall patterns of
infection, diagnosis and treatment,
but little attention has been paid to
how these patterns vary by
geography. Online tools are robust
for mapping illness data, and allow
for insights into geographic patterns
of illness and care that are not
possible with aggregate or static
figures. Public health data on
population-level health outcomes
may be particularly useful to inform
how an illness impacts the
community as a whole. These
resources can be instrumental in
targeting areas that need more/better
services, and may help to mobilize
public health, policy, and health care
resources. A construct called the
“HIV Treatment Cascade” has been
developed to illustrate key steps in
an effective public health response to
HIV epidemics. The HIV Treatment
Cascade includes the key measures
of overall HIV diagnosis, late-stage
HIV at diagnosis, initiation of HIV
care, retention in HIV care, and
suppression of HIV virus. A
collaboration of academic, private,
and public health partners has
developed a free interactive online
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resource for visualizing HIV
treatment cascade elements by
geography. The maps use disease
surveillance and laboratory data from
public health agencies to not only
show overall postal code variations
in these cascade elements within
major US cities, but also variations
in cascade elements among
demographic groups. Maps of
different cascade elements or for
different demographic groups can be
viewed side-by-side to allow for
better pattern visualization. All maps
can be zoomed/panned and side-byside maps do so in sync. Highresolution maps can also be
downloaded for later use. The entire
site uses a familiar and simple
interface but also allows for a high
degree of interaction and
customization. With a few clicks,
users can select the city to view, the
demographic population(s) of
interest, and the cascade element(s)
of interest. As an example, side-byside geographic patterns of high latestage HIV diagnosis and low linkage
to HIV care among African
Americans in a city may indicate
where additional testing and linkage
to care services are needed for this
population. The presentation will
review the features of this new
online tool using data from
Philadelphia, a city highly impacted
by HIV. We will also discuss the
implications that the resource has not
only for understanding the HIV
epidemic, but also how public health
data sources may be used to map

illness, monitor care, and lead to
improvements in the provision of
medical services.

User Experience and
Comprehensibility of German
Public Reporting Portals That
Present Hospital Outcome Data
	
  
Uwe Sander*, Susanne Steingräber,
Martin Emmert*
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: An increasing number
of health portals publish information
about the quality of health care
providers. Outcomes data for
hospitals, like mortality rates, are
considered to be a valid source of
information when choosing an
appropriate provider. Limited
information is available whether the
information presentation approach
which is used by different portals
influences the interpretation of data
and the user satisfaction. Objective:
To investigate whether the
information presentation of four
portals 1) influences the
interpretation of data by users, 2)
influences the user experience and 3)
whether reasons can be identified to
account for these influences.
Methods: Internet pages from four
leading German public reporting
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portals (Krankenhausspiegel,
Techniker Krankenkasse, Weisse
Liste, Qualitätskliniken) containing
outcome quality indicators about
coronary artery bypass graft surgery
or primary hip replacement were
presented to 35 subjects. Subjects
were then asked to determine
whether one hospital had better
results than another one or than the
national average. Additionally, they
were asked to substantiate their
decision and were asked to assess the
usability of the portals. 56
experiments were recorded with the
use of eye tracking. Results: The four
portals named the outcome indicators
in different ways, published different
details of quality information and
used different tables and graphical
representations of data. In 13 of 56
experiments (23.2 %) the subjects
did not correctly identify the better
hospital. 57.1 % of subjects did not
understand at least one technical
term, still 37.5% more than one term
and 55.4 % stated their
comprehension to have been
impaired by technicals term they
hadn’t understood. 39.3% were not
satisfied with the knowledge that
they had gained when using the
respective portal. 6 of 14 subjects
using “Techniker Krankenkasse” did
not correctly identify the hospital
with better outcome data. 12 stated a
negative impact on comprehension
because of incomprehensible
technical terms. 9 were dissatisfied
with the portal. The very concise
tabular presentation and the almost

complete absence of explanation of
technical terms might have led to
discontent and misinterpretation of
data. 3 of 9 subjects using
“Qualitätskliniken” did not identify
the better hospital. 4 reported
incomprehensible technical terms
and their negative impact on
comprehension. The usability of
tables and graphs was considered
worst of all portals - not enough
additional information was available,
graphics were confusing, images and
data small and disarranged. Eye
tracking data showed that only few
used explanatory information and
that terms and numbers were not
consistent when users changed
details levels. 3 of 15 subjects using
the “Weisse Liste” did not identify
the better hospital. The portal
provided more statistical
information, including confidence
intervals, than other portals. Eye
tracking data showed that a part of
this detailed information was
perceived. However, 9 subjects
stated that obscure technical terms
had worsened their understanding.
Tables were perceived to be
incomprehensible, detailed
explanatory information was
missing, abbreviations were
incomprehensible and the
significance of the results remained
unclear. Only 1 of 18 subjects using
the “Krankenhausspiegel” failed to
identify the better hospital. Users of
this portal were more satisfied with
the presentation and the results of
their research than other users. This
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portal presents important information
in general terms and in simple
graphs, including explanations of
quality indicators and outcome
results. Essential information is
provided twice in different displays.
Conclusion: Comprehension by the
public of hospital outcome indicators
varies by the information
presentation approach of public
reporting portals. Poor information
presentations have led to
misinterpretation and dissatisfied
users. However, only a limited
number of portals that publish
comparative health care information
were evaluated. Further work is
needed to obtain a more
comprehensive overview.

Use of the Refill Function through
an Online Patient Portal Is
Associated with Improved
Adherence to Statins in an
Integrated Health System
	
  
Urmimala Sarkar*, Courtney Lyles,
Melissa Parker, Jill Allen, Robert
Nguyen, Howard Moffet, Dean
Schillinger, Andrew J. Karter
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: U.S. ambulatory health
systems are currently implementing

internet-based patient portals, which
permit online interactions with the
health care system, including making
appointments, reviewing laboratory
results, and refilling medications.
These functions are integral to the
“meaningful use” standards for
health information technology
stipulated in federal legislation, but
their impact on health behaviors and
outcomes remains unclear. Some
have suggested that patient portal use
increases patient activation, leading
to better self-management behaviors
such as medication adherence.
Objective: To determine whether
adherence to statin medications
improved among patients who
initiated use of an available patient
portal to obtain refills. We examined
changes in adherence pre- and postinitiation of online refills, comparing
those who initiated online refills
(“exposed”) to reference patients
who also used the patient portal, but
not the refill function specifically.
Methods: In this observational cohort
study within an integrated healthcare
delivery system (Kaiser Permanente
Northern California), we studied
patients with diabetes on statins who
had registered for online portal
access by 2010. We performed
difference-in-differences analyses
comparing changes in adherence
among those who had versus had not
initiated online refill function use.
8,705 subjects initiated use of the
online refill function (“baseline”)
within the study window, including
“exclusive” and “occasional” users
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(i.e., completing all vs. some refills
online, respectively). Using risk-set
sampling, we temporally matched
9,055 “non-user” reference patients
(i.e., portal users who never initiated
use of the refill function). We
calculated adherence to statins 12
months before and after baseline,
assessed by medication gaps (% time
with no pill supply). Non-adherence
was defined by gaps of >20%. Our
secondary outcome was % of
patients with dyslipidemia (LDL
≥100 mg/dl). We specified modified
least-squares regression models for
differences in pre-post changes in
non-adherence and dyslipidemia
between refill function users,
adjusting for age, sex, race/ethnicity,
number of total medications, and
outpatient visits, and accounting for
secular trends. Results: 22% of the
cohort was non-adherent at baseline.
In adjusted models, non-adherence
declined 6% (95% CI: 5-8%; pvalue<0.001) in absolute terms after
initiating exclusive use of the refill
function. Among patients nonadherent to statins at baseline, the
risk of dyslipidemia also decreased
6% (95% CI 3-9%; p-value= 0.001)
for exclusive refill function users.
These improvements in nonadherence and dyslipidemia were not
observed among those initiating
occasional use of the portal to refill
medications. Conclusions: We
observed modest but clinically
substantive declines in rates of
medication non-adherence and
dyslipidemia in patients who

initiated use of a health portal to
refill medications. For those who
initiated use of online refills,
adherence improved significantly
compared to their own baseline
adherence and compared to
improvements in adherence among
diabetes patients who used the
patient portal but not online refills.
Our results suggest that portals can
improve the quality of chronic
disease management via improved
medication adherence.

Applying Sparse Machine
Learning Methods to Twitter:
Analysis of the Change in Pap
Smear Guidelines
	
  
Urmimala Sarkar*, Courtney Lyles,
Andrew Godbehere, Laurent El
Ghaoui
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background Social networking
websites have fundamentally
changed the way in which we
communicate; two-thirds of adults on
the Internet now use online social
networking sites like Twitter.
Although we know from previous
work that individuals discuss health
issues in online social media, it is
often difficult to synthesize the vast
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amounts of textual data available.
Objective We sought to use machine
learning to summarize real-world
Twitter discussions about cervical
cancer, with the goals of 1) providing
insight into individuals’ opinions and
decision-making processes for cancer
screening, and 2) understanding if
these tools could detect changes in
cancer discussion topics over time.
Methods We applied methodologies
from statistics, known as sparse
machine learning algorithms, to U.S.
Twitter messages about cervical
cancer. We focused our searches in
the first half of 2012, when there was
a major change in the U.S.
Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) guidelines for Pap smear
screening – announcing a
recommendation for screening every
three years rather than yearly for
those at low-risk. We analyzed all
tweets containing “cervical cancer,”
“pap smear,” and “pap test” in the
first six months of the year, splitting
the search into two time periods
before and after the March USPSTF
announcement: 1) January 1-March
13, 2012, and 2) March 14-June 30,
2012. The machine learning results
were short lists of terms that
identified messages more
representative of one time period
over the other. We also pulled down
full Twitter messages to provide
context for these terms. Results
There were 2,549 messages about
cervical cancer in the baseline period
and 4,673 in the follow-up period.
Terms in the baseline period

included “information,” “study
shows,” and “having sex,” while
those in the follow-up period
included “need,” “don’t need” and
“new guidelines.” Although these
terms gave indication that there were
a substantial number of Twitter
discussions about the new screening
guidelines in the follow-up period,
this was even more evident when
examining full Twitter messages. In
the follow-up period, there were
many tweets referencing the new
recommended screening intervals,
such as, “New Pap guidelines! YAY!
Under Age 21: no pap smear, no
[human papillomavirus] HPV
testing. Age 21-29 Pap every 3
years.” Conclusions We
demonstrated that machine learning
tools can be applied to cervical
cancer prevention and screening
discussions on Twitter. This method
allowed us to demonstrate that there
is significant publicly available
dialogue about cervical cancer
screening on social media sites.
Moreover, we were able to detect
shifts in public discussions about the
change in cervical cancer screening
guidelines. However, additional
insight provided by examining full
messages gave increased context to
the discussions – suggesting mixed
methods approaches (i.e., combining
machine learning with qualitative
analyses) might be most fruitful in
future work.
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The Digital Seniors – Interactive
eHealth Service Development with
Old Citizens
	
  
Isabella Scandurra*, Marie
Sjölinder*
Track: Practice
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: There is an increasing
social isolation among elderly today.
This will be an even larger issue in
the future with growing numbers of
elderly and less resources.
Loneliness and social isolation could
be addressed in several ways using
different interactive eHealth services.
Objective: This case study aimed to,
together with old citizens, investigate
novel e-health services for seniors
using an interactive device designed
for seniors. The work also placed a
large focus on the context around the
users. Materials: This study used an
innovative mobile communication
device connected to the TV, which
worked as an interactive large screen
remotely controlled. Services as
communication via messages
(sms/MMS/email), games, photo
albums were provided. Here the TV
was used for the interaction, but
other Android platforms could be
used as well. Eight members of a
senior centre volunteered to test the

services. They were between 65 and
80 years of age and lived in their
own homes. Method: The seniors
installed the device at home by
themselves and started using it.
Throughout the 1.5 year long project,
10 evaluation workshops were held
with the seniors and the staff at the
centre. The formative qualitative
evaluations contained two topics: to
evaluate existing services and to get
user contributions for the design of
new meaningful services. In each
workshop the participants used
questionnaires to describe daily
usage of the provided services.
Results: Regarding daily usage, the
seniors reported that they mainly
used the service for receiving
information from the senior centre
and for communication with the
study participants or with younger
relatives. They also read information
about events at the senior centre and
played games such as Memory and
Sudoku. Finally, the seniors liked to
perform a weekly sent out gymnastic
exercise, and to answer quizzes,
services that were introduced and
tested during the project. The design
of new future services resulted in
improvements of three categories of
services: cognitive, social and
physical activities. The participants
also invented a new category
“Information and news”. A cognitive
activity service found meaningful to
develop was a game for practicing
working memory. In the social
activities category the seniors wanted
different quizzes and multi-user
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games. For physical activities they
desired more gymnastic exercises
and suggestions for guided walking
routes. The new category
“information and news” was
suggested since they lacked services
like senior-customized global and
local news, and municipality
information about local events.
Conclusions: The work provided
input to development of different
social services and it showed
increased social contacts, especially
with grandchildren. Besides input to
designing new services, for example
providing local information and
support for physical activity, this
work showed the importance of a
social context around such study.
The seniors were very engaged
throughout the project. The amount
of input from the seniors could be
explained in terms of social
inclusion; they belonged to a group
and each member was considered
important for the work. The friendly
workshop atmosphere facilitated
ideas and services to be redesigned
by the old users themselves.

Acceptance Of Recorded Lectures
In Clinical Dental And Medical
Education
	
  
Peter Schulz*, Keyvan Sagheb,
Christian Mang, Harald Affeldt,
Hannah Klumpp, Bilal Al-Nawas
Track: Research

Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Objectives: During recent years
audio-visual recordings of lectures
were made increasingly available to
dental and medical students via
online techniques. The present
investigation aims to examine more
closely whether these recordings are
accepted in general, and whether
they affect the learning behaviour of
clinical dental and medical students.
Methods: The present survey
comprised two cohorts of students:
one group consisted of dental
students (n=58) who attended a
systematic surgical lecture, a second
group represented medical students
(n=77) who participated in a course
of pharmacology. Both lectures were
recorded and provided to the students
by means of the e-learning platform
ILKUM (Interaktiver
Lernzielkatalog der Universität
Mainz, Interactive learning target of
the University Medical Center
Mainz). Subsequently, dental
students underwent written
examination, medical students oral
examination. In addition, interviews
were conducted with ech student
regarding the impact of lecture
recordings on learning behaviour.
These informations were correlated
with internet-hits on ILKUM’s
lecture recordings. Results: Two
thirds of dental students made use of
audio-visual lecture recordings
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(ILKUM) when preparing for their
examinations. This frequency is
significantly above reported data for
medical students with about 50
percent. Within both cohorts no
difference in learning behavior was
apparent between male and female
students. Almost no student
consulted the online provided videos
on the day they were recorded.
Utilization of ILKUM-provided
records increased during the
semester, rised sharply few days
prior, and strongly declined on the
day of examination. This feature was
more pronounced for dental students
than for medical students. More than
60 percent of hits were registered
between 8 p.m. and 12 a.m. A
moderate hit-frequency was observed
between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. Almost all
hits reported originated from home
computers. All these findings were
confirmed by the outcome of
interview conducted. During the
course of the semester the number of
students remained constant.
Conclusion: The overwhelming
number of students accepts ILKUMprovided recordings of lectures
unconditionally. Apparently,
utilization of audio-visual recordings
by students is less employed to
intensify subject matters immediately
after presentation of lectures but
rather during the period of direct
examination preparation. Thus,
presentation of lecture recordings is
no replacement of lectures, and
ILKUM-recordings do not affect the
attendance of lectures.

Health Informatics Information
Technology and Consumer
Perspective on Health Care
Professionals’ Responses to Health
Information Exchange
	
  
Gul Seckin*, Hacer Ansal
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The Internet is
increasingly becoming a medium in
which people receive information
about variety of health and medical
issues. Seeking information online
about health emerges as a personal
responsibility of regaining or
maintaining health and plays an
important role in defining users as
consumers of health information.
Objective: The purpose of this
presentation is to provide
preliminary information on users'
perceptions of the extent to which
use of online health web sites impact
doctor-patient health care
interactions. Methods: Data (n =
710) come from national sampling of
online health and medical
information users who participated in
the Study of Health and Medical
Information in Cyberspace- Survey
of User Perceptions. ANOVA and ttest were performed to examine
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potential differences based on age,
gender, race and education. Results:
Nearly half of the sample indicated
that they discuss the information they
obtained from the Internet with their
health care provider. One-third of the
respondents reported receiving more
attention to their questions and over
thirty percent reported more
information to their satisfaction.
Sixteen percent also indicated
receiving more respect from health
providers as a result of gathering
information on the Internet.
However, nine percent reported that
their interactions with health
providers have become strained as a
result of bringing information from
the Internet to their appointments.
Interestingly, older respondents
reported significantly less perceived
strain than younger adults (M= 2.83
vs. M=2.40, p= .005). No other
significant differences exist.
Conclusions: Results suggest that
Internet use is mostly perceived to be
promoting better doctor-patient
interaction than straining it.
However, research that directly
observes how patient-professional
health interactions are influenced by
Internet-based information is needed.

Consumer-Centered Performance
Indicator in Acute Care:
Analyzing the Use of Text Mining
in Newspapers
	
  
Ryoma Seto*, Noriko Fujiwara
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: According to our
previous research, it was elucidated
that the gap between consumer
demands and health information
supply is huge. In particular,
individuals who frequently use the
Internet (so-called “Heavy-InternetUsers”) are likely to look for wordof-mouth regarding hospital
performance when selecting a
hospital. However, because the
majority of individuals are not
Heavy-Internet-Users, the
information needs of the majority
remain to be elucidated. Objective:
This study aimed to elucidate the
types of health information regarding
“Quality of Patient Care” that are of
consumer concern. Methods: A
newspaper is one of the most
traditional and credible resources for
the Japanese population. Objective
articles including the phrase “Quality
of Patient Care” were collected from
Nikkei Newspapers over a 6-month
period from 2012 to 2013. Articles
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written as interviews and statistical
reports were excluded. Objective
articles were then text mined using
the Japanese language morphological
analysis tool. Results: Twenty
articles including the phrase “Quality
of Patient Care” were found in
Nikkei Newspaper Databases. Four
interview articles and 6 statistical
reports were excluded from the
analyses, and 10 articles were text
mined. As a result of text mining,
8522 instances of the
abovementioned phrase were found
in the 10 articles. In the Japanese
language, most words comprise a
particle and an auxiliary verb. With
respect to verbs, adjectives, and
nouns, the appearance rate (per
article) was as follows: hospital 13.0,
patient care 9.8, patient 4.1,
information 3.8, year 3.6, data 3.2,
people 3.2, physicians 2.9, therapy
2.5, prefecture 2.4, city 2.3, Tokyo
2.5, nursing 2.0, management 2.0,
medical procedure 2.0, and
pharmacy 2.0. With regard to
diagnosis, carcinoma, infection, and
influenza were found. Conclusion:
As a result of text mining, it was
found that consumers demand
objective data about “Quality of
Patient Care” rather than narrative
issues. In fact, “Data” was one of the
frequently mentioned words in
newspapers; however, adjectives
were less frequently mentioned.
Consumers considered that
information on physicians was
important, followed by information
on nursing and pharmacy. This study

also shows trends in consumer
demands; however, a performance
indicator related to individual
physicians was not effectively
disclosed on internet. It is
recommended that a performance
indicator related to not only each
hospital but also individual
physicians should be disclosed when
building websites for non HeavyInternet-Users.

Adapting a Heart Failure
Telemonitoring System for Use in
a Homecare Nursing Model:
Lessons Learned for Adapting
Healthcare Information
Technology to Different Care
Models
	
  
Emily Seto*, Cheryl Reid-Haughian,
Jonathan Tomkun, Caterina Masino,
Deb Mulholland, Joseph A Cafazzo*
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Various care models
exist for individuals with heart
failure in Canada. Their care can be
delivered by a cardiologist, a multidisciplinary team at a heart function
clinic, a primary care physician, a
homecare nursing service provider,
or a combination of the above.
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Healthcare information technology
shown to have success with one care
model may produce different results
in an alternative care model.
Objective: The objective of this work
was to adapt and evaluate a mobile
phone-based heart failure
telemonitoring system for use in a
homecare nursing model (ie, a nurse
visits the client’s home). The
telemonitoring system was originally
developed and has been evaluated for
patients being followed by a heart
function clinic team. Methods: A
field study of homecare nursing was
conducted to gain insight into the
workflows, processes, and
expectations associated with this care
delivery model. In addition, a team
consisting of representatives from a
homecare nursing service provider,
representatives from the technology
vendor that provides a mobile
clinical tool to the homecare nursing
service provider, as well as
researchers, was assembled to help
inform and guide the work. Detailed
workflow diagrams were created to
inform the integration of the
telemonitoring system into the
current processes. Usability testing
was conducted with 4 homecare
nurses and 3 other homecare nursing
agency staff to help ensure the end
product met the needs of users.
Saturation of information was
achieved after usability testing with 3
heart failure patients (original client
interface was only slightly modified).
User acceptance testing was then
performed to test the entire flow of

information for the system.
Presently, a clinical feasibility trial is
being conducted with approximately
15 heart failure clients. Results:
From the field study and discussions
with the representatives from the
homecare nursing service provider
and vendor, it became apparent that
the telemonitoring system required
extensive customization for the
homecare nursing care model.
Modifications to the system included
changes in the instructions to the
clients based on their daily
physiological parameters, method to
automatically alert clinicians to
deteriorating health, means of
viewing patient data and
documenting clinical actions taken,
and method of setting up of threshold
values. Nine workflow diagrams
were created to map out the various
processes associated with
telemonitoring. The diagrams were
continuously modified until the
optimal process of integrating the
telemonitoring system was achieved.
They proved to be invaluable for
understanding the complex current
workflows and clarifying the
processes for the feasibility trial. The
feasibility trial will conclude by the
end of the summer of 2013. The trial
results will be presented, including a
summary of the interviews of the
clinicians and clients regarding their
experiences. Conclusions: The
workflow of the care model has to be
taken into consideration when
developing and deploying
telemonitoring systems. Adapting
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these systems into different care
models should include assembling a
team with representatives from all
stakeholders, detailed mapping of the
current and proposed workflows,
usability testing with all end user
groups, and user acceptance testing.

Uptake of a Consumer-Focused
MHealth Application for the
Prevention of Cardiovascular Risk
Factors
	
  
Emily Seto*, Peter Picton, Shivani
Goya, Ahmad Zbib, Joseph Cafazzo*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Heart disease and
stroke are a leading cause of
hospitalization and death worldwide.
Approximately nine in ten adults
have at least one risk factor for
cardiovascular disease, such as
obesity, diabetes, smoking, alcohol,
physical inactivity, high blood
pressure, and cholesterol. However,
through lifestyle behaviour
modification, individuals can reduce
their risk of cardiovascular disease
by up to 80%. As such, the Heart and
Stroke Foundation of Canada
engaged the Centre for Global
eHealth Innovation to develop a

user-centered mobile application to
empower Canadians to assess and
manage their cardiovascular risk by
taking small steps towards improving
their lifestyle behaviours. The iPhone
application, <30 Days, was
publically launched in September
2012. The application enables users
to set goals based on their identified
risk factors (poor nutrition, physical
inactivity, stress, excessive salt
consumption, excessive alcohol
intake, and smoking) and complete
daily challenges over a period of 30
days. The application also facilitates
weekly progress evaluations, sharing
of challenges using social media
(Facebook, Twitter, and email),
trends, weekly progress assessments,
and virtual rewards for positive
behaviours. Objective: To evaluate
the level of engagement and
retention of the novel heart health
mobile application based on usage
analytics. Detailed mobile usage data
was captured from approximately
74,000 users over a period of 5
months, and was used to derive
correlations between demographics,
duration of engagement, and usage
patterns. Methods: The project team
conducted descriptive analysis of the
available data to produce insight
regarding the mobile users and reveal
the effectiveness of the key design
features. Once themes and usage
patterns were identified, the team
explored the correlations between
different data sets. Specifically, the
following questions guided the data
analysis: (1) How many people
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downloaded the application and
duration of their engagement? (2)
What were the user demographics
and identified risk factors? (3) How
often were challenges linked to
specific risk factors attempted?
Results: The data analysis revealed
that 74% of the users were female,
and more than half (58%) of all users
were below the age of 30. The three
most prevalent risk factors amongst
the user group were (1) nutrition, (2)
physical activity, and (3) stress.
Given that users had the option of
“passing” on the daily challenge and
opting for a different activity, the
most and least attempted challenges
were associated with nutrition and
physical activity respectively. This
suggests that the user group was
motivated to achieve improved heart
health by adopting healthier dietary
habits, and that modification of
physical activity remains a challenge.
Conclusion: The data analysis offers
a unique insight on the usage
patterns of a consumer-focused
mobile application developed for the
prevention of heart disease and
stroke. This analysis also provides
insights on the effectiveness of
various behaviour change strategies
that can be used to guide the
conceptualization of future mHealth
tools for the prevention of chronic
disease.

Evidence Based Medicine (EBM)
for Ensuring Best Possible Patient
Care: Health Professionals’
Perceptions and Current Practices
at KFHU
	
  
Farzana Shafique, Dalal AlTammimi*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: This session will
introduce the emerging technological
trends in the field of Evidence Based
Medicine (EBM). The use of
Evidence Based Medicine to more
quickly and accurately obtain the
second opinion of the expert health
professionals, has the potential to
improve patients’ care. It has
advantages both for the health
practitioners and patients. It ensures
the best possible patient care and
improves diagnosis, clinical
judgment, and decision making.
Many state of the art databases and
applications related to EBM are
available. These can be used not only
on desktop computers and laptops
but many EBM mobile solutions are
also available to facilitate the use of
these databases on handheld devices.
Objective: Keeping the importance
of EBM in view, this session aims at
presenting the results of a survey
conducted at the King Fahad
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Hospital of the University (KFHU),
University of Dammam, Saudi
Arabia. Methods: The health
professionals at KFHU have access
to many EBM resources; however,
there is a common perception that
the utilization of these resources is
very low. In that context, a
questionnaire based survey was
conducted to evaluate the general
perceptions about EBM, and use of
EBM databases and mobile
applications among health
professionals at KFHU. Most of the
respondents were senior faculty,
specialists and consultants (n=30)
followed by medical residents (n=
21), and senior medical
students/interns (n= 19). Results:
Most of the respondents perceived
that EBM is the patient’s subjective
and objective data; textbook
information; previous experiences of
healthcare professionals; and
research findings. They mentioned
that for EBM related information
need they were simply relying on the
systems, summaries, synopsis,
synthesis, studies, and expert
opinion. They used Up-to-date
database very often. Still, there was
moderate usage of Best Practice;
COCHRANE; First Consult; and
Medline. They sometimes used
Skyscape Webview but rarely used
other EBM mobile applications, such
as the Best Practice Mobile Website;
Best Practice App for iPhone, iPad or
iPod; DynaMed; and First Consult
App. They ranked themselves as
adept at identifying and translating

clinical issues/problems into a well formulated clinical question;
distinguishing between different
types of queries; and conducting
online searches. They were also good
at relating research findings to their
clinical practice and pointing out
similarities and differences, and then
applying an intervention based on the
most applicable evidence, but they
were less skillful in evaluating the
research literature and application of
interventions, and then identifying
the areas of improvement. The
barriers identified were nonunderstanding of statistical terms;
less time at the work place to search
for and read research literature, and
implement changes in current
practice. The important EBM
adoption related factors identified
were hospital
colleagues/management who
embrace EBM; adequate training and
time for EBM practices; access to
comprehensive EBM resources; and
mentoring by EBM experts.
Important EBM training areas were
understanding what is EBM;
identifying clinical issues for
implementing EBM; conducting
literature searches and critical
appraisal of articles; synthesizing
evidence; implementing
recommendations to practice; and
understanding research and statistical
terms and methods. Conclusions:
The results prove that the health
professionals had a basic
understanding of the EBM and had
access to good relevant resources,
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however, they were in need of better
training, mentoring, and practical
opportunities for the effective use of
EMB for best possible patient health
care.

Patients’ Access to Online Medical
Records by 2015 in the UK: An
Analysis of Comments by Online
Newspaper Readers
	
  
Syed Ghulam Sarwar Shah*, Julie
Barnett*, Terry Young, Richard
Fitton
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: On 29th November
2011, the government in the United
Kingdom (UK) suggested that by
2015 patients’ should have access to
online medical records (OMRs) held
by their general practitioners (GPs)
in the National Health Service
(NHS). In the recent past, a similar
initiative known as the Summary
Case Records (SCR) program did not
succeed in the NHS in England due
to several issues including limited
evidence of clinical benefits, low
uptake and use at the secondary care
level, patients’ consent and opt out,
lack of justification for the program,
low demand by the user, data quality
and financial constraints (Greenhalgh

et al., 2010). Nevertheless, there is a
renewed resolve by the UK
government to provide patients with
online access to their personal health
records by 2015, which is in line
with a similar commitment suggested
by the European Commission. It is
therefore expedient to know the
public reaction to the abovementioned health related policy
issue. Objectives: To study the
public’s views about online access to
personal health records (PHR) held
by NHS GPs. Methods: Using an
innovative, inexpensive and practical
source of qualitative data i.e.
newspaper readers’ online
comments, a thematic analysis was
carried out on all online available
open-ended comments (n=76) made
by Individual readers (n=46)
published in online editions of the
Daily Telegraph, a leading national
daily newspaper in the UK, from 2nd
December 2011 to 29th December
2011 in the aftermath of publication
of two stories related to the
government announcement of
providing all NHS patients access to
their online GP medical records by
2015. Results: Readers’ comments
comprised positive and negative
views on the UK government’s
public policy of NHS patients’
access to personal OMRs by 2015.
The positive views included six
major themes, which were related to
the policy (idea) of access to OMR
(e.g. good / great idea, support it),
patient’s access to OMRs (e.g. the
right to access personal OMRs,
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OMR as a property of the patient,
free of charge access and access to
full and unedited medical records),
the current practice of accessing
OMRs (e.g. dissatisfaction and
paying high costs for getting copies
of PHRs), GP related issues (e.g.
some GPs supporting access to
OMRs, some GPs reluctant to
provide copies of PHR by email, and
the wrong notion that only
doctors/GPs could understand health
records and that patients could not),
availability of the technology
supporting OMRs and the use of
OMRs in emergencies and overseas.
The negative views comprised nine
key themes, which included
comments opposing the idea of
OMRs (e.g. dangerous, scandal,
disaster in waiting and money
making rip-off), costs of OMRs (e.g.
high costs, burden on taxpayers, and
a need of saving money), concerns
about OMR data (e.g. security, risks
and misuse),access to OMR data
(e.g. the right to access, types of
patients, patient costs, and
unauthorized access), patient
oriented issues (e.g. patient held
medical records, lack of
understanding OMRs, lack of
demand to access OMRs, the right to
opt in/opt out, patients’ consent, a
clear policy vis-à-vis access to
OMRs and patients’ preferences),
and issues related to GPs (e.g.
editing of OMRs by GPs, increased
demand for GP appointments and
preference for GP held records over
OMRs), the government (e.g. lack of

confidence and trust in government
authorities, OMRs as a privatization
initiative, a revenue generation
scheme and transfer of data from
GPs to the Department of Health),
the NHS (e.g. high expenditure and
need for focusing on treatments and
delivery of care) and the technology
(e.g. a need for a reliable and
universally usable software
supporting OMRs). Conclusions:
The British people see some benefits
as well as limitations and areas of
concern in accessing their online
medical (GP) records. The
government needs to assure the
public regarding the safety of OMR
data and access rights vis-à-vis
OMRs besides detailed information
regarding the process of opt in and
opt out of the scheme. This study has
some limitations including the
demographic of readers of the
newspaper in which the comments
were published, a lack of
quantification and generalisation of
findings due to the nature of the data;
nevertheless, it provides important
insights into the public’s views vis-àvis access to OMRs. The findings of
this study could be used as a basis
for further research and in designing
public information and
communication strategies about
online access to PHRs. Reference:
Greenhalgh T, Stramer K, Bratan T,
Byrne E, Russell J, Hinder S, Potts
H. The Devil’s in the Detail: Final
report of the independent evaluation
of the Summary Care Record and
HealthSpace programmes. London:
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University College London; 2010.

A Service-Based Evaluation of a
Therapist-Supported Online
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Programme for Depression
	
  
John Sharry, Gavin Doherty, Orla
Mc Loughlin, Derek Richards*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background While evidence suggests
that internet-delivered Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) may be
as effective as face-to-face delivery
for depression, attrition and
engagement rates remain a challenge.
Objectives This service-based study
aimed to evaluate an online,
therapist-supported, CBT-based
programme for depression. The
programme was specifically
designed to address engagement
issues, most notably by integrating
online therapist support and
communication within the platform.
Methods Participants were 80 adults
who were registered university
students. Participants used the
modular online programme over
eight weeks, supported by a
therapist. Engagement information
was gathered automatically by the

online system, and analysed for all
participants. Severity of participants’
self-reported symptoms of
depression were assessed pre- and
post-intervention using the Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI-II). Postintervention measures were
completed by 53 participants. Results
A high level of engagement was
observed compared to a previous
study within the same service, along
with extensive use of a range of
programme features. A statistically
significant (P<.001) decrease in selfreported depressive symptomatology
from pre- to post-intervention with a
large pre-post effect size (d=1.17)
was also observed. Conclusions The
results indicate the potential of
unintrusive and easily provided
online support to improve
engagement with computerised
treatment programmes while
maintaining efficacy comparable to
more resource-intensive treatment
approaches.

Curating Personalised Collections
of Health Experiences
	
  
Graham Shaw*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
The DIPEx Charity publishes two
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award-winning websites –
www.healthtalkonline.org and
www.youthhealthtalk.org – which
present people's personal experiences
of over 75 illnesses (such as cancer
and heart disease) and other health
issues (including bereavement and
being a carer). These websites are
based on detailed research conducted
by the Health Experiences Research
Group (HERG) within the
Department of Primary Health Care
Sciences, University of Oxford.
Traffic to the websites has grown
dramatically in recent years; some
2.5 million people visit the sites
annually with over 50 million hits.
With thousands of video and audio
clips from interviews with patients
and carers, Healthtalkonline recently
featured at no.2 in a list of ‘essential’
Top 50 websites published by the
London Times. This British
innovation is now being duplicated
in 10 countries worldwide through
the formation of DIPEx
International. For each project 40-50
people are interviewed, typically in
their own homes, about their
experiences of a particular condition.
Based on analysis of the interview
transcripts, we write 25-30
summaries on the most important
issues that emerge from the
interviews and illustrate these on the
websites with around 250-300 audio
and video clips for each condition. A
complete list of the conditions we
have covered to date is shown at
http://www.healthtalkonline.org/see_
all_conditions/. DIPEx has pioneered

a greater understanding of what it’s
like to experience health issues.
Patients, carers, friends, family and
health professionals find invaluable
the direct and uncompromising firsthand accounts of health issues in the
form of video or audio clips and
written transcripts. Going online to
watch and listen to real people
discuss their own health journeys can
provide precious insights and help to
alleviate fears. This is a unique
resource which is having an
enormous impact on future health
care delivery. Both websites are used
increasingly to train health and social
care professionals. We supply video
and audio clips on a weekly basis to
trainers seeking to ensure that their
courses include the authentic voice
of patients and have provided content
for major e-learning projects on
adolescent health (produced by the
Royal College of Child Health and
Paediatrics). Based on a major
website development programme, we
shall now offer the facility for all
registered website users, including
health professionals, teachers and
trainers, to create their own
personalised training materials
through a unique ‘Scrapbooks’
feature. ‘Scrapbooks’ will enable
health professional trainers to scan
the website for relevant information,
mark those pages and video/audio
clips of interest and create a
collection of the relevant material
which can then be integrated into
training programmes. Alternatively,
a teacher may create a collection of
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young people speaking about their
experiences of drugs/alcohol for use
with adolescents. Or doctors may
create a scrapbook of people’s stories
for individual patients struggling to
cope with a health problem. The
presentation will focus on how
curating personal health experiences
will make a major contribution to
individual health care, to better
training of health professionals and
to the education of young and old in
coping with challenges to their
health.

Medical Education 2.0 - Socializing
and Personalizing
	
  
Lawrence Sherman*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Technology enhances the ability of
clinicians to practice medicine.
Technology enhances the ability of
medical educators to teach and for
students to find, use and benefit from
courses. Technology enhances the
ability of patients to play an integral
role in their own medical care. These
three groups, clinicians, educators
and patients, each follow inevitably
intersecting journeys; technology is
the common factor. The Medicine
2.0 environment is the common

platform in which each of the three
audiences can and should find the
information, education and directions
to enhance their individual journeys.
This highly interactive presentation
will focus on the opportunities to:
impact the velocity of these journeys,
the quality of the intersection of
these journeys, and provide
suggestions for preparing these
audiences to benefit from the times
these journeys intersect. Examples of
currently available tools and
platforms for each audience will be
reviewed and critiqued, and a
provocative view into the future will
form the crux of the presentation.
Clinicians are already developing
personalized learning networks that
use technology to transform the Point
of Care to the Point of Education.
The next step for these 2.0 clinicians
will be to form technology-based
learning communities where
information is accessible in realtime, clinical educational materials
are searchable and usable in formats
that promote sharing and
commenting about relevance,
applicability and impact on patient
care. This will ultimately lead to a
technology-based framework for
ongoing professional education and
development in which the learners
drive the content and every
educational intervention provides a
data point for individual and
aggregate measurement of success.
Medical educators are currently
utilizing mobile, online and other
digital platforms for the delivery of
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educational activities. Some of the
more savvy medical educators are
utilizing online and mobile platforms
during other time points along the
medical education continuum,
including assessing the educational
needs of learners, interacting before,
during and after educational
activities, and in measuring
educational impact. Looking ahead,
medical educators will be able to
interact with individual and groups
of learners in order to more directly
assess and impact their educational
needs. Technological platforms will
provide medical educators with the
tools and milieu to develop a more
learner-centric framework for
participating in ongoing continuing
medical education (CME). This new
environment will promote selfassessment, identification of
appropriate educational activities to
meet the needs identified, platforms
for interactivity amongst the learners
and between educator and learners,
and ongoing, continuous evaluation
data collection and analysis. Finally,
the 2.0 environment will provide
patients with the opportunity to be
key stakeholders in their own care.
The phenomena of e-patients and
participatory medicine will be
supported and advanced. The current
practice of research about disease
information and management by
patients will be replaced with an
environment of qualified
technological platforms that will
permit patients to interact with their
healthcare providers, to identify

appropriate informational resources,
to analyze options specific to their
own health or illness, and to more
capably participate in their own
healthcare.

Expectations Regarding Use of
Pseudonyms by Healthcare
Professionals and Patients in
Social Media
	
  
Denise Arlene Silber*
Track: Business
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Transparency, ie "who says what" is
an important factor in the quality of
information in healthcare and in
particular on the internet. However,
there is a differentiation in the use of
pseudonyms by physicians on social
networks, in the US and outside the
US. Physicians in France for
example mostly disguise their
identity through the use of
pseudonyms and physicians in the
US, on social media, mostly
communicate with their name and
photo. This paper will explore a)
international medical literature on
the subject of online pseudonyms as
used by physicians and patients and
b) present international survey
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results regarding what physicians
and patients expect of each other, in
regard to use of true identity or
pseudonym. The hypothesis is that
patients prefer greater transparency
from healthcare professionals than
professionals wish to provide. The
survey is being launched in March,
2014, through online questionnaires
and will be promoted internationally
through consumers, patients, and
healthcare professionals on social
media. Amongst the questions that
will be examined in this presentation:
is "patient privacy" a real reason or
an alibi for use of physician
pseudonyms? What are physician
motivations for use of pseudonyms?
How similar or different are
physician and patient perspectives on
these questions?

Auscultation Master: Heart
Sounds Edition — A Paradigm
Shift in Cardiac Auscultation
Education
	
  
Miguel Silva*, Damião Cunha, Olga
Azevedo, Ana Luísa Neves
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Cardiac auscultation is going through
some serious difficulties. Its

relevance in clinical practice is at
stake, partly because of the imposing
force of echocardiography in the
diagnosis of cardiac disease, but also
because of its progressive neglect in
medical education. The latter is well
reflected in the form of abysmal
results in knowledge tests, as
reported in various notable studies.
Nevertheless, echocardiography has
important limitations and the costbenefit of using cardiac auscultation
still presents too much of an
advantage to simply be ignored.
Unfortunately, in regards to
education, most of the existing tools
for teaching cardiac auscultation are
flawed in several ways. These often
resort to simulated sounds instead of
actual recordings of patients (which
are harder and time-consuming to
obtain), have inexistent or very
limited interactivity and haven’t
managed to keep up with the wealth
of multimedia resources and devices
that are available nowadays. More
importantly, however, there just
seems to be something missing from
the typical teaching paradigm that
goes beyond memorizing a handful
of murmurs. We wish to present an
innovative cardiac auscultation
education app, called Auscultation
Master: Heart Sounds Edition
(http://auscultationmaster.com),
which was specially built for Apple’s
mobile devices, the iPhone and the
iPad. This app makes use of a
carefully curated library of
auscultation recordings of actual
patients with relevant and confirmed
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heart pathology, obtained with a
digital stethoscope. Each recording is
visually supported by an animated
phonocardiogram and a video of an
echocardiogram or cardiac MRI from
the same patient, all precisely
synchronized together. This allows
for an impressive and didactic
visualization of the
pathophysiological correlates
involved in the production of the
abnormal sounds. Reducing the rate
of playback is allowed, making it
easier to perceive the different
components of a sound. We also
make it possible to swiftly compare
pathological sounds chosen for their
apparent similarity. On a different
section of the app, we provide the
ability to switch between variants of
the same pathology, as recorded
from different patients, satisfying
more advanced users. Learning can
be initiated with the help of a concise
and deeply interactive tutorial and
the knowledge attained throughout
the app can be put to the test with 3
different types of quizzes. The app
has impressive production values and
is presented in a minimal, clean and
easy to use interface. A degree of
interaction and visual immersion like
this one has no precedents in the
teaching of cardiac auscultation and
can be the paradigm shift needed to
revive this so important physical
exam technique.

The Design and Usability of a
Web-Based Educational and Peer
Support Intervention for Siblings
of People with Psychosis
	
  
Jacqueline Sin*, Claire Henderson,
Ian Norman
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Over 80% of the
general population in the U.K. has at
least one sibling, and siblings of
individuals with psychosis are often
both natural agents to promote
service users’ recovery and
vulnerable to mental ill health due to
the negative impact of psychosis
within the family. Traditional and
conventional family and carer
support resources are under-used by
siblings despite their demand for
information and dedicated peersupport. Therefore, we developed a
web-based intervention that provides
education on psychosis and coping
strategies coupled with interactive
peer support for siblings of
individuals with psychosis.
Objectives: The aim of this paper is
to describe the systematic
development process and findings
from a usability test of a web-based
intervention on knowledge, efficacy
in coping and wellbeing in siblings.
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Methods: An iterative approach was
used to develop and enhance the
user-interface of the various
prototypes of the web-based
intervention. Development of the
intervention was grounded in
theoretical and systematic reviews to
identity common ingredients of
successful educational and peer
support interventions for family
carers and end-users (i.e. siblings of
individuals with psychosis) were
actively and continuously involved
in the development process. An
intervention prototype was tested
through a non-randomised usability
evaluative study among 20 siblings
of individuals with psychosis. The
usability study adapted Poulson et
al’s framework to collect data on
ease of use, accessibility, logistic of
navigation, and trial use of pre- and
post outcome measures within the
intervention. Both objective online
observation data in-built within the
intervention and subjective feedback
from participants was analysed to
determine the usability of the
intervention. Results: Following an
iterative development process over
10 months, a prototype of the
intervention was developed and was
tested for usability. The web-based
intervention has multiple
components, including: education on
psychosis and various coping
strategies and ways to look after self;
peer support; “Ask the Experts” and
links to further resources.
Descriptive statistical analysis of the
usage data that was automatically

collected by the inbuilt monitoring
system within the online intervention
reports on participants' usage pattern.
These include: numbers of hits, time
spent online by the participants,
popularity of various features
through number of visits to each
component made by all participants.
We also conducted content analysis
on the subjective feedback from the
evaluative questionnaire completed
by the participants for their views
and perceived acceptability of the
online intervention. Conclusion: This
paper outlines the development and
design process of an innovative
intervention for siblings of people
with psychosis. The results of the
usability study have established its
feasibility and suggested ways to
improve its acceptability and
usability. These results will be used
to refine the intervention which will
be further evaluated in a randomised
controlled trial. Acknowledgement
The usability study described here
forms part of a research programme
entitled “The E Sibling Project”
which is funded by the National
Institute for Health Research under
its Doctoral Research Fellowship
Programme (awarded to J.S.;
Reference: NIHR-DRF-04-129; Trial
registration reference:
ISRCTN01416694).
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Credibility VS Anonymity: Views
of Siblings’ of Young People with
Psychosis on a Web-Based
Educational and Peer Support
Intervention
	
  
Jacqueline Sin*
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: First episode psychosis
(FEP) often is a life-changing event
for the young people as well as their
whole family. It is well-established
that siblings are often the only ageappropriate peers and the most
natural agent to promote recovery in
the young people with FEP.
Meanwhile, current research
consistently highlights siblings’
needs for for dynamic and robust
information and peer support
resources, utilising modern
information and communication
technology. However, little is known
about the optimal design of such an
intervention considering the preexisting research on family-based
interventions commonly used a faceto-face delivery mode and targeted
mainly mothers as the key carers. A
focus group study with siblings was
devised with an aim to explore
siblings’ views and receptiveness of
an interactive intervention dedicated

to themselves. Objectives: The aim
of this paper is to report the findings
from a focus group study with
siblings so to describe their views on
the design and content of a webbased information and peer support
intervention. Methods: Focus group
methodology was used to explore a
range of perspectives gained through
discussion among siblings to
determine the optimal design and
implementation considerations for an
innovative intervention. 3 groups
involving 14 siblings of people with
psychosis, were conducted. The
qualitative data collected via the
focus group discussion was
transcribed and analysed using
Ritchie et al’s thematic analysis
framework assisted by NVivo
version 9.2. Results: Siblings of
individuals affected by psychosis
unanimously supported the
development of a focused
intervention to address their specific
needs using interactive health
communication application. Siblings
suggested a number of content items
for information-giving, some similar
to those identified from the wider
literature on conventional
educational intervention for family
carers whilst others are unique to
siblings’ needs, like worries about
genetic risks; dealing with
adjustment and grief. They also
highly valued an interactive peer
discussion and support forum where
siblings could exchange experiences
in commonly encountered issues
despite some concerns over its
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security and moderation. Siblings
emphasised the needs for
professional inputs and moderation
across the intervention to enhance its
credibility and security. A number of
strategies to promote engagement
with end-users were proposed by
siblings. These include: regular
reminders sent from the intervention
website to end-users’ email
addresses; weekly updates of the
website; incentives like discounts on
recommended resources. Conclusion:
Siblings identified that any
intervention targeting them needs to
be delivered online for flexible
access and robust provision to meet
their busy lifestyles and
technological advances nowadays.
The findings from this focus group
study informed the development of
such an intervention entitled “The E
Sibling Project”
(www.siblingpsychosis.org). This
intervention aims to enhance
siblings’ knowledge, coping and
caring experiences and ultimately
impact on their wellbeing. A
randomised controlled trial is
currently underway to test out the
efficacy of this innovative
intervention.

Medical Education and Learning
for Globalized Patient Population
with Web 2.0
	
  
Cindy Sinclair*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Unprecedented technological
advancements, intersected with Web
2.0 tools and media technology, have
intensified migration and
immigration globally. In the contexts
of market economies, motivation for
upward personal, social and
economic mobilization, migrants,
including professionals such as
medical doctors, join the migratory
movement in this globalized world,
only to realize that opportunities for
medical education and retraining to
continue their medical career in
Canada is virtually impossible. This
presentation explores a broad
framework for enhancing the
delivery of medical education and
retraining of IMDs with the use of
Web 2.0 technologies, to prepare
IMDs for the practice of medicine in
Canada. The framework is grounded
on two criteria: 1) expand the
century-old Flexner Report’s
recommendation which currently
aims at steering medical education to
adhere to the protocols of
“mainstream” science of teaching
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into a broader perspective of
international social sciences and
cultural skills to more accurately
reflect the growing diversity of the
patient population in Canada; 2)
expand the learning, assessment and
retraining opportunities for IMDs
with the utilization of interactive
Web 2.0 technologies such videos,
webcasts, blogs and social
networking. My argument is,
mainstream homogenous populations
are being reshaped to multi-diverse
ethnic populations in most
westernized countries. Medical
schools across Canada and the
United States are modifying medical
education curricula and goals and
objectives for all specialties of
medicine and using Web 2.0 tools to
facilitate medical and professional
learning, collaboration and
socialization among learners and
teachers. However, while
technological advancements,
globalization, market economies, as
well as need for skilled workers in
immigrant countries such as Canada,
inflates migration movements to
Canada, medical education and
retraining programs to prepare IMDs
for work in medicine are in short
supply. Statistics and reports show
that the Metropolitan city of Toronto
is one of the largest immigrant cities
in Canada. It is one of the most
ethnically diverse cities with almost
half of its 5.5 million population
(GTS 2011 Census) born in a foreign
country (Statistics Canada, 2006) and
speak a mother tongue other than

English (CMA, 2011). In addition,
while Canada experiences a shortage
of medical doctors and while
Metropolitan Toronto attracts almost
half of the number of the IMDs who
immigrate to Canada, opportunities
for IMDs to learn and integrate in the
medical network in Toronto are rare.
Many IMDs in Metropolitan Toronto
study privately at universities, public
libraries, coffee shops and other
public places, or in groups at medical
centres or other hospital auditorium,
for preparation of Canadian medical
exams and skills assessment tests,
while at the same time. Irregardless,
the majority are turned away from
the profession as unsuitable to
practice Canadian medicine. Today,
universities provide courses, lectures,
academic seminars, skills practice
exercises and social networking
opportunities among Canadian
physicians and learners with the use
of synchronous and interactive Web
and video interfaces. This allows
users to ask questions, leave
comments and receive feedback from
specialists and medical experts. As
this presentation is a work-inprogress, I will not provide results,
nor conclusions for this study.
Rather, I will provide evidence of
how Web 2.0 tools are used in
medical education programs in
various medical schools in Canada
and the United States. I will argue
for the development and use of a
similar style of medical education
and training program for IMDs in
their preparation for eligibility
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assessment to practice medicine in
Canada.

Needs and Challenges in the Social
Alarm Area
	
  
Marie Sjölinder*, Anneli Avatare
Nöu*
Track: Practice
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
The elderly population is increasing
and there is a need to provide care
and safety at a high level with
limited resources. New social alarm
solutions could contribute to safety
and independence for elderly. The
digital infrastructure provides new
possibilities and challenges for the
social alarm area. Sweden has a wide
spread digital infrastructure and have
reached far in the digital social alarm
area in terms of the development of
alarms, the use of the digital
infrastructure for the alarms and
regarding management of the alarm
solutions. Knowledge and experience
from the deployment of digital social
alarms in Sweden could be used in
other countries as well. Objective
and methods In a number of projects
we have addressed the social alarm
area in a broad sense and from
several perspectives. There are
several actors involved and there are

complex processes both with respect
to procure new alarms and to mange
the organisation around them. In our
work we have focused on usage and
usage aspects of these processes.
Alarm users, caregivers, managers at
the municipalities and personnel at
alarm centres have been interviewed.
Results and conclusions As a result
of this work a number of problems
have been identified. The complexity
to procure new alarms in the
municipalities have had the effect
that the same social alarm systems
have been ordered over and over
again without taking into account
new user needs or new available
technical solutions. From a user
point of view the interviews revealed
several problems. One large problem
that was found was that the alarms
have a very limited reach and are
designed for indoor purpose only.
Further, the speaker of the traditional
indoor alarms is located in the base
unit and the user has to be quite close
to this unit to be able to
communicate with the alarm centre.
The problems regarding traditional
social alarms have had the effect that
some elderly people hesitate to leave
their homes, which in turn has
negative effects due to lack of
physical activity and social contacts.
There are some existing social alarm
solutions for outdoor usage that have
the speaker in the wearable unit.
However, most of these alarms are
just operating outdoors and not
indoors; and there are also challenges
in business models and responsibility
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for receiving and acting on alarms.
Future work must address issues
related to new ways of cooperation
between the public sector, the private
sector and non-profit efforts as well
as how Information Technology can
support this collaboration. Several
interviewed users also pointed out
the design of the alarms. The design
was not nice and the alarms had a
stigmatizing effect. In our ongoing
work we are developing a new social
alarm where we place a large focus
on looks and design of the product.
The alarm will also work both indoor
and outdoor and have a speaker in
the wearable unit. Technology for
elderly must be turned into goodlooking devices with a setting of
useful services and a flexible
organisation around them.

Development of the Survey Email
Scheduler (SES) Software, a Tool
That May Improve Data
Collection and Logistics of Clinical
Trials in General Practice.
	
  
Trygve Skonnord*, Finn Steen, Atle
Klovning*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation

Background Conducting research in
general practice faces some
methodological challenges that limit
the use of Randomized Controlled
Trials (RCTs), especially with
respect to trial logistics.
Interventions take place in small and
busy practices, and the researchers
usually undertake the trial logistics
and data collection themselves, as
funding of research assistants who
can do phone interviews or send out
reminders is uncommon. Web-based
questionnaires may greatly ease the
data collection, but we discovered in
the planning of an RCT, that there
was no software that could automate
the sending of emails. We have
therefore produced our own software
to manage the email scheduling
necessary for our own study.
Research question(s) Is it possible to
develop a tool that can schedule
emails to trial participants who are
included at different points of time?
Methods The planned RCT will
consecutively include 270 patients in
general practice with acute low back
pain, but at different times over a
period of 1-2 years. Data will be
collected using web-based
questionnaires at 19 defined points of
time, from before treatment to 1 year
after treatment. We will need to send
out separate emails for each of the
questionnaires, generating 5130
emails. This process must be done
automated. Results We have
searched and tested many different
applications, but none of them have
met the specifications that we have
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defined necessary for our trial
logistics. We have therefore
developed a program called Survey
Email Scheduler (SES), which will
manage the necessary email
scheduling for our trial. After testing
it in a pilot study and the main study,
we plan to develop SES to an ”Open
Source Software” which can be used
in future trials in general practice for
other GP researchers. Conclusion
The Survey Email Scheduler (SES)
will in the future contribute to make
it possible to carry out larger RCTs
in general practice, thereby
improving the quality of research
possible to undertake in general
practice.

Reach and Uptake of Internet- and
Telephone-Based Smoking
Cessation Interventions: Results
from a Cohort Study and
Randomised Controlled Trial
	
  
Lise Skrubbeltrang Skov-Ettrup*,
Peter Dalum, Janne Schurmann
Tolstrup
Track: Research
Topic: Health disparities
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The public health
impact of smoking cessation
interventions is highly dependent on
their reach and the degree to which
they are used. A better understanding

of the reach smoking cessation
interventions and who become active
users of internet-based smoking
cessation programs and telephone
counselling will be of value in
designing effective interventions.
Objective: To investigate patterns of
reach of smoking cessation
interventions and how uptake of an
internet-based smoking cessation
program and telephone counselling
varies according to demographic and
smoking-related characteristics.
Methods: The study uses data from a
randomised smoking cessation trial
where participants were recruited
among 9,924 smokers who
previously participated in two large
national health surveys conducted in
2007-2008 and 2010. The invitation
was sent by e-mail or letter. 1809
consented and were eligible for the
trial. Trial participation was studied
as an indicator of reach using data
from the two cohort studies. The trial
itself included four interventions: 1)
a tailored smoking cessation program
delivered through internet and
mobile phone text-messages 2) Five
proactive telephone counselling
sessions 3) Standard reactive quit
line counselling 4) A self-help
booklet. Information about
intervention uptake was self-reported
at one month follow-up. Participants
were encouraged but not obliged to
use the interventions. Uptake was
studied in relation a range of
demographic and smoking related
characteristics. Results: Reach was
highest among those aged 40-59,
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women, heavy smokers, and those
with at least 15 years of education.
Among participants in the RCT, we
saw large differences in intervention
uptake between the four groups. 69
% of those randomized to the
internet-based intervention signed up
for the program. 74 % accepted the
offer of proactive counselling,
whereas only 9 % called the quit line
in the group randomized to reactive
telephone counselling. In
multivariate analysis, young age was
associated with uptake of the
internet-based intervention and short
education was positively associated
with accepting the offer of proactive
telephone counselling. Conclusions:
The communication channel and
degree of proactivity greatly affect
intervention uptake. Internet-based
interventions and telephone
counselling appear to attract different
age groups and different socioeconomic groups.

The Impact of Use of a Child
Health Information Web-Site on
Perceived Parental Self-Efficacy of
Norwegian Mothers.
	
  
Lars Petter Skranes*, Gro Cc
Løhaugen, Jon Sverre Skranes*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation

Single Presentation
Background: Internet has become the
main source of child health
information among parents of young
children. The increased focus on
prevention of disease and promotion
of good health with increased
responsibility placed on individuals
and their family has led to a parental
wish to participate in decisionmaking of what to do in the handling
of a sick child. Objective: Aim of
study was to evaluate how regular
use of a specific child health web site
developed by Norwegian physicians
(www.syktbarn.no) would influence
perceived parental self-efficacy and
knowledge in Norwegian mothers of
young children. We also wanted the
mothers to evaluate usefulness and
user-friendliness of the web-site. In
addition, usage of the site in the
general population was recorded.
Methods: In this prospective survey a
convenience sample of 99
Norwegian mothers were
interviewed with standardized
questionnaires for background
information, self-perceived parental
competence before and after the
usage of the web-site for 9-12
months. Usage of site in the general
population was examined with
Google Statistics. Results: After
usage, the mothers rated themselves
with less anxiety when their child
was ill (p=.017, paired sample t-test)
and with increased knowledge about
childhood disease. More mothers
knew how to recognize serious
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disease in their child. More than 80%
of mothers appreciated the structure,
content and usefulness of the study
web site. Conclusions: Regular use
of a child health web site developed
by physicians increased perceived
self-efficacy and empowerment,
reduced anxiety and increased
knowledge among Norwegian
mothers of young children. Health
providers should take an active part
in the development of eHealth
applications and appreciate and
guide usage among parents.

Internet Use among Mothers of
Young Children in Norway – a
Survey of Internet Habits and
Perceived Parental Self-Efficacy
regarding Child Health and the
Caring for a Sick Child.
	
  
Lars Petter Skranes*, Gro Cc
Løhaugen, Jon Sverre Skranes*
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Internet has become the
leading source of child health
information to parents, and mothers
of young children are among the
most active users of the web.
Perceived parental competence,

education and satisfaction with
health services may influence
Internet use. Objective: To evaluate
how Norwegian mothers of young
children make use of the Internet in
general, and how they collect
information about child health,
especially when their child is sick.
We also wanted to look at perceived
parental self-efficacy, ability of selfcare and empowerment concerning
sickness in their child and how these
factors would influence Internet
usage. Methods: A survey that
included 99 Norwegian mothers to
young children was performed to
assess the relationship between
Internet use concerning child health,
perceived parental self-efficacy and
empowerment when having a sick
child, and demographic factors.
Results: Nearly all Norwegian
parents have Internet access at home
and use the net regularly, also when
their child is sick. They mostly use
Google to search for web-based child
health information and are generally
satisfied with the information that
they get online. Internet is the main
source for obtaining information
about child health in general, while
the parents use the traditional health
services when their child gets sick.
Internet usage was negatively
correlated to mother’s education, but
not to mother’s age, number of
children or degree of satisfaction
with the traditional health services. A
third of mothers reported that they
got very anxious and nearly half
reported lack of knowledge when
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their child was sick. Conclusion:
Internet is the main source of child
health information for Norwegian
mothers of young children, and the
usage is mainly independent of age,
parental self-efficacy and degree of
satisfaction with traditional health
services. The traditional health
services should act in conjunction
with this to stimulate self-care and to
increase parental self-efficacy and
empowerment.

Web-Based Support in Long-Term
Illness – a Person-Centred Care
Approach
	
  
Ingela Skärsäter*, Marie Berg*,
Anna-Lena Hellström, inga-Lill
Hellström, Margareta Jenholt
Nolbris, Agneta Ranerup*, Carina
Sparud Lundin*, Ulrika Josefsson
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Introduction The abstract outlines a
research project that aims to develop
and evaluate a person-centred model
of web-based learning and support
for people with long-term illness.
Departing from the widespread use
of the internet in modern society and
the emerging use of web applications

in healthcare the multi-case project
captures persons’ needs and
expectations in order to develop
highly usable web recourses. To
support the underlying idea to move
beyond the illness, we approach the
development of web support from
the perspective of the emergent area
of person-centred care (PCC).
Methods The research design uses a
meta-analytical approach through its
focus on synthesizing experiences
from four Swedish regional and
national cases of design and use of
web-based support in long-term
illness. The cases include children
(bladder dysfunction and uro-genital
malformation), young adults (living
close to persons with mental illness),
and two different cases of adults
(women with breast cancer and
childbearing women with type 1
diabetes). All of the cases are
ongoing, though in different stages
of design, implementa-tion, and
analysis. An inductive approach
characterizes the analysis of the
results of the cases. By means of a
step-wise analysis a shared
knowledge and understanding of
each separate case is created
followed by the development of
central categories (such as types of
needs and expectations, types of
theories, conceptual framework, etc).
Results To allow valid comparisons
between the four cases we explore
and problematize them in relation to
four main aspects: 1) The use of
people’s experiences and needs; 2)
The role of use of theories in the
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design of person-centred web-based
supports; 3) The evaluation of the
effects of health outcomes for the
informants involved and 4) The
development of a generic personcentred model for learning and social
support for people with long-term
illness and their significant others.
Discussion and Conclusion Personcentred web-based support is a new
area and no available study focus on
how web-based interventions can
contribute to the further development
of PCC. In the four cases within this
project the evaluation model is
characterized by evaluation of web
support in real settings, and data will
be analysed using both within-case
and across-case statistical analyses.
Therefore, our multiple-case method,
in which overlapping results from
different contexts will provide
comprehensive experiences, will
contribute to the design of a more
generally applicable, individually
modifiable model. However, the
multiple case method is also a
challenge of validity, as the use of
different case experiences and
environments, involves an endeavor
to understand what types of
experiences are actually being
captured in the process of developing
a web-based support and what this
means in relation to PCC. In
summary, the main intention of the
project outlined here is to contribute
with both a synthesis of results on
meta-level from four cases and a
substantial contribution to the field
person centred care.

Internet-Based Self-Monitoring of
Physical Activity (PA) in COPD
Patients: a Study of the Usability
of Activity Monitors and Patient’s
Preferences
	
  
Jiska Snoeck-Stroband*, Laurence
Alpay, Martijn Vooys, Thijs
Beerthuizen, Jannie Abbink, Jaap
Sont*, Ton Rövekamp
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: In patients with COPD
being physically active is considered
of great importance in adequate
disease management. However, it is
difficult for the majority of COPD
patients to meet the recommended
amount of Physical Activity (PA).
Pulmonary rehabilitation programs
have been shown to improve PA in
COPD patients. However, these
programs are rather extensive and
expensive, and not appropriate to all
patients. Therefore, other methods of
support (e.g. internet-based selfmonitoring of PA using simple
equipment) should be considered to
help COPD patients in enhancing
their PA. Objective: In the context of
self-management of physical activity
of COPD patients, 1) to assess the
usability of two inexpensive and
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commercially available internet
enabled accelerometers and 2) to
gain insight into patients’
preferences with regard to the
representation of the information on
PA from the monitoring devices.
Methods: A cross-over design study
was conducted in COPD-patients
from a Rehabilitation Centre, and
who had never used a PA device
before in order to assess the usability
of two internet accelerometers: Fitbit
(Fitbit Inc., San Francisco, CA) and
PAM Physical Activity Monitor
AM300 (PAM B.V. Doorwerth, NL).
Participants (n=16, GOLD stage 1-4)
were asked to wear both the Fitbit
and PAM for seven consecutive days
only during daytime. They were
instructed to attach the devices to
their waistband close to the hip
(PAM) or pocket (FB), immediately
after waking up and to continue to
wear the device until going to sleep.
Block-randomization determined the
order in which activity monitors
were worn (PAM – Fitbit or FitbitPAM). After each seven-day period
patients were asked to indicate to
what extend they agreed with
seventeen statements regarding
usability and user-friendliness of the
corresponding activity monitor using
a seven point Likert scale. A semistructured focus group (n=5, GOLD
stage 2-3) was organized. Issues such
as presentation of the patients’
physical activity, providing feedback
and advice, rewarding as well as
planning for future physical activities
were addressed. Various ways to

present data gathered by the
monitoring devices were presented to
the participants. Results: Both
devices scored well on the following
aspects: in general pleasant to wear,
and patients are willing to wear it for
a longer period (>12 weeks) with
average scores ranging from 4.9 5.9. There were no statistical
differences between the Fitbit and
the PAM. In general no negative
sentiments (frightening, frustrating)
towards wearing the device was
reported. The focus group indicated
that with respect to the presentation
of the PA information, the patients
were open to receive information
about their physical activities via the
internet, but they tended to be
reluctant to get feedback (giving a
feeling of being judged). The
information also needed to be
concise and easy to understand.
Conclusions The two inexpensive
and commercially available internet
enabled accelerometers were both
found to have good usability
properties. Therefore, internet
enabled self-monitoring of PA in
COPD patients is a feasible and
affordable solution to provide
patients with the information and
feedback needed to improve their PA
as part of internet-based selfmanagement support.
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The Validity of Internet-Based
Self-Monitoring of Physical
Activity (PA) Using Low-Cost
Accelerometers in COPD.
	
  
Jacob K. Sont*, Martijn Vooijs, Jiska
B. Snoeck-Stroband*, Laurence L.
Alpay, Thijs Beerthuizen, Jannie J.
Abbink, A. (Ton) J.m. Rövekamp
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Rationale: Physical inactivity in
daily life is a prominent feature in
patients with COPD. Therefore,
improving physical activity (PA) is
an important component of adequate
disease management in COPD. Selfmonitoring with accelerometers
might provide patients with the
information and feedback needed for
goal setting of PA as part of internetbased self-management support.
Aim: To assess the validity of selfmonitoring of PA with 2 low-cost
internet enabled accelerometers as
compared to a well validated multisensor device in patients with COPD.
Methods: During 5 consecutive days,
PA was monitored in 9 patients with
COPD (5M/4F; FEV1%pred (SD):
51.1 (20.5); GOLD stage 1-4)
involved in an outpatient,
multidisciplinary pulmonary
rehabilitation program at the
Rijnlands Rehabilitation Centre in
Leiden. PA was assessed by 2

internet accelerometers (Fitbit (Fitbit
Inc.) or Physical Activity Monitor
AM300 (PAM B.V. Doorwerth,
NL)) and the SenseWear™ Armband
(BodyMedia, Inc. Pittsburgh, PA) as
gold standard. PA was expressed as
mean metabolic equivalent (MET)
level per 3 hr periods and was
adjusted for the individual patient by
linear regression. Agreement of
mean METs / 3 hrs between internet
accelerometers and the gold standard
was analyzed by the intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC) and
Bland-Altman plots. Results: The
figure
(https://www.patientcoach.nl/Medici
ne2.0_2013_abstract_Sont) shows
the Bland-Altman plots of the
agreement in estimated mean
METs/3hr between Fitbit and PAM
internet accelerometers and
SenseWear Armband, respectively.
There was good agreement between
METs from SenseWear Armband
and METs estimated by Fitbit (ICC =
0.79) and PAM internet
accelerometers (ICC = 0.70),
respectively. Conclusion: Low cost
internet enabled accelerometers
provide valid and useful estimates of
within-person differences in
metabolic equivalent (MET) level
over 3 hr periods in patients with
COPD. Implication: These devices
may be useful in cost-effective
interventions aiming to increase PA
levels by providing information and
feedback for individual goal setting
as part of internet-based selfmanagement support in patients with
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COPD. This study was supported by
a grant from the Netherlands Asthma
Foundation (grant number: 3-4-11063).

StrokePad: An IPad Application
Designed for Documentation of
Out-of-Hospital Emergency
Medical Care
	
  
Michael Duerr Specht*
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: EMS providers in
Germany attend to an average of
31,000 calls a day. Most calls are
currently documented on a
standardized DIN-A3 paper protocol
with copies for the receiving clinic
and dispatch units. StrokePad is a
tablet application designed to replace
and enhance standard
documentation. It’s features support
the high stress environment of EMS
services utilizing an intuitive GUI
that maps the typical EMS workflow
and allows the immediate electronic
transfer of relevant information to
the receiving facility as well as
mission control centers, thereby
saving valuable time in the care of
critically ill patients. Objectives:
Design and build a mobile tablet

based application to model EMS
workflow and information
processing, present a graphical user
interface customized to the patient’s
initial presentation to capture all
pertinent data, offer medical decision
support on demand, and streamline
the transition process into the
hospital emergency department.
Methods and Design: Tablet-based
layout with touch screen interaction
On- and offline modes Standardized
screen architecture assuring steep
learning curve for new users. Four
main navigational categories:
Logistics; Patient ID; Historical
Information and Clinical Findings;
Stabilization and Treatment Actions.
Dynamic Iterative Content
Expansion (DynamICE): Default
display items are context sensitive to
the case presentation and offer the
user immediate access to the most
relevant items regarding clinical
findings and actions without the need
to search or scroll. Context sensitive
decision support including access to
standard protocols. Development:
Prototype currently under
development. GUI architecture and
interaction finalized, features
defined, database architecture
designed, ontologies for medical
histories, clinical findings and
therapeutic interventions established
(this for the most part includes
mapping to international standards).
Prototype programming in IOS in
progress. Language support planned.
Information transfer as summary file
by e-mail or HL7 messaging directly
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into the receiving hospitals electronic
medical record planned. Security
features and audit trail planned.
Outlook: We expect the prototype to
be available at the time of the
conference. Further funding will
determine the target date for
deployment of the StrokePad
application in its primary target
markets.

A Multi-Methods Study of How
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer and
Questioning Youth Interact OnLine and Offline to Manage
Psychological Health and WellBeing
	
  
Jenny Speirs*
Track: Research
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Discrimination,
bullying and homophobia have a
serious impact on lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, queer and
questioning (LGBTQ) young
people’s mental health, reflected in
increased rates of suicide and selfharm. This might be because
discrimination interferes with how
people are able to construct and
enact coherent, desired, identities.

Recent research suggests that the
internet can provide LGBTQ young
people with a safer space to connect
with others, to find support and
negotiate their identities. But we
know very little about how this
works to help. How does interaction
online help LGBTQ young people
create resilience, construct identities
and manage their psychological
wellbeing? How are online and
offline identities constructed and
managed for wellbeing? In a climate
that focuses on LGBTQ young
people’s vulnerability and
suicidality, this research takes a
positive approach to answering these
questions which can help LGBTQ
and other young people learn from
each other to maximise wellbeing.
Objectives: To answer the question,
‘how do LGBTQ young people (aged
13 to 25) who use the internet
construct and manage their
psychological health and wellbeing?’
To gain an understanding of how
young people experience and
manage their online presences within
the context of their lives as a whole.
To learn more about the resources
that LGBTQ young people have
created for themselves and the
resources they access in order to
highlight gaps in current
understanding, highlight assets,
improve support and make policy
recommendations. Methods: This
multi-method, ethnographic, study
uses arts-based and multisensory
ethnography as an approach suited to
online spaces, able to capture diverse
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fragments of everyday life and the
presentation and construction of
identities. It also offers participants a
flexible range of ways to take part,
both online and offline. It allows for
the gathering of non-verbal data that
engages with the ways that online
identities are embodied and how
these spaces are experienced, in
ways that are not easy to articulate.
Young people, aged 13-25, who selfidentify as LGBTQ are invited to
participate through online advertising
and through youth groups. They
choose the level at which they like to
participate from brief online survey
to diary-construction. Results and
Conclusion: The analytical
framework uses phenomenology and
affect theory to conceptualise
subjectivity, identity and how
discourses of gender, identity and
psychological health are constructed
and experienced without
medicalising emotion or reifying
sexuality or gender categories. This
paper will focus on contextualising
online presence/experiences in the
maintenance of identity, wellbeing
and resilience and the importance of
online and offline social interaction.
Research is in progress: data
collection is underway at present and
emerging findings will be presented
at the conference.

Online Learning Week for Nurses
in Sexual Health; Building
Knowledge and Understanding
Enhanced by Web 2.0
Technologies within Communities
of Practice (cop).
	
  
Ralph Spijker*, Lydia Pars*, Marjo
Taal
Track: Practice
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
With an ongoing drive to innovate,
STI AIDS Netherlands developed in
close collaboration with nursing
communities an Online Learning
Week (OLW). Developed in a time
frame of 10 months, this event was
executed from 31 October 2012 until
6 November 2012 . The OLW
appeared to be a sufficient answer to
a further withdraw of nursing
participants visiting the once in every
two years organized Nursing
Symposium. With 342 registered
participants, instead of 175 for the
Nursing Symposium, a reward of 7,6
for the program and 90% of
participants would join again, the
OLW turned out to be a success. Key
to this success is the underlying
approach of development. 1.
Develop an innovative online
learning event in close collaboration
with cop. To enhance knowledge,
skills and attitudes of professionals
by offering online learning, cop
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deliver expertise. From this
perspective representatives of the
nursing communities involved, are
equal partners in the development of
the learning content. Also, they
became spokes persons within their
cop about the development process
and delivered specific sources of
content like interview reports, film,
voice-over presentations, guidelines
in development etc., from which
colleagues could learn. 2.
Collaborative learning as a
pedagogical approach stimulates
learning within the cop. Various
sources of content are developed in
collaboration with educational
experts and members of the nursing
communities. Web 2.0
communication tools enhance
learning by its functions of
stimulating active involvement of
participants and actively processing
the learning content, so that new
understanding is constructed among
participants within the cop. 3. The
open source Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE) is tailored to the
needs of the nursing communities
and STI AIDS Netherlands. Experts
in learning technology supported the
development of the VLE and how to
manage the learning content. 4.
Before creating a VLE and learning
content it’s essential to know who
the potential participants are. Two
surveys were held among 400
members of the nursing
communities: one focused on
technological barriers and barriers to
participate in an online event, the

other on the subjects derived from a
brainstorm session with nurses to
determine the workshop topics. 5. To
overcome technological and
managerial barriers for nurses to
participate in the OLW, a PR group
was launched. Effective methods to
create higher awareness among
nurses and managers of public health
clinics in the Netherlands where
used. This involved: minimal
technological demands for access,
suggestions on time management and
recognizing online learning sources
and communication tools. All 13
workshops in the OLW are evaluated
by its participants. An evaluation
survey about experiences with online
learning two weeks after the OLW
was filled in by 200 respondents.
Results show the success of the
OLW. Critical points of feedback are
taken into account. In this case, the
above described approach has
possibly led to a good fit of the
online learning program to the needs
of the nursing communities to build
new knowledge and understanding.

Therapist-Delivered Internet
Psychotherapy for Depression in
Primary Care with "Net-Step"
	
  
Ulrich Sprick*, Martin Johannes
Köhne
Track: Practice
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
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Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background:While internet
psychotherapy with CBT has already
been proven to be an effective
method of treatment in various
countries (e.g. USA, Australia, UK,
Netherlands) there are only few
approaches in Germany so far.
Objective: We investigated the
effects of the CBT-program net-step
which was delivered by a
psychotherapist. Net-step is based on
the manual used in the Dutch
Virence internet-psychotherapy
program. Methods: In a randomised
controlled trial 60 individuals with a
score of 16 or more on the Beck
depression inventory (BDI) and a
confirmed diagnosis of depression
were recruited from practitioners, the
hospital ambulance or via the
internet. Every participant was
invited for a personal talk and was
tested face to face in the hospital
ambulance. Participants were then
randomly assigned to 12 weeks CBT
online or a face to face-CBT for the
same period of time. A waitung
group of 30 individuals received
online-CBT after a 12-weeks waiting
period. Results: 72 % of the patients
suffering from depression recovered
during the 12-weeks period. This
was equal to the recovery-rate in the
face to face group. Patients in the
waiting group showed no effect
before treatment. Conclusions: Netstep as a therapist delivered CBT-

internet-psychotherapy is an
effective tool for the treatment of
depression. It is an attempt to
combine advantages of solitary
internet-psychotherapy with
beneficial effects of face to face
therapy.

Development of a Web-Based
Supportive Intervention for
Relatives of People with
Depression or Schizophrenia
	
  
Sigrid Stjernswärd*, Lars Hansson
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Web-based health
services offer valuable advantages to
its users, e.g. ease of access and 24/7
availability. Studies of web-based
strategies’ effectiveness in
addressing the needs of families
living with a person with mental ill
health, i.e. needs of information and
support, are called for. Previous
research shows that a first version of
a web-based tool aimed at families
living with depression was useful for
the participants. The tool offered a
place for communication with the
self and others, creating an
opportunity to ventilate feelings,
378
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exchange experiences and support
with similar others, and feel
empowered. The tool was based on a
theoretical framework entailing the
potential health benefits of
expressive writing (EW) and social
support (SS) when experiencing
stressful events. The present project
will test the following hypotheses.
Study 1: A web-based intervention
with a tool entailing a
psychoeducative module and
modules facilitating EW and SS will
decrease caregiver burden and show
beneficial psychosocial health effects
on participants with a relative with
depression or schizophrenia. Study 2:
An intervention entailing modules
that facilitate EW and SS has
additional effects on caregiver
burden and health in relatives with
depression or schizophrenia as
compared to a psychoeducative
intervention entailing information
only. Objectives: The overall aim of
the present project is to explore and
investigate the effectiveness of new
web based ways of supporting
families living close to a person with
depression or schizophrenia. The aim
of the 1st study is to perform an open
trial to further explore the potential
(health promoting) effects of a
digitally based self-help tool for
families living close to a person with
depression or schizophrenia. The
intervention - entailing the study
participants’ use of the web based
tool SR - will contain three parts: 1)
a psychoeducative information part;
2) a diary, facilitating expressive

writing; and 3) a forum, facilitating
social support. Based on the results
of this trial a power analysis will be
performed to guide the required
sample size of study 2 of which the
aim is to investigate the effectiveness
of a psychoeducative intervention
entailing psychoeducative
information only compared to the
web-based intervention from study 1,
entailing also a diary and a forum,
using a RCT design. Methods: The
present study (study 1) is designed as
an open trial (depression n=25,
schizophrenia n=19) including
quantitative pre-test, post-test and
follow-up measurements after 6
months. Self-rating scales measuring
variables such as caregiver burden
(CarerQoL, Brouwer 2006), quality
of life (MANSA, Priebe 1999),
depression (HADS Zigmond and
Snaith 1983), empowerment (Rogers,
1997), experiences of social support
(ISSI, Unden and Orth-Gomer 1989),
coping strategies (COPE, Carver et
al. 1989), stigma (DISC12,
Thornicroft et al. 2009), and usability
(SUS, Brooke 1996) will be used to
collect quantitative data. Qualitative
data will be collected through
interviews and forum posts and will
be subjected to inductive qualitative
analysis. Results: Preliminary results
of the present study (1) will be
presented. Conclusions: The
literature shows that web-based
health services can be useful in
addressing the needs of patients and
their families, although further
studies are needed to evaluate their
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effectiveness and cost-effectiveness.
Such services can be valuable
complements to regular health care
services.

Distruptive Business Modeling in
Digital Health.
	
  
Aleksandar Stojanovic*
Track: Business
Topic: Business modelling in
eHealth
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
The most successful digital business
models are driven by the disruption
of existing principle-agent-markets,
in which the key revenue streams
result from systematical assymetry of
information. For example, the travel
industry was digitally disrupted by
digital plattforms which bypassed
travel agents and giving end-users
access to their databases. Similar
principles changed the music
industry, the retail industry and many
other business areas. The health
industry is facing a similar challenge,
represented though broad access to
medical information for the so called
"E-Patient". Applying the principleagent-theory to the upcoming
changes, the role of the "agents in
healthcare" will be redefined. The
existing business model "the doctor"
fulfills all the criteria of a "principalagent" business model, where the

patient (principal) faces an
intentionally constructed assymmetry
of information (restricted access to
medical information, regulatory, latin
as business-language) and ressources
(diagnosis, access to medical
technologies and prescription-drugs).
In his presentation Aleksandar
Stojanovic will prove the bypassedagents theory, highlight the existing
principal-agent-markets in healthcare
and present likely scenarios for the
digital disruption of global
healthcare. The presentation provides
a systematic approach to create and
rollout "Disruptive Digital Health
Business Models".

Their First Real Test: Did
Advanced Biosurveillance Systems
Help Detect and Provide
Situational Awareness for the 2009
H1N1 Pandemic?
	
  
Michael A Stoto*, Ying Zhang
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The 2009 H1N1
pandemic provided the first serious
test of advanced biosurveillance
systems, including indicator-based
and event-based surveillance systems
and social media, designed to detect
disease outbreaks and to provide
380
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real-time situational. Objective To
examine the performance of
biosurveillance systems in practice,
identify their strengths and
weaknesses, and offer
recommendations to improve their
use in public health practice.
Methods This study is based on a
retrospective analysis of reports from
U.S., Mexico, Hong Kong, and
global surveillance systems,
published reports based on
surveillance data, key informant
interviews, and a Bayesian statistical
model applied to Hong Kong
influenza surveillance data. Results
Coming at the end of the flu season,
the initial “signal” of the 2009 H1N1
outbreak in Mexico and the United
States was too diffuse to have
triggered automated outbreak
detection algorithms. Mexican
authorities, however, successfully
used syndromic data to help confirm
indications of an outbreak from
standard surveillance systems.
Global reporting and notification
systems helped Mexican authorities
recognize that a series of apparently
unconnected outbreaks were actually
manifestations of the pandemic
H1N1 virus first characterized in the
United States. In the United States,
syndromic surveillance systems
tracking influenza-like illness in
primary care and hospital emergency
departments and Google Flu Trends
data were primarily used to provide
situational awareness about the age
distribution and geographic spread of
H1N1 infections. A process analysis

of these systems identified evidence
of potential reporting biases related
to patient and healthcare provider
awareness of H1N1 in the media. As
a result, conclusions that children
were at “higher risk” and about
geographical spread may be
incorrect. In Hong Kong, influenza
surveillance is conducted through a
standard hospital-centered network
and syndromic systems drawing on
sentinel physicians, clinics, and
institutions. During the H1N1
outbreak each surveillance system
exhibited unique susceptibilities to
the informational and policy
environment. Increased media
coverage and public awareness of the
pandemic not only brought the
“worried well” to hospitals, but also
a higher percentage of “worried ill”
who otherwise would have not
sought medical attention.
Institutional surveillance, such as
fever screening at the elderly homes
and daycare centers, was less
affected by the informational
environment. Conclusions The
development and widespread
implementation of advanced
biosurveillance systems represents an
important step towards preparedness,
but the 2009 H1N1 experience
identified limitations that must be
addressed. In particular, we must be
aware of potential reporting biases
reflecting public and provider
awareness about the outbreak in
interpreting surveillance data. The
2009 H1N1 pandemic reminds us
that public health crises are often
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characterized by scientific
uncertainty. In this context,
syndromic surveillance and similar
advanced biosurveillance systems are
unlikely, by themselves, to detect
future events and provide enough
information about them early enough
to initiate and guide a public health
response. These systems can,
however, provide information critical
to inform an effective response, such
as confirming an outbreak detected
through other means. Similarly,
global reporting and notification
systems are important because they
help provide information needed to
interpret local information and
“connect the dots” rather than
communicating established facts.

AIDSVu: An Interactive Online
Surveillance Mapping Resource to
Improve HIV Prevention in the US
	
  
Patrick Sean Sullivan*, Travis
Sanchez*, Alexandra Ricca, Jennifer
Taussig
Track: Practice
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
AIDSVu (www.aidsvu.org) is a
freely accessible online mapping
resource that increases the
accessibility and utility of HIV
surveillance data in the United

States. Its development represents a
unique public-private collaboration,
in which public health surveillance
officials share, without personal
identifiers, aggregated data on the
number of persons living with HIV
infection, and Emory University
supports the production of interactive
online maps illustrating the most
heavily impacted states, counties,
postal codes and, in some cases
census tracts. Other public data, such
as Census data on poverty,
education, and health insurance, can
be used to create user-defined data
"mash-ups". These views are
presented in tandem-tethered
interactive maps, and provide context
about the social determinants of
health. Consumer-oriented features
include locator functions to link
users with HIV testing and HIV
treatment and care facilities.
Downloadable resources include
high resolution images of maps,
PowerPoint slide decks of HIV
prevalence maps for the US and its
regions, every US state, and selected
US cities, and downloadable data
sets for all data elements mapped on
the website. All services and
materials are freely accessible, with
no charge or registration required.
Since the launch of the current
release in June 2012, over 25,000
unique visitors have logged over
200,000 page views -- nearly 1,000
page views per day. The average
visitor stays on the site for over 4
minutes, indicating a high level of
engagement for those who use the
382
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site and its materials. AIDSVu
addresses an important need, and
there is evidence that it has been
impactful in improving the targeting
of HIV services. The US National
AIDS Strategy calls for intensifying
HIV prevention efforts in the
communities where HIV is most
heavily concentrated; however,
information about HIV prevalence is
not consistently available at small
geographic areas (e.g., zip code or
county level) across the US. Users of
AIDSVu maps report using HIV
prevalence maps to select geographic
areas in most need of HIV testing
services within cities, and
implementing door-to-door HIV
testing campaigns accordingly.
Another AIDSVu user determined
optimal locations for statewide
telemedicine call-in centers by using
AIDSVu maps to identify significant
areas of unmet need for medical care.
Since AIDSVu's launch in June
2010, over 3,000 visitors have used
the HIV testing locator, which assists
users to find a nearby HIV testing
location. The presentation will
briefly highlight AIDSVu's key
functionalities and novel data display
features, and will also discuss the
challenges and opportunities of
partnerships between private website
developers and public health
officials. AIDSVu is a useful model
to illustrate how new technology
approaches can increase the extent to
which public health surveillance data
are useful to improve the targeting of
public health services and

interventions.

The Effects of a Randomized
Workplace Lifestyle Intervention Using Web-Based Feedback with
Health Behavior Theories for SelfEmpowered Health and Health
Literacy
	
  
Madeleine Svensson*, Elena
Pasquali, Rino Bellocco, Lena
Petersson, Linda Bakkman, Ylva
Trolle Lagerros
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Railway employees are
sedentary, constantly traveling, and
at high risk of obesity. Internet-based
health interventions may serve as an
appropriate medium for a traveling
target group. Many previously
conducted interventions delivered via
the Internet have shown moderate
results, but many lack the use of
well-established health behavior
theories and aspects enhancing
participants’ health literacy.
Objectives: We evaluated the health
effects of a web-based intervention
using instant health feedback with
well-established health behavior
theories (i.e. stages of change) with
or without added motivational
interviewing over telephone. The
overall study aim was to reach self383
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empowered health among our
participants. Methods: 3,876
employees were e-mailed a webbased lifestyle questionnaire and
randomly given either a: A)
questionnaire, or B) questionnaire +
interactive personalized automated
health feedback, or C) questionnaire
+ interactive personalized automated
health feedback + telephone
counseling. The automatic feedback
was based on the participants’
responses, level of motivation to
change, and tailored to match their
health needs. All feedback was saved
at a personalized website. Telephone
counseling was provided by the QuitSmoking-Hotline, Alcohol Hotline,
or Diet and Exercise Hotline. All
three hotlines used Motivational
Interviewing as their primary method
for counseling. Nine months later, a
follow-up questionnaire (version C)
was e-mailed. Descriptive statistics
were calculated. Chi-square tests,
Kruskal Wallis, ANOVA, and GEE
models were computed to study
health improvements within/between
the groups (A, B, and C), at baseline
and follow-up. Results: 981 (66%)
employees (men: 67%, mean age:
44yrs, mean BMI: 26.4kg/m2)
participated at baseline and followup. At baseline, the intervention
groups (B and C) reported higher
motivation to improve dietary (48%51%) and physical activity habits
(60-63%), compared to group A
(34% for diet; 50% for physical
activity). At follow-up, the
intervention groups were less

motivated to make lifestyle changes,
whereas group A increased
(p<0.001) their motivation. No
significant differences in health
changes (diet, physical activity,
alcohol intake, smoking, stress, and
sleeping) with respect to the three
different groups were found.
Conclusion: Personalized automated
health feedback did not render in
effects on health and no improved
health effects were found with added
telephone counseling. However, our
results point towards promising
results on participants’ level of
motivation to change health
behaviors, from using automated
personalized health feedback. Yet,
motivation is the first step towards
self-empowered health and the
beginning to use health literacy as an
asset.

BlindShell: Android Multi-Touch
Gesture Interface for Blind Users
	
  
Petr Svobodnik*, Daniel Novak
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Nowadays, majority of
blind users still use traditional
mobiles with HW keyboard
accompanied with special reader384
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screen software (MobileSpeak).
Despite of fast penetration of smarttouch mobiles there are few apps
targeted on blind users as Talkback
and none of them use exclusively
multi-gesture control. Objective Our
primary goal was to design an
Android launcher’s app for
addressing basic functions (call, sms,
contacts, calendar, alarm, reminders)
solely via use of multi-gestures
approach. Method A user centered
design was applied. First, qualitative
study was conducted (10 interviews
of 60-90mins with blind focus
group). Next, quantitative research
with 30 blind participants was
carried out. 82% users did not posses
any proficiency in PC and smart
mobile (SM) skills. Further, Android
4.0‘s prototype was implemented
with Acapela text to speech support.
Finally, prototype was iteratively
tested/re-implemented on group of
10 blinded users (no PC/SM skills)
using 2 scenarios (4 iterations in
total). Results Two modes of GUIcontrol were found as the most
appropriate: i) left/right-sector tap;
long press //two-fingers long press,
and ii) left/right flick; double
tap//long press is used to move
between screens; resp. for
enter//back key. We left on an user
final selection of the mode control
via setting menu. Character
recognition (Google GestureLibrary)
and text input using alpha numeric
was preferred by 90% of users.
Audio help manual is included in the
app and available on supportive web

portal. Conclusions Currently, tens
of users are using the app in daily
life. The apps is regarded as very
intuitive, 75% users are able to call
and send sms after 30 mins of
training. Users who were born blind
need 2-3 days of training to use for
text input character recognition. The
app is going to be placed on Android
market to gather feedback from
users. We have contacted several
worldwide NGO to increase the app
penetration. Regarding future work,
we are planning migration under
Windows 8 and iOS. The authors
wish to thank to Vodafone
foundation for support.

A Mobile App for the Delivery of
Ankle Sprain Rehabilitation
	
  
Jonathan Synnott*, Chris Bleakley,
Richard Davies, Chris Nugent*,
Suzanne McDonough
Track: Practice
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Musculoskeletal injuries such as
ankle sprains are common and
costly, carrying significant risk of
persistent disabling symptoms such
as pain, instability and recurrent
injury. Research has shown that
rehabilitation, based on a progressive
385
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exercise approach, is an effective
method of recovery after an ankle
sprain. Current constraints within the
Health Service mean that
practitioners are unable to invest
large amounts of time treating
musculoskeletal injuries.
Consequently many patients are
discharged without comprehensive
and directed rehabilitation or
exercise advice. The European
Centre for Connected Health has
recently highlighted the importance
of adapting the Health and Social
Care System through the
introduction of new technology
solutions. In line with this
technological paradigm and with the
identified constraints of existing
clinical practice, this has provided
the rationale for the development of
a mobile app with the goal of
assisting patients and clinicians
during ankle sprain management.
The app we are developing achieves
this goal by providing end users with
a library of rehabilitation exercises
suitable for prescription after ankle
sprain. Based on our previous peer
reviewed research, the optimal dose,
technique and safe progression of
exercises are conveyed through text,
images and video clips presented
within the app. This information can
be transferred to patient users,
ensuring a more bespoke and
directed rehabilitation programme
can be initiated after injury. It is
anticipated that this will provide
benefits in terms of increasing the
capacity for clinicians to transfer

important medical evidence to the
wider service user population and
will ultimately lead to improved
recovery and enhanced long-term
outcome after soft tissue injury
compared to existing clinical
practice. The app development is
being undertaken by a team of
researchers and academics from a
range of disciplines that include
computer science, physiotherapy and
biomedical engineering. The entire
process is overseen by a project
steering group that includes
physiotherapists, industry experts
and connected health academics. The
app is initially being developed for
the Android platform due to its high
market share (70.1% in Q4 of 2012),
open platform, wide range of
supporting devices and the
availability of an online store for
publishing. The app is currently in its
final stages of development and is
due to begin extensive testing and
evaluation through an iterative
evaluation process. This evaluation
process will be divided into three
phases. Phase 1 consists of
evaluation by technical developers
with at least 5 years of experience
within Information Technology or
related disciplines. The app will then
undergo refinement based on
feedback received from this phase of
testing. Phase 2 will involve
evaluation by medical clinicians
including active general practitioners
and chartered physiotherapists who
have a clinical case load including
patients with musculoskeletal injury.
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Finally, Phase 3 will involve testing
on a wider clinical population, in
particular patients suffering from an
ankle sprain, and deployment of the
mobile app within an online app
store.

A Web-Based Software for
Effective Treatment of
Psychosomatic Disorders
	
  
Arezou Taheri*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
According to WHO documents, more
than half of the somatic diseases are
caused by mental disorders, which
may disrupt normal body functions
for a long or even short period of
time and create health problems.
Therefore, many somatic problems
are often supposed to be related to
psychological problems. For
instance, Hepatitis can be caused by
resistance to change, fear, anger, and
resentment; while resistance, tension,
hardened narrow–mindedness, and
refusing to see well are probable
causes of Arteriosclerosis. It seems a
simultaneous approach to help more
effective and lasting treatment is
considerable. In other words,

particular conditions must be
provided to enable both practitioners
and physicians to treat somatic and
psychological aspects of the patients,
simultaneously. As the little and
fragmented experience cannot be
reliable, global experiences are
needed. Hence, designing a global
medium that is capable of computing
and displaying statistical relationship
between somatic signs/symptoms on
the one side, and psychological
symptoms along with developing
treatment guidelines for every patient
(by collecting physicians,
psychiatrists and psychologists
experiences) on the other side, is of
special importance. In this paper, in
line with achievement of a global
and simultaneous treatment
expansion of patients’ body and
psyche, an integrated and dynamic
database along with its software for
probable psychological pattern
diagnosis of causes of diseases is
designed and implemented. The
developed software permits
psychiatrists and psychologists to
insert psychic factors associated with
diseases. Furthermore, physicians are
able to use developed system
recommended psychological patterns
and psychic factors in order to make
more experts who confirm the
probable psychological patterns. As
the related software system is a
mobile web 2.0 based one, it grants
members of this website, including
patients, physicians, psychiatrists,
psychologists, health administrators
and policy makers, to access the
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latest analyzed data stored in the
center. This will assist diagnosis,
treatment, consultation, following up
the patients’ status, and education. In
this system, it is possible to register
necessary complementary
information, such as patients’
medical history, current diseases,
physical, sensational, emotional, and
psycho-mental signs/symptoms, and
the taken drugs. Also, the system is
fully capable of being connected
with Electronic Health Record
system. All the provided information
is accessible to physicians in various
and appropriate formats such as:
Image, Excel, Word, PDF and
HTML file, for the purpose of
assisting physicians finding out
about hidden reasons and
psychological causes of diseases to
promote patients’ health, and helping
them make quick decisions and take
necessary comprehensive actions in
diagnosis and controlling the disease.
Such a system which is
recommended as a new tool for
communication between physicians
and psychologists; provides
situations that shorten the treatment
period, saves healthcare budget,
reduces the number of visiting
several physicians for a certain
disease, and helps patients
recovering. Moreover, the system
has the ability to quickly complete
the “psychosomatic disorders” list
from statistical perspective. As a
final word, a global web based
system is provided to connect,
process and combine two

psychological and physiological
signs and symptoms for improving
cure and treatment of diseases and
psychosomatic disorders. Key
Words: Psychosomatic Disorders,
Psychological pattern, Database, web
based system, sign, symptom

Blood Glucose and Blood Pressure
Telemonitoring Software
	
  
Arezou Taheri*, Mohammad
Tafazzoli Shadpoor
Track: Practice
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Telemedicine is one of the
technologies that is anticipated to
significantly revolutionize the system
of health care services provision.
This technology is a communication
tool that links health care
professionals and patients in
different locations through telephone
line, wireless, fax, internet and local
networks. It provides the patients
with health care and treatment
services via teleconferencing and
telemonitoring approaches; no need
for their physical presence in
physician’s office or clinic. In this
project, in line with achievement of
home telehealth, an integrated and
dynamic database along with its
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software for telemonitoring of three
important and vital signs (blood
glucose, blood pressure, and pulse
rate) is designed and implemented.
The developed system is capable of
carefully maintaining, displaying and
evaluating the properly transferred
values of blood glucose, blood
pressure, and pulse rate of the under
controlled patients, to the healthcare
center database, in appropriate time.
As the related software system, is a
web based one, it grants members of
this website, including patients,
physicians, consultant physicians,
health administrators and health care
providers, to access the latest data
status stored in the center. This will
assist diagnosis, treatment,
consultation, follow up the patients’
status, and education. The software
system, is capable of displaying all
the stored warnings while
transferring values to database
(errors that occur during data transfer
or medical warnings due to
outranged values). In this system, it
is possible to register necessary
complementary information, such as
patients’ medical history, current
diseases, signs and symptoms, and
the taken drugs. This helps
physicians to make proper diagnosis
and treatment. All the provided
information is accessible for
physicians in various and appropriate
formats such as: image, MS Excel
file, MS Word file, PDF file and
HTML file, in order to make quick
decisions and actions in diagnosis,
controlling the disease, and alerting

patients. The results of this research
reveal that implementing a webbased software system for home
telehealth, provides conditions that
accelerate monitoring and
consequently recovery of patients.
Such a system is recommended as a
new tool for communication between
health providers and patients.
Keywords: Telemedicine, Home
Telehealth, Blood Glucose, Blood
Pressure, Database, Software

EHealth Projects Challenges from
Policy Making to Adoption
	
  
Arezou Taheri*, Bill Crounse
Track: Practice
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Progressively, the use of the Internet
and the applications linked with ICT
in the health sector, represent more
of a revolution than an evolution.
eHealth refers to the use of modern
information and communication
technologies to meet needs of
citizens, patients, healthcare
professionals, healthcare providers,
as well as policy makers, in both
private and public sector worldwide,
and government, for the
transformation of health conditions,
particularly for those living in rural
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and remote areas. The ubiquity of
interactive communications and
networks of producers, suppliers,
customers, and clients has made
possible novel applications oriented
to the functional interconnection of
professionals and the integration of
health care processes. These
applications can achieve the efficient
delivery of information and services,
including remote monitoring and
direct care, and endeavor to provide
a response to many health sector
needs. eHealth now prioritizes health
information that circulates through
an indefinite number of flows and is
stored at numerous places for
multiple purposes. This information
can be used to enhance both private
and public healthcare systems, in
terms of their quality, efficiency,
cost-effectiveness and control of
social security expenses.
Furthermore, national borders are
becoming no longer significant at a
moment in time when the Internet
can offer all required services at a
global level. So, new issues are
becoming crucial in this still
evolving context. Depending on what
area of eHealth, there are numerous
projects and up-and-running services
in all countries, particularly in
developing countries, which face
many challenges at the international,
national and local levels, regarding
strategies, policy making,
governance and so forth. It is shown
that there is a clear need for guidance
on an approach which holds the most
promise for success of any eHealth

project. This paper, offers an
integrated overview of the current
and emerging challenges of eHealth
projects, which is fundamentally
necessary among all the actors in this
promising, but at times also
distressing, eHealth new world.
Keywords: eHealth, challenges,
project, policy making, international

Effects of an Online Healthy
Eating Programme on
Consumption of Fruit and
Vegetables, Saturated Fat and
Added Sugar.
	
  
Katy Tapper*, Gabriela M Jiga-Boy,
Gregory R Maio, Geoffrey Haddock
Track: Research
Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The HealthValues
Healthy Eating Programme is an
online intervention that employs a
novel strategy for promoting
behaviour change (analysing reasons
for health values) alongside other
psychological principles that have
been shown to influence behaviour.
The programme includes dietary
feedback and advice, and tasks
targeting motivation (analysing
reasons for health values, thinking
about health-related desires and
concerns), volition (implementation
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intentions) and maintenance
(reviewing tasks, weekly ‘tips’). The
current version emphasises
increasing fruit and vegetable
consumption and reducing intake of
saturated fat and added sugar.
Objective: This study examined the
effects of the programme on intake
of fruit and vegetables, saturated fat
and added sugar over a 6-month
period. Methods: Participants were
82 females and 18 males (mean BMI
= 27.68, mean age = 39 years, 23
participants dieting to lose weight)
recruited via local advertisements.
Participants were allocated to an
intervention or control group using a
stratified randomisation protocol on
the basis of dieting status (dieting
versus non dieting) and fruit and
vegetable consumption (5 or more a
day versus less than 5 a day). Both
intervention and control participants
logged onto a website every week for
24 weeks to complete health-related
measures, and measures assessing
potential moderators and mediators.
Those allocated to the intervention
group also completed the
intervention tasks at these sessions.
Additionally, all participants
attended laboratory sessions at
baseline, 3 months and 6 months
where they completed a food
frequency questionnaire (FFQ, the
Block Fat/Sugar/Fruit/Vegetable
Screener, adapted for the UK) and
measures of BMI and waist-to-hip
ratio (WHR) were taken. Results:
Ninety-one participants completed
12 or more online sessions. Data for

these participants were analysed
using a series of ANOVA models.
These showed a significant
interaction for fruit and vegetable
consumption, F(1, 89) = 4.47, p =
.037, with intervention participants
increasing their intake between
baseline and 6 months (3.72 cups to
4.17 cups) and control participants
decreasing their intake (3.59 cups to
3.36 cups). Results also showed
overall reductions in saturated fat
(two outliers excluded), F(1, 87) =
28.09, p < .001, and added sugar (six
outliers excluded), F(1, 83) = 15.81,
p < .001, between baseline and 6
months (saturated fat = 19.61g to
14.96g, sugar = 39.66g to 28.29g)
but no interaction with group.
Similarly, there were overall
reductions in BMI (3 outliers
excluded), F(1, 88) = 10.86, p =
.001, BMI change = 27.48 to 27.05,
and WHR, F(1, 89) = 7.17, p = .009,
WHR change = 0.820 to 0.807, but
no interactions with group.
Conclusions: The results indicate
that the programme was effective at
helping individuals increase their
intake of fruit and vegetables, and
sustaining these changes over a 6month period. Further analysis of the
online data should help identify
mediators and moderators. Both the
self-report (diet) and physiological
(BMI, WHR) data also support the
efficacy of simply monitoring health
behaviours over time, though further
research would be needed to confirm
this. The online nature of the
programme makes it a potentially
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cost-effective way of promoting
healthy eating.

Designing and Implementation of a
Teleconsulting System to Improve
Medical Decisions on Obstetrical
Emergencies
	
  
Mahmood Tara*, Fatemeh Tara
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Iran is one of the
countries with high ratio of Cesarean
sections against normal labor. One
main reason has been found to be the
early non-informed decisions
regarding the choice of labor by
GORs (gynecology-obstetrics
residents). In OUWH (Om-ol-Banin
University Women Hospital), the
biggest women hospital in East Iran,
obstetrical emergencies are primarily
managed by GORs, who are in turn
directly supervised in the standard
day shift by GOSs (gynecologyobstetrics specialists). In the rest of
24 hours, GORs call on-call GOSs
when needed. A main drawback to
phone call medical consultation,
especially in obstetrical emergency
cases, is unavailability of vital
information such as cardiotocographs
(CTGs) to GOSs for an informed
decision regarding the right choice of
labor method. In this study, we

designed and implemented a
stepwise teleconsulting system that
eventually upgraded phone-based
consultation by including enhanced
cardiotocographs into the
consultation channel. Objective: We
aim to improve the quality of
medical decision made in obstetrical
emergencies by medical residents by
designing and implementing a
teleconsulting system that allows
them to enhance the quality and
amount of patient information shared
with the supervising specialists.
Methods: The study included three
phases. We used a stepwise action
research, in such a way that every
phase involved a design and
implementation attempt followed by
an evaluation and revision step. In
Phase I, we used a combined method
of communication, using both email
(to scan and send the CTGs) and
phone (to discuss patient status and
the proper choice of labor manner).
In Phase II, we designed a header
frame for CTG scans, including
several medical metadata such as
mother’s age, parity, risk factors, etc
to enhance the information being
communicated. We also employed
Microsoft Lync, an intranet
conference tool, to allow GOSs and
GORs to lively communicate and
share information. In Phase III,
which is still in progress, we
employed a motorized Web
conference hardware system with
Adobe Connect Web conference
software to upgrade the consultation
into live Audio-Video conference
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among GOSs, GORs, and even
patients. In every phase, we surveyed
and interviewed GORs and GOSs
and monitored Cesarean section
decision rate. Results: The decision
regarding Cesarean section declined
from 11.5% to 4.5% in the first eight
months of system implementation,
which alone was a big success. 96%
of the participating GORs recognized
the implemented teleconsulting
system as useful or very useful when
they needed a true advice regarding
their patient from on-call GOSs. In
addition, 90% of the GORs believed
that the implemented system has
been effective to very effective in
leading them towards right
obstetrical emergency decision.
Participating GOSs, on the other
side, felt more informed about the
patient status, and more confident
about the teleadvices they were
giving during the consultation
process using our system.
Conclusions: Our study showed that
upgrading traditional phone-based
medical consultation between
medical residents and the on-call
supervisors by including more
information channels help medical
residents make better decisions in
case of obstetrical emergencies and
may lower the rate of cesarean
sections by uninformed decision.

What It Means to "Go Digital": A
Human Library of Today's
Healthcare Consumer and How
They Access Healthcare in the
Digital World
	
  
Maria Tazi*
Track: Business
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
In a world comprised of Apple apps
and Google widgets, consumers are
developing a new set of habits in
how they access their environment.
A new generation is growing up with
a new set of expectations for the
world around them. This
demographic is shopping online,
blogging about their experiences, and
communicating via email. They are
also the next generation of healthcare
consumers, influencers and decision
makers. To date, over 10,000 apps
have been developed in the
healthcare market, tagged across 26
different categories. However, many
of these applications never see the
light of day, or download. Why?
Because they are not created with the
end user in mind. We all think we
know who these people are and how
their behaviors translate to
healthcare, but what does digitally
savvy really mean when it comes to
tracking medication or making
doctor’s appointments?
Understanding how the digital
generation interacts with healthcare
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will be crucial to developing more
effective healthcare 2.0 strategies
and maximizing the potential of
technology in healthcare. Through a
series of vignettes on digital
consumers, we will uncover the truth
behind what the digital really wants
from their technology.
Understanding the individuals that
live, breath, and interact in the digital
world, booking their appointments
online, being active in healthcare
communities, or tracking their diets
in an app, attendees will be able to
learn who they really are, how and
why they access healthcare in their
ultra-connected worlds, as well as
what is important to them, what is
not, and what is missing as we
explore what it means to “go digital”
in healthcare.

Using Smartphone-Based
Ambulatory Training to Maintain
Biofeedback-Triggered Blood
Pressure Reduction
	
  
Marion Tegethoff, Gunther
Meinlschmidt*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Cardiovascular diseases
are leading causes of mortality in

developed countries. One major risk
factor for cardiovascular diseases is
hypertension. Different blood
pressure-reducing interventions,
mostly pharmacological therapies,
have been developed. However, the
majority of these treatments require
ongoing and regular medication
intake. Biofeedback (i.e. the process
of gaining greater awareness of
physiological functions, using an
instrument that provides information
on the activity of those same
systems, with the goal of being able
to manipulate them at will) has been
proposed as a non-pharmacological
treatment alternative to reduce blood
pressure. However, results of
previous studies are conflicting,
demonstrating no clear benefits of
biofeedback in reducing
hypertension, and there is a lack of
data on long-term effectiveness. To
sustain biofeedback success, ongoing
ambulatory training may be essential.
One important aspect of sustained
therapy effects may be the
maintenance of biofeedback trainingrelated changes beyond the
biofeedback training session itself.
Objective We will conduct a study
aiming at maintaining biofeedbacktraining-related changes in blood
pressure by using smartphone-based
ambulatory training. Methods Within
this study, we will follow up 30
healthy adult volunteers that have
received a standardized laboratorybased contingent biofeedback
training (n=15, active condition) or
non-contingent/sham-biofeedback
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training (n=15, control condition) to
attain volitional control over their
baseline and stress-responsive blood
pressure. Over the course of two
weeks, all subjects will receive
standardized daily prompts, inviting
them to participate in a short
ambulatory smartphone-based
training session (one session daily,
approx. 10-15 minute duration),
aiming at recapturing and refining
previously learned strategies to
reduce their blood-pressure and
blood-pressure responses. In parallel,
information regarding participation
in the training sessions (training
quantity) and evaluation of the
training sessions (training quality)
will be collected, using tailored
scales. Afterwards, all individuals
will again be assessed in the
laboratory for their ability to
volitionally control their baseline and
stress-responsive blood pressure in
the absence of feedback (as indicator
of transfer), by assessing their ability
to reduce their blood pressure during
a standardized stressor. We will
determine i) training quantity and
quality (as indicators of study
feasibility) and its predictors, as well
as ii) the associations of training
quantity and quality with blood
pressure control in the absence of
feedback, by using statistical
methods based on generalized linear
models. Results We will present
process details of the study and its
different components, with a focus
on the ambulatory training sessions,
experiences with the training and

may report first preliminary results.
Conclusion With the outlined study,
we expect to provide information on
the feasibility and usefulness of
ambulatory smartphone-based
interventions to maintain effects of
laboratory-based biofeedback
therapies. If this approach proves
useful, it may represent a new way to
increase the effectiveness and
sustainability of biofeedback
therapies for blood pressure
regulation and beyond.

Patient 2.0-Usage of PhysicianRating Websites and the Role of
Sociodemographic, Psychographic
Variables and Health Status
	
  
Ralf Terlutter*, Sonja Bidmon*,
Johanna Röttl*, Martina Moick,
Susanna Meyer, Norbert Schell
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The number of
physician-rating websites (PRWs) is
rising rapidly, but usage is still poor.
So far, there has been little
discussion about what kind of
variables influence usage of PRWs.
Objective: We focused on the impact
of sociodemographic, psychographic
variables and health status on use or
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disuse of physician-rating websites.
Methods: An online survey of 1006
randomly selected German patients
was conducted in September 2012.
The sample was drawn from an epanel maintained by GfK
HealthCare.It was based on a
randomly generated set of users, who
had visited a general practitioner at
least once in the previous three
months prior to the beginning of the
survey. Incentives were offered for
survey completion. In our study, we
analysed the patients’ knowledge and
use of physician online ratings. We
also analyzed the impact of
sociodemographic, psychographic
variables and health status on the use
or disuse as well as the judgement of
PRWs and behaviour intentions
concerning PRWs. Furthermore, we
were interested in judging the
proneness of users and nonusers of
PRW to use an app concerning
physician online ratings and even
pay for that app. Patients were asked
to rate the following on a 7-point
scale: (1) the patients’ knowledge of
PRWs, (2) the use or disuse of
PRWs, (3) the judgement of PRWs
and behaviour intentions concerning
PRWs, (4) the patients’ attitude
towards a physician online rating
app. Data were analysed by using ttests and chi-square tests calculated
with SPSS (version 20). Results: The
current study found that users and
nonusers of PRWs differ according
to several sociodemographic and
psychographic variables, health
status, judgement and future

intentions according to PRWs. In
general, especially younger people
aged betweeen 18 and 44 are more
prone to use PRWs than older ones
aged between 45 and 70 (chi-square
test=3.198, p=.043). Also women use
them more than men (chi-square
test=9.383, p=.001), higher educated
people (chi-square test=9.704,
p=.001) and people with chronic
diseases (chi-square test=5.633,
p=.011). No differences were found
between users and nonusers in their
daily Internet use and in using the
Internet for health related
information. Significant differences
were found between users and
nonusers in their feelings about the
Internet and Web 2.0 in general (tvalue=3.07, p=.002) and their digital
literacy (t-value=4.30, p=.000).
Users ascribed higher usefulness to
PRWs than nonusers (t-value=11.61,
p=.000) and users trust information
on PRWs to a greater degree than
nonusers (t-value=11.48, p=.000).
Users are also more prone to rate a
physician on a PRW in the future (tvalue=7.63, p=.000) as well as to use
a PRW in the future (t-value =12.97,
p=.000). Additionally, users have a
better attitude towards physician
online rating apps than nonusers (tvalue=4.60, p=.000), are more
willing to use this app (t-value=4.72,
p=.000), are more likely to pay for
this app (t-value=3.27, p=.001) and
to recommend it (t-value=3.94,
p=.000). Conclusions: Today, more
people are looking at PRWs than a
few years ago, but it will take more
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time until PRWs manage to attain
significant attention across “average“
patients. Understanding the profiles
of users and nonusers may foster an
increase in the frequency of use of
PRWs in the future. To attach the
importance of PRWs the
communication concepts of the
websites should match the
customers’ requirements.

A Three-Nation Comparison of
Middle Class Asia on Social Media
Use Intention for Health
Information
	
  
Yin-leng Theng*, Lynette Goh,
Schubert Foo
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The Internet population
in the Asia-Pacific region is at 58%
where more than 50% of Internet
users are using social media
platforms. There are more people
using the Internet to search for health
information now and with the
prevalence of social media, people
can also learn and share health
information on it. The middle-of-thepyramid (MOP) population,
generally considered as the middle

class, is of interest as they constitute
the bulk of any country’s population
with aspirations and enough means
to strive for advancement in status
and technology. This section of the
population has been linked with the
idea of ‘new consumerism’ which is
the up scaling of lifestyle norms.
Health issues are a major concern
among the MOP. Objective: To
investigate the prevalence of social
media use intention for health
information in middle class Asia
between a developed nation
(Singapore) and two developing
countries (India, Vietnam). Methods:
A paper-and-pencil survey was
verbally administered to a total of
3,000 respondents with 1,000
respondents per country across
different urban geographical
locations in India, Vietnam and
Singapore. Questions were asked
about which media sources they
would use for health information,
social media usage, how important
they feel about the reasons for social
media use, and their likelihood of
using social media for health
information in different ways. These
questions were scored on a five-point
Likert scale which was converted
into two categories for chi-square
test for independence between
countries. Results: Singapore (36%)
is significantly more likely than India
or Vietnam to use the Internet to
search for health information, χ2 (2,
n=2997) =10.05, p=.007, Cramer’s
V=.058. Whereas India (49.4%) is
significantly more likely than
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Singapore or Vietnam to use the
mobile phone to gain health
information, χ2 (2, n=2998) =270.82,
p=.000, Cramer’s V=.301. More than
45% of the three countries
population sample currently uses
social media to stay updated, find
health information and to connect
with regular health information
people sources. Social networking
sites and content communities are the
top social media applications used
across the countries. The top reason
for social media usage is to keep in
touch with people (59.7%). Skeptics
of social media did not place much
importance on any various reasons
for social media use. Current social
media users considered information
sharing and entertainment more
important than those people who
plan to use social media in the future.
Conclusion: Based on the findings,
we propose differentiated social
media solutions to reach the different
segmentations of the MOP
population. The paper argues for
developing Innovative and low-cost
infrastructure solutions with social
media capabilities for health
purposes, specifically for better
health education and information
among the MOP population in
preventive and curative patient care.
However, for solutions to be
effective, care is needed to ensure
technical and content efficacy to
reduce the negativity and mystery
regarding health information seeking
through useful and usable social
media technologies.

Reducing Design-Induced Error in
Medical Devices
	
  
Harold Thimbleby*
Track: Research
Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Preventable error is a
recognized problem in healthcare,
which causes perhaps 15,000 deaths
per year in UK hospitals. This
compares badly with about 2,000
road deaths, to say nothing of longer
recovery times, higher costs, and
impact on carers and clinicians, the
second victims. Errors cannot be
prevented unless they are noticed in
the first place. Yet every health IT
and medical device we have
examined ignores significant classes
of use errors, and therefore fails to
support effective healthcare. We are
effectively at the same stage of
development as the car industry was
before Ralph Nader’s 1966 book,
Unsafe at any speed. Objective: To
find principles and techniques for
improving the safety of interactive
medical devices and systems,
whether embedded, mobile, apps,
PC-based, or implants. To provide
criteria for more informed
procurement and use of such
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systems. Ultimately, to reduce
design-induced error, and to make
avoiding design-induced error a key
criterion in standards, manufacturing,
procurement, training, use, and
patient awareness. Methods: Reverse
engineering building on formal
models of interaction enables us to
build faithful simulations of medical
devices. Once this is done, computer
simulation can very rapidly evaluate
performance. For example, user
interfaces have n independent feature
choices, which may or may not
interact with each other; we simulate
all 2^n combinations of choices, and
can then place commercial products
along a dimension from poor to good
choices of design features. As a
concrete example, "five key number
entry" involves moving a cursor left
and right, and adjusting digits; the
cursor may wraparound or not; there
may be minimum numeric values or
not; increasing a digit ...6789... may
go to 0 or to 10, or not; and so on.
We have also done conventional
usability experiments. These
techniques can be used to help
evaluate any computer-based
interactive system, not just number
entry as described in this example.
Results: In some areas, such as
numeric entry for drug doses, we are
able to reduce unnoticed error by
factors of at least 2 (numeric entry is
used for many purposes and is
ubiquitous in healthcare). We have a
developing theory on managing
unnoticed error that can be used by
both designers and as a checklist

during procurement, and which can
be used to help improve product and
app design. Conclusions: It is
possible to improve the safety of
almost all healthcare devices and IT
by better design. Designing systems
to recognize classes of use error and
to block or otherwise bring them to
the user’s attention allows users to
notice and hence manage errors to
help avoid them leading to patient
harm. In some cases (number entry
being one), our research shows that it
is possible to do this systematically
and gain significant improvements in
safety.

Use Of Medical Social Media
BLOGS in Communites of Color
and Low Level Literacy
Individuals to Engage and
Empower Them in Healthcare
Discussions About Individual
Health Issues.
	
  
Derrick Tolbert-Walker*, Susan
Bowers-Johnson,MD,MPH
Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Abstract: Background: Two recent
surveys, one by the Pew project in
2012 and another by the National
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Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA)
in late 2010, confirm gaps in
broadband use among demographic
groups remain. People who are poor,
disabled, elderly, less-educated,
single, unemployed, from a minority
group or who live in rural areas lag
behind in Internet access at home
and broadband specifically.
Information from the Web is often
the basis for making health decisions
and is thus an influential force. Of
persons surveyed in 2000 by the Pew
Internet & American Life Project,
41% said that the Internet affected
their decisions about going to a
doctor, treating an illness, or
questioning their doctor. This online
phenomenon is occurring while a
huge population segment, the
postwar "baby boomers," is moving,
like a tsunami, through the American
health care system. A Harris Online
poll found that patients who use the
Internet to look for health
information are more likely to ask
more specific and informed
questions of their doctors and to
comply with prescribed treatment
plans. This was a survey and not a
formal study. Further research is
necessary to understand effects the
Internet has on the patient-physician
relationship. For example, are
patients more compliant with
prescribed therapy because they
discussed it more with their
physician or because they read it on
the Web? Objective: To provide
medically related information via an

internet blog and promote health
knowledge in an urban community
based clinic with a largely minority
and lower literacy level population.
Methods: A blog was designed to
provide medical information and
commentary at a low literacy level as
determined by an editorial panel.
Consumers of an urban based
community primary care clinic were
made aware of the Blog by
advertisement in the clinic and from
designated primary care providers.
The clinic staff at the time of
registration for the visit made
individuals aware of the blog. We
will provide data from focus groups
with representative end-users, and
survey results after visiting the blog
site. If the consumer viewed the
Blog, they were given a survey to
evaluate their level of ease
navigating the website and
knowledge acquisition from the
information presented. Results: The
utilization rates, frequency of
website visits and information
accessed will be quantified and data
presented. Information from follow
up focus groups of end users will be
reviewed and feasibility of design
changes considered. Conclusion:
Internet access and utilization rates
of the Blog (WalkertalksMD.com)
will be monitored in an urban
community based primary care clinic
with a population significant for
minorities and low level literacy
users. The impact of blog
information will be assessed in the
focus groups and monitored overtime
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with changes in health knowledge.
This may serve as an innovative
model for linking identified
populations to blogs to become more
proactive in their own healthcare.

A Cross-Platform EEG
Monitoring and Processing
Application for Mobile Devices
	
  
Angel Torrado-Carvajal*, Maria
Cristina Rodriguez-Sanchez*,
Susana Borromeo, Eva Manzanedo,
Ana Beatriz Solana, Juan Antonio
Hernandez-Tamames*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The acquisition of
electrophysiological signals in
multiple environments is becoming
daily practice. In the last decade,
hospitals have integrated Information
and Communication Technologies in
their facilities. In this context,
conventional methods do not allow
sufficient mobility of the patient or
physician. The deployment of new
communication infrastructures and
the use of mobile devices to provide
medical services have changed the
paradigm of e-health. Wireless
networks (WLAN) extend the
conventional concept of bedside

monitoring to ambulatory
monitoring, providing a new
paradigm of patient care, whether in
hospital or home care. This situation
has led to the proliferation of several
software tools to acquire and process
different signals. Unfortunately, not
all software is able to interact with
all types of acquisition hardware.
Additionally, most software tools are
proprietary or are based on
proprietary software. Objective: to
develop a cross-platform m-health
application to view and analyze EEG
data. Methods: The application is
written in the cross-platform Python
programming language and uses the
free and open source Kivy libraries
for developing multi-touch
application software with a natural
user interface (NUI). Thus, it runs
over Android and iOS as well as in
desktop operating systems
(Windows, Linux, MacOS X). Our
application can communicate
wirelessly with proprietary and nonproprietary standards of different
EEG systems. Its main functionality
includes both client and server
functionality over TCP/IP, to receive
retransmitted data from acquisition
devices and to allow for peer-to-peer
connection respectively. The
application also includes several
basic signal processing algorithms,
including DC removal and frequency
filters. Additionally, it allows to read
data from stored files and generate
synthetic signals (for testing
purposes). The application is
modular; the chosen programming
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language and libraries provide
inherent cross-platform capabilities
to ensure portability over different
devices. This implementation allows
mobility for ubiquitous data access
and pervasive healthcare. Results:
We are currently testing our
application for different EEG
devices, such as the EEG Brain
Vision system, and on different
Android Smartphones and tablets,
such as the Samsung Galaxy S III
and the Samsung Galaxy Tab 2, and
Ubuntu laptops. We are also
validating the viewer in simultaneous
EEG-fMRI (Electroencephalography
and functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging) acquisition. The EEG
signals and fMRI images are
acquired with the EEG Brain Vision
system and a GE Signa HDxt 3.0T
respectively. We use a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
for real-time artifact (imaging,
ballistocardiographic and eye
movement artifacts) rejection, based
on acquisition information received
from the MRI scanner. These results
are being validated at the Research
Center for Neurological Diseases
Foundation (CIEN Foundation) and
the Hospital Universitario Fundación
Alcorcón, where we plan to confirm
its feasibility and usability by a
broader clinical test. Conclusions:
We have developed a m-health
application, based on Python and
Kivy libraries, to view and analyze
EEG data on mobile devices. We are
also validating this application in
simultaneous EEG-fMRI acquisition.

Future developments will include
new functionalities and algorithms,
and compliance with other formats
such as Neuroscan, EDF or KIV. We
are also working in creating modules
for other electrophysiological data.

A Web-Based Multidrug-Resistant
Organisms Surveillance and
Outbreak Detection System with
Rule-Based Classification and
Clustering
	
  
Yi-Ju Tseng*, Jung-Hsuan Wu,
Xiao-Ou Ping, Hui-Chi Lin, YingYu Chen, Rung-Ji Shang, MingYuan Chen, Feipei Lai, Yee-Chun
Chen
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The emergence and
spread of multidrug-resistant
organisms (MDROs) are causing a
global crisis. Combating
antimicrobial resistance requires
prevention of transmission of
resistant organisms and improved
use of antimicrobials. Objectives: To
develop a Web-based information
system for automatic integration,
analysis, and interpretation of the
antimicrobial susceptibility of all
clinical isolates that incorporates
rule-based classification and cluster
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analysis of MDROs and implements
control chart analysis to facilitate
outbreak detection. Methods:
Electronic microbiological data from
a 2200-bed teaching hospital in
Taiwan were classified according to
predefined criteria of MDROs. The
numbers of organisms, patients, and
incident patients in each MDRO
pattern were presented graphically to
describe spatial and time information
in a Web-based user interface.
Hierarchical clustering with 7 upper
control limits (UCL) was used to
detect suspicious outbreaks. The
system’s performance in outbreak
detection was evaluated based on
vancomycin-resistant enterococcal
outbreaks determined by a hospitalwide prospective active surveillance
database compiled by infection
control personnel. Results: The
optimal UCL for MDRO outbreak
detection was the upper 90%
confidence interval (CI) using germ
criterion with clustering (area under
ROC curve (AUC) 0.93, 95% CI
0.91 to 0.95), upper 85% CI using
patient criterion (AUC 0.87, 95% CI
0.80 to 0.93), and one standard
deviation using incident patient
criterion (AUC 0.84, 95% CI 0.75 to
0.92). The performance indicators of
each UCL were statistically
significantly higher with clustering
than those without clustering in germ
criterion (P < .001), patient criterion
(P = .04), and incident patient
criterion (P < .001). Conclusion: This
system automatically identifies
MDROs and accurately detects

suspicious outbreaks of MDROs
based on the antimicrobial
susceptibility of all clinical isolates.

How Online Referral System
Works in Rural Community
Hospital : a Case Study in
Kantararom District, Si Sa Ket
Province, Thailand
	
  
Niruwan Turnbull*
Track: Research
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Referral patients in
local hospital in Thailand set up to
sent the patient from one facility to
another facility including their
information and history of the
patient's illness, purposing for further
diagnosis or medical treatment. The
prior system used paper form to fill
patient’s information for all nonemergency patients and patients in
the emergency situation. This causes
some problems with the complexity,
delay, long queue and mistake
writing the reasons. Therefore,
sometimes patient’s relative decided
to get through the main hospital
without waiting to the paper form
from local hospital. Objective: The
research created online database
using electronics information system
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to record the referral form for the
patients who need to refer from a
district hospitals to the Health
Promoting Hospital at Kantararom
district, Si Sa Ket province,
Thailand. Methods: The research
conducted the group of a 54
participants, which included IT’s
expert, doctors, dentists, pharmacists,
nurses and public health employing
two questionnaires to collect the data
including a) the IT Experts’ opinions
to the program and b) the satisfaction
from the users who using the online
referral system; the data were
analyzed with descriptive statistics
including Percentage, Averages and
Standard Deviations (SD). Results:
The results showed that most the
participants were great satisfied for
the Online Referral System. As well
as both IT Experts’ and the program
users including Function Test
(mean=4.76, SD=0.15), program
security (mean = 4.53, SD= 0.09),
Usability Test (mean=3.89,
SD=0.08), and Function
Requirement Test (mean=3.76,
SD=0.24). the users were found that
online referral program was easy to
find patient’s information
(mean=3.56, SD=0.94), reduced the
time on the routine working steps for
the staffs (mean=3.24, SD=1.11) as
well as it should encourage to apply
online referral system for local
community (mean=3.17, SD=1.17).
Conclusions: Online system is a
rapidly developing area and is
gaining increasingly importance in
all sectors of healthcare system. The

results of a successful
implementation of the online referral
system had made supporting patients
system to receive quickly medical
treatment, which enhance of the
patient management in the case of
patient who needs emergency
attention. It is hoped that these
findings will make a significant
contribution by informing the policy
makers to investment the online
referral program for all local
hospitals to reduce the time and the
pressure of the healthcare
professionals who needs quickly
work of all healthcare sectors.

Demographic, Psychological and
Smoking Characteristics of 23,700
Users of an on-Line Smoking
Cessation Program Provided in
Spanish Language
	
  
Miguel A Vallejo*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background To improve Internet
smoking cessation programs, it is
necessary to know users'
characteristics. Objective We
therefore examined demographic,
psychological and smoking
characteristics of 23,763 smokers
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who participated in the on-line
smoking cessation program of the
Spanish National Open University.
Method The program was open to
any smoker, free of charge, fully
automated and with direct access.
Results Results showed that 93.6%
of the users were Spaniards, equal
percentage of participation in men
and women, mean age 39 years,
medium economic level, married and
with university education. They
smoked a mean of 19.3 cigarettes per
day, showing mid-range level of
nicotine dependence according to the
Heaviness of Smoking Index. Results
in the Anxiety and Depression
subscales of the Symptom Checklist90-Revised (SCL-90-R) and
Perceived Stress Scale were not
clinically significant. In a secondary
analysis of the data, we found sex
differences in all the variables
measured. Conclusions Digital
divide, with less participation of
people with lower educational level
was confirmed. No relation of stress,
anxiety or depression with cigarette
consumption was observed.

Wikis and Collaborative Writing
Applications in Healthcare: a
Scoping Review
	
  
Tom H Van De Belt*, Patrick Michel
Archambault, Francisco J Grajales,
Marjan J Faber, Craig E Kuziemsky,
Susie Gagnon, Andrea Bilodeau,

Simon Rioux, Karine Aubin, Irving
Gold, Marie-Pierre Gagnon, Alexis F
Turgeon, Cynthia Fournier, Mathieu
Émond, Marcel Heldoorn, Julien
Poitras, Jan A.m. Kremer, Gunther
Eysenbach, France Légaré
Track: Research
Topic: Collaborative biomedical
research, academic / scholarly
communication, publishing and peer
review
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Collaborative writing
applications (CWAs) (eg, wikis,
Google Documents, Google Knol)
have the potential to empower
multiple stakeholders to disseminate
and apply knowledge in practice.
The rapid rise in their use has created
the need for a systematic synthesis of
the evidence of their impact as
knowledge translation (KT) tools in
health care and for an inventory of
the factors that affect their use.
Objective: To explore the depth and
breadth of evidence concerning the
impact of CWAs in healthcare, the
factors that affect their use, the areas
that require further systematic
reviewing and the areas where more
primary research is needed. Methods:
A scoping review was performed,
following the Levac (2010) six-stage
methodology. We searched for
papers using PubMed, EMBASE,
CINAHL, PsycINFO, ERIC, EPOC,
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses
between 2001 and 2011. We did not
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use any language restrictions and
used the following terms: “wiki,”
“wikis,” “Web 2.0,” “social media,”
“Google Knol,” “Google Docs,” and
“collaborative writing applications”.
CWAs were defined as any
technology enabling joint and
simultaneous editing of online
documents by many end users. The
grey literature sources searched
were: HTAi vortal, Mednar,
OpenSIGLE, Google, Bing, Yahoo
and the 2010-2011 conference
proceedings for WikiSym, Medicine
2.0 and AMIA. In order to identify
missing articles (stage 2) and to
consult stakeholders (stage 6), 40
experts and stakeholders were
invited to share relevant papers by
email. In addition, three different
crowdsourcing tools were proposed:
a HLWIKI page
(http://goo.gl/oeL1I), a Mendeley
Group (http://goo.gl/alhpo) and a
Google spreadsheat
(http://goo.gl/QlyCC). We also
invited the blogosphere via Twitter
(http://goo.gl/oe4jL) to contribute to
our list of papers to review. Two
reviewers independently reviewed
citations, selected eligible studies
and extracted data using a
standardized form. Papers presenting
qualitative or quantitative empirical
evidence concerning health care and
CWAs were considered for analysis.
We performed qualitative content
analysis to identify the factors that
affect the use of CWAs using the
Gagnon (2010) framework and their
effects on healthcare using the

Donabedian (1966) model. Results:
Among the 111 included papers, we
found 76 in the published literature,
33 from grey literature sources and 2
papers were referred to us via email.
Mendeley and HLWIKI did not
generate any articles. For the Google
spreadsheet, 2 experts proposed 2
different papers, but none of them
were included. In all, we identified
48 barriers and 92 facilitators that we
classified into major themes (factors
related to the CWA, users’
knowledge and attitude, human
environment and organisational
environment). We also found 57
positive and 23 negative effects that
we classified into processes and
outcomes. Conclusions: CWAs
present many potential positive and
negative effects as KT tools.
Moreover, little is known about how
to address the many barriers to their
implementation in healthcare and
how to foster contributions by
healthcare stakeholders. Future
research should focus on conducting
a formal systematic review on the
effectiveness of CWAs as a KT
strategy and conducting primary
research to address the barriers
identified for different stakeholders.
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Good, Bad and Ugly Tech, Why
We Need Persuasive Technology to
Make EHealth More Productive
	
  
Lisette Van Gemert-Pijnen*
Track: Research
Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background This paper synthesizes
empirical research aimed at behavior
change via technology. The paper is
based on systematic reviews,
empirical research from my
researchgroup (Center eHealth
Research, 2005-2013). Objective:
Technology is not productive due to
Bad and Ugly tech (ill-driven,
woman oriented, text based,
preacher-technology and tech that
harm frail people). In eHealth
research, we observe a black box
phenomenon, overlooking the
capacities of technology to change
behaviors. This paper will unlock the
black box phenomenon,
demonstrating empirical based
factors for Good Tech. Methods
Several case studies and reviews are
carried out to determine a model
(using logistic regression and logfiles
analysis) that predicts adherence to
eHealth interventions (web-based)
during real-time usage of eHealth
interventions and that predict longterm effects. To understand how
persuasive technology can influence

the adherence to eHealth
interventions logdata provide a
starting point for employment of
persuasive features into the design of
technology. The logdata of the usage
of eHealth interventions contain a
record of actions taken by each
participant with for each action the
following information: user-id;
action type; action specification;
time and day. The action types that
were logged were: login, logout, start
lesson, start exercises, download
exercises, view success story, view
feedback message, start video, turn
on text message coach, turn off text
message coach and view text
message. From these log files,
adherence could be extracted. To
show this, I will use an example
from emental health for reducing
anxiety and depression. To relate
process data about usage to
characteristics of adherers and nonadherers, data were collected of
participants at baseline using online
questionnaires. Depressive
symptoms were measured with the
CES-D, anxiety symptoms with the
HADS-A. Need for cognition was
measured with the Need for
Cognition Short Form. Need to
belong was measured using Need to
Belong Scale. Statistical analyses
were done using PASW 18.
Differences between adherers and
non-adherers were investigated using
one-way analyses of variance
(ANOVA) and χ2 tests. Logistic
regression was used to assess
whether baseline characteristics
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predicted adherence. Analyses of use
patterns were performed on 20
arbitrarily selected participants.
Effort was made to ensure that
selected participants had the same
distribution of demographic
characteristics and randomized group
as the full sample. The logdata
showed a significant difference in
usage of content and system between
adherers and non-adherence and
critical episodes for employment of
persuasive features to make
interventions more productive:
episodes to determine the willingness
to follow a therapy, awareness of
their non-coping strategies, and
adoption of “new” skills for behavior
change. . Results To overcome the
low adherence the capacities of
technology to motivate should be
articulated in the development of
interventions to change behaviors.
Built in log data and user data
provide information to know when,
for whom persuasive components are
important. Further research is needed
about what kinds of components, the
dose and timing persuasive
components matter most for
adherence and for the effects to be
achieved. In current projects we
employ different persuasive
scenarios to improve the productivity
(adherence and effects) of eHealth
interventions

EPortal for Self-Management;
Critical Factors for
Implementation
	
  
Lisette Van Van Gemert-pijnen*,
Bart Brandenburg*
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background eHealth will play an
important role in disease
management, e.g. in providing online
support for self-management, in
improving information exchange
among professionals and with
patients, as well as in monitoring the
performance of the disease
management program. One of the
largest challenges that researchers,
policy-makers, and healthcare
professionals face is identifying and
measuring in precise terms the
added-value of eHealth technologies
to support healthcare provision and
disease management. Moreover,
while the number of eHealth
technologies in health care is
growing, there is insufficient
understanding of how and why such
interventions do or do not work. In
the light of the lack of evidence in
relation to improvements in healthrelated outcomes, as well as the lack
of evidence on their costeffectiveness, it is vital that future
eHealth technologies are evaluated
against a comprehensive set of
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measures with careful attention to
socio-economic and technical
factors. The overall objective of this
proposal is to implement the
interactive and integrated eHealth
platform effectively in healthcare
practice and to assess its impact on
self-management health care
utilization. Methods The Portal is
based on a 2 year comprehensive
evaluation of a prior portal, Diabetes
coach, including real-time usage,
adherence and effects. The results
are discussed with stakeholders and
end-users (caregivers, patients). The
discussions were translated into
requirements for the redesign of the
prior portal into an interactive
integrated portal for chronic diseases
(COPD, CF, DM) with
functionalities for education,
monitoring, motivation and
communication. This portal (My care
Portal) is released and functions in
primary care settings in the
Netherlands. The research design of
the redesigned Portal consists of a
process analysis on the actual usage,
user profiles, user satisfaction (net
benefits) and healthcare utilization of
the portal. In a 3 year evaluation
period, the real time usage,
adherence and effects on selfmanagement will be evaluated using
the CeHRes Roadmap developed at
our center for eHealth Research. The
first year of evaluation period
includes the usage since September
2012. The methods include a
periodic and continuous evaluation (
after 3 weeks of usage, 3 months, 5

months etc) and advanced analytics
focusing on examining process
variables (usage/dropouts of eHealth
technologies) in combination with
methods measuring outcome
variables (costs, health condition, or
adherence to technology and
interventions). A secondary objective
is to investigate whether the portal is
consistent with international
standards for chronic care. This
proposal will assess the added value
of the Portal using Health technology
Assessment. Results In this
presentation the results from the first
year evaluation will be presented,
showing the usage , user-profiles,
drop out and adherence rates and
effects on self-management. The
evaluation data include logfiles to
identify user patterns, several
usability tests, self-management
surveys that assess ability and
motivation to use a portal, need to
belong scale, and a survey to assess
the persuasiveness of the portal.
Besides a cost/benefits analysis on
the utilization of Healthcare (HTA).
The evaluation toolkit is already used
in prior evaluation projects of
chronic care applications.

Layered Implementation Of An
Antibiotic Stewardship Program
	
  
Maarten Van Limburg*
Track: Business
Topic: Business modelling in
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eHealth
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Infectionmanager.com is an eHealth
project containing interventions for
an antibiotic stewardship program
(ASP). Such ASPs consist of a
combination of complementary
interventions to optimize antibiotic
use in care organizations to reduce
resistance, hospital infections and
costs, without compromising patient
outcomes. In our program five of
these interventions are eHealth
technologies and we offer these as
web applications on
infectionmanager.com.
Implementing eHealth technologies
in their intended care setting can be
complex. Many stakeholders are
involved and they have diverse,
sometimes even contradictory,
demands. We face this complexity
even more in our program as there
are multiple eHealth interventions
that are also dependable on each
other. Through our CeHRes
Roadmap approach and specifically
its business modelling approach, we
use value dialogues to determine a
fitting implementation. Determining
a business model for the program as
a whole is not feasible, hence we use
the concept of a ASP maturity
model. With this model we can
implement each ASP intervention
individually without losing the big
picture of the program, and go more
in-depth with value dialogues with

smaller subgroups of stakeholders.
This maturity model will contain
specific business models for each
intervention and provides a strategy
for implementing an antibiotic
stewardship program as a whole.

Promoting patient-tailored
treatment in clinical psychiatric
practice: mobile-based selftracking combined with automated
time series analysis
	
  
Lian Van der Krieke*, Ando C
Emerencia, Elisabeth H Bos, Judith
Gm Rosmalen, Harriëtte Riese,
Marco Aiello, Sjoerd Sytema, Peter
de Jonge
Track: Practice
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background Evidence-based
treatment guidelines in psychiatry
are predominantly based on research
conducted on a group level
(nomothetic approach). Samples of
people are investigated to find
general laws of symptomatology and
functioning which are then
generalized to all individual
members of the investigated
population. This approach has been
criticized for leading to knowledge
that is ‘true on average’. Although
group-based research is useful to
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study variability between individuals
in a sample, the results do not
necessarily generalize to individual
patients. An alternative research
approach focuses on unique patterns
within individuals over time
(idiographic approach). In the last
two decades, the idiographic research
approach has taken off, due to the
development of new quantitative
methods to perform within-person
research combined with the
development of innovative mobile
health techniques. The rise of selftracking apps enables individuals to
monitor themselves real-time and on
a daily basis. The data collected with
these apps can be analyzed by time
series techniques such as Vector
Autoregressive Modeling (VAR).
VAR is a statistical technique which
allows for analysis of time series
data which can elucidate dynamic
relationships between two or more
variables, providing an impression of
putative causal associations. For
instance, VAR analysis can show
that in patient x inactivity is likely to
cause a depressive mood, whereas in
patient y depression is likely to cause
inactivity. This research approach
has much potential for a personalized
healthcare. However, there still is a
significant gap between the research
context in which daily mobile
assessments combined with VAR
analysis is experimented with and
clinical practice in which individual
patients may profit from its results.
The main reason for this gap is that
analysis of time series data requires

advanced statistical expertise,
including extensive knowledge of the
statistical procedures and a high level
of experience. To put it differently:
we have the tools, we can collect the
data, we know how to analyze the
data, but we have not been able to
put it to use. Objective Our objective
was to bring the idiographic
approach closer to clinical
psychiatric practice, by automating
the data analysis process and
generate output in an intuitive way,
so that it is interpretable by nonexperts. Method We developed a
web-based open source application,
called AutoVAR, which automates
time series analysis of self-tracking
data. AutoVAR was developed to
take over expert modeling work,
otherwise conducted by an
experienced statistician. We
validated the output of AutoVAR by
comparing it to the output of a
manual analysis procedure. Results
The AutoVAR application generates
output in a few seconds and presents
the information in a way that is
interpretable by clinicians and
patients. In our presentation, we will
demonstrate AutoVAR and show
how the application can significantly
contribute to a patient-tailored
treatment in clinical practice.
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Word Frequency and Content
Analysis Approach to Identify
Demand Patterns in a Virtual
Community of Carriers of
Hepatitis C.
	
  
Paulo Roberto Vasconcellos-Silva*,
Darlinton Barbosa Feres Carvalho
Track: Research
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Virtual social networks
pose an important social resource for
Brazilian HCV carriers who face
several obstacles in adapting to
everyday difficulties. Objective:
Identify Patterns of Recurring
Demands (PRD) expressed in
messages posted by members of
virtual communities dedicated to
HCV carriers. Methods: Preselection: we identified terms
commonly associated to HCV on
generic internet searches (Primary
Keywords - Kp); Kps were used to
identify the most representative HCV
communities in a virtual community
site (Orkut®); all messages
published along 8 years on all topics
of the community were collected and
tabulated; the word frequency was
used to construct a “word cloud”
(graphic representation of the word
frequency ) on which was applied a
content analysis technique. Results:
the most cited terms expressed :

search for information about
medications (prescribed and
“forbidden”); emphasis on counting
time which were interpreted as
surviving expectations; frequent
mention of God, doctors and
“husbands” (female carriers were
68%). These elements provided
material for further research – they
will be useful on the construction of
categories in discourse analysis.
Conclusions: The word frequency /
content analysis approach expressed
needs of social support and material
assistance that may provide subsidies
for public health policies aimed to
HCV carriers. The study of Patterns
of Recurring Demands (PRD) by
word frequency may be useful in
identifying demands underestimated
by other means.

Institutional Campaigns, the
"summer Effect" and the Demand
for Information on Skin Cancer
Prevention in a Brazilian
Institutional Site.
	
  
Paulo Roberto Vasconcellos-Silva*,
Rosane Harter Griep
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Panel
Background: Internet has been
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increasingly studied as a resource to
identify patterns of searches useful to
public policies for health promotion.
Our hypothesis is that perceived
overexposure to sun during Brazilian
summer could raise attention towards
web-based information on ultraviolet
protection and self skin examination
(SSE) – the “summer effect”. Our
objective is to identify patterns of
searches on skin cancer prevention
along a 48 months observation.
Methodology: We employed log files
tracking to analyze search patterns in
the most visited institutional website
on cancer (Brazilian National Cancer
Institute /INCA) which provides
contents of qualified information
concerning prevention, diagnosis and
treatment. We used a log analyzer
software to study 4,800 webpages,
number of accesses and users, IP
addresses, time of visits and return
ratio, among other variables. We
compared the mean annual access
using a confidence level of 95%.
Results: Over the 48 months of
observation, there was a progressive
increase in access to INCA's
webpage, which is consistent with
the increasing use internet as a health
information source in Brazil. The
average number of accesses on
prevention/protection pages during
the first summer was 1141 (CI95%
968-1314) with 10 visits less then
Annual Mean (AM); in the 2nd
summer 1799 accesses (1612-1986)
186 access above AM; 3rd summer
with 2426 accesses (2130-2721) 315
above AM; and 4th summer with

3102 accesses (2106-4098) 275 less
then AM. All the oscillations in
summer accesses means were within
the Confidence Interval of AM.
Conclusion: we couldn't find
significant difference between
summer months and annual means.
By the log files tracking employed,
the perceived overexposure to sun
during Brazilian summer couldn't
raise significant attention towards
information on UV protection and
SSE.

Ethics Oversight of Participant
Led Medical Research: Problems
and Prospects
	
  
Effy Vayena*
Track: Research
Topic: Ethical & legal issues,
confidentiality and privacy
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Participant-led health
research (PLR) has emerged as a
significant phenomenon, with the
results of such research appearing in
leading medical journals. PLR differs
from standard research in that the
research project is typically initiated
or conducted by participants rather
than by investigators attached to
official research institutions. PLR
promises multiple benefits, including
research into topics marginalized by
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the scientific establishment, and
speedier publication of results,
including negative results. Moreover,
it empowers and involves individuals
within the enterprise of scientific
research. However, like all research
involving human subjects, PLR is
subject to ethical and scientific
standards of appraisal. In standard
research, such appraisal is conducted
by institutional review boards
(IRBs). The question that arises is
how appropriate ethical scrutiny may
be secured in PLR and whether this
demands employing IRB review.
Objective The paper argues that the
form of ethical oversight appropriate
to a form of research should be
tailored to its distinctive nature. In
particular, it seeks to formulate
standards of ethical oversight that are
adapted to how PLR may saliently
differ from standard research, and
appropriate mechanisms for
implementing those standards.
Methods The primary method to be
adopted is a form of reflective moral
reasoning keyed to the salient
differences between PLR and
standard research with regard to the
types of ethical concern that they
raise. A related focus of investigation
will be a comparison of the
effectiveness of IRBs with novel
mechanisms of ethical oversight; in
particular, a key question will be
whether we can realistically conceive
of less formal, more flexible
replications of the sort of ethical
oversight provided by IRBs. One
alternative model of ethical oversight

that will be discussed is the idea of
crowd-sourcing ethics review.
Results The paper generates results
at two levels. The first concerns the
general obligation of ethical
oversight that applies to PLR. In
view of the comparison with
standard research, it will be proposed
that the appropriate form of ethical
oversight of PLR projects depends
on which of three categories they fall
into. In the first category, which
satisfies what I call the ‘institutionplus’ criterion, standard IRB review
is mandatory. For forms of PLR that
do not satisfy this criterion, the
appropriate form of ethical oversight
depends on whether or not the
research involves a more than
minimal risk. If it does not, no
formal ethics review is required. If it
does, some kind of formal review is
required, but it need not be by an
IRB. The second level at which the
paper generates results is to consider
alternative forms of ethical review
for this second category of cases, in
particular, how a form of
‘crowdsourcing’ ethics review might
be appropriately implemented.
Conclusions The novel form of
research represented by PLR requires
us to re-think best practice standards
and mechanisms of ethical oversight,
to ensure that we can derive the
promised benefits of such research
without unduly compromising the
relevant ethical considerations
bearing on research with human
subjects.
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Mobile Application for
Personalized Patient Surgical
Safety Checklists
	
  
Marta Vazquez Vazquez*, Manuel
Pacheco, Javier Ferrero, Vicente
Santana, Habibullah Rodriguez,
Angela Escobar
Track: Research
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background The purpose of a safety
checklist (in medicine, as in aviation)
is to detect a potential error before it
leads to harm. The World Health
Organization (WHO) Surgical Safety
Checklist has improved compliance
with standards and decreased
complications from surgery around
the world. Now, the aim is to give
the patient this tool to more
effectively manage their personal
conditions, so this will minimize
risks related to surgery Time to
explore the possibilities of mobile
health apps to improve patient safety.
Objective To measure the
performance of a smartphone
application, which allows to manage
safety preoperative checklist for
patients, according their conditions.
Methods We have developed, in
collaboration with the Costa del Sol

Hospital (Marbella, Málaga, Spain),
a tool called "Comprueba" ("Check
it"), which generates safety
preoperative checklists for patients
who will undergo surgery. Every
checklist is personalized, according
to the characteristics and needs of
each patient, including those
elements that he/she must take into
account on the day and the hours
before the surgery. This app allows
the patient to create alarms to
facilitate the implementation of the
recommendations, and to
communicate both to health
professionals and to caregivers if
these checks are being met. In case
the patient is not meeting the checks,
the Hospital will receive a
notification and it could contact the
patient, in order to check if there is
any problem and to remind the
patient that he/she should follow the
checklist. This tool will help avoid
cancellations of surgeries due to
improper preparation of the patient.
Results Up to now, 296 patients are
taking part in the pilot stage, which
has been started at the Outpatient
Services, as well as at the
Ambulatory Surgical Service in the
Costa del Sol Hospital. We expect an
average of surgery cancellations
under 1% due to inadequate
preparation of the patient.
Conclusions This app opens the way
to the possibility of generating other
personalized medical safety
checklists for patients (Invasive
procedures, safe childbirth
checklist…)
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Video Counselling: a Post-Launch
Retrospective and Comparison
with In-Person Counselling
Outcomes
	
  
Barbara J Veder*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Shepell·fgi is a provider
of integrated health and productivity
solutions to global and domestic
clients who are eligible for Employee
and Family Assistance Programs
(EFAP). For the past twelve years, ecounselling has been a part of
Shepell·fgi’s EFAP counselling
services. In the past two years,
Shepell·fgi has expanded their online
clinical and user-directed EFAP
services to include: First Chat
(launched in December 2011); the
MyEAP Smartphone app (launched
May 2011 with Intake functionality
introduced in November 2012); and a
variety of online user-directed
programs. In May 2010, Video
Counselling was launched as a pilot
project with a full operational launch
in September 2011. Objective The
purpose of this paper is to conduct a
retrospective post-launch

examination of the Video
Counselling service through an
analysis of the reported clinical
outcomes of Video and In-Person
Counselling modalities. Through a
point-by-point comparison of these
services, we will examine client selfreport of session helpfulness and
pre/post self-assessment on health
and mental health; client withdrawal
rates; and the rates of no shows and
late cancellations using Video
Counselling in an EFAP setting.
Methods For the purposes of this
study Shepell·fgi staff collected and
examined a chronological sample of
68 Video Counselling (VC) cases
and 68 In-Person (IP)cases that were
closed in 2012. The compared cases
were collected from a pool of closed
client clinical files. In order to
minimize the variables impacting the
study and maintain as much clinical
continuity as possible, the IP and VC
clients must have attended clinical
sessions with any one of six
counsellors who provided both
Video Counselling and In-Person
Counselling services. The study
compared the two counselling
modalities along the following data
points: 1. Client rating of session
helpfulness 2. Rates of goal
completion 3. Client withdrawal
rates 4. Pre/Post client selfassessment 5. Presenting issue 6.
Client demographic profiles (e.g.
Age, gender, etc.) 7. Average session
hours 8. No show and late
cancellation rates Specific to Video
Counselling we examined: 1. Client
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geographic location Results Data
analysis demonstrates that VC and IP
showed a similar representation of
presenting issues and had close to
identical outcomes in terms of client
rating of session helpfulness, rates of
goal completion, pre/post client selfassessment, average session duration
and client geographic location. Also,
there were no statistically significant
differences in the rates of withdrawal
from counselling, no-shows and late
cancellations between VC and IP
counselling. Conclusion Based on
the study, Video Counselling and InPerson Counselling support showed
similar outcomes in terms of client
rating of session, as defined below,
and goal attainment. In terms of
client age, in this sample, VC clients
tended to be similar in age to clients
who chose In-Person Counselling.
The biggest difference among age
cohorts was in the group of clients
over 50. There was a higher
percentage of clients over 50 opting
for VC as compared to IP. In the
sample of 68 cases, clients over 51
years of age preferred the high tech
option.

Engaging Younger Employee and
Family Assistance Programs Users
- Examining Access Patterns and
User Demographics of Online
Service Offerings
	
  
Barbara J Veder*
Track: Business
Topic: Health information on the
web: Supply and Demand
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Shepell·fgi is a provider
of integrated health and productivity
solutions to global and domestic
clients who are eligible for Employee
and Family Assistance Programs
(EFAP). As access to
technologically-mediated
information and services under the
umbrella of mental and physical
health is becoming more prevalent
via the internet, and consequently
more attractive to younger
generations accustomed to the
immediacy of internet/mobile
platforms, the opportunity exists to
connect with a younger demographic
of EFAP users on a level beyond
what was possible through traditional
methods of service delivery. Over
the last twelve years e-counselling
has become a staple clinical
intervention, and the last 18 months
have seen the rapid expansion of our
online access options: the MyEAP
app was introduced in May 2011 and
updated twice in 2012; First Chat
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was launched in September 2012 and
was added to the MyEAP app in
November 2012; and a variety of
online user-directed programs have
been released. Have these new
programs and systems altered the
access patterns and user
demographics of those seeking
EFAP services? Objective This
report examines the acceptance of
Shepell·fgi’s online/digital EFAP
services amongst a younger age
demographic, and the overall impact
and opportunities afforded to us
through digital and online innovation
to further engage employees and
their families. Historically, the
largest proportion of clients
accessing EFAP services have been
in the 30-49 year old age group, far
more than those in younger or older
demographics. Given that the
younger generations are incredibly
tech savvy and more heavily reliant
on and comfortable with online vs.
in-person or even telephonic means
of interaction, we would expect to
see online EFAP offerings attracting
a higher volume of this demographic
of user than we have historically
seen. We had also hoped that these
new options for accessing services
would translate into an increase in
the number of men accessing
services, as historically women have
comprised the greater proportion of
EFAP clients. Methods For this
study, Shepell·fgi examined the
demographic data collected during
the client registration process for
199,926 cases generated for EFAP

counselling and online programs
from January 1, 2012 to December
31, 2012. The 2012 demographic
profile of individuals accessing our
EFAPs counselling channels was
later compared to the data from 2010
and 2011. Results Analysis of the
data demonstrates that clients aged
20-39 represent the greatest
proportion of those accessing to
request clinical support via digital
services. Consistent with offline or
traditional services, women continue
to access online services more than
do men. Conclusions The results of
this paper make it clear that we are
engaging a younger group of EFAP
users, a demographic that historically
has been difficult to service. It is
clear to us that we have much to gain
from investing in and advancing the
development of internet- and mobilebased services in order to connect
with, provide service to, and
successfully retain the emerging
younger client demographic. As our
mandate is to provide the best
possible services to support the needs
of our clients we are committed to
continuing along this path.

Sharing Healthy Power through
ICT
	
  
María J. Miranda Velasco*, Santiago
Pérez, Roberto Álvarez, Mario
Pascual, Gloria Solis, Javier Arroyo,
Jesús González, Gianni Carlone,
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Alba Moríñigo M., Mercedes
Fernández, Inmaculada Rojo
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Diabetes mellitus type 1 is one of the
most common chronic diseases in
childhood and adolescence. Evidence
shows that education for diabetes
self-management, is crucial for
diabetes care in childhood and
adolescence. Objective. To know
how diabetes e-learning programs,
social methodologies based, and ICT
resources, can promote children and
adolescents competencies for health
empowerment, treatment adherence
and wellbeing. Encourage integral
care, continuous support,
participation, communication and
coordination between the ecological
care contexts: Family, school,
pediatric. Methods Was designed,
implement and evaluate the elearning program of diabetes
education, “Sharing Healthy Power”
Supported by a virtual platform that
provides a number of services and
tools, Comprises a repository of
digital educational recourses
designed and classified by age and
time of disease; pediatric consensusbased, national and regional policies
and international standards of
childhood diabetes care. webgraphy,
games, magazines, articles, news,

books, links. multimedia distributed
repositories, survey creation and
management. Collaborative work
services as agenda and notifications.
whiteboard and desktop sharing.
Synchronous and asynchronous
social resources for promoting
participation. It has some additional
features: management services,
auditing procedures and
internationalization-localization
mechanisms. Including one
application android for tablet and
mobile technologies, m-health App
“my self-control diary” for
management daily treatment and
promoting healthy behavior. The
educational research was developed
at various stages: 1.Assessments of
educational needs of the families,
children, teachers, health
professionals and their context of
care. 2.Design and planning the
diabetes e-learning program “Sharing
healthy power” 3.Development of
the PAED technological platform as
an open-source based infrastructure
for care context: Family, school,
sanitary. The Trial Research of the
impact of the e-learning program
diabetes education in users and the
PAED virtual platform usability. The
sample comprises children and
adolescents with diabetes type 1
from 6-16 years old, parents, school
teacher and sanitary professionals
from 4 Hospitals setting. Qualitative
and quantitative research tools were
used . Questionnaires, test and
observational methodologies. The
variables studied were
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demographics, age and time of
disease, diabetes education, usability
m-app android, usability virtual
platform, technological
competencies, Knowledge and skills
for diabetes self-management.
Results Parents, teachers, children
and pediatricians team they
appreciate the advantages of the
virtual platform for diabetes
education, continuous support,
participation and coordination.
Generally users have technological
recourses and some competencies,
but they need to have specific
technological skills to use
technological resources and social
network properly. Conclusions: elearning program and technological
resources can be a good solution for
integral care, coordination of context
of care, health empowerment. The
sanitary context needs a new
organization for management ehealth programs. Further research is
needed about the effectiveness of
educational platform for education in
the field of chronic diseases.

Preventing Ankle Sprains With a
Smartphone; Implementation
Effectiveness of an Evidence Based
App
	
  
Evert Verhagen*, Ingrid Vriend
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications

Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background Ankle sprains continue
to pose a significant burden to the
individual athlete, as well as society
as a whole. However, the uptake of
effective preventive measures by the
athletic population is lagging behind.
In an attempt to bridge this
implementation gap a freely
available evidence based App for
iOS and Android was developed;
Versterk Je Enkel. Objective To
describe the implementation
effectiveness of the Versterk je Enkel
App. Methods The App was
evaluated within its practical context
using the RE-AIM Framework. For
the purpose of the current evaluation
Maintenance was not described.
Maintenance is the extent to which
the intervention is sustained over
time. The App implements an 8 week
training program for the prevention
of ankle sprain recurrences.
Exercises are no longer required after
8 weeks of training and, as such,
prolonged use is no goal. The App
contains a neuromuscular training
program described and evaluated for
preventive effectiveness in a
previous randomized controlled trial.
The training program offers a set of
exercises for the prevention of ankle
sprain recurrences and has been
linked to 50% reduction in
recurrence risk. The App contained a
full translation of these materials into
an interactive package containing
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videos of individual exercises and an
interactive training schedule
providing feedback through push
messaging. The App was launched in
September 2011. The launch of the
App was accompanied by a press
release. In addition, advertisements
and banners to guide potential users
to the App were placed in printed
media and relevant sports and sports
medical websites. Data for the
evaluation of the App was registered
in May 2012, resulting in a follow-up
of 7 months. Results Reach: The App
only reached 7% of the intended
target population, i.e. athletes who
suffered an ankle sprain. This can be
regarded as a low percentage in light
of the attention given to the App.
Effectiveness: Users rated the App
the with a score of 8.1 out of 10. In
written reviews users appreciated the
clarity and ease of use of the App.
Adoption: Of all users 38% did not
actively use the App, whereas 33%
used the App frequently (i.e. multiple
times per week). As such, there is a
large share of users that do not
actively use the App. Many may
have downloaded the App only out
of interest, without the specific intent
to actually use the embedded
exercise program. Implementation:
Only 32% of all active users
indicated to have followed the entire
program, and 59% states to have
followed part of the program.
Conclusions Although the App
generated a large interest in the
athletic community, actual reach and
implementation of the program

within the target population were
low. Probably due to the broad and
unfocused dissemination of the App.
User feedback, however, was very
positive. User friendliness and
interactivity were acclaimed App
features. As such, it was concluded
that App may provide a very useful
tool for practice when delivered
specifically to the target population,
e.g. through coaches or therapists.

Informational and Technological
Needs of Public Health Inspectors
and Design of Mobile, Social
Media Solutions for Dengue
Prevention in Sri Lanka
	
  
Santosh Vijaykumar*, May O Lwin,
Vajira Sampath Rathnayake, Owen
Noel Newton Fernando, Gentatsu
Lim
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Among tropical
countries, Sri Lanka is among the
worst affected by Dengue. In 2012,
nearly 40,000 people were affected
by Dengue with reports that the
capital city of Colombo was the
epicentre from which Dengue was
spreading to different parts of the
country. While Dengue prevention
efforts by public health authorities
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have witnessed vast improvements
over the past 5 years, the magnitude
of the problem demands that existing
systems be enhanced and
strengthened. The unprecedented
penetration of mobile phones and
profusion of social media in Asia
calls for the optimization of such
technologies to address this issue.
Objectives: 1) To understand the
information flow related to Dengue
case incidence among the public
health authorities in Colombo; 2) To
understand gaps in Dengue
surveillance and education, and
thereby examine informational and
technological needs of public health
inspectors (PHIs); 3) To obtain
feedback from PHIs on the utility of
a mobile, social media-based system
in development by the team that
integrates three components: a)
predictive surveillance, b) civic
engagement and c) health education.
Methods: We conducted a mixed
methods cross-sectional study among
PHIs in Colombo, Sri Lanka. First,
we conducted a 10-minute paper
based survey that included
demographics, technological self
efficacy and information seeking
behaviors of PHIs. Then, we
conducted semi-structured interviews
to understand the information flow
(dynamics and challenges of
identifying and reporting Dengue
cases), educational activities related
to Dengue, technology use and
preferences, client interaction and
feedback on the system under
development. Results: Survey - Our

respondent pool comprised 29 PHIs
with a mean age of 31 years. More
than 90% of the group had obtained
diplomas, almost all were Sinhalese,
and reported a mean employment
history (as PHIs) of 3 years. More
than 80% of PHIs had used the
Internet and 60% used smartphones
previously. PHIs’ top preferences of
devices for Dengue data collection
included tablets (3.87/5.00) and
smartphones (3.54/5.00). Interviews
- Current paper-based information
and reporting mechanisms of new
Dengue cases span 5-7 days. In terms
of data collection, the time required
to complete the Dengue Investigation
form varied from 10-45 minutes with
wealthier groups being less
cooperative with PHIs. The paperbased health education materials
required enhancement in terms of
content and interactivity. With
reference to system feedback, PHIs
reacted positively to the tablet-based
interface. PHIs helped to identify
opportunities to digitize parts of the
data collection system and online
reminders for fogging and case
follow-ups. They noted that the
ability to take pictures (with the
mobile camera) would bolster them
with evidence while enforcing
punitive actions. They consistently
expressed a need for interactive
health communication combining
pictures, text and videos in order to
make communication more engaging
and effective in shaping behavior
change. Conclusions: Current
technological skills and preferences
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among PHIs present new
opportunities for system
enhancement through innovation.
Our social media-based system can
strengthen existing Dengue
surveillance and prevention by
digitizing reporting mechanisms in a
phased manner, bolstering preventive
actions by enabling PHIs to click and
report pictures of breeding sites, and
introducing interactive health
education modules.

Tailored eHealth technology:
differences in reactions between
LSES and HSES respondents
	
  
Hein De Vries*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: eHealth computer
tailored methods are aimed at
motivating individuals to adopt a
healthy lifestyle. These methods
provide very specific feedback to an
individual and have shown to be
effective. Yet, specific differences in
reactions to these methods between
respondent with a low socioeconomic status (LSES) and high
socio-economic status (HSES)
groups have not yet been fully
explored. Objectives: to discuss the

outcomes of program and effect
evaluations of several Dutch
computer tailored eHealth programs
and to compare LSES and HSES
groups. Methods: We will present
the data of several RCT’s (N.10.000)
that used eHealth CT methods, to
analyze patterns of visits and revisits
and factors determining these
patterns. Results: 1. The overall idea
that eHealth programs may be less
positively evaluated by LSES groups
(because of the fact that much
reading needs to be done) is not
supported by our findings; 2.
Programs are effective for both
HSES and LSES groups.
Conclusions: eHealth programs are
appreciated positively by HSES and
LSES groups, sometimes even
slightly better by LSES groups.
Programs are effective for both
HSES and LSES groups indicating
that the use of these programs will
not contribute to increasing health
disparities between the two groups.

The Role of Online Behavioural
Classification in the Regulation of
Social and Professional Networks
in Medicine
	
  
Marcus Alexander Wade*
Track: Practice
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
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Single Presentation
As interactive entities, Social and
Professional Networks (SPNs) attract
a broad variety of different
personalities, which may or may not
be reflective of individuals’ realworld personas. Whilst most
contributions to these communities
are positive and constructive, there is
equal opportunity for negativity and
destructive behaviours. These
behaviours could have dire
consequences, both personally and
professionally. This is particularly
the case in the medical sphere, given
that it is an esteemed profession with
a reputation and public trust to
maintain. Indeed there have been
many well-publicized instances of
improper online behaviour by
healthcare professionals. It can be
difficult for professional regulators
such as the General Medical Council
(GMC) to keep up with the evolution
of Web 2.0. Current guidelines
concerning interactions with SPNs
amongst medical professionals are
inconsistent and seemingly drawn
from variable standards. It can
therefore be challenging, not only for
an individual to know how to
manage online interactions
appropriately, but also for
moderators to know what action to
take in instances of potential online
misconduct. Behavioural
classification may be useful here. A
literature review was conducted to
discover whether systems of online
behavioural classification are

existent and how they work. These
could be of benefit in the
development of more rigorous
guidelines. They might also, if
appropriate, be applied to individuals
or groups to aid in dealing with
potential online misconduct. Despite
a burgeoning interest in the
psychology of online behaviour,
there are few classification systems
described in the literature. They
seem, given their quantitative nature,
poorly suited to individual
application and better suited to
assessing whole-community statistics
or interaction patterns. However,
some provide objective, accessible
markers of behaviour which can be
used to give an indication of
different personality types and their
relative proportions. These can give
context to posts by individuals and
feed into the development of tools to
deal with inappropriate material.
Future research should focus on
developing rigorous qualitative
measures of behaviour. Arbiters such
as the GMC could then assess
exemplar posts for their nature and
content to aid remedial decision
making. By whatever means,
classification of behaviour is
important as a method of
understanding the ‘what’ and ‘why’
of online behaviour. Important also
is an awareness of what constitutes
positive and negative behaviour, as
careless moderation of inappropriate
online behaviour can create bigger
problems. It will be intriguing to see
how research evolves and what
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impact this has on internet use and its
moderation in medicine.

Facilitated Access to an Alcohol
Reduction Website in Primary
Care: The Pilot Phase of the
EFAR-FVG Randomised
Controlled Non-Inferiority Trial
	
  
Paul Wallace, Pierluigi Struzzo,
Charilaos Lygidakis*, Emanuele
Scafato, Roberto Della Vedova, Lisa
Verbano, Costanza Tersar, Nick
Freemantle, Richard McGregor
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
behaviour change, public health and
biosurveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Brief interventions are
effective in reducing alcohol
consumption for at-risk drinkers.
Nonetheless, several factors, such as
time constraints, prevent their wide
implementation in primary care
settings. Providing facilitated access
to an alcohol reduction website could
be a promising alternative to the
face-to-face brief intervention,
although evidence regarding the
effectiveness of such a solution is
limited. Objective The study aims at
evaluating whether facilitated access
to an alcohol reduction website for
at-risk drinkers is not inferior to the

face-to-face brief intervention in
primary care. Methods This
randomised controlled noninferiority trial is carried out in
primary care practices in the Region
of Friuli Giulia Venezia (Italy) and
consists of two phases: pilot and
main trial. General Practitioners
(GPs) are distributing leaflets and are
inviting patients to access a specially
designed healthy lifestyle portal in
order to undertake an online
screening, based on the three-item
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification
Test (AUDIT-C). Those scoring
positive undergo a baseline
assessment with the validated Italian
versions of the ten-question AUDIT
and EQ-5D quality of life
questionnaire, and are randomly
assigned to receive either the online
facilitated access to the website or a
conventional face-to-face
intervention by their GPs.
Participants are assessed in followups at three, six and twelve months
after randomisation with the AUDIT
questionnaire. Results The pilot
phase of the trial was launched in
January 2013 and the one-month
follow up was carried out in
February 2013. Twelve practices
have recruited patients since then and
more than a thousand leaflets have
been distributed. The pilot will be
completed in May 2013 and the full
findings will be presented. Outcomes
will be calculated on the basis of the
proportion of risky drinkers in each
group. Conclusions By providing the
necessary evidence, this study could
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have a significant impact on the
future delivery of behavioural
change in primary care. The pilot
phase will be of aid to the final
design of the main trial, which will
be launched in January 2014. The
trial is expected to be replicated in
Australia, the UK and Spain as well.

How Can the Use of Web-Based
Computer-Tailored Obesity
Prevention Interventions Be
Improved?
	
  
Michel Walthouwer*, Anke Oenema,
Lilian Lechner, Hein De Vries*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Web-based computertailored interventions are a promising
technique to deliver health
information, but they are
characterized by a decreased use
over time. This results in nonoptimal exposure to the intervention
content, which may limit their
efficacy. Ensuring that these
interventions are attractive and give
participants a sense of relatedness
may increase program use.
Interventions with more visual
elements, such as video-delivered
messages, may for example be more

attractive than text-driven
interventions, especially for
individuals with a low educational
level. Objective: The aim of this
study is to examine whether a videodriven web-based computer-tailored
obesity prevention intervention has a
higher level of program use than a
text-driven intervention.
Demographic determinants of
intervention use will be identified as
well, including whether these
demographics differ as participants
complete more sessions. Methods:
Both interventions have exactly the
same content and provide computertailored feedback and planning tools
for weight management, dietary
intake, and physical activity via the
internet. They only differ in the
format in which the information is
delivered. One intervention is fully
text-based, while the other
intervention provides the core
messages by means of videos. Both
interventions were developed using
the Intervention Mapping protocol
and consist of six sessions in which
different determinants and processes
derived from the I-Change Model
and self-regulation theories are
targeted. Participants are being
recruited via occupational health
services, companies, and media
advertisements. To participate,
individuals have to be at least 18
years old and have a job. Server
registration data will be used to
assess how often participants visit
the different intervention sessions.
Demographic characteristics of the
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participants will be derived from the
baseline measurement. After the
intervention period, a multiple linear
regression analysis will be performed
to identify determinants of
intervention use. Results: The
intervention is currently being used
by 1,527 participants. Not all
participants are using the
intervention for a sufficient period of
time in order to be able to have
reached all the intervention sessions.
Thus far, 995 participants have
accessed session one (65.2%), 768
session two (50.3%), 440 session
three (28.8%), 228 session four
(14.9%), 128 session five (8.4%),
and 68 session six (4.3%).
Conclusions: This study will provide
insight into whether video-driven
web-based computer-tailored
interventions have the potential to
improve intervention use as well as
which people are more likely than
others to complete the whole
program. The results of this study
can be used to improve the use of
future web-based computer-tailored
interventions.

Systematic Development of Two
Innovative Web-Based ComputerTailored Obesity Prevention
Interventions
	
  
Michel Walthouwer*, Anke Oenema,
Lilian Lechner, Hein De Vries*
Track: Research

Topic: Persuasive communication
and technology
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Obesity is a major
public health problem. Web-based
computer-tailored interventions are
considered to be a promising
approach in the prevention of this
health problem. These interventions,
however, have difficulties to be
attractive and effective for
individuals with a low level of
education. Objective: To prevent
obesity among adults, we developed
a video-driven and a text-driven
web-based computer-tailored
intervention. The video-driven
intervention was specifically
developed to target individuals with
a low level of education. Methods:
Both interventions were developed
using the Intervention Mapping
protocol and provide tailored health
information via the internet based on
an individual’s characteristics and
answers to an online questionnaire.
The interventions will be evaluated
by means of a three-group
randomized controlled trial using a
waiting list control group.
Measurements will take place at
baseline and six and twelve months
after baseline. Primary outcome
measures are body mass index,
physical activity, and dietary intake.
Results: Both interventions have
exactly the same content and aim to
prevent obesity by making small but
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sustained changes in dietary intake or
physical activity. The interventions
only differ in the format in which the
information is delivered. One
intervention is fully text-based, while
the other intervention provides the
core messages by means of videos.
In these videos, the messages are
read aloud by a professional actor.
The video-driven intervention further
consists of different narratives in
which eighteen actors talk about their
experiences with the program,
aiming to give advice implicitly. The
intervention consists of six sessions
in which different determinants and
processes derived from the I-Change
Model and self-regulation theories
are targeted. In the first two sessions,
participants receive tailored feedback
about their weight and behavior,
after which they can set goals. For
this purpose, individuals’ behavior
will be compared with the
corresponding standards.
Subsequently, participants can make
action plans by specifying ‘if then’
statements. After session two, they
can start with the behavior change. In
the remaining four sessions,
participants will receive tailored
feedback about their progress
including feedback to help them deal
with difficulties they may encounter.
Conclusions: The efficacy of webbased computer-tailored
interventions may be increased by
using videos as delivery format of
health information, especially for
individuals with a low level of
education. The evaluation of the

video-driven and text-driven
intervention will provide more
insight into this hypothesis and
demonstrate whether or not video
tailoring is a feasible format in
computer-tailored interventions.

Electronic Coaching with Type 2
Diabetic Patients from an
Economically Disadvantaged
Urban Area
	
  
Noah Wayne*, Joseph Cafazzo*,
Paul Ritvo*
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Multiple data sources
indicate economically disadvantaged
populations have higher risks for
chronic disease complications, with
Type 2 Diabetes a primary concern.
Because adoptions of healthier
lifestyle behaviors can reduce
Diabetes risks and complications,
and associated healthcare
expenditures, the challenge for
healthcare practitioners is to
effectively assist patients in adopting
and longitudinally adhering to
disease-preventive behaviors.
Smartphone interventions can supply
needed cohesion for patients
impeded in contacts with primary
care due to night and evening
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shiftwork, travel difficulties and
reticence when communicating with
physicians. Methods: This trial was a
single-arm pilot that tested a
smartphone application developed
with investigator-assistance (as
domain experts). Smartphoneconnected, health coaches applied
health behaviour change methods
(motivational interviewing, cognitive
behavioral therapy) receiving real
time self-report on exercise, diet and
glucose self-monitoring through the
smartphone app. N = 20 participants
from a wide range of ethnic and
socioeconomic groups were recruited
from a Community Health Centre in
Toronto, Canada and most had no
prior experience using smartphones.
E-health coaching supported
adherence to glucose selfmonitoring, modified food intake
(through photo-journaling of meals),
increased exercise and stress
management. Study participants
aided in software development,
providing continuous user feedback
that was applied in software
modifications. Results: Of N = 20
subjects recruited, N = 13 subjects
completed the 6 month trial. N = 4
had baseline HbA1c levels>7.0%
which were reduced by a mean of
0.68%. N = 2 had mean HbA1c
levels at 6.4% which were reduced
by 0.45%. N = 7 subjects had no
HbA1c change or minor elevations.
Discussion: This project was a
unique effort to combine
development of smartphone software
and an e-health coaching protocol

uniquely addressing economically
disadvantaged Type 2 diabetic
patients. The project demonstrated
the feasibility of electronic coaching
for disadvantaged, ethnic minorities
who can benefit from increased
coherence and support with diabetes
management. With lessons learned
from the single-arm trial, a
randomized controlled trial is now
underway, intervening with N=120
participants using an improved
version of the health coach software.

Health Behavior Theory in Diet
Apps
	
  
Josh West*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The Health & Fitness
category in Apple’s App Store
contains thousands of downloadable
apps for Apple’s mobile devices,
which include the iPhone, iPad, and
iPod. The number of app installs is
expected to reach 44 billion by 2016.
Apps are being used to promote
healthier diets, but in a recent
analysis of health and weight loss
app descriptions, researchers
concluded that the majority of such
apps contain insufficient evidenceinformed content. Other recent
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research reported that the majority of
apps lacked theoretical components
known to facilitate health behavior
change. Objective: Whereas recent
studies provide useful information
and insight, they were based on
developers’ descriptions of the apps
alone and did not include an analysis
of the actual apps. Insomuch as the
description page is the marketing
point by which app developers sell
their product, it is possible that
descriptions alone do not adequately
represent app content and
functionality. No study has examined
the actual content of diet-related
apps. The purpose of this study was
to examine the content of diet-related
apps available in Apple’s App Store
to determine the extent to which
constructs of health behavior theory
were present. Methods: This study
consisted of 58 diet apps from
iTunes’ Health & Fitness category.
Coders downloaded the apps and
rated (Cohen’s Kappa = .80) their
inclusion of constructs from 4
prominent health behavior theories.
The coding instrument was adapted
from previous research and included
the Health Belief Model, Theory of
Planned Behavior, Social Cognitive
Theory, and Transtheoretical Model.
The assessment for each construct
included five levels of user
interaction for a total of 100 (20
constructs x 5 levels of user
interaction) theory-based items. The
five levels of user interaction were:
1) General information or guidelines;
2) Assessment; 3) Feedback; 4)

General assistance; and 5)
Individually tailored assistance.
Results: Most apps were theory
deficient and provided just general
information/assistance. The average
theory score was 6.19 (SD = 6.52)
out of a possible 100. Nine-percent
(N = 5) of the study apps had a
theory score of 0. Knowledge- and
cognitive-based strategies were the
most common, with constructs of
General information and perceived
benefits. Behavioral and emotionfocused strategies were least
common, with constructs modeling
and stress management. General
information or guidelines and
general assistance were the two user
interaction levels most widely
applied in the study apps. Sixpercent of apps incorporated general
information or guidelines and 7% of
apps incorporated general assistance
into their design levels. Conclusions:
This study represents the first
analysis of health behavior theory
constructs in diet-related apps. Dietrelated apps could be a valuable part
of the solution to the current public
health crisis related to obesity and
obesity-related diseases. Diet-related
apps currently available are lacking
in their inclusion of health behavior
theory constructs. In addition,
currently available apps largely fail
to incorporate advances in
technology, which allow for
increasingly sophisticated user
interaction levels (e.g., tailoring). An
opportunity exists for health
behavior change experts to partner
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with app developers to incorporate
health behavior theories into the
development apps.

Using Online Social Networks to
Foster a Healthier Lifestyle:
Results from Australia and
Germany
	
  
Nilmini Sunethra Wickramasinghe*,
Carolin Durst, Janine Viol
Track: Research
Topic: The nature and dynamics of
social networks in health
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background The confluence of two
key trends namely: 1) Consumer
health informatics (CHI), which is
arguably the most rapidly expanding
area within medical informatics and
is playing a key role in paving the
way for healthcare delivery in
today’s 21st century and 2) Obesity,
which has become an issue of grave
global concern as there exist more
than one billion overweight adults
out of which at least 300 million of
them are medically obese appears to
hold the key to addressing a key
healthcare dilemma in today’s 21st
Century. The causes of obesity are
multifaceted and result from a
convergence of several factors.
Changes in individual behaviours
leading to an increased intake of

high-caloric foods and a decrease of
physical activity are suggested to be
a key contributor to the global
obesity epidemic and are frequently
triggered by social aspects. Social
networks have been identified as one
of the most important dimensions of
people's social environment that may
enable or constrain the adoption of
health-promoting behaviours. Given
that online social networks are
becoming more important and based
on evidence of studies focusing on
the relationship between offline
social networks and health-related
behaviours, we propose that online
social networks might have the same
impact on individuals. If true and
given the large growth of such online
social networks, a solution to address
the current obesity may be possible.
Objective Specifically, this study
examines the role of online social
networks in facilitating healthy
behaviours and lifestyles to ensue.
This is done through a cross country
study conducted simultaneously in
Australia and Germany funded by an
ATN-DAAD grant. Methods
Adopting a mixed methodology, our
research aims to examine a pervasive
online social network containing
personal online social network data,
as well as information on an
individual’s health-related
behaviours. Thus, we chose to use
data from the most popular social
network site Facebook and
developed the Facebook application
“Calorie Cruncher” to support our
data collection. The requirements for
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this application were derived through
qualitative interviews focusing on
issues of “real life” that led to weight
gain / weight loss. The quantitative
aspects of the study focused on
network ties, network structure and
network members and how
individuals are embedded in their
online social network. Results Key
findings regarding the (1) causes and
influencing factors for the
interviewees’ weight gain, (2)
aspects of the interviewees’ social
environment keeping up the
motivation to lose weight as well as
the (3) connection between Facebook
and health-related behaviours were
obtained. These findings served to
also inform the design implications
for the Facebook application.
Conclusions Online health
communities provide social support
and informational support. We have
applied these recognised traits to the
context of obesity and examined the
possibility of using online social
networks to facilitate healthy
behaviours as a way to address the
current obesity epidemic. Our results
to date from Australia and Germany
are encouraging and have served to
provide proof of concept. Now, we
plan to continue with larger follow
up studies.

Separated by a Common
Language: Can the USA and UK
Innovate Their Way Out of Their
Healthcare Challenges?
	
  
Paul Wicks*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
In the United States the National
Health Service (NHS) is contentious.
Free healthcare at the point of
delivery and universal access for all
have been described as the United
Kingdom’s “national religion” but
approaches to evidence-based service
provision and equality for all are
derided by some US critics as
“socialist healthcare rationing” and
were even lambasted during the 2008
Presidential election as containing
(quite imaginary) “Death Panels”.
While the idea of cheaper healthcare
remains tantalizing to many in the
States, particularly those on lower
incomes, the “Obamacare” reforms
show just how emotive the issue can
be. Many in the US view the NHS as
an interesting model, but perhaps one
unsuited to a very different
demographic and political landscape.
From the other side of the ocean, the
entrepreneurial and technologically
advanced nature of the US makes it a
beacon for innovation for British
researchers and policy-makers.
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Electronic medical records systems
like those of the Veteran’s
Administration are regularly cited as
an admirable example of a
successfully implemented large-scale
IT project. Agile startups from
Silicon Valley to Cambridge
Massachusetts are highly productive
and localization to European markets
are highly sought after. And yet it is
less clear to many in the UK that
while the best healthcare in America
may well be the best healthcare in
the world, it is not evenly distributed
and it is not cheap. Both countries
share a common language and a
common set of issues; an aging
population, longer lifespans, large
scale immigration, pharmaceutical
industries in times of business
uncertainty, and economic austerity.
Both countries are hoping they can
innovate their way out of these
challenges and both contain some of
the world’s brightest minds. But how
can they work together? Over the
past decade, PatientsLikeMe R&D
Director Paul Wicks, PhD. has
divided his time between academic
research and commercial business
between the United Kingdom and
United States. In this presentation he
will compare and contrast the
differing trans-Atlantic perspectives
held by patients, researchers, and
healthcare provider as we enter a
transformational time in digital
health.

Preventive Socio-Technology for
the Increasing Ageing Population:
Apps as a Way to Improve the
(social) Wellbeing of Elderly
	
  
Sabine Wildevuur*
Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The aging European
society faces social consequences
when especially the oldest part of the
population holds a risk of becoming
isolated and lonely, as they grow old
and their work related networks
erode as well as the higher risk of
losing dear one’s or ‘losing oneself’
to different kinds of illnesses. In
those cases growing old may imply
depression and an increased risk of
dementia. Feelings of loneliness
significantly predict important
clinical endpoints - cognitive decline
and institutionalization - of elderly
individuals during a 10-year followup. An inactive and socially isolated
life has serious negative
consequences for both the elderly
and the rising costs associated with
health care in society. Not only the
number but especially the quality of
the contacts is crucial. Objective The
tendency for more elderly people
living in their own homes instead of
living in retirement or residential
homes, created an opportunity for
developing a set of games (apps) on
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a tablet as a tool for increasing social
wellbeing, targeting at independent
elderly people living at home. The
Storyville apps build on the idea that
in storytelling and reminiscing
people re-establish their identity and
relationships that are empowering
them. The project integrated the
individual and societal level with the
commercial perspectives in four
European countries: Denmark,
Finland, The Netherlands and
Sweden. The Northern countries are
forerunners and leading societies in
utilizing ICT-based services and
businesswise they provide a very
credible business innovation
ecosystem for the development and
dissemination of the apps. Methods
A cross-national (Denmark, Finland,
the Netherlands and Sweden)
ethnographic based analysis was
conducted. Through co-creation
workshops, as well as in-depth
interviews, the scope of the study
was to gain insight in the needs and
wishes of elderly. Central to the
living lab method is the user as the
guarantor for successful innovation
and development of a product or
service that meets the needs of the
users. The apps were developed in an
iterative process, together with the
users. Field trials were held in
Finland and Sweden, including a
questionnaire to be filled in, to give
input for the development of the
game. Impact studies were conducted
(n=120) afterwards to test if the apps
had the desired outcome. Results The
results were overall positive. 61%

(n=107) felt more connected through
the game. 65% had a positive feeling
on their self-esteem. In Finland the
seniors were more sceptical than in
Sweden. Half of the participants
thought it to be positive as a way to
support togetherness and reminisce.
The seniors that were interested in
the games were quite willing to pay
for it (around 20-50 euros).
Conclusions The overall conclusions
for the anticipated impact were:
increased feeling of happiness and
joy after playing the games. A strong
majority of the respondents believe
that the games could be of good use
at day care centers. The desired
outcome of the games, namely to
improve social connectedness and in
this way add to the overall feeling of
wellbeing, is supported in the impact
studies

The Equivalence of Remote
Electronic and Paper Collection of
Patient Reported Outcome
Measures (PROMs): a
Randomised Crossover Trial.
	
  
Dan Williams*, Mark Norton,
Darren Fern, Will Griffiths-Jones, Dr
Tim Williams
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background The collection of pre434
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and post-operative Patient Reported
Outcome Measures (PROMs) have
traditionally been used to assess the
benefit of medical and surgical
interventions. More recently,
individual patient level PROMs have
been used in everyday clinical
practice. Online website 'electronic'
collection, so called remote
ePROMs, provides a platform to
collect scores at regular intervals and
report results back to both patients
and their clinicians in real-time.
Objective The primary objective of
this study was to assess whether
scores collected via a website
(ePROM) are equivalent to scores
collected via the traditional pen and
paper format (paper PROM).
Methods A group of 47 patients,
previously having undergone open
hip debridement for
femeroacetabular impingement, were
allocated to one of two groups as part
of a randomised crossover study. As
per the 'International Society for
Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes
Research ePRO Good Research
Practices Task Force Report', this
study was powered to rule out a
difference between paper PROM and
ePROM assessment of 0.3 standard
deviations. Group 1 completed the
online ePROM scores- Oxford,
McCarthy, UCLA and HowRu scorefollowed by the paper PROM
equivalents one week later, and
Group 2 completed these in reverse
order. Results The scores between
Group 1 and Group 2 were not
significantly different. Thus

combining the two groups revealed
an ePROM Oxford score of 32.8,
29.7 to 35.8 (mean, 95% CI) and a
paper PROM score of 33.0, 29.9 to
36.1 (mean, 95% CI) (p = 0.99). The
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient
(ICC) for the Oxford score was 0.99,
0.98 to 0.99 (ICC, 95%CI) with the
ICC for the other scores ranging
between 0.95 and 0.97. Conclusions
Remote online ePROM score
collection using this website reveals
excellent equivalence to paper
PROM collection for group and
individual applications. The system
is therefore suitable for PROMs
collection away from the outpatient
clinic.

EPROMs Collection on
MyClinicalOutcomes to Enable
More Efficient Follow Up of Joint
Replacement Patients in Virtual
Clinics.
	
  
Dan Williams*, Dr Tim Williams
Track: Practice
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background myClinicalOutcomes
uses clinically validated outcome
assessments to provide patients with
a score and individualised feedback
about their musculoskeletal
condition. Patients are asked to
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complete assessments regularly so
that changes in their condition can be
measured and monitored by them.
Progress is shared with their surgeon
and general practitioner (GP) to
monitor into the long term.
Following a trial across the
Orthopaedic Directorate at the Royal
Cornwall Hospital (RCH), the
system is being rolled out across the
South-West and is now in use by
greater than 3,000 registered patients
in eight NHS hospitals and a private
hospital group. The new Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) in
Cornwall, Kernow CCG, has
recently embraced the system.
Objective The primary objective of
this paper is to describe how the
myClinicalOutcomes system will
potentially enable follow up of joint
replacement patients in more
efficient Virtual Clinics. Methods
This paper describes the need for
efficiency savings in the National
Health Service, the policies and
processes that have driven change in
the UK and how an online platform
has been deployed by a Clinical
Commissioning Group to deliver a
more efficient treatment pathway.
The potential health economic
benefit will also be described.
Results National healthcare budgets
are struggling to keep pace with an
increasing elderly population and
more expensive medical treatments.
The Quality, Innovation,
Productivity and Prevention (QIPP)
challenge is one area of government
healthcare policy in the UK that is

hoping to deliver efficiency savings
of £15-£20 billion per year by
2013/14. Meanwhile, best practice
National Guidelines1 continue to
dictate that joint replacement patients
are followed up at one, five and
every subsequent five years
following operation. At one hospital
n the South West of the UK, 1200
hip and knee joint replacements are
performed each year resulting in a
requirement for some 4000 face-toface follow up appointments. By
linking each patient with their GP
and hospital medical team, the
myClinicalOutcomes website
enables patients to record a symptom
score that is visible to both primary
and secondary care. The patient’s
specialist surgeon views this score,
in combination with an X-ray film
taken in the community, in a Virtual
Clinic and provides feedback to both
the patient and the GP. Only patients
with deteriorating scores or abnormal
X-ray findings need be called back
for a face-to-face appointment. This
new treatment pathway is therefore
releasing clinic capacity that can be
targeted to those patients who are
most in need. The programme is
forecast to deliver a saving of 1000
face-to-face follow up appointments
each year, a cost saving of £84,000
per annum for hip and knee
replacement. Conclusions This new
Virtual Clinic pathway will
potentially deliver on the efficiency
savings demanded by pressurised
healthcare budgets by using the
myClinicalOutcomes website that
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links patients, GPs and hospital
medical teams. 1. British
Orthopaedic Association. Total Hip
Replacement: a guide to best
practice. 1998 Oct 24:1–37.

An Early Digital Resource for
Enhancing Recovery Motivation
for Eating Disorders: Users’
Perspectives
	
  
Sarah Williams*, Ciarán Newell,
Katy Sivyer, Sarah Thomas, Jess
Griffiths
Track: Research
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The earlier an eating
disorder is treated the better the
outcome. However, there are current
problems with early intervention that
may be solved with the development
of a digital resource aimed at
enhancing recovery motivation prior
to any formal treatment. Current
problems in early intervention
include characteristics that are
inherent to the eating disorder and
issues with the access and
availability of ED services. Recovery
from eating disorders is difficult and
patients can perceive a functional
role of their behaviours which result
in ambivalence about treatment and a
low motivation to change.

Furthermore, long waiting lists for
formal treatment mean there are
current problems with treatment
engagement and retention: often a
quarter of patients do not attend an
assessment for specialist treatment
and as many as half do not complete
a full treatment programme. This can
lead to significant levels of
unrecognised and untreated
morbidity in this population.
Improving the initial response to this
group by offering a digital resource
at the point of referral and before
formal treatment could increase
motivation, reduce time to
intervention and allow for more
efficient use of services. Objective:
The objective of the digital resource
is to supplement the traditional care
pathway for adults with eating
disorders by providing information
about recovery, motivation
enhancement tools and social
support. The intervention will be
delivered at the point of referral to
secondary care whilst patients would
usually be on a waiting list for
assessment. The aim of the
intervention is to prepare patients for
treatment and enhance motivation to
recover, therefore I improving
treatment engagement and retention
once patients attend usual care.
Method: We are currently
developing the early digital resource
with people with a history of eating
disorders and local service staff. This
co-development process ensures that
the resulting resource is both
acceptable and will feasibly work in
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practice. The digital resource will
consist of 6 short online sessions
based on information, interactive
motivation tools, personal recovery
stories and initial contact (via online
communication) with the treatment
team. The potential for integrating
mobile apps for early self-monitoring
and social media as additional
support is also being investigated.
Once developed, the intervention
will be qualitatively piloted with
target users recruited from the local
eating disorder charity (n = 15) to
understand their perceptions of the
resource. Users will be asked to think
out loud as they use the sessions
allowing us to gather real-time data
about its usability, acceptability and
further suggestions for development.
Interviews will be tape recorded and
analysed using a thematic analysis
approach. Results: Work in progress.
This poster presentation we will
briefly describe the final digital
resource resulting from the codevelopment process and present
qualitative data regarding user’s
experiences of using it. Conclusions:
Work in progress.

How Twitter Is Studied in the
Medical Professions: A
Classification of Twitter Papers
Indexed in PubMed
	
  
Shirley Ann Williams*, Melissa
Terras, Claire Warwick

Track: Research
Topic: Collaborative biomedical
research, academic / scholarly
communication, publishing and peer
review
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background Since their inception,
Twitter and related microblogging
systems have provided a rich source
of information for researchers and
have attracted interest in their
affordances and use. Since 2009
PubMed has included 123 journal
articles on medicine and Twitter, but
no overview exists as to how the
field uses Twitter in research.
Objective This paper aims to identify
published work relating to Twitter
indexed by PubMed, and then to
classify it. This classification will
provide a framework in which future
researchers will be able to position
their work, and to provide an
understanding of the current reach of
research using Twitter in medical
disciplines. Limiting the study to
papers indexed by PubMed ensures
the work provides a reproducible
benchmark. Methods Papers, indexed
by PubMed, on Twitter and related
topics were identified and reviewed.
The papers were then qualitatively
classified based on the paper’s title
and abstract to determine their focus.
The work that was Twitter focused
was studied in detail to determine
what data, if any, it was based on,
and from this a categorization of the
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data set size used in the studies was
developed. Using open coded content
analysis additional important
categories were also identified,
relating to the primary methodology,
domain and aspect. Results As of
2012, PubMed comprises more than
21 million citations from biomedical
literature, and from these a corpus of
134 potentially Twitter related
papers were identified, eleven of
which were subsequently found not
to be relevant. There were no papers
prior to 2009 relating to
microblogging, a term first used in
2006. Of the remaining 123 papers
which mentioned Twitter, thirty were
focussed on Twitter (the others
referring to it tangentially). The early
Twitter focussed papers introduced
the topic and highlighted the
potential, not carrying out any form
of data analysis. The majority of
published papers used analytic
techniques to sort through thousands,
if not millions, of individual tweets,
often depending on automated tools
to do so. Our analysis demonstrates
that researchers are starting to use
knowledge discovery methods and
data mining techniques to understand
vast quantities of tweets: the study of
Twitter is becoming quantitative
research. Conclusions This work is
to the best of our knowledge the first
overview study of medical related
research based on Twitter and related
microblogging. We have used five
dimensions to categorise published
medical related research on Twitter.
This classification provides a

framework within which researchers
studying development and use of
Twitter within medical related
research, and those undertaking
comparative studies of research
relating to Twitter in the area of
medicine and beyond, can position
and ground their work.

Demand-Driven Development of
Next Generation Whole Slide
Imaging - Pate
	
  
Hinrich Winther*, Christoph
Brochhausen*, Harald Affeldt, Jette
Horstmeyer, C. James Kirkpatrick
Track: Practice
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Aim: Web-based learning has
become more important in medical
education. Especially for histological
and histopathological learning
several slide-viewing applications
are available. However, most of
these applications do not live up to
current technical standards. The aim
of the present study was to evaluate
the expectations and experience of
students with virtual microscopy,
also known as “whole slide imaging”
(WSI). These parameters are
important prerequisites for
developing a new tool to train
student skills in recognizing
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histological and histopathological
specimens according to recent
technical developments. The goal of
such a tool is to bridge the gap
between theoretical and applied
knowledge. Methods: A
questionnaire for students including
14 multiple choice and 2 essay
questions was created in cooperation
with the Centre for Quality
Assurance and Development
(Johannes Gutenberg University
Mainz, JGU). The importance of
features like annotations, points of
interest (POI) and additional
teaching texts was evaluated.
Furthermore, the use of web-based
learning tools and the range of used
target devices was assessed. In the
essay questions students could
suggest desirable features. The
questionnaire was answered by 216
students. Based on this evaluation a
new application was constructed.
Results: The analysis of the
questionnaire revealed that 97.1% of
the students consider WSI helpful in
test preparation. The features,
histological annotations (88.4%),
pathological annotations (86.1%),
POI (83.3%) and additional teaching
texts (52.3%), have also been
assessed positively. In the comments
section many students asked for a
quiz mode. In contrast, the
deployment of a discussion forum
was of less importance to the
students (4.2%). Only 2.3% actually
used WSI on their tablet pc and none
(0%) on their smart-phone.
Discussion: Annotations, POI and

additional teaching texts were
evaluated positively in contrast to a
discussion forum. Therefore, we
abandoned the deployment of a
discussion forum for staff and
students. In addition, the students
asked for a quiz mode in the
comments section. Although this
demand is not quantifiable in the
present survey, we will look at this
feature in more detail in the followup survey. Although most students
did not use WSI on their tablet pc or
smart-phone, due to less support of
mobile devices by most recent WSI
applications, we decided to provide
an interface compatible with small
screens and touch controls. The
present survey allowed us to employ
a demand-driven development
leading to an integrative teaching
tool for histological studies.

OPENPediatrics™: An Innovative
Knowledge Sharing Platform for
Pediatric Critical Care Medicine.
	
  
Traci Wolbrink*, Jeffrey Burns
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
OPENPediatrics™: An Innovative
Knowledge Sharing Platform for
Pediatric Critical Care Medicine.
Traci A. Wolbrink, M.D., M.P.H and
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Jeffrey P. Burns, M.D., M.P.H. From
the Division of Critical Care
Medicine, Department of Anesthesia,
Perioperative and Pain Management,
Children’s Hospital Boston and the
Department of Anesthesia, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA, USA
BACKGROUND: Social networking
and collaboration is changing how
business is conducted in many
industries, including medicine.
Connecting global communities of
practice is paramount to keep up
with 21st century medical education
and practice demands, and experts
have suggested that information
technology is the key element of
medical education reform1. Pediatric
critical care medicine is a small
community worldwide, and is
without an existing platform to
collaborate and easily share
knowledge and ideas. We describe
the development of
OPENPediatrics™, an open-access,
peer-reviewed platform for
knowledge sharing between
multidisciplinary pediatric critical
care providers. METHODS: A global
multidisciplinary needs assessment
was conducted through the World
Federation of Pediatric Intensive and
Critical Care Societies, and informed
development of curricular content
with local and international experts
and the key functional elements of
the limited beta release. RESULTS:
OPENPediatrics™ was developed
over 24 months in collaboration with
IBM. Respiratory care, specifically
mechanical ventilation, and

protocols, case-based simulation and
video were the requested primary
topics and means for learning. An
innovative social networking feature
allowing users to ask questions and
leave comments at specific point in
an educational video was developed.
An international beta release
commenced on September 13, 2012
with World Sepsis Day. We
currently have 69 hospitals in 42
countries with 420 registered users
sharing knowledge on
OPENPediatrics™. CONCLUSION:
Although still early in the beta
release, we have created a web-based
educational platform that highlights
social networking as a key feature to
share knowledge and connect the
global community of practice in
pediatric critical care medicine. The
capability to ask questions and
comment at any point in the
educational videos allows providers
to share experiences, knowledge, and
current practices in an easy to use
social networking feature,
connecting this global community of
practice in a novel way. Current
challenges include involvement of
busy clinicians and adaptation of an
unfamiliar technology. Further
involvement of additional beta users
and platform enhancements based on
user feedback will be crucial to the
successful development of
OPENPediatrics™. References:
1Frenk J, Chen L, Bhutta ZA, et al.
Health professionals for a new
century: transforming education to
strengthen health systems in an
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interdependent world. The Lancet.
2010;376:1023-1058.

How to Assess and Improve the
Quality and Safety of Apps for
Medicine and Health Promotion ?
	
  
Jeremy Wyatt*, Alain Labrique,
Kristina Curtis*, Satish Misra*,
Thomas Lorchan Lewis*
Track: Research
Topic: Usability and human factors
on the web
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
Convenor: Jeremy Wyatt, chair in
eHealth research, Leeds University,
UK. Panel members: • Alain
Labrique, Chair of WHO mHealth
Technical Advisory Group; Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine,
Baltimore, USA • Kristina Curtis,
Institute of Digital Healthcare,
Warwick University, UK • Satish
Misra, imedicalapps.org, USA • Tom
Lewis, medical editor,
imedicalapps.org, UK There have
been several widely reported cases in
which Apps were withdrawn (eg.
Acne Cure [1]) or shown to be based
on no evidence (eg. Smoking
cessation Apps [2]) or be grossly
inaccurate (eg. melanoma detection
Apps [3]). This panel will therefore
address a key question for clinicians,
patients, regulators and App
developers: how to ensure that an

App is of reasonable quality and
poses minimal risk to the public,
professionals and organisations ? We
will explore the pros and cons of a
several approaches being adopted or
proposed to assess and improve App
quality and risks, including: • Formal
regulation of medical Apps by the
FTC [1], FDA [4], MHRA, EMEA,
etc. • Informal attempts to promote
best-of-breed Apps by review sites
[5] • The use of a 23-item quality
checklist for health promotion Apps
based on Donabedian’s framework
[6] • Mapping the intrinsic and
extrinsic factors associated with App
risk • Encouraging more rigorous
evaluation of Apps and their impact
on patient outcomes [7] Following
short position statements by panel
members, we anticipate vigorous
debate by conference delegates
around key issues such as: the tradeoff between innovation and
regulation, freedom of speech vs.
safety, the need for truth in labelling
[8], and why the public continue to
download many health related Apps
that are at best content free, and
some that even cause harm.
References 1. Federal Trades
Commission. “Acne Cure” Mobile
App Marketers Will Drop Baseless
Claims Under FTC Settlements.
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/09/acne
cure.shtm 2. Abroms LC,
Padmanabhan N, Thaweethai L,
Phillips T. iPhone Apps for smoking
cessation: a content analysis.
American Journal of Preventive
Medicine. 2011 Mar;40(3):279–85.
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3. Joel A. Wolf, BA; Jacqueline
Moreau, BA; Oleg Akilov, MD;
Timothy Patton, DO; Joseph C.
English III, MD; Jonhan Ho, MD;
Laura K. Ferris, MD, PhD.
Diagnostic Inaccuracy of
Smartphone Applications for
Melanoma Detection. JAMA
Dermatol. Published online January
16, 2013.
doi:10.1001/jamadermatol.2013.238
2 4.
http://www.fda.gov/forconsumers/co
nsumerupdates/ucm263332.htm 5.
www.imedicalapps.com 6.
Donabedian, A. Evaluating the
Quality of Medical Care. The
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly
1965; 44: 166-206 7. Friedman CP,
Wyatt JC. Evaluation methods in
biomedical informatics (2nd edition).
New York: Springer, 2005. 8.
Michael Rigby, Jari Forsström, Ruth
Roberts, and Jeremy C Wyatt.
Verifying quality and safety in health
informatics services. BMJ 2001; 323:
552-6

Key Characteristics of Current
Social Media Policies at U.S.
Allopathic Medical Schools
	
  
Amanda Xi*, Joel Topf*, Jill
Stefaniak
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation

Single Presentation
Background It is estimated that 90%
of medical students participate in
online social networking. Although
social media sites offer unique
avenues for communication and new
opportunities for education they may
open students to unrecognized
potential patient privacy violations
and damage professional reputation.
Moreover, the permanence of posts
on social networking sites can result
in serious legal ramifications and
negatively impact future career
opportunities, undermining the
general public’s confidence in the
medical profession as a whole.
Although 95% of U.S. allopathic
medical schools have a Facebook
presence, only 10% have explicit
policies concerning social media
usage. This study investigates the
current status of social media
policies in U.S. allopathic medical
schools. Objective The goal of this
study is to determine the percentage
of U.S. allopathic medical schools
with explicit social media policies or
guidelines and their specific
characteristics. Methods 133 U.S.
allopathic medical schools were
identified using the AAMC website.
Each school’s website was searched
for a public student handbook or list
of policies pertaining to student
affairs. Each handbook was searched
for the terms “social media” and
“social networking.” Schools that
had policies or guidelines available
were further analyzed. Results 18
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(14%) handbooks were unavailable
and those schools were excluded
from analysis. Of the 115 handbooks
analyzed, 43 (37%) mentioned
“social media” or “social
networking.” Two policies were
URLs to another document, however
they were excluded from analysis
because one went to a password
protected document and the second
was a broken link. The 41 social
media policies (n=41) available were
downloaded by January 7, 2013 and
analyzed for 33 specific terms and
characteristics. There was a strong
correlation between word count and
total characteristics contained
(p<0.0001). The most common
themes identified were
professionalism (90%), patients
(80%) and confidentiality (70%)
while the least common were
abstaining from providing medical
advice (7%) and misrepresentation
(10%). Facebook was included in
73% of handbooks while LinkedIn
was in 27%. Only 46% of schools
mention the potential for HIPAA
violations and 27% note the potential
for career impact. Of the documents
analyzed, 41% contained both
policies and guidelines, 22%
contained policies but no guidelines
for use, and 12% contained only
guidelines or tips for use.
Conclusions Since 2010, there has
been nearly a 4-fold increase in the
percentage of U.S. allopathic
medical schools with explicit social
media policies or guidelines,
however, these schools remain in the

minority. The primary focus of
current policies was on
professionalism and patient
confidentiality; however, there are
numerous aspects of social media
that could be addressed more
uniformly. Disclaimers such as
“Opinions expressed are not
representative of my institution” or
the impact of a user’s “digital
footprint” were not adequately
addressed. Further work should be
done to increase the number of
schools with explicit policies as well
as define vital characteristics of a
complete policy specific to
healthcare professionals.

Developing How Are You? : a
Secure EHealth Portal and Suite of
Self-Management Tools.
	
  
Maria Del Mar Yacaman*, Dawson
King, Gerhard Lazu, Andrew Lucas
Track: Business
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: As the population’s life
expectancy increases, so is the
burden of disease attributable to
long-term conditions (LTC). There
are around 15 million people living
with LTCs in the UK alone. These
15 million people are the most
intensive users of the most expensive
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services; 8/10 of the primary care
consultations and 2/3 of A&E
admissions. A sizeable portion of the
healthcare service use in this case is
–unscheduled, therefore avoidablefor LTC exacerbations. Evidence
suggests that through self-care we
can empower patients, improve
outcomes, avoid unnecessary
hospital visits and lessen the
opportunity cost of these visits for
the NHS. While we can’t do self-care
to patients, we can provide them with
the right tools to feel empowered,
motivated and supported to self-care.
Objective: To create a secure eHealth
portal that integrates with NHS IT
infrastructure whilst putting the
patient at the centre of their care;
facilitates communication across the
healthcare professionals involved in
the patients’ care pathways,
caregivers, family members and
patients; provides customised
information and supports patient
self-management through an
electronic personal health record and
health plan. Methods: The initial
development of How are you? was
undertaken working with the former
NHS East of England and in
partnership with Connected for
Health as part of the Department of
Health’s QIPP transformational
program. How are you?’s design and
development process was evidence
based driven, carried out by an
interdisciplinary team of clinicians,
public health specialists, user
interface designers and software
developers. All features developed

were born out of clinical experience
and patients’ needs, constructed
based on rigorous literature reviews
and user testing to give rise to the
best possible degree of user
experience, clinical effectiveness and
software reliability. Results: To date,
How are you? is an interactive suite
of self-care tools that provides
enhanced support to patients and
improved communications by virtue
of inbuilt healthcare social network
features. The eHealth portal is
comprised of a patient controlled
health record, a health plan and a
physician and patient curated
collection of over 200 healthcare
apps. How are you? supports
multiple morbidities, presents a
holistic picture of the patient- their
care preferences, lifestyle and
wellbeing circumstances combined
with quantitative data (easy to track
biometrics such as blood
pressure/glucose, weight, dietary
intake) which allow more effective
care decision making; for example
identifying appropriate treatment
options or behaviors associated to
increased risk. The platform also
allows the patient to design action
plans for acute episodes and supports
goal setting and achieving healthier
behaviors. Conclusions: Current on
going research includes clinical
pilots for different care pathways to
assess the impact of How are you?
on outcomes for the patient,
healthcare professionals and
healthcare utilization. Additionally,
we are designing a web-based and
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tablet-based clinical dashboard, as
well as a platform to allow
application developers to
interoperate with How are you?.

A Content-Based Approach to
Identify the Target Users for
Health Intervention in Social
Media – A Case Study on
SafetyMD
	
  
Haodong Yang, Jiexun Li,
Christopher Yang, Venk Kandadai*,
Flaura Winston
Track: Research
Topic: Blogs, Microblogs, Twitter
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background and Objectives
Community detection has become a
popular research area in social media
analysis. Finding groups of users
who share common interests is of
practical significance for health
intervention such as optimizing the
dissemination of healthcare
information or providing
recommendations for health
consumers. However, most related
studies aimed at detecting
communities by analyzing general
network structure, ignoring the
importance of a specific actor in the
network. In this study, we focus on
an ego-centered network extracted
from Twitter and conduct content
analysis to identify clusters of

Twitter users who follow the
information of a particular health
intervention Twitter user, safetyMD.
Methods Twitter handle SafetyMD
provides valuable information on
health intervention of injury
prevention and road safety for
children and adolescents. The tweets
posted by safetyMD covers
information of prevention of teen
driver crashes, child passenger
safety, and secondary prevention of
posttraumatic stress disorder after
injury. We randomly chose 40
followers of “safetyMD” and
extracted the latest 50 tweets for
each of those 40 followers. Then we
presented each follower as a term
vector based on his/her latest tweets.
Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) was used to perform
dimensionality reduction. PCA is
concerned with explaining the
variance-covariance structure of a set
of variables through a few linear
combinations of them. Not only can
PCA decrease the complexity of the
data, each principal component
extracted may be able to present
topics or subjects of the tweets, thus
reflecting those Twitter users’
interests. Based on those components
extracted from PCA, hierarchical
cluster analysis was performed to
segment Twitter users. Furthest
neighbor was chosen as cluster
method and cosine similarity was
considered as similarity metric.
Results 39 components explaining
100% total variance were extracted
out of 1,262 unique terms. Each
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hashtag in Twitter indicates a
specific topic and if one or more
hashtags appear in a tweet, other
words in this tweet are probably
highly related with these hashtags.
Only the first five components
contained hashtags with loading
greater than 0.5, and they can be
named as Disease Research, Road
Safety, Driving Issues, Injury
Prevention, and Coastal Safety
respectively, which reflected the
interests of followers who have
relatively higher loading on each of
those five components. At last, the
40 followers of “safetyMD” were
grouped into five clusters, each of
which had some common interests
through summarizing their biography
information and content of tweets.
The following are common interests
of followers in cluster (1): injury
prevention, especially in sports
injury prevention and sports safety
promotion; (2): kids safety, youth
safety, and driving safety especially
for young people; (3): public health
and education, injury prevention
education, and injury recovery from
traumatic events especially from
driving accidents; (4): Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia and research
of children diseases; and (5):
accident research, road safety, traffic
safety, medical transportation, and
social media. Conclusion PCA and
hierarchical cluster analysis are
useful in segmenting Twitter
followers. This method could also be
used to segment all SafetyMD’s
followers or followers of another

Twitter handle. The results are
helpful to understand the interest of
users and facilitate information
dissemination by targeting special
groups of users.

Uptake And Usage Of Digital SelfManagement Interventions:
Triangulating Mixed Methods
Studies Of A Weight Management
Intervention
	
  
Lucy Yardley*, Leanne Morrison,
Laura Dennison, Sharon Lin, Charlie
Hargood, Scott Lloyd, Derek
Johnston, Marie Johnston, Paul
Roderick, Elizabeth Murray*, Susan
Michie*, Paul Little, Peter Smith,
Mark Weal
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background. A key question for
public health is how best to engage
users cost-effectively with digital
interventions. Two popular methods
of encouraging greater engagement
are to provide human support or to
provide ‘just-in-time’ mobile
intervention components. Objective.
Our aim was to examine effects on
uptake and usage of the web-based
POWeR (Positive Online Weight
Reduction) intervention a) when
intermittent telephone support was
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provided and b) when mobile
intervention components were
provided. Methods. To test the
effects of human support we trialed
POWeR in a community public
health setting, randomising users
(n=786) to website only, website
plus two telephone support sessions,
or an 8 week waiting list. Telephone
interviews were carried out with
purposively sampled participants to
elicit views and experiences of those
who did and did not receive support.
Quantitative follow-up finishes in
March 2013 and automatic tracking
of website usage ensures we will
have complete data for our primary
outcomes. Novel visualisation
techniques are being used to identify
patterns of usage and relate these to
participant baseline characteristics.
To test the effects of adding mobile
intervention components we
developed a Smartphone application
that provides on-the-go access to key
intervention components, and
evaluated it in a series of intensive ‘n
of 1’ studies, using an ABAB design
to compare weeks when the app was
or was not made available to
supplement the web-based
intervention. Experiences of the
intervention were assessed by daily
and weekly self-report questionnaire
measures and weekly telephone
interviews, and were analysed using
novel modelling techniques for small
samples. Results. The community
rollout attracted a diverse sample of
overweight/obese users. Qualitative
interview data suggested that users

who engaged with the coaching felt
supported, accountable, and found it
prompted a return to using POWeR
after gaps in use. However, over half
the participants in the coach arm
refused or were unreachable for
telephone contact. Qualitative
findings from the ‘n of 1’ studies of
supplementing the intervention with
mobile phone usage indicated that
many participants preferred using the
app and found it a more convenient
way to keep track of goals than the
website, but no systematic effect of
app availability on questionnaire
outcome measures was observed.
Time series data revealed large
individual differences in patterns of
app and website usage, related to
lifestyle factors identified in the
qualitative interviews. Conclusions.
Although qualitative analyses of user
views and experiences suggested
many reasons why users might value
and benefit from both telephone
support and mobile intervention
components, quantitative analyses
suggested that these benefits may not
reliably affect intervention usage and
outcomes. Our understanding of user
engagement with digital
interventions can be enriched by
triangulation of qualitative with
quantitative methods, and intensive
n-of-1 studies with large field trials.
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Blood Brothers On-Line: A CrossCultural study of Social Media for
Hemophilia Patients
	
  
Gal Yavetz*, Elad Segev
Track: Research
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Many technological
innovations and specifically
computer mediated communication
(CMC) are bringing new
opportunities for health
organizations, regarding
communication with patients.
Hemophilia is a rare inherited
disease and a bleeding disorder that
caused by lack of clotting factors.
Hemophilia is on one hand a chronic
disease that will follow the patient
for his entire life and on the other
hand a rare disease with a frequency
of one male birth in 7500 (1:7500).
Following by these unique aspects of
hemophilia, hemophilia patients are
managing a specific life style that
includes: self treatment (by
intravenous infusion), physical
exercise on a regular basis and living
with spontaneous bleeding that affect
the joints, muscles and even internal
organs. In the last few years,
Hemophilia organizations are using
social media and user generated
content for connecting hemophiliacs

with one another as platform of
social support and self empowerment
content. Objective: This study will
explain and explore the online tools
that are established by hemophilia
organizations around the world and
focusing on Facebook Pages as the
main medium for interaction. The
main goals of this research are to
identify and describe the differences
of using social media between
different countries, and explain the
uses and gratifications of this global
and cross language platform.
Economic, medical and social
services for each country will be
taken into consideration for
evaluating the differences. Another
purpose of this study is to learn the
using of social networks sites for self
treatment evaluation and chronic
disease management for the patient
point of view. Methods: The
methodology for this study includes
30 semi-structured interviews with
hemophilia patients and stake
holders from 15 different countries.
Results: Main findings of this study
indicate several gaps between
different social groups which are
relevant to the given technology.
First, it has been shown that the users
(patients and their relatives) usage of
social media is mainly involving a
communication within their peer
group, instead of communicating
with the organization. It also has
been shown a deep gap between
organizations from different
countries and cultures. Organizations
that work in developed countries
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with full accesses to clotting factor
treatment are more likely to use
social media for raising awareness.
As opposed to organizations which
lacking fund and treatment, it has
been shown that the strategy and
usage of social media is highly
different in developed and fully
supported countries. In this kind of
organizations, the main usage of
social media is community oriented
communication. Conclusion: Social
media is used globally by hemophilia
patients for communication with one
another as a network of self
empowerment and information. Even
though, the communication is been
held in public facebook page of
formal organizations, the main
interaction is used for patients and
their relatives. Despite many
differences regarding the use of the
technology between facebook's
guidelines for social organizations
and hemophilia organizations, it has
been found that hemophilia patients
are using social media for the same
purposes, regardless to their local
environment.

Shoebox Audiometry: Evaluation
of a Novel, Interactive IPad-Based
Hearing Test for Children
	
  
Jeffrey Yeung*, Hedyeh Javidnia,
Sophie Heley, Yves Beauregard,
Sandra Champagne, Matthew
Bromwich*

Track: Research
Topic: Mobile & Tablet Health
Applications
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: The timely diagnosis
and treatment of acquired hearing
loss in the pediatric population has
significant implications for a child's
development. Audiological
assessment in children, however,
carries both technological and
logistical challenges. Typically,
specialized methods (such as play
audiometry) are required to maintain
the child’s attention and this can be
costly. The proliferation of tablet
computing enables the development
of novel diagnostic applications
which capitalize on the intuitive
user-interface and address the
shortcomings of existing diagnostic
tools. We designed a novel,
interactive game for the Apple®
iPad® that tests warble-tone
thresholds. This tablet play
audiometer is professionally
calibrated to meet ANSI standards
and is the first of its kind. Its design
specifically addresses the difficulties
in performing audiometric testing in
children and it does so at a fraction
of the cost of traditional audiometric
devices. Objective: To validate the
tablet play audiometer's ability to
quantify warble-tone thresholds in
clinical setting as well as its ability to
screen for hearing loss. Methods: In
a prospective, randomized study, the
efficacy of this tool was compared to
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standard play audiometry. 85
consecutive patients presenting to the
Audiology Clinic at the Children's
Hospital of Eastern Ontario (ages 3
and older) were recruited into this
study. Using the tablet audiometer,
hearing was evaluated both in
clinical and screening scenarios.
Thresholds were compared to gold
standard measurements taken using
standard play audiometry. Outcome
Measure: Warble-tone thresholds
obtained by both tablet and
traditional audiometry. Results: The
majority of children in this age group
were capable of completing an
audiologic assessment using the
tablet computer. The data
demonstrate no statistically
significant difference between
warble-tone thresholds obtained by
tablet and traditional audiometry
(p=0.29). Moreover, the tablet
audiometer demonstrates strong
sensitivity, specificity and negative
predictive value in both clinical and
screening scenarios. Conclusion: The
tablet audiometer is a valid and
sensitive instrument for screening
and assessment of warble-tone
thresholds in children.

Fail Better, Fail Faster, and Learn
Together (Panel)
	
  
Colleen Young*, Jackie Bender*,
Michelle Hamilton-Page*, Craig
Thompson*

Track: Practice
Topic: Participatory health care
Presentation Type: Panel
Panel
While eHealth initiatives have the
potential to transform the patient
experience and improve health care,
experience has shown that many fail
to deliver. Successes should be
celebrated, however, there is much to
learn from failure – initiatives that
didn’t reach the targeted benchmarks
or faced an unexpected turn of
events. Internally shortcomings may
be evaluated, but rarely are they
shared publicly so that a wider
population can learn, avoid similar
pitfalls, and build success upon
missed marks. This is particularly
critical in the new era of consumer
health and participatory medicine,
where innovation is moving at a
rapid pace. As technology changes,
new challenges related to its
evaluation emerge, and evaluation
approaches must adapt accordingly.
This panel discussion deals with the
unspeakable – those unsuccessful
projects or plans we’d all like to
forget. Fear of failure is, in and of
itself, a powerful barrier to success.
We want to turn that around and
suggest a model where failing and
failing fast, learning from the failure,
naming those learnings, and
incorporating them into future
planning becomes part of our culture.
Most attempts at innovation are risky
and are likely to fail. How can we in
health care be less risk adverse? How
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does potential failure impact our
ability to move the needle and realize
unknown potential? In this session,
members of the panel will present
examples of failures from their own
experiences at different health care
institutions and on different projects.
Jackie Bender, PhD, a post-doctoral
fellow and behavioral social scientist
at the University Health Network,
will present the challenges associated
with integrating a patient-provider
communication tool into clinical
practice. Michelle Hamilton-Page,
New and Social Media Manager at
the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health, will discuss fast failure when
launching multiple social media
channels across a large teaching
hospital. Colleen Young, Founder of
Health Care Social Media Canada
(#hcsmca) and Manager of Social
Innovation at ELLICSR, Princess
Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN, will
expose the missed opportunities
when success measures are not set
and data not collected in an online
patient community. Each panelist
will take an open and honest look at
a project lay bare the unrealistic
expectations, flawed approaches,
unforeseen barriers, and special
circumstances that contributed to its
failure. Craig Thompson, Director
Digital Communications at Women’s
College Hospital will highlight the
insights and practical lessons. As
moderator he will invite the audience
to discuss new definitions and
outcome metrics to reposition failure
and embrace it as a catalyst for

success.

A Progress Report of E-Learning
Tools Usage among Medical
Students in Saudi Teaching
Hospital
	
  
Nasriah Zakaria*, Amr Jamal*,
Shekhar Bisht, Cristina Koppel*
Track: Practice
Topic: Web 2.0-based medical
education and learning
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Public universities in
Saudi Arabia today are making
substantial investments in e-learning
as part of their educational system,
especially in the implementation of
Learning Management Systems
(LMS). A better understanding is
sought of how best to support their
use in a blended e-learning approach.
Research Significance: Medical
Informatics is a recent addition to
Gulf medical curricula. This is the
first study conducted in Saudi Arabia
appraising medical students’
experience with an LMS, particularly
as part of a relevant informatics
course. Objectives: This study
investigates students’ use of various
features of the LMS embedded in a
recently implemented Medical
Informatics course. We explore third
year medical students’ attitudes
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towards the LMS as well as the
issues and challenges faced,
specifically the interactive tools
required for this particular Medical
Informatics course. Methods: A
mixed methodology was employed.
Survey questionnaires were
distributed to all third year Medical
Informatics students at the end of the
course. In addition, two focus group
sessions were conducted with twelve
students. A thematic analysis of the
focus group was performed to
identify patterns in the responses.
Results: A total of 265 third year
medical students survey (63.01%
male and 36.99% female) were
completed and analyzed. Overall,
50.6% of the students agreed that
‘course was well planned’ and ‘up to
date’, had ‘clearly stated’ objectives
and ‘clear evaluation methods’, ‘
appropriate course assignment’, and
that the LMS offered ‘easy
navigation.’ Most of the students
rated the course overall as good/fair.
In general, females were 10.4% more
likely to prefer using the LMS, as
revealed by higher odd ratios (OR
1.104, 95%CI 0.858-1.42) compared
to males. Survey results showed that
students used LMS tools more
having taken the course compared to
before taking the course. The focus
group, however, revealed that the
students used social networking for
general use rather than learning
purposes, but they were using other
resources on the Internet and mobile
devices for learning. Male students
showed a higher preference for using

technology in general to enhance
learning activities. Overall, medical
student attitudes towards the LMS
were generally positive. From focus
group analysis, engagement can be
improved by having the LMS
embedded across all college courses
as well as a route made available for
official communications. Students
also wanted a reminder and
notification tool to help them stay
updated with what is going on in the
course. Interestingly, a subset of
students had been running a parallel
LMS of their own, whose features
may be explored and integrated with
the official LMS in the future.
Conclusions: Despite this being the
first time a Medical Informatics
course used LMS in the curriculum,
students showed interest in adapting
various LMS tools to enhance their
learning, gaining better knowledge
through familiarity with the tool.
Researching the official LMS also
revealed the existence of a parallel
student-created LMS. This could
allow teacher-led and student-led
platforms to be integrated in the
future for an enhanced studentcentered experience.

Providing Personalized Decision
Support By Leveraging A Clinical
Data Repository
	
  
Qing Zeng-Treitler*, Joshua Proulx,
Brent Hill
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Track: Practice
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Millions of patients
research their treatment options
online. Increasingly, many of the
online patients are looking for
information from patients like
themselves. Self-reported outcomes,
however, have significant
limitations. For instance, patients
may not report their own conditions
and outcomes accurately or
completely. Patients who suffered
from life threatening outcomes are
often not able to report them online.
Sample size on different treatments
and outcomes may differ
dramatically. Large clinical data
repositories are rich resources of
objective and accurate information
that are currently unavailable to
patients. We plan to provide this
information to patients and allow
them to learn from others’ treatment
experience. Objective: To develop a
novel information tool called Hearts
Like Mine (HLM). HLM will
identify patients similar to a user in a
large clinical repository and provide
synthetic stories of the treatment
experiences of the patients. This
information is intended to provide
personalized decision support to
patients and facilitate shared decision
making. Methods: We designed a
prototype HLM tool. HLM utilizes

patient demographics, disease, and
treatment option criteria to search for
similar patients in a clinical record
repository. It then calculates
summary statistics of the incident
rates of different outcomes of interest
to patients. In order to visualize the
statistics, HLM uses a popular
pictograph display that portrays 100
patients. Color-coding is used to
reflect both positive and negative
outcomes. A particular novelty of
HLM is that each patient icon will be
linked to a synthetic patient story
that describes the outcomes. Results:
To guide the HLM development, we
conducted an expert consultation
with an MD, a RN, and an
experienced patient. They reviewed
the prototype interface and provided
feedback, which we used to improve
the interface. We also sought
feedback from five patients for
synthetic story templates. Currently
we are preparing to measure the
effectiveness of HLM, especially the
effect of the synthetic stories. We are
planning a small randomized
controlled trial for which we will
recruit 28 subjects and conduct
scenario-based testing. Two
treatment decisions for coronary
artery disease and atrial fibrillation
will be presented to the subjects who
will then simulate the decision
making processes when presented
with one of two scenarios: outcome
statistics or outcome statistics along
with patient stories.
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How the Internet Is Transforming
Health Experiences: Reflections
from a Decade of Qualitative
Research on Experiences of
Cancer, Chronic Illness, Infertility
and Bereavement
	
  
Sue Ziebland*
Track: Research
Topic: other
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background Not so long ago, when
the internet was new, there was a
small moral panic about the
consequences of health information
escaping doctors’ control. Variously,
and not unrelated to health system
funding, commentators feared that
waiting rooms might come to
resemble ghost towns, or conversely
that surgeries would run late as
patients with ‘sheaves of printouts’
expected to spend hours discussing
unfounded health concerns. Would
patients be an easy prey for
charlatans or hopelessly confused by
the sheer volume on online
information? And what about the
danger that a digital, or generation,
divide would increase social
exclusion? Objectives To use
qualitative analysis to consider how
people talk, in interviews, about use
of online health information in
different health conditions and how
attitudes and cautions about different
types of websites have changed over
the last decade. Methods:

Comparative qualitative analysis of
four sets of narrative interview
studies, all conducted by the Health
Experiences Research Group
(University of Oxford) during the
years 2002- 2012. Particular
attention was paid to the language
that participants used when talking
about the internet. Results In the
early 2000s patients’ narratives
suggested that only particularly
engaged, expert and activated
patients sought health information
online. By 2010 the web had become
an almost unremarked, routine part
of people’s experience (eg ‘of course
we all looked it up straight away’).
The internet has transformed how
people make sense of and respond to
symptoms, decide whether to
consult, make treatment choices,
cope with their illness and connect to
others. Increasingly doctors are
aware of this and recommend useful
sites to their patients yet, even in
2013, respondents express reluctance
to talk to their doctors about what the
find online, fearing that such
revelations might damage the
relationship. Overwhelmingly people
describe benefits from using the
internet. A possible exception is
those experiencing issues that may
isolate people from their immediate
social world (such as infertility or
bereavement): in such cases
connecting with others online can be
greatly valued, but also reinforce
isolation. Conclusion People want
more than information online, they
also want to find reflections, insights
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and practical advice from other
patients. UK doctors may want more
evidence about the health effects of
using the internet but patients and the
public are routinely online, even if
they do not mention it in the
consultation.

Comparing the Success of ECare
Interventions for Chronic Disease
Management and Disease
Prevention
	
  
Tatjana Zrimec*, Mate Bestek, Iztok
Cujkati, Andrej Brodnik
Track: Research
Topic: Consumer empowerment,
patient-physician relationship, and
sociotechnical issues
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background With aging population
there is an increasing occurrence in a
number of chronic diseases. Diabetes
and asthma, in particular, have
reached threatening dimensions
worldwide. In Slovenia, 120,911
people live with diabetes.
Worldwide, the estimated number in
2012 was nearly 366 million and it is
expected to increase to 552 million
by 2030. Similarly, more the 100,000
people in Slovenia and 235 million
people worldwide suffer from
asthma. Consequently, chronic
diseases impose a large economic

burden on healthcare systems. We
have developed an eCare web-portal
for self-management and behavior
change for chronic diseases and
disease prevention. Objectives To
clinically evaluate the success of the
eCare system through randomized
control trials (RCT) for selfmanagement of asthma and diabetes
type II as well as clinical trials of
preventive interventions, eWeightloss and eSport. To compare the
success of the interventions and to
find out why not all interventions are
equally successful. To discover how
demographic, psychological or
clinical factors influence success.
Methods In the first phase of the
project, the core eCare system was
developed. Clinical partners we
involved in the development of
intervention definitions and in the
clinical trial design. The second
phase, the clinical trial, consisted of
a number of activities: participant
education; control over the care
intervention and collected data and
regular meetings with the medical
professionals. To achieve the
objectives, special attention was
given to the evaluation questionnaire
development. The questionnaire
consisted of five components with
questions for: collecting user
demographic data, evaluation the
eCare application, collecting user
expectations, satisfaction and
suggestions for improvements as
well as a set of intervention related
question about the condition
management. In the third phase, data
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analysis will be used to assess the
effectiveness of a particular
intervention and the success of the
eCare system. Results The eCare
applications for supporting selfmanagement of two chronic diseases
and two preventive intervention were
implemented and deployed. All
clinical trials were approved by the
Ethics Committee. In the RCT of
eAsthma, the number of patients was
smaller then planned. The RCT for
Diabetes type II, eDiabetes, is a
multi-center trial including 17 family
medicine clinics. The expected
number of patients was reached
during the recruitment period. The
clinical trial for weight loss and
eSport have more participants then
planned. Conclusion The eCare
system was successfully used for
several interventions. The system is
patient centered and includes tools
for self-care support, health
education and communication. It also
provides supporting tools for medical
professionals. Collected data from
the clinical trials will enable the
evaluation of each eCare application.
Since the eCare system was used to
support conditions with different
care protocols, the data collected will
enable comparison of the success of
the interventions and to discover why
some interventions work well and
others do not. It will also help
determine whether some clinical
problems or behaviors are more
responsive to change by computerbased interventions.

Online Treatment of Adolescents
with Insomnia
	
  
Eduard Jan de Bruin*, Frans J Oort,
Susan M Bögels, Anne Marie
Meijer*
Track: Research
Topic: Public (e-)health, population
health technologies, surveillance
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background and objective: Many
adolescents suffer from insufficient
or unsatisfactory sleep due to
insomnia symptoms, but adolescents
are less likely than adults to access
care-as-usual methods for treatment.
Online treatment programs have
shown to be as effective as other
methods of treatment, and offer a
viable alternative to reach youth and
provide adequate treatment.
Methods: We developed a website
for online treatment with cognitive
behavioral therapy for insomnia
(CBT-I), and adapted the protocol
for use in an online setting with ageappropriate exercises. Adolescents
were recruited through newspaper
articles and online newsletters for
youth healthcare professionals. Two
groups of 61 adolescents in total
(mean age15.4, SD1.33; boys 18%)
were randomly assigned to a waiting
list control condition or a treatment
condition. The treatment group was
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treated with the online CBT-I
protocol in 6 weekly consults. Both
groups were assessed at baseline and
post treatment. Insomnia complaints
and chronic sleep reduction were
measured with questionnaires, and
sleep parameters were measured,
with objective (actigraphy) and
subjective (sleep logs)
measurements. Results: There was a
significantly higher decrease for the
treatment condition of scores on the
insomnia scale of the Holland Sleep
Disorder Questionnaire (p<.01) and
of the scores on the Chronic Sleep
Reduction Questionnaire (p<.05).
Results from sleep parameters show
a significant decrease in sleep onset
latency (p<.001), and a significant
increase in total sleep time (p<.05)
and sleep efficiency (p<.001) for the
treatment condition but not for the
waiting list condition. Furthermore
the majority of the participants
commented favorably on the content
and mode of treatment through an
online website. Conclusion: Internet
treatment of sleep problems of
adolescents shows strong
improvements in sleep parameters
and a large decrease of insomnia
complaints and symptoms, and is a
feasible alternative for care-as-usual.

Optimizing Care for Infantile
Hemangiomas: E-Learning Can
Improve Parents’ Knowledge and
(Risk) Evaluation
	
  
Marlies de Graaf*, Mirjam Knol,
Joan Totte, Harmieke OsMedendorp*, Corstiaan Breugem,
Suzanne Pasmans
Track: Research
Topic: Digital Learning
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Infantile hemangiomas
(IH) are common benign vascular
tumors. They develop shortly after
birth, and have an unique growth
pattern. IH at risk for complications
need to be early recognized and
closely observed during the first 8
weeks of rapid growth. However, the
mean age of the first visit to a
specialist is 5 months. This delay
might be due to a lack of knowledge
among primary caretakers and
parents, and due to waiting times. A
Web-based e-learning module might
improve knowledge and (risk)
evaluation of parents leading to
earlier presentation of high risk IH.
Objectives: First, to determine if
parents are able to assess, before and
after completing an e-learning
module, whether (1) their child has a
IH, (2) the IH is at risk of developing
complications, (3) the IH needs to be
seen by a specialist and (4)
specialized care should be provided
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urgently. Second, to evaluate the
compliance, acceptance, and
usability of the e-learning module.
Methods: A Web-based e-learning
module consisting of general
information about IH and illustrative
cases, followed by an e-consult
(teledermatology) was developed. In
a prospective study 158 parents of
children with a suspected IH
participated in this e-learning
module. Using questionnaires,
parents were asked before and after
the e-learning module to assess their
child’s skin abnormality.
Dermatologists answered the same
questionnaires (by e-consult), and
their assessment was compared with
the assessment of the parents. The elearning module was evaluated using
a modified Technology Acceptance
Model. Results: Parents showed a
96% concordance with the
dermatologist on diagnosing the skin
abnormality after completing the elearning module. An increase in
concordance was seen after elearning on, assessing the risk of
complications of the IH, the need to
be seen by a specialist, and the
urgency for specialized care
(concordance of respectively 79%,
75%, and 84%, p <0.001). The
evaluation of the e-learning module
is currently under investigation but
the first results look promising.
Conclusions: E-learning increases
parents’ knowledge about IH and
their (risk) evaluation. Therefore it
might be a useful tool in daily
practice. Furthermore, the results of

this study implicate that involving
parents in the care for IH through an
e-learning module might result in
earlier presentation of children with
high risk IH in specialized centers.
Pilot data suggest a positive
evaluation of the e-learning module
by parents.

Participatory Development of
Medical Technology for
Antimicrobial Stewardship Results
in New Focus for ASP Mobile App
	
  
Nienke de Jong*, Jobke Wentzel*,
Lex van Velsen, Lisette van GemertPijnen*
Track: Research
Topic: Web 2.0 approaches for
clinical practice, clinical research,
quality monitoring
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Due to imprudent and
uncontrolled antibiotic use in the
past, microorganisms have become
resistant or are on the verge to
become so. If we continue to use
antibiotics irresponsibly, soon we
will not be able to treat a lot of
diseases like Tuberculosis.
Antimicrobial stewardship programs
(ASPs) are proposed as a necessary
means to stop antimicrobial
resistance. In these programs,
strategies such as prescribing
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restrictions, formularies, clinical
decision support, pharmacy and
clinical microbiology consultations,
and resistance monitoring are
implemented in hospitals to improve
the appropriateness of patients’
antimicrobial therapy. As ASPs rely
on interdisciplinary cooperation and
consultation, and informationsharing, eHealth interventions can
facilitate these new clinical practices.
Current ASP technologies focus
solely on specialist support such as
physician prescribing support,
clinical decision aids and reminders.
The goal of our study was to go
beyond physicians and to apply a
participatory design strategy to
uncover what processes in ASP can
be supported via eHealth and who
the important stakeholder are.
Methods: We followed a
participatory development approach
starting with stakeholder dialogues
via focus groups to assess what the
relevant problems and keystakeholders are for supporting
ASPs. Participants were recruited via
a top clinic and local teaching
hospital. An unexpected focus on
nurses’ needs in ASPs emerged as a
key stakeholder in patient centered
care via ASP. We held in-depth
focus groups, observations and
interviews with nurses, management
and ASP experts (clinical
microbiologists and pharmacists) of
the hospital to further explore their
needs and we translated the results
into and requirements for an eHealth
intervention. Next, card-sorts, mock-

up and scenario evaluations were
performed with nurses of two
pulmonology wards to further
develop a mobile ASP nurse
information app. Results: Due to our
participatory design, we uncovered
that supporting nurses in their work
was an important concern to enable
antimicrobial stewardship. Their
involvement turned out to be
implicit, but nonetheless crucial.
However, as their workload is
already high, nurses were hesitant to
take up additional activities in an
ASP. Our mapping of nurses’
working methods and information
behavior regarding antimicrobialrelated tasks, revealed that basic
information needs were unmet. In
several iterations, we developed a
web-based mobile ASP support
application that is attuned to nurses’
workflow and antimicrobial-related
tasks, such as preparing and
administrating antimicrobials,
evaluating patients, and check for
and act upon alarming changes in
patient status. Currently, this mobile
application is being tested for task
supporting effectiveness on three
wards. We will show the latest
version of the app during our
presentation, including preliminary
evaluation results. Conclusions: Our
study shows that participatory design
of eHealth interventions can guide
eHealth development projects
towards the best solution, and can
stimulate out-of-the-box thinking.
The development of our nurse
information app has shown that
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clinical practice implications are
important and offer a good starting
point countering the implications of
antimicrobial resistance, a worldwide
health problem. Interestingly,
physicians have shown interest in a
similar support app, fitted to their
ASP needs, after having seen
prototypical versions of the app for
nurses. This shows that thinking
outside the box does not only lead to
new eHealth solutions, it can also
enhance the existing ones.

A Meta-Analytic Review of
Internet-Based Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy for Patients
with Chronic Somatic Conditions
	
  
Sylvia van Beugen*
Track: Research
Topic: e-Coaching
Presentation Type: Rapid-Fire
Presentation
Single Presentation
Sylvia van Beugen1, MSc; Maaike
Ferwerda1, MSc; Dane Hoeve, MSc;
Maroeska Rovers, PhD2; Saskia
Spillekom-van Koulil1,3, PhD;
Henriët van Middendorp1, PhD;
Andrea W.M. Evers1,3, PhD
Radboud University Nijmegen
Medical Centre, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands 1 Department of
Medical Psychology 2 Department of
Epidemiology, Biostatistics and
HTA 3 Department of Dermatology

Background: The Internet is
increasingly being used to deliver
guided cognitive behavioral therapy
to patients with chronic somatic
conditions. In order to determine
whether ICBT is effective for
chronic somatic conditions, the
results of the increasing number of
recent randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) need to be systematically
evaluated and quantitatively
analyzed. Objective: The current
meta-analytic review describes
guided Internet-based cognitive
behavioral therapy (ICBT)
interventions for chronic somatic
conditions, and evaluates the
effectiveness of these interventions.
Method: We searched Pubmed,
PsychINFO and EMBASE from
inception until February 2012, by
combining search terms indicative of
effect studies, Internet, and cognitive
behavioral therapy. Three types of
outcome were evaluated: generic
psychological outcomes, diseaserelated physical outcomes, and
disease-related impact outcomes.
Standardized mean differences
(SMDs) were calculated between
intervention and control conditions
for each outcome and, when
appropriate, pooled using random
effects models. Results: A total of 23
trials were included. Guided ICBT
was shown to improve all three
outcome categories with small-tomoderate effect sizes for generic
psychological outcomes (ES
range=0.19-0.32) and occasionally
larger effects for disease-specific
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physical outcomes (ES range=-0.041.15) and disease-related impact
outcomes (ES range=0.21-1.09).
Explorative analyses suggested that
interventions with a longer treatment
duration (>6 weeks) lead to more
consistent effects on depression.
Conclusions: Guided ICBT appears
to be a promising and effective
treatment for chronic somatic
conditions. Explorative analyses
revealed that longer treatment length
holds the promise of larger treatment
effects. The most consistent
improvements were found for
disease-specific outcomes, which
supports the possible relevance of
tailoring interventions to specific
patient groups.

All Superusers Are Not Created
Equal: Contributory Patterns
Observed in Four Separate Digital
Health Social Networks Promoting
Behavior Change
	
  
Trevor D van Mierlo*, Rachel T
Fournier, Ashley McGowan, Peter L
Selby
Track: Practice
Topic: Building virtual communities
and social networking applications
for patients and consumers
Presentation Type: Oral presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Mirroring the Pareto
Principle (also known as the 80-20

rule), a common phenomenon in
digital health social networking is the
1% rule, where 90% of those who
visit an online community lurk, 9%
contribute infrequently, and 1%
account for the vast majority of
discussions. In the healthcare
literature this 1% have been
identified as Superusers, members of
digital health social networks who
assume leadership roles by providing
support, advice and direction to other
users. Although, the existence of
Superusers has been recognized, very
little is known in regards to their
posting behaviors. Methods: Data
were extracted from four separate
social networks run by Evolution
Health: AlcoholHelpCenter.net
(AHC), DepressionCenter.net (DC),
PanicCenter.net (PC) and the
StopSmokingCenter.net (SSC). Each
social network is anonymous, free to
the consumer, expert moderated, and
not actively promoted. All members
consented to the use of their data for
research purposes. Results: Analysis
of posting behavior in all social
networks revealed right-skewed
distributions, meaning that,
cumulatively, most members posted
infrequently and that a small number
author the vast majority of posts. In
this study 125, 148, 156, and 156
Superusers were identified in the
AHC, DC, PC and SSC, respectively.
Frequency and method of interaction
varied among the networks. For
example, AHC Superusers posted an
average of 2.3 times per thread,
while SSC Superusers posted on
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average 1.4 times per thread. While
96% of AHC Superusers started
discussions, only 66.7% of PC
Superusers initiated them. Other
unique and notable combinations of
posting behavior will be reviewed.
Also to be discussed are results from
informal qualitative interviews with
moderators outlining theory-based
behavior change techniques designed
to increase Superuser participation in
light of variations in characteristics.
Conclusions: Superusers make
important contributions as they
produce a network effect. For those
who run digital health social
networks, recruiting and managing
Superusers is an important task.
Understanding how Superusers
contribute in different settings can
have a significant impact on network
size. In order to optimize the
management of digital health social
networks, further research is required
in the characteristics of all
participants, discussion topics, and
group dynamics. Learning
Objectives: In this oral presentation
participant will: • Learn a
mathematical model to identify
Superusers • Observe the graphical
structures of four distinct social
networks • Understand the unique
characteristics of Superusers • Learn
strategies designed to increase and
maintain social network growth

Online Pediatric Skin House
	
  
Harmieke van Os-Medendorp*,
Niels Elbert, Joan Totte, Marlies de
Graaf*, Carien van Veelen, Wilco
van Renselaar, Suzanne Pasmans
Track: Practice
Topic: Personal health records and
Patient portals
Presentation Type: Poster
presentation
Single Presentation
Background and aim Skin diseases in
children are highly prevalent. In
children, atopic dermatitis and
infectious skin diseases are most
frequently encountered. The online
pediatric Skin House
(www.huidhuis.nl) is a digital
interactive platform for information,
treatment and expertise. Its aim is
efficient and high quality care for
children with skin diseases by
making disease knowledge, selfmanagement programs and treatment
protocols easily available. The Skin
House strives for a continuum of
integrated personalized stepped care
and focuses especially on children
and their parents, but also on General
Practitioners, Youth Health Care
workers, medical specialists and
other involved health care
professionals. Method and
functionalities All content of the
Skin House is based on official
guidelines and standards of the
Dutch Task Force Group on Pediatric
Dermatology of the Dutch Society of
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Dermatology and Venereology, and
on guidelines of Pediatricians,
General Practitioners or Youth
Health Care and written under
supervision of a pediatric
dermatologist. The Skin House
consists of different rooms of both
common and rare skin diseases.
Navigation to the appropriate room is
realized by a ‘diagnostic tree’: the
child, parent or health care
professional selects the symptoms of
the skin complaint and related
diseases are then displayed. Each
room gives access to different
facilities. First, photographs and
information on the skin diseases are
shown, with possible causes,
symptoms, treatment, and self-care
options. Also information on current
medical research is provided.
Second, patient information on the
disease is added, as well as available
websites, self-management programs
(e.g. e-learning course for parents),
and patients’ organizations.
Additionally, the child or its parents
have access to official guidelines and
professional standards. Third, older
children and parents of younger
children can create a personal health
record and they can give access to
their health care providers to get
insight in and interact through this
record. The personal health record is
compliant with all Dutch rules and
regulation with respect to privacy
protection and checked and approved
by the Dutch Privacy Protection
Authority.Treatment protocols are
offered within their personal health

record. Currently, a treatment
protocol for children with
hemangiomas is available.
Photographs can be uploaded, and
the severity score and standardized
questionnaires can be filled in before
the consultation. Prescribed
medication is listed online and econsultation or peer consultation is
possible between the parent, medical
specialist and medical specialists of a
congenital vascular anomaly center.
Resultantly, parents and medical
specialist are better informed and
care is coordinated and integrated
within all participants. As a result,
health care for young children with
hemangiomas can improve and take
place closer at home. Experiences
and preliminary results The pediatric
Skin House is online since October
2012 without advertisement and is
created with several grants.
Currently, the website has
approximately 400 unique visits per
day. Information about more than a
hundred skin diseases and
complaints is already available.
Preliminary results of a study among
parents and health care professionals
who used the hemangioma treatment
protocol indicate that this might be
an useful and feasible tool.
Conclusion The online pediatric Skin
House provides parents and their
children with skin diseases or
complaints and health care
professionals with evidence based
information and the possibility for econsultation or peer consultation.
The pediatric Skin House has the
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potential to contribute to a more
efficient and accessible health care
system. Acknowledgements: the
online pediatric Skin House has been
developed with grants of Provincie
Flevoland, Regieraad Kwaliteit van
Zorg and Fonds Nuts Ohra; all are
from the Netherlands

Bringing an Intelligent Virtual
Assistant to Healthcare
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Topic: Human-Computer Interface
(HCI) Design
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Presentation
Single Presentation
This presentation explores the latest
in this technological innovation in
speech recognition and natural
language understanding and its
application in the complex busy
clinical setting. Combining standard
speech recognition with clinical
language understanding opens up a
whole new opportunity to simplify
the human computer interface and
relieve clinicians from challenge of
learning and using complex
electronic medical records allowing
them to focus their time where it is
best used, on the patient. A recent
survey of clinicians revealed that:
"80 percent of physicians believe
that within five years, virtual

assistants will drastically change
how they interact and use electronic
health records and other healthcare
apps, making them more efficient
and freeing up time to spend on
patients" We have already seen the
impact of this technology in our
interactions with mobile devices. Siri
is a good example of this type of
technology in action and in telephone
calls to customer service Attendees
will develop a full appreciation of
speech technology as it stands today
and how it is already delivering
efficiencies, easing the burden of
capturing patient clinical data.
Attendees will also gain insights into
the latest advances in speech
technology that can simplify the
human computer interface providing
ready access to information and
accelerate the adoption of technology
and free clinicians to spend more
time on patient care.

Using Social Media in Healthcare:
Preferences of the General
Population
	
  
Tom H van de Belt*, Lucien Jlpg
Engelen, Sivera Aa Berben, Steven
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sociotechnical issues
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Presentation
Single Presentation
Background: Nowadays healthcare is
increasingly featured by the use of
Web 2.0 communication
technologies including social media
that reshape the way patients and
professionals interact. These
technologies can be used for a
variety of purposes: to instantly
debate issues, discover news, analyze
research, network with peers, crowdsource information, seek support and
provide advice. Interestingly, the
implementation of Web 2.0
communication tools is sometimes
unsuccessful and in many cases the
non-usage attrition rates are high.
Although assessing the preferences
or needs of potential users of tools is
an important step in implementation,
little is known about the preferences
or needs of the general public
regarding the use of Web 2.0
communication tools in healthcare.
Objective: To determine the
preferences regarding the use of
social media and/or e-health
technologies in healthcare of the
general population in the
Netherlands. Methods: A crosssectional survey was disseminated
via a popular Dutch online social
network. Respondents were asked
where they searched for healthcare
related information, how they
qualified the value of different
sources and after their preferences
regarding online communication
with healthcare providers. Results

were weighed for the Dutch
population based on gender, age and
level of education making use of
official statistics. Numbers and
percentages or means and standard
deviations were presented for
different subgroups. One-way
ANOVA was used to test for
statistical differences. Results: The
survey was completed by 635
respondents and all data were
successfully extrapolated to the
Dutch population. Internet was found
to be the number one source for
healthcare related information
(82.7%), closely followed by
information provided by healthcare
professionals (71.1%). One third
(32.3%) of the Dutch population
searches for ratings of healthcare
providers. The most popular
information topics are side effects of
medication (62.5%) and symptoms
(59.7%). One fourth of the Dutch
population prefers to communicate
with a healthcare provider via social
media (25.4%) and 21.2% would like
to communicate via a webcam.
Conclusions: Internet is the main
source of health-related information
for the Dutch population. This
corresponds to other studies’
findings involving patients. One out
of four persons wants to
communicate with their physician
via social media channels and it is
expected that this number will
further increase. Health care
providers should therefore explore
new ways of online communication
and should facilitate patients to
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connect with them. Future research
should aim at comparing different
patient groups and diseases,
describing best practices and
determining the cost- effectiveness.
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